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TO

SORANOS

(98-138)

most brilliant gynecologist of antiquity, whose origi-

nality and distinguished career illumined a future

path of medicine for nearly two thousand years.
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“The farther a notion reaches back into primitive

times for its origin, the more universal must be its

extent, and its power in history is rooted in this

universality.”

(Lippcrt, Kadlurwckx'cm. Quoted by
Sumner and Keller. Tho Scium ta“
Sociuy, ii. 1465-6.)





PREFACE TO THE PAPERBACK EDITION

NORMAN HIMEs’s Medical History of Contraception represents the

only largesscale effort in the English language, and indeed in any

language, to fully document man’s attempts to control his fertility from

prehistoric to modern times. This lively and comprehensive account of

man’s ambivalent relationship to his own reproductive capacity is as

important and readable today as it was thirty years ago, when it was

first published. It is a well-deserved tribute to its author that it is now

being republished in its entirety in a paperback edition.

Every field of endeavor has its own history. Fortunately for us,

Norman Himes’s thorough study of the history of contraception has

resulted in a document which is both scholarly and litera'ry. Although

the title states that it is a medical history, the book itself covers the

anthropologic, ec'onomic, and sociologic aspects as well. As a reference

work, it has saved busy scholars countless hours of digging for obscure

sources. As a work of history, it has made the experience of workers

in the field .of birth control so much more vivid and meaningful.

The central theme of the book is the concept that birth control repre-

sents the ageless struggle of mankind to achieve “adequate parenthood.”

It is Mr. Himes’s contention that the birth—control propagandists of the

nineteenth century served merely to crystallize the public demand asso-

ciated with such factors as industrialization, urbanization, lessened

ecclesiastical authority, and greater freedom for women. He rightly

predicted that the democratization of contraceptive practice, which was

in his_ day limited even within the Western world,'wou1d, in the twen-

tieth century, be diffused throughout the Orient. And, in fact, the first

major national family-planning programs in the world were those of

India, Pakistan, Korea, and Taiwan. The Iroster of other developing

countries undertaking, during the 1960’s, either an official family—plan-

ning program or a major governmental involvement in family planning

includes: Ceylon, Iran, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Turkey

in Asia ; Mauritius, Morocco, Tunisia, and the United Arab Republic’in

Africa; Chile, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Jamaica,

and Trinidad and Tobago in the Western Hemisphere. The list can be

considerably expanded if it were to include countries with some gov—

ernmental activity in family planning, although on a limited scale.



PREFACE TO THE PAPERBACK EDITION

The bibliography of some 1,500 items at the end of this volume is
unique for the period covered. The listing is both comprehensive and
selective in the best sense, and a code is provided for the location of
rare items.

This volume brings the history of birth~control endeavor up to the
1930’s. Such dramatic changes in contraceptive techniques and practices
as the development and widespread use of the rhythm method, oral
contraceptives, and intrauterine devices, were still beyond the horizon.
A new Norman Himes is urgently needed today‘ to record as vividly
and in as scholarly'a manner as he did the development of new contra—
ceptive techniques; the emphasis on statistical evaluation of the safety,
effectiveness, and acceptability of contraceptive methods; and the grow—
ing public awareness that a balance will have to be achieved between
population growth and social and economic development.

CHRISTOPHER TIETZE, MD.

The Population Council



FOREWORD

IMELY and welcome is this first thorough study of the history of

control of conception. Its broad range is in no wise restricted by

the word “medica ” in the title, because social and economic implications

can no more be disregarded within this area than they can be in the diag-

nosis and treatment of disease or in any other section of preventive med-

icine.

Perhaps the most striking feature of this assembly of activities and of

attitudes, ancient and modem, is the evidence of the universality of the

striving toward a given end. In virtually every culture which is of historic

importance the author discovers the presence of a desire to control fertility

I by artificial means. It has been common knowledge that early peoples

scorned sterility. It has not been generally recognized that they sought at

the same time to avoid excessive production of progeny. Among other

means toward limiting undue numbers, it is shown that disproportionate

attention has been focussed on abortion and infanticide, and relatively little

heed has been given to the more elusive evidence bearing on widespread and

consistent groping toward artificial control of conception. Whereas ad-

vances made in the process of civilization are forever characterized by econ—

omy of effort, abortion and infanticide are conspicuous examples of extrava-

gant waste. If progress means anything, it means prevention curtailing

destruction.

It is noteworthy that this volume represents one of the first attempts to

apply to the history of medicine the sociological methodology of Pareto.

In his Trattato di Sociologia Generale, which is in these days under constant

discussion, the famous Italian has shown quite conclusively that if we are

to build up social generalizations and arrive at concepts of uniform general

principles in human conduct, it is important to study, not alone our own

brief culture, but the facts of all cultures throughout the entire range of

social evolution.

Dr. Himes sees sociology as a science whose business it is to construct

generalizations built on the broadest foundations, and he is of the opinion

that not a few of his colleagues err in method when they attempt to gen-

eralize on a basis of studies of conduct as seen in contemporary urban

society, and on this basis almost alone; whereas such a society is a mere

end product of human evolution.
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If we apply this point of view to the physician’s section of service to the
community, it is evident that for contemporary medicine the need of the
wide perspective involved in historical review is as great as for the student
of the whole field of human conduct. Moreover, perspectives of research
on control of conception show reason for hope of fresh discovery.

Fearless investigation is in line with the best traditions of medicine;
that is, with its traditions since it emerged from magic, and, in most of
its departments, from the domination of dogma, and before it acquired,
in places, the infusion of commercialism. By assuming its share of the
responsibility for discoveries in control of conception and foi' instruction
wherever instruction is needed, medicine might give pause to the accusation
that in some matters social and crucial its ofi‘icial organized societies are
not leaders but laggards, nearly as timid as organized legal bodies. With
their charters as agencies created for service to humanity in trouble, we
have a right to look to them for active participation in study and in counsel.
Toward any inquiry bearing on these importunate problems the author

tenders material of high present and potential value, reaching back as it
does to the uttermost edge of social origins, so little known, and forward to
the very brink of the future, even less knowable. For the collection of the
mass of data—and speculation—embodied in this book, and particularly
for the stimulus to thought which it provokes on many lines, the Science
and art of medicine should express its obligation. This gratitude may
well be shared by students of population and workers on very many 0f
the social problems in which control of the number and the quality of
progeny play a part.

ROBERT L. DICKINSON, M.D., F.A.C.S.



INTRODUCTION

PRESENTATION addressed to physicians by a non—medical writer calls

for a word of explanation. I was asked by the National Committee

on Maternal Health, Inc. to prepare a few chapters on the history of concep-

tion control for a medical source book which would deal exhaustively with

the control of human fertility, sterility, abortion, sterilization, etc.; and a

grant—in-aid of research to theamount of one thousand dollarswasmade tome

for that purpose. Presumably the committee honored me with the request

because it knew that I had, as an economist and sociologist, devoted the

preceding five or six years to a. study of the economic and social history of

birth control. Though, as a fellow of the Social Science Research Council,

I had made in 1926—27 a study of the work of the English birth-control

clinics, I had steadfastly up to this time refrained from discussing in my

published papers the medical aspects of the subject, realizing that my

province lay elsewhere. When the Committee made its request, however,

I accepted gladly for several reasons: (1) It was clear that here was a.

significant hiatus in knowledge that needed filling. (2) N0 physician or

medical historian appeared on the scene willing to expend the required

effort. (3) There was the realization that, while I had no medical training,

the final report would be scanned by a highly competent medical editorial

board. Had not Hippocrates declared that the good physician will not

hesitate to learn from the layman in those instances in which, through

peculiar circumstances, he happens to have specialized information? The

publication of a medical history by a sociologist proceeds from no desire to

usurp a medical function but rather from a sincere effort to contribute some

measure of perspective toward the understanding of ahumanproblemwhich,

after all, has implications not alone for medicine but for human biology, for

economics, sociology, jurisprudence, and many other fields of human

knowledge and endeavor.

It is commonly supposed, even in well-informed circles, that birth control

is very recent, ultra-modern. This is an error—as this book aims to show.

Just how old is it? The man or woman on the street usually thinks of it

as having its origin in a public agitation led by Margaret Sanger or Marie,

Stopes. The better informed have recalled perhaps the notoriety achieved

by the so-called Knowlton trial in England in 1877-78. Then Professor

James A. Field pushed back the boundaries of our knowledge by tracing

the public educational work of Francis Place in England in 1822 and the

X1
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years immediately following. A few Continental writers havemadepassing
reference to older authors who treated the subject; but, in general, published
works, including histories of medicine, have been conspicuously silent on the
early history.

Hence this book. To be sure, there have occasionally appeared would-be
wiseacres who, with a wave of the hand, asserted the antiquity of birth—
control practices; but when pressed for evidence, it proved lacking. In this
book I have tried to make a beginning in collecting the evidence. Though
science consists, in part, of a. body of well-founded generalizations about
given phenomena, I have tried to refrain from premature generalizations.
Doubtless I have not altogether succeeded, in doing so. If, on the other
hand, the few conclusions I have drawn stimulate others to amend them;
if they are used eventually to throw light on significant theoretical questions,
I shall be amply repaid.

For reasons which appear in due course, it is important to know in What
respects conception control—or the use of given anti—conceptional measures
-—is old or new. This book ventures an answer.
An essential purpose is, further, to demonstrate that contraception, as

only one form of population control, is a social practice of much greater
historical antiquity, greater cultural and geographical universality than
commonly supposed even by medical and social historians. Contraception
has existed in some form throughout the entire range of social evolution,
that is, for at least several thousand years. The desirefor, as distinct from
the achievement of, reliable contraception has been characteristic of many
societies widely removed in time and place. Moreover, this desire for
controlled reproduction characterizes even those societies dominated by
mores and religious codes demanding that people “increase and multiply.”
To state this sociological and theoretical purpose another way, in the

terminology of Vilfredo Pareto, the great Italian sociologist, one of my
objects has been to show that contraception is a social practice repeated in
space (ie., in various cultures) and time (i.e., not an ephemeral phenome-
non) and, as such, one of several social phenomena peculiarly worthy of
scientific sociological inquiry. Ephemeral, non-repeated phenomena are
much less worthy of scientific inquiry.
That the members of cultures disdaining sterility, for example, most

primitive peoples, the ancient Hebrews, and modern Orientals, have longed
for controlled reproduction is a cultural fact which has not heretofore been
realized sufficiently. This survey seems to show that men and women
have always longed for both fertility and sterility, each at its appointed time
and in its chosen circumstances. This has been a universal aim, whether
people have always been conscious of it or not. Despite the antiquity of some
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anti-conceptional techniques, it seems abundantly clear from what follows

that only within the last century do we find any organized, planned efiort to

help the masses to acquire a knowledge of contraception. It would seem as if

the striving were toward adequate parenthood together with control of

conception; toward fertility or sterility, each in its appointed time or place,

according to the circumstances of each case.

This universal aim is not only old, but in the early period the adjustments

which population control effected were much more spontaneous, unconscious

and automatic than in Western societies since 1800. We need to recognize

that population adjustments, like all social institutional adjustments, are

in the main automatic. They operate, whatever direction they take,

because various pressures, economic, psychic, social are set up when some

change causes a maladjustment. They are a consequence of needs. Since

needs vary from time to time, so likewise do population adjustments. This

is true now as indeed it has always been true; but with this qualification:

since knowledge is ordinarily cumulative we ought to be able to make some

adaptations a little more intelligently than our predecessors. Within

recent centuries there seems to have been an increase of what Ross has

aptly called “adaptive fertility.”

It would be incorrect to conclude, as at least one prominent American

demographer has done, that the modern birth-control movement, as a social

‘ demand or a social movement, is chiefly a response of the populace to the

teachings of birth—control propagandists. It ante-dates the alleged cause,

as this book well demonstrates. Conception control is older than propa-

ganda movements. N0 one has ever found evidence of an organized birth—

control propaganda prior to that conducted by Francis Place in 1822. The

birth strikes of antiquity, suggested by the lamentations of such writers as

Polybius, cannot logically be introduced as evidence to the contrary. The

fact is that people adjust to most pressures unconsciously, by trial and

failure, trial and success.

I conceive of population movements as adaptations—or, in the jargon of

the sociologists—as accommodations. They are equilibria and disequilibria

phenomena much as most economic phenomena, properly interpreted, are.

Usually they are moving equilibria. The value of this way of looking at

the facts will be considered in a subsequent volume. Here I simply call

attention to the fact in order that the reader may ascertain my point of view.

More immediately relevant is the consideration that, if my contentions are

sound, the present birth—control “plague” is notcaused by the propagandists,

but is rather a response to a universal desire, a way out of certain maladjust-

ments. Let us “blame” the people, if anyone is to be “blamed,” but not

the “propagandists.” They have merely crystallized a discontent—or, if you
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will, a constructive desire—thich dates from prehistory. To accept a con—
‘ trary view is to flout the facts of history.

My thesis that birth control is an automatic adjustment does not deny
that particular individuals may have been influential, especially since 1800,
in arousing the interest-of the populace in this question. Such, indeed, is
the fact. But this is quite different from alleging that birth control has
become popular because of the “propagandists.”
My study does not support the thesis that those cultures which employed

anti-conceptional practices died out because of it. ‘
From the universality and antiquity of anti-conception I infer that it

fulfills some fundamental human need. It has shown great sticking power.
It has not only survived; it has grown increasingly strong.

It is worth while to study quite for their own sake, as an effort in pure
science, the contraceptive techniques, now bizarre and pathetically ineflec—
tive or injurious, now strangely ingenious, original and workable, that man
has gropingly hit upon to realize the universal aim of controlled paternity.
Even if no generalizations emerged, such fact gathering is important in it-
self; for one will search histories of medicine in vain for any account of this
neglected subject. The few accounts that have appeared are, at best,
sketchy.

The present volume stresses the medical aspects of the history of contra-
ception. A succeeding volume will trace the social and economic develop-
ment of birth control, while another Will be devoted to the relation of birth
control to certain fundamental aspects of modern population theory.

It is imperative for several reasons that detailed consideration be given
to the exact methods of prevention. There is only one way to do this—to
dig the facts from the original sources; and to see, in so far as it may be
possible, our problem whole, that is, through the entire range of social
evolution from primitive societies to our day. Only by ascertaining the
exact nature of the techniques used can we hope to essay even a tentative
judgment of the effectiveness of anti—conceptional methods. Bowdlerized,
euphemistic statements to the eflect that this or that social group knew and
practised contraception are virtually useless. We want to know the tech-
niques in order to compare and trace them historically, in order to study
their effectiveness; for their clues to the biochemist searching for neW
methods to prevent disease. Readers unaccustomed to the perusal of
medical literature, must, therefore, be prepared to meet with evidence
shocking to their aesthetic senses, techniques in some instances revolting.
But the path of science is sometimes a narrow and unpleasant one. More-
over, approval or disapproval of such practices is not in question.

Certain special difficulties encountered in the study may interest the
reader. All of the chief American libraries, whether the Library of Con-
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gress, the New York Public Library, or the Harvard and Yale libraries, or

such medical libraries as that of the New York Academy of Medicine, the

Boston Medical Library, the Surgeon General’s Library, etc., are definitely

limited in source material. Speaking generally, American libraries possess

few works on the sexual life of peoples in various cultures at different times.

My personal private collection at considerable expense has helped. Source

material, even when possessed by American libraries, is sometimes inten-

tionally left uncatalogued. This is true more especially of the public

libraries. Librarians of such institutions not infrequently find that they

must, in deference to public opinion, restrict the circulation of even the most

innocuous books. In the instance of books of genuine scientific value,

failure to catalogue them in the index generally available to the public

sometimes seriously interferes with scientific work. Yet responsibility lies

more perhaps with the community than with the librarian. Few have had

direct access to the files in the Director’s Ofllce at the Boston Public Library,

of “books not in the library.” Even the British Museum has a special

cabinet for certain books; and to secure access to these requires not only

serious purpose but tact, patience, and persistence. Some amusing stories

could be related of these experiences.

The second difficulty has been the almost total lack of reliable secondary

sources where one could find leads to the original data. There are, of

course, some exceptions to this, but in general, the few accounts at present

existing are, almost without exception, not only inaccurate factually, but

improperly documented.

This historical account is less complete than it ought to be; but the reader

will realize that searching for evidence on early contraceptive mechanisms

has proved a very time-consuming process. It is a search for needles in

haystacks. Especially is this true of the literature published prior to 1800,

Which is rarely indexed. The few relevant lines are often lost in hundreds

of pages. Anthropological sources are invariably badly indexed, save in

the instance of a few recently published accounts. Small wonder, then,

that this volume omits much when one contemplates what it should ideally

contain. Had funds for research been available much more could have

been done. But no foundation could be interested in the project.

It is no part of my present purpose to discuss the desirability or undesir-

ability of conception control in our culture or any other culture. This is a

report and an interpretation, not a. case for contraception. Only rarely

, will one find evaluation, and that is confined mainly to the question of the

effectiveness of the techniques reported. In the latter parts of this work,

the task is a different one. There, critical evaluation is an essential part

of my purpose.

It should be borne clearly in mind by reviewers as well as readers that
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while the present work touches on recent events of medical interest, it is a
history, not a running commentary on contemporary affairs. Enough
material on recent events has been inserted to bring certain lines of thought
down to date. But many other interesting phases have had to be omitted
for lack of space or because they could be considered more appropriately
in another volume. Many questions in readers’ minds will not, therefore,
be answered in this book. This policy has been deliberately adopted. The
present work does not pretend to be a general treatise on birth control. It
should be judged accordingly, especially by reviewers. History is not a
record of contemporary events. I have made an exception in the case of
the clinics, and more briefly in a few other instances, because the develop-
ment and spread of birth-control clinics are perhaps the chief product of a
century of agitation to democratize contraceptive knowledge.
From the first I have operated on the principle that it is impossible to

understand the modern social significance of a world force like birth control
without a well-rounded conception of its historical development. In this,
as in other instances, the longest way round is the surest, if not the shortest,
way home. It is often so in science. It is axiomatic with me that the
economics and sociology of this subject will never be properly understood
until its history is fairly accurately and fully explored. Accordingly, I
hope that this book will assist in laying the historical foundation for further
theoretical work, some of which I plan to undertake myself in a later volume.
To some people this book will lack proper perspective because some sub-

topics they think important are touched upon lightly or hardly at all.
They Will look up “Holland” or “Soviet Russia” or popularly—known sur-
names in the index, and, finding nothing or few references, will conclude
that there are important omissions. So there are, as I have already ad-
mitted. Yet the above remarks are pertinent in this connection. Again
I must say, this is not a record of contemporary events. Nor is it a social
and economic history of the subject except very incidentally. It is essen-
tially a history of contraceptive technique.
In general the book is divided into six Parts. The first Part dealing With

“Contraceptive Technique Before the Dawn of Written History” is essen-
tially an analysis of contraceptive methods employed by various preliterate
peoples in various parts of the world. Part Two on “Contraceptive
Technique in Antiquity (Western World)” traces the techniques developed
by the Egyptians (Chapter II), by Greek and Roman writers (Chapter IV),
as well as those found in the Bible and Talmud (Chapter III). Part Three
deals with Oriental Civilizations~India, China and Japan. " Part Four, on“Technique in the West During the Middle Ages and Early Modern TimeS,”
consists of Chapters VI, VII, and VIII. The first is devoted to the rise,

_ flowering and decline of Islamic contraceptive medicine, a civilization whose
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contribution to the development of medicine in general has been all too

little studied. There would be a marked hiatus in this chronicle if some

attention were not devoted to the development of folk medicine. This is

rather a loose classification, and includes the observations of Casanova.

Such European folk beliefs from 1400 on are studied in Chapter VII. It

may seem odd that we have no thorough study of the history of the condom

or sheath, which has done so much, especially in the last century, to revolu-

tionize the sexual relations of Western civilization. This gap has seemed

to me altogether amazing; hence an attempt to gather the evidence in

Chapter VIII. No doubt lacunae still remain to be filled.

Part Five (Chapters IX—XII) is essentially a review of the contracep-

tive literature of the nineteenth century stressing the techniques

recommended, and an attempt to evaluate the importance and influence

of each writer. The account is chronological, begins with the early Neo-

Malthusians, notably Place and Carlile, jumps to the U. S. A. to scan the

early beginnings there in the work of Robert Dale Owen and Dr. Charles

Knowlton, and oscillates between England and the United States in tracing

the more important developments of medical interest. Though this Part

contains the first thorough, systematic treatment of contraceptive develop-

ment in the English speaking world during the nineteenth century, I am

conscious of many gaps. Concerning developments in Germany it has been

possible merely to call attention to a portion of the large literature in that

language, though probably mention has been made either in the text or in

the bibliography of nearly all the authors who have written special pam-

phlets, books or articles on technique. The reader should again recall that

the literature on social theory will receive a plac'e elsewhere. ‘

In this Part much is made of two central theses: improvement in tech-

nique over preceding centuries; increasing diffusion, democratization or

socialization of this knowledge. Socialization of contraceptive knowledge is

the central feature of contraceptive history during the nineteenth century.

Chapter XIII reviews briefly the clinical and statistical evidence support—

ing further the thesis that the central trend of recent years has been the

socialization of birth-control knowledge. Some theoretical consequences

of this diffusion are then traced (Chapter XIV).

Following a “Conclusion” (Chapter XV), there is a Bibliography, con-

cerning the scope of which the Note preceding it should be read.

The terms contraception, anti-conception, and birth control are used

herein as synonymous with the prevention of conception, that is, preventing

spermatozoa from reaching the ovum. This implies normal coitus and

rules out such variant practices as anal and oral coitus which have been

considered by some as birth-control practices.

I am under no illusions regarding the completeness of this account. I
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have more than a suspicion that it lacks a perspective which the history
should, and doubtless will have when more is known about it. For in-
stance, I have constantly had to check a. tendency to pay little attention
to the well-known figures, especially the recent ones and those still living,
and to delve into the contributions and ideas of obscure figures whose names
have not heretofore appeared in the literature. Hence I had found myself
omitting Margaret Sanger in the U. S. A., Dr. Aletta Jacobs of Holland, and
Professor Grotjahn of Germany, etc. This proceeded not from a. failure
to recognize their importance, but rather from these circumstances: Nearly
everyone who pretends to any elementary knowledge of this subject knows
of these individuals; secondly, they are too close to us for altogether objec-
tive treatment; thirdly, they are more accurately described as contempo-
raries than as historical figures; fourthly, the significance of some leaders
not dealt with fully in the present volume attaches more closely to the social
history of the movement. Grotjahn and Sanger have influenced social
policies. Despite these circumstanCes the MS. has latterly been revised to
include, at least in seine measure, mention of these figures.
Readers who therefore turn to the Index ofNames and fail to find men-

tioned some familiar friends should bear in mind the circumstances men-
tioned above; also the fact that a later volume will include many more
names not included in this volume. Most scholars do not realize that in-
vestigation of this subject is as yet too young to enable us to see the broad
outlines of development with such perfect perspective as to give each per-
son his due share of credit—no more and no less. Doubtless too much
space has been devoted to some figures, not enough to others. But space
given is not to be considered a fit criterion of historical importance.

NORMAN E. Hmns.
Colgate University,

Hamilton, New York.
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PART ONE

CONTRACEPTIVE TECHNIQUE BEFORE

THE DAWN OF WRITTEN HISTORY

I. Preliterate Societies ................................ , ......... 3





CHAPTER I

PRELITERATE SOCIETIES

§1 CONTRACEPTION NOT THE CHIEF POPULATION CONTROL IN PRELITERATE

SOCIETIES

MAN’S attempts to control the increase in his numbers reach so far

back into the dim past that it is impossible to discern their real origin.

Some forms of limitation on the rate of increase are undoubtedly as old as

the life history of man.1 The fact of widespread limitation of population

by primitive peoples was an established fact of ethnography and anthro-

pology long before Carr-Saunders published his well-known and excellent

study. See, for example, the works of ‘Nieboer,2 Ploss,3 Westermarck,‘

.Lippert,‘ Gerlzmd,6 Sutherland,” Lasch,8 and others.

Occupying a central place among the early checks were the “positive,”

or death~producing, checks—disease, especially epidemic diseases and those

whose spread was promoted owing to an absence of modern sanitation and

the control factors introduced later by the development of preventive

medicine; famine and a. host of factors limiting the food supply; war, child

mortality, human sacrifice, feuds, the deliberate killing or desertion of the

aged, and witchcraft. Infanticide was, of course, the rule among a. large

number of tribes. Catastrophes such as floods, earthquakes, cyclones, and

tornadoes must have played a. very small réle, even as they do in our day.

1 See the accounts in A. M. Carr-Saunders, The Population Problem. Oxford: Claren-

don Press, 1922. William G. Sumner, A. G. Keller, Maurice Davie, The Science of

Society. New Huven:Yale University Press, 1927. See especially vol. i, ch. ii. Hannibal

G‘ Duncan, Race and Population Problems. New York: Longmans, 1929, chs. xvi, xvii.

Edward B. Renter, Population Problems. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1923, ch. viii.

Carr-Saunders and Sumner, Keller and Davie are strongest in the use of primary sources.

Warren S. Thompson, Population Problems. New York: McGraw-Hill. New ed., 1935.

2 H. J. Nieboer, “Die Bevalkerungsfrage bei den Naturvélkern,” Korrespondenz—Blatt

der deutschen Gesellschaftfflr Anthrofiologie, xxxiv (1903), 143—150.

3 Heinrich Floss, Das Kind in Branch and Sim der Viilker (2 Aufl.), ii, 251—261. Das

Weib (4 Aufl.), i, 646—651, 656-662. DieMedizz'n der Nalumiilker.

‘ Edward Westermarck, History ofHumanMam'age, pp. 312-3.

5 Julius Lippert, szturgeschichte derMenschheit, i, 207—216.

° G. Gerland, fiber das Amsterben der Naiurvb‘lker, pp. 50—62.

7 A. Sutherland, The Origin and Growth of the Moral Insh'not, i, 114-130.

3 Richard Lasch, “Uber Vermehrungstendenz bei den Naturvélkern,” Ztschr. f. Sozial-

wissensoh., v (1902), 81-95; 162—169.
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4 PRIMITIVE CONTROLS

The chief “preventive” or birth—limiting check in primitive society Was
abortion. Anthropological monographs make frequent references to the
crude practices of various peoples scattered all over the globe; and the
literature on the subject is enormous.9 Other preventive measures we're:
delayed marriage and celibacy, both almost negligible atnong pnmmve
peoples; sex tabus limiting the time andfrequencyofconnectlon, pre-puberty
coition, sex perversions (more or less neglected by most writers) , prolonged
lactation, and conception control, both magical and rational.10

It is with the last of these only, with contraception, that we are here
concerned. A mere enumeration, as above, of the population chechs opera t-
ing among contemporary primitive tribes and, therefore, by mferenfte,
among our more distant ancestors, suggests, and correctly, that conceptlon
control played but a small part in limiting the growth of numbers.11 It
seems clearly established that infanticide and abortion were much m0_re
frequently practised than conception control. In surveying, thereforet 1nthe account that follows, the magical and rational methods of conceptlon
control employed by preliterate peoples, the relative infrequency 0f such
practices should be borne in mind. On the other hand, we should have a
larger number of data on conception control among primitive people? hadthe earlier reporters taken more pains to get at the facts of the sex hfe of
the groups studied. More concerted efforts in this direction are now bemgmade by some of the younger anthropologists, though even their results
have not always been enlightening.
Let us now survey by continents the contraceptive practices of primitive
9 See the art. on “Abortion” in Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. Also Gustav J. A-Witkowski, Histoire des Acaouchements chez tau: les Peuples. Paris, no date: A_ g0°daccount of abortion among primitive peoples is to be found in the literature c1ted 1n the

1° A word of explanation is
and “rational.” They stand
primitive and folk magic are
tions or deductions. To that
usually non-logical. An act m
the result intended by the act. When primitive women, therefore, drink a decoction, 0‘subject themselves to rites by medicine men to prevent pregnancy, these are referred to ‘15magica1,i.e., non~logical. The term “ineffective” is sometimes used also, though in malfyinstances this term is avoided, because it places upon the author the burden, onerous 1nsome cases, of finally passing upon the efi’ectiveness of given contraceptive practices.‘1 H. J. Nieboer, op. cit, p. 147. Nieboer’s

- I!required regarding the use within of the terms “$331031
in the author’s mind as a contrast, though he reallze-s that
often based upon reasoned—incorrectly reasoned—mduc-

g primitive peoples. Cf., Carr-Saunders,
says that, among primitive races, measures

ewidely employed.” Iwan Bloch (pseud. for EugenDiihren), The Sexual Life ofour Times. Trans. by Eden and Cedar Paul from 6th Germ?med., p. 696.
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peoples in widely scattered portions of the globe in order to determine (a)

the mechanisms by which conception control is accomplished, (b) the degree

of geographical universality of such practices, and where possible, the fre-

quency with which they are employed. There will be occasion to note that

the practices differ considerably in effectiveness and in the degree of rational—

ity upon which they are based. Attention will be directed first to the

continent of Africa.

§2 AFRICA

(2a) South Africa

Reports are available of magical and rational means of controlling con-

ception used by the members of African tribes. Junod,12 for example,

states that the Thonga prevent conception by what seems to be coitus in-

termpms.13 Upon the birth of a child, abstention from intercourse is en-

joined. On the day when the child begins to crawl, however, a ceremonial

rite is performed; and the parents “must [on the same day] have sexual

intercourse, but in such a way that the mother will not become pregnant.”14

After this rite has been performed the child is considered as a grown-up,

full member of the family or tribe. The parents may once more have con-

jugal intercourse regularly, though they must again avoid conception until

the child is weaned. The passage referred to, semine non immisso, may

refer to coitus reservatus; but it would seem more likely that the practice is

coitus interruptus. While the purpose is apparently religious rather than

economic, one wonders whether this birth-limiting method is employed by

the Thonga only upon such ceremonial occasions. Our informant does not

suggest that the practice is general. It is also quite possible that the prac—

tice has fundamentally an economic basis, though to external appearances

the motive may appear religious or ceremonial.

Knowledge of this method seems to extend throughout South Africa,15

the Congo,16 in what was formerly German East Africa“, and elsewhere.

12 HenriA. Junod, Life of a SouthAfrican Tribe, i, 55.

1“ “Semine non immisso. Ad hoc, marito sperma foras spargendum est (a nga. mu

weleri): hic est coitus rite factus et quasi lustralis. Inde, uxor in mantis utriusque sordes

(thyaka ra bone.) sumit, quibus umbilicum illinit.” 0p. cit, i, 488. [Without letting the

semen in—that is, the man should emit the spermatozoa outside. This is coitus ritualis-

tically performed like a ceremony of purification. Subsequently the woman takes in both

hands her garment with which she smears her nave1.]

1‘ Op. cit. p. 55.
1‘ Junod, op. cit.
1" Adolphe Louis Cureau, Les Sooiétés primitives de l’Afm'que Equatoriale (Paris: A.

Colin, 1912), p. 189.
‘7 Friedrich Fiilleborn, “Das deutsche Nyassa. und Rowuma~ Gebiet,” Deutsch Ost-

Afrika, ix (1906), 552, note.
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(2b) East Africa

Thompson reports that an East African tribe, the Masai, pizactice with»
drawal, the apparent reason for the custom being a disapprobation of extra-
marital pregnancy.18

- ,
Among the Nandi19 “Girls must be careful not to go to the warriors huts

for some days afterwards [i.e., after menstruation] for fear of becommg preg-
nant after intercourse with the men.” Here reliance seems to be placed
upon an infertile period rather well chosen. The reason for avoiding preg-
nancy in this case is that it is frowned upon in unmarried girls, although It
does not seem to result in any very formidable degree of disgrace or punl§h-
ment. In German East Africa, says Fiilleborn, there are long sleeplng
houses where all young people of both sexes sleep. Intercourse is alloweti,
but conception must be avoided.“ This is done by the boys emitting 1:1161r
semen not intravaginally but between the partner’s legs.21
Probably less effective because more magical is the method used by Yao

women to prevent conception. According to Weule,22 women who w1sht0
prevent impregnation get into touch with a. person who knows sometblng
about knot—tying. The “fundi” goes into the woods, seeks out two kmds
of bark, and twists them into a cord. Into the cord he rubs the yolk of an
egg. In the cord he ties three knots, saying as he does so: “Tree you are
called so and so; and you, so and so. Out of you (egg) arises life. But,
from now on I want no more life.” As he says this, he ties the last knots
in the cord, which is then worn by the native woman. Thereafter the curse
of sterility will remain constantly with the Yao woman until, When She
desires to become pregnant again, she unties the knots in the cord, places
it in water, and drinks it. The cord is then thrown away. Roots, 1341d

1‘ Joseph Thompson, Through Masai Land. In theerem gravidam, neque alicujus viri matrimonium tenentem, interficiunt Masaei, quumprium patet eam concepisse. Quod ne occidat, dum bellatores juvenes innuptaequepuellae amori venerio inter se indulgent, viris hoc curae est in coitu, ut ante semen emissumpenem extrahant.” Translation: The Masai kill a pregnant woman Who is unmarried, 35soon as it is clear that she is pregnant. To prevent this, while young warriors and un-married girls are indulging in love makin , the men take care during coitus to withdrawthe penis before the emission of the semen.
1° A. C. Hollis, The Nandi, p. 82.
2° Fiilleborn, Deutsch-Ost—Afrika, ix, 552. “So lange die jungen Paare hier wohnen, istNachkommenschaft natfirlich nicht erwfinscht; stellt sich diese dennoch ein, so gilt esaber nicht als Schande.”
’1 Ffillebom says: “Ne fiat conceptio, juvenes coitum non in vaginas virginum, SBdsolum inter crura facere dicuntur.” P. 552, note.
’3 Karl Weule, “Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse meiner ethnogr. Forschungsreise in denSfidosten Deutsch—Ostafrikas,” Mitt. a. d. D. Schutzgeb. Erg. Heft 1, Berlin, 1908. See P-61. Cited by H. Fehlinger, Geschlechtsleben.

Appendix Thompson says: “Muli-
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under the head at night, are also used by the same people for the prevention

of conception. As in the instance of many other tribes of preliterate people,

one may infer from the frequency of abortion among them, that the ultimate

reliance of the tribe is not upon contraception as a population control.

Besides the sap of plants, Yao women use mechanical methods of abortion.

Such interference, as is generally the case among primitive women, is not

considered reprehensible as it is in our own culture.

Among the Amhara, or Abyssinians, those women not living on friendly

terms With their husbands, and who therefore wish to avoid children by

them, as well as prostitutes, attempt prevention by means of a magical

medicine called tongai, prepared by medicine men. Tampons are ostensibly

not used, although in some instances coitus interruptus is resorted to.23 Our

informant, Bieber, had contended in a previous article on “Sex Life in

Ethiopia,” that the Ethiopians had no conception of the physical proceed—

ings during coitus,24 and that they believed that impregnation happened

quite automatically, or as the natives said, “without one knowingphow God

brought it about;” and that the Abyssinian women, when they wished to

prevent conception for any reason, were accustomed to apply to the medicine

man or priest, who gave them a medicine prepared from an unknown plant

kept secret by the medicine men.

The following report on Madagascar is of interest not so much for the

negative evidence it contains, as for its vividness in portraying the methods

of control adopted by primitives when contraception is absent:

I believe that no contraceptive measures were practiced in Madagascar [writes

Dr. Ralph Linton], although my information is not complete for all tribes. Even

at the present time, the semi-civilized Hova do not know any. I can speak with

authority on this, for several native women asked my wife how she had limited

her family to one child, and expressed a desire for small families. In pre-European

times this tribe would have considered any contraceptives as useless, a priori, for

they held that after the first intercourse a woman would continue to bear children,

whether she had intercourse or not.
Population was limited somewhat by the universal rule that a husband must

abstain from cohabiting with his wife during a. period of three to six months after

a birth. This is still rigidly observed even by those who are civilized and Christian.

Abortion was practised by unmarried mothers, but was rare, and the methods

2’ Friedrich J. Bieber, “Neue Forschungen fiber das Geschlechtleben in Kthiopien,”

Anthropojzhyteia, viii, 188.
2‘ Friedrich I. Bieber, “Geschlechtsleben in Athiopien,” Anthropophyteia, v, 45—99.

See especially p. 63. The Ethiopian kingdom comprises at present the northeastern

African highland. This plain of approximately two million square kilometers contains

fifteen million inhabitants of twenty or more racial branches or stems. In number and

Significance the greatest of these are the Amhara, or Abyssinians, the Agau, the Galla, the

Kiflitscho, and the Ameti.
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apparently not very effective. I believe that they consisted of herb remedies,
but obtained no exact information.

Infanticide was extremely common in Madagascar. All children born on
certain unlucky days were put to death to prevent them fromobringing bad 1an
to their families. I do not think that there was any idea of lumtmg population
in it, but the losses were severe. In at least one tribe all chilciten born on thrie
days in each week were killed. The child was killed 1m1ned1ately afterblzr’at .
being dropped into a jar of boiling water head down, or buried in an ant hill.

(20) North Africa

North African tribes also make efforts to avoid pregnancy. According
to an unpublished report by Dr. Walter B. Cline, it is the custom among the
natives of the Oasis of Sima in the Lybian Desert, to drink infusions of gun-
powder. This may be employed, of course, as an evacuant. But the foam
from a. camel’s mouth is also supposed to be eflicacious in preventlng preg-
nancy. Perhaps the most frequent practice is to wear around the walst a
Koranic formula sewn up in a little leather bag. The reasons for preventhI1
seem to be personal and economic. The Swahili of Morocco, 0n the occa-
sion of the ceremonial defloration of a. girl, practise what one guesses to be
withdrawal.26

Coon tells us27 that among the Riflian Hill Tribes there is a market, eX-
clusively used by women, which takes place weekly. Men are excluded
from it, and any caught there are severely punished. Here are freely 501d
“magico-medico materials which are supposed to act as contraceptives and
to produce abortions.” It has been impossible to identify these herb?)
inasmuch as the sale and possession of them is kept secret. Use of them 15
considered ample reason for divorce. In fact, a husband, if he could catch
his wife practising contraception, would probably kill her.

25 Letter of Dr. Ralph Linton to W. Lloyd Warner. Used by permission.
2° “I am told,” says Westermarck, “that in Andjra there are bridegrooms Who take hate

that no offspring can result from the defloration of the bride, since many people behave:
that the child would be diseased if the semen came into contact with the hymeneal blood;
whilst others maintain that the child will be all right if only the bride and bridegrof)m
avoid cleaning themselves with the same towel.” Edward Westermarck, MarrwgtCeremonies {7'1Morocco, pp. 265—266. The same passage appears in Westermarck’s P3P”on “Beliefs Relating to Sexual Matters in Morocco” in Verhand. I. Internal. C0719]:Sexualforschung, v. 163—169. See p. 167.

Probably the withdrawal is unnecessaTY if the girl has just passed puberty. In theTalmud, we may add, the belief is commonly expressed that a girl cannot become pregnantafter the first coitus, on the occasion of defloration. This fits in well With the m°d_emscientific view that there is an important distinction between puberty and sexual maturlfY'Hartman argues that there is a gap of three years after puberty when the girl is Sterfle'See Carl G. Hartman, “0n the Relative Sterility of the Ad01escent Organism," S‘im‘e’lxxiv (1931), 226-227. Compare discussion below in §6.’7 Carleton S. Coon, Tribes of the Rif, p. 110.
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A curious magical practice employed by the Ait Séddén of Morocco is

reported by Westermarck as follows:

Among the Ait Séddén the sterilizing effect attributed to a corpse may induce
some woman who is anxious to avoid pregnancy—as a girl who has had sexual
intercoursehto remain behind after a burial when the other people have left the
grave, in order to avert the event she fears by stepping three times over the grave;
but all the steps must be made in the same direction, since otherwise the return
step would counteract the effect of the earlier step.28

The same reporter informs us that a kind of preventive magic or witchcraft

called t’qdf is supposed to cause barrenness.

Among the Ait Séddén, for example, water which has been used for the washing of
a dead person is secretly given to a. woman to drink in order to make her infertile.
In Andjra a. woman is for the same purpose made to eat some bread into which has
been put a piece of a honeycomb containing a. few dead bees. In Agui, if a. man
desires to have sexual intercourse with a. certain woman, but she objects, he takes
revenge in the following manner: he chars the hoof-parings of a. mule, grinds them
together with barley or Wheat, makes bread of the flour, and gives the bread to the
woman to eat, with the result that she will become as sterile as is the mule. At
Fez a man prevents intercourse with a. woman from resulting in pregnancy by
eating the oviduct (wiilda) of a hen which he has boiled after first making a knot
in it; and it is said that the woman will remain sterile for ever.29

The tying of the knot is, of course, symbolic magic.3° In the same town

(Fez) a. woman is supposed to be prevented from becoming pregnant by

being made to eat castor beans (Izabb l-Mrwa‘), one for each year that she

desires to be free from pregnancy. The same procedure is followed by

Women of their own volition, when they desire to avoid pregnancy.31

Another ritual practised in Morocco is of some interest: A stone called

’ain l-horr is worn in a. ring of silver or gold. It is believed that “if a man

wears such a. ring round his finger when he has conjugal intercourse with his

wife, and turns the stone towards the next finger, no offspring will result

from the connection.”32

(2d) West Afried

At least one primitive group in West Africa, the Dahomey, resort to the

prevention of conception by a. method more rational than the above. The

Dahomey use a tubercled root in crushed form applied as a. plug intra-

2” Westermarck, Ritual and BeliefinMorocca, ii, 557.
29 Ibid., i, 575—576.
3“ For similar practices, of., ch. vii infra.
3‘ Westermarck, i, 576. Cf., chapters ii and iv.
32 112121., i, 459.
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vaginally. This would seem to be a logical inference from the statement of
the observer.33

(2e) Central Africa

Perhaps the most interesting and complete single report on the prevention
of conception among primitive people in Africa is that of Masters, Who states
that among the Bapindas and Bambundas and other tribes of the Kat?al
Basin in Central Africa, drastic measures are used to occlude the 03 mm.“
The desire is generally prevalent among the women not to have a child more
frequently than once every three years. “To prevent the possibility of
this, native remedies are taken by the mouth, but more frequently the
vagina is plugged with rags or finely chopped grass. As can well be miag-
ined, the results are often diastrous to the female in question: Constipatlen;
or rather, physical retention of faeces, with tenesmus; retention of urine Wlth
incontinence and uraemia are common, not to mention the ascending of the
local infection to the genital organs and kidneys.” Masters cites three cases;
but inasmuch as the third deals only with abortion, it is not included here.

(2f) Case Histories of Contraception Among Natives

Case One
A native female, aged about 35, was admitted to the hospital moribund. There

was a history of constipation for eight days, and of urinary retention for sevefaldays with slight incontinence. There was marked abdominal pain and increasmg
drowsiness for six days. The bladder was distended nearly to the sternun} andthere was free fluid in the peritoneal cavity. The “husband” emphatically
refused permission to examine the patient p.v., as did also a crowd of women who

the hospital. They threatened to remove the patient byforce if the attempt were made. Purgatives were given and a large amount Of
It was not possible to pass a catheter. The patient
(1 a partial postmortem examination was done. Thevagina was found to be very firmly plugged with a cloth which was about half thesize of a man’s closed hand. This pressed upon the rectum behind, causing reten-
he urethra against the pubis in front. Urine came

was removed; there was no stricture. The cloth wasreplaced and the abdomen opened. The bladder, ureters and the pelves 0f thekidneys were distended with urine and the abdominal cavity contained about 1litre of fluid of the same nature as the urine, but no rupture of the bladder CO‘lldbe found.

3" Edouard Binet, “Observations sur les Dahoméens,” in Bulletins et Mémoires de 1”.Sociélé d’Anthrapalagie de Paris. 5° Series,i (1900), 244—252. He says (p. 251) “Le B",-be (nagos) est une racine tuberculeuse qui, écrasée, est employee sous forme du cataPlasmespour l’usage secret des femmes.”
‘34 Walter E. Masters, “The Prevention of Conception Amongst the Natives of the KasaiBasin, Central Africa,” four. Trap. Med. and Hyg., xix (1916), 90—91. Masters was amedical oflicer in the Kwango District, Central Africa.
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The withdrawal of the cloth would certainly have saved the woman’s life. The

“husband” and the other women denied any knowledge of the cloth plug.“

Case Two

A native female, aged about 30, was brought to the hospital by the “husband”

and a. crowd of women who desired to be present to the last. The “husband”

stated that the woman had been ill for one month and had been dying for six hours.

There was retention of faeces with tenesmus and retention of urine with inconti-

nence. There was great abdominal pain and marked exhaustion. An examina-

tion was permitted. The bladder was distended to just above the umbilicus;

the vagina was plugged hard with finely chopped grass and made into a pulp.

The rectum was pressed backwards and the urethra forwards, as in the former

case. The urethra was prolapsed and looked like a “red cherry” at the urinary

orifice. The grass plug was removed and the urine flowed in a good current.

The bowels acted regularly, there being no real need for purgatives.

Two days later, when visiting the wards, the patient, who hadmade remarkable

progress, did not seem so well. Upon examination a cloth was found tightly

wedged in the vagina “to prevent the urine from dribbling away.” This cloth

had been torn from her loin—cloth and put into position surreptitiously. An

attendant was placed in charge of her and in ten days she was discharged well,

the prolapse having much improved without an operation. She was two months

pregnant.36

These seem to be the only known detailed case reports by a. physician

observing the operation of contraception among a primitive people. There

are other reports by physicians (e.g., see M. C. Kahn’s report on the Djukas

below) ; but such reports almost never give actual observation of use, and

rarely appraise either frequency of use or its general efiectiveness. Prob—

ably these African cases would never have come to the attention of Masters

had not congestion resulted from abuse of, or from defects in, the method.

It may be observed here parenthetically that the wedging of grass into the

vagina is reminiscent of the practice, still used in certain portions of Japan,

of occluding the as by stuffing the vagina with wads of bamboo paper (see

page 126).

Cureau reports that “onanism,”87 by which I gather that he means coitus

interruptus, “is well known to exist everywhere” in Central Africa.”

Slaves among the Baholoholo, who live in the Congo region of Africa,

take herbs given them by the medicine man to prevent the conception of

‘5 Ibid. p. 90.
3° Ibid.
3" This word will not be used by those who have respect for accurate terminology. It is

ambiguous. Sometimes it is used to mean masturbation, at other times coitus interruplus.

3’3 Adolphe L. Cureau, Savage Man in Central Afried (Eng. trans. by E. Andrews.

London: Unwin, 1915), pp. 166-7. P. 189 in the French edition. Cureau reports that

Sexual perversions are also prevalent in Central Africa—which is probably true. But some

of Cureau’s statements need discounting.
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children condemned to a life of slavery.89 In view of the fact that the secret
seems to be in the hands'of medicine men, and is probably of doubtful effec-
tiveness, one might be safe in inferring that it is not a. consequence of contact
with white men.

We may conclude, therefore, regarding Africa, that although contracep-
tion was not the chief check (abstention from intercourse, for example, belng
much more frequent) , it was not totally absent. As we shall see later, (Parr-
Saunders is in error in stating that among the primitive races “there Is no
evidence of the existence of any practice that renders sexual intercourse
fruitless”4° except among African tribes who use coitus interruzfims. On
the other hand, Masters is doubtless generalizing from his few cases, end
certainly stating the case too strongly, when he says that “the preventmn
of conception is practised by Civilized as well as uncivilized people perhaps
the whole world over.”41

§3 NORTH AMERICA

Judging by the paucity of reports,“‘2 the primitive tribes of North Amerlcaseem to have practised contraception but little. Dr. Clark Wissler ven—
tures the opinion, however, that “thirty or forty years ago there was not an
American Indian tribe among whom medicine men did not possess .sefveralkinds of magical formulae for preventing childbirth.”43 If this posmofl 15well taken—and Dr. Wissler is usually considered an authority on Amencan
Indians—I am not aware what the publisheé evidence is in support of theview. Ashe states44 that the girls of the Shawnee Indians “drink the 111106of a certain herb which prevents conception, and Often renders them barren

Other Indian tribes believe that sterility can be artificially
; but the few practices that exist seem to be magical rather thangenuinely effective methods.

The following report by Hrdliéka, on magical contraception among theIndians of Southwestern United States and Northern Mexico, is of interestnot simply for its essentially magical nature, but for the reasoning of theIndian mother reported in this account.

There is a very general belief among the Indians visited that sterility may beartificially induced. To produce this result the women deSiring to have no more
3’ Schmidt'in Cyrille Van Overbergh’s Collection de Monographies Ethnographiquesrvol. ix. Cf., Herbert Aptekar, Birth Control Review, July, 1930, p. 203.4° Pojzulation Problems, p. 177
41 04>. cit, p. 90.

" Herbert Aptekar, Anjea, p. 111.
“ T. Ashe, Travels in America (London, 1808), p. 272.
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children take internally certain harmless substances, . . . which to the Indians

are representative of sterility. The San Carlos Apache believe that artificial

sterility can be induced, but the means is not generally known. It is supposed to

be some variety of root. One of the women applied to the writer for a “medicine

to make her have no more children.” When questioned as to the propriety of

such a proceeding, the answer was that when one child after another is born and

dies, or when a number of children, one after another, are born dead, something

should be done to end this unfortunate state of affairs.

Among the White Mountain Apache a woman desiring to have no children, or

to stop bearing, swallows now and then a. little of the red burned earth from beneath

the fire. This means, which is much believed in, is used mostly by the dissolute

unmarried, but also by sickly or very poor married women. Some of the Huichol

women drink a decoction of a certain plant to prevent childbearing. Cora women,

for the same purpose, take internally the scrapings of the male deer horn.45

According to Olbrechts,46 the Cherokee Indians of western North Caro-

lina, are not ignorant of contraception, though abortion is unknown. These

Indians who inhabit the Great Smoky Mountain region, are not completely

isolated, since they have slight contact with some poor Whites. But there

is no reason to believe that they have received any contraceptive instruction

from that source. Furthermore, Olbrechts avows that the Cherokee “still

cling to their aboriginal beliefs and customs with a tenacity which is un-

equalled by any of the other Indians living on reservations East of the

Mississippi.”

Cherokee women desiring to remain sterile chew and swallow for four

consecutive days the roots of spotted cowbane (Cicuta maaulata; other

common names are musquash root and beaver’s poison. The Cherokee

name is thiliygsti )3" They believe that “if a woman uses this [recipe], she

will become sterile forever.”

Olbrechts’ chief informant (a prominent medicine man, holding a leading

position in the tribal organization, twice married, and a high school gradu—

ate) knew, however, of no case in which the recipe had been used. But he

‘5 Ales Hrdliéka, Physiological and Medical Observations among the Indians of South-

western United States andNorthem Mexioo. Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American

Ethnology,Bu11. 34 (Washington: Gov. Prtg Off. 1908), p. 165. Cf.,J. A.M. A., cxix,

1665.

4‘ Frans M. Olbrechts, “Cherokee Belief and Practice with Regard to Childbirth,”

Anthropns, xxvi (1931), 17—34. Cf., James Mooney and Frans M. Olbrechts, The Saim-

mer Manuscrijzt. Cherokee Sacred Formulas and Medicinal Prescriptions. Smithsonian

Institution. Bur. Amer. Ethnol. Bull. 99 (1932), p. 117.

‘7 Anthropas, xxvi, 19. Olbrechts says that the plant used by the Cherokee as a contra-

ceptive closely resembles, at an early period of its growth, parsley (Petreselz'num sativum),

and cites von Hovorka and Kronfeld [01). cit, (1908), i, 170] for evidence that parsley is

still popular in several European countries as an abortifacient. It is still used as an

emmenagogue [U. S. Disp. 19th ed. (1907), p. 1393, cited by Olbrechts]. For the use of

parsley in folk medicine, see p. 170.
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imagined it might be used by women who could not keep. their children
alive, or when parturition would endanger the mother’s life. But even
in these instances, the medicine man alleged, the Cherokee woman would
not use the contraceptive, inasmuch as women would as soon die 1n ch11d-
birth as live without children. “There is a vague hint by some of the
informants at the possibility of promiscuous women using this drug, eSpefll-
ally if they are married, so that there can be no material proof of thelr mls-
behavior. But substantial evidence to prove this impression could notObe
given.”48 Other informants concurred with the medicine man in declaring
they knew of no case of actual use; and agreed that, from the standfomt
of morals, the use of contraceptives was “nothing less than a crune.

It is possible that the medicine man was withholding complete informa-
tion from the inquirer.‘9 But whether this is so or not, it is interestlng to
observe the recognition by this medicine man of modern indicatlotls for
contraception (sickly children, danger of mother’s death in parturition).
The rationality of the reasoning involved may be compared to that shown
by the Southwest Indians as reported above by Hrdliéka. .
What of the efiectiveness of the recipe? It is highly probable that it was

useless; for no drug has yet been discovered which, when taken by the
mouth, will induce temporary sterility.

Vague, and possibly a little exaggerated, is the report of Currier (1891)
that

We find the same tricks and crimes accompanying conception and gestationamong Indians that are common everywhere. Nor is it probable that their ideasupon these matters are borrowed from civilization. Everywhere, in all grades ofsociety, there seems to be an inherent desire with a certain numbervof women toavoid' the cares and responsibilities of maternity.
Among the Quapaws the child—bearing period ends at thirty-five to forty.They occasionally use means to prevent conception. . . . fThe Neah Bay (Washington) women drink a decoction of an herb (the name 0which my correspondent did not know) to prevent conception, but the very youngwomen are eager to become impregnated, that they may not be compelled '50 3°to the Government school.“

Writing of the Isleta Indians in New M
women not wanting
if they have sufiered
the medicine societie

exico, Parsons observes that
a child, or not desiring additional children, especially
during parturition, “Will apply to a member of one of
s, to whom a buckskin, flax cloth, a belt, and cotton

‘3 Anthropos, xxvi, 19. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., Bull. 99, p. 117.4’ Concerning the secrecy of the Cherokee on this point, Olbrechts observes: “I am in-clined to think that the Cherokee hold the only [contraceptive] means known to them fromthe white settlers.”
5" A. F. Currier, Trans. Amer. Gyn. 805., xvi (1891), 277—278.
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Will be given. Two women were cited as having no children after three or_

four years of marriage, thanks to their medicine man.”51 Probably Parsons

is here reporting the views of the women themselves, rather than vouching

for the effectiveness of any magical or rational contraceptive method. Par—

sons continues:

If a woman does not wish to conceive she will not have intercourse for nine days

after menstruation . . . nor during pregnancy, nor for six months after child birth.

At least in theory. A case was cited of a man who sought intercourse 10 days

after his child’s birth; his wife wept, thinking she would conceive, and her mother

scolded her husband. At [the time of the] first menstruation a medicine may be

given a girl which will preclude child bearing. . . . Lucinda had ceased menstruat-

ing at the age of 35. An “old man” said she was too young for that and offered to

bring the function on again, but she refused. In speaking of her daughter’s

family, Lucinda opined that two children were enough for her daughter to have.52

This report is of interest chiefly for the early reference to a sterile period.

Anthropologists often interpret such conduct as purely ceremonial. It is

clear in this instance, however, as it is in many others, that the real motive

lying behind it is population regulation. The fact that Lucinda did not

care to be relieved of the suppression of the menses is further evidence that

she found sterility rather agreeable. In the last sentence of the quoted

Passage the idea is also clear that Lucinda believed in birth regulation for

her daughter. This is only one more illustration of many that might be

cited to demonstrate that the desire for controlled fertility is very prevalent

among primitive peoples.

Concerning the Pueblo Indians, Aberle reports“’8 that “Twenty represen-

tative informants were unanimous in saying that no contraceptive measures

were used by the women of these pueblos.” The older women are eager

for the younger women to have as many children as possible. As is usual

among primitive peoples, the young women want offspring, and take pride

in their fruitfulness.54 No instance of sterility was found by Aberle; and

induced abortion is reported as infrequent.

‘1 Elsie Clews Parsons, “Isleta, New Mexico,” 47th Ann. Rpt. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,

p. 213.

5’ Ibid.
5' S. B. D. Aberle, “Frequency of Pregnancies and Birth Interval Among Pueblo

Indians,” Amer. Jour. Phys. Anthrap., xvi (1931), 63-80. See especiallyp. 68.

5‘ There are few Pueblo Indian women who have reached the age of thirty who have

not had one or two pregnancies—a striking contrast to the situation among native-bom

White women in the United States. In this sample studied by Aberle, the average age at

‘ Which the Pueblo womanhadher first childwas 17.8 years. The average age of the mother

at the birth of the last child was 35.8 years. The reproductive span averaged eighteen

years.

For another interesting recent study of vital statistics among a primitive people see
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Such a negative report, unlike most negative reports, .has value because
it shows that the investigator was looking for What she did not find. MOSt
anthropological reports, especially the early ones, are valueless from eu:
point of view because, though they rarely refer to contraceptlve practflcet
among the primitive peoples observed, one cannot deduce 'from the a:
that no contraceptive knowledge exists. Only when there IS an expllCIty
negative statement can we have confidence in the report; and not always
then

Other than the aborigines inhabiting what is now the Continental United
States, the chief native groups of North America were perhaps the Esqm‘
maux and the Mayas. A survey of the literature on the former reveals no
report of genuinely contraceptive practices; this is confirmed by Dr. Fran:
Boas.55 However, Ratzel avows that the Eskimo mothers“ of Baffin Lan
and American Indian mothers57 were accustomed to prolong the suckllflg
of their children with the intention of keeping the family small. . W131"?
there is probably no doubt about the fact, it is quite possible that invest:
gators have read into this conducta motive of which the women were no
conscious. Dr. Ralph L. Roys, an authority on the ethno—botany 0f the
Mayas, finds no evidence that the native Maya doctors (called ah—mw,
or yerbatero in Spanish) had any knowledge 0f contraception.58
We thus conclude that American tribes had no effective methods 0f pre-

venting conception; that, like other preliterate groups, they relied for the
regulation of family size more upon abortion, infanticide and periods 0f
tabued intercourse than on methods preventing conception. But it shouli1
be noted that an absence of contraceptive knowledge among North Amer
can natives does not mean uncontrolled family size.

.Hortense Powdermaker, “Vital Statistics of New Ireland (Bismarck Archipelag‘g :5Revealed in Genealogies,” Human Biology, iii (1931), 351—375. The people studie ofPowdermaker have had practically a stable birth rate for three generations; an twenty:EXt2.6 children per woman, or 2.9 per fertile woman. The modal number was three, the goutlargest groups being four and two respectively. The fertility of these people is thus a. - e
equal to that of native-bom whites in the United StateS. Powdermaker discusses thcauses of population decline. These are probably associated with the fact that a largefproportion of the offspring in more recent generations is dying in infancy, and consequently do not have an opportunity to reproduce themselves. , .An interesting older study of depopulation in the Marquesas is that of Tautaln 1nL’Anthropalogie, ix (1898), 298—318;418—426.

5‘ Letter to the author.
5° Friedrich Ratzel. Viilkerkunde, Leipzig, 1877—88. English translation by A' J'Butler as History ofMunkind (London, 1896—1898, 3 Vols.), ii, 106.57 Ibid., ii, 126.
58 Letter to the author, dated Dec. 21, 1931.
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§4 SOUTH AMERICA

References to contraceptive methods employed by native peoples in

South America are few;59 but they manifest ingenuity.

Karsten writes60 as follows of the Canelos Indian women of Ecuador:

In order to be able to cohabit with a man without getting pregnant the Canelos

women are in the habit of taking a medicine prepared from the small piripiri

plant.‘n The root knots of the plant are crushed and soaked in water, and the

woman takes a quantity of this drink. Afterwards she has to eat only roasted

plantain, without salt and small birds of the forest. If she infringes these rules of

diet, she is believed to be particularly exposed to the very danger against which

the piripiri drink was to protect her.62

Presumably, if the woman gets pregnant, it can always be countered that

she failed to respect the food tabus.

More effective is a douche solution containing lemon juice “mixed with

a decoction of the husks of mahogany nut.” This is reported“3 in use by

the Negro women of Guiana or Martinique. One cannot be certain from

the original account which place is referred to.

This ought to be reliable provided enough lemon juice is used. For one

or two tablespoons in a. quart of water is an effective spermicide.64 Lemon

juice is about five per cent citric acid, which immobilizes sperms immedi-

ately at 1 to 1,000. Mahogany husks may also have an astringent effect.

One wonders whether the Negro women reported to use this have come in

contact with whites. If not, this is probably the only case on record of a

primitive group using this particular spermicidal agent. And it is the first

known anticipation of a more elaborate, still more ingenious technique re-

” Even though its title would suggest otherwise, the following source contained nothing

on the subject: J. I. Sacén [“Malthusianism as Practised by South American Indians”]

El Hfipz‘tal Argentina, iii, 876-879 (March 15, 1933). Despite the rarity of reports on

contraception among South American natives, we know that the ancient races of Peru

practised oral and anal coitus, as shown by surviving pottery. We are not here concerned

with perversions, but we may note that they had a birth-limiting eflect even when the

intent was only to secure pleasure. It is probable that anal and oral coitus are as old as

man. The earliest literature mentions them. In the Quran and Talmud anal coitus with

one’s own wife, though morally objectionable, is not forbidden legally. Cf., Lauterbach.

°° Rafael Karsten, “Contributions to the Sociology of the Indian Tribes of Ecuador.

Three Essays,” Acta Academiae Abaemis. Hdmaniora Abo: Abo Akademi, 1920, No. 3.

“1 Karsten informs us in a note that “Of the plant piripiri there are four varieties, which

are distinguished by their difierent sizes, and all of which are used by the Indians for

diflerent superstitious purposes.”
“2 Ibid.,p. 71.
“French Army Surgeon [Dr. Jacobus X], Untradden Fields of Anthropology (Paris,

1898), i, 257.
“ Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception, p. 42.
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ported by Casanova“ in the eighteenth century. . This consisted 1n cutting1
a. lemon in half, extracting most of the juice, the dlSk belng used as a. cervxca
cap. This is a direct forerunner of the modern cap method (pessary,
s ermicidal aste or jelly).

pPerhaps ezually effective is the contraceptive means known to 1501?
Djukas. This interesting group has recently been Studled ObJCCthe 21' 3;
Dr. Morton C. Kahn,66 a bacteriologist connected with. Cornell Me 1C2;1
College in New York. The Djuka, which consist of six tubes, are the i311;
Negroes of Dutch Guiana, South America. They are desceridants of S {W a
Who escaped from African slave ships and who, finding conditions In (?ulan
similar to their African homeland, have successfully established their ovfi:
communities, and have thrived. They now number about 20,000- Td
Dutch, unable to subjugate these vigorous people in a series of long, b13115;
wars, granted them their autonomy. Today the Djukas ere one.o the
very few primitive groups bargaining and entreating pohtlcally Wlth
white man on a more or less equal plane. . ' —From the standpoint of numbers, these people are maintaumng31:1;1
selves. The number of offspring ranges from 0—12 per mother w1th. 6
average two or three.‘57 There is a. low infant, but high child mor-talltyk
Abstention from intercourse, and nursing for two years after the b1rth 0t
a child are common. Abortion is also practised. Kahn also states tha-
impotence is common,68 and that the nativeshave a. knowledge of aPhro
disiacs.69

. .
More interesting are the unpublished details of the contraceptnfe (115'

covered by Kahn.” Native women sometimes insert into the Yagma afinokra-like seed pod about five inches long from which one end is sanPed ° 'The intact end probably lies against the cervix, or in the posterior fornlx;
the open end receiving the penis. This is, therefore, a. kind of vegetable

5Mémoires de Casenova de Seingalt (Paris : Librairie Garnier Fréres) v, 77-" Morton C. Kahn, Djuka. The Bush Negroes of Dutch Guiana. New York: Vikmg’1931.
67 Ibid., p. 127.
68 Ibid., p. 124.

. . ‘ eM 155d» P. 125. Dr. Kahn writes me that the natives “drink an Infusxon of a bush V1“known as ‘Debbil Dour’ which is supposed to give them '

6
6

same thing. I have no first—hand informati
The Djukas are highly promiscuous sexual]
being the general practice.” The families ar7° Letters to author dated October 14 and

. . - V613on concerning either preparation: howftery
, intercourse before marriage and ad“
e small, chiefly because of a high mortalltY'
November 13, 1931.
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condom held in place by the vagina. Dr. Kahn’s informants were medicine

men who furnished oral reports. On his next trip Dr. Kahn has promised

to bring back specimens for botanical indentification, and to secure photo-

graphs. It is not known how widely this custom is practised. My infor-

mant “heard of it only two or three times.” He observed no actual use.

However, since the Djukas are highly promiscuous sexually, and since

intercourse before marriage and adultery are the common practice, it would

seem reasonable to infer that population is controlled not only through

abortion and high mortality, but perhaps through contraception as well.

The paucity of reports concerning American natives would lead one to

the tentative conclusion that contraception was much less frequently re-

sorted to in North and South America than in Africa and Australasia.

If this is so, it is an interesting and perhaps significant anthropological fact.

Many of the American natives, who perhaps migrated from Eastern, Cen~

tral and Northeastern Asia across the Behring Straits to our Continent,

seem to have brought little or no contraceptive knowledge with them. At

least the scanty evidence at present available seems to point to the tena-

bility of such a principle.

§5 AUSTRALASIA (AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, POLYNESIA, MELANESIA,

MALAY ARCHIPELAGO, ETC.)

Pitt-Rivers many years ago noted that “European observers, such as

missionaries and government oflicials, have often supposed that some

mysterious contraceptive drug was used by the unmarried girls [of Oceania].

Native herbs and roots, mixed together with all manner of magical sub—

stances, such as spider’s eggs, skins of snakes, etc., are as a matter of fact

made into concoctions and drunk by girls with this idea. I have myself

[continues Pitt—Rivers] collected such recipes from Melanesian and Papuan

sorcerers and old women, but there is no reason to suppose that they have

any physical efi'ect. . . . No medical analyst to whom I have submitted

several of these prescriptions has, however, found any reason to credit these

concoctions with any of their supposed physical 1;)roperties.”71

’1 G. H. L. Pitt-Rivers, The Clash of Culture and the Contact of Races (London: Rout-
ledge, 1927, pp. 312), p. 132 n. and p. 148 n. Pitt-Rivers’ psychological theory of the de-
cline in native numbers as being due to a decline in desire to live, seems questionable, if
not unsound; likewise questionable is his theory that promiscuity sterilizes by immunizing
the effect of the sperm of one male upon that of another. Dr. Robert L. Dickinson informs
me that the view is commonly held that frequent coitus renders couples sterile through
absorption of the semen. However, Dr. Katharine Bement Davis, whose study of the
sexual life of 1000 married women of the higher class in America is well—known, made
especially for Dr. Dickinson a study of those cases having intercourse daily or oftener.

No relative infertility was found as characterizing these sexual athletes. Thus frequent
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A form of magical contraception exists among the Sinaugole in Bntlfih
New Guinea; for Seligmaim writes that in that locality “There is genera 31'
a woman in the village or one of the surrounding villages who Is suppose
to be gifted with a power, inherited from her mother, of causmg women to
beeome hageabaml, literally incapable of having more chlldren. Suppos;
a woman considers [that] she has [had] enough children; she w111 by stealt
seize an opportunity of consulting such a woman, and will pay her for her
services. .The woman gifted with the power sits down behmd, and as closle
as possible to, her patient, over Whose abdomen she makes passes wh1 e
muttering incomprehensible charms. At the same time herbs.or reots are
burnt, the smoke of which the patient inhales.”72 The report IS 0f 1111261133;
chiefly as showing the desire in New Guinea for prevention. The metho
could scarcely have been effective. .

Krieger reports that in what was known as German New Guinea means
for preventing conception are known;78 but he furnishes no details. i'le
avlows that though sterility is uncommon, and though the natives llke
children, they “raise not more than three, chiefly from fear of lack of silf-
ficient nourishment, or because it is inconvenient or wearisome to raise
them.”74 Abortion, as well as contraception is practised; and the fact
that twins are scarce suggests resort to infanticide. It is abundantly clear
that many primitive peoples thought in Malthusian terms long before Mal-
thus. The women of preliterate society knew all about Malthus’ mam
point: that too rapid increase endangered support. Malthus’ Essay was
essentially a learned inductive proof of an obvious thesis long understood
and long acted upon.”

Kiwai Papuan women, natives also of New Guinea, “who do not want a
child, wear a rope tied very tightly round the waist, particularly during the
sexual act, after which they also wash carefully.”76 The use of the rope IS
clearly magical; washing the vulva, however, partakes of the eflective- The
procedure might include the vagina in which case it would probably be“M

coitus, as practised by many preliterate peoples cannot, it would seem, be held responsiblefor the relatively small rate of births sometimes found by ethnographers. This wotlldseem to have a bearing on the discussion of points raised by Malinowski and others (seeinfra pp. 29—40).
’2 Jour. Anthrop. Imt, xxxii (1902), 303. Punctuation altered.’3 M. Krieger, Neu—Gm'nea (Berlin, 1899), p. 165.
7‘ Ibid., p. 165. Punctuation mine.
7‘ This is not to suggest that all

Sometimes they were accident
and became traditional.

7“ GunnarLandtmann,
\ 1927), p. 229.

checks were consciously adopted to control populationi
ally hit upon, proved worthwhile, were selected for survwa

TheKiwai Papuans ofBritish New Guinea (London: Macmillan,

\
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more effective. Older women, considered experts in conception control

and in procuring abortion, warn the younger women not to dabble with

these matters on their own account because of the risk to their lives.

The natives of Torres Straits, just south of New Guinea, have a magical

rite for producing temporary sterility by burying an unknown object called

gab in a termite’s nest, where it is left to rot. Seligmann has made several

unsuccessful attempts to ascertain the meaning of this word. Ordinarily

it means womb, but in one instance it seems to refer to after-birth.

Concerning the natives of Torres Straits Bruce reports through Haddon

that, while no operation is known designed to induce sterility, and while no

diet is adopted as a check, the

old women may give to young women the young leaves of the argerarger (Callicarpa

sp.), a large tree, of which the fruit is inedible; sbbe (Eugenia, near E. chisiacfolia),

a large tree with edible fruit; and bok, a large shrub. The young leaves of these

trees are well chewed and the juice swallowed, until they feel that their bodies are

wholly saturated with the juice. The process takes some time, but when their

system is thoroughly impregnated, they are supposed to be proof against fecundity

and can go with men indefinitely. Both men and women strongly believe [sic] in

the efficacy of these leaves."7

Haddon adds that sterile women tell their husbands they use these plants

as a preventive; and they are believed.

Other tribes use this method. Brown reports78 that the native women

of New Britain (in the Territory of New Guinea just east of Papua) eat

the leaves of an unknown plant to prevent conception.

One wonders how much to credit the report of Riedel79 that when the

native women of the Island of Buru in the Moluccas (Malay Archipelago)

have coitus with strange men “they maintain a passive and indifierent state

for the purpose of avoiding impregnation.” It is certain that this practice

dates back to antiquity in the West, and quite far back in Chinese history

—the Chinese call the practice Kong—fou—but this is the only report of it

among primitives that the literature reveals. If the report is to be credited,

this technique takes rank for antiquity with coitus interruptus. Perhaps

the anthropologists will be skeptical about the natives using it consciously

“for the purpose of avoiding impregnation.” The “passivity” is sometimes

a kind of self—hypnosis or a mental preoccupation by turning the mind to

77 Alfred Cort Haddon, “Birth and Childhood Customs, and Limitation of Children,”

in Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits, Reports of, pp. 105—111, vol.

VI on Sociology, Magio and Religion of the Eastern Islanders (Cambridge, University

Press, 1908), p. 107.
73 George Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians (London, 1910), p. 38.

7’ Kisch, Sexual Life of Woman, p. 403.
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subjects other than the event in hand. My theory is that it proceeds frog:
3. sense of guilt in coitus; if it is not enjoyed, the consequences w1‘l‘1 not.
so unfortunate. The notion is very old and very widespread that holdlng
back” prevents impregnation by preventing an orgasm. Of course, Itlh:
orgasm is not so completely under control as many assume. The Idea tt:
“holding back” an orgasm prevents impregnation is also related to e
sucking-in theory of the cervix. If the uterus actually dld suck 1r} SembeI:
during orgasm, as it probably does not, it might fac111tate conceptlon, u
there is scant evidence on this matter.
More effective than the means just described were those reported by

Walter Knoche80 as in use among the native women of Easter Island. Be-
fore they had sexual relations With foreigners, usually sailors, these womeclll
would sometimes place just in front of the os uteri a. piece of algae or seawee -
The women considered this method effective. Knoche tells us that it was
unfortunately not possible to determine whether the measure was geherall);
applied in past times, or whether it was applied solely for the 013]?“ 0keeping the stock free from dilution by foreign blood. In opposmon t0
the latter view is the circumstance “that the women of Easter Island havechildren by ‘foreigners’ Who have lived for some time on the islafld, 1311‘;that today the women use contraceptives, when they have coitus With such
foreigners as come and disappear quickly. The ostensible reason seems to
be,” avows Knoche, “that in the latter caSe there is no man to support the
child when it is born. It is indeed, highly probable,” he addS, ‘fthat the
application of contraceptives originally had its origin in MalthuSIan p'rm-
ciples. The small island, whose population, according to reports of various
eighteenth and nineteenth century travellers, oscillated a few thousands;had by this time reached its maximum of numbers, and hence it became
necessary to keep births and deaths at an equilibrium.”81 Knoche cen-siders the presence of anti—conceptional methods among these people quite

atively high culture as the famous stone idols, asystem of writing, etc. Knoche is, however, in error in thinking that theinhabitants of Easter Island are the only preliterate people in the Oceanic-
Island region to have knowledge of prevention ;82 and Fehlinger, who quOteSKnoche, falls into the same error.83

3° Walter Knoche, “Einige Beobachtungen fiber Geschlechtsleben und Niederkunft aufder Osterinsel,” Z'ez'tschr. f. Etlmol., xliv (1912), 6594661. Cited by H. Fehlinger in “1335Geschlechtsleben der Naturvolker,” Nr. 1 inMonographz’en zur Frauenkunde and Eugene-tile, Sexual-biolagie and Vererbungslehre (Ed. by Max Hirsch. Lpz: Curt Kabitsch, 1921’pp. 93), p. 62.
31 Knoche, p. 660.
32 111221., p. 661.
“3 Fehlinger, Geschleohtslebm, pp. 62—63.
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Margaret Mead reports that the Samoans practice coitus interruptus.

This, their only method, is not in Dr. Mead’s opinion, a consequence of

contact with whites.84

A rather unusual practice, that of the male sucking the semen from the

vagina, is reported as in vogue among the Marquesans of Oceania:

I am under the impression that the Marquesans used no mechanical or chemical

contraceptives [writes Dr. Ralph Linton in a letter]. Children were rarely born

to unmarried mothers, but I think that the chances of conception were cut down

mainly by the use of perversions instead of [by the use of artificial devices during]

actual intercourse. The natives were extremely expert in the arts of love. How-

ever, the perversions were always practiced in private. When a group of men

went out with one woman, and had intercourse with her in rapid succession,

publicly, which was a common amusement, the last man had to suck semen from

her vagina. This was sometimes practiced in individual intercourse as well. I

believe that this is true, although it sounds improbable; for excitement of women

with the tongue [cunnilingus] was a regular part of love play.85

I append Dr. Linton’s observations on abortion as practised by the same

natives, because of the unusual nature of his interpretative remarks:

Abortion was fairly common even after marriage. Due to the universal practice

of adoption, many women objected to bearing children which they knew would be

taken from them, and reared by some one else. Herb remedies were used, although

I did not learn their nature; and also mechanical abortion by means of a sliver of

bamboo inserted into the uterus. I do not know at what stage this was used.

There seem to have been few casualties from this method, for the people were

expert anatomists, due to the knowledge gained by cutting up bodies to eat.83

The Maori of New Zealand have an odd ritual designed to cause a

woman’s fruitfulness to cease. It is referred to by the natives as Taupe; or

kokoti~um. Elsdon Best, the observer of this rite, was not able to learn

the particulars of it. He was able only to say that “a piece of stone was

employed therein, and [that] the woman was supposed to be made as sterile

as the stone.”37 Of the same magical nature is the procedure of Maori

3‘ Letter to W. Lloyd Warner. Used by permission. Miss Mead writes: “I did not

find any knowledge of contraception among the Samoans except a knowledge of coitus

interrujztus. . . . They practiced abortions by pressure, either by rather skillful manipula-

tion by the old masseurs, or roughly by the boy placing the sole of his foot against the

girl’s side. Kava was also believed to be an abortifacient, if chewed in large enough

quantities.’z
8“Letter of Dr. Ralph Linton, anthropologist, University of Wisconsin to Mr. W.

LIOYd Warner, University of Chicago anthropologist. Used by permission of both parties.

8° Ibid.
“7 Jour. Anthrop. Ima, xliv (1914), 132. The ritual was doubtless as ineflective as that

Which Best describes as prevalent to cause a pulmpa (sterile) woman to bear.
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medicine men who are believed by the natives able to prevent cohceptlog
by throwing a little blood into the fire as they murmur mcantattions.
woman arranges to have her confinement in the presence of a, med1c1ne man,
who carries out the above during the expulsion of the placenta. Hence-
forth the woman will not conceives“

Fiji Island women, who live just east of New Zealand, take 106.81%?internally in an effort to prevent conception. Says Blyth, reporting 1n -
Just as the Fijian midwife undertakes to rectify sterility, 50! on the other 113;}?amusing expedients are resorted to With the object of preventing eonceptlon, Thethese methods are believed to be sometimes successml and sometimes not.medicine employed for this purpose is obtained from the leeves end roolt1 0221::Roqa tree, and from the leaves and root of the Samalo in conjunction. T e 1'are first denuded of bark and then scraped. The scrapings and the leeves bruiief:are made into an infusion with cold water, and this, when strainefi, IS reafly 9use. This herbal medicine is taken sometimes once, and sometimes Week}:order to produce the desired effect. If coitus take plece, say 1n the evening,

remedy, besides being given to prevent a first conceptlon, 15 also administered 1the case of a woman who has had 0 . . reme or more children, 1n order to prevent fut“- sspregnancms.

Such methods are undoubtedly ineffective.
to induce fertility. The women have small f' . . . ' t
marriages are reported as not Infrequent. “If a. woman 15 sterile, she IS aonce believed to have drunk at some time or other ‘the waters of barrenneSS,’that is to say, sterility is looked upon as a 'The reasons for limitation are very inte
decided aversion to large families,
pregnant too often, believing th
of children are laughing-
that her present pregn
she deems it necessary

Similar medicines are taken

amilies as a rule, but stenle

resting. “Fijian women have a
and have a feeling of shame if they become

at those women who bear a large Ittufflber
stocks to the community. . . . If a woman believes
ancy has too quickly succeeded her previous one;

87" Edward Tregear, TheMaorz‘ Race. (Wanganui, N. Z.:Wi11is, 1904), p- 38-83 Glasgow Med. fawn, xxviii (1887), p. 180. Blyth was for some years on the BrltlshGovernment Medical Stafi in Fiji.
8° 112221., p. 179.
9° Ibid., p. 181.
91 J. G. Pfeil, Studz'en und Beobaclmmgen aus der Sfldsee (Braunschweig, 1899), PP. 30"“
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in reality they have none. Dr. Hortense Powdermaker of the Yale In-

stitute of Human Relations has recently done field work among these

natives, and reports in Life in Lesu92 the contraceptive and abortifacient

herbs used by the natives. Prior to publication of the report, the author

wrote me that the natives “think they have a method of birth control.

Certain leaves are supposed to have the power of making a. woman sterile,

and others are said to have an abortive value. The leaves are chewed,

the juice swallowed, and the pulp spit out. Natives swear by the eflicacy

of these leaves. But so also do they swear by the ability of the rain magi-

cian to bring rain. The knowledge of the sterilizing and abortive leaves

is usually owned by men who have received it from the maternal uncle or

some other relative. It is zealously guarded, for, like all medical and magi-

cal knowledge, it is a. source of income. When a man is requested to pro-

cure the necessary leaves, he is paid for his services.” Dr. Powdermaker

brought back seven varieties of leaves supposed by the natives to have

abortifacient properties. These she has since had identified. One of these,

Rubus miluccanus, has the same function in India; while four are used in

India, but With different functions. Two have constituents that might

make them useful as emmenagogues: Acanthacae, which contains a bitter

alkaloid, and Curmma,93 which contains a volatile oil. These are undoubt—

edly ineffective since no drug taken by the mouth is known to Western

science that will prevent conception or abort.

Testimony very similar to Dr. Powdermaker’s comes from Professor

Radclifle-Brown who declares that “a. very large proportion of the tribes

Of New Guinea. and the adjacent islands (Bismarck Archipelago, etc.) be—

lieve in the possibility of producing sterility in women by means of vege—

table substances taken orally. The actual species of tree or plant which

supply the berries, bark, or roots so used differ in various districts. I tried,”

he continues, “to get some of them subjected to pharmacological analysis.

There is evidence that at least one of these medicines does produce in a.

few days a shrinking of the female breast. One may, however, be fairly

certain that the native belief that the taking of these substances orally for

a. period will produce sterility is unfounded in fact.” He adds: “Similar

beliefs and practices have not been found in Australia, though they might

possibly exist in the North of Cape York Peninsula, Where there is consider—

able influence from New Guinea.”94

Regarding the effect of the self-administration orally of drugs supposedly

92 Hortense Powdermaker, Life in Lesu. The Study of a Melanesian Society in New
Ircland (New York: W. W. Norton, 1933), pp. 242—244; 293—297.

"3 Cf., infra p. 38.
7‘ Letter to author dated Nov. 6, 1932.
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abortifacient, an observation by von Oefele is relevant. He hats contenged
that if certain abortifacient drugs, namely ergot and Arzstoloclzw, a_re ta en
regularly by women, as has been the case since antiquity, and In other
forms probably since prehistory, a. certain under-development of the utiius
takes place; and that this in itself either causes sterility or acts as a 111-
drance to conception.95 Many dangerous drugs, he holds, also eause inflaml;
mation and catarrh of the cervix, which interfere with conceptlon. If suc
is the case, this practice may have brought about some diminution of
births.

From drugs we turn temporarily to a method of expelling the semen used
by a. South Sea Island tribe reported by Pfeil:

Rarely are the women confined in the first year after their marriage. Usuallygvelg
or three years pass before the birth of their first child. The women fear chi hrrs
since they increase their working load. To be sure the glils help their mot 61 ibut years must pass before they are able to be really serv1ceeble. Accordihghi,
abortion is frequently resorted to intentionally. The women Jump from a helg s,or permit themselves to be massaged by another in order t9 expel the foett:ie
Moreover, they possess the noteworthy ability, up to a. certain degree, t0_ me} npregnancy dependent upon their will, since they are in a position after cohabitatlo
to emit immediately from themselves all that they have received (alles Empfan~gene sofort wieder von sich zu geben).96

Here reference is made to a method of expelling the semen, pessibly bybodily movements or even by a downward straining While squattlng-
Erdweg'reports that the inhabitants of Tumleo, an island in Dutch New

Guinea, “know how to prevent the birth of children” when they ‘10 mtwant them.

Four obviously harmless plants are already known to us, the drinking of WhiChproduces sterility . One of these called kakmz, grows by the thousands hereabOUt'
”5 Felix Freiherr von Oefele, “Anticonceptionelle Arzneistoffe. Ein Beitrag zur Frag“,des Malthusianismus in alter and neuer Zeit,” Heillmnde (Wien), ii (1898), 205; 273; 40 ’486. For this reference see the second article in the series, pp. 273—284. This scholarlyand able series is the best single 'source on contraceptive practices since Greek times. Ifone may judge by the absence of ' '

, of Groningen, Holland, for calling my attention to this Dutch edition.\ 9° Pfeil, Studien, pp. 30—31.
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The women eat the leaves of that with sago bread. Both the leaves and fruit of
another plant natunmum (making one incapable of conceiving) are eaten with sago
bread. Another plant, the name of which is unknown to us, is dried on the fire
like tobacco, ground, made into a cigarette and smoked. The women swallow the
smoke which makes them sterile. The worst plant of this kind is the last, called
lapalet. This plant has a root which is peeled, cut into little disks, and then
eaten alternately with cocoanut kernels. One does not dare to chew the stufi, for
its taste is too bitter; it must be swallowed whole. The poison of this plant is so
destructive that it not only produces sterility [P], but can also kill a three or four
months old foetus. Why the people wish to produce sterility and even abortion
is still quite unknown to us. Even the men do not know what to say about it.
They know neither the secret means of the women, nor the art by which this child-
lessness is made possible. Only the fact that the women do this is known to them,
and also the fact that they take plant poisons for that purpose. On the more
intimate circumstances the married women, who alone are initiated into the secrets,
observe an unbreakable silence.97

Natives of the Eddystone Islands, a mere speck of land in the southern

part of the Solomon Islands, have, according to the report of Rivers,98 3.

magico-religious rite called egoro (meaning “barrenness”) which they believe

not only prevents conception temporarily, but produces permanent sterility.

Rivers, like many other anthropologists who have followed him, noted that,
although the natives freely indulged in sexual relations prior to marriage,

premarital births were, in fact, so “extremely rare” that “in the whole of
the pedigrees collected by us only one such case was given, and that many

generations ago.” No such birth was reported during his visit; and so far
as he could learn “there was no one on the island who was the child of pre-

marital intercourse.” Such births had occurred, but no actual instances

could be cited.‘

Two causes were given to account for this: abortion, and the egoro rite.

Several examples of egoro rites were obtained [by Rivers]. One came from
Ruviana, in which bark is scraped with a n‘kerike from the two nut-trees called
"gan' and vino and from petepete tree. The bark is mixed with scrapings from a
special reddish stone procured from the island of Gizo, and the mixture put inside
a betel-leaf and given to the woman to be eaten with a nut of anggavapim and lime,
to the accompaniment of the following formula:

.“Ngge M pialia na rekoreko {Jim} mi patu to pa na soloso; mi ks panda komburu;
mz egoro tu.”

“I make this woman here eat betel; let her be as the stone on the mountain;
let her not make a. child; let her be barren.”
A girdle is put on of molu taken where it crosses the path. This is dOIie f0rf0111‘

months, once in each month.

‘37 P- M. J'. Erdweg, “Die Bewohner der Insel Tumleo, Berlinhafen, Deutsch-Neu-
Gumea,”Mitt. d. Anthrap. Ges. in Wien, xxxii (1902), 383.

’5 W. H. R. Rivers, Psychology and Ethnology, p. 76E.
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Another method, elicited from a very old woman, was the scraping of bark frag:
the nggema and vino trees. The bark was eaten w1th betel-lleaf, togethfir Wix-
anggawpiri, but without any formula. Inthe case of a married couple t e 1:1
ture was eaten by both sexes, and it was said that, even 1f_eaten by the man 0 hY:
his wife would not bear any children. This rite was carried out for four mont 5,
four times in each month, . . . A case was mentioned in which thls egoro had been
given to a girl before puberty, who, though now a grown woman, had had no
children.

This egoro bears so close a resembance to the process already descr1be_d that
there are very probably two versions of the same rite. A thlrd example is Why
different. In it, part of the nest of the bee or hornet called mbambu and t t6
flower of the undundalo plant are put inside betel—leaf and eaten w1th areca-nu ,
which is the imburu of the usual kind, while the betel-leaf is that calledaald
igigisi. No formula is used. This is eaten by men and women, and IS said tct>
be eflicacious if eaten only by the man. The place of origin of this egoro is no
known, and it may possibly have come from Ruviana like the first,99

Rivers goes on to state that the significance of this rite is essentlaliy
magico-religious. Indeed the use of a girdle made of a creeper-where 1t
crosses the path supports such a view. But Rivers adds that something
may be used in the egoro rite which has “genuine pharmacological action:
This is improbable. More likely the almost total lack of premarital ch11-
dren is to be explained rather by the circumstance that girls have a sterile
period, or at least a quasi—sterile period, for three or four years following
the onset of menstruation (see p. 35).
A Melbourne anthropologist, D. F. Thomson, has lately shown100 thatthe natives of several tribes constituting the Kawadji on the Cape Yorkpeninsula are aware that pregnancy results from sexual intercourse andthat they recognize a physical as well as a social bond between father and

child. These views are quite contrary to Malinowski’s.
The ngQ Ya’o, Kanju, Yankonyu, Ompeléi. and Yintjingga tribes 0fthe Kawadji group have a firm belief in the contraceptive, as distinct froin

abortifacient, properties of certain plants. Thomson was informed of th15by both men and women in widely separated localities while collectinggenealogies. The two plants used were called fiarri or ka’atii (Dioscoredsativa var. rotunda) and pi’ald (Entada scandens).1°1 The natives repliedthat certain childless women had no offspring because they “had Shutthemselves up” by eating medicine. The men, though usually pleadingignorance of women’s matters, admit that women use such a medicine and

9’ Ibid., pp. 77—78.
1°” .7. Roy. Anthrop. Inst. Gr. Brit. & Ire, lxiii, 519. See sec. 12, pp. 505-510.“1 Both are used for £00d5, the root of the former and the bean of the latter, but onlyafter a tedious cooking process and frequent changes of water. The latter is called theQueensland matchbox bean. The former is a tuber.
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declare they would be angry if they found their women using it. The

reason given by the women for the use of contraceptives was that they

could not carry their children about. One woman said: “I have only one

child, not a great number. I have no canoe to carry them about the

country. My belly is no good, nor my shoulder [to carry children .”

When taken as contraceptives these medicines are generally eaten raw,

sometimes roasted, but always without the prolonged washing employed

when the same are taken as food. It is administered to the young women

by older women credited with special knowledge of such matters. The

medicine “is taken in the early morning on an empty stomach, after which

the woman lies down, refraining from drinking throughout the day, until

sundown. The old women declared that once a. woman had taken this

medicine [tjarra] she would never have a child. One explanation of its

action was that it ‘dried them up,’ another that it closed the genital passages

so that the tdll’t'ill [seminal fluid] could not enter. These are, of course

merely the speculations of my informants,” says Thomson, “for in such.

matters, which are not freely discussed, there is probably nothing that

could be called an orthodox belief.”

Thomson has no evidence on the reliability and eflectiveness of these.

Many native medicines are magical (e.g., love charms), but some (e.g.,

fish poisons) are very potent. But the native has as much faith in one as

in the other. Thomson is convinced of the sincerity of the native beliefs

in the contraceptive medicines.

§6 THE PUZZLE OF INFERTILE PREMARITAL PROMISCUITY

A similar problem, infertile premarital promiscuity, is raised regarding

the natives of the Trobriand Islands (North-West Melanesia, British New

Guinea). Professor Malinowski, the anthropological authority on the sex

life 0f the aborigines of this area, not only denies that the natives have any

knowledge of methods to prevent, or to reduce the likelihood of, concep-

tion;102 but he asserts, and presents evidence tending to prove, that they

are ignorant of the physiology of paternity.”3 He says:

1"zBi-onislaw Malinowski, The Sexual Life of Savages in North—Weslem Melanesia.
London: Routledge, 1929. So far as can be determined, none of Dr. Malinowski’s other
numerous works present any evidence on the subject of conception control.

. "’3 See especially Ch. vii, §3. Dr. Malinowski argues that the Trobriand natives be-
heve that in order for a woman to become pregnant only perforation or dilation of the

Yagina is necessary. Other groups have been known to hold this view. Physiological
Insemination by sexual congress is not required (pp. 154-155). “They do not know the
generative power of the male discharge.” P. 155. Elsewhere Dr. Malinowski says,

PhYsicaI fatherhood is unknown.” P. 171. C11. 13- 172-
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Since there is so much sexual freedom [among the Trobriand ISJahders], must thfir:
not be a great number of children born ouPt of wedlock? If this IS not so, W a

ans of revention do the natives possess . . . _ . . .meAs to the first question, it is very remarkable to note that illegitimate children
are rare. The girls seem to remain sterile throughout their period of 11.66%“:which begins when they are small children and continues until they mfiiry’ W 9they are married they conceive and breed, sometimes quite prohfically.

Since giving birth to prenuptial children is considered by the natives “rep'
rehensible,” and hence leads to concealment, Dr. Malinowslfl. could 11?:
speak with complete confidence regarding the number of illegitlmate Chl '
dren. But he believes such births to be approximately one per cent of the
total.105

In attempting to explain the small number of illegitimate children, Dr-
Malinowski speaks with a. curious combination of diffidence and self-as-
surance:

On this subject I can only speak tentatively, and I feel that my information 15perhaps not quite as full as it might have been, had I concentrated more attentionupon it. [But] One thing I can say with complete confidence: no fireventive meamof any description are known, nor [is] the slightest idea of them entertained (“31195mine). This, of course, 'is quite natural [since the natives do not understfmd th‘jphysiology of parenthood]. . . . Indeed, any suggestion of neo—Malthusmn appliances makes them shudder or laugh according to their mood or temperament-They never practise coitus interruptus, and still less have [they] any notion abOutchemical or mechanical preventivesu106

g these matters, feel neither fear nor constralnt:so there can be no question of any difficulties in finding out the state Of affairsbecause of reticence or concealment.1°7

but almost no illegitimacy. HWhen the same girls marry and “settle down,they bear children sometimes prolifically. Dr. Malinowski’s query is to

women begin their sexual life young, leadfreely? This . . . cannot be answered here, as it is a purely biological question;biit some such solution of the difficulty seems to me the only one, unless I havemissed some very important ethnological clue.108
m 112221., 166—7.
1% Ibid., p. 167.
1°“ Ibid., pp. 167-168.
“7 Ibid.
103 Ibid., p. 168.

it indefatigably, and mix their lovers
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A. C. Rentoul, a Resident Magistrate,109 believes Malinowski did miss a

“very important ethnological c1ue:” expulsion of the male seed.110 As

proof that the natives understand the physiology of conception he cites

this alleged practice:

Dr. Malinowski has asserted that no contraceptives are known to the natives of

the Trobriands. Be that as it may, I have been informed by many independent

and intelligent natives that the female of the species is specially endowed or

gifted with ejaculatory powers, which may be called upon after an act of coition

to expel the male seed. It is understandable that such powers might be increased

by use and practice, and I am satisfied that such a method does exist.

It would appear from evidence that I have been able to collate on the spot that

the precaution referred to is taken by single girls to prevent conception, and also

by married women who do not wish to become pregnant.111

Malinowski scoffs at this idea. Back in 1929, in his Sexual Life of Sav-

ages, he had admitted that “there is a belief prevalent among the white

citizens of Eastern New Guinea that the Trobrianders are in possession of

some mysterious and powerful means of prevention or abortion.”112 But

he was even then firm in the conviction that this belief, which he described

as “incorrect and fantastic,” could arise only from an inability to explain

away the infertile premarital promiscuity, from the “insuflicient knowledge”

of the local white residents,113 and from “a tendency towards exaggeration

and sensationalism so characteristic of the crude European mind.” Even

the residents Who held the conviction could cite no evidence to Dr. Malinow-

ski.

In reply to Rentoul’s implication that he missed significant ethnological

evidence—which implication, incidentally, has led to an acrimonious but

entertaining debate in Man—Malinowski, in an article on “Pigs, Papuans,

and Police Court Perspective,”1m has in 1932 presented much the same

Point of view as in 1929. He described the expulsion story as “one of the

tYPical myths which circulate among the semi—educated white residents,

“’9 Rentoul has been connected with the Court of Native Matters, and, as a District
pfiicer, has come into contact with the domestic problems of the natives. At present he

15 Resident Magistrate in charge of the South-Eastern Division of Papua, embracing a

large portion of Western Melanesia and the Trobriand group.
11° Alex. C. Rentoul, “Physiological Paternity and the Trobrianders,”Man, xxxi (1931),

Art. No. 162.
111 Ibid., p. 153.
“2 Pp. 168—9.
“3 A5 partial proof of the inaccurate information of local whites regarding native afiaits

Malinowski says the whites dogmatically assert that unmarried native girls never have

Children save those who live with white traders, whereas the fact is that native girls some-

tlmes do have prenuptial children. Malinowski thinks Rentoul had such an informant.

1“ Mam, 1932, Art. (not p.) 44.
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ascribing to the members of the inferior culture all sorts of preternatural
powers.” He lampoons its effectiveness, is astonished that Rentoul laC-
cepted the story, and calls for real evidence on the existence of the practice.
Malinowski quotes R. F. Fortune’s, The Sorcerers of Dobu (p. 239) a;

coming to essentially the same conclusions with regard to the Trobnan
belief that procreation is by reincarnation of dead spirits tather than by
activity of the biological father.115 He adds that Dr. Sarasm and. ProteS-
sor Nieuwenhuis have also come to the conclusion that the unphysmloglcfiL1
theory of conception held in the Trobriands extends generally to Australia
and Oceania. In fact Malinowski goes so far as to assert116 that “not one
assertion” in Rentoul’s article is “scientifically substantiated.” Moreover;
Malinowski denies that in his former writings his thesis was to prOYe thatthe Trobrianders know nothing about paternity. More exactly 1115 V1ewis that, though the natives have “a vague idea as to some nexus betweensexual connection and pregnancy,’ ’ they have “no idea whatever concemmg
the man’s contribution towards the new life. . . .” They believe that theBaloma is the real cause of later birth but that cOhabitation is also a cause.It is in this sense evidently that “physical fatherhood is unknown” IfMalinowski’s later statements do not mean thiS, then the statements madeby him on various occasions hardly check.

Rentoul’s rejoinder under the title of
tudes” has little to add regarding the spe
nally reported. The author merely adds

“Papuans, Professors, and Plet'i'
cific contraceptive practice engl-
that he had learned from a friend;

“5 W. J. Perry interprets in j
Fortune. This passage reads:

The Dobuans know the Trobriand belief that procreation is from the reincarnation ofspirits of the dead, not from the biological father. . . . The Trobrianders asserted thespiritual belief, just as Dr. Malinowski has published it. . . . With the exceptlof1 °fthe part played by the seminal fluid, Dr. Malinowski's rendering of the Trobnand1deas on the physiology of sex applies also to the Dobuan state of knowledge- (For-tune, Sorcerers, p. 239.)

11 even amongst ourselves causes sophisticated 1101*e to patent truth. (Man, 1932, Art. No. 218.)8 do the same observations lead '
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Dr. Cecil Cook of North Australia, that such a method was unreliable con-

traceptively. An additional case is cited to support his view that the

natives realize the réle of the father in paternity. In concluding that the

natives probably hold two beliefs: first, that the offspring is the gift of God,

or of the Baloma; second, that it is given to the mother through the agency

of the male seed,117 Rentoul does not seem to differ very widely from Mali—

nowski. But as to the reality of the practice in this particular region of

expelling the semen there is still a clash of opinion.

Additional light can, however, be thrown on this problem. What is

undoubtedly the same technique, seminal expulsion by violent bodily

movements, is reported below as used by Australian natives. Therefore,

its occasional use by some Trobriand women is a possibility. Other cir-

cumstances being equal, a positive declaration of use seems more credible

than a denial by natives in conversation with an anthropologist.

As we have seen, the question whether primitive peoples understand the

role of the father in paternity is still unanswerable so far as all groups are

concerned. But the conclusion is justified that it seems highly probable

that some groups have only a magico-religious theory of conception, others

a quasi—rational explanation to supplement some magico-religious theory.

Almost without exception the half-informed, rational explanation is only a

suflplement. The natives believe that conception can take place by either

method. This is probably the situation among the Trobriands.

But it seems like non sequitur reasoning for Dr. Malinowski to contend

that because the Trobriands do not completely understand the physiology

of conception it is “quite natural” that they should make no attempts to

prevent conception. My survey of the contraceptive knowledge of pre-

literates shows that some tribes have knowledge of techniques fairly reliable

from a theoretical standpoint. And the presumption is that such groups

‘ 1" F. W. Williams, government anthropologist in Papua, has recently pointed out that

m the Morehead District of Papua two discordant theories of conception are held at the

same time: the woman is impregnated by an eel copulating with her while bathing; the

Semen impregnates her. Williams describes the second theory as “generally accepted”

am as overlying the first. Despite the inconsistency of the two theories, the native has

Sincere belief in each at difierent times. (M(m, xxxiii (1933), Art. No. 128.) Williams

concludes that these natives well knew that the father played his part in the procreation

0f the child. It was generally held that pregnancy resulted from repeated intercourse,

and the actual body of the child was said to be formed by the accumulation of jengere

(semen). . . . Some natives, seeking to explain the barrenness of certain women, suggested
that they were in the habit of ejecting the semen after intercourse. It was also claimed

that the woman’s refusal to cohabit again until her last child was walking accounted for

the smallness of families. . . . The males of this district are without exception sodomists . . .

and they hold the belief that the practice may lead to pregnancy in the male.” (p. 123)

They eat lime to prevent pregnancy.
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have no more knowledge (and no less) of the physiology of conception thal;
have the Trobrianders.118 We have seen that seminal exlpulsion 15 reporte
elsewhere in the region. So great have been the vanatlons in sexual CCiII-
duct in various early groups throughout the whole period otcultural eyoblll-
tion that it would seem highly probable that some grougs h1t upon rehathe
or quasi-reliable contraceptive methods even though their knowledge. of t:
mechanism of conception was meagre indeed. Such hlstorlcal acciden !
if they may be so described, are explicable upon the theoty of. vanatlon,
trial and failure, trial and eventual success. No other soc1olog1cal them);
seems adequate to explain the facts. Clear it is that anthropology a 011
has never solved the riddle.

n
FoHowing Malinowski’s reasoning we would have to conclude that 113a

would never have used a condom or sheath to prevent venereal .1nfect1on
until the gonococcus or spirochaete had been identified under a m1crosc0113§
as the cause of the disease; whereas all that is required is that men shou
‘observe an association between sexual contact and a disease subseqhehtly
arising. Some primitive people have doubtless made a similar. assoc1at10n-
They have observed a connection between coitus and a later blrth. When
Professor Warner asked some Australian native men what semen was for
they replied: “That makes babies.”

Similarly, one of Dr. Malinowski’s students, Dr. Hortense Powdermakel':
observes of certain New Ireland natives that “These Lesu people are fully
aware of the causal connection between intercourse and birth, although
they do not know the exact physiological process by which the embryois formed.”119

“a It would be interesting, and Perhaps worth while, for someone to correlate the extentof contraceptive knowledge and the extent of physiological understanding. of (115611311.primitive groups. I have not done so. The data might not be available In many 1n.stances. It might be charged by some anthropologists, especially by the moderh functionalist school, that I have committed a serious methodological error in extractlhg 0“:element from different cultures, that is, knowledge of contraceptive technique, w1tholl

criticism were made, the reply wo
parative study is fully justified.
cultural circumstances in extractin

uld be that the selection of one cultural element for 001::
Furthermore, I have tried to take into account 0t
g this one element for comparison, as I think this chap“?shows. There is such a thing as making a fetish of the principle: “Study each culturaelement in relation to the total situation, in relation to the whole culture.” This 15:sensible rule of methodology, but when carried to extremes it becomes primafame abs“:. . .

e
for the reason that we never can know all the modlfymg Circumstances any more than Wcan ever know much about first cause5. Furthermore, many who preach this dOCmnC'never live up to it in their own studies.\ “9 Hortense Powdermaker, Life in Lem, p. 242.
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It is highly important to realize, however, that even if expulsion of the

semen were generally prevalent among the Trobrianders (as it evidently

is not), it could not be sufliciently effective to explain, under conditions of

general promiscuity prior to marriage, an illegitimacy rate as low as one

per cent. We are not told in any report of the method that the fingers are

used to wipe out the vagina; and even had this been the case, not all the

semen would be removed from the folds and fornices. Bodily movements

alone could not be effective particularly if delayed; nor would they result

in complete removal of sperms.

The infertile promiscuity is probably to be explained on Hartman’s

theory120 that girls have an infecund period for three or four years after

the onset of menstruation. They have no children because they are

biologically immature, not because of any generally diflused contraceptive

technique. Puberty and sexual maturityare not identical as commonly

Supposed. The births begin shortly after physiological maturity, which

probably arrives in most instances shortly after the early marriages of the

girls. Whether the Trobrianders or any other group have a full knowledge

of the physiology of conception or biological fatherhood is immaterial for

our problem since the sterility of the promiscuous period is to be explained

on biological not contraceptive grounds.

The evidence on these points pro and con has been presented in some

detail because infertile promiscuity among primitives has been a great

Problem. And it has not been sufficiently probed. The Trobrianders are

merely a case in point. The generalization is probably sound that wherever

We find this phenomenon among natives the explanation is to be found not

in contraceptive practices (as a rule)121 but in biological immaturity of the

young girls.

In an effort to render the account of contraceptive practices among the

natives of the Indian Archipelago as complete as possible the assistance of

Professor J. P. Kleiweg de Zwaan of the Colonial Institute, Amsterdam,

was enlisted. This outstanding authority on the ethnography of that

region reports as follows:

I have found little mention in the literature concerning methods of preventing

pregnancy employed by the natives of the Indian Archipelago—strikingly httle

m Science, lxxiv (1931), 226—227. I have referred to this distinction between puberty

afld maturity as Hartman’s theory. It may be that F. A. E. Crew deserves credit for it,

smce in 1930 he made the importance of this distinction the subject of his presidential

fldfiress before the Second International Congress for Sex Research. Proceedings (London:

Oliver & Boyd, 1931, edited by A. W. Greenwood), p. 18.

121 African instances of coitus interruptus may be in a. somewhat difierent category. If

the girls were fecund, this technique would be partially effective.
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mention in comparison with what one finds therein coneernmgthe :ndufltftnt1(1):
abortion. May one conclude from this pauc1ty of reports 1n the llte’rIehhre eed not
natives attempt to prevent conception oh e smah scale only? h ls ?temptednecessarily be the case. In the first place, 1t 15 posmble that no one as (8i to theseto gather from the natives with suflicient thotohghness- data 1n regaih natives
practices. It may be observed, however, that 1t 15 certamly true the: e manyin general do not care _to discuss such intimately pereonahmatters. mffntghe irltribes in the Indian Archipelago premarital coitus ls qulte frequent. _ 1 goatsbecomes pregnant, marriage follows shortly afterwards as a rule; or the gltr‘vfs areto abortion, for which a variety of methods are known. Many mo 1 manyreported in the literature. That attempts to prevent conceptloh among aretribes in the Indian Archipelago, both by single as well as by marned women,
not rate a ears to be uite certain.

.Stratz ggnted outmcéome time ago (1897) that the native woxhen of Java gulf;frequently induce a retroflexed uterus with the object 9f preventlng preilantgtusIn more than 50 per cent. of all women examined by h1m Stratz fennel t 9: umosttipped backwards. He is, moreover, of the opinion thatthxs retroflexmn, 1n ntingcases, is produced artificially, and, moreover, for the specxfic putpose of pr-ev?‘Firstconception. It was from a native woman that he learned of thxs method. rdsthe abdomen of the woman, closely above the symphisis, was pushed downwaby the Dukun [midwife] with stiE, spread fingers. Then, with both hands closeabove the Ligamentum Poupam' the midwife rubs upwards very forcefully, caus-

1” C. H. Stratz, Die Frauen aufJava. Eine gym‘z’kologische Studie. Stuttgart, 1897. ver-“3 It may be here pointed out that a decade prior to Stratz’s observatmns on retrosion induced by the Dukun, van der Burg published the following regarding the samepractice in the Dutch East Indies:
In the girls the sexual impulse develops very early, and is gratified, even though theyhave regular sexual int eercourse with men, without fear of consequences, Whifhte;services of certain skilled elderly women (doekaen) have been requlsxtloned- - - ~women appear, in fact, to understand, by means of pressure, rubbing, and kneadmf;through the abdominal walls (not by the vaginal route), how to induce anteVCISlonretroversion of the uterus, to such an extent as to prevent the occurrence of 001.1%;tion. It is said that the only inconvenient consequences of this procedure are tn mpains in the lumbo-sacral and inguinal regions, and some trouble In passmg “’3’days after the manipulations have been effected. Later, when a

be depended upon than in the case of a. virgin.[Cornelius Leendert van der Burg, De Geneesheer in Nederlandsoh-Indié (Batavia, 1884”1887. 3 vols), i, 71—72. Van der Burg also observes that while the half-breeds are very
chlld every year, and menstruating one month afterchildbirth even though they suckle ' 'class [of hybrids] use after coitus cold water douches.” But among the half-breeds ingeneral, van der Burg says that ”means to prevent pregnancy are not general or areineffective.” Abortion is frequent. Op. cit., i, 104.]
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ing the abdominal muscles to relax. Then both hands grasp the uterus from the

side, pulling this forward; while the thumbs, with a forceful pressure, push the

uterus downward. This latter movement, as well as the first pressure above the

symphisis, causes extraordinarily severe pain.”124

This procedure is known to the natives as ankatproet (German=Ankat—prut)

and is usually executed shortly after an abortion or delivery. Stratz also

discusses the effect of the operation upon health and its reliability in pre-

venting conception. He finds that it is only suitable in less than half the

women, and moreover, it is likely to have injurious results. It is by no

means a certain preventive, since women with retroflexed uteri can and do

conceive.12E Dr. R. L. Dickinson is likewise of the opinion that such manip-

ulations are not likely to be generally efiective since the elastic supports

of the uterus draw back the organ into position. The Dukam (German for

doekoen) are also supposed to be able to return the uterus to its normal posi-

tion by a corresponding massage, but Stratz rightly doubts to what extent

this is responsible for future pregnancies.126 Schmidt reports this uterus-

di5placing procedure as existing also in the East Indies.127

Kleiweg de Zwaan continues his report:

Eerland, who has made a study of the position of the uterus in Javanese wom-

@328 is, however, of the opinion that Stratz has over—emphasized his particular

interpretation of the etiology of the frequent incidence of retroflexed uteri. Of

1120 Javanese women, Eerland found only 4.2 per cent having an ante~flexed

uterus. In the cases of all the other women the uterus was tipped backwards.

[Can it be that none of them had a uterus in normal position?] Eerland ascribes

this to a general weakness of the musclesm and to a. diminishing tone of the uterus

among Javanese women, but also, in some measure, to an artificial tipping of the

uterus in order to prevent conception.
.I found [continues Professor de Zwaan] that the Minangakabau, Malayans of

mlddle Sumatra, have methods available whereby, according to their opinion,

Pregnancy can be prevented. I was told, for instance, about the toemanang fruit,

which has to be chewed with a sirih “plug,” and the juice of which is swallowed by

the woman. These chewed-out plugs must be saved; they are deposited on a

board above the fire of the fireplace in the room of the woman. The women

believe that this procedure will prevent them from becoming pregnant. [I take

1t that the natives hold that it is the chewing of the plug, and not the ritual of

placing the chewed—out plug above the fireplace which is the really effective portion

of the procedure]

“4 Stratz, 01:. 6i!., p. 45.
“5 Ibid., p. 47.
12" Ibid.
127 R. Schmidt, Liebe und Ehe im alter: and modemen Indien. Berlin: Barsdorf, 1922.

123 Geneeskundig Tydschrift voar Nederlandsch Indie’, vol. xi, 1930.

‘2’ Dr. Robert L. Dickinson thinks it may be due to the fact that the women get up and

80 about soon after delivery, when the uterus is large and heavy.
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Another method employed by these Malayans of Sumatra to prevent con-
ception, again reported to me by Professor Kleiweg de Zwaan, is the follO.W-
ing: A piece of ingoe (asafoetida) is put into a pisang (banana). Thrlce
monthly a woman Who desires to remain free from pregnancy must eat
such a fruit. She is also obliged to use an extract made from damn doekoeflg
(male (Phyllanthus urinaria), oerat doekoeng anak, fiapo mali (Blumea 31).)
and oerat kadaedoek (Pteroloma trignetmm). These Malayan women also
practice a massage of the abdomen in order to prevent conception. I.’I0fes'
sor de Zwaan reports that he could not, however, find out whether 11; was
the intention of the natives to cause, by this process, a retroflexion of the
uterus.

On the island of Nias, near Sumatra,
that a. woman who does not Wish to be
knife on a grindstone; then to pour some
and subsequently to drink this water wh
tion. This is obviously one of many 5
the natives of the Indian Archipelago,
which are not always clear.
magical influence to iron and s
an example.

The Karo-Bataks, natives of Sumatra, employ several contraceptivetechniques essentially magical and inefiective. Joustra says that these

Professor die Zwaan was informed

come pregnant is obliged to rub a

water on the knife and grindstone,

ile pronouncing a magical incanta-

uperstitious practices found among

the exact procedure and intent of
Several tribes of the region ascribe a strong
teel, and this contraceptive ritual is probably

; try to prevent conception!“
takes koelz‘t tangak (a kind of tree bark),

areca or betel nut). These ingredients are
nd the mixture must be taken internally by

curcumalal and old pimmg (
rubbed until they are fine; a

13° “Ethnographische bijzonderheden betrefiende de onderafcieeling VIII KOta en VII
Loerah. Godsdienst en bijgeloof.” ' ' ‘ ' ' .

[Ethnographlc pecuhantles regarding Sllblnc‘smn
VIII Kota and VIII Loerah], Indisohe Cid: (Indian Gmde) 18th annual pubhcatlon I:1896, pp. 585—598. See also 1). 831 and p. 963.“1 For an earlier report on the use\ x32 Atje/l, ii (1922), 410-

of Curcuma see p. 25.
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Professor Snouck Hurgronje writes133 of the Achehnese that they “are

far from being afraid of over-population.” The Achehnese “themselves

assert that married couples with a number of children are very much in the

minority; by their own confession they make much .use both in and out of

wedlock of expedients for preventing pregnancy or causing miscarriage.”

He adds that

Recipes for this purpose are to be found in all the books of memoranda of literate
Achehnese. These recipes sometimes consist merely in tangkays (formulas) to be
recited on certain occasions, but more material methods are also recommended in

great variety. The following is one of the commonest: choose a ripe pineapple,
and cut off a piece from the top, letting the fruit still remain attached to the stalk.
Then take out a little of the inside and fill up the space so made with yeast. Close
the fruit up again by replacing the piece cut off; fasten it up tight and let it hang
for another day or two. The fruit is then plucked and it is said that the woman
who eats it will find it a sure preventive of pregnancy.134

Jacob5135 distinguishes two techniques in use by the Achehnese for the

prevention of pregnancy: (1) those which prevent a fruitful coitus (oebat

tjawat); (2) methods to induce abortion (oebat béh tmék). Jacobs could not,

however, determine their exact nature. He also states that several tech-

niques do not originate with the Achehnese, being prepared and sold by

the Klings (Klingalese) living in Acheh. In the course of his study among

the Achehnese, Jacobs was given by one of the natives a black mass in the

form of a pill, which the natives were accustomed to introduce into the

Vagina before coitus, and which was supposed to prevent impregnation.

Upon examination, this black mass was found to contain a. large quantity

of tannic acid. Quite possibly these natives had, by trial and error, hit

uP011 a vaginal suppository sound in principle.

Recent laboratory tests by Baker and Voge have shown that tannic acid

ranks very high as a spermicide—much higher than lactic acid, which is

the supposed active agent136 in jellies applied to vaginal diaphragms in the

fnodem birth-control clinics. Tannic acid immobilizes sperms immediately

In a 1000 solution, while lactic acid, according to Gtinther, requires 107

minutes at this strength.”7 The use of a tannic acid suppository by the

Achehnesewomen is thus an excellent illustration of one of the minor theses

Of this book, namely, that some sound principles of contraception were

“3 Christian Snouck Hurgronje, De Ajehers, i, 73. English translation by A. W. S.

O’Sullivan as The Achehnese, i, 70, note.
1“ Ibid.

“5 Julius Jacobs, Hat Familie-m Kampongleven op GroaLAtjeh. Eene Bijdrage tot de

Ethnographic van Naord Sumatra. Leiden: Brill, 1894.

m I Say “the supposed active agent” advisedly. Probably the physical impediment is
more important than the presence of lactic acid.

“7 R. L. Dickinson and L. S. Bryant, The Control of Conception, p. 41.
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accidentally hit upon early in man’s history as a. result of trial, rejectioné
re-trial, and success. Nor is this the only instance in whlch e. study 0
primitive society is likely to teach us something about sexual hie.
The natives of Australia have several practices which need to be coil-

sidered in detail in relation to the question whether they are effective 1n
preventing conception. They are: (1) expelling the semen by Violent
abdominal movements. This is reported as practised by the native women
of Vincent Gulf near Adelaide to avoid impregnation by white men. (123
Ovariotomy practised by the natives on the Parapitshuri Sea, Cape Y“ ’
and on the Condamine River;138 (3) SubinciSion. Each of these W111 be
considered in turn.

The native women of Port Darwin, Australia, who evidently have some
contact with white men, are accustomed after coitus to make violent move-
ments of the abdomen backward and forward in order to expel the semen-
Mr. Albert Morton, a collector for the Australian Museum in SydPCY: who
observed coitus among the natives in that locality, Which observatlohs haYe
been reported by N. von Miklucho-Maclay,13° an ethnographer writing. 1n
the eighteen eighties, states that this practice is executed by the nathe
women, according to the views of white settlers 0f North Australia, ff” the
purpose of avoiding impregnation after coitus with White men. It 15 not.

. 'on
known whether the native women follow the same practlce after connectl
with native men.

Roth, who knew the natives of Queensland from personal experience;
reports through N. von Miklucho—Maclay,14° that the natives on the Para-
pitshuri Sea (33° lat. and about 139° long.) practise ovariotomy in orderto produce for the young men of the tribe 3, special class of prostitutes: Whocould never become pregnant.141 Roth noticed among these natives: W113also practise the mica or subincision operation described beIOW, “an 0dappearing girl who avoided the company of women, and kept company only

“8 According to Ploss-Bartels ovariotomy is practised with contraceptive intent1nMalay. For modern usage, see Spengler in Mam'age Hygiene, Nov. 1935. _ th‘3’ N. von Miklucho-Maclay, “The position of the couple in coitus and the hurling f0!0f the Sperm from the woman after the same.” Zeitschr. f. Ethnol. [VerhandL] Xii (1880:;87—88. This article is noteworthy in other respects. It describes in detail, by the use. ' eong the Australian natives at Port Darwm. The arudcontains the only sketches I h ' ' 'However, one will find in Malinowski’s The Sexual Life of Savages (ch. x, §12) 3-3 excellentset of descriptions of coitus as practised by the Trob'riand ISIanderS. See also W~ 13' Roth;Etlmological Studies among the North-West Central Queensland Aborigines. 1897. A150H. Basedow, “Subincision and Kindred Rites of the Australian Aboriginal," JOW' RoyalAnthrop. Ins!it., 1927, pp. 151—156.
-“° Observer Roth; reporter N. von-Miklucho-Maclay in an Address before the BalmAnthrop. Soc. on Nov. 12, 1881 in Zeit.

schnf. Ethnol., xiv (1882), 27.“1 According to Hovorka (012. aik, ii, 525) ovariotomy is also practised in MalaY-
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with the young men of the tribe, with Whom she shared their duties and

hardships. He reports that the girl showed a very poor development of

the breasts and especially of buttocks; the thin buttocks, and hair growing

on the chin, giving her the appearance of a boy. She not only avoided the

women, but showed no special inclination to the young men to whose sexual

satisfaction she was appointed. One of the natives, interpreting the two

long scars on the abdomen, and who, as a result of a. residence on various

stock farms could speak some English, observed that the girl was like a.

“spayed cow.” The native also stated that the girl indicated was “not the

only case of her kind, and that the operation was undertaken from time to

time on girls in order to produce for the young men a special kind of prosti-

tute, who could never become a mother.”142

Another report of the same operation among the natives of a tribe at Cape

York, Australia is available in the same account, the observer being Mr.

John MacGillivray.“3 MacGiliivray had himself seen the ovariotomized

Woman and had noted the scars on the abdomen. He had no doubt that

the lob had been done by the natives themselves. The same operation

Seems to have been performed, at least at one time, on certain native women

11Vng on the Condamine River.” Here again the custom is to turn the

sterilized women over to all the men for their sexual satisfaction. Mik-

lucho-Maclay has full confidence in the authenticity of these reports. He

believes, moreover, that ovariotomy can scarcely be more difiicult or com-

Phcated'than subincision; but this view overlooks the fact that ovariotomy

Involves an abdominal incision which is likely to be more serious in its

O_OIfsequencea Regarding Miklucho-Maclay’s confidence in the authen-

t1c1ty Of these reports, it is only fair to say that Buschan, writing in Moll’s

Handbuch der Sexualwissenschaft,l45 flatly denies that any Australian natives

eVer removed the ovaries as an anti—conceptional technique. I gather that

Buschan thinks this unlikely because, in his judgment, Australian natives

have no knowledge of the physiology of conception. But, as we have seen

before, this is not an adequate basis for a denial.

§7 SUBINCISION (Mimi46 OR KOOLPI OPERATION)

One of the most interesting practices allegedly related to the early history

0f Centraception is the subincision rite of Australian natives. The Dien

call it mica; the natives of Cooper’s Creek call it kaolpi.

“2 Zeitschrj. Ethnol. xiv, 26—27.
m 11:121., p. 27.
144 Ibid.
1“Albert Moll, Ed., Handbuch der Sexualwissenschaften (Leipzig: F- C- W- V0861:

1.912), p. 307. See incidentally pp. 449—456 for Moll’s discussion of techniques and indica-

tions for Praventivverkehr.
m . - . . .Pronounced Wlth a short “1” asm pm.
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The exact nature of the operation varies in different groups. The urethramay be slit open for its entire length from the glans to the scrotum. In
other instances the length of the incision varies with the operator: Por-
tions only of the urethra may be dissected out. During ejaculatlon the
semen then dribbles over the testicles. The men have to urinate WithWidely separated legs. Among the natives the rite is widely distnbutfid
geographically throughout Australia. It is a, sort of extension of the Clr'cumcision rite, and all young males in the tribes employing the rite are
operated upon before marriage.

. .Statements have so frequently appeared in the literature citing thls me
as a population check that it seems desirable to review the literature in semedetail on two points: (1) the nature of the operation, (2) the motives behmd
it and its purpose. The literature will then be evaluated in the light 0fmodern anthropological thought. We turn first to early reports 0f thenature of subincision.
As early as 1845 Edward J. Eyre reported147 the subincision rite 0f theatives of the Port Lincoln

the westward. Eyre avowed that he examined many of the men in thegroup he studied, and that all had been operated upon. Thirty~f0}ll‘ yearsafter Eyre’s observation, that is, in 1879, the Rev, G. Taplin descnbed the

until it comes through the end near the glans. Then the operator takes astone knife and strips open the urethra lengthwise.148 C. W. Schtirmann:a missionary, reporting on Port Lincoln natives said that a. chip of qua”tZWas the instrument used.149

“3 Report in The Native Tribes of South Australia. Adelaide, 1879.1‘9 C. W. Schiirmann, in a paper on “The Aboriginal Tribes of Port Lincoln and s°uthAustralia” in TheNative Tribes of South Australia.“5° S. Gason, in a paper on “Manners and Customs of the Dieyerie Tribe” in TheNalive
Tnbes of South Amlralz‘a, p. 273. An early report states that after the rite describEd; and
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The Nasims on Carpenter Gulf use for the operation, besides splinters of

quartz, a sharpened shell. Though N. von Miklucho-Maclay describes a

knife which he alleges is used for subincision by the natives of Herbert

River, Queensland, Professor A. R. Radclifife-Brown, a careful scientific

observer and an authority on the Australian natives, avows in a. letter that

the Herbert River natives do not practice it. Perhaps they formerly did;

or else Miklucho—Maclay must have reference to a knife used by another

group. At all events, the instrument described is a quartz splinter with a

handle made of the hardened juice of Australian “grass tree” (Xanthor-

. FIG. I. Flint Knife Used in Subincision (Mica) Operation by Australian Na-tlves (Herbert River). A, B, Views of Both Sides. C. Quartz Splinter. Source:
Zezlschr. f. Ethnol., xiv (1882), 28.

rhoea) [See Figure I]. Just as the Dieri fasten a. piece of bark on the wound
to keep it from closing, so the Nasims employ a little stick or a thin bone for
the same purpose.

“ Semon, a much later reporter (1899), declared that the youths were

deCOYEd away from the camp by a couspiracy of the old men, and then

tbrown down and mutilated.”‘51 This hardly suggests that the operation
was willingly and voluntarily entered upon. If the operation, however, is aW

when the wound is healed, the male organ takes on the appearance, during detumescence,
Of a large button or knob. On erection it is very broad and flat.

1“ Rlchard Semon, In the Australian Bush (London, 1899), p. 234.
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status giving ceremony, as modern authorities believe, all the young. men
must expect to submit to the ordeal, in which case Semon’s suggestion ls
erroneous. The same observer adds that “In some tribes we find it a (fus-
tom that every man submits to this operation [hypospadia] after the blrth
of his second or third child.”152 According to Radclifl‘e-Brown it is eri'oneous
to suggest that the operation is performed after the birth of a certain num:
ber of children. Where subincision is customary, it is always performed
before a man is permitted to marry. It is in fact a status—giving ceremony.
To_ be sure, the incision may be lengthened after the man is married, but It
has nothing to do with the children he may or may not have had.153 Porteus
likewise holds that subincision is a status~giving ceremony; further, that
since abortion and infanticide are much more certain population checks an?4
less painful to adults, subincision is not adopted for contraceptive reasons.l
A pseudonymous writer, Dr. Jacobus X, declares156 that the natives of

Santo (O'ceania) use the mica operation:

I found a native of Santo with'
puberty by the Takata.
slit from the gland [glans]
a. piece of bark. The wou

an artificial hypospadia, performed at the age 9f
With a well—sharpened piece of quartz, the urethra 15
to the root of the bag, the penis being first fastened to
nd is covered with a bandage of fine bark,_after beinlgdressed with some herbs chewed by 'the Takata. This curious operation compe 5those who have been thus mutilated to stoop down to make water. In a staLteIOferection, the member becomes large and flat, and when emitting, the sperm dribb 65out over thebag. The native, who exhibited this curious mutilation, told me thathe was not the only one, '

Takata on persons specially nam
reason for this singular custom.

It is certain, hOWever, that it comes from Australia . . . where it is practised inthe central and western parts of the country."56 ‘

Figure II shows the operation being carried out 1)
According to Radcliffe-

degrees of completeness.
scrotum. In others the e

15’ Ibid.
1‘3 Letter to the author, Nov. 6, 1932. t
154 Stanley D. Porteus,

Aborigine (New York: L

y the Warramunga:
Brown the operation is carried on with varled
“In some tribes the urethra is laid open to the
xtent of the incision varies with the operator-

The Psychology of a Primitive People. A Study of the Australian
ongmans Green. London: Arnold, 1931), pp. 279—282. For age of conception held by primitives see pp. 217—223.155 A French Army Surgeon, Untrodden Fields of Anthropology. Paris, 1898, 2 V015“

15 onEmail. It may be from a secondary
entific source, the evidence of

us in completing the pi
1“ Ibid., ii, 363—364.
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The first operation may merely be an incision of an inch or so. In some

tribes an individual may undergo a series of operations each extending a

little further down the urethra?“7 After the operation the underside of

the penis now has a shallow hollow (see Figure III) representing the slit or

partially extirpated urethra. Hirschfeld’s monumental Geschlechtskunde

and Garson in the Medical Press“8 furnish illustrations of it, but the clear-

est is in Dickinson’s Atlas. This figure is reproduced on the next page.

FIG. II. Warramunga Natives Performing a Subincision Operation. Source: Hirsch-

feld, Gesohlechtskunde, Figure 95. Redrawn by Alfred Feinberg.

Concerning the effectiveness of subincision (mica, koolpi) in preventing

conception there are two schools of thought. Generally speaking the Ger—

man literature, especially the works of Ploss and Bartels and the secondary

accounts based thereon, holds that the operation is more or less effective in

Preventing conception; holds even that in some instances the operation is

so intended by the natives. Such statements have also been repeated in

“‘7 Letter to author, dated Nov. 6, 1932.
153 London, lvii (1894), 189—190.
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the less scientific, quasi—erotic sexological books of which Jacobu_s X’s U1:
trodden Fields ofAnthropology is typical. Other observers whose Juggmerér)
carry greater weight (e.g., Roth, Spencer, Gillen, Badchfie-Brewn, dinnce
insist that the operation is ineffective in preventlng conceptfon l35:1 h e ht
has nothing to do With birth control. Though Spencer and .Glllen tmgugnd
subincision might have an injurious effect upon fecundlty, Roth a

udaam‘»? MALE

HIM OPERATION:
vu inuhdu‘lo pkufa
mkvaei, aarkcb

(Nahum Wu)

FIG. III. Male Organ after Subincision. Source: Dickinson, Human Sex AM“my, Fig. 117.

Mathews“51 have denied this. Carr-Saunders, after reviewing the literatureon mutilation of the sex organs by primitives, concludes that “there 15apparently no reason to believe that this mutilation has any effect upon
1" Spencer and Gillen, Nalive Tribes of Central Australia, p. 52."0 W. E. Roth, Etlmolagz‘cal Studies, p. 179.
1“ R. H. Mathews, Ethnological Notes, p. 177.
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fecundity, except possibly among the Australians.”“’2 He then expresses

doubt that subincision was effective; and thinks it still more certain that it

was not practised with the intention of producing sterility or partial steril—

ity_163

These views fit in well with the conclusions of modern anthropologists.

They argue that if all males were operated upon, and if the operation were

effective in preventing conception, the groups would die out, an argument

logical enough. They contend that practically all males are operated upon

in those tribes using the ceremony at all; second, that subincision is not

effective in preventing conception. Radclifie-Brown, for instance declares164

All available evidence tends to show that the operation of subincision does not

interfere with conception. In most of the tribes in which subincision is carried

out on males an operation of introcision is performed on females. A very common

attitude adopted in coitus is one which allows the sperm from even the completely

subincised penis to flow into the artificially enlarged vulva. Since in many tribes

every adult male is subincised, if it were really an effective contraceptive method,

there would be no children at all or very few. Yet these tribes formerly had to

piactise infanticide to keep down their numbers. In West Australia my genealo-

gies show no difierences in the number of children in a family in the Kariera tribe

where there is no subincision and in the Nyamal tribe where every male is sub-

incised.

This statement is probably authoritative. Many will be skeptical though,

about semen dribbling on an artificially enlarged vulva being as effective in

Promoting conception as When the semen is expelled, during coitus, through

the glans. Probably it is only recently that there has been any realization

even among many physicians of how small a deviation from optimum condi-

tions may prevent fertilization. It is my view, eminent anthropologists

notwithstanding, that it is highly probable that subincision constitutes such

a deviation from optimum conditions. This is not to say that it is an in—

fallible preventive, like the excision of a portion of the vas deferens in the

male; it is merely argued that subincision probably reduces the likelihood

of fertilization. ‘

What are the subsidiary efiects of subincision? Miklucho-Maclay de-

Clares that, judging by the frequency of coitus, it does not reduce sexual

desire. One writer has even stated that the natives perform the operation

because it enhances pleasure. But this may be rejected until better evi-.

dence is forthcoming. Miklucho-Maclay guesses that coitus is of shorter

in A. M. Carr-Saunders, The Population Problem, p. 138.
ms Ibid., p. 139,
”4 In a letter to the author.
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duration among subincised men, the ejaculation coming sooner than w1th
those non-subincised.

Several theories have been proposed to account for the existence of a
mutilating operation which seems so odd to Westerners. The various theo-
ries are: (1) That the act is purely ceremonial and has no contraceptwe
significance whatsoever. (2) That it proceeds originally from eugenlc
motives, whether such reasons are now held consciously or not. (3) That
the practice is purely traditional, done because the natives’ forefathers did
it. (4) That it serves the function of a population check whether con-
sciously adopted for that purpose or not.
The ceremonial view is more or less emphasized by Roth, Spencer and

Gillen, von Reitzenstein, Strehlow, Buschan; more recently by Warner, Rad-
clifle—Brown, and Porteus. According to this view subincision is merely a
portion of. the religious, initiatory, status-giving rites. It is symbohcal 0f
the fact that the boy has now become a man. An individual who had not
been subjected to the rites of which subincision is often a part would be
treated as a boy or woman. “He could take no part in the sacred cere-
monial life of the tribe, could not be admitted to the men’s camp,wou1<i not
be permitted to marry, and if he ran away with a woman, would be killed
unless he was under white protection.” Radclifie-Brown says:

As part of the initiation ceremonies,
some deformation which diflerentiates th
tent themselves with raising scars on the
out one or two incisor teeth. A few trib
When subincision occurs, it follows circumcision, and is a sort of continuation 0fthe circumcision rite. It is so regarded by the tribes of Western AuStralia. thatI know personally. Circumcision is the first step towards making a man, SUbin‘cision is a second step of the same general kind.

I do not think there is any fundamental difference between tooth—ayulsion :5practised in Eastern Australia and circumsion plus subincision as practised. in t 6western two-thirds of the Continent except in the two social activities to Wthh the5 erencehthe eating of food in the one case and copulation 1nthe other.16

nearly every Australian tribe practices
e man from the boy. Some tribes con-
shoulders, back and breast, some kileck
es content themselves with circumc1sxon.

Warner says, “This operation is found throu
tralia. Spencer and Gillen
birth control practices.”166

ghout the greater part of APS-

rightly Point out that it has nothing to do Wlth

The second explanation is that the operation proceeds originally from

”5 Letter to author dated N0v. 6, 1932.
1“ W. Lloyd Warner, “Birth Control in Primitive Society.” Birlh Control Review: XV’107 (April, 1931). Cf., Buschan in M011’5Handbuch, pp. 306—307.\

\
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eugenic motives, whether such reasons are now held consciously or not.

Some writers (e.g., Garson,167 Stopes,168 and Aptekarm) declare that only

the weaker men are selected; others say the stronger."° Professor Radcliffe-

Brown, an authority on Australian native life, says there is absolutely no

conscious eugenic selection ; that, as early writers have declared, among those

tribes where subincision is customary, all males are subincised. Nor is

there any evidence even for unconscious selection, for there is no selection

at all. This point is clear; and the earlier writers, including Stopes and

Aptekar in our time, are in error.

The theory that subincision is customary or traditional explains nothing,

if true. It arose no doubt from statements made by natives to some of the

early reporters. Customs, to remain intact over very long periods of time,

must serve some need. Does subincision serve merely a ceremonial need?

Is its function solely that of giving status to the adolescent boy? Can it

be that it has maintained itself because it supports and fits in with the

maintenance mores of the group? .

Several early observers held that subincision proceeded from Malthusian

motives. But few have argued, though some171 have implied, that the

motives were consciously held by the natives. As a matter of historical

record, let us review some of the older judgments before presenting our own.

Eyre declared in 1845 that

This extraordinary and inexplicable custom must have a great tendency to prevent

the rapid increase of the population; and its adoption may perhaps be a wise

ordination of Providence, for that purpose in a. country of so desert and arid a

character as that which these people occupy.172

J- M. Davis likewise speculated that the

101 J. G. Garson, “Notes on Deformations of the Genital Organs, practised by the

Natives of Australia,” Med. Press (London), lvii (1894), 189—190. After describing in

detail three variations of subincision, Garson says incorrectly: “These operations are per-

formed on youths at the age of 18 years, and only upon a certain number of them, namely,

those who prove themselves indolent and the least useful members of their tribes.” This

‘5 Probably the origin of the view held by Stopes and Aptekar that the motive is eugenic.

m Marie C. Stopes, Contraception (London, 1931), p. 252.

m H. Aptekar, Anjea, p. 124.
"° M. Bartels, Die Medim'n der Naturvfilker (Leipzig, 1893), §125, pp. 296—298. Bar-

tels I:fllys the stronger men are selected, except among the Nazims, who operate on the

wea er.
"1 Garson (01:. ml), however, says that the “operation . . .has been practised for the

Purpose of preventing him [the male] from having any family.” Garson is unreliable on

this Point as on the eugenic purpose previously discussed within.

"2 0p. cit, i, 212.
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practice was perhaps introduced by some Aboriginal Solotnen to pi‘event the too
rapid propagation and thereby starvation of the race; and ‘1t 15 certalnl¥7§urpnsmg
[he adds] how, under the circumstances, there are any chlldren at all.

Semon, another early observer, agrees with Eyre and Davis that the
ultimate purpose is population control:

If the hordes of a tribe are to live near each other in peace and alility, it 15 neces-
sary that the number of the population remain stationary. Provxded the hordecs1
increase, it would grow impossible for all to exist upon the yields of hunting and
fishing and upon the produce of the wild-growing plants. As things are, the lan
is able to nourish only a scanty populace, so that we must regard it as a fitlfilfi
accommodation if the Australian tries by artificial means to prevent the grth
the tribe, and thus render the population stationary. Some tribes attain thls b0);
exposing or killing a certain number of newborn infants. Others castrate [51
a number of the youths as soon as they are grown up and before they ehtefihe
class of adults, or render them infertile by slitting the urethra (Hypospadle)-

Lasch,”5 interpreting the statement by Lumholtz176 that among many
groups the operation is performed after a. man has become the father of one
or two children,”7 thinks the motive Malthusian.

Probably the conclusion of Eyre, Davis, Semon, Lasch, Garson and Bar-
tels needs discounting in the light of more recent investigation. Of course;
if subincision is completely ineffective even in reducing the liltelihood 0f
conception, it would be fruitless to argue that Whatever the conscious 6.916“
monial purpose of the rite may be, its unconscious, ultimate function '15 to
control population. We have, however, suggested the view that while It
is a very inefficient contraceptive practice, it may cause deviations ffofin
the optimum conditions conducive to impregnation. However, until 1t 15
clearly shown by further investigation that subincision is more contraceP'
tive in its effect than any report has yet demonstrated, it would seem most
in accord with recent anthropological investigation to accept the view. 0f
Professor Radcliffe-Brown and others that its significance is ceremonlal.
He maintains that “it can be stated quite definitely that in no tribe knownto us is subincision practised with the conscious purpose of limiting con-
ception.”1"8 If it is mainly ineffective in preventing the birth of children:

‘73 John Moore Davis, “Notes Relating to the Aborigines of Australia,” being AppendixA in Brough Smith, The Aborigines of Victoria, (1878), ii, 312.”4 Semon, op. cit, pp. 233—234.
‘75 Zeitschrj. Sozial-wissensch., v (1902), 85—86.
17“ UnterMenschenfreSsem, p. 66.
177 We have seen that this is not always the case. The mutilation sometimes takesplace before the boy reaches puberty.
“3 Letter to the author dated November 6, 1932.
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as modern testimony seems to bear out, limitation could not be its uncon-

scious, ultimate purpose.

Has subincision been employed by any groups above the preliterate level?

There seems to be little evidence on this subject. Tentatively it may be

concluded that, if it has been employed, instances are rare. Dr. Solomon

Gandz, however, thinks that there are veiled references to it, hitherto mis-

understood, in the Bible and Talmud. He expects to prepare a paper on

this subject.

§8 PRE-PUBERTAL COITUS AND DEVIA’I‘IONS

These are not, properly speaking, birth—control measures, yet they had

the effect of limiting births, whatever the conscious intentions of the agents.

Professor H. G. Duncan cites a number of references in anthropological

literature to pre-pubertal coition among primitive peoples.179 He declares

that “Copulation before puberty appears to have been common among the

American Indians, Eskimos, and the tribes of Africa, India, Australia, and

New Zealand.”130 Duncan also suggests, but does not explicitly state, that

Pre-pubertal coitus was consciously practised as a means of birth limita-

tion. This one may deduce from the fact that Duncan treats the subject

Under the general heading of “The Control of Population by Preventive

Methods.” Perhaps Professor Duncan does not mean to imply that the

Practice is consciously adopted as a population expedient. This seems the

most tenable position; for usually such early coitus is merely sex play com-

mon enough among primitive peoples. This is not to gainsay that pre-

PUbertal coitus would have the effect of limitation especially if, as Hartman

contends, women have a sterile period for three or four years after the onset

of menstruation. The practice would limit fertility in so far as mature men

Substituted infecund girls for mature women.

What has been said of pre-pubertal coitus applies also to those deviations

from normal coitus commonly known as the perversions. Any divergent

mode of performing the sexual act, any method of providing a substitute

outlet would necessarily have the effect of reducing births. The surviving

Pottery of some of the ancient races of Peru shows that they practised oral

and anal coitus.181 Vorberg’s illustrations of Greek vases show that the

Greeks knew the same sexual deviations as the Peruvians.182 Almost every

‘7’ 017. cit, p. 295 et seq. .
thm Ibid. See also the works of Carr-Saunders, Brifiault, Malinowskl, and numerous

o ers.
181 See the various volumes of Anlhropophyteid, edited by F- 3- Krauss. .
1". Gaston Vorberg, Glossarium eroticum (Stuttgart: Piittman, 1928—1932); Annque

Erotzk in Kleinkunst 'zmd Keramik (Miinchen: Mfiller. 1921). About one in Six t°£ the
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large museum possesses vases showing these forms of sexual life. Kisch,
who also points out the prevalence of homosexuality among the Greeks,
adds that its purpose was the prevention of overpopulationfl? One wonders
whether this is a modern rationalization after the fact. Dr. Solomon GandZ
informs me that anal coitus and coitus reservatus are mentioned in the Tal-
mud.134 But they are treated from the legal side; they are not suggeSted
as preventives. However, it is probable that the early Hebrews employed
such practices as did other groups. .
Probably these practices were not adopted consciously as a means of

population limitation. Though variety of experience and the enhancement
of sexual pleasure were more likely motives, they had the effect of limitlng
births by creating substitutes.
Why was contraception not more frequently resorted to by preliterate

peoples? The widespread adoption of abortion and more especially 0f
infanticide filled the need. These checks are immediate, practicable anfl
certainly effective. In most uncivilized groups life is not held sacred untll
the child has gone through a formal ceremony of tribal recognition, usually
marriage. Until such a time the child is not considered a member of society,
hence, properly speaking, not a human. Accordingly, it could be killed
without compunction, and the parents had full authority to determlne
whether it would be done away with or not.

_Professor Ralph Linton argues in a letter to me that in a sense infantic1de
more effectively met the needs of primitive groups than contraception:
however well the prevention of conception might more effectively serve theneeds of individuals, more especially unmarried women. Contraception;
he argues, results in an uncontrolled, uncertain, hit—or-miss limitation ofthe population. But infanticide not only makes limitation in relation to
food supply certain, but also makes possible a conscious control of the 59"ratio—important where there is a division of labor on sex lines. Thus ahunting culture could elect a surplus of men, an agricultural tribe a surplusof women. There can be no doubt but that infanticide has contributed togroup survival in a certain state of cultural evolution. This is not to 533’that we need it now. We do not, for we have a reliable substitute.Another circumstance limiting resort to contraception in primitive socie"
s

Pictures of coitus in Hans Licht’s Sexual Life in Ancient Greece (London: Routledge, 1932)!in A. Feuchtwanger’s and A. Reichold’s Griechische VasenMalerez'en (Munich: Bruchman:1904) and in Vorberg’s Glossarium suggest anal coitus. Cf., Aretino’s women, about One‘third of whom ask for it.
183 Sexual Life of Woman, p. 414.
13“ Many writers seem to think that the first report of coitus reseruams is its use in the__ Oneida Communlty led by John Humphrey Noyes in the U. S. in the eighteen seventies.\ _

\
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ties is the fact that natives have such a rudimentary knowledge of the

nature of conception. Though it is a disputable point of ethnology, it seems

quite clear that most primitive people had little or no such knowledge. I

am aware that a few anthropologists are of a contrary opinion; but the

judgment I have expressed seems supported by the weight of authority.186

Furthermore, when we realize how little even the most learned Greek and

Islamic physicians knew of the mechanisms involved, we will not impute

too much knowledge to savages. Even Leeuwenhoek’s great discovery of

human spermatozoa had to await the invention of the microscope. Only

since Swammerdam, who died in 1685, have we known that a contact be-

tween the sperm and the egg has been necessary for fertilization. Only

since Barry (1850) have we known that the spermatozoa must penetrate the

egg. It cannot be too strongly emphasized, therefore, that whatever primitive

Peoples may have known about contraception, they hit upon by trial and error,

by trial-success—(md-surwival processes, not as a consequence of a thorough

understanding of the physiology of conception.

§9 SUMMARY

The first point made in this chapter was that contraceptive practices

were rare among preliterate peoples when compared with abortion and

infanticide, the chief primitive substitutes for conception control. The

anti—conceptional techniques, both rational and magical, were then reviewed

taking the tribes by geographical location on various continents. Among

1” Among the anthropologists or other observers who have minimized the knowledge of

COHCeption of primitives are Frazer, Spencer and Gillen, Malinowski, von Reitzenstein,

Fehlinger, Strehlow, Buschan and numerous others. See Frazer’s Golden Bough for many

unPhysiological ideas of the nature of conception held by preliterates. Cf., also Durk-

heim’s Primitive Religion, the works of Westermarck, Robert Brifi’ault (especially The

Mothers, ii, 443 ff.) and the literature cited by these authors. There are literally scores of

theories of conception not in any way connected with coitus. Some of the younger

'students of anthropology incline to the view that the naiveté of primitive peoples has been
exaggerated. These students credit early man with a knowledge of the connection be-

tween coitus and subsequent birth [e.g., see W. Lloyd Warner, in Birth Control Review, xv

(1931), 107; Herbert Aptekar, in Birth Control Review, xv (1931), 112—114; 127 ; xiv (1930),

202—203; 218; xiv, 233—235. Anjea, New York: William Godwin, 1931. H. Powder—

maker, Life in Lam, New York, 1933.] It is easy to ascribe too much knowledge to primi-

tive Peoples, to react too strongly from the assumptions of the man on the street that

Primitives are usually ignorant. My view is that while some natives probably realize that

“coitus makes babies,” this is about as far as their “knowledge” goes. Most natives hold a

magical theory, for example, a spirit entering the woman’s body. It is only necessary for

natives to see a connection between coitus and a later birth, for them to desire to take steps

aimed at prevention. Thus I hold that a preventive technique can exist even though

{inowledge of the physiology of conception is very crude or even absent. Accidental var-

iation in conduct is the answer.
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the Thonga, Masai, Nandi, Swahili, Amhara and several otheatribes‘ In
Africa coitus interruptus is reported. Doubtless it is quite general 1n Afnca.
The Samoans and the Karo-Bataks in Sumatra also resort to it. In German
East Africa coitus inter femora is reported. . '
Numerous are the magical rites, formulae, and potions given by medlcme

men, in whom the women often have supreme faith. Potions are nearly as
frequently mentioned as the hocus-pocus, magical procedures. A cons1der-
able variety of leaves, herbs, and roots, as well as all manner of odd and
obnoxious substances are pulverized, liquified, swallowed. It almost seems
that the less palatable the substance the greater the faith in its efiectweness.
It would be a dubious service to essay a summary of these recipes here.
Note, though, that they show a. desire for prevention. .
More Worthy of attention are certain ingenious, quasi—rational techmques.

Among these are the use of the female condom made of an okra—like seefl-POd
by the Djukas in South America, douching with a solution of lemon jutce by
the negro women of Guiana and Martinique, coitus interruptus Whl‘fh. 15widely diffused among, though probably not frequently used by, prim1t1ve
peoples; the use of tampons of roots (Dahomey in Africa), of algae or sea.-
weed (Eastern Islanders), of chopped grass or rags (Bapindas and Bam-bundas in Africa). Kiwai Papuan women do more than tie a. rope around
the waist; they wash the genitals. Remarkable, too, is the use by Aleeh‘nese women of a “pill” or tampon employing the very efiectively spermic1dal
tannic acid. Perhaps the small ball of opium placed before the as men
by Karo—Batakwomen (Sumatra) is at least a partial impediment physically-They also use coitus interruptus and potions with a. rite. This case well

1e that groups that have a rational method will 3415.0
, nefiective techniques. The sensible and the nonsenSI-

are those reported by Masters.
been discovered had not the p
natives in a white man’s hospita

Quite remarkable, it seems to me, are the occasional reports on medicaland economic indications given by primitive Women. These reports Showhow old are the reasons given for attempts at prevention. Among thetnare, 1n modern phraseology, high infant mortality, suffering during parturi-tion, a previous history of several
.

dead babies, difficulty in providing forchlldren economically, the fact that having children or additional children

Probably these practices never would have
ractices (stoppage of vagina.) landed the
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might endanger the mother’s life. All these indications have a very modern

ring. Sometimes these reasons are not given by native mothers themselves;

sometimes they are mentioned by other natives or by observers of aboriginal

life. Primitive women are sensitive about such matters, as are modern

women. There is reason to believe that many of them realized that it was

easier on them, more economical of their energy, to prevent pregnancy than

repeatedly to abort themselves at great cost of pain and discomfort. Such

women are, moreover, anxious to do justice to their children according to

the mores of their particular group. One guesses that they are more sensi-

tive to medical than economic conditions. But this is only a guess. Mod-

ern men and women are sensitive to other forces in greater degree: desire

for personal independence, for a higher standard of living, etc. But so far

as the most common indications for contraception are concerned, we find

them not only in modern societies but in primitive. The desire for control

is neither time nor space bound. It is a universal characteristic of social life.

Perhaps midway between genuinely clever techniques, on the one hand,

and magical rites and potions, on the other, stands the attempt to prevent

concePtion by expulsion of the semen by abdominal movements. There

are several reports on this in the region of Australasia. In the same cate-

gory, no doubt, belongs artificial retroflexion of the uterus. The reports on

ovariotomy are few; and one writer (Buschan) denies the authenticity of

them. I share his skepticism. The germ of “modern” sterile—period

theory—accidentally hit upon, of course, without any comprehension of

the theory involved—may perhaps be seen in the practice of the Isleta

Indians (New Mexico) in omitting intercourse for nine days after the cessa—

tion of menstruation. This was evidently a part of their tabu period.

Siegel’s curve seems to show the first nine days relatively infertile. If this

is not to be considered a genuine case of use of the “safe period,” the first

rePort appears in the Gynecology of Soranos, a Greek physician of the second

century AD. (see Chap. IV)-
'Subincision was then described in detail: and the earlier 11terature re-

VieWed critically. Various theories of motivation were considered. The

eugenie theory was held to be clearly false. Though it was concluded that

Subincision would reduce optimum conditions for impregnation, it was held

to be: in general, inefiective in preventing conception. It is a status—giving

ceremony rather than a consciously-intended population check.

It Would seem that contraception played a minor role in primitive societies

chiefly because the more common expedients, abortion, infanticide and

SGXual tabus, were more certainly efiective. A minor factor may have been,

in most instances, an absence of any real comprehension of the physiology

0f conception.
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However, it is clear that the desire to control conception is very old and

quite universal. Its sphere is wide. Narrower is the sphere of practice.

Narrowest of all is the sphere of effective contraception. This is, indeed,

small. But modem clinical theory suggests that primitive man did hit

upon some expedients workable at least in theory. Probably these Were
sheer luck—practices hit upon by trial, failure, re—trial, and finally success.

It is a widely debatable point whether the more rational methods had any

better chance of survival during social evolution than the potions and magl~
cal formulae.

From primitive societies it may seem a, long jump to such early civiliza-

tions as those of the Egyptians, early Christians, Hebrews, and the Greek
and Roman medical writers. Yet the continuity in desire for prevention,

even in some of the practices, is striking. Especially noteworthy was the
advancement made in contraceptive techniques by certain Greek physicians;
notably Soranos and Aétios. The practices of the civilizations mentionet1
will be the subject of the various chapters in Part Two. Eastern cultures:
China, India, Japan, are considered in Part Three.
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CHAPTER II

THE EGYPTIANS

IE OUR prehistoric ancestors knew something of contraceptive technique,

we shall not be surprised to learn that in the civilizations of antiquity

such knowledge was greater in extent than heretofore supposed. The

antique peoples studied in this Part are the Egyptians, ancient Hebrews and

early Christians, as well as certain writers representing the thought of

Greece and Rome. Attention will first be directed to contraceptive tech—

nique as reported in Egyptian papyri.

§1 PETRI OR KAHUN PAPYRUS (1850 3.0.)

The oldest medical prescriptionsufor the prevention of conception still

extant in writing are to be found in certain Egyptian papyri. The Petri

Papyrus, found at Kahun in April 1889, and dating from the reign of

Amenemhat III of the Twelfth Dynasty (c. 1850 13.0.), is a medical

Papyrus consisting of gynecological instructions and prescriptions without

title or introduction. The papyrus consists of three pages about 39% inches

10118 and 12-2 inches wide. The first page is in a fair state of preservation;

but the third, which alone concerns us (see page 61), was reconstructed

from no less than forty—six separate pieces, the small stiff hand in which it

was written always ensuring their identification from amongst the vast

heap which composed the so-called find No. VI. Griflith,1 the editor of the

PapyruS, goes so far as to say that most of the prescriptions are “obvious

quackery” since they relate to ascertaining sterility, the sex of unborn

children, and so on. He notes that it is in one of these prescriptions that

there occurs the only incantation in the papyrus. But it is by no means

Certain that the contraceptive practices recommended were sheer quackery.

Before attempting to determine this, let us turn {to the text of the original

Prescriptions numbered XXI, XXII, and XXIII:

Prescription No. XXI

To Prevent [conception] . . . Crocodile’s dung cut up (P) on auyt-paste,

sprinkled . . .

1 F.-Ll. Griffith, The Pem' Papyri-Hierah‘c Papyrifrom Kalmn and Gurob (Principally

0f theMiddle Kingdom). London: Bernard Quaritch, 1898.

59
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Prescription No. XXII _

(7) Another medicine: 1 pint (henu) of honey, consperge 1n vhlvam

ejus; [sprinkle on her uterus] this is to be done upon sehem (P) of

natron.
Prescription No. XXIII _ .

Another . . . (8) upon auyt-gum, consperge in vulvam eJus [sprmkle

on her uterus]

Dawson2 has well summarized the purport of these prescriptiohs in saqring

that “The first consists of crocodile’s dung mixed With a. paste—hke vehlcle,

lj‘IG. IV C. Page 3 of Kahun or Petri Medical Papyrus reduced. Source: F. Ll.

Gnflith, The Petri Papyri.

and is probably a pessary for insertion in the vagina; the second consists of

irrigating [or plugging?] the vagina with honey and natron [native sodium

Carbonate], and the third mentions a, gum-like substance for insertion in the

Vagina.”3

We may now consider whether the use of these substances was exclusively

fnagical or whether perchance their use, empirically determined in the first

Instance, was not also based upon some appreciation of their physiological

2 Warren Dawson, “Early Ideas Concerning Conception and Contraception,” in

Medical Help on Birth Control (London: Putnam, 1928); PP- 189—200‘ Internal evidence, leads me to believe thatMedicalHelp was edited bY Dr. Marie Stopes.
‘ Dawson, 01:. cit, p. 193.
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properties. Dawson“ accepts the former view; but goes on to note that
honey, like oil, has a. physical clogging capacity; and that greasy Substances
form the base of many modern contraceptive suppositories. He observes
further that the use of crocodile’s dung inserted as a pessary in the vagina
“is not essentially unlike a spongesoaked in some weak acid,”5 a contraceP‘
tive more or less effectively employed in our time. As a matter of fact
Egyptian crocodile dung may be alkaline. Tests6 on the dung of the Cuban
variety (Crocodilus rhombifer) showed alkalinity (pH of 7.9. A neutral
solution like water has a pH of 7.0. A figure above 7.0 indicates alkalinity;
below 7.0, acidity.)

Later in this volume we shall trace this prescription through the‘antique
literature in which elephant’s dung was substituted for crocodile’s dung'
But here it may be mentioned that the faeces of Indian elephant (Elephds
indium) had a pH of 5.6, while that of the‘African elephant (Elephas 0f": .
Wm“) had a pH of 5.9. Since the vagina generally has a pH range of 3.86
to 4.45, running somewhat higher in the presence of cocci,7 the use of croco-
dile (as distinct from elephant) dung (pH 7.9) in a suppository would tend
to increase alkalinity in most cases; but not sufficiently to create optimum
conditions for spermatozoa (pH 8.5 to 9.5). It would, however, tend to
neutralize vaginal acidity. Hence, except for its mechanical efiect, suCh a
suppository would tend to‘ promote, rather than to restrict fertilization. .,
These deductions are based’ upon the pH of Cuban crocodile not EgYP‘

tian which was ‘notavailable. Furthermore, it makes no allowance for the
pH of the substances with which the dung is mixed (e.g., buflerS). This is- rather a serious hiatus in the basis of our interpretation; but the task 0f
filhng it Will have to fall, I fear, to some Egyptologist and bio-chemiSt
rolled into one. Before closing this discussion, it may, however, be re—triarked that the substitution in much later recipes of elephant’s for crocO‘
dlle’S dung Was p'rdbably an accidental improvement from the standPOintof effective contraception, since the faeces of the Indian elephant has 3. PH .of 5.46, that of the Africanelephant a pH of 5.9. The motility of spermato'
zoa 1s arrested at a pH of 6.0 or below.8 At 4.0 revival is unlikely. In a
word, crocodile dung, in most instances, would increase alkalinity and pro-
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mote conception; the use of elephant dung would hardly have a serious

spermicidal effect by chemical means, though both might exercise some

mechanical efiect.

The second prescription (No. XXII) in the Petri papyrus mentions honey

and natron (native sodium carbonate). This employs quite a universal

principle, the use of a. sticky substance, honey. The third prescription

mentions a gum. A gum appears in another Egyptian medical papyrus.

As we shall see in later chapters, oily and gummy substances are mentioned

quite frequently in the contraceptive recipes of antiquity.

The use of dung in a contraceptive pessary can be traced in the literature

for over 3000 years. After the Kahun papyrus (1850 B.C.) it reappeared in

various works produced in the ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth centuries.

Of course, the prescriptions varied somewhat; but their continuity is the

significant feature. From the Egyptians, the prescription passed into the

Arabic literature. Originally it may have had an Oriental source. It is

unknown in the Greek literature. Qusti ibn Lfiqa [of Baalbek or Heliopus,

Syria] the Arabian physician, philosopher, and mathematician, of the ninth

century, citing an unknown ancient Indian text, substitutes elephant for

crocodile dung, avowing that “Elephant dung mixed With honey and placed

in the vagina of a woman prevents conception.”9 The same prescription,

in identically the same Latin Words, reappears in the eleventh century in the

Book an Surgery by Constantine the African10 [Constantinus Africanus (c.

1015—1080)]. , Finally it appears in the Canon of Ibn Sine (XI century) and

in Ibn al-Baitar’s Treatise on Simples (XIII century). This is a. remarkable

continuity. No trace of it has been found since the thirteenth century.

It does not seem to have passed into the oral tradition of folk medicine as

did an early Greek potion. One of the few magical prescriptions cited by

Soranos was drinking a. potion of the water in which smiths quench their

forceps and other hot metals. That has been found recently among a few

European peasants. But even this span (1800 years) hardly compares with

the persistence of the Egyptian prescription (3000 years).

§2 EBERS PAPYRUS (1550 13.0.)

The Ebers papyrus, a compendium of medical writings dating at the

latest from 1550 BC, and which Bryan11 describes as “The Most Ancient

° “Stercum elephantinum cum melle mixtum et in vulva mulieris positum nunquam

permittit concipere.” Quoted by Lynn Thorndike, History of Magio and Experimental

Science (London, 1923), i, 656. Cf., infra p. 154.

1° De Chirurgia, p. 320. Cited by George F. Fort, Medioal Economy During the Middle

Ages (New York: Bouton; London: Quaritch, 1883), p. 47, note.

n Cyril P. Bryan, The Papyrus Ebers (London: Bles, 1930), p. x1. This is a pOP‘flar

account.
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Book in the World,” contains perhaps the first reference in writing to a
medicated lint tampon designed to prevent conception.
The original prescription reads as follows:

Beginning of the recipes made for women in order to cause that a woman should
cease to conceive for one year, two years, or three years:

Tips (P) of acacia
D’ r. t‘

_ ,2Triturate with a measure of honey, moisten lint therewith and place 1n her vulva.

The tips of the shrub acacia contain gum arabic, which under fermentation
liberates lactic acid anhydride (CsHmOa). This dissolves readily in water
forming lactic acid (Cs H10 05 + H2 0 —> 2 C3 He 03). The remarkabIe
nature of this recipe, dating from 1550 B.C., is apparent when it is recalled
that jellies in which lactic acid is the active agent are used by most of 1.3119
birth-control clinics in England and the U. S. A.,13 sometimes alone (betng
smeared on the cervix and into the fornices by turning a key on a tube Whmhexpels the jelly or paste through a nozzle previously inserted), sometimes as
a smear on cervical rubber caps or vaginal diaphragms to prevent Sperm?tozoa from swimming around the edge. Gum arabic, or gum acac1a, 15
also generally used in the production of modern contraceptive jellies as a
vehicle or medium.“

§3 BERLIN PAPYRUS (1300 33.0.)
Another early Egyptian source is the Berlin Medical Papyrus dating

from the Nineteenth Dynasty (c. 1300 B.C.). Textual evidence leads one
to believe that it was copied from an older manuscript. Although in a

12 Georg Moritz Ebers, Pafiyras Ebers (Leipzig: W. Engelmann, 1875), Plate 93; Lines6—8. Joachim’s edition of. . the papyrus omits the passage. The German translation givenin Ebers’s translatlon (i, 35) is an incorrect translation 0f the Egyptian text EberssGerman translation considers the means described abortifacients, when they are, in faCt’contraceptlves, and intended as such by the ancient Egyptians. So I am assured by Dr.James H. Breasted, the eminent e_ . gyptologist, and Director of the Oriental Institute, Un’l'ver51ty of Chicago, and by Dr. Robert J. Barr, Assistant to the Director. Bryant?English aceount of the papyrus makes no mention of the birth-control passage- Bryanused Joachun’s inaccurate German edition.
. 13 As a matter of fact, despite its wide adoption, lactic acid is less effective in immobiliz‘mg sperms than acetic or tannic acids. The latter immobilizes immediately in a. limosolution, whlle Gfinther afiirms that lactic requires 107 minutes at this strength. Baker,ry of contraception, found lactic one—half as effec-

The clinic jellies rarely contain more than 2-0 per
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better state of preservation than the Kahun Papyrus, the text is so corrupt

that it is impossible to interpret certain details With certainty. But the

general purport is clear. Eight sections deal With contraception and the

ascertainment of pregnancy, sterility, and the sex of unborn children.

The following fragmentary, quasi—magical prescriptions are of some

interest:

(1) Fumigate her in her vulva with mim-i [a drug]: then she will not receive her

seed. Afterwards give her a prescription to get rid of it; grease, m’atet herb, sweet

ale. Cook them. To be swallowed for four mornings.

(2) To know a. woman who will bear from a woman who will not'bear. Water-

melon, pounded and bottled with the milk of a woman who has borne a male child;

make it into a dose. To be swallowed by the woman. If she vomits, she will

bear. If she has eructations she will never hear.

Regarding the first prescription, Dawson remarks that “presumably the

fumigation is a preparatory measure before coition, and the administration

of the dose is made after.”15

The second prescription is of special interest inasmuch as a passage in

the pseudo-Hippocratic writings (Ch. 6 on Concerning the Sterile) seems to

have been based upon it:

If you wish to know if a woman will become pregnant, give her to swallow

butyron (fiobrupou) and the milk of a woman who has borne a male child. If she

has eructations, she will conceive, but if not, then she will not.

This passage was translated by Dawson from the Greek text of the Van

der Linden edition of Hippocrates (Leiden, 1665). Dawson goes on to say:

“In Littré’s great edition of Hippocrates (Oeuvres, Paris, 1839—61, viii,

415) a similar, but not quite identical text is given. In Kiihn’s edition

(Leipzig, 1825, viii, 6) a variant text is to be found, where, instead of

?ObTvpov simply we have audmv 5i flob-rvpov ‘cucumber or butyron.’ This

15 0f great importance because it shows that butyron is not butter, as

most editors have translated it, but a fruit in parallelism with the cucumber.

TheoPhrastus does not mention Bobrvpov, but we know from Hesychius,

Athfinaéus, and others that there was a plant so called; and as it is given as

an alternative to the cucumber, it is evidently a large, juicy fruit of the

Same kind. The Egyptian word for melon, which occurs in the passage of

.the Berlin papyrus quoted above, is bdd (the consonants only are written

In EgyPtian, the vowels being omitted); and it seems quite evident that

then the prescription was borrowed by the Greeks they adopted their

Similarly sounding Word fioz’rrupov as a translation of the Egyptian bdd,

Which represents the same or a similar fruit.”1m

“ 0?. cit., p. 196.

1° 01>. cit, p. 197.
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It should be noted that the diagnosis in the second prescriptio'n as to
whether or not a woman will prove fertile upon taking the concoctlon pre-
scribed, is just reversed by the pseudo-Hippocratic writer. Ar'nong ‘1ng
irrational diagnoses, one choice is as good as another. Incleed It may. 9
said that the prescriptions in the Berlin papyrus are less ratlonal 1n theory
and less effective in practice than those found in the earlier Kahun pa'PYFUS'
The use of grease mixed with an herb, recommended in the first prescnptufil,
was evidently intended not for use in the vagina, but was to be taken by t e
mouth.

How do the prescriptions in the three difierent papyri rank in terms Of
presumed rationality? The Berlin (1300 13.0.) prescriptions are magmaland worthless, those in the Petri papyrus (1850 13.0.), in so fares they may
be partially effective, depend more upon physical than chemlcal features).
The use of honey and possibly also lactic acid on lint as a tampon (Ebersis pretty good procedure, combining chemical and physical features.

§4 MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES AND METHODS
It seems altogether strange that the Egyptian women, who usetl quantltlf:

of olive oil (often perfumed) in beautification, did not hit upon 1t as a COtraceptive, as did the Greeks. The Greeks used olives for many purposes,one being contraceptive (see Chapter IV).
The survival in modern Egypt of a method of contraception hardly lessmagical than some found in Egyptian papyri has been shown by Miss W- 5'Blackman’s The Fellahin of Upper Egypt:

If an expectant mother wishes to have no more children for a certain Perm?she will take the seeds of a castor-oil plant, and, on the day after the ch11d lS bOIr:she will eat one of the seeds, if she wishes to be without another child for'one17yea :two if for two years, and so on. This is believed to be invariably efiectwe.

1" W. S. Blackman, The Fella];in of Upper Egypt (London, 1927), p. 107. Cited byDawson, op. cit, p. 198. Punctuation mine.
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tian women were not expected to bear children more frequently than once

every three years; and that accordingly they nursed their children for a.

corresponding period.

Equally interesting is the account of Athenaeus of Naucrates (Egypt,

second century) 'who, in describing the profligacy of the ancient Lydians,

observed that Adramyttes, their king, “was the first man who ever cas-

trated women, and used female eunuchs instead of male eunuchs.”18

Whether or not he was the first is immaterial. Though the motive for

castrating is not clear, it is a reasonable inference that it was to avoid off-

spring as a consequence of the sexual orgies of the people. At least Francis

Adams, editor of the works of, and authority on, Paul of Aegenita, thinks it

was practised to prevent conception.19

Probably the method was ovariotomy, for Strabo says the ancient Egyp-

tians and Lydians were acquainted with the art of removing the ovaries of

women and girls?0 The kings of Lydia, Adramyttes and Gyges, castrated

the women of their harems in order that they might continually be used

with the full bloom of youth and beauty.21 Though eunuchism in China

seems to have had motives other than contraception, in the present instance

sterilization seems to have been the purpose.

Sir Ernest Wallis Budge, an authority on Egyptian magic and on amulets,

reports “I never saw an amulet to prevent conception, but I have seen

thousands to produce it.”22 Presumably, therefore, the Egyptians, so far

as present knowledge goes, did not rely upon amulets for this purpose.

Striking is the fact that all the Egyptian recipes mentioned above seem

to have been dependent upon the female rather than on the male.23 This is

in accordance with the best modern theoretical thought on the subject.

Inasmuch as the woman experiences the travail of child—bearing, it is prefer—

able that control should be in her hands. This is especially important when

women have unusually aggressive husbands disposed to alcoholic intoxi—

cation.

To what extent were the methods known to the Egyptians in general use?

. 18 Athenaeus, Deipnosophists. Bk. XII, Ch. 11. Yonge ed., iii, 826. Athenaeus

cxtes Xanthus as a source.
1’ Seven Books of Paula: Aegem'ta, i, 612.
2° The fact (on the authority of Strabo and the editor of Paul of Aegenita) that the

Egyptians knew this technique lends credence to the scattered anthropological reports that

some primitive groups also practised ovariotomy. The death rate must have been hlgh 1n

the days before aseptic control.
21 Cited by E. H. Kisch, Sexual Life of Woman» P- 415-
2’ Communication to the author dated November 4, 1931- .
’3 We shall see that the same tendency is exhibited in the Greek and Roman prescng-

PiOnS; though Aristotle mentioned anointing the male organ With cedar gum. Perhaps ItIs less true of Arabic recipes.
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Here we are in a fog; we can only speculate. It seems reasonable to suppose
that prolonged lactation may have been resorted to somewhat. We km'W’
that some preliterate groups used it. It is, however, unreliable anfi 1n-
sufficient protection;“’4 and it seems doubtful if it could have appreCIably
restricted population. Drugs taken by the mouth may have been resorted
to by a few women. Must not operative procedures have been rare?' What
of the frequency of use of methods recommended in the papyrl? W35
knowledge of them limited chiefly to physicians? There seems to be no
way of determining the extent of diffusion among individuals of such knowl-
edge. It may be remarked, however, that when compared With mbdern
agencies of communication those of the ancient Egyptians were restricted.
Nor were the motives for practising contraception so general or so intense
as in Western societies of our time. Our mores are quite different. S.uch
circumstances suggest that While contraceptive techniques were recognlzed
in Egyptian medicine, they were not diffused, not democratized. In fact,it is one of the major generalizations of this book that contraceptive knowl-
edge, at least of a quasi-reliable, harmless sort, did not begin to become a
mass phenomenon until late modern times (early nineteenth century). Theincomplete process is still continuing.

It is reasonable to suppose that the Egyptian tradition was handed on tothe Greeks, who, in turn, after contributing to it notably, handed it On tothe Arabian or Islamic school of medicine. To these groups we turn afteran examination of contraception in the Bible and Talmud.

2‘ Cf., Dickinson and Bryant, op. cit., p. 54.



CHAPTER III

THE BIBLE AND THE TALMUD1

§1 HISTORICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS

(1(1) The Blessing of Fertility and the Jewish Law

THE precept “Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth”2 was

pronounced in the Bible as a. blessing. Proliferousness was promised

as a reward for a good life.3 Barrenness was threatened as a. punishment

and curse for a. wicked life.‘1 In later times the blessing, interpreted as a

commandment and duty, became formulated as a. law. The Mislma"

teaches: “A man must not stop from propagation of the race unless he

already has children.” The Shammaites (c. 30 13.0.) say: “Have two boys.”

The Hillelites (c: 30 13.0.) say: “Have one boy and one girl.” For it is

Written:6 “Male and female created I-Ie them.” The commandment of

Propagation of the race is encumbent only upon the man, not upon the

Woman. Rabbi Yohanan ben Boroqa (c. 100—150 AD.) says: “In reference

to both of them the Bible declares: ‘And God blessed them, and said unto

them: Be fruitful and multiply.’ ”

(15) The Old Law and its Modifiaat'ion

A change in conditions brought about modification of the older law.

éfter the Babylonian exile (536 13.0.), the Jews settled down to a peaceful

hfe. 3111:, by the time of Alexander the Great (330 B.C.), Palestine could

no 1011881" support all its agricultural population. When the Jewish emigra—

_1 Most of what is valuable in this chapter is the work of Dr. Solomon Gandz, distin-

gtflshed American Talmudic scholar, until lately librarian at Yeshiva College, New York

CltY- Save for changes of an editorial nature (in collaboration with Dr. Gandz) and

except for a few paragraphs from my own pen and assistance in calling his attention to

One or two references, Dr. Gandz deserves sole credit for this interesting and able

account.

2 Genesis, i, 28; ix, 1.
3 Leviticus, xxvi, 9; Deuteronomy, xxviii, 4: “Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body.”

‘ Deuteronomy, xxviii, 18: “Cursed shall be the fruit of thy body.” Hosea, iv, 10: “And

they shall eat, and not have enough, they shall commit harlotry, and not increase.”

.5.Yebamot, vi, 6, 61b and 65b; Tosephta, £bid., ed. Zuckermandel, viii, 4, p. 249. Final

edltlon of the Mislma c. 200 A.D., that of the Tosephla one generation later. Both, how-

evil', contain very old traditions.
Genesis, v, 2.
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tion and dispersion set in, large tamilies were no longer regardefl as a bless;
ing. Polygamy, though legal, was practically abandoned 1n faYof 0
monogamy. Hence, the race, adapting itself to the changed cond1t10ns:
adopted new views and new practices. The Old views and practlces 2:19
protected and fortified by law and statute. The wondmg of the M15 .7”
suggests that there was an old, rigid law enjoining marrlage and procreatml;
under all circumstances and Without any restrictions. The later stage 0the law is satisfied with preservation of the race. After the birth of. W0children the duty is fulfilled.7 Similarly, the divergent minonty opmiog
of R. Yohanan seems to represent the old rigid law; while the accepte
majority opinion, restricting the validity of the law to men only: appearsto be a later interpretation making allowance for new needs that Justffy anexemption from the strict rule.8 Thus the law, as formulated in theM1fhm:reflects a compromise between the requirements of old and new Conditlons.

§2' TECHNIQUES

(2a) Intermption of Pregnancy: Embryotomy
The general rule is that, in cases of dangerous deliveries, the life of themother may be saved by the sacrifice of her unborn child. “When a wemangiving birth to a child is in danger, the unborn child may be cut to niecgs9

and removed, for her life takes precedence over the life of the unborn ch1ld.
In such cases, however, where pregnancy would constitute a menace to th;‘woman, or to her suckling child, prevention of conception is recommendeby certain Rabbis.

(21;) Coims Inierrupms

One of the most ancient and primitive methods of family limitation 15coitus interruptus. The Bible Inentions it in the following story:1°

- r
" We now know that not two but three or four children are, as an average, requn‘ed :0.survival. Nat all children live until the marriageable age; of those that do, not all mar 2h,of those that marry, some are involuntarily sterile. In any given population at any gl‘tlhe' for replacement depends upon many conditions such as

both die rather than enable fll‘emother to survive. The ethxcal grounds are that ev11 may never be done for a presumab ygood purpose.
1° Genesis, xxxviii, 7—10. Mofiat translation, New York: Doran, 1924-
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And Er, J'udah’s first-born, was wicked in the sight of the Lord; and the Lord slew

him. And Judah said unto Onan: “Go in unto thy brother’s wife, and perform

the duty of a husband’s brother unto her, and raise up seed to thy brother I" And

Onan knew that the seed would not be his; and it came to pass, whenever he went

in unto his brothers wife, that he used to spill it on the ground, lest he should give

seed to his brother. And the thing which he did was evil in the sight of the Lord;

and He slew him also.

Hence, according to the Bible, Onan’s sin did not consist in the use of coitus

interruptus itself, but in the fact that he refused to perform the levirate

marriage,11 and to give seed to his brother’s wife. Onan was not lacking in

appreciation of children. On the contrary, he appreciated them so much,

that he would create none under his brother’s name. Besides, he acted

wrongly by concealing his disinclination to give seed to his brother and his

brother’s wife. He deceived Judah and Tamar. Had he frankly confessed

his intention, Tamar could have married another. Apparently, this act of

selfishness and cheating of a poor widow constituted his sin. The rabbis,

however, laid more stress upon the act of coitus interruptus itself; they

proclaimed it a mortal sin. They said12 that not only Onan. but also Er_

practised coitus interruptus; and that Er, too, died on account of this sin.

They must have felt that laxity and indulgence in such practices would

constitute a menace to the good morals and preservation of the race.

In cases, however, when it seemed indicated medically, some Rabbis

recommended coitus interruptus. R. Eliezer, for example, who flourished

about 80—100 A.D. writes: “During the twenty-four months13 [that the

mother nurses her child], he must thresh inside and winnow outside.”14

Other Rabbis, however, have protested that to do so is to act as Er and

Chen did. Yet Professor Lauterbach15 justly remarks that the later teach—

ers did not expressly say that it was forbidden to do so; they merely refused

t0 recommend the practice. The inference, therefore, is that the sponge

Was later suggested to meet this objection. We shall return to this point

Presently.

“ The levitate, not to mention marriage customs very similar, is quite widely diffused

among primitive peoples. For the evidence, see Sumner and Keller, The Science ofSociety.

1’ Genesis Rabbah, ad locum, lxxxv, 4, 5. They are using two euphemistic terms for

faitu; interrupms. Onan “was threshing inside and winnowing outside,” and Er was

‘:p1°“ghing in the garden and emptying upon the dunghill.” Cf., below the section on

The Removal of the Semen from the Vagina.” Note 42 this- chapter and Preuss, lac.

cm, p. 534—5.

‘3 Yebamot, 34b. The Talmud regards twenty-four months as the proper period of

lactation. See also Preuss, lac. cit, p. 471.
1‘ Compare also the opinion of R. Meir as quoted in the Tasephla, §2 (c).

15 Jacob Z. Lauterbach, “Talmudic—Rabbinic View on Birth Control,” Yearbook of the

Central Conference of American Rabbis, xxxvii, (1927), p. 373, seq.
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The view that Onan was slain because he refused to follow the law of the
levirate is not commonly followed by Catholic theologians, Who seernto
prefer, regardless of the nature of the text, to interpret the severe punlsh-
ment of Onan as a consequence of practising coitus interruptus. Since
Thomas Aquinas produced the Summa Theologica, Catholic theologlahs
have wholeheartedly condemned the prevention of conception by artlfiual
means, even when medically indicated in the most severe cases, and have
regularly used, in contemporary controversial discuSSions, this text from
Genesis (xxxviii, 9—10) as one of the main authorities.1L6
That Onan was slain for refusing to follow the levirate law is avowed not

only by the text itself and by such writers on population problemsas Harold
Cox,‘L7 but by the Catholic author, Canon A. de Smet, in his recent book
Betrothment and Marriage:

From the text and context, however, it would seem that the blame of the sacredwriter applies directly and formally to the wrongful frustration of the law of thelevirate, intended by Onan, rather than to the spilling of his seed.18

ture on the subject is enormous; but most of it is of little scientlfi'c
most intelligent modern critic of birth control from the C3th°hcpoint of view is Father_ John A. Ryan of the Department of Social Action, Nation?Catholic Welfare Conference, Washington, D. C. See the listings in the bibQiOEmPhy othe volume to follow on the economic and social history of birth control. (30115”1t the
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The inference that the sponge was later suggested by the early Rabbis

to overcome logical difliculties associated with coitus interruptus is supported

by the following tradition.19 “There are three women that must20 cohabit

with a sponge:21 a minor,22 3. pregnant woman, and one that nurses her

child—a minor, because she might become pregnant and die; a pregnant

woman, because the foetus might become a foetus compressus (or papyru-

ceus);23 one that nurses her child, because she might kill her child.”24 For

R. Meir (150 A.D.) used to say: “During all the twenty-four months [that

a mother nurses her child], he must thresh inside and winnow outside.”

And the other Rabbis said: “He may cohabit as usual, and the Lord will

protect him; for it is written that ‘The Lord preserveth the simple.’ ”25

The text of this Tosephta. (230 AD.) admits only the following natural

explanation. The obligation or the permissibility of the sponge is the

consensus omm'um. The controversy between R. Meir and the Rabbis, like

the controversy between R. Eliezer and the other teachers, refers only to

coitus interruptus. This controversy is quoted in the Tosephta only to

explain Why the sponge was generally recommended. Coitus interruptus,

the practice of Er and Onan, was very objectionable. Besides, the act of

Prevention of conception was performed by the man, upon whom the com-

mandment of the propagation of the race lay; hence it constituted a viola-

“ Tosephta Niddah, ii, 6, p. 642. Edition c. 230 m. The tradition itself is older.

2° This is Dr. Solomon Gandz’s conception. Among the Rabbinic commentaries the

question of whether cohabitation with a sponge is permitted or compulsory is contro-

Vtrsial; ‘f': eSPfiCially Yam 3le Shelamah on Yebamot, i, 8, and Jacob Z. Lauterbach, 01).

61L, pp. 377—379.
2‘ Hebrew mokh is a soft spongy substance, an absorbent material like cotton or hackled

w°°1- This is the same material that Theilhaber refers to when he says that “An Hebraic

law'bOOk of a later date, Eben Haeser, recommended to very sick women, who should have

110 children, a suitable method of birth prevention in theintroduction [presumablyinto the

WW] of ‘much,’ a kind of wadding.” (Felix A. Theilhaber, Das Sterile Berlin, Berlin,

1913» Do 10.) Theilhaber here refers to a sixteenth century code authoritative for the

Jews: Dr. Gandz has, however, given the original source of the Eben ha ‘Ezer which, in

thls lllsixmce, is the Tosephta (c. 230 A.D.).
22 A minor is defined as one aged from eleven years and one day to twelve years and one

daY- If she is either older or younger, a. man may cohabit with her without apprehension.

Th; Orient, especially at that time, did not object to marriages with minors.

A(Icording to the Talmud, superfoetation is possible, but it causes the former foetus

to become an abortion in the shape of a flat fish like the sole or turbot. Even when super-

f("nation does not occur, the Rabbis believe that cohabitation during the first three months

after.conception is harmful to the woman and to the child. See Niddah, 31a and Preuss,

”1* “L, pp. 445—48, 486—87.
42 2‘ Bylosing her milk and being compelled prematurely to wean her child. Cf., Yebamot,

a.
2- .
° Psalms, cxvx, 6.
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tion of this commandment. This was the reason for the dissension of the
Rabbis. By the use of the sponge it was the woman, free from the duty of
propagation, that committed the act of the prevention of conception; heme;
especially in instances where contraception was medically indicated, there
was no reasonfor anybody to forbid it.
The Babylonian Talmud,26 which appeared later than the Tosephfdy

quotes, however, the same tradition with a minor but significant variation.
There28 one reads: “There are three women that must cohabit with a
sponge: a minor, 3. pregnant woman, and one that nurses her child—a
minor, because she might become pregnant and die; a pregnant woman,
because the foetus might become a foetus compressus; one that nurses her
child, because she might wean her child, which would cause its death.” The
earlier phrase had been “because she might kill her child.” A minor 15
defined as one aged from eleven years and one day to twelve years and One
day. If the girl is younger or older, she may cohabit as usual. Such is the
opinion of R. Meir. The other Rabbis say: “This one and that one may
cohabit as usual, and the Lord will have pity on them, for it is written that
‘The Lord preserveth the simple.’ ” According to this reading the legal“.y
of the use of the sponge would be controversial, and, since the majority ‘5against it, forbidden. This interpretation is generally accepted'by therabbinic authorities.29 Professor Lauterbach30 thinks that the controversy
refers only to the case of a minor. Furthermore, he points out that even}f
we should understand from the passage that the Rabbis differ with R. Melr
in all three cases, it would only follow that they do not make the use of the
sponge obligatory, which interpretation was early suggested by R. SolomOn
Lurya (1510—1573).“1

The meaning of the term “to cohabit with a sponge” is plain and un-equivocal. It is this: to put the sponge into the vagina before cohabitatiorfl
in order to cover the os uteri, absorb the semen, and prevent direct inseml‘
nation. Such is the explanation of Rashi (d. 1105) in Yebamot 12b and
100b. ‘ Rabbi Jacob Tam, the grandson of Rashi, explains the term.t°mean that the woman uses the sponge to remove the sperms from the vaginaafter cohabitation. Philologically R. Tam’s interpretation is with°utfoundation, and the plain sense of the text, especially in Niddah 3a, contra‘

2° Final edition (2. 500 A.D.
’7 Edited in Palestine c. 230 A.D.
2‘ Yebamot, 12b, 10%; Ketubbot, 39a; Nedart'm, 35b; Niddah, 45a.
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dicts it.32 Strangely enough, Rashi himself, in Kembbot 37a, changes his

opinion, and accepts R. Tam’s explanation.33 Dr. Reissner“ follows Rashi,

and does not notice that he contradicts himself by using one and the same

term in two different meanings. Upon one occasion35 he understands it to

mean removal of the sperms after cohabitation; at another time,86 he con-

siders it to imply actual use of the sponge as an occlusive agent. Reissner

is again mistaken when he says that the removal of the sperms after co-

habitation is unconditionally forbidden because it is the usage of prostitutes.

The fact that prostitutes use a means is no reason for its prohibition. On

the contrary, according to R. Tam and his followers, the removal of the

sperms after coitus is less objectionable than the use of the sponge, which is

the very reason why they adopted this forced interpretation.37

(2d) ViolentMovements. The Practice of Prostitutes

According to Hebrew law, a divorced woman or widow must wait three

months before remarrying in order to ascertain whether the paternity

belongs to the first or to the second husband. But if a woman is unmarried,

and there is a suspicion, or even the certainty, of illegal intercourse, then

she must not wait before marrying, because the legal assumption is that she

used the sponge to prevent conception. In this connection another contra-

ceptive method is mentioned, namely twisting oneself and making violent

movements after cohabitation.38 This practice was wellknown in antiquity,

and is still known and used in modern times.39 For the use of this method

among primitive peoples, see the section on Australia in Chapter I. Rabbi

Meir Adalbi“o (c. 1360) quotes Galen’s opinion that violent movements

after coitus prevent conception.

“2 Cf., Yam slzel Shelomoh on Yebamot, i, 8, and Lauterbach, op. cit, p. 378.

as In Kctubbat, 37a, the Talmud says that a prostitute usually cohabits with a sponge.

Rashi might have learned from some source that the custom of prostitutes was to remove

the semen after cohabitation. Hence the different explanation of this special passage.

I“ Dr. Hans Reissner, “Die Stellung des Judentums zur Frage der Geburtenkontrolie,”

D16Nam: Generation, xxvi (1930), 295—299.
“5 On p. 297, referring to Kembbot, 373..
3° On p. 298, referring to Yebamot, 12b. . _
3" On the other side, Hans Reissner, op. cit, 295—299 fails to mention this source which

eXpressly speaks of the removal of the semen after coitus; see below, the section on “Re-

moval of the Sperms from the Vagina.” Also he does not notice the legal difierence be-

tween man and woman.
“3 Babli, ibid., and Niddah, 42a.
39 Preuss, op. cit, p. 530.
‘° In his book Shebilé Emdnah, v, §1 (Warsaw, 1887), p. 112. Rabbi Adalbi gives no

reference to Galen. Dr. Moissidés of Athens informs me that he has searched the works

of Galen, and has been able to find no discussion of contraception. If the subject is men-

tloned by him, perhaps it is only a passing comment. Dr. Gandz says that Rabbi Adalbi’s

source was probably a Hebrew or Arabic translation and that Adalbi hardly knew Greek.
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(2e) The Removal of Semen from the Vagina

Removal of the semen from the vagina was a well known technique. The
Talmud teaches:41 “If somebody enjoins his wife by a. vow to fill up and
empty out upon the dunghill, the court compels him to divorce her, and
to pay her stipulated widowhood.” Now “to fill up and empty out uPOP
the dunghill” is a euphemism meaning to receive the semen but remove it
after intercourse.42 Nothing is said about the method and procedure of the
removal. Rashi,43 and after him Preuss,44 think that it was brought {1130“by quick, violent movements. What the Talmud says is only that, If thewoman complains, she is supported by the court, and entitled to divorce and
payment of her widowhood. No mention is made of Whether or not the
practice in itself, in the case of mutual agreement or medical indlcatlon; 15
forbidden.45

(2f) Potions: The Cup of Roots
The plain teaching of the Talmud is that there are no legal objections to

a woman’s taking internally a medicine which would make her barren.
So we read:46 “A man is not allowed to drink a cup of roots in order to
become sterile, but a woman is allowed to drink a cup of roots in order'to
become sterile.” The following story is characteristic:47 “Judith, the Wifeof R. Hiyya (c. 200 A.D.) , suffered from great pains during childbirth.“8 P19guised, with changed clothes, she appeared before R. Hiyya and asked hlfn1‘Does the commandment of propagation include the woman?’ He Safd:‘No.’49 Accordingly, she took the root medicine that made her sterlle-
Eventually it became known, and R. Hiyya said to her: ‘I Wish you hadgiven me at least one birth more.’ ”
The Mz'dmsh50

ren, and another for sexual inter‘
e latter took the “cup of roots” to render herself sterlle;
med to keep company with him dressed like a mistress.

“ Mislma Kelubbot, vii, 5; Tasephta, ibid., vii, 6, p.269; Babh‘, ibid., 72a; Yemshalmi:ibid.,31b.
‘2 Cf., this chapter n. 2 and the remark of the Yemshalmi that it is like the practice 0f Er.See also Preuss, 012.511., p. 530.
‘3 Ketubbat, 72a.
44 01>. cit, p. 530.
‘5 Cf., §2c.
4“ Tosephta Yebamot, viii, 4, p. 249.
‘7 Yebamot, 65 b.
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R. Yohanan (d. 279 A.D.), regarded also as a skilled physician,51 has the

following to say regarding the preparation of this medicine:62 “Alexandrian

gum [of the Spimz Aegyptia], liquid alum, and garden Crocus, each in the

weight of a denar, are mixed together. Three cups of wine with this medi-

cine are good for gonorrhea, and do not sterilize. Two cups of beer with

this medicine cure jaundice and sterilize.”53 Isaak Lampronti (1679-1756),

an Italian Rabbi and physician, testified“ that, in cases where prevention

was medically indicated, the Jewish physicians of his time used to administer

the trifem,“ or other medicines, to Jewish women to sterilize them, or to

prevent them from conceiving.

(2g) Professor Lauterbach’s Summary on the Attitude of Talmudic—Rabbz’m’c

Law

Dr. Jacob Z. Lauterbach, Professor of Talmud at the Hebrew Union

College, Cincinnati, a distinguished authority on rabbinic literature, sums

“P his studies of the subject as follows: “. . .While there may be some

diflerences of opinion about one detail or another, or about the exact mean-

ing of one talmud-ic passage or another, we can formulate the following

Principles in regard to the question of birth control as based upon a correct

understanding of the halakic teachings of the Talmud, as accepted by the

Inedieval rabbinic authorities, and especially upon the sound interpretation

81Ven by R. Solomon Lurya to some of these talmudic passages:

_ "(1) The Talmudic-Rabbinic law does not consider the use of contracep-

twes; as such, immoral or against the law. It does not forbid birth control,

but it forbids birth suppression.

“(2) The Talmudic-Rabbinic law requires that every Jew have at least

tWo children in fulfillment of the biblical command to propagate the race,

which is incumbent upon every man.

“(3) There are, however, conditions under Which a man may be exempt

from this prime duty: (a) when a man is engaged in religious work, like

the study of the Torah, and fears that he may be hindered in his work by

taking on the responsibilities of a family; (b) when a man, because of love

or other considerations, marries a woman who is incapable of having chil—

dren, as an old or sterile woman; (c) when a man is married to a woman

‘1 ‘Adodah Zarah, 28a; The Jewish Encyclopedia, vii, 211.

5’ Shabbat, 110a.
‘3 This is the explanation of Maimonides in his commentary to Shabbat, xiv, 3. The

exPlanation of Rashi is that three species mixed with wine are good for gonorrhea and do

not sterilize, while two species mixed with beer do sterilize, etc. He does not say, how-

ever, which two species are meant. Cf., also Preuss, 017- 611; P- 439-

“ In his Pahad Yishaq (Venice-Reggio, 1813), part 4, f. 52b. under K6: ‘iqqarin.

‘5 Fanfani, Italian Dictionary, explains it as Lattovaro inventato dagli Arabi.
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whose health is in such a condition as to make it dangerous for her to bear
hildren.c (cOf course, in any case,” Professor Lauterbach centinues, “the 118:0:
contraceptives, or any device to prevent conception, 1s allowed only w. (i
both parties, i.e., husband and wife, consent.”56 This attltude certat11r113£
has many enlightened and modern elements. Later on we shall see a-
the religions of the Islamic peoples were likewise not opposeti t0 contracep
tion. But we shall first summarize what has preceded in thlS chapter-

§3 SUMMARY

It is clear from this account that the ancient Hebrews knew and PraFUSCd
to some extent such contraceptive techniques as coitus interruptus, the mtra-
vaginal use of spongy substances, violent movements, removal of the Spefmj
from the vagina, such potions as the cup of roots. They also practlS‘f
embryotomy. Further, Jewish law permitted prevention under eertaln
circumstances."7 Though the old law was gradually modified as ”few"stances changed, we have no means of knowing to what extent anti—con;
ceptional measures may have been used. Probably, as in the Instance 0d
primitive tribes, and the peoples of antiquity, they were not greatly resorteuto. It would seem a safe inference that custom and religious law as Weas the absence of strong incentives to limitation, prevented wide-spread use.
But this is only a guess. At all events, it is clear that the ancient H61???“manifested a desire to avoid both excessive sterility and excessive ferflhty‘This we shall find characteristic of every civilization we study. It 15 oneof the major generalizations of this book.

It is as well exemplified in Greek and Roman society as in any othersTo these writers we now turn.

“Op. cit., as quoted by Amer. Hebrew, March 27, 1931, p. 495. Punctuation WM. . . . - ' t0
‘7 For a contrary View see Rabbi J. Horow1tz, “Prevention of Conceptlon Accordingthe Jews’s Religious Law,” an article in Hebrew contributed to the Festschriflfl” jacabRosenheim (Frankfort a. Main, 1931), pp. 87—119.



CHAPTER IV

GREEK AND ROMAN WRITERS

THE elementary knowledge of contraceptive technique possessed by the

Egyptians and early Hebrews was notably advanced by several Greek
and Roman writers. Chief among them were Aristotle, the Hippocratic

writers, Lucretius, Pliny, Dioscorides, Soranos, Aétios and Oribasios. It
was in Soranos that Greek gynaecological thought and contraceptive medi—
cine found' its culmination.

Aristotle, Plato, Hesiod, Polybius and many other writers of antiquity
discussed various general aspects of the population problem, including

limitation, as is well-known to anyone familiar with the standard histories

0f economic and social thought.1 Hesiod, Xenocrates, Lycurgus, for ex-

ample, WCre partisans of the one-child family. Plato and Aristotle favored
a stationary population for the Greek city state. Abortion and infanticide

were commonly condoned and even recommended under certain circum-

stances as a matter of public policy. Certain writers, of whom Plato was
one, believed that the age of procreation should be regulated by law (30—35
years for the male and 20—40 years for the woman). Procreation beyond
these limits was to be condemned. Aristotle would regulate by law the
number of children one might have, and approved abortion and the exposure

0f deformed infants. We know how Polybius complained eloquently of

dePopulation in his time. All this is common knowledge, and has been
treated in the histories of social and economic thought of the period. But
that Aristotle was acquainted with a more or less rational anti-conceptional

te°hniqu€ has not, to my knowledge, been mentioned by any of these 1115-
torians; nor has it been noted by the medical historians. It has been over-

looked even by the Greek medical historian and editor, Moissidés, in an

Excellent article2 recently published on Neo-Malthusian expedients known

to the Greeks.

_1 $66, for example, Lewis H. Haney, History of Economic Thought. New York: Mac-
Iliullan, 1923. Joseph Rambaud, Histoire des Doctrines Economiques' Pans, 190?-
ené Gonnard, Hisioire des Doctrines Economiques. Paris, 1924, 3 V015“, espec1a11y VOL 1'

16921379M0issides, “Le Malthusianisme dans l’Antiquité Grecquey” Janus, xxxvi (1932)’

79
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§1 ARISTOTLE (IV-2 13.0.)3

Aristotle’s Hfistorz'a Animalium seems to contain the first‘mention of:
contraceptive in the writings of the Greeks. This great philosopher an
keen observer there notes that some of his contemporaries prevent cencegi
tion “by anointfing] that part of the womb on which the seed falls w1th :11
of cedar, or with ointment of lead or with frankincense, commmgled w1
olive oil.”4 There is no reason to believe, however, that Aristotle under-

. stood the prmciple upon which this practice operated.5 It is clear from thecontext that he regarded the quality of smoothness as the modus operandtof prevention; Whereas we now know that oil has a contraceptive eflect by
reducing the motility of spermatozoa and by gumming up the external 03.

e
3 This dating system is used frequently below. The Roman numeral refers to th

' e
century, the Arabic numeral to the first or second half. All are A.D. unless 0therwlsspecified.

4 Works, iv, 583a. Smith and Ros
connection that Dr. Marie C. Stopes
land, in the course of urging the nec
for poor and uneducated women, rec
a recent paper she states that “
We [at the Mother’s Clinic for

s ed., Oxford, 1910. It is interesting to note 1n 3115
, the leading lay advocate of contraception 1n Elfg'
essity of developing some ultra—simple contracepnr
ommends the use of olive oil on a rubber SPORE}?- :1one of the best and most effective things is simple 011V“ ?1 '

these cases go back about two years, and house to house visits of some hundreds of the“;show a percentage of failure of zero.” [Marie C. Stopes, “Positive and Negative cont;of Conception in its Various Technical Aspects,” Jam. Stale Medicz'ne, xxxix (1931)’ 3 b;reprint p. 6.] While the declaration that this method is infallible is not likely to eaccepted by the scientifically-minded, it is quite possible that a carefulIy-controlled cas-series composed of sufficient numbers of cases might well show that olive oil We"5 ‘?a§°n_ably effective as a contraceptive. Recent research by Dr. John R. Baker (Swet‘.'ll31bliotgoraphy) has shown that, in the case of many suppositories, the physical impedl‘mmt s' '
e effective than the Chemical ingredients used. H" 11:hinosol has, for example, been much over-rated ESspermicide.

- tThere is every reason to beheYelth:dand in the mores are discovered by a hit and mlss: ma 9.

When stich practices become institutignfi:
they become mores as distinct from <3

ver, adopt and spread it. Those Pram“:
t too remote are, other things being 6‘19;
han practices the beneficial results of W111 f

. For an excellent theoretical discussion 0f Some 0
these pomts see A. G. Keller, Societal Evolution. A Study of the Evolutionary Basis of ”‘5Science of Society. New York: Macmillan, 1915.
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§2 PSEU‘DO-HIPPOCRATIC WRITERS: (1v 8: v 13.0.)

Certain sections of the Hippocratic writings, which, like the writings of

Aristotle, ante-date by some centuries the birth of Christ, make mention of

a potion supposed to prevent conception. Assuredly the following passage

excerpted from the section “On the Nature of Woman” was written not by

Hippocrates himself but by a disciple:

If a woman does not wish to become pregnant, dissolve in water misy as large as

a bean and give it to her to drink, and for a year she will not become pregnant.6

Virtually the same passage appears in the section on the “Diseases of

Women.” Various authorities have tried, as Oliver notes,8 to identify

inisy. The following are the various guesses: Sulphur, sulphate of copper,

Iron sulphate, iron vitriol, the salts of sulphuric acid with copper and alum.

Dierbach9 concludes that the substance is “undeterminable.”

The following prescription of the Hippocratic writer would seem, upon

Superficial examination, to be recommending a contraceptive for the cure

of sterility. It will be noted, however, that the application is for a specific

Period only, seven days, and that thereafter the woman is to withdraw the

talmpon and lie with her husband. Dr. R. L. Dickinson informs me that

the Prescription (which follows) is good treatment for the most common

cause of sterility, catarrh of the cervix.

If a woman does not conceive over a long period in spite of the fact that her periods

appear, take on the third or fourth day some alum, crush it fine, dissolve it in

perfume, apply it on wool as a pessary; the woman will wear it for three days;

on the fourth day boil the dried bile of beef in oil, moisten lint with it, and apply

thls pessary; she will wear it for three days; the next day she will withdraw 1t,

and will go to her husband.“

_°.E. Littré, Oeuvres complétes d’Hippoorate, vii, 415, §98. Cf., Robert Fuchs’s German

edmcn 0f HippocrateS, iii, 382, §98. The passage has been noted by H. Fasbender,
Entuiickhmgslehre, WP. 240, and by Klotz-Forest, “Contraceptive Prophylaxis at the Time
of Hippocrates," in Chrom‘que Médicale, xii (1905), 142. Haeser (Lehrbuch, 1875 ed., i,

202) States that “Hippocrates also recommended as a preventive method the production of

cOrpulence.” Doubtless this would have been as ineffective as the misy. It is now
known that corpulence is not a cause of sterility, but only associated with it. The fat

W°mfm sometimes has organic defects interfering with fertility.
Since these passages have been written, Dr. M. Moissidés writes (op. cit.) as if this pas-

f‘age Were by Hippocrates himself. But this is doubtful. Incidentally, Moissides believes

mfy? to be “very probably sulphate of iron or copper.” (p. 173).

a thtl'é, Oeuvres, viii, 171, §76. Cf., Fuchs’s edition, iii, 465, §76.

Dr. John Rathbone Oliver, in a letter to the author.

:0)"H Dierbach, Die Arzneimittel desHiPPOk’am ' Heidelberg, 1824.Littré, Oeuvres, viii, 59.
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In another passage“ goose fat applied in a pessary was prescribefi to an:
conception. But here again we must distinguish between Immedlate an
long run effects of the treatment. ” . . d th t

In the Hippocratic chapter “On the Nature of Woman 1t IS state a
“After coitus, if a woman ought not to conceive, she makes It a custom for
the semen to fall outside when she wishes this.”2 This is probably a factual
report rather than a contraceptive recommendation by Hippocratesz 1:19clearly understood that both the male and female elements had to umte 0
cause conception. The passage is so euphemistic that one cannot be certal;
whether coitus interruptus is the technique used or whether the women B?Pi_the semen by bodily movements (see earlier discussion of thls among Prlmo
tives 1n Chapter I) or the use of fingers to wipe out the vagina. Womi:have been known to use the finger or fingers to direct urlne to flush out t
vagina. Whatever the technique the Hippocratic writer had in mind: 1t15probably very old and persists to some extent even in our day.

§3 LUCRETIUS (1-1 13.0.)
Lucretius (99 13.0. —55 B.C.), the great Latin poet, Who combined w1th hISpoetic ability 3. scientific and rationalist viewpoint, made some mterestlnf

observations on human fertility and sterility, and on the prevent1on 0conception. He observed that it was not a, consequence of the Wrath 0f t?”gods that humans were sterile; in vain did his male contemporanes raiseofierings to the gods to make their wives pregnant.13 Sterility is Caused by
14

“too great thickness,” or by undue “fluidity and thinness” of the semen-Lucretius observed that

some males impregnate some females more readily than others, and other femalesconceive and become pregnant more readily from other maleS. And many women
“- Ibid, viii, 53.
1’ Elsewhere in the same chapter the Hippocratic writer tells of a certain musician W113;having coitus with many men, came to the conclusion, after hearing oral reports to t. . .

ekely to concelve 1f the semen were thrown off. “When 5h
(1 out, she told her husband about it. . 3‘11;

Sitmmt. Werke (Fuchs ed., Miinchen, 1895), 1: _ ‘

—6 in translation by H. A. J. Munro. Lon-don: Bell, 1913. The p 1] at the end of Book iv. Punctuation mine-Munro had a passion for omitting it.
.14 ma, p. 166.

\\
\
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have hitherto been barren during several marriages, and have yet in the end found

mates from whom they could conceive children and be enriched with a sweet

offspring.16

These were shrewd observations for the time. Both “diet” and the “modes

of intercourse” are important in promoting br restraining fertility. “By

some foods seed is thickened . . . and by others again [it] is thinned and

wasted.” Intercourse in the quadruped position promotes fertility;16 the

semen is more likely to enter the 05. But efleminate motions during inter-

course reduce the chances of fertility.“3 Hence harlots execute these mo-

tions (not detailed) to prevent conception and heighten pleasure for their

men.

And in what modes the intercourse goes on is likewise of very great moment; for

women are commonly thought to conceive more readily [when they have inter-

course] after the manner of wild beasts and quadrupeds, because the seeds in this

way can find the proper spots [05] in consequence of the position of the body. Nor

hfwe wives the least use for efieminate motions [during intercourse]; a woman

hltlders and stands in the way of her own conceiving, when thus she acts; for she

drives the furrow [vagina] out of the direct course and path of the share, and turns

away from the proper spots [05] the stroke of the seed. And thus for their own

ends harlots are wont to move, in order not to conceive and lie in child-bed fre-

quently, and at the same time to render Venus more attractive to men. This

[mode of intercourse to prevent conception and give the men especial pleasure,

avows Lucretius] our wives have surely no need of."

§4 PLINY THE ELDER (1-2)

The Natural History18 by Pliny the Elder (523—79 A.D.)19 is an uncritieal,

largely unorganized, gossipy, dilettante encyclopedia, on the medical Slde

‘5 Ibid.

1° This idea is questioned by modern science.
‘7 Ibid., p. 167. One wonders whether the reference to “efleminate motions” is a

euphemiSm for violent movements calculated to expel the semen. The reference to this

practice as that of prostitutes might make one suspect that this is the case; on the other

hanfl, by another interpretation, Lucretius seems to be speaking of effeminate motions

during, rather than after, coitus. .
1.“ I have used the Bostock and Riley 6 vol. ed. in the Bohn Classical Library series.

This includes notes by the latest commentators.
_ 1' Gaius Plinius Secundus, the elder, author of the Historic;Naturalis, was born at Como

1n 23 A.D., and died at Stabiae during the great outbreak of Vesuvius of the 22nd of August,

79.“). The facts of his life we know through the reports of his namesake and nephew,

Pliny, the younger, (Epst. iii, 5): That he was a soldier in the campaigns with Germany,

later lived in Spain as Proconsul, held in Rome an appointment at the court, was active as

illegal adviser, and later commanded the fleet at Misenum. Pliny was unusually active

in a literary way, despite his public responsibilities. Except the Hisloria Namralis, we

Possess none of his numerous works. Irreplaceable above all is the loss of his twenty

books on the German wars.
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based largely on folk medicine. Pliny’s occasional statements on contrg-
ception are merely incidental, unsystematized; but they deserve to e
winnowed from the chaff of a quarter of a million words simply as a matter
of record. Moreover, the influence of the Natural History throughout the
Middle A es was reat.

. ‘
First, ags to anihrodisiacs one finds: “Mouse-dung. . . apphed m th;

form of a 1iniment;”20 the broth of scincus taken with honey;21 clyfnenus;’
nasturtium;23 the ashes of di11;24 pursleme;26 the softer orchis takenflu} goat”:
milk;26 hemlock applied to the testes at puberty;27 two spec1es of VlteX:
the ashes of a. tree called brya;29 willow leaves, crushed and taken as Z
potion—all these “check libidinous tendencies, and effectuallyput .an en
to them, if habitually employed.”3° Rue, boiled with rose—011, w1th the
addition of an ounce of aloes, has the effect of impeding the generative
function.31 “According to Osthanes, if a woman’s loins are rubhed Wfth
blood taken from the ticks upon a black wild bull, she will be insplred wlth
an aversion to sexual intercourse.”32 “The skin of the left side of the fore-
head [of the hippopotamus], attached to the groin, acts as an antaphro-
disiaxz.”83 Hempseed“4 and condriona‘5 render males impotent. .A P15mtcalled “nymphea,” when taken as a drink, renders an individual ImPOtentfor twelve days.36 Nor should this bizarre prescription be overlooked:

A most powerful medicament is obtained by reducing to ashes the nails of thelynx, together with the hide; .. . these ashes, taken in drink, have the effect 0fchecking abominable desires in men; and, . . . if they are sprinkled upon women,'all libidinous thoughts will be restrained.”

Among the sterilizing plant or
eaten, Pliny mentions these:
against using these), parsley,4
nally, since it curdles (F) milk
seminal fluids from obtaining

animal Products taken as a P0tion or
Epimedion,a8 esplenon,39 (he warns “(omen° Pteris or Thelypteris.“ Mint taken mter-

, Will impede generation, “by preventing the
the requisite consistency.“2

, )These, according to Pliny, attached in a piece of deer 5
to a. woman’s body will prevent conception.43 Clearly;

3° Bk. 28, ch. 80.
codile dung In other prescriptlons Wlth1n‘1 Bk. 28, ch. 30. 2’ Bk. 25, €11.33. 2: Bk. 20’ ch. 50_ 24 Bk. 20, ch. 74-% Bk. 20, ch. 81. u Bk. 26, ch. 62. 27131:. 25, ch. 95. 2s Bk. 24, ch- 38'’9 Bk. 24, ch. 42. 3° Bk. 24, ch. 37, :1 Bk. 20, ch. 51_ 32 Bk. 28, ch. 77.‘3 Bk. 28, ch. 31. 3‘ Bk. 20, ch. 97. as Bk.22, ch45. as Bk. 25, ch. 37-37 Bk. 28, ch. 32 There may be still other prescriptions m Phny of a. 51m11ar nature'3 Bk. 27, ch. 53 35' Bk, 27, ch. 17. 40 Bk. 20, ch. 44.‘1 Bk. 27, ch. 55. 42 Bk. 20, ch. 53. a Bk. 29, ch. 27-
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the following passage might be classed either with the anaphrodisiacs above

or under the magical prescriptions:

A lizard drowned in a. man’s urine has the effect of an antaphrodisiac upon the

Per§on whose urine it is. . . . The same property is attributed to the excrements of

Shalls, and to pigeon’s dung, taken with oil and wine. . . . the testes of a game-

cock . . .rubbed with goose-grease and attached to the body in a ram’s skin, have

all the efifect of an antaphrodisiac; the same, too, with the testes of any kind of

dunghlll cock, placed, together with the blood of a cock, beneath the bed. . . . If a.

man makes water upon a dog’s urine, he will become disinclined to copulation. . . .44

After all these digressions—albeit, lost in perhaps a quarter of a million

Words—Pliny’s modesty impresses one when he says:

If: [phalangium] is the only one of all the anti-conceptives that I feel myself at

llel-‘ty to mention, in favour of some women whose fecundity, quite teeming with

Children, stands in need of some such respite.4s

Worthy restraint for a Roman soldier! But Pliny does not live up to his

ptomise. For he repeats Aristotle’s more or less effective technique: rub-

bmg the male organ with cedar [oil or gum?] just before coitus. This, we

are assured, “will effectually prevent impregnation.”46 Aristotle, however,

had recommended application of the cedar oil to the cervix, not to the penis.

Cervical application is clearly preferable, though use by the male would be

1:633: than nothing at all. Thus did Pliny venture to improve on Aris-

0 e.

' To summarize: Pliny’s account is diffuse, the techniques mainly ineffec-

tive and sometimes purely magical. Potions and amulets find a central

place. When he follows Aristotle he writes more sense.

§5 DIOSCORIDES (I—2)

Pandanios Dioscorides of Anazarbos in Cilicia has been selected as repre-

5?ntative of the early works on materia medica because his work by that

tftle» De materia medial, “ought,” in the words of Daremberg, “to be con-

Sldered as the primary source of everything on simple medicaments to be

fOund in the work of his successors.”“" To I—Iaeser“8 it was the most impor-

tant Pharmacological and botanical treatise in antiquity. Up to the six-

teenth century Dioscorides’ works were consulted as if they were an oracle.

Before the invention of printing, they were frequently reproduced by copy—

ing the manuscript. Subsequently, more than seventy editions appeared

1n Practically all the languages of Europe, except, remarkably enough, in

:4 Bk. 30, ch. 49. 4s Bk. 29, ch. 27. 4° Bk. 24, ch. 11.

‘: Oeuvres d’On‘base, i, xxii.
H. Haeser, Lchrbuch (1875 ed.), i, 303.
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English.49 Not until the discovery of the original manuscript .Of 1.311253;
-rides, rather late in modern times, was it possible to compare thls Wlt .
somewhat truncated copies used by the Arabs and the medieval scholastlfs.
The manuscript was discovered in Constantinople hy a, Belgian, and 1a :1
brought to Europe. I understand that it is a beautifully decorated mar;ts
script, and that it now reposes in the library of the palace at Vlennia- the
Greek author flourished during the time of Nero, and accompanied
Roman armies as a physician, collecting a store of informat1on on plant:
The treatise is divided into five books, details the properties of aliout‘1.601
medicinal plants, and describes animal products of dietetic and medicma
value. For fifteen centuries Dioscorides, who greatly influenced.Islam11:
physicians,50 maintained undisputed authority in botany. HlsnaYorbecame “the oracle of physicians throughout the entire Middle Ages. .

Dioscorides gives us four types of recommendations for the Prevention
of conception: Magical prescriptions (e.g., Wearing of amuiets) ; ineffectlve
potions; medicated pessaries; anointing the genitals with stlcky Stlbstances-
Among Dioscorides’ magical prescriptions are the following: ‘ The men}strual blood of women appears to prevent conception when they [the womenspread themselves with it, or When they step over it.”52 Asparagu5,tled “Pas an amulet or drunk as a decoction, will prevent conception and render 0ne

sterile.63 The roots of large heliotropes tied up, presumably as a charm: arealso reported as used to prevent conception.54
. asThe potions are: The finely ground leaves of willow taken Wlth water,iron rust (fermm oxydamm) ,53 iron slag (less effective)!” The root of barren-

wort or bishop’s hat ' '

4’ Carolus, “Sur un manuscrit du Vmm
d’arclzéalagie de Belgique [Anvers, xiii (1856),

“° See ch. vi infra.
‘1 H. Haeser, Lehrbuch (1875 ed.), i, 303.

Siecle de Dioscoride,” Annales d’académie
295-299], xiii, 296-7.

‘3 Ibid., Bk. ii, ch. 151, p. 220. It is quitehas reference to Asparagus acutifalius or A5‘ Ibid., Bk. iv, ch. 190 (193), p. 475.
55 Ibid., Bk. i, ch. 135, p. 121.

or black willow; and it is quite a. matter of indifference.66 Ibid., Bk. v, ch. 93, p. 513. Applied in a pessary, it stops the menstrual flOW-57 ma, Bk. v, ch. 94, p. 514.

a matter of indiflerence Whether Dioscondes
sparagus aficinalz’s.

It is not known whether Dioscorides here refers 1:0 Wm”
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days.58 The roots of the brake or fern are given to women to prevent con-

ception; if taken by pregnant women they cause a miscarriage.59 Two

drachms of Ostracite [a kind of potters clay]6° drunk [for each of P] four days

after menstruation will prevent conception.61 Sprengel thinks the stone a

fossil, Berendes, cuttle-fish skin. ‘
“ Medicated pessaries are reported by Dioscorides as follows: Pepper

appears to prevent conception if it is introduced as a pessary after coitus.”62

Note that the medication takes place after coitus. The juice of peppermint

(P) [Gebauteminze] mixed With honey (in German, Honigmeth) prevents

Pregnancy as a. suppository prior to coitus.63 A sword—shaped sickle~wort

(Chronilla seouridaca) “mixed with honey as a pessary introduced before

co1tus appears to prevent conception.”“

Approaching perhaps in effectiveness the use of honey in a vaginal pessary

are the following: anointing the genitals with cedar—gum prior to coitus;‘i5

applying alum in various forms to the uterus prior to coitus.66

Dloscorides also makes vague allusions to certain substances causing

Sterility (as contrasted With methods preventing conception). It is not

qmte clear whether in these instances Dioscorides believes the materials to

Produce the effect physiologically, or whether he thinks they operate directly

by Preventing conception on mechanical or chemical principles. Perhaps

the former is the proper implication. When he says, however, that “The

bark of the white poplar [Populus alba] taken with the kidney of the mule

Causes sterility,”5" he is probably reiterating a popular superstition. The

Superstition that poplar could produce sterility persisted into the Middle

A885; and may even be accepted in some portions of Europe today. Nor

Was Dioscorides alone in thinking that a. portion of the anatomy of the

mule would cause sterility. In another passage he says that “the rennet 0f

the hare drunk for three days after menstruation should cause sterility.”68

He notes that the finely pulverized berries of ivy drunk after purification

:: Ibz:d., Bk. iv, ch. 19, p. 376.
W Ibzd., Bh. iv, ch. 184 (187), p- 472-
:1 See ch. v1, n. 41, p. 151.
"£111?” Bk. y, ch. 164 (165), p. 553-
“ bld" Bk. u, ch. 188, p. 238-
“ fibzfiq Bk. 111, ch. 36 (41), p- 287.
“12:31.,Bk3umh. 136 (146) p- 349-
“ z'd.,Bk.1, ch. 105, p. 99.

‘P Ibzd, Bk. v, ch. 122, (123) p, 533. The form of the alum recommended 15 not clear.

vrybalfly It Was raw alum formed by the decomposition Of a kind °f lava to b? found mA? came regxons; or else an alum schist as a. crystalline deposit of alum-beanng water.

lgnIehteL-ed very considerably into the trade of antiquity.
u 5qu Bk. 1, ch. 109, p. 101.

Ibzd., Bk. ii, ch. 21, p. 159.
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in the dose of one drachm causes sterility.69 In the same passage our ahthor
. notes that the young rundles of ivy leaves spread With honey, and mtro-
:duced into the uterus, provoke menstruation and evacuate the embryo-
‘ The leaves of spleenwort, picked on a moonless night, cooked in wine and
drunk for four days appear to be able to cause sterility.7o If taken by
themselves or bound up with the spleen of a mule [as an amulet?] they
produce the same result.71 The roots of barrenwort cause sterility-72
Though the upper roots of the gladiola (Gladiolus segetum, a. variety."f
Gladiolus communis) applied with wine as a pessary increase sexual desxre,
the lower ones, used presumably in the same manner, cause sterility.73
To promote fertility Dioscorides recommended placing against the utel_'llS

after menstruation a pessary made of the rennet of the hare mixed with
butter. Likewise fawn rennet, introduced three days after menstruatlon,
is mentioned. Hare rennet, when swallowed, caused the death of thf
embryo; after menstruation, sterility. He mentions the rennet of approxi-
mately ten different animals, not all of which have been certainly identified-
Whether rennet pessaries acted as a contraceptive or as a cure for sterlhty

would depend on how they were used. If continually used, they might actas a. contraceptive. If used only to clear up cervical inflammation“—Its
thick muco—pus is the most frequent cause of sterility—they might Wellpromote conception. It is quite possible that rennet pessaries digest <3!
dissolve the excessive cervical mucus. Digestants are used today in carold
01‘ PaWpaw preparations to clear the cervix. If such pessaries as those men-
tioned by Dioscorides and, previously herein, by Hippocratic writerS, weresolely controlled by the medical profession, their réle was doubtless limlted
to the cure of sterility; if they became a part of oral tradition, it is perhapS asafe inference that some people applied them for long periods; hence theywould have acted, in such instances, as contraceptives.

§6 SORANOS or EPHIESUS (11-1)
:I‘he most brilliant and original account of contraceptive technique written

PHOI to the nineteenth century is undoubtedly that in the Gynaecology 0fSoranos of Ephesus (98‘138). He was not only the most illustrious mem-

e» ma, Bk. ii, ch. 210, p. 255.
7° 1w, Bk. iii, ch. 141 (151), p. 351.
71 Ibid.
7: Ibzd'. Bk. iv, ch. 19 p 376 Cf reference ab

.
. 1 y . . ,’ t d leaves18 Ibzd., Bk- iv, ch. 20, p, 377_ We 0 the finely groun
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nal text was lost for many centuries, in fact not published until 1838. Con-

sequently Soranos’s originality has been under-estimated; he was known

to the Middle Ages largely through Moschion,74 who received much Of the
credit due Soranos. His literary productivity was prodigious. According

to Emerins, the Dutch savant, he was the author of no less than forty

treatises. In one or another of these he wrote on nearly all the SUbjeCtS

then known to the healing art, though his main interest was in gynaecology,

obstetrics, and pediatrics. In view of the encyclopedic nature Of his efforts

we are the more impressed with the rationality and originality Of his dis-

cussion of contraception. Though Soranos’s medical writings are n°ted

for their rationality, nowhere does this emerge more clearly than in his

discussion of contraceptive technique.

The full text reads as follows:

On the Use of Abortifacients and of Measures to Prevent Conception

§60. Atokion differs from phthorion in this, that the first designates a remedy

WhICh Prevents conception, while the second, on the contrary, designates a remedy

Which kills the foetus. Some think of ekbolion as a synonym for phthonon;

Othefs however say that in contrast to phthorion, ekbolion does not desxgnatea

{nedlgine but on the contrary a. violent convulsion of the body, as for example in

Jumping. Thus Hippocrates in his75 book ON THE NATURE OF THE QHILD

has rejected abortifacients, and has advised a method to procure abortion by

J“mping so that the buttocks are touched with the feet. Opinion, however, en the

use of abortifacients differs. Many reject them, referring to the words of Hippoc-

rates, “I shall never prescribe a phthorion” and further declaring it to be the

taSk 0f medical art to preserve and save the works of nature. Others nermit the

use of phthoria in exceptional cases, but never in cases where the killing of the

foetus is desired as a consequence of adultery or as the consequence of the desxre

to maintain beauty; but, on the contrary, always when birth threatens to become

Qang°‘°“5, or when the uterus is too small so that delivery is imposmble, or when

“P3 a11d new formations have formed themselves in the mouth of the womb, or

WhF’} any other hindrance to birth exists. To these views correspond also the

Oplmons on the use of means for the prevention of conception. In agreement Wlth

these, We think it surer, to prevent conception than to kill the foetus. ‘

§61. In cases where it is more advantageous to prevent conception [than to

".Quite POSSibly Moschion’s popular treatise on Gynaecology (Gynaecia: De mulimhus

Pumam'bus) also discusses contraceptive technique for it was based on Soranos. Moschlon

w.“ a Latin gynecologist living in North Africa. in the sixth century. Until recently he was

glvm greater credit for originality than Soranos, for the latter’s work had become lost and

forgaten. So much was this the case that in the fifteenth century Moschion’s book was

t1'ani‘rlated into Greek; later retranslated back into Latin. In fact the original text of

803““ was “0t pUblished until 1838. Moschion’s text should be searched for anti-con-

cepfiional teChniques. If they exist, they are probably much like Soranos’s. The only

edition of Moschion (probably a poor one) readily available to me contained nothing on

Contracepfi0n_

7‘ Actually it is pseudo-Hippocratic.
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induce abortion], People should abstain from eoitus at the times wgenftvzf 3111;?
indicated as especially dangerous, that is, the tune directly before an h a the manstruation.7s Further, the woman ought, in the moment during comis w en that the
ejaculates his sperm, to hold her breath,77 drew her hody back a littlest?l wnwithsemen cannot penetrate into the os uteri,then1mmediately get up and Slt. 0 out thebent knees, and, in this position, provoke sneezes.78 She should then Wipeeventedvagina carefully or drink cold water in addition. Further, conception 13131" In orby smearing the mouth of the womb with old [50hr] 011 or honey 01'- Ce ar tglvlvhich
opobalsam, either alone or mixed with ceruse (Whlte lead) , .or withomtnfienwateredis prepared with myrtle oil and ceruse, or with alum, Whlch 15.11kew15e to 8th of thebefore coituS, or galbanum in wine. Soft wool introduced ihto the mou ffective.womb, or the use of astringent or occlusive pessaries before coxtus are also :h of theFor, if such means operate astringently and coolingly, they close the mou intowomb before the moment of coitus and prevent the entrance of the Spermt thethe os uteri; if they have this stimulating effect, then they not only Pfgfiegm it.sperm from remaining in the os uteri, but they extract even another flu} goth to§62. I mention still other means of that kind: Pine bark, rhus corlafla, he helpequal parts: Pulverize it with wine, and use it shortly before c01tus w1tht lace-of wool. Withdraw it after two or three hours, and then c01tus may take p. rtS

Another method: Cimolus soil [3. chalky 5011] and panaseroot to equal paalone or mixed with water as an ointment. Application as before.Or: Use pulp of fresh granate pulverized with water. 1 izationOr: Two parts of pomegranate rind, one part of gallnut; reduce hy pu vel;1strua'to small balls, and lay them just below the os uteri after the cessation of metion.

. . he
0:: Dissolved alum and the pulp of the granate pulverlzed w1th water. Tapplication is carried out by means of wool.
Or: Unripe gallnut, pomegranate pith, ginger. Take of each two.dra:hf‘:rsémake into little balls of pea size, dry in the shade, and use as pessaries ecoitus. /
Or: Pulverize the

use it in the same wa
Or: Pomegranate ski

Pulp of dry figs with natron [native sodium carbonate] and

ns with um and rose oil to equal parts. .The same effect is produced 1g)y drinking honey mixtures. A11 methoEiS Wénghcause burning must, however, be avoided, because they have a caust}c e eAll the methods mentioned are to be used after the cessation of menstruation: ap§63. Many also recommend the use once a month of a quantity of cyrenalfii is[juice P] to the size of a chick pea, with two cyathi of water, for mGQS'jwatlo npromoted by it. Or also: Two obols of opopanax, of cyrenaic sap [Juice P] a
. . . . .

. ' en
the Juice of rue formed into pills w1th wax and swallowed. Watered Wine 15 th. . . . . . . eeor this medlcme IS drunk in watered wme. Or drink for thr

e obols Of gilly flower seeds and of myrtleEeidg
ernels of white pepper. Or drink one 0 0
f obol of sphondylium mixed with sour hone)"

" Is this the be
77 This notion i

prevent an orgasm;
ing the os.

7‘ Sneezing has a tendency to expel semen.
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These medicines not only prevent conception, but also destroy its product.

According to our opinion the damage caused by them is, however, very consider-

able, for they cause indigestion, and vomiting; also they cause a heavy head.

Many use amulets in a firm belief in their antipathetic effect. These amulets

contain the womb of a mule or the ear—dirt of the same and such things. But the

usefulness of this amulet is delusive.79

Note that Soranos distinguished between contraceptives and abortifa-

cients; mentioned indications for abortion (dangerous births) as well as

contra-indications. Abortion should not be resorted to in order to conceal

the consequences of adultery, nor simply to maintain the chaste female

form. He observed further that, wherever repeated abortions are indicated,

efforts to prevent conception are advisable.

Though Soranos included inefiective potions, his main reliance was upon

more rational techniques: an elaborate array of occlusive pessaries of

various types, vaginal plugs, using wool as a base, and those impregnated

With gummy substances such as sour oil, honey, cedar—gum, opobalSam, and

gitl‘bahum.80 Astringent solutions (e.g., alum81 and natron) contract the

?S, and thus make impregnation less likely. The use of native fruit acids

Is not without interest. Pomegranate pulp or rind is acid, of course, while

gallnut contains gallotanic acid. Fig pulp is also mentioned.

Theoretically any gum—like or oily substance will not only tend to occlude

the 05: but reduce the motility of spermatozoa. Moreover, any strongly

alkaline or acid condition will likewise tend to provide a hostile environment

for sPerms.
. Soranos thinks the “damage” done by drinking potions with the inten-

tlon 0f Preventing conception is “very considerable,”———a modern view.

COnsecluently he warns against this. Notable also is his discouragement of

the use of amulets, doubtless prevalent in his time, as they were during the

Mlddle Ages. One finds cropping up in the latter period the superstition

that the ear—wax of a mule, worn as an amulet, will prevent pregnancy.

Haeser, in an undocumented statement, reports that Soranos also states

Somewhere that some of his contemporaries believed that eating the uterus

7° The text used in this translation is that by H. Liineburg, Die Gyndkologie dc: Soramts

”0" Efihesus (Mfinchen: Lehmann, 1894), bk‘ i, ch. xix, pp. 43—45.

.3“ Galbanum is a yellow or brown gum resin of objectionable odor derived from an

AS‘atiC plant. Besides its medicinal use, it is employed in our time in the manufacture of

Varnish, galbanum being a base.
_ 3‘ It is interesting to note that Charles Knowlton, the first American physician to pub-

hsh a, treatise on contraception in 1832 (see Bibliography), thought the use Of alum as a

Contraceptive original with him; and he was very much incensed that he was not acco-rded

d‘ififledit. Alum is rather commonly mentioned in the earlyliterature. Cf., Dioscondes,

Aetms: and the Islamic writers who mentioned it. See chapter vi infra.
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of a she mule would prevent conception. If so, this shows that some ‘of She
ancient Greeks accepted a primitive magical belief. It suggests the fun ar
‘mental continuity of a concept connected with reproductlon. Haetsle:e
likewise reports that Soranos mentions the following: “the water from 1
firebucket of the smith, when drunk continuously after every menstru:
period, causes sterility.”82 This prescription has come down through tt:
centuries and is now, or has been until very lately, accepted by some peasan
in remote sections of Europe—another illustration of cultural perSIStent:
even when the prescription, in all probability, is relatively liseless. Liit to
is known of the physiological effect of such a, potion; but 1t 15 supp9se_ ns
contain iron sulphate. As for the more rationally—founded prescriptlllcj
mentioned by Soranos, many of these, too, have come down to us: Douc ing
with astringent solutions, and vaginal pessaries of more modern ffJIm 136121:
perhaps the most commonly persistent. And as for the pseudo-HIPPOCIa
coitus interruptus, that is by all odds still the most common method.

§7 ORIBASIOS (Iv-2) AND ST. JEROME (HIERONYMOUS) (IV-2)
Though the fourth century was not a period Of great scientific advanifémedicine saw reasonable development. It is interesting to note that t n

eminent Greek medical encyclopedist, Oribasios,83 the greatest Physmlaoof the century, included in his vast compendium (’IantKal‘. ovuwym’al
a short chapter (116) on contraception. Oribasios’s greatness lies 1101:0113”;iri his vast medical encyclopedia, only one—third of which is now extant, till]
in his paving the way for Galen’s popularity, whom he often quoted WlI
commendation. Noteworthy also is the fact that Oribasios courageous yfought the rising superstitions of his day.

’32 H. Haeser, Lehrbuch (1875 ed.), i, 309. On the same page Haeser gives us a summaryof Soranos’s abortifacients.

-
n I

. he

us, an elementary treatise on hygiene and therapeutics, draws largely On Galen- T
Euphm‘sts is a. lay manual. 0 . ' l5ribasios’s works, especially the Synopm and EM’M’”enjoyed a great vogue during the M1 . « 11‘'ddle Ages, possibly owing to their brewt)’. Manscripts of translations abound.
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We translate literally, chapter 116 of the Medical Collection dealing with

anti—conception :

In order to prevent conception, drink male or female fern root in sweet tasting
wine, blossoms and leaves of the willow, and cabbage blossoms in wine, after
coitus; but when one wants to prevent conception before copulation one anoints
the virile part of the man with “hédysome” [FL] juice. The application in a

pessary after coitus of ground-up cabbage blossoms prevents the semen from

COngealing; before coitus, one injects a decoction of coronilla seed into the vagina.“

Unlike Oribasios, St. Jerome (Hieronymous), the Latin Church Father,

and Christian contemporary of Oribasios, strongly condemned potion—

drinking to induce sterility approximately nine centuries before Thomas

Aquinas. Methods intended to be preventive of impregnation are con-

demned in the same breath with deliberate abortion, a confusion still

cleverly promoted by the sophistry of many Catholic leaders.

In a letter dating from 384 addressed to an aristocratic girl, Eustochium,

St. Hieronymous complains to the Holy One about the free and immoral

life of many girls and widows, and notes that some women—what propor-

tion we have no means of knowing—drink before coitus a potion in order

to remain sterile. Presumably the practice had some currency or he would

not have condemned it. We are not told what the decoction is. The trans-

lated passage runs as follows:

OthEIS, however, drink before [coitus] a potion in order to remain sterile, and go

011 given to practice abortion. Many, when they become aware of the results of

th?“ immorality, mediate on how they may deliver themselves by means of

POISonous expedients, and, often dying themselves for that reason, go to hell as
threefold murderesses: as suicides, as adulteresses to their heavenly bridegroom

ChriSt, and as murderesses of their still unborn child.85

Other potions and means than those mentioned above were evidently

a1§0 resorted to by Roman women for the prevention of conception, for

Algremont avows, though upon what authority is not clear, that Roman

Women drank during menstruation myrtle tea not only for its evacuating

efle“, but “as a. means against conception.”86 And Juvenal reports87 that

R0man women were accustomed to have intercourse with eunuchs in order

that they might enjoy themselves without becoming pregnant. It is

3‘. Bussemaker and Daremberg, Oeuvres d’Oribass (Paris, 1851—1876), v, 777—8. See

bhOEIaphy for full title.
35 De custadia virginitatis in P. Leipelts, Bibl. der Kirchenvdter, liv, 211 f. Cited by

Rudolf Huber, “Tranklcin gegen Empféingnis in altem Rom,” Archivf. Kriminal-Anthro—

?o’mey.Kriminaziszik,1viii<1914), 161. _ .
2: Algremont, Volkserotik and Pfianzenwelt (2nd ed.), i, 109. No source lSFlth.‘
Juvenal, vi, 367, commencing Sum qua: eunuchi imbelles . . . tantum mintHelmdarus.

Bi
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possible, too, that goat bladders were used in ancient Rome for preventing
conception.88

§8 AETIos OF AMIDA (VI-l)

Ahnost as brilliant as Soranos’s account is that of Ae‘tios, GreekphySf-Cl.an
of the sixth century (first half). Born in Amida, Mesopotamia; AethS
flourished under Justinian I, Emperor of the East, 527—565. He Wan a
physician at the Byzantine Court, and is known chiefly as the author 0 [a
medical encyclopedia, 0%Medicine in Sixteen Books or Discourses (Mk 0:
tmpuca eKKouBexoz), an eclectic compilation of great historical value,
inasmuch as it quotes many medical works of antiquity. Boek XVI Conli
tains two chapters (XVI and XVII) on contraceptive technlque, the in
text89 of which reads as follows. The indebtedness to Soranos is strikmg'

Chapter XVI

Diseases of the Womb
Certain women, when they have become pregnant, run a danger during parturi-tion. Either on account of a small uterine neck, or on account of a small uteri:

11 up to the end, either on account of a coildylomigor
ck of the uterus, which is an obstacle to dehvery.
e that they should not become pregnant.

something similar in the ne
these women it is preferabl

On Contraceptives and Abortifacients
Contrace

. . .
- dptlon differs from abortion. The first prevents conception, the 530°“. . .

o
destroYs the product of conception and drives it out of the uterus. In order tavoid conception it is necessa . ery to abstain from coitus during the days fanblto conception, for example, at the beginning or end of menstruation. Durlngcoitus, when the man is about to ejaculate,
and withdraw a, little in order that the spcavity; she ought to get up i '
a sneeze, and carefully clean the vagina.

Smearing the cervix before coitus with honey or opobalsam or cedar rosm $110153or in combination with lead or liquid ointment with myrtle and lead 01' hqlileyalum or galbanum with wine aids contraception. These medicamentS, when tf reare astringent, unctuous and refrigerant, 'close the orifice of the womb be1:)coitus and prevent the sperm of the man from entering the uterus- When t ey

. .
' ne m anc1ent Rome of the goat bladder to prevent conCePtlo ’see ch. viii, § 28. infm.

‘9 This is the edition used: Aétios, Des Afiections de la Matrz‘ce, ou Discaurs seiziWI'Edition Skevos Zervos, Leipzig, 1901. Since this text was not available in the U- S' "am grateful to Dr. M. Moissidés of Athens, able student of Malthusianism in antiqmty’for copying for me the French text. There is no edition of the entire Greek text of Aguas-There are only partial texts.
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Chapter XVII

Anti-Conceptional Pessaries

Pine bark, rhus cotinus in equal quantities: triturate with wine and make a

Dessary of wool. Place it [before the 05] prior to coitus, withdraw it after two

hours, and then have coitus.
Or else: The inside of young pomegranates: mix with water and prepare pessaries

to introduce into the vagina.
Or else: Pomegranates, 2 parts, gallnut, 1 part: triturate and make into small

SUppositories. Introduce into the vagina after the end of menstruation.

Or else: 3 drachms gallnut, 2 drachms myrrh: prepare some pessaries with wine of

the size of peas. Dry in the shade and introduce into the vagina before coitus.

Or else: Make pessaries with the pulp of dried figs and mix with niter and put into

the vagina.
97 else: 2 drachms pomegranate, 2 drachms gallnut, 1 drachm absinth: after hav-

mg pulverized these, mix with cedar rosin, and prepare barley~sized pessaries, and

Put on the cervix for two days immediately after the end of menstruation. The

woman ought to remain quite tranquil for a day, and then have sexual congress,

not before. This contraceptive is infallible. .
Anti—conceptional potion: Cyrenaic sap, of the size of a pea. in two glasses of wmy

water: to be drunk once a month. This also causes onset of menstruation. _

Or else: Cyrenaic sap, opopanax, rue leaves to equal parts: triturate, mix With

50m," sap. Take an amount the size of a bean and drink with winy water. T1115

Potlon is also an emmenagogue.
Or else: 1 drachm aloes, 3 obols of stock seed, 3 drachms ginger, 2 grains ofpeppel‘:
and saffron: give it to the woman to drink with wine in three doses immediately

gfter the end of menstruation. Copper water in which one extinguishes [hot]

F011, drunk continually, and above all immediately after the end of menstruation,

IS anti-conceptional. One drachm of root of poplar, with a seventh of a Sl'flall

glass of water; give it to the woman to drink once a month during menstruatlon.

Anti-canceptional: Wear cat liver in a tube on the left foot, or wear the testicles

Of a cat in a tube around the umbilicus. . .
Or else: Wear part of the womb of a lioness in a tube of ivory. ThlS IS very

ePfective. Or lead with oil in a, pessary; put in the vagina before coitus or sooner.

P°megranate and gallnut and 2 drachms sour fruit juice [usually grape '9], 1

dmChm absinth: mix with cedar rosin and prepare pessaries of the size of barley,

and 13111: into the vagina for two days after menstruation.
Atlather contraceptive: As long as a. woman desires to remain sterile, she ought to

d_rmk during this time a quantity of black ivy berries in winy water after menstrua-

hon; or the seeds of henbane gathered from the plant before they have fallen to the

8r0und. Mix with the milk of a she ass, a little myrtle and a. berry of black ivy or

some corymb; to be worn after having been wrapped in the skin of the hare or the

mm? or the stag. ‘ The amulet ought not to touch the ground at all. Or glye the
woman cold copper water"0 to drink on an empty stomach after menstruation:

0f else: Give the woman a decoction of willow bark with honey to temper 1ts

bltterness. To be drunk continually.
Or else: The woman should carry as an amulet around the anus the tooth of a

Child 01' a. glass from a. marble quarry.

9° Is this the Hippocratic “misy?”
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Another experiment: Wrap in stag skin the seed of henbane diluted in the milk 0‘a mare nourishing a mule. Carry that as an amulet on the left arm, and takecare that it does not fall to the ground. And give the woman the seed of artemisia
to drink. [These] prevent conception for a year.
Or else: The man ought to smear his penis with astringents, as for exaxhple, Withalum or pomegranate or gallnut triturated with vinegar; or wash the genital organs
with brine, and he will not impregnate. The burned testicles of castrated muleS
drunk with a decoction of willow constitute contraceptives for men.

Aétios is here following Soranos especially in discussing the more reason-
able remedies; Significantly enough Aetios added amulets in which 50131105
avowedly had no faith whatever. The more we learn of the history of con-
traceptive techniques from antiquity down the more brilliant does Soranos’s
genius tower above that of his contemporaries and most of his successors.
Note that Aétios mentions washing the male genitals with vinegar or brine.
This is a very early mention of these substances, the first I can recall.
So far as our limited knowledge at present goes, vinegar was not againmentioned in the literature until Charles Knowlton (1832). He seems to
have been first in suggesting douching with vinegar solutions, a technique
more effective than Aetios’s method of applying it to the phallus- .Both brine and vinegar are highly spermicidal. Acetic acid immobihZeS
human sperms in 10—15 seconds at a 1 to 2,000 solution. Ordinary vinegar
ranges about 4"5 Per cent acetic, wine vinegar running to 6 per cent. TWO
tablespoonfuls of vinegar to a. quart of water is stronger than 1 to 1:000‘Vinegar is one of the most effective of “modern” douching spermicides-
How much more efiective Aetios’s prescription would have been had diluted
vinegar been applied to the vagina instead of to the penis! But douching:

ge, was completely unknown to the andents'
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the fall of Rome when discussing the awful future of any country that allows

birth-control knowledge to become difiused.

There are at least a score of theories why Rome fell. One is that there

was a dearth of native soldiers; that consequently it was necessary to hire

mercenaries. The implication is that soldiers were lacking because the

birth rate was low. And why was the birth rate low? Because birth con-

trol was used. This reasoning is fallacious and contrary to fact; fallacious

because the conclusion does not logically follow; false, or contrary to fact,

because birth-control knowledge was never sufficiently diffused materially

to alter the picture.

Birth control had little or nothing to do with the decline of Roman he-

gemony' The view of most economic historians is more acceptable. In a

word, Rome declined because its economic life was parasitic; it did not earn

What it consumed; it stamped the iron heel of militarism on the necks of

Other producing groups and extracted from them by military force all it

could. When the springs that fed it dried up, Roman imperialism withered.

The “bread and circus” regime at home also promoted decay. Whether

this brief account is accepted or not, we should remember that no one has

eYer demonstrated that effective contraceptive knowledge was sufficiently

diflused in either Greece or Rome to cause population to decrease. Hence

the decline could not have been due to a situation which never existed.

The lamentations of depopulators mean nothing for another reason. I

haVe never met in all history with a depopulationist (by which I mean a

beWailer of declining population) nor with a population booster (one who is

never satisfied with the present rate of increase) who ever understood the

economic and sociological theory of demographic movements. Never do

SuCh writers really understand the phenomena they mouth about. Never

‘10 they see demographic phenomena as adjustment or equilibrium phe-

n9mena- In a word, this is because the depopulators or optimists start

Wlth Preconceived notions about what the people, under the circumstances

0f the time, ought to do. The masses know more about these matters than

S10 statesmen, physicians and pamphleteers. The reason is briefly that it

15 the masses and not the advisers, who feel the pressures set up by economic

and social situations. It is a fact of history that population has consistently

grOWn since the first colonies or settlements along the Mediterranean, a

fact which suggests that the bewailers have, up to this time at least, wasted

their efforts.

. One is quite safe in predicting that once effective contraceptive knowledge

15 diffused, no longer will we see whole nations spawning irresponsibly. The

reason it has happened in the past is that contraceptive ignorance has been

general, Whatever the writers of medical encyclopedias may have known.

/K

/
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The general subject of the decline of civilizations is too big to be entered
upon in this place. But it may be suggested that a cycle of culturai 1‘15?)
flowering and senescence is normal, usual. And so long as that Which Is
valuable is preserved, what difference does it make? The abnormal VleW
is precisely the assumption that a given cultural configuratlon should always
remain intact. History proves the subjectivity and falsity of such. an
assumption. Cultural syntheses are constantly dissolving, dismtegratlflg;
re—integrating. What most historians and would—be historians call decllne
is simply the creation of new cultural complexes. And the reasons why {16?
ones form are as numerous as philosophies of history. This being so 1t 15
time to stop talking nonsense about cultures declining and becoming deca-
dent because of birth control. This is not to say that such an event cannot
occur; it is only to say that proof of its occurrence in the past has never
been made.

5310 SUMMARY

It is not suggested that the texts presented in this chapter are the only
ones of the period available. They are not. But it is probably a safe guessthat they are representative. An effort has been made to study contraCeP'
tive medicine as taught by those leaders of thought who influenced others.

It is clear from the above that Greek and Roman writers, more espemally
two Greek physicians, Soranos and Aétios, carried rational contraceptive
medicine to a much higher degree of development than any of their Prede'cessors.

Moreover, those Greek physicians who treated the subject were among
the greatest physicians of all time, men who have a permanent place in the
history of medicine for other reasons. Many people nowadays frown upona physician who supports contraception as a “radical;” whereas the simPle
fact is that the awakening interest in

. . . . - '1entiomng smearing the cerv1x With cedar 01:or lead with olive oil. The pseudo-Hippocratic writings are of small impor-tance in the history of contraceptive medicine. There we find only POtions(0f “misy”) and the time—honored coitus interruptus. Lucretius (firstcentury 13.0.), a poet rather than a physician, has likewise little to add thatis specific. None the less, his analysis of certain factors promoting andrestraining fertility anticipate a certain modern school of thought whmh
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holds that certain positions in coitus sometimes check or encourage concep-

tion. Though Pliny the Elder (first century A.D.) mentions in his diffuse

Natural History a great array of botanical plants used for potions; and

though charms and amulets in considerable number likewise find a central

place, Pliny’s treatment of contraceptive medicine is indeed shabby. Only

when he essays to modify Aristotle’s advice does he furnish a rational contra-

ceptive technique. Pliny feigned modesty, diflidence. ' He affected - to

think the subject a little obscene; and made no contribution to our knowl-

e ge.

Dioscorides, contemporary of Pliny, who had great influence for centuries

upon medicine, discussed magical prescriptions (amulets), potions, medi-

cated pessaries, and anointing the genitals with sticky substances. He men-

tions about a score of “prescriptions” only three being medicated pessaries,

two quasi—rational preventives in the form of sticky substances smeared on

the genitals. There are three charms, six potions, and seven “sterilizing”

drugs_ The emphasis throughout is on materia medica. In view of the

large irrational element, Dioscorides’s place in contraceptive medicine is a

modest one.

With Soranos, the case is otherwise: his treatment of contraceptive

technique is the most brilliant until very late in modern times. True, his

discussion is tinged with ineffective recommendations; there is mention of

holding the breath—a notion which has persisted to our day; but attention

IS focussed on medicated suppositories of many varieties using wool as a

base and oily substances as the medication. Old oil, honey, cedar gum,

Opobalsam, myrtle oi1,,and alum are mentioned. Probably thirty or forty

dlflerent combinations are suggested. Astringents and fruit acids have a

Prominent place. We are cautioned against the use of burning substances.

The use of amulets is “de1usive;” the damage of potions is considerable.

Wherever repeated abortions are necessary prevention is indicated.

Oribasios, greatest medical encyclopedist of the fourth century, was

aJIOther supporter of contraception, but his Medical Collection contains

Only a. brief passage and that not very distinguished. Besides three potions

Willow, fernroot, cabbage blossoms), anointing the penis with Hedysarum

Juice is advised, as well as cabbage-blossom and coronilla—seed pessaries (i.e.,

s11ppositories). Manifestly this is a great step backward after the account

by Soranos. There seems to have been a decline between the second and

Slxth centuries, that is, between Soranos and Aétios. The passage from

St- Jewme, the Church Father, is of interest chiefly in showing by its pro—

test that potion-drinking in an efiort to prevent conception was actually in

P.I‘actice by the people. Of its real extent we know little, for the 1amenta~

t10113 of the contemporary depopulators need discounting.
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Though Aétios holds an important place in Greek contraceptive medicine,
it is a rank definitely below that of Soranos, from whom he coplefl a great
deal. Yet one must admit that it takes a. certain level of intelhgene-e-to
choose wisely models for copying. Was it merely an accident that AetIOS
chose so good an one? Despite his able model, AEtios’s treatment lack;
the originality and rationality of Soranos’s account. That he possesse
much less scientific caution than Soranos is shown by his recommendatloh
of the use of the womb of an animal as an amulet. Ae‘tios thought thls
“very efiective,” though Soranos had specifically rejected it about fou;
centuries before. It is probably true to say, however, that amalets and
potions are subordinated to substances for anointing the male genitals and
a wide array of medicated pessaries. Notable is the use of vmegéLI an
brine.

It is much to be doubted Whether the goat-bladder sheath, f0r male of
female use, was ever used in Imperial Rome to any extent. Quite probably
the mention of it is a mere historical curiosity (see Chapter VIII on the
Condom).

. _The question was next discussed whether there was sufficient dflus‘?“of contraceptive knowledge among the populace of antiquity t0 ef‘PIamcausally declining populations at various periods; further, whether It was
the cause of the “fall” of Rome. It was suggested that the answer to
both questions was in the negative. The disintegration and re-integra‘tion of new cultural syntheses on a lar . ege scale (e.g., “nat10ns”) cannot b
explained by an analysis so naive, narrow and simple.
Some use of contraceptives was doubtless made by the Greeks and Ro-mans; but it was on a scale in no way comparable to modern usage: 12h“had to await a democratizing revolution, such changes as industriallzatlog’the loosening of old religious bonds, urbanization, the Industrial and Ang-. . . . . - 1:

cultural Revolutions, the rise of preventive med1c1ne, and their consequeneffect on the growth of population, the vulcanization of rubber (and hencethe cheap manufacture of condoms, cervical caps and vaginal diaphragm. o:the Mensinga type)—all changes of a fundamental nature but not operatlvin the antique world.
The scanty evidence available suggests that the contraceptive knowledgeof antiquity was confined largely to the heads of medical encyCIOPEdlstS’,toa few physicians and scholars. The average citizen was probably qulte

es before printing was really Cheapqned:
re, of course, laboriously copied at conSlder
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able expense. In a word, all the social circumstances of the time conspired

to prevent the communication of contraceptive knowledge as we understand

communication and democratization in our time. But this in no wise dims

the torch of knowledge that a few gifted, independent minds of antiquity

handed down to the modern world through Islam. That heritage is indeed

a noble one. Before we consider the development of contraceptive medicine

in Islam, it Will be convenient to explore another taproot that has nourished

the whole tree. I refer to the great Eastern cultures—China, India, and

Japan—commonly supposed never to have given thought to this subject,

owing to the nature of Oriental religion and other forces. But as in the

instance of the early West, we shall find that in the East, even when knowl-

edge of effective remedies was lacking, the desire to prevent conception was

a characteristic feature of the civilizations.
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CHAPTER V

CHINA, INDIA, AND JAPAN

THE history of contraception in the three great Oriental civilizations—

China, India, and Japan—will be treated as a unit since, from a West-

ern point of view, they have been subject to somewhat similar cultural

Influences. Specific conditions of mental outlook, of social organization,

0f cultural tradition combine to present a special cultural configuration.

This has, in turn, profoundly affected the development of contraceptive

medicine. This is not to suggest that conditions have been identical in the

three countries; they are at best only similar.

§1 CHINA

(10) Influence of the Social Organization and Mores of the Chinese on the

Development of Contraceptive Medicine

Perhaps the chief reason that evidence on the early anti—conceptional

FBChniques employed in China, India and Japan are diflicult to secure lies

1n .the circumstance that they were, on the Whole, little resorted to in

OF‘ental CUItures owing to the dominance, especially in China, of the doc-

trlfle of filial piety and the presence of family communism. Let us examine

briefly the social significance of these factors.

Filial Piety has been so entrenched in China and Japan that large families,

to provide ancestor worshippers and to serve as the ancient equivalent of

PM age insurance, have generally been preferred to small ones. Accord-

mle: the Orient is the classic instance of proliferation and its results—mass

POYerty and misery. Ever since Confucius said, “There are three things

thch are unfilial, but the most unfilial of these is to have no sons,” the

Chmese people have had more than adequate reproduction. In fact, as IS

generally known, the rate of reproduction is so high, the arts of production

SO fetarded (as compared with Western standards) , and preventive medicine

3° fll-developed that a high death rate has generally prevailed. The mor-

tahty'induCing dangers being great, the birth rate tended to be high. Since

labOr is cheap and capital scarce, it is next to impossible to introducean

essential ameliorative agent, machinery. Over-supplied coolies working

es St“Nedores to unload boats, for example, get such low wages that in some

mStances it does not pay to introduce hoisting machinery and motor trucks.

105
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It is cheaper to hire coolies than to import an American motor truck, make
the initial outlay for the investment, pay the interest on it, and take eare
of the minimum operating and repair charges. Thus we have the VICE)“s
circle: People are too poor to get out of poverty.

Such is the drama of excessive reproduction in China. Recently; a be-
ginning has been made in breaking the vicious circle ; for mechanization and
capital accumulation are proceeding, albeit slowly. In the meantime; there
will be much suffering during the readjustment period.
Even the distant industrial future is not bright for China.1 It lacks the

necessary mineral resources. Its coal supplies have been greatly exagger-
ated until recently; and the supply of high grade iron ore is not great. If
might be rather inconvenient for China. to be obliged to import great quafltl'ties of iron and steel, one of the essential bases of modern industrialization.
For these reasons there are definite limits, though they will not operate for
several decades probably, to the extent to Which China can reliete her
population pressure by industrialization. Japan has somewhat s1m11flr
limitations though she is already in a more advanced stage and has, Inaddition, seized Manchukuo. Of such stuff is the struggle for national
survival made.

.The other great cause of a. high birth rate in China—to a lesser extent m
Japan—has been the communistic form of family organization. Wherever
those who produce offspring are not responsible for the support of them, but. gain their sustenance from a. “family” which includes not only the Parentsthemselves but all their blood relatives, friends and business associates; fewchecks on spawning can operate. This system of familism has been perhapsthe chief force in retarding the growth of capitalism in China, and thoughcapitalism has never succeeded in ' ' '

It can

expenditure, grows prosperous, is likely to be called upon to support no;only 1118 own offspring but those of his impecunious relatives, friends; aneven buSmeSS (143., occupational) associates. Thus the prosperous man

1 George B. Cressey, China’s Geograp 1‘
P90 #13 II his 1 oundations, A ,Sunygy o the Land and 1' eW York &L0nd0n: MCGI'EW f~Hill, 1934, pp. xvii, 436.
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have slowed up the adoption of more efficient methods of production; but

family communism has been no small factor. Thus does poverty, the

scratch line from which the human race starts, persist. Poverty is asso-

ciated with a. high death rate and a high birth rate. Many factors play

their parts in these correlations; but it would seem that in the instance of

China and Japan, and to a considerable extent in the case also of India,

family communism has slowed up the evolution away from poverty by

increasing the number of consumers without due consideration for the other

end of the equation: productivity.

Doubtless there is much of value for Western society in Chinese family

solidarity, but this should not blind us to the awful consequences it has, in

other respects, visited upon the Chinese people. Many great thinkers from

Aristotle to James Mill, John Stuart Mill and Malthus have repeatedly

warned that where there is little responsibility for bringing children into

the world, there must necessarily, unless it is counteracted by other forces,

be mass poverty. This is true regardless of the form of social organization

prevalent. China, Japan and India have yet to learn and act upon this

principle. So, too, have those who see no defects in Oriental family soli-

darity.

Other essential factors associated with high reproductive rates in the

Orient are: the low status of women, early marriage, the ease of elimination

(abortion and infanticide), a lack of mass education, especially higher educa-

tion for females, the low standard of living and the tendency to be contented

With the satisfaction of the simpler economic wants (e.g., Hindu doctrine

0f “desirelessness”). Caste barriers and the uncritical worship of custom

and tradition have also played some part. The operation of these forces

and their results in the Orient have been graphically pictured by Professor

15- A. Ross with a thoroughness of sound economic reasoning, and with a

finish of literary presentation not surpassed in the whole range of sociological

hterature on population.2

(lb) Scarcity of Sources

Since contraceptive practices have played a minor role in the life of the

Chinese and Japanese, compared with Western peoples, it has been difficult

to secure evidence on them. Dr. George H. Danton of Union College

assures me that “the ancient Chinese classics would, as a matter of principle,

2 ~Ji_‘dwa.1‘d A. Ross, Standing Room Only? New York: Century: 1927’ PP‘ xiv, 3:368'
Df-Smte the somewhat sensational title of this book and the fact that its general pomtbf

VleW‘the danger of overpopulation in the Western world—is already out of date, its

feasoning is, on the major points, sound. Sociologists have probably underestimated its

lmportance.
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contain no information on, or discussion of, contraceptivemethods, 51310:
the first principle of the Chinese social systeam was, accordlng to Mencm ,

the reatest of sins was to have no son. . .31:: the fanonical works contain any medical or social observatlens on fig:
subject, they are yet to be discovered. Two of the World’s great smologlsm’Dr. Paul Pelliot of Paris and Dr. Berthold Laufer of the F1eld Museu ;
Chicago, were unable to direct the writer to likely sourees; ‘ . e butDr. Laufer personally searched several books on Chmese medlcnll1 ’hadcould find no mention of contraceptives.4 He stated further. thatnse Un-
“never heard or read of contraceptive practices among the Chlnese. ient
Willing to accept this negative evidence as final proofl that the an: theChinese medical writers had given no thought to the subleetz I enhséi‘nese
coiiperation of Dr. Arthur W. Hummel, Chief of the D.1v1510n of. h lel I-Literature, Library of Congress. He put me in touch w1th Mr. M1? asityHagerty of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture now stationed at the Unwefiical
of California. Mr. Hagerty has searched some of the old Chmese me. . . - - ' sible
texts in the original, and through hls dlllgence and courtesy 1t Is now P05to ofler some tentative information on the subject.

(10) Examples of Early Contraceptive Texts
. . . . - - ‘ tra-

In the ancient Chinese texts It Is sometlmes dlflicult to dlstlngu1§h 010:1,“tceptives from abortifacients; and at the risk of introducmg some 1rretebeenpassages, those on abortion Will be added, inasmuch as these have no. . - ‘ 6 ch
treated even by the specialists 0n the hlstory of Chmese medlcme; muless by the historians of Chinese social customs.7

3 Letter to the author dated December 13, 1930.. . . . . . - age
‘ This is not strange in vxew of the fact that hxstones of med1cmem the EE_ghsh 1:31:32blecommonly made no mention of the subject. It is as if this practice, of no 11160“1

. . .
. . s a few

medlcal Interest and importance, were non-exxstentl Garnson, however, dev°te.
- ' uch

superficial and inaccurate lines to the situation 1n the U. S. A., but mentlon 15 111more frequent in German works.
5 Letter to the author dated December 13, 1930.

. _ . xx
° See, for example, Franz Huebotter, “Die Chinesische Medlzm zu Beglnn desJahrhunderts und ihr h . ' y.istorischer Entwicklungsgang.” China Bibliothek der And May!)Ed. I, 1929. Leipzig.

. . .
15 i”

7 Note the absence of data In, for Instance, Léon Wleger, Moral Tenets and Cash?”~Kien—fu: Catholic Mission Press, 1913; and “$1alien (as trans. by Chavannes). London: Kegan Paer’
1930, pp. 435. Grahet touches upon the subject, but hardly in an illuminating man 15
He says (p. 147), referring to the Historical Annals ofSse-ma Ch’ien (Bk. ii, 188, IIOtethat an early Chinese potentate, . . n-Kou-chien, “adopted a policy of birth control httle 1n C°formity with healthy conditions.” , . beThe rest he leaves to one’s imagmatlon. It may.

. di-
that Granet uses the term w1thout care. The word is commonly mlsused to cover con
tions other than the control of conception.
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The earliest mention of contraceptive recipes we have found in Chinese

medical texts appears in the form of prescriptions quoted from the Ch’ien

d’inf‘mg 3%??? “Thousand of Gold Prescriptions” by Sun Ssu—mo 33%.

3 who died A.D. 695. However, it is clear from the quotation referring

originally to the text of the Shén Nung pan ts’ao citing W § Ii;3 fl,

that the Chinese were practicing abortion in the pre-Christian era. This

latter may be one of the oldest abortifacient prescriptions in existence,

eXCepting, of course, those found among preliterate peoples. The Shén

Nung pan ts’ao ching is the most ancient medical work in the Chinese

language, and is supposed to have been written by the Emperor Shén Nung,

Who: according to Chinese chronology, reigned in 2737—2696 13.0.

To return to the contraceptive recipes. In a work entitled Fu jén liang

fang ta Gh’fiws 15?A E if it % “Complete Collection of Valuable Pre-

scriptions for Women,” in 24 books, the following interesting formulae are

found under the heading, Tuan ch’anfang 11m 1% E 7;? 3% “Contraceptive

Prescriptions” :

[Ch’én Tzu-ming’s text, Bk. 13:7] “The I ching 51%! or Book of Changes,

one of the Chinese canonical works, states: ‘The great virtue of heaven and

earth is called shéng E “produce.” But married women have difficulties

at the time of childbirth. Some bear oflspring unceasingly but desire to

st0p this, therefore prescriptions are written so that they may be prepared for

use. If one takes a dose of substance such as shui yin 710% or quicksilver,

méng Ch’ung fiflh or gadfly [Tabcmus trigonus, Coq.] and shm' chih NE

0r medicinal leeches [Hirudo m'pponica, Whitman], not only will pregnancy

:01; :gain occur but disaster will ensue as quickly as the turning of the

an .’ 5)

[Comment on the preceding by Hsieh Chi]: “Take a square foot or more

sheet of paper on which silkworm eggs have been hatched, burn to an ash

and Pulverize. After childbirth mix this in liquor and take. Those with

1{Ilpoverished blood will not again become pregnant for the rest of their

hves. As a rule, in contraceptive prescriptions, many use dangerous and

violent ones, so that we constantly have cases wherein they do not recover.

Really then the injury from childbirth is not as great as the injury from

preventing childbirth. I have heard that the wives of Chang Lo-féng

EER$ the Grand Secretary and Li Héng—chai $T§73§ the Director of

the Court of Sacrificial Worship both took contraceptive prescriptions.

a This work was written by Ch’en Tzu-ming fi¥fl£ and was first published in 12.37.

The text We are quoting is that which has been edited and incorporated into the collection

of medical works entitled Hsieh shih .i (mgfiEgfi,someofwhichwerewrittenbyHsieh

Chi E? En 5W Li-chai iii}, Who flourished about 1506—21, while others he merely com-

mented upen.
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They personally explained that they were weak in physique and vitality
and that excessive exertion was certain to bring on illness. There are cases
such as these.”

This statement on indications and the one contained in the second sen-
tence of the paragraph above are undoubtedly among the earliest medical
indications for contraception so far discovered in the ancient Chinese
sources. Credit for the discovery belongs to Mr. Hagerty, whose finds
are all the more noteworthy in view of the negative reports of the mOSt
distinguished sinologists. It may be remarked that indications for contra-
ception appear much less frequently in the early literature than prescrip-
tions. Cf., however, the evidence reported by Hrdliéka and Olbrechts on
American Indians, and the evidence on indications reported in the Talmud,
the last to be found in Chapter III.
Next Ch’én Tzu-ming quotes the following three prescriptions from the

Ch’ien chinftmg by Sun Ssu-mo, who, as we have stated, died AD. 695: (1)
Ch’iw chin 25mm fang ?&mji “Thousand of Gold Contraceptive Pre-
scription.” Take some oil and quicksilver and fry a whole day without
stopping. Take one pill as large as a jujube seed on an empty stomach arid
it will forever prevent one from becoming pregnant. Furthermore, it W111
not injure the person. (2) Ch’z'en chin ck’fi t’ai rffifjjfi, “Thousand
of Gold Prescription for Abortion.” Take five pints of ta ch’fl 7Cyl [barley
leaven],9 one ‘0“ 3F [Chinese peek measure] of clear liquor, bring to a 13011
twice and strain off to remove the sediment. Divide the liquid into five
doses. Do not take any food during the night and in the morning re‘
peatedly take. The foetus will become like rice gruel and the mother Will
be without any suflering. One should not part With this prescription for
a thousand 0f 301d- (3) Yuftmg 175‘ “Another Prescription.” Take the
SW10“ t’ang W‘WEJ‘ “Four ingredients broth.”10 Each dose is five mace-

” Barley or wheat leaven is made as follow
sun-dry, grind into grits, mix with water whic
a lump, wrap it in leaves of the paper-mulber
wind for seven to ten days and then it may b

5: Take some un-hulled grain, wash Cl?”
h was used in scouring the grain, knead mto
ry tree, hang it up in a place exposed t? the
e used. See Cyclopedia of ChineseMadmit":

1° Formula:

Sim ti huang fifth3 or cooked Rehmanm'a glutinosa. (If the blood is hotsubstimteraw Rehmanm‘a glutinosa). 3 mace.
Tang [Wei 5h?" 35%? or Angelica Polymorpha, var. sinensis root. (If the bowelmovements are not firm fry it with earth). 3 mace.
PM. 57100 ya» la3% 01” white P0907150 albiflora root. (If thereis dysenteryand bowel

quor; if the patient has hemorrhage fry with vinegar)‘ 2
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Add two pinches of yfin t’ai tzu §§¥ or rape [Brassica rapa] seeds.

After menstruation take warm on an empty stomach.

Some additional formulae are given in the Chi yin kang mu fight] {3

or Treatise on Gynecology and Obstetrics,“ under the heading, Fu man tzu fa

WWI¥7~E or Supplement on Methods of Contraception, from which we

have extracted the following:

Formula No. 1

Take 1 shéngfl‘ [Chinese pint] of a leaven called mien ch’a12 Efiflfi and 5 pints

0? hquor without dregs. Knead this into a paste and boil until there are but 24}

Iflnte left. Use a Silken cloth to strain and throw away the dregs. Divide the

hquuui into three doses. Wait until the menstruation is about to come and in the

evemng take one dose; on the following morning take another dose. The men-

struation will then flow and for the rest of her life she will be without children.

The I shim chihl?’ fiflifi states: “A woman of Tonking named Mu

Tan 4333‘ sold a drug preparation to cause abortion and this brought an

awful retribution upon her. Now, although the above prescriptions are

set forth, they may only be used in one out of ten-thousand cases; therefore

those who use them should do so with caution.”

(1d) Early Prescription for abortion (2737—2696 BC.)

We turn now from these contraceptive recipes to a. most interesting one

for abortion. Hagerty has discovered in the Chung hsiu ChangHo chéng lei

Pa” ”’00 E&Efiufifiztfi, a famous Chinese herbal written by T’ang

Shén‘wei E‘lfiw about 1108 A.D., the following (in Bk. 4:16) under the

heading Shm' yin 7k§& or mercury:
W

tune heat and take a. dose. Eat before and after taking but do not eat excessively. If

Prepared in the Spring season add fang fang [Sjjm or Peucedanum r ‘gidum and double the

Quantity of ch’uan hsing. If prepared in the summer add Imang ch’in fix? or Skullcap

(Scutellan'a macrantha) and add double the quantity of slum yao. If prepared in the

autumn add fie" 7mm lung EEFEéE- or Asparagus lucz'dus and double the quantity of ti

huang: If Prepared in the Winter add kuei chih fifi or Cassia twigs and double the

quantlty 0f “mg kuei. See Cyclopedia of ChineseMedicine, p. 724.

n. This Work was written by Wu Chih-wang fizg, anative of Shensi Province, whose

la“ 15 Shu-ch’ing ?BUW: and others of the Manchu dynasty period and was published in

lle'antBéthhe author is also indebted to Mr. Li Chi-fanéfifi of San Francisco who

12 lstwm'k and called Mr. Hagerty’s attention to these addltlonal references. . .

Th15 leaven is made with wheat flour mixed with kidney beans, the Julce of shm lwo

:fig [Polygamm flaccidum], and apricot kernels. It is made during the dog-days.(July

.th to August 15th). The peptic, nutritive and abortifacient propertles of these mgre—

31?; are well recognized in the Chinese herbals. See Stuart’s Chinese Matm‘aMedica,

u A Work by Hung Mai fig of the Sung period. It is a. collection of miscellaneous

notes concerning matters of a fabulous nature. See Tz’u yflan, Pt. Ch’ou 31;, p. 240.
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' ' ' s ecific“Shm' yin tastes bitter, is of cold nature, and contams p01son. It IS a p
‘ ‘ ' ' in the skinfor ulcers, white itching sores on the scalp, Will’hlll para51t1ca1 worms

and flesh, cause abortion, and cure fevers. . . .

(1e) Eunuchism

Eunuchism is a very ancient practice in China, datmg froritll lfggofhcg
(Chou Dynasty). This we know from a code of theEmperor C £11: history
which mentions it as a punitive measure. Readers interested m 15 These
of castration in China should refer to the account by Maughon. eason tointeresting data do not properly concern us here, sinee there 151:: It of the
believe that the intent is a genuinely contraceptlve °n,e' (i: motiveChinese eunuchs are, and have been, in the Imperial serVICe- T ets fromfor castration seems to have been to prevent the'palace attefidanf China
having sexual relations With the imperial concuhmes. Outsl etchistory-
the religious motive for castration is also promlnent throughou. hteenth
The male castrates of the Catholic church were desired up to the egg b the
century for their soprano voices. The practice was. condemne tesyfrom
Council of Nice; and later, Pope Clement XIV prohlblfed castriat theysinging in the churches. Matignon, however, reported In 1896 1:
were still employed in the Sistine Chapel.16 . China forAre we to conclude then that castration has never been used In 'tes: “I
contraceptive purposes? Probably not; for Professor Danton W“ e tiveknow from my own conversations with the Chinese that contrecni’e or
methods were used in the Palaces without reference to Western sign eror
contraceptive instruments of Western origin. In this case, the Ptiondetermined whether or not the chief eunuch should prevent the concefCess_
of any particular concubine through manipulat've measures. H.0W su ationful these were is, of course, very problematical, and I have no infotmfom-
as to whether such methods were also used on the Empress. My 12 withant,” adds Professor Danton, “was one who was closely assoc1ate atioll
palace affairs during the time of the Empire, and I regard the mformas fairly authentic.”17

. i ue-Several other ancient Chinese works refer to contraceptlve teChnSeenBut their search will have to await a special inquiry. Enough has
6n-1“ It is of great significance that the above statement has been quoted by T’agililientwei from the Shéu Nung p31: ts’ao citing, which is, as we have said above, the mos accord'medical work in the Chinese language and attributed to Emperor Shén Nung, Who’ing to Chinese chronology, reigned 2737—2696 B.C.

. 0M?“
1‘ Matignon, J. J., “Les Eunuques du Palais Imperial 5. Pékin,” Bulletms de la Sd’Anthrapologie dc Pan's, 4s. vii (1896) : 325-336.1" 112121., p. 326.

_ - rtant
‘7 Letter to the author dated December 13, 1930. (Punctuation and ummpophraseology slightly altered.)
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said, however, to suggest that the story is not so blank as some sinologists

havevassumed.

(If) MiscellaneousMagical Contraceptive Recipes

Passing reference may be made to certain Chinese magical procedures of

unknown age reported by Ersch and Gruber,18 through Wilde,19 German

gynecologist and first—known reporter of what seems to be the modern

cervical cap (see pp. 319—320 infra). Some Chinese women, when they

desired to be free from pregnancy, have burned on the navel three moxa

balls (Ger. = Moxakegel). On the other hand, a woman who wishes to

become pregnant puts eleven such balls on both sides of the twelfth dorsal

vertabrae. Girls who serve Venus pandemos also drink every month a

certain amount of white lead to suppress menstruation and to prevent

inlpregnation_2° Lead has a sterilizing effect; the other prescriptions are

worthless.

Before closing this section a word may be said about the changing situa-

tion in China in our time.

(18) The Democratization of Birth Control Begins

There is reason to believe that a start has already been made in adopting

more modern and effective contraceptive measures. “A1ready,’’ says Pefier,

Who knows the country and the people, “the Chinese are conscious of the

afivantage of smaller families and are resorting to means for limiting their

me, as may be seen by looking in at the windows of modern drug stores,

Where devices are openly displayed with that matter—of—factness about such

things that is so natural to an Oriental and so shocking to the Occidental.”“’1

Bifth Control clinics have been opened in Shanghai and P_eiping, and medical

mlssionaries have furthered modern birth control. Pefier goes on to express

the judgment that, though the Chinese have always proliferated to glorify

the family, successful industrialization implies urbanization and education.

The cOmbination, he thinks, “always has one result—birth control.”22 As

the}’ become more industrialized, democratize education, gain access to

medical knOWICdge, “they will inevitably limit reproduction.” Since the

01d family system is breaking down, one of the chief motives to spawning

Will have been taken away-

“ Ersch und Gruber, Allgemeine Encyclopa‘die der Wissenschaften und Kflnsle, ii, 385.

:lFriedrich Adolph Wilde, Das weibh‘cha Gebc‘ir-unvermfigen (Berlin, 1838, pp. xvi, 413),

P- 5.

2° Ibid.
:‘SNathaniel Pefier, China: The Collapse of 0 Civilization (New York: John Day, 1930),

P- 5.

2’ Ibid.
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§2 INDIA

(-Za) Sanskrit Sources

That the literature of ancient India. richly reports the sexual iife ef the
people is evident to anyone who has perused the standard hlstoneiifo
Indian literature.23 The Indian people had a balanced outlook on 1::
though they are not usually credited with this by uninformed_Westerners.d
Indian literature stressed a. three-fold way of life: the artha-gastras stresse1
the ways and means by which man could secure and maintaln .maten:
welfare, while the dharma-gdstras dealt with religious duties and obhgatlon '. . . . ' t.
The kdmegdstras concerned themselves With maximlzmg sexual enjoymen
They elevated love to a. fine art, developed an ars amom.

Devotion to kdma, or to desire, is presented in Indian literature as a very
serious business—as one worthy of study?5 The man of taste, kflo‘f’n asthe nagaraka, or man about town, was particularly indebted to thls liter:ture, much of which is, from the ordinary Western point of VleW, obscend-The East Indians as a People were never as ascetic as commonly surgpoie .5It has not been possible for this study to search all this literature.2 t‘

’3 Moritz Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Literatur. Leipzig, 1908—12217); WI;(The first volume has been translated into English.) A. Berriedale Keith, J?,Hmmgext
1928. See chap. xxiv on “The Science of Love. HeI931H. Gowen, A History of Indian Literature. New York 8: London: Applet°nrb chiArthur A. Macdonnell, A History of Sanskrit Literature. New York, 1900' A1 Ie‘efit

Weber, The History ofInditm Literature. London, 1878. Max Miiller,Hi510fy ngnMSansm‘t Literature. London, 1860.
. - the

3‘ Gowen declares: “Thus it happens that the literature Whlch contalned some of
' to

profoundest speculation the world has ever known contains also, through devotlon
5t

artha, some of the most cold-bloodedly practical, and, in the case of kdma, some of the molicentious.” (012.017., p. 172.)
The artha cdstras dealt realistically with government and administration; The?’ .dnx:cussed agriculture, the arts, the census, and such topics as arts and crafts, forestlnE: Imiguréirrigation, famine, etc. In the Dharma-smras one finds much on taxes, judicial Pfoc‘i Iaand military preparation, while the 12th book of that famous poem, the Mahablmra 5:deals with the science of kingship. The artha-cdstra 0f Kautilya has been recently tranlated and published in German (1926) by Johann Jacob Meyer. _ of’5 In this sense these works are forerunners of all the modern scientific investlgators

o
n l

. 50
sex lee—and of some not so scientlfic. Much of what they taught—I'l0t the detaflsmuch as the point of view—is only recent . 1d1y coming to find acceptance 1n theWestern 23:11-among physicians, psychiatrists, mental hygienists, social hygienists, etc. Cf» the

t ., Velde, Helena Wright, M. J. Exner, I. E. Huttoni1;:See Sir Bhagvat Sinh Jee, A ShortHistory ofAryan Methical Science (London: MaCMl ’1896), p. 75.
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a subject for a monograph in itself. Most of it is inaccessible in the U. S. A.,

or has never been translated. Moreover, reports on anti-conceptional

technique are invariably lost in a mass of irrelevant details. But that

techniques are reported in this literature is not to be doubted. Some are

presented below, though not all are from the kdma-gdstras. The entire

range of Ayur—veda literature, dealing with Sanskrit medicine, needs also

to be searched from this point of view. To my knowledge it has not been

done by anyone to date. Here again is a monumental task in itself. The

fact is mentioned here so the reader may understand the limits of this

investigation.

A word may be said about the antiquity of the Kdma gdstras. Though

these great erotic lyrics go back to Vedic times, the first great treatise of the

kind which has come down to us is the Kdma—Sfltra of Vatsyayana Mal—

laniga (early fourth century A.D.).27 He has been called by Keith and

Gowen “the Machiavelli of erotics.” Familiar with Kautilya’s Artha-

gdstra, the author of the Kamaqb‘dtm, a physician, built upon Kautilya’s

work. As Kautilya had taught that everything was fair in war and state-

craft, SO Vatsyayana held that everything was fair in love. And the seduc-

tion of women is here reduced to a fine art.

The seven parts of the work follow:

The statement of generalities in praise of the trivarga.

The various ways of enjoying love.
. Hints for courtship.
Relations with married women.

. Relations with other people’s mistresses.
Relations with courtesans.
0n love potions and aphrodisiacs.N9“?‘”P!‘

The Indian poets and dramatists studied carefully, and were much influ-

enced by, the Kdma—Sfltra.28 Through them knowledge of erotics, and

probably also some crude knowledge of contraception, was spread.

The publication and influence 0f the Kdma—Sfltra naturally led to the

publication of imitative works. About 1200 there appeared the Ratira-

hasya, or “Secret of Love,” sometimes called the Koka-gdstra, written by

Kokkoka. A contraceptive recipe from this source is reproduced below.

Then in the thirteenth century came the Jayamangala by Yagodhara In-

drapada.

The techniques,29 probably representative, having their origin in this

’7 Gowen, 012. ml, p. 192. .
2' Gowen, op. cit. For an account of the Kdma-Satm, see also Keith; 01’- w-; PP- 467‘

471; Winternitz, op. cit., iii, 536—541.
2’ It is worthy of interest from the standpoint Of pOpulation control that there was,
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literature, are more frequently magical than rational. At present It 15
impossible to date the origin of these techniques; and the following account
is not chronological.

(2b) The Animgarahga by Kalydnamalla (XVI)

The Andngarmiga, or The Stage of the God of Love, a volume of em};
poetry by Kalyanamalla dating probably from the sixteenth century, sayS-

The woman Who drinks daily for half a month a pala [measure = 2125011113331of three year old molasses will remain without doubt barren for the duratlllon Odays
life. [1] The woman who, at the end of her period, drmks dally f0; t reecmmthe roots of the agni tree (Semecarjzus anacardium, Plumbqgo zeylamca oZrV uclwacida) cooked in sour rice water Will be barren. [2] The frult of kadamba €11 acausecadamba) and the feet of flies, drunk with hot water for three days, W1\—

among the ancient Indians, much emphasis upon ceremonial abstentien from eoxtus. “1::
avows (op. cit.) that the Hindu principles of hygiene require the restrictlon of IntercoddS.to certain periods. Cohabitation is not to be indulged in during sunset (p. 73). He af the‘ Sexual intercourse is prohibited for the first four days after the appearance (:1t _.menstrual flow, as well as on the 8th, 14th, and 15th days of both the fortnlg Sni-light and dark; on the anniversary days of dead parents, nights previousito the azltheversaries; on Vyatipta (the seventeenth of the astrological Yogas), Valdhrata tar

twenty—seventh astrological Yoga), Sanskranti (the passage of the sun or plane ybodies from one sign of the zodiac to another) ; in the daytime, at midnight, and dunngan eclipse. (p. 76)
The Hindoos are, however, enjoined, as are the Chior a 1mm: (daughter). Childlessness,
is anathema; and one dying without a

.
't is

In addition to ceremonial abstention, menuon may be made of the fact—though 1. . to
not a. birth-control measure as herein deflned—that in Indla w1dows are not allowedre-marry. When Masters says (op. cit.
common in India.”

nese, to beget progenyr—a PW"; (:31)
being a frustration of the chief object of mam g :
son is offered no salvation.

l c n
'xongmal or the repnnt, I do not know—that “Only 5‘copies were printed for private ci .

. ‘ hrculatlon.” A translation from the French mto Enghsby Isidore Liseaux was published in Paris, 1886 (pp. xvii+ 196) under the title: Andngaf'ahga, traité hindou de l’amour conjugal. . . .Neither the English 1101- the French ed1t10nseem to be available in America.
It is by no means certain when the Andngarafiga was written. Schmidt (01" 51“" p- 28)

thinks it was during the reign in Gujarat of Lad Chin (1450-1526).
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unfruitfulness. [3] A half pala of the seeds of red lotus, drunk with rice water

forthe seven days duration of the period, will make those with gazelle eyes un-

frultful. [4]31

(20) The Paficasdyaka by Kavi§ekhara (XI—XIII)

The Paficasdyaka, or The Five Arrows [of the God of Love], by Jyotiriévara.

Kavxsekhara, dating from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries says:

The woman who drinks on a. lucky day palasa (Butea frondosa) and. . . fruits

as well as .flowers of the éilmali tree (Salmalia malabarica) together with melted

butter! W111 certainly become unfruitful. (1) If she drinks regularly of the

decoctlon of the root of the pfivaka. tree (Semecarpus anacardium P) and sour rice

Weter, anfl keeps it up for three days after the end of the menstrual period, she

W111 remam unfruitful until death. (2) If she drinks regularly the kadamba. fruit

(Nauclea cadamba) and honey together with sour rice water for three days or even

only once after the end of the (cleansing) bath she will surely render herself un—

frultful thereby. (3) If a. woman eats or drinks continuously for half a month a.

large pala. of three year old molasses, the greatest of the poets (Kaviéekhara) says

that she will surely be unfruitful to the end of her life. (4) Two large karsa of

the seeds of the rakeasa tree (?) drunk with white rice water for seven days after

the end of the menstrual period, causes certain unfruitfulness for those with

gazelle eyes.32

’1 The original Sanskrit passage as published by Schmidt (p. 646) reads:

glidam traihiyaham yatti palamatram tu ni'tyaéah

misfirdham 55. bhaved vandhyé. yivad ayur na saméayah H 1 ll

tusatoyena. samkvathya mfilam agnitarfidbhavam

puspavasfine tridinam pitvi vandhyfibhijiyate H 2 H

kadambasye phalam pidam maksikiyé dinatrayam

Pitam uwodakenaiva vandhyitvam pratipidayet H 3 H

raktambhoruhabijanim palirdham tagqlulibhasa

u T ytau pitam tu saptiharp vandhyim kuryfin m_rgidyéam H 4 H

_ ranslated from Schmidt, 01>. cit., pp. 647—48. The original Sanskrit passage (fol

13a) m The Five Arrows reads:
paliéa . . . yoh phalini

puepihy atho éilmalipidapasya

ghytena sirdham sudine pibanti

vandhyfi. bhaven niécitam eva. néri

tusambuni pavakavgksamfilam

nihkvithya. pitvfi niyamam caranti

:tvantakale tridinam pibanti

vandhya bhaved 5. maragéntam eva.

phalam kadambasya. samaksikam ca.

tugodanena. tridinam sakgd v5.

snfinivasane niyamena pItvfi.

vandhyfim avaéyam kurute hathena

traihiyanam ya. guglam atti nityam

palapramagam vanitirdhamisam

jivantakam niécitam eva. tasyfi
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It seems highly improbable that any of these receipts could have been
efiective in preventing conception. They are essentially magical. Others
reported below are more effective.

(2d) The Ratirahasya by Kalekoka (Before XIV)
Not only the Andngarafiga and the Paficasdyaka, but Kokkoka’s Rama-

hasya, or The Secret of Sexual Desire, antedating the fourteenth centurY:furnish us, collectively considered, with a score or more of reelpes for fore-
stalling the emission of the male semen. While many of these are welrdly
magical, one at least possesses a rational basis:

If one, at the time of sexual enjoyment [orgasm] presses finhly with the fif‘gesron the fore part of the testicle [base of the urethra], turns his mind to other thmg , -and holds his breath while doing so, a too rapid ejaculation of the sperm will beprevented.38

This is nothing other than coitus obstructus, still unfortunately practisedin our day. It functions in this manner: Since the urethra is occluded b?’pressure of the finger, the ejaculate is forced into the bladder whence Itlater passes with the urine. It is interesting to find it mentioned in a four-
teenth century Sanskrit text. The presumption is that it antedates34 that
period; al—Rizi seems to refer to it. (See p. 137.)L

vandhyatvam uktam kavipumgavena
karsadvayam reksasavyksabijam
saptehamitram sitaéalivari
ytau nipitam mygaéavakiksyi
vandhyitvam etan niyatam karoti
Schmidt, op. cit, p. 622, 623. Turning one’s mind “to 0t?”hinese method of cong-fou (see infra). The belief that h°lduigthe breath will assist one in preventing impregnation is, I believe, still widely Prevalenf “1

various parts of the world. The notion may have its source in some of these anaentSanskrit texts.

.
tstnngent taboos and other controls]. Ipractice of remaining passive proceeds from a. fee 111g,

out intercourse. The notion may be current that the
. _ y half enjoys it. In India, no doubt, passivenes:

unfymg” self-discipline. It is ceremonial discipline, a Phase?. . 11 general. A branch from the same root seems to me to flower 1n

nless I am mistaken, sexual asceticxgn:. , . araCthEd Preliterate societies. Savages left such foolishness 0c1v1hzed peoples.
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The fact that it existed as one of a score of magical receipts designed

Primarily to slow up the male orgasm and to avoid premature ejaculation,

rather than as a recipe to prevent conception, leads one to infer that it was

not widely adopted by the populace for the latter purpose. Moreover, the

initiated alone probably had access to such information. The maglcal

recipes for retarding ejaculation ranged from rubbing the navel or the soles

0f the feet with various salves made from native flora, to taking potions,

But the recommendation to practise coitus obstructus would have been at

least partially effective. The birth rate in India suggests the extent to

which this custom was effectively employed.

(2e) The Bridhadyb‘gatamngini (VIII)

This work contains some interesting contraceptive recipes. Though

13510113ng approximately to the eighth century, the book is a collection of

extracts from various older works to which references are not given. For

instance, some are probably from the well-known medical work by Charaka

(first century 3.0.). I am indebted to a. Bombay correspondent, Mr. R. D.

Karvé, for searching out and translating the following recipes:

1. One télé. [2% tolas = 1 ounce] of powdered palm leaf and red chalk taken

With cold water on the fourth day [of the menstrual period] makes a woman sterile

with certainty.
. 2. The seed of the Paldsha tree being mixed with honey and .ghee, and smeared

lltside the vagina during the menses. By the power of this application, the woman

W111 never conceive. _ _ ‘

3. Thewoman who has intercourse after menstruation, after treatmg the vagmal

Passage with the smoke of the Neem wood [by the method explained below], does

not conceive. . 0 .

4. The prostitute who has intercourse with a man, after havmg inserted Into

her vagina a. piece of rock salt85 dipped into oil, never concewes. .

5‘ The root of the Datum plant [yielding Hyoscyamine] gathered 1h the month

0f Powsha [the tenth month of the Hindu lunar calendar, correspondmg normally

to January, the calendar being adjusted to the solar calendar every three years

FY the addition of an extra month] and tied round the waist, prevents conception

1n Prostitutes and others. . .
. 6- The roots of the Tandfiliyaka tree, ground with rice—water [water in which

rice has been washed before cooking], and taken for three days at the end of the

menstrual period, make women sterile. '
d 7- fidustard seeds ground in sesame oil, and taken [by the mouth P] for three

ays uring menses revents all chance of pregnaDCY- ,
8- If a woman drigks, at the time of delivery, flowers of the J(11512 [China Rose]
M

Itmaybe pointed out that sexual asceticism may be expected to fliminish in the futuée,

fOr there is less need for it functionally. There are better population controls. Don t-

less reliSious asceticism will always persist to some extent.
‘5 See :1. 39.
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. . ill ‘tree in gruel, even if she conceives again, the foetus Wlll disappear, and she w
ever car to delivery.

rn 9. A wgnan who has lost her husband, or whose hquand has :banggélfilnlslgré
may, at her ease, have intercourse with anyone, [but] she should a terW

.
roundinto her vagina a. foetus-preventing tampon of Ajowan seeds and rock salt g

in oil.“

(2f) Miscellaneous Sanskrit Sources

. ' 16Similar passages are to be found in other Sanskrit sources of con51derab
antiquity:

1. Libidinous men, who do not want their wives to bear children, P1")duceterilit in women for their pleasure.
rs 2. She who drinks during menses a mixture 0f .equa-I parts of loléiiggsflpe(Pippali), widanga [used as a vermifuge], and borax, 1n milk never 60111 [made by3. The woman who eats the flowers of the Japd tree ground in grue ceives.the fermentation of boiled rice ], or who eats four tolas of raw sugar, never cogr even4. She who eats Japd flowers with gruel every day cloes not menstruate,if there is a sus icion of menstruation does not concelve. .5. She who fies intercourse after skilfully treating the vagina Wlth smoke fromtheNeem wood after menstruation, can do so without fear of pregnanCY-OWdered[The method is to put live coals into a. vessel with a spout, to put some 1: into theNeem wood on it, to cover the opening of the vessel and insert the SPOuvagina. This explanation is recorded in the original Sanskrit] u ar [a6. A woman who eats every day for a fortnight, three-year-old raw 5 g 1lump] the size of a nutmeg fruit, will become sterile for life. f the CM”7. A woman will become sterile by drinking a. decoction of the roots 0traka tree in rice-bran-water for three days after menstruation.

. . - ts make
8. Sandal-wood, mustard, and sugar, drunk 1n nce~water 1n ‘equal par ’a woman sterile.
9. The woman will nev . . s theer conceive again who drinks during the menseflowers of the Jambfila tree ground in the urine of a. cow.. . . 'ts 0f
10. The woman will certainly become sterile who drinks 1n mm: the hmt of

the Kutaja and Kadamba trees with wdlalea and sandal-wood. [The r00 5wdlaka are used for their fragrance]

(2g) Summary and Evaluation of the Practices Recommended
The recipes from these sources may be classified as follows:
Magical and Ritualistic

Swallowing:
1 Three year old molasses
2 Roots of agm' tree cooked in sour rice water3 Fruit of kadamba with feet of flies4 Seeds of red lotus with rice water

“Bridhadyfigalarangigfl. Adhyara San-; ch. 143, verses 53—61 inclusive. Anandd‘l’mm:m‘! Series.
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5 palasa
6 Fruits and flowers of edlmali

7 Root of pavaka tree and sour rice water

8 Kadamba fruit with honey and sour rice water

9
10

Seeds of rdkgasa tree with rice water

Palm leaf and red chalk
11 Roots of tandflliyaka tree
12 Flowers of the Iapa tree
13 Pepper, widanga and borax in milk

14 Ground mustard seed in sesame oil

15 Raw sugar, three year old sugar

16 Roots of the chitraka tree
17 Sandal wood, mustard and sugar

18 Flowers of the jambflla tree '

19 Fruits of the kutaja and kadamba trees Wlth wdlaka and sandal

wood
Vaginal fumigations with the smoke of neem wood

Passiveness in coitus
Holding the breath
Amulet

Root of the Datum plant tied around the waist

Quasi-rational or Rational
Coims obstructus
Smearing the vagina with honey and ghee (oi1)37

Vaginal medication of rock salt dipped in oil .

Tampons of ground ajowan seed and rock salt with 01].88

This summary shows that nineteen recipes consist of concoctions to be

taken by the mouth, and which? are therefore ineffective. Vaginal fumiga-

gations, passiveness in coitus, holding the breath, and amulets each recelve

mention once. Of twenty—six diflerent recipes, quasi-rational or rational

methods are mentioned only three times. 1

Smearing the vagina with honey and ghee would seem quite reasonahle.

TamPons and plugs of rock salt with oil might also be more or less eflecttve.

Ordinary modern table salt is an excellent spermicide. An 8% solutlon

hills sperms rapidly.39 As used in our time five tablespoonsful are dissolved

m a qum‘t of water; or, half a teaspoonful to a vaginal bulbful. .

Viewing the matter in broad perspective the chief difiiculty w1th these

PrescriPtions as a group is this: Even the most experimentally-mmded

Indian physician would be unable, upon reading such accounts, to sort out

the ineffective from the (theoretically) partially effective means. He would

be as likely to recommend the internal use of decoctions as to apply the

37 Ghee is clarified butter; or butter converted into a. kind of oil by beiling. ‘

as The “Se of the word “afterwards” in the original text 13 confusmg. Probably 1t

meg“ 11% after intercourse but after menstruation.

DickinSOn and Bryant, Control of Conception, p. 44.
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quasi—rational methods. If lay women read such accounts—probably they
were not accessible to them—they would be even more confused than the
physicians. Hence the whole possibility of conception controlwould come
to be doubted, and brought into contempt. Failing to achleve results,
women would come to believe no method possible; and this feeling walild
no doubt be communicated to others. In fact the perSistence for eenturles
of magical along with rational methods of preventing conception. {nay
account for the superstition—for such it is—of some modern phy51c1ans
that there are no reliable methods for preventing conception.

(2h) The Contemporary Situation and the Future

A few words may be said about the modern situation in India, and esge-
cially about the prospects of the general diffusion of contraceptive knowle g6
in India in the future.

. . . . ' eThe Sanitary Commisswner for Assam, commenting on the slow mcreaS
in numbers of the tea-garden coolies, reports that

An important factor in producing the defective birth-rate appears to be due tovoluntary limitation of births, a practice which is not confined to highly Civ'hzedand sophisticated communities.40

The Commissioner avows that a birth rate higher than that actually re-ported might reasonably be expected “owing to the amount of care andthought which is devoted by the tea industry towards maintainihg t2:health of the labour force at as high a level as is economically P05511315Whether this is a white viewpoint toward a colored increase that needsdiscounting it is impossible to say. It is relevant to observe’ however:that government health officers the world round have been too prone. atleast until very recently, when there has been a marked face-abollt’ toenter upon a chorus of disapproval of the declining birth rate. Rarely dosuch officers view the declining birth rate as a vital adjustment t0 500‘”and economic conditions.
.EJEaCtly what form the “voluntary limitation of births” takes, the Com-

The phenomenon among the cache:

ian Census Report, which states that It

‘0 Report, 1913. Quoted by P. K. Wattal, The Population Problem in Imfia, P- 29'‘1 Wattal, op. cit, p. 2
\\ ‘2 Ibid., citing Indian Census Report, 1901.
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to contraception, but seems optimistic about the future prospects of its

general adoption:

[Until recently] Artificial modes of keeping down the population have not been
consciously adopted [on any considerable scale] . . . but there is a tendency for
men certainly to marry later, and the beginnings of a like tendency in the other
sex will probably appear ere long. The efiects of this should be seen ultimately in
a lower birthrate and slower increase in population. Birth control, though advo—
cated by among others a Judge of the High Court, and extensively advertised in
the press, and not unknown in the higher social circles, cannot be said to have as
yet taken any marked place in the social system. When it will, however, is merely
deferred, and ten years should show a marked growth in its popularity. Books on
the subject are to be found in any bookstall or publisher’s list and . . . it is unlikely
that they can fail to exert some influence.

Contraception of a crude kind has been observed among Goundans of Salem

aPparently in order to prevent the undue growth of families, and consequent frag—
mentation of holdings and weakening of the joint family system and influence.

The portent is of great interest.43

Anstey’s recent able survey of economic and social conditions in India“

Concludes, as did Orchard’s comparable analysis of Japanese conditions,

that no enduring economic improvement will be possible in India until

certain obstacles, such as the high birth rate and the uneconomic (at least,

hon-capitalistic) outlook of the people, are overcome. That the more

mformed native leaders in India are themselves beginning to realize this

needs no proof.

Though the diffusion of contraceptive information, so necessary to bring

reProduction under control, will be hampered by cultural traditions, by the

Oriental outlook toward the family and toward reproduction, by a slow

levelling upward of the standard of living, and hence by widespread illiter-

acy and poverty, it is only a matter of decades—say a century at most—

before contraceptive practices, after the modern Western manner, will

become general.
The Madras Neo-Malthusian League (founded July, 1929) publishes a

Propaganda journal of rather high merit, all circumstances considered. It

Is the Madras Birth Control Bulletin. To the March and April 1931 num-

bers Sherwood Eddy contributed an article on “Birth Control in India,”

Which gives a brief summary of contraceptive methods. The League has

4? Census of Indgig, 1931, xiv, 46. Madras. Part I. Report by M. W. Yeats of the

In‘dlan Civil Service. Supt. of Census Operations, Madras. Punctuatlon and 1ta11cs

mme.

“Vera. Anstey, The Economic Development of India. London, 1931. . Miss hnstey,

I10w of the London School of Economics, is not only a competent econom1c theonst, but

She Was for seven years a resident of Bombay, Her conclusions ment, therefore, more

weight than those of the casual observer or traveller.
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' Leaguer' ted this as 3. am hlet for sale at a low pnce (As. 2). The .
:t‘lspolllssued in 19301:). pimphlet entitled “Dr. Sherowood-Eddy Fnaflaelllglll):
Limitation” (pp. 14). This does not discuss technlque,.1s mere {he reader
ment for birth control; but a League notice at the end mforms .
that “the following appliances are available for sale at the League-

1. Artificial rubber sponges _ .
2. Jelly made of vaseline and bone and _
3. Jelly made of glycerine, starch and chlnosol.

. ~ 'tIn addition to English and American pamphlets on. technlgue, Wing;
sells, this active League issues a pamphlet on techmque of 1t: 031 issued-
number of other Pamphlets of an educational nature have 86 onomiC
These will be considered in a subsequent volume devoted to the ec cern isand social phases of the history of birth control. Here our 6011
chiefl medical.

, -Seviral treatises on technique, some popular, have been pub1151rle(‘:1;:India within recent years. These are by Karvé, PhaIdke, Pflfd Ayllit leastAiyer.)45 There are native (Marathi) as well as Enghsh ed1t1ons 0_ t with
one of these. In addition, a goodly number of works on the sublel‘;lercialEnglish imprints are being sold in India. There are seyeral comerating-
firms handling modern devices. A few contraceptive chmcs are 0P futureDr. A. P. Pillay pioneered in opening one in Bombay. In the nearthe clinic movement will doubtless expand considerably. . . . nal inBombay is also the place of publication of the only sc1entlfic'lour Thethe world devoted to advancing our knowledge of conjugal hyg1ene- mbertitle of the new quarterly is Marriage Hygiene, and the first 111111 res-appeared in August, 1934. Dr.A.P. Pillay is the editor—m-chlef, t ep .

- 15. S. A. An international board ofed1tor§

bureaux. To some it will see tedm strange that such a journal should be Starin India; but in the light of i . xual1ts traditionally natural attltude toward Sephenomena it is really not 5trange.
e tiveI know of no quantitative data on the extent of sale of contrac P

. 'ttee 0‘
‘5 Anon. [Aiyer], “Select Methods of Family Limitation complled by a C°mmlthe Madras Neo-Malthusian League.” Se incond ed. Madras: Madras Neo-Magltflghily. The title of the first edition was “Approved Methods 0y a Committee of t - ehe Madras Neo-Malthusian League thh thassistance of Dr. M. S. Krishnamurthi Aiyer, M. B. & C. M.,” 1928, PP» 8- . mbaY‘
“R. D. Karvé, Birth Control. Theory and Practice. Fourth editlon. B0Right Agency, 1931, pp. 123; and me,N. s. Phadke, Birth Control. Theory (“1d 1””

Poona: Vijaya-Sihitya, 1925, pp. 107. See note above for Aiyer’s pamphlet‘
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devices in India, and we have none on the percolation downward to the

lower social groups of modern knowledge and practice. These matters are

certainly worthy of local investigation.

§3 JAPAN

(3a) The Kabutogata (Hard Condom)

Little information is available at present on the early history of contra-

ception in Japan. Schedel, however, reports the use of a “ ‘kabuto-gata’ or

helmet [for the glans] made of tortoise shell or horn which not only gives the

woman much satisfaction but also prevents conception at the same time.”‘”

This instrument might be described as a hard condom. The age or extent

of its use is unknown to me. One would infer, in the absence of contrary

evidence, that its use must have been restricted. Probably it was used as

a device for the impotent. Both Schedel and Krauss have given us photo-

graphs of it.48 The former also notes that the kabutogata was sometimes

used bywomen on a plain or fluted stick as an instrument of self—gratification.

In a recent, remarkable treatise on Japanese sexual life by Krauss, Satow,

and Ihm we have a report of a. Kabutogata made not of shell or horn but of

leather, and which Krauss considers tolerably effective as a contraceptive.

A Japanese erotic book of the 10th Bunsei year (c. 1827) gives the following

description of such a hard condom:

Kawagata; it is also called Kyatai. Such a Kyotai is made of thin leather, and

foreigners call it Ryfirusakku. This is an object which prevents the male semen

f150m entering the vagina thus preventing conception.“

Probably the word Ryamsakka is a corruption of a foreign word. Satow

thinks it derived from Rfide-Sack; Krauss from the Dutch roede-zak.

Krauss says “it is supposed” that the Dutch first introduced such leather

condoms into Japan. The word Ryflru appears to have been known in the

form Ryoru much before this; for, in the book Naemara Initsuden (Life

Himr’y of cm Important Person) by Hiraga Gennai (Yedo Period, year un—

knOWn) one reads:

“Komo nite wa Ryoru to ii.”

“The foreigners call it (the penis) Ryoru.” The wordKthai in the passage

quoted above means “root—sack” or “penis—sac .” The people also use

‘7 J. Schedel, “Reizmittel im Geschlechtleben der Japaner,” Anthropofihylefa, Vi (1909),

93—95. See p. 94.
. ‘5 Schedel, ibid. Photographs at end of volume. Schedel also states that the picture

In the earlier edition of Krauss’s Geschlechtsleben der Japaner is mistakenly understood by

Kriluss to be a pessary instead of a kabutogata. __

° F- S. Krauss, Tamio Satow, and Hermann Ihm, Japanisches Gcschlcchtslebw, n, 439.
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the termMarabtdeuro for penis~sack. Since the end of the Yedo Period both
have raduall fallen into disuse.“ _ .

wolriiuss is if the ofiinion that the rubber condom was first 1ntroduc:1c11 1:1:
Japan in perhaps the 4th or 5th Meiji year (1871—2); and he Stiltesw ’fltin
the 19th Meiji year (1886) a dozen cost three yen (about $1.50). h r: thg
in 1922, G. Teruoka, says that it was only about forty years ago t adate
[rubber] condom was introduced into Japan.52 That would place the Be
at say 1880 or 1882. ' Hence the dates of Krauss and Teruoka roughly agr '

(3b) Misugami (Bamboo Tissue-paper Tampon)

It is reported53 that the prostitutes of Japan and China havewalipfi;d
disks of oiled paper to the cervix to prevent conception. Kurella S aient’without producing the evidence, that these methods date from Mic btimes. This is evidently the use of Misugami reported more recent Y1ve:
Krauss, Satow and Ihm who, one gathers, do not agree among themse entas to the intent of those employing it. Misugamz' is a thm transparme
Paper, much like toilet paper, made of bamboo tissue. Aceordmg taggingreports it is used mainly after coitus to prevent the clothlng from‘th thesoiled by semen. (It seems that coitus often takes place in Japan W1 ha 5clothing on, perhaps owing to the difficulty of securing privacy,‘ per th:towing to an absence of the winter heating of rooms.) Satow thinks en-
it was used as a tampon prior to coitus, but that its purpose was the prev etion of venereal infection; and that it was well-adapted for that purplosa;Krauss seems correct in rejecting this view.55 For it would afi'oi‘d on 3:90very limited protection to the cervix. A Japanese erotic book, K5330 de‘

Insai Hakasui says:

Evidently the purpose here was the prevention of conception-
(30) Miscellaneous Techniques

Less effective than the Kabul
resort to internal means.

6° Ibid., ii, 439.
u 112%., ii, 440.
‘3 Arch. f. Frauenk. u. Eagenctik, viii (1922), 217.5' Artur Streich in Sudhofi’s Arch. f. Gesch. d. Med., xxii (1929), 210~5‘ Hans Kurella, Geschlecht und Gesellschaft (Wfirzburg, 1911), p. 381-“ I gather that Krauss rejects th .. theis view because he speaks [012. cit, 11, 438439] of

use of the soft paper,Misugami, . ven-as one of the simplest means used in Japan for the pretion of conception. He adds (ii, 438) that cotton is sometimes used in place of paper-
“ Krauss, Satow, and Ihm, op. cit, ii, 361—2.

. . theogata or Mzsugmm must have 13663 and
An anti-conceptional means recommende
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sold by the women doctors of the Chfijé school was a. decoction called

Tsuitachigwan to be drunk on the first day of the month.67 It was supposed

to prevent conception, even if a women had frequent intercourse. The

basis of this superstition is now unknown.

We are also told that a means of prevention widespread among Japanese

women was the use of the Mogusa, or burning ball, which was burned on

the mons veneris (Venusberg). It is apparently so inefiective that the

Japanese folk—poets have poked fun at it in their satirical verse. And

though it maintains a quiet existence here and there among superstitious

women, the Mogusa has today almost completely fallen into oblivion.58

Note that this practice seems virtually identical with the burning on the

navel by Chinese women of moxa balls (see p. 113), a custom reported by

the German gynecologist, Wilde, as early as 1838.

A Popular Japanese educator of the seventeenth century, Yokiken Kai-

bara'59 (1630-1714), advocated the suppression of ejaculation on the part

of old men in the interests of longevity. Though it was not a birth control

measure, being prompted rather by a mistaken physiological notion doubt-

less very old, the practice, at least if the old men had young wives, would

have a birth—limiting efiect. Kaibara was thus a forerunner of those in

America (e.g., J. H. Noyes, Alice Stockham) who counselled so-called

“Karezza,” “Male Continence" or coitus reservatus.

Elsewhere within (Chap. I, §5) there is an extensive discussion of the

artificially-induced retroflexion of the uterus as practised in southeastern

Asia. (Java, Sumatra, etc.) for the purpose of preventing conception. Here

we must note that Helbig reports the same practices employed by Japanese

women, presumably in Japan. Though this is quite possible, Helbig cites

no first-hand observer or authority. Perhaps he had personal knowledge

0f the practice in Japan; but this may be doubted. Helbig’s accounts have

been found somewhat inaccurate in other respects. He says the Japanese

call it ankatprut [German for the Dutch angkat proet]. In support of the

likelihood of the practice in Japan is the fact that, especially in recent dec-

ades, there has been a certain amount of inter-migration between Japan

and southeastern Asia, a circumstance calculated to difiuse such a custom.

It Would be a service to the history of medical science and social customs if

some of the Japanese physicians, such as Drs. Majima and Tsutsumi, now

‘7 Ibid., ii, 440,
‘3 Ibid., ii, 439.

u 5’ Kaibara is described by Tsurumi as Japan’s “first popular educator”; as one who

exPounded the difficult Confucian teachings with the plainest of words and wrote over a

hundred books that went into the hands of the poor.” Jusuki Tsurumi, PresentDay Jafian

(New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1926), p. 41.
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concerned with modern contraception in that developing coantrythfreflil:
East, would investigate the history of anti-conceptional practlces
order that some of the disputed points might be cleared up and our knowl-
edge deepened.

(3d) Recent Developments in Japan

Though the birth-eontrol movement is in its initial stages 111 Iirfiflliéii:
Japan, there will be a lag of several decades before it can matenafi y 1 a anesethe demographic situation. In getting off to a slow start t e I Ignitedmovement is no different from that in England, Germoan}? 01' Fheh terStates. In fact the peculiar circumstances cited earher in this :11 aim:
chief among which are the religious system, ancestor worshlp, and fen ofextant rural mores, will only gradually be overcome by the loosem Eve-
religious bonds, by industrialization and urbanization. Angle: 12amdments are, however, proceeding more rapidly in Japan than In C inIndia.

Popular education in modern contraceptive methods has only regfzégbegun. Margaret Sanger’s visit in 1920 gave stimulation and enficot herment to it. Though her visit was more than frowned upon at is ,isendetermination, as usual, won out. Local leaders have gradufllly arntroichief among them being Baroness Ishimoto. Lately a few birth—co ent.clinics have been set up under municipal toleration if not encouragflidedA propaganda movement is started, and representatives have atdlegooksrecent international conferences. Two tolerably good medlcal £10“on technique have recently appeared in the Japanese language- 1: forA few high governmental oflicials, seeing in birth control a way i)“ s inJapan’s over-population problem, have begun to interest .themse v'esionthe subject. And though the government has set up an oflic1a1 COI-nmliatesto study and report on the population problem, more especially as. 1t re tr01to food supply, emigration, etc., evidently the military grouP HOW in con da-has deemed it inexpedient to adopt even the somewhat timid recomInen

natural increase. This inc
was 32.92 and the death I
increase of population in
the Japanese differential

tease for 1932 was 1,007,868- The birth Ia:ate 17.72. As in the instance of large naturWestern countries during the nineteenth 961113113:is mainly caused by a declining death rate.

The'. T0ky0= Jitsugyo-no Nippon Sha, 193150,”,0;n. Tatsuo Tsutsumi, Medical Knowledgefo" ”‘9-no Nippon Sha, 1930, pp. 21.
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creased infant mortality and the absence of epidemics. When one realizes,

however, that only about one-fifth of the area of Japan is tillable, that the

hillsides are already “sculptured” to secure every possible foot of ground

for cultivation; that as long ago as 1920 the density per square kilometer

was 969 as compared with 226 for England and 394 for Belgium (among the

highest densities in Europe); and when we realize that Japan is only in the

initial stages of industrialization and the exportation of manufactures, we

see how diflicult it is for her to meet the economic problems implied in the

demographic situation. The situation is so glaringly obvious to students

of population that it may be said that almost no writer of standing on the

Japanese population problem who has published in recent years has failed

to note that this situation cannot long endure without dire consequences.

And many of them grant, though some reluctantly, that birth control is

the only way out. But even when such writers do not recognize contra-

ception as the solution, it is no exaggeration to say that the considerable

body of literature prepared in recent years on the Japanese population

problem forms a significant ideational background for the development of

a birth-control movement there.61 In substantiation of the point of view

m A few of the more useful general titles may be cited here: Keikai Hayashi, Theories of

Pofiulatz'on, Tokyo: Tokyo Publishing Co., 1930, p. 281 (in Japanese); H. G. Moulton,

latch: An Economic and Financial Appraisal, Washington: Brookings Institution, 1931;

Etlenne Dennery, Foules d’Asie. Surpopulatt'on Japonaise, Expansion Chinoisc, Emi-

gration Indienne, Paris: A. Colin, 1931, pp. 247; Translated from the French by John

Pelle: With a Foreword by Harold Cox, as Asia’s Teaming Millions and its Problemsfor the

West. London: I. Cape [1931]; Walter Russell Crocker, The Japanese Population Problem.

The Coming Crisis, London: Allen 8r. Unwin, 1931, pp. 240, New York: Macmillan; E.

Honk; “Population Problems in the Tokugawa Era,” Kyoto Economic Review, December,

1.927; PP. 42-63; City of Tokyo, A Study of the Birth Rate of the Low Classes, Tokyo, 1927

(In Japanese); I. Takano, The Present and Future of Japanese Population, Tokyo, 1916;

John Orchard, Japan’s Economic Position; The Progress of Industrialz‘zatian, New York:

MfiGraW-Hill, 1930, pp. 504; E. F. Penrose, Food Supply and Raw Maten'als in Japan,

Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, [1930], pp. 75.
Certain master of arts theses at Columbia University contain valuable information:

Teruye Otsuki, Japanese Population Problems, (1931) ; Ai Sasaki, The Population Problem

m Jam”: (1930) pp. 66; Toshio Fujie, Over Population in Japan and Proposed Remedies,

(1928) PP- 35', R. M. Kamida, An Interpretation of Population Statistics in Japan to the

Year 1913, (1925) pp. 57; Yano Tsurki, 0n the Food Supply offapzm, (1917) pp. 68. Note

a150 the bibliographies in these sources.
See also Shuichi Harada, Labor Canditions in Japan (New York: Columbia Univ. Press,

1928): PP‘ 5-8, 75—106, 138—163; Fuminori Okazaki, Study of Pojzulation Statistics, (in

Japanese). Tokyo: Huhikaku Book Co., 1922, pp. 266; Naomasa Yamasaki, “A Note

On the Geographical Distribution of the Density of Population, Birth- and Death Rates

of Japan,” in Problems of the Pacific, Institute of Pacific Relations (1928), pp. 361—364;

J01m E. Orchard, “The Pressure of Population in Jafian,” Geog. Rem, xviii (1928), 374—401.

The annual reports of the Sanitary Bureau and of the Bureau of Statistics are a source
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here represented I shall be content with citing a. few paragraphs from a recent
book by Professor Warren S. Thompson.

There is a. well—conducted movement for the propagation of birth control alrzildgin existence in Japan, and, judging from what has happened in the weSter‘anZtor);this movement will grow and will be recognized in time as the only satl§ a andmethod of offsetting the effects of the saving of life by modern sanitation lled
medicine. This seems inevitable. Not for long can we have both uncontro nbirths and controlled deaths. The two things cannot exist together fottfgi i:decades in any particular country or in the world at large. Thls PI'OPOSl 1xiomatic.

,a But even if birth control is the ultimate solution of the problem of POPHIZEI‘EEpressure in Japan, it does not follow that it will become suflic1ent1y fieneirt ofrelieve this pressure in time to prevent an expansive moveinent Ofl t e P nsionJapan. [These are prophetic words at a. time when Japan is-seeklng 6X93“ tothrough force of arms in Asia.] There is a very strong tradltionatl OPIJ‘OS1 ition'birth control in Japan. We are not speaking here of authoritarian. OPPOS nizajthis exists also, as in many other countries,‘but in Japan the whole socxal orga lize-tion centres in the family to a. degree that is diflicult for us in the West to rea .

very great extent. Each individual has come to be looked upon as a swag}:unit in the social organization, responsible, not to the family, but 01:113’ ‘30 thelnasureor state. Almost inevitably this produces a state of mind in wh1ch tile P eawithand welfare of the individual become the chief concern of each. There 15 nowus but little feeling of belong‘ '
. h d beenparamount duty is to this group. This strong feeling of family allegiance a n orthOIOIIghly dissipated among us before birth control became generally know usbefore there was any urgent need of its practice. Hence its practice amontgion'never involved any feeling of disloyalty to the welfare of the family or of the na ctedIn Japan, on the other hand, the practice of birth control cannot be expe

. w
1d headway. There is no doubt that this movement 15 under way no ’

L

. ‘ n
QUite untapped by Westerners. See also the Reports of the Commissxon on P019111“tlo ’Tokyo, 1930, (Japanese).I o I o I

. ow‘
In wew of recent events in the political relations between Japan and Cluna the ion

a I C n o
‘ Ls'

1ng,wntten In 1927, 15 of interest: S. Washio, “Imperalism or Blrth Control?” TMPacéfio, April 4, 1927.

he
“3 Warren S. Thompson, Danger Spots of World Population (1929), pp- 33‘35' Cf" t 1

papers and book of John u ’Orchard, and E. Dennery on “La. Surpopulation Japonalse’
Ann. de Géag., xxxviii (1929), 148—168.

;
. 8‘‘ er in detail, see Jour. Amer. Med. Asso.,1XXX1 (1923)’ 58 ’

xcv (1930), 877. Edgar and S ' ' 'Moulton, with collaboration of Junichi K0, Japan. An Economic and Finanawl AI?praisal. Washington: Broo
c n

w
kings Institution, 1931. John Orchard, Japan’s E50710!”
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§4 SUMMARY

The history of anti-eonceptional technique in the Oriental countries has

been considered as a unit because of certain cultural similarities which

bind India, China. and Japan. On account of the fragmentary nature of

the reports available it has been necessary to present the evidence on various

practices without full consideration of their time sequence. The antiquity

of some of the Chinese and Sanskrit texts and the age of certain practices

are often obscure. None the less, it is clear that even in Oriental cultures,

which have stressed family solidarity and ancestor worship rather than

scrambling, self-maximizing individualism, the desire for prevention is old.

So likewise are some of the techniques.

As might have been expected in the early period of our era, magical pro-

cedures hold the center of the stage. Only the most rational of the Oriental

practices will be reviewed here.

The early Chinese prescriptions consisted largely of potions. But here

again the universality and antiquity of the desire for prevention is demon-

strated. The Chinese potions are too technical usefully to recapitulate

them here; so we shall merely recall the existence of eunuchism (intent other

than contraceptive) and the influence of the Oriental mental outlook, in-

stitutional set-up and social organization in retarding the development of

eontraceptive medicine. The future is not bright for rapid development

Inasmuch as China’s industrial future has probably been overestimated in

many quarters.

The techniques culled from Sanskrit sources are summarized in the text.

Omitting the potions and rites mentioned, it is interesting to note the

antiquity of certain superstitions still held by ignorant European women:

that passiveness in coitus or holding the breath will prevent conception.

More rational East Indian techniques are smearing the vagina with

honey and oil, or vaginal medication with rock salt and oil. Tampons are

also impregnated with these. Recall that salt is very highly spermicidal.

Ghee (butter clarified by boiling) is also mentioned. This is cheap, avail-

able, and probably quite reliable. Here, in short, were good measures.

But for every such technique, many magical recipes63 were in circulation.

M

Position. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1930. One of the best recent works is E. F. Penrose,

Palf’dai‘ion Theories and their Application with Special Reference to Japan. Stanford

UmveISitY, Calif.: Food Research Inst., 1934, pp. xiv, 347. The Japanese newspapers and

magaZines have lately devoted considerable space to birth control.

For a. brief account on China. see Agnes Smedley, “Birth Control Work in China” in San-

gere& §t0ne, Practice of Contracefition, pp. 283~284.

a 311! Out of twenty-six of the Sanskrit recipes, to be exact.
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Thus the ineffective nullified the effective. For who was there to guide an
ignorant populace in such matters?

In Japan rational procedures are, according to our fragmentary reports,
more common than in China. The hard glans condom (tortoise shell or
horn) is mentioned, as is one of leather. The rubber sheath seems t0.haV9
been introduced about 1880. More sensible than potions is the practlce of
some prostitutes who place before the 05 a disk of oiled tissue paper madeof bamboo. This is one of the few Oriental tampons reported. We havenoted a few from the Sanskrit literature. Coitus reservatus again appears,as does artificial retroflexion of the uterus (cf., Chapter I). As in all other
cultures, decoctions and rites are not absent.

has been less rapiti in the East than in the West, especially among Greelkwriters. Perhaps an intermediate position was occupied in the Mldde
Ages by the Islamic writers. To them attention will be directed in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

THE ISLAMIC WORLD AND EUROPE DURING

THE MIDDLE AGES

§1 INTRODUCTION

HE influence of Greek culture upon Islamic civilization is well known.

This is no less true of medicine, and of that branch of it known as

fontraception. While the work of Islamic physicians on conception control

Is not as brilliant as that of Soranos o1- Aiétios, it is, none the less, work of

distinction. Their techniques were, considering the small accumulation of

medical knowledge in those days, often reasonable and more or less work—

able. To be sure, one finds mention of amulets and medicines to be taken

by the mouth. And it is doubtless true thatIslamic techniqueswere inferior

to ours, but that is hardly a. fair basis of comparison. Viewing them as a

Whok’u they were sounder in theory than most of the notions current in the

phristian world of the time. One needs only to compare the recipes of ‘Ali

1bn ‘Abbis or Ibn Sine (Avicenna), or even the recipes of Ibn al-Baitfir with

those in the apocryphal works of Albert the Great, Arnold of Villanova and

Constantine the African to see a marked deterioration.

One cannot understand the development of contraceptive medicine in

the Middle Ages without devoting at least passing attention to the views

of the Catholic Church. Though St. Thomas eentributed nothing to con-

traceptive technique, his philosophical views became incorporated in the

general body of Cetlmlie theology and doctrine; and they have profoundly

Influenced the position of religious writers, Catholic and Protestant, from

that day to this.

On the contrary, the attention which the greatest medical writers of the

Islamic world gave to contraceptive technique and indications seems extre-

ordlnary~extraordinary, that is, in comparison with the conception fre-

quently met with even in informed circles regarding the knowledge of these

Peoples of contraception. It is not extraordinary in the sense that the

emount of material on contraception is not great in the old scientific Arabic

llterature} In bygone ages such instruction was largely, and still is, in

the hands of midwives. But, on the other hand, medical treatises are not

‘ This is the opinion of Dr. Max Meyerhof, the great Arabic scholar of Cairo, expressed

m a personal letter dated December 13, 1932.

135
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without fairly elaborate accounts of technique. .Meyerhof 15 autgglitg’g:
the statement that popular contraceptive remedles arelmnumerf: ould belandi of Islam. They are so numerous according to h1m that 1113213 with-quite impossible to furnish even a. superficial survey of such memany hun-out several years of research in many lands, anti ntoreoyer, on bout thedreds of Arabic medical manuscripts dispersed 1n 11hrar1es throtlg in §2 isworld. Since no such undertaking is at present pOSSIble, aftsntloatgssemeconfined to five works: (1) A tenth century treatise by AltRagl, ?Xflbic Theof Experience, (2) another tenth century Per31an treatlsf 31150—10373, (4)Royal Boole of ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbis, (3) the Canon of Ibn 813a} d 113546)”The Treasure of the King ofKhwdrgzm by Isma ‘il al—JurJanlf ' mi‘ In §3Persian physician; (5) The Book of Right Conduct of Ibn a :13 ”him?!”'under the decline of Islamic medicine we take up the Treahse 00ml.
of Ibn al-Baitir (1197?—1248), and Dawfid al~ Antaki’s, The M:m resent inThus the practice of contraception was a cultural'elfimen Pn primi-Arabian or Islamic civilization just as it was charactenstlc 0? m:1;;brews;tive cultures, and the civilizations of the Egyptians, the anc1en
Greeks Romans, the ancient Chinese, Indians, etc. . . . , . atti-Islanhic religious law difi‘ers fundamentally from Christlanlty 1n 1ts.

slam the
tude'toward the employment of anti-conceptlonal measures. In I. . .

distinCflY
foetus is not considered a human bemg untfl 1t has reached a. . ' are anti-
human form; hence abortion is not forbldden. Stlll less f9rb1<jidesen in the' s of Which the most frequent, mentlone e

acterizes the religio
of the parents.

osepll
In an article in the Encyclopedia of Islam (iv, 1014) by limfgszireghnicalSchacht on Umm al~Walad (literally: “the mother of the chlld,

child”)
term in Islamic law meaning “a slave-girl who has borne her master awe read the following:

In order to prevent
course with slave-girls,
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§2 THE RISE AND FLOWERING 0F ISLAMIC CONTRACEPTIVE MEDICINE

(2a) Al-Rdzi (Rhazes), Quintessence of Experience (X-Z)

I shall begin the chronological presentation of Islamic texts on contra-

ceptive medicine with the account in al-Razi (Latin: Rhazes), Khuldsat-al—

Tajdrz'b or Quintessence of Experience. The Persian physician Abfi Bakr

Muhammed ibn Zakariya al—Razi, born in Ray, near Teheran, Persia, about

the middle of the ninth century, and who flourished in Ray and Bagdad

(d. 923—924), was the greatest clinician of Islam, in fact the greatest physi—

cian of the Middle Ages.2 Sarton says that Rhazes “combined with his

immense learning true Hippocratic wisdom.” He made many contribu-

tions to gynecology, obstetrics, and opthalmic surgery, compiled several

enCi’Clopedic works, the best known being his Kitdb al—Hdwi (Continent).8

He was the author of a famous treatise on measles and smallpox, and applied

chemistry to medicine more than many of his contemporaries. Al-Rizi

illustrates well a principle that constantly impresses itself on the investiga-

tor as he studies the history of contraceptive medicine: It was the great

physicians of all time who thought contraception worthy of discussion and

analysis; who held it to be a legitimate part of medical practice; who left

for the modern small—fry the idea that it was obscene.

We now turn to Rhazes’ text in the Quintessence of Experience:

Chapter 24. On the Organs of Generation and the Breasts, Their Anatomy

and Uses: On the Various Temperaments of the Uterus: On Diseases Pecu-

hal‘ to Women, Their Symptoms, Signs, and Treatment: On the Diagnosis of

Pregnancy and its Management: And on the Means of Preventing Conception.

Qccasionauy it is very important that the semen should not enter the womb, as
for iestance when there is danger to the woman in pregnancy, or, if it has entered,

that It should come out again. There are several ways of preventing its entrance.

The first is that at the time of ejaculation the man withdraw from the woman so

”.‘at the semen does not approach the os uteri. The second way is to prevent

elacelation, a method practiced by some. A third method is to apply to the 05

“ten before introgression some drug which blocks the uterine aperture or which

eXpels the semen and prevents conception, such as pills or pessaries [we would how

say{mom accurately, suppositories] of cabbage, colocynth pulp, bryony, "xi, iron

sCOrla, P; tamarisk dew [gumP ], pitch, ox gall, inner skin of a pomegranate, ammals’

ear Wax, the 'r‘ of a mulberry bush, elephant’s dung, scammony, and whitewash.

ese may be used alone or in combination.

2 George Sarton, Introduction to the History of Science (Baltimore: Williams 8: Wilkins,

1927-31. 2 vols. Pub. for the Carnegie Inst. of Wash.), i, 609. William C. D. Dampier—

WhEtham, A History of Science and its Relations with Philosophy and Religion (New York:

Macmillan, 1930), p. 31.
3 This has never been published. There is not even a complete MS. text in existence;

but there are partial Latin translations.
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' 5‘Again, the expulsion of semen from the uterus may be effected$111:leizam‘gn
Firstly, immediately after ejaculation, let the two come apali'f ant in a loud voice.arise roughly, sneeze and blow her nose several tlmes, and ca. dim there are drugs'She should jump violently backwards 7 .to 9 paces. Secon i', moniac sugarwhich can be applied to the womb for thls purpose, such as sa arilets) b’amboo
candy, potash (reading qulya, though rny ms: has qulyab =am In some casesconcretions, P, and other similar drugs wlnch brmg on the menses. man may sitpills of the above drugs have the same property. Thucdly, thehWOb She mayupon the tips of her toes and squeeze and rub her navel Wlth her.t 1:111}n 'the sectionsmell foul odors or fumigate her under parts, as has been descnbe b1 f cientdrug‘on “Hurrying on Labour?“ Or she may take by themouthsome 13. :1 athere is noIfethese methods do not succeed and the semen has beconle lodge to the shape-help for it but that she insert into her womb a probe or a suck cut 131 of the probe
Of a probe, especially good being the root of the n1allow. .One en ther Leaveshould be made fast to the thigh with a thread that 1t may go 1n no fur. and do notit there all night, often all day as well. Use no force: do not hurry- weeks untilrepeat the operation or you will cause pain. Wait thes for one or two e open andgradually the menses appear and the whole thing W111 slowly becgmfter bindingclean. Some people screw paper up tight in the Shape of a probe an 4; ave this toit securely with silk smear over it ginger dissolved in water. They e. ' out and
dry and then insert it into the uterus. If one 13 unsuccessful, they take 1t. d. Thisinsert another, until the menses do appear and the woman IS cleanse ,procedure causes no harm. But if the . n15paper is passed too hlgh t_lp, “31511355: nonot cleansed because it rapidly grows soft and comes out agam.better operation than this.

. ‘Nh‘le the
The use of drugs both internally and externally 15 often su<_:cessfull(-1 and ghouldnterus is being watched, the patient should guard herself agalnst CO. . - or com

not eat any dishes containing things Wthh are astnngent and b1tter 11things, cold water, melo

am-broth of onions, leeks, mallows, and safirorfi’glgoungmals’ tails with fat of fowls, oil of almonds, and so forth, and the fies,
‘ 01:01!5

fowls and their feet. She should indulge in Vlolent movements and V13sexual intercourse. Joking too is useful.4

or return of the menstrual flo n overw. Here we find the persistence of a. cultural pattereleven centuries. The span . - foris not to be compared, however, with that_ex‘5tthl:gper-ng, elephant and crocodile especially; nor WI.th the con’smithy’s fire-bucket water, and certainly n°t W‘thtinuity and antiquity of co'ztus inlermflus.
. Slation:

4 I am indebted to Dr. Cyril Elgood of Wareham, Dorset, England, for thls tran
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All told, there are approximately twenty—four different prescriptions in

the above text, omitting, of course, abortion. 0n the Whole, the numerical

emphasis is upon suppositories of which there are fifteen. But magical ,

numbers (jumping backwards seven or nine times) and drugs to be taken

by the mouth appear. The prevention of ejaculation doubtless refers to

finger pressure at the base of the phallus. Fumigations and squeezing and

rubbing the navel while squatting seem primitive and savor of the Oriental

influence. Considered as a unit, however, Rhazes’ text is a good account

for the tenth century; but inferior to the texts of Soranos and Aefios in my

judgment.

(2b) 341w»; ‘Abbds, The‘ Royal Book (X—Z) _

During the second half of the tenth century the Persian physician ‘Ali ibn

‘Abbas al-Majfisi (d. about 994 A.D.) produced'a treatise called Kamil as—

$ini‘a5 (The Perfection of the Art) or. The Royal Book (Liber-regius). ‘AII

ibn ‘Abbz—‘Ls was born in Ahwiz in southwestern Persia, flourished under the

Buwayhid ‘Adud al—Dawla and died in 994. He is considered “one of the

three greatest physicians of the Eastern Caliphate.”3 His medical ency—

clopedia is more systematic and concise than Rézi’s Hdwi, but more practi-

cal than Avicenna’s Qdmin (Canon) quoted below, by which it was super-

Seded. The work is divided into twenty discourses, one of the best portions

being on materia medica.

In an Arabic text of The Royal Book one finds the following passage on

contraception :

Chapter 28. On That Which Prevents Conception

As to the remedies which prevent conception, although it ought to be a duty

not to‘mention them [in this treatise] in order that they might not be used by

certain ill-famed women, it is nevertheless indispensable to administer them to

those women who have a, small uterus, or to those suffering‘from a disease which

Would render gravidity so dangerous that the patient might die during parturition.

Except for women in such predicaments the physician should never impart contra.-

cePtive information to Women, nor should he ever prescribe remedies calculated to

S‘e‘PPl‘ess the menses, nor remedies for causing abortion, except to trustworthy

Women [Sic], inasmuch as all these remedies kill the embryo and expel it.

Cfmception will be prevented if women insert rock salt7 (mill; andardni) [in the

Vagma] during coitus, or induce the man to anoint his penis with the same material,

5 Sarton, op. cit, i, 677. Sarton gives other versions of the title as (1) Kitib al-Maliki

(2) Kimil al-Sana‘a al-I‘ibbiya.
“ Ibid., i, 677.
7 Ordinary modern table salt is an excellent spermicide. An 8 per cent solution kills

sperms raPidly. As used in our time five tablespoonfuls are dissolved in a quart of water;

or half a teaspoonful to a vaginal bulbful.
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or With tar; or if a woman inserts the flowers and seer of.cebbage (lfuruntlgeafieirt‘g‘;
juice of rue (sadhdb) during or after coitus;. or cernes [1n her vsaglna]
of rabbit or the leaves or fruits of the weeplng-wfllow (gharab).

Noteworthy in the above passage is the sensitivity of ‘Ali Ibn ‘Al'fc::1:
the possibility of misuse of contraceptive knowledge by those of prom}£11 ad-
habits of intent and more especially by midwives, who are aleayS (f ce
Visers of Oriental women. He would have the physician exetc1se prtlll1 8:111]-
in disseminating such information; and there is here somethlng 0f iiical
plication that imparting such skill should be in the hands of thihmeover-
profession. These views would undoubtedly be approved by e

«.- ;,_ fl , \ V , wt . H's- " ”maefiuz

wheat!):ysfiwmaaggwggwwwa .

,- WMwwwwwwvfiwwswg
‘i f3,th zasdgmwgzgggggwmi»49,31;

- Mam“g'cke'fiJwAwbiagymggu,.m;

i M43§W~¢5W34WQQAe‘fl'cw fififdoéa'bU-flkfiélé‘
‘ . "JéteflngfyfllwlvwfijiwflL

i ' “4543115)”‘f'uy'3b‘4‘3DJJSbCAJ‘uQI).’ ,

~a§§é€'3ef¢3:o'(*e%)emuqn|Wwp; sweats

““5?11“"..‘45'cgé3fi’514waé‘tléfiw:H&gufiWk} .

‘ W'écwéwfisz (em) M“J§\ekéiw4:w:cw jw
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FIG. V. ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbis, Kitib al-Maliki (Vol. ii, p. 440)

'by most of their European colleagues.
The passage is noteworthy also not only for the rather high level 0f reclffes;——they are less complete than those of Ibn Sinai (mentioned beloW)“bu 1ththe emphasis on medical indications. These are conservative—for hea.

. . - ' s
only. It may be observed parenthetically, that the discuss1on of 1ndlcat1°n. . . .

' av-
18 rare 1n the early 11terature on contraceptlon; and I cannot remember h

. ‘s
3 Ed. of Arabic text: Cairo-Bfiliq, 1294, Hedjrae, ii, 439 ff. For the translation Of alltext and that of the followin fg one I am indebted to Dr. Max Meyerhof, M.D., Ph'D' O

.

- '5
Cairo who searched them out. Dr. Meyerhof requested that I smooth the EnghSh Of'hlclear translation; and this has been done.
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ing met with an economic indication prior to J. Bentham’s advocacy

(1797) of the sponge to reduce the English poor rates (see Economic four.

Hist. Supp., January, 1936) and the Mill—Place propaganda (1823—25).

Techniques far outnumber indications in all the early literature.

There is an emphasis in The Royal Book upon the preventive point of

view which is altogether admirable: imparting contraceptive information is

indispensable if gravidity is likely to endanger the life of the woman during

parturition. It seems reasonable to infer that this Persian physician would

not have thought highly of those among his modern followers who repeat-

edly abort women without instructing them in contraceptive technique even

in the presence of weighty indications. Would ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas have con—

sidered such conduct malpractice?

Regarding the effectiveness of the methods mentioned, the rock salt and

tar seem most likely to succeed; the seeds or flowers of cabbage with rue

juice would seem less likely to achieve their purpose; while the amulet is, of

course, worthless, save in promoting peace of mind.

Even more elaborate and complete than these recipes are those of Ibn

Sina (Avicenna).

(30) Ilm Sind, Qdmm (Canon of Avicenna) (XI—I)

Abfi ‘Ali al-Husain ibn ‘Abdallah ibn Sina, more briefly known as Ibn

Sina (Hebrew, Aven Sina; Latin, Avicenna) was born near Bukhara in 980

and died in Hamadhan in West Africa in 1037 where his tomb is still held

in Veneration. Ibn Sina was not only an encyclopedist, philosopher, physi-

cian, mathematician and astronomer; he was “the most famous scientist of

Islam and one of the most famous of all races, places and times; one may

say that his thought represents the climax of mediaeval philosophy.”9

There can be no doubt about Ibn Sina’s erudition, wisdom, versatility,

Originality and insight in many fields of knowledge—fields now sharply

demarcated. The work which interests us most is the Qdmin fi’t-Tibb, or

Canon, well known under the Latin title Canon Avicemwe. This enormous

medical encyclopedia, containing about a million words, is “a codification

0f the whole of ancient and Muslim knowledge.”10 “Because of its formal

Deflection as well as its intrinsic value, the QdmZn superseded Razi’s Hdwi,

‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas’sMaliki [i.e., The Royal Book], and even the works of Galen,

and remained supreme for six centuries.”11 So great were Ibn Sina’s ency-

C1(’Pedic efforts in reporting facts in diverse fields of learning and theorizing

about them that his very originality was dwarfed. So thorough was the

9 Sarton, op. cit., i, 709.
m Ibid., i, 710.
u Ibid. Some italics mine.
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acceptance of the work that it stifled original investigation and sterilized
intellectual life. It is not too much to say that his authonty approached
that of Aristotle; he was at once oracle and magician.
This great scholar, like many notable figures before him, considered. the

prevention of conception a legitimate part of medical practice. T1115 15
well demonstrated in the first paragraph quoted below. .

Ibn Sina’s account of contraceptive technique is excellent for the-peIIOd,
perhaps second only to that of Soranos and Aétios before him, to either or
both of whom he was evidently indebted. Clearly his techniques exceed
in rationality those of many later writers. The following passages from
the Qdmm are of considerable historical importance:

[Chapter] On the Prevention of Conception12
The physician is sometimes obliged to prevent pregnancy in a small woman towhom childbirth would be dangerous, or in women who are suffering from a dlsease

of the uterus or from a weakness of the bladder; . . . . ,Among the prescriptions for the prevention of conception are the followmg-
[1] Avoid the form [time?] of coition which favors conception, and which we have
already mentioned. Moreover, [2] the partners should avoid sxmultaneOu.Sejaculations [orgasms]. [3] Quick separation of the two individuals [that 1;withdrawal just before the male orgasm]. [4] The woman should rise at the en.of coitus and jump backward seven or nine times [magical numbers]- In thlsway the sperm may conceivably come out. Jumping and leaping forward Fans}?the sperm to remain [in the female genital tract]. [5] Another way to V°1d t esperm is to provoke sneezing. [6] The woman must alsabe careful to smear tall”in the vagina [both] before and after coitus and [7] to anoint the penis [0f the manwith it, or else [8] anoint it with balm oil and white lead (isfiddj). Another reap?
is [9] for a woman to insert [intravaginally1before and after [coituS] the pulp 013pomegranates with alum, or [10] she can insert the flowers and. seeds of cabbageduring the period of purity“ [i.e., after menstruation]. The use of the 131““before and after coitus is also an efficacious means for the same purpose, especmlbiif [11] mixed with tar, or dipped into a decoction of the juice of pennyroylf(fatanaj). [12] Inserting intravaginally the leaves of the Weeping-willow aftert f;purity in a flock of wool [will make an eflective contraceptive], especially [13] 1
dipped in the juice of Weeping-willow. The same [objective] is obtained by [14]

points out that many of these pessal‘les °r
s. Presumably coitus was relatively rat:

and still is, strictly forbidden by the Islamic.an
ent about with these pessaries for days '{t a fin}:at least always prepared for preventive conus-

plugs are to be inserted after the purity beginduring menstruation inasmuch as it was,
Jewish religions. Perhaps the women wIf this was not cleanly, the women were
a. partial sense there is an implication
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[a pessary composed of] equal parts of pulp of colocynth (hgmgal), mandrake

(hazdrjushdnls), iron—dross, sulphur, scammony, and cabbage-seeds, collected, 4

mixed with tar, and inserted [literally “Worn”]. [15] Inserting peppefafter coitus

likewise prevents conception, and so does [16] [ insertion of] elephant’s dung alone,

or [17] in fumigations at the times mentioned previously. It is also useful [18] to

drink three okas [pints] of. an infusion of sweet-basil (bddmj)16 [for] it prevents
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FIG. VI. Ibn Sini, Qdmln (Bfiliq edition) (V01. ii, p. 579)
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Conception, [19] If the penis, particularljr the glans, is anointed with syveet oil

befoff? coitus, conception is prevented. [20] Likewise the leaves of blhdweed

(”6105) prevents conception if women insert them after their punty [beg1ns].17

1.6 This Persian word appears in the Arabic text. Other equally Persian drug names

Whlch appear frequently in Arabic forms are isfidaj andffilaiwj as mentioned above.

:: This Persian word appears in the Arabic text; wide supra.

05.7”?” fi’FTibb (Canon Avicennae). Translated especially for this work by Dr. Max

MeYerhof from the Arabic text: Cairo-Bfilaq, 1924; 1877, ii, 579.
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Here again we find one of the greatest figures in Arahic1me<iicine devotutlg
attention to contraceptiVe technique and its medical 1nd1cattons. ’I:wen y
recipes may be distinguished. If the indications seem fragmentary, @1122;
be pointed out that they have not been, even in our day, eomlsletely wet.
out. Ibn Sine was in advance of many modern phy51c1ans 1n recogmzling
the legitimacy of any medical indications whatsoever. The other mzftizs
features of the passage are the evident influence of e1ther Soraltos or gum
or both, the inherent reasonableness and workability of the rec1pes an
relative absence of ma ical rocedures. _

Approximately 3. ceEturypafter ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbis and Ibn Sina. there ap-
peared a Persian physician of great importance in the history of contracfip-
tive medicine. ‘

(2d) Ismd‘il aZ—Jurjdm‘, Treasure of Medioine (XII-1)

Zain al-din Abu-l-Fada’il Ismi‘Il ibn al-Husain al-Iurjfini, mere brief?
Isma‘il al-Jurjani-(i.e., of Jurjan),18 sometimes referred to as Sayyld Isma(d;
was a great Persian physician of the first half of the twelfth century mi
1135~36). He lived at the court of Khwarazm,19 and Wrote 1n lfietsmn ad'-
Arabic. His Dhakhim—i—Khwdmzmshdhi, or Treasure of Medwme Dediza
sated to the King of Khwdrazm, was probably the first medical encyclopt:10
written in Persian instead of Arabic, and was completed shortly after 11 A
It is, like Avicenna’s Canon, 3. Work of enormous bulk containing near1{07
quarter million words, being divided into nine books (75 discourses: bted
chapters)!” The Work is still unpublished. Accordingly, I am 1nd6
to Dr. Cyril Elgood of Wareham, Dorset, England, for the following tragi;
tion into English of the Contraceptive passages: Dr. Elgood's manusis in Persian.21

.
ladder}Whenever a woman IS of tender years, or.sufiers from weakness of the b

or whenever there is a fea . . ' uch 35r that-pregnancy W111 bnng on some allment 5incontinence oi urine,
. . . . omeuterme eros1ons, and so forth, 1t 15 thought g0°d to use 5plan to prevent pregnancy.

One plan is for the man
to abstain from holding
to come apart from her.
When the male does come

at the time of intercourse and of the seminal emlsggi;
the woman close to himself, to raise her thighs: and ragous.They should try to avoid the orga'sm being Slmultanhake

apart from her, he should order her to have a 300d 5

13 Jurjan is the ancient Hyrcania on the southeast coast of the Caspian Sea.“ Now Khiva (Turkestan, Russian territory).
110.2° For an analysis of the contents see' E. G. Browne, Arabian Medioine (1921): pp.112.

2‘ Sarton says (op. cit, ii,
into Hebrew by an anonymo
there are practically no othe

- I’m235) that the Dhakhira was translated in abbrev1ated f0
. ch as115 author. Sarton adds that this is remarkable. masgzbrewvr translations Qf medical writings from Persian mto
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seven times.”2 When they get up, he should againtry to make her eXpel the semen.

For this he should cause her to sneeze.

If the man at the time of intercourse moistens his glans penis with oil of sesame,

his semen will not stick within the vulva, but Will slip out again. If he anoints

himself with oil of balsam or with tar or with ceruse, conception will not take place.

Let the woman eat flower of cabbage and its seeds mixed together after purity and

before sexual intercourse. If after this she elevates her thighs, conception .will

not ensue, above all if these are mixed with tar.23 To drink three ounces of the

infusion of sweet basil will also prevent pregnancy.
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FIG. VII. Isma ‘il al-Jurjani, Treasure of Medicine, (c. 1110 11.1).)

A Prescription for a Pessary
Take colocynth pulp, bryony, iron scoria, sulphur, scammony, and cabbage

seed; grind these up thoroughly and mix with tar. Make into a, vaginal pessary

Insert one after"intercourse.
Mix, too the yellow pulp which lies between the pips of a pomegranate, with

’2 “This would appear to be the meaning,” says‘ Elgood. “Literally translated the

Scutence runs': ‘Let him command seven times to a good exertion.’ Possibly the MS. is

°°m1pt” Seven15 a magical number.
2“ In these two sentences the text may be corrupt. I believe the intentionis not that the

lea«ves of cabbage should be eaten, but rather ground and mixed with tar; then used as

s“Dpci'sitories. So reads the corresponding passage in the Canon. Since thisIs my inter-

Pretation of the meaning, the' prescription is classified accordingly below.
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alum, and insert this before intercourse. If after these measures a woman raises
her thighs,24 pregnancy will not follow.‘25

It will be seen that many of these prescriptions date back to Soranos.
Seven are like those of Ibn Sini; six are not mentioned by Ibn Sina. Orl-
basios had mentioned cabbage leaves; but they were to be taken by the
mouth. ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas mentioned cabbage ‘flowers and seeds; but the),
were to be used in his prescription with the juice of rue presumably as a
vaginal plug.

. (26) I(m al—Jamif, The Book of Right Conduct (XII—Z)

This work, if not as distinguished in the history of contraceptive me'dlcifi:
as seme of its predecessors, nevertheless deserves a defimte place in
history of contraception. But the account is shorter than that in the Canon-
Ibn al-Jami‘ was a Jewish, Egyptian physician, at one time physician 111
ordinary to Sultan Saladin (1171—1193). His work, The Book _of Rig:
Conduct Regarding the Supervision ofthe'Soul and Body26 exists only in Ara 1
mariuscript. From this medical encyclopedia, the following contracelltlve
recipes are extracted:

. . ‘ . . . - ~ ' eAnti-eonceptlonal means: Anomtmg thevpems before c9pulat10n_ Wlflllltlle
expressed juice of onion will prevent conception. Likewise (EoncePtlon glwithprevented if a woman inserts after purification a tampon Impregnate
peppermint-juice ("0‘ 7W), pennyroyal (fatanaj), or the seeds of leek (kumith); for
this [impregnated tampon] has a particular anti-conceptional efiect. Moreover,
a, woman may insert pessaries (fardzikh) made from myrrh (murr): °P°Panax(jawshir), rue (sadhdb) and hellebore (kharbaq) kneaded with ox-gall- It is 2:13that if a woman will eat‘ beans on an empty stomach, she will not become pregn ’me result will be obtained if the man anoints his penis with anykind of oil.27

Though this account is brief, the recip
level of rationality and effectiveness; y

. . . . . ' ' n, 2‘ On the contrary, raising the thighs or buttocks on a. pillow 15 the best posmble Postltllzy'for the retention of semen, and is therefore conducive to impregnation. For the ana 00f conceptiqn and contraception see Robert L. Dickinson, Human SexAnatomy: A T0509-graphical Hand Atlas (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1933), pp. 97, 98, and Flgureand 152.

es are, judged as a whole, on a Infill.

et the eating of beans on an emp y

7- possession of Dr. Cyril Elgood. Bk. vi, Section 20.2.14 (13-91of MS.).

2“ Sarton (01L cit, ii, 86) translates the title as Directionfor the Imfiro'uemmt of 53:2;and Bodies; The title I have used is that translated by Dr. Max Meyerhof. The I”

‘ a S Qdmin, and of two essays reproduced by Ibn al-Baitér- ulna!27 Ibn a1 Jami ,Kitab al-irshad li-masalih al-anfas Wa’l ajsid (The B00k of Right Cm mRegardmg the Supervision of the Soul and Body). Translated by Dr. Max Meyerhof fro- n

’ t

the manuscript in the Egyptian Library in Cairo (No: Medicine 345). This 15 a free buaccurate translation.
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stomach is worthy of no confidence. Had the recipe any validity, the pOpu-

lation of Boston would have died out long ago!

(2f) Summary of Recipes and Indications

In the following summary and classification of the anti—conceptional

‘ techniques of four early Islamic physicians—I omit Rhazes’ text since it
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‘ .

l

has some gaps—which classification is based upon the presumed rationality

0f the techniques, each technique is followed by a numberindicating its

source according to the following plan:

‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas (1)

Ibn Sini (2)

Ismi‘il al-Iurjani' (3)

Ibn al-Iami‘ (4)
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This enables one to trace repetitions, similarities, and difierhnceF. aft
proved helpful to the writer also in indicating a. probable corruptlon 1:1 the
text of- Isma‘il al-Jurjani’s Dhakhira or Treasure. The (summary 0 e
recipes of the four} Islamic writers preceding Ibn al-Baitér, who represefits
the beginning of decline, is as follows:

(A) Means to be taken by the‘moutlz:
An infusion of sweet basil [three pints (2); three ounces (3)]
Eating beans on an empty stomach (4) ‘

(B) Magical means:
let

Rennet of rabbit or weeping—willow leaves or fruits worn as an amu
(1)

(C) Supfiositories and tampons:
Rock salt (1)
Flowers and seeds of cabbage with rue juice (1)
Same without rue juice (2)
Suppository of 'qabbage leaves with tar or with pennyroyal Juice (2’ 3)Pulp of pomegranates with alum (2)
Leaves of weeping—willow in flock of wool (2) _ [orEqual parts of pulp of colocynth, mandrake [bryony], iron dross, . ' hiron scoria], sulphur, scammony, and cabbage leaves, mixed Wit

tar to form suppositories (2, 3)
Pepper (2)
Elephant’s dung (alone or with fumigations) (2)V Leaves of bindweed (2)
Yellow pulp of pomegranate with alum as (suppositories (3). . eA tampon iHlpregnated with peppermint—Juice, pennyroyal, 01' thseedspf leek (4)

dSuppositories made of myrrh, opopanax, rue and hellebore kneade
with ox-gall (4)

(D) Techniques used by the man:
Anointing the penis with

(a) Rock salt (1)
(b) Tar (1, 2, 3)
(c) Bahn oil and white lead (2, 3?)
(d) Sweet oil (2)
(e) Any kind of oil (4)
(f) Expressed juice of onion (4)
(g) Oil of balsam (3)
01) Oil of sesame "(3)

Withdrawal (2, 3)
(E) Miscellaneous techniques:

Safe period P (2)
Avoiding simultaneous orgasms (2, 3)Bodily movements to void semen. [e.g., jumping backward (2) or“shaking” (3)]
Provoking sneezing (2, 3)
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Smearing tar in vagina (2)

Raising the thighs (3) [This is used after suppositories]

This collection of techniques seems rather remarkable for so early 3.

period. The rational element bulks large in them. Note, however, that

in many instances the pessaries are to be inserted after coitus rather than

before. This is contrary to modern practice. Still, they probably would

have been effective in many instances even though used after coitus, espe-

cially in instances of frequent coitus.

Summarizing the fragmentary discussion of indications we may recall

that they were confined to the medical; so far as present knowledge goes,

economic and social indications did not appear until the writings of Ben-

tham, Mill and Place. Regarding medical reasons ‘Ali ibn ‘Abb'as (X

cent.) mentioned a “small uterus” and any “disease which would render

gravidity so dangerous that the patient might die during parturition.” Ibn

Sina (XI cent.) mentions “a small woman to whom childbirth would be

dangerous, or . . . women who are suffering from a. disease of the uterus or

from a weakness of the bladder.” Isma‘il al-Jurjani (XII cent.) mentions

a woman of “tender years,” also anyone suffering from “weakness of the

bladder ;” any case in which “there is fear that pregnancy will bring'on some

ailment such as incontinence of urine, uterine erosions, and so forth.” The

passage from Ibn al-Jami‘ (XII cent.) contains no discussion of indications.

If the indications cited are, from a modern standpoint, narrow, the authors

deserve credit for emphasis upon the preventive point of view. In this

res'Pect the medieval writers mentioned are more in advance of some of

their modern successors who permit theological biases to interfere With their

Proper functions as preservers and promoters of the public health.

Note also that the discussion of techniques occupies much more space

than indications.

We now turn to a thirteenth century Arabic writer, Ibn al-Baitar, who,

great as he was, represents the beginning of the decline of Islamic contra-

cePtive medicine.

§3 THE DECLINE 01‘ ISLAMIC CONTRACEPTIVE MEDICINE

(3a) I[m al—Baiydr, Treatise on Simples (XIII-1)

Diya’ al—din Abfi Muhammad ‘Abdallah ibn Ahmad ibn al-Baitar al-

Milaqi, the great Arabic pharmacologist,
the son of a veterinary—the name

Ibn al~Baitar means son of a veterinary—was born toward the end of the

twelfth century (1197?), and died in Damascus in 1248. He travelled

Widely throughout the Mediterranean basin on his botanical tours, was

oCcasionally in the royal service, and made notable contributions to the
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botanical and pharmacological knowledge of his time.28 garton consclleetrs
him the greatest botanist and herbalist that westerh Mushm preduce , 0
Meyerhof he is essentially a compiler. The latter 1s probably tlght. . .‘
Ibn al-Baitar’s chief work is a Treatise on Simples, the Kltab al-Jfinill

fi-l—adwiya. a1 Inufmda;29 it is hereinafter referred to either as the Trams:
or the Jdmi‘. Sarton considers it “the foremost Arabic and med1eevelt
treatise of its kind, the greatest from the time of Dioscorides t? the mldd e
of the sixteenth century.”30 However, Ibn al-Baitir’s origlhahty has belin
greatly exaggerated. He is primarily a compiler,31 and Judglng‘ 133‘; 1:
account of contraception, a compiler none too critical.32 The Tf'eanse fia
not only With simples but With various species of food. Orhlttlng.duP11Ca'
tions, some 1400 diflerent items are considered; about 300, 1nc1ud1ng 50m:200 plants, are novelties. All these are methodically arranged, end som1
new observations added. Virtually all of Dioscorides’ and Galen’s linoljvg
edge on materia medica. and botany was incorporated in the Jam 5 uemany other authors were quoted, some 150 in all, among thml Vfrdtwenty Greeks. Since the middle of the tenth century Dloscondes a
been diligently studied in Muslim Spain.33

34 dThe Treatise is available in a French translation by Lucien Leclerc (usedbelow) and in an inaccurate German translation by Sontheimer.35 A'secene
great work by Ibn al-Baitar on simples, the Mughm‘, arranged thls t1mS
not alphabetically but therapeutically, is still unpublished. Tt seem-highly probable that, like the Jdmi‘, it devoted attention to antl-concgl)
tional techniques. It has not been searched for this study. Both e

23 For an excellent biographical account, see George Sarton, op. cit., ii, 653'4-” Literally: The Book of Collection about Simple Drugs.3° Sarton, ii, 663.

. . k
31 See the Introduction to M. Meyerhof & G. Sobhy, the abrldged verswn of The Baaof Simple Drugs of Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Ghifiqi by Gregorius Abu’l-Faraj (Bathe‘braeus) (Faculty of Medicine Publ. No. 4), Cairo, 1932.. . . .

hat
3’ Dr. Meyerhof IS convmced that Ibn al-Baltir’s reputatmn has been exaggerated, the was, in fact, a scholar of mediocrity. Dr. MeYerhof writes me that he is now trellsla‘gfiga treatise on drug names by Maimonides copied by the very hand of Ibn al-Baltarél hewas often unable to read correctly the names recorded by Maimonides. Consequen y

extraordinary manner. Dr. Meyerhof adds that many HiSPano'Arabic scholars of the XI and XII centun‘es were superior to Ibn al-BaitiL‘3 M. Meyerhof, Die Materia Medica des Dioskun‘des bei den Arabern. In WellmanFestschrift. Berlin, 1933. Cf., also Sarton, ii, 663.as Simplex, in Notices e1 Extraz'ts 'de la Bibliothéque Nationale et autres BMWthégues, published by l'Institut National de France, Part I==vol. 23 (1877); Part II=VOL
25 (1881); Part III=vol. 26 (1883). Paris.“5 Abu Mohammad Abdullah ben Ahmedbekannten einfaohen Heil-
Aus den Arabischen ilberset

. -- r, Grosse Zusammenstellung fiber the Kraf(:13.and Nahrzmgsmiflel. Bekannt unter dem Namen Elm BM2! van Joseph 9. Santhcimer. Stuttgart, 1840—42, 2 V015-
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Jdmi‘ and the Mughm‘ were completed in that order in the fifth decade of

the thirteenth century.

Sarton believes that the influence of Ibn al—Baitir’s Treatise “was not at

all commensurate with its real importance” because it “appeared too late.”36

But such a statement doubtless under—estimates the value of the work ef

Ibn al-Baitar’s predecessors. The Jdmi‘ was practically untranslated untll

the nineteenth century.

The Leclerc edition of the Treatise, from which the anti—conceptional

techniques below have been extracted and translated, comprises three large

tomes of approximately fifteen hundred printed pages. Among a mass of

recipes for the cure of all sorts of illnesses, for the procuring of abortion, for

increasing sexual pleasure both in the male and the female, are to be found

a. score or more recipes. The six which immediately follow have come down

from Dioscorides:

It i§ said that the rennet of earthly hare, taken for the three days which follow the

period, will cause a woman to become sterile.“

The root of barrenwort taken internally will prevent coneeption. Its leaves

pulverized and administered in a dose of two drachms with wme after the appear-

ance of the menses will prevent a woman from conceivmg.38

It is said that Hedysarum, a plant Which has a small bitter fruit, if used with honey

a5 a suppository before coitus, will prevent conception.39

The rennet of a stag will prevent conception, if used by a. woman for three days

after the period.“

If a woman takes Ostracite to the value of two drachms after the period for four

days consecutively, she will not conceive.“1

It is said that white poplar taken with the kidney or testicle of a he-mule wig

prevent conception. It is said that the leaves of this tree act in the same way, 1

a Woman takes them after her period.42

an op. cit., ii, 664.
:: Tfflflé des Simplex, Part I, p. 51 (No. 53).

n ”"51, Part I, p. 109 (No. 117).
m Ibfdu Part1, p. 150 (No. 163). _ t, t be
Ibut, Part I, p. 181 (No. 219). This recipe does not specxfy hew the renne 15 0

used, Whether applied in a supp05itory or carried as a. charm. One might guess the former.

41 Ibid,, Part1, p. 411 (No. 612). This is a stone that is very Plentlful {11 EEYPt- It
resembles potter’s clay, breaks easily, and is scaly. If it is pulverized, and given m a dose

2f tflwo d‘aCth, and drunk with milk, it will, according to Dioscorides, cause the menses

0 ow.
‘2 Ibid., Part1, p. 472 (No. 724)-
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Besides the above, a recipe is given for the promotion of conceptlon!

. . . ' 4sRennet used as a suppository with butter after the period Will aid conceptlon-

The interpretation of the effectiveness or rationality of such a rec1pe offers
difficulties. The immediate effect of such use would be to lessen, at least
in a highly fertile woman, the likelihood of conception; for any greasz sub-
stance such as butter interferes with the motility of spermatozoa. On
the other hand, such a recipe, if applied for a rather long period to a woman
relatively sterile as a result of the presence of profuse cervical pus or mucus;
would be good treatment. In judging the rationality of the rec1pe muc.

' thedepends upon the Circumstances of use. These are not made clear in
account.

When Ibn al-Baitar quotes others~and he is primarily a compller'".heoften abridges. Hence the method of application of a given contraceptg:
technique is frequently left obscure. For instance, Rufus is quoted to. .5
eflect that rue will prevent conception;45 that Ibn Sina mentioned scorlal
also recalled.“ The reader is left in the dark by Ibn al—Baitar regarding theexact method of application.
We should not overlook magical techniques:

. - - he
If a woman urinates on the urine of a wolf, she Will never be With child. If 5. . . . . ' S 5'
takes the right testicle of a wolf, rub51t With 011, puts it on wool and uses 1t asuppository, she will lose all venereal desire."

. .
et

It seems difficult for us to believe that such a method was ever used- Y. . .
' e

Olly wool, inserted before c01tus, would have helped, not to reduce deslr ’but to prevent conception.
From this same Properties by Ibn Zuhr another formula equally fantastlcis quoted:

If one takes, before it falls, . 'tthe tooth of a child who is losmg hlS teeth, and Putslin a silver leaf, and [if] a w . - 48oman carries it, it will prevent her from concelvmg'
‘3 Ibid., Part I, p. 157 (No. 172). Quoted by Dioscorides.

ivefl4‘ Dr. Marie C. Stopes, and more latterly, R. L. Dickinson and Cecil V088: hat": 3 on-some attention to the problem of devising a cheap, easily applied, readily accessable c estraceptive, one peculiarly adapted to the poor. In an oral conversation in 1927 1313 Stopsuggested butter. Hence, it is interesting to find this mentioned in the thirteenth cent y.
‘ her

by Ibn al-Baltfir. So far as known, the efiectiveness of butter has never been £85th atin laboratory trials or in case series.
‘5 Traité dc: Simplex, Part II, pp. 240—241 (No. 1166).4° Ibid., Part II, p. 9 (No. 754). Scoria. is slag from the reduction of metallic 0”"‘7 Ibid., Part II, p. 163 (No. 1016). Quoted from The Profierties (al’Khawa‘g‘g) WDrugs and Ailments] by Ibn Zuhr.\ 43 Ibid., Part II, p. 455 (No. 1560).
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From Costus’s book on A grioulture another magical recipe is quoted:

The seed of patience or sorrel enclosed in a linen cloth and carried on the left arm

of a woman will prevent her from conceiving as long as she carries it .49

There are several recipes for substances to be taken internally:

It is said that, if a. woman, after having had her period, takes for seven days [note
magical numbers] seven seeds of solanum, she Will not conceive. It 15 a. fact
proved by experience.“

From the same author [al-Idrisi] another recipe is quoted:

If kermes [a scale insect allied to the cochineal insects, and which lives o_n trees

and vegetables] is taken with vinegar, a. woman will lose the faculty of concelvmg.51

From an important ninth century translator, Ibn al-Baitar extracts the

following:

Hunain says, apropos the male hare, that his rennet taken for three days internally
after a woman’s period prevents her from conceiving.52

Cloves taken daily is a recipe extracted from a, work by Ishaq ibn ‘Amrén:

I: a ngman does not wish to conceive, she should take every day a grain of male
c ove.

Four recipes more rational and effective are given:

The rehnet of doe in particular will prevent conception, if used by a woman as a

Supposxtory for three days after her period.54

“ Ibid., Part I, p. 453 (No. 698). Dr. Meyerhof informs me that in reality the passage
Comes from Cassianos Basses. It seems that the name Costus is, in fact, a corruption of
the name Basses. Bassos was a. great Byzantine writer on husbandry who compiled a.
collection of Greek writings on that subject. He flourished probably in the second half of
the VI century in the time of Alexander of Tralles. His treatise became the basis of the

comPilation made c. 950 A. D. by order of Emperor Constantine VII.

‘° Ibid-. Part II, p. 473 (No. 1589). Ibn al-Baitir quoting Le Chérif, i.e., al-Sharif

al'IdriSi: one of the greatest geographers and cartographers of the Middle Ages. A NlS.

recently discovered in Constantinople contains a treatise on botany and materia medica.

ascrtbed to a1~IdrisI. See M. Meyerhof, “Uber die Pharmakologie u. Botanik des
a«rablschen Geographen Edrisi,” Arch. f. Gesch. d. Math., Naturwiss. u. d. Technik, m

(1930), 45—53, 225—236.
‘2; Ibid., Part III, p. 75 (No. 1756).
s IbgrL, Part1, p. 157 (No. 172). ‘
3”’1‘lu1"‘artIII,p.64: (No. 1748). Ibn al-BaitarquotingIShaqibn Amrén-

5‘ Ibid» Part1, p. 158 (No. 172). Ibn al—Baitir quoting Isaac Israeli (13th al-Isra’ili),

the Elder, nOted Jewish physician and philosopher of the tenth century. Probably IP11
al‘BaitEr is quoting from Israeli’s book on simple drugs and nutriments (Kitfib a1-adw1ya.
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Dame],55 a bitter plant with a. bitter fruit, if used in a. suppogitory, has the property
of preventing conception!‘6

- ' entThe root of woodbine57 (European honeysuckle) mserted by a woman will prev
conception.’58

. - - omanThe dung of elephant, used With honey 1n a suPPOSItOI'Y: W111 render a wsterile forever.‘m

. - ' triThe last recipe is interesting as remimscent of one appeanng 1n the P6
or Kahun papyrus“0 (Egyptian).
Throughout folk medicine a significant réle has been played 113]}; 5121;121:ngTo it many healing Properties have been ascribed. In Ibn a- d. for

treatise the 'faeces of many different animals are men’uened as “sending
plasters, suppositories, or pessaries. He follows Al-Bagri 1n recomme
it for the prevention of conception.

. - . t the
Summarizing and classifying ibn al-Baltir’s prescriptlons we gefollowing:

(A) Means to be taken by the mouth:
Rennet of the hare
Rennet of stag
Ostracite

. . a _mule”White poplar leaves alone or with the kldney or testlcle of a he
Rue

Scoria

Barrenwort roots or leaves with wine
Solanum
Kermes with vinegar
Rennet of male hare for three days
Clove

. . eee attention of Jews to Greek science and phll°5°p11y
Histoire, i, 409-412; Wiistenfeld, Geschichte; 51—52'5° The Arabic word given by Lee _ . tif it.lerc, the editor, is kafima but he falls $22225?“Meyerhof says it is undoubtedly damel [Cf., Issa, Dictionnaire dos N0”” d“Calre, 1930, p. 1116. Lit. Kathi]! . annu= Lolium temulentum (darnel)]- Damel 15 angrass, 3. common weed in grain fields.

‘5“ Ibid., Part III, p. 145 (No. 1887). __ ‘ti.Ibn al-Baitfir quoting Abu ‘1.Abba5 an Nabfl '
‘7 The term gwen by Leclerc is bok . . 1n.

t1on 518“hour mamm alelzar. Meyerhof’s erudl _
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(B) Magical Means:

Urinating on the urine of a wolf ,

Wolf’s testicle wrapped in oiled wool as a suppository [If really used,

this might have been partially effective through the oiled wool.]

Carrying a child’s tooth’ ‘

Seed of patience wrapped in linen cloth and worn on the left arm

(C) Suppositories:

Hedysarum with honey
Doe rennet
Damel

_ Root of woodbine
Elephant dung with honey

(3b) deizd al—Angdki, The Memorial (-XVI) and Al—Ispaham’, Mirab-

al-Sahhat. (XV—Z)

Islamic contraceptive techniqiies reached their lowest point in the magical

formulae of Dawfid al-Antaki (sixteenth century'). In place of the tampons

and pessaries of the earlier writers, this author relies on magical words,

letters, and numbers. If Ibn al-Baitar’s Treatise represents decline in its

initial stage, the Kitdb at-Tadkhira (The Memorial) exhibits Islamic contra-

cePtive medicine at its lowest ebb. .

Diwfid al-Antaki was a Syrian physician and traditionist from Antioch

who lived in Cairo and died in Mecca in 1599. Though he belongs to a»

later period, his name is included here in order to complete the story of

Islamic decline.

The Kitdb at—Tadklm'ra61 is a. record of drugs, and it contains in the third

volume a long record of magical proceedings including methods for writing

amulets. It is in this section of the treatise that one finds a discussion of

the Prevention of conception. There are two pages of magical ant1~con—

cePtionzil formulae, here reproduced, Which begin as follows: “In order to

Prevent conception one writes and suspends on the woman [a paper 9‘“
which have been written the following magical formulaeh Then she W111

- not conceive.” Then follow two full pages of magical words, letters, and

Ilumbers.62

u D" MeYerhof who has examined this often printed treatise describes this sixteenth

century Kildb as containing in the first half an alphabetical list of simple drugs followmg

muCh the procedure found in Ibn al-Baitar’s Treatise; as containing in the second half an

alphabeti‘ial record of diseases and theirtreatment. Among the latter are long'chapters

0n astmlogiCal and magical methods which are missing from older treatises. It is not, es

Sarton says, the book on drugs next best to Ibn al-Baitir’s, but is distributed even Im thlS

dey ntostly by bazaar druggists and quacks. It was printed as early as 1838, and eight or
nme tunes since, the most recent being Cairo, 1906.

'2 V01. iii, pp. 294—295 of the best printed edition (Cairo: 1281).
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A late fifteenth century Persian medical manuscript, M1I7'azi-le-Sahl1at,83
by one Ghiyas ibn Muhammad al-Mutatabib al-Ispahani, Ihentlons several
drugs to prevent conception which we have met with In earher sources, an ,
some of which still peréist in European folk medicine. They are rennet,
mule’s hoof, iron scoria, iron rust, elephant’s dung, pepper—all to be taken
by the mouth.

§4 A CLASSIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF ISLAMIC CONTRACEPTIVE

TECHNIQUES

If the recipes we treated in §2 (those of ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn Sina, 15m:
‘i'l al-Jurjani, and Ibn al—J'ami‘) are placed in Group I and those of Ibn a
Baitar in Group II, we may observe at a, glance the superiority of the former.w

Group I Group II

201*Total................................................. —___4_-_ ____——v—-—-,M

(A) Means to be taken by the mouth.................... 3 1:.(B) Magical means.................................... 1 5(C) Suppositories and tampons .......................... 15 0(D) Techniques used by the man........................ 13 0‘(E) Miscellaneous techniques...........................

. . - thor* Counted each tlme that a. 3mm recipe appearS, even though coplfid- If anf aruthis.selected the more rational techniques of his predecessors, he should rece1ve credit 0

0f Ibn a1~Baitar’s twenty recipes, three-quarters (fifteen) were Clef]?!ineffective. On the other hand, the four early writers (Group I) m
‘ 1tiohed severally forty-one techniques of which only four were magmaor recipes to be taken by the mouth.. .

' ofThe prescnptlons here reported constitute, no doubt, only a Portlon. . .
' ' 5

those known to vanous Islamlc wrlters. Undoubtedly many Physmlan ’I 5'other than those here considered, treated anti-conceptlona1 measurtgwThere are at least forty treatises in Arabic similar to Ibn al-Baitil"? Treiainon Simples. Many are still untranslated and unpublished. It 15 cer. . , . , rethat Ibn Seraplon and Mesue dlscussed contraceptlve' techmque, but the. , thas been no opportumty as yet to search these sources. I have n0 doubthat Ibn al-Baitar’s unpublished Mughni discusses it; and the formiiagi:
output of RazI (Rhazes), the greatest clinician and medical observer 0 xtIslamicworld, is still unpublished. However, I have presented one te

n-from Rhazes. There are several thousand unpublished and mOStly u
“3 Dedicated to Sulta . then Bayazeed II (1481—1512). In the concludlng paragraphauthor states that he fini . sshed the work in 869 AH. (c. 1490 A.D.). My attenmn wa

called to this by Dr. C. Elgood of England.
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translated Arabian medical manuscripts. Constantinople alone has

eighty-three libraries full of such unpublished medical manuscripts. Dr.

Meyerhof ventures the opinion that it will be two hundred years before a

real history of Islamic medicine can be written. I am well aware of the

sketchy nature of this account and under no illusions regarding its complete-

ness. It is useful mainly in pointing the way, and in suggesting rich sources

for future investigation.

The extent to which contraceptive practices were actually used by the

Islamic peoples in the period of their cultural hegemony is not known. It is

known, however, that they were not forbidden by religion. It is probable

that medical writers gave more attention to the subject than legal, religious,

and ethical authors. There probably exist Arabic codes discussing the

legal and religious side of contraception, but no one unfortunately seems to

have searched them for our purpose. ‘

A recent report64 on modern Mecca shows that certain contraceptive folk

practices have persisted into very late modern times. Speaking of that

City in the middle of the nineteenth century, Professor C. Snouck Hurgronje

declares that since half the unions are pure concubinage, and are expected

to be dissolved after some time, there is a much livelier demand for preserva—

tives against impregnation than for means for its encouragement. Pills or

Pessaries of oblong shape, the composition of which Hurgronje does not

report, are sold by doctors to be introduced by the men into the meatus.65

More frequently, however, midwives introduce them into the vaginas of

their clients. “The midwives are so sure of the success of their treatment

that they habitually make contracts binding themselves to return the money

If the drugs fail of their desired efiect. Each of these midwives has her own

Special ingredients, the compounding of which is her secret, a secret im—

Parted only to her slave girls.” The midwives claim to have a method of

Contraception efiective for one, two or three years, and another permanently

sterilizing. The temporary preservatives are called tasbirah. When

permanent sterility is desired the woman requests that she be made into a

?aglflah, or female mule. Hurgronje adds66 that the concubines are more

Inclined to use the temporary than the permanent techniques.

In the absence of more detailed information, little can be said of the

effectiveness of these techniques; but it is interesting to note that some are

emplf’Yed. Might it not be possible that the female suppository was

Physmally occlusive at least to some extent?

Mu C. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the 19th century. Trans. by I. H.

:Eahan, Leyden: E. J. Brill; London: Luzac & Co., 1931, pp. vi, 3-309.
M I121.11., Eng. trans, p. 105.
Ibzd., Eng. trans, p. 109.
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It is not easy to account for the great infusion of magicand superstltgn
in the discussion of contraceptive techniques as reported 1n writers on e
Continent belonging to the late Middle Ages. Doubtless the hetltageFv‘iis
through Rome (e.g., Pliny) rather than through Islamic med1c1ne.k_ u;when the best of the Greek and Roman knowledge began to flow bac 1!}
Europe through the Arabs, we have, as a consequencenof forces 0P3???
also on the Continent, the Renaissance in literature, selence and me 1c11r311é

Surely, it is an established fact that we have found nothlng comp;Ma chto the accounts of Soranos and Aétios; nothing that equals that o 511“
writers as ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn Sina, Isma‘il al-J‘urjani, and Ibn al-Iamrlls’Razi, or even Ibn al-Baitar. It may even be doubted \fvhetheriiluropeitlhe
in the late Middle Ages knew as much about contraceptive medlcme asAnd
ancient Hebrews and Egyptians. Certainly, the point is debatable.f tor
though it would be fallacious to attribute the circumstance to a smgle. all; h:it is diflicult to avoid the conclusion that the rise of Christianlty,‘espec1a y .
the form of the dominance of the Catholic Church, was essentlally respoflnsible. Service to the City of God was the central object of life, salvat10n1h
the hereafter rather than on earth. This is not to suggest that 'the $1112;neglected to cultivate medicine. It did ; but the objects were quite d1 egealfrom those of modern scientific medicine. According to the dommantll kof the Middle Ages all discovery had to square with the ethlcal out 036;the religious dogma, of the Church. Science was subservient; small won n-it was decadent. And what was true of science in general was true 0:100“.traceptive medicine. There was much of value in the mediaeval synt ljffulbut if ethics and science are to join hands in the future, as many thougf thepeople hope, it will have to be a new synthesis on a new level: One 0greatest questions concerning the future is whether this is posmble. . theThe low level of knowledge of anti—conceptional technique durlng .

(5a) Albert the Great, Arnold of Villanova,
Albert the Great“7 (1193—1280), the Dom

theologian, was one of the most learned me
alchemists, of the Middle Ages.

Constantine the Africlm

dinican philosopher, teacher anst

n, and Perhaps one of the greater

He cultivated medicine as a necessa y
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enormous reach of Albert’s intellectual endeavor. Though he wrote a

series of encyclopedic treatises dealing with various branches of natural

science, philosophy, and theology, many works attributed to him, including

those containing contraceptive recipes, are apocryphal. Even allowing

for the apocryphal literature, his productive efforts were miraculous. Sar-

ton’s opinion seems shrewd when he says that in spite of Albert’s original

indgnient, and in spite of his prodigious energy, his work is no real encyclo-

pedia, no organic synthesis, but rather a compilation. If it does credit to

his enormous energy and intelligence, it may hardly be described as the

Product of creative genius, for Albert Contributed little to genuine intellec-

tual progress,“ Albert’s main work is best viewed as an attempt to assist

the integration of Aristotelian knowledge with Latin culture. A weaker

theologian than St. Thomas, but a better scientist, Albert’s contribution to

the history of contraception is worthy only of passing mention. The recipes

Which have so far come to light, which appear in his apocryphal works, are

essentially magical. Of these, one instance may be cited. Albert believed

that if a woman would spit thrice in the mouth of a frog, or eat bees, she

WQUId not become pregnant.69 Qusta ibn Lfiqa,’0 a Christian of Greek

origin (tenth century), though having an Arabian name, also avowed that

SFitting thrice in the mouth of a frog would prevent conception. During the

Mlddle Ages the belief was prevalent that holding a pebble of jasper in the

hand during coitus would prevent conception.71 This would be as ineffec-

tlve as the method not infrequently used in China and India for centuries:

Mfmy Chinese and Indian women believe that if they remain passive during

co1tus,72 so that they do not enjoy normal connection, they will not become

Pregnant. The Chinese refer to this as cong—fou."3 The rate of births in

these countries is eloquent testimony to the inefiectiveness of such a recipe.

“3 Sarton, op. cit., ii, 935.

.69 See the a4130(21'yphal works, De secretis muh'emm item de virtutibus herbamm lapidum e!

ammalium (Amsterdam, 1565, pp. 329) and De mirabile mmzdi as well as the account which

iOH_°“:S below in the text from a French source. Albert’s Historia animalium was written

“1 mutation of Aristotle. Thomas Aquinas was one of Albert’s disciples. A contempo-

rary writer says that he was doubtless with justice charged with necromancy. See George

.F' Fort, Medical Economy During the Middle Ages (New York: Bouton, London: Quar-

“d‘: 1883), p. 312.

fi 10 .Qusta ibn Lfiqi was a physician, philosopher, astronomer and mathematician who

°“Tl_5hed in Bagdad and died in Armenia 0. 912. The name Qusta is exceedingly rare in

grab”; it is PIObably a. Syriac corruption of the Byzantine name Constans or Constantine.

eiISarton’ i, 502; Leelerc, Histoire, i, 157—159.

Paws”; “Early Ideas Concerning Conception and Contraception,” in [Stopes?]

M97112““1 Help on Birth Control, p. 200.

73 Cf» the text of Ibn Sina on avoiding simultaneous orgasms. . .

Iwan Bloch (pseud. for Eugen Diihren), The Sexual Life of Our Tmcs. (Engl.

5d- from 6th Ger. ed.) Ch. xvii.
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Related to passivity as a measure one may recall the statement by Ibn Sini
(Avicenna) that avoidance of a. simultaneous orgasm will prevent concep‘
tion.74

Arnold of Villanova,75 a. writer of the second half of the thirteenth century,
“abundantly recognizes,” says Fort, “the power of lettered characters when
sprinkled with blood in the hands of an unforgiving rival, totally to trensi
form the enticements of the nuptial cha.mber.”76 This sounds hke a maglca
anaphrodisiac. Arnold also revived the prescription of Soranos in declarmg
that

If a woman drinks in the morning for three days two minas of water in Which smiths
quench their forceps, she will be sterile permanently."

And Fort avows that nuns not only made attempts by the use of amuletS
and talismen, to prevent conception, but produced abortion:

Nuns and consecrated women residing in convents, whose time was emplOYEda:
embroidering fine textures and attiring themselves in bridal vestlzfients to at r of
the attention of strange men, after having glided down the fascmatmIgfilOPZadhuman impulses, instead of relying on the presumed puissance. 0f rehglon! 'nalrecourse to the more practical method of restoring their virginity by methcxian
potions—a practice placed under the ban as early as the year 798, by a. Carlovmgore
fescript [Lax Saliva, Tit. XXI, lex 4]. In some instances errlng .SlStel'S. dleamulets or applied the preventative talismanic influence of a sacred shirt or g“ e ’
t0 suPpress the manifestation of conventualirregularities. The bold[con'tr‘acalt’etive] recommendation of mediaeval medical professors against the 168mm

74 See infra p. 142.
75 Arnold of Villanova.

Barchione, i.e., of Barcelon
cine at Naples, he travelle
Rome. He died in 1311.

This Catalan physician was an alc
visionary. Approximately 123 treatis

t(Arnaldus de Villa Nova, or VillanovanuS, 315° B‘fwogi‘fi,a) was born near Valencia c. 1234-1250. After studying a andd extensively, practising in Paris, Montpellier, Barcelon

. ndhemist, astrologer, diplomat, socml reformer a
- ‘mes, most of them short, have been attnbuted :03”:but many are apocryphal. Sarton (op. cit, ii, 893) refers to him as “one of the mos eordinary personalities of mediaeval times.” Though he realized the value of nathlr}:science and had some slight conception of the experimental point of view; and “1°“? usoccasionally seemed opposed to magic and sorcery, “his own works are full of stipfil’smw dideas.” (Sarton, ii, 893). None the less, he enjoyed fame as a medical practltloner anwas consulted by Aragon kings and the popes.- n o

l . ch-
In v1ew of the above facts, 1t Is not strange that Arnold’s Views on contracePtlve tenique were, so far as they are now known, worthless.For a list of the most important works attributed to Arnold, see George sarton, Introduction lo the History ofScience, ii, 894—900.
7‘ Fort,Medical Economy, note, p. 294, citing Villanova, De Malefiaiis, COL 1529; tin-" “Si mulier bibat quod libet mane per tres dies duas minas aquae, in qua faral‘ll exgunt forcipes suas steriles sit in perpetuum.” Armld Villannov., Brevitm'i Addition”,Lib. III, e. 5, col. 1338.
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results of these frailties, attests the extent of an evil justly regarded by the Church

as a most heinous crime.78

Fort, moreover, suggests that the nuns sometimes followed the prescriptions

of Arnold and Constantine the African.

A number of recipes, mainly magical, for the prevention of conception,

are to be found in a treatise ascribed to Albert bearing the title The Admir-

able Secrets of Albert the Great.79 Many of these recipes which follow have

become more or less traditional in the folk medicine of Europe:

(1) If one soaks up in a piece of cloth the oil of the barberry tree, and if one

afipliess it to the left temple of a woman, she will not conceive while it is

t ere. °

(2) The ancients say that if a woman hangs about her neck the finger and

the anus of a. dead foetus, she Will not conceive While they are there. The

same result will be achieved if she drinks sheep’s urine or the blood of a

hare; or if she hangs around her neck the anus of the hare.81

(3) If one wishes that a woman be not sexually desirous of men, it is necessary

to take the penis of a wolf, to take the hairs of his eyelids, and those under

his heard, to have them burned, and then to make the woman drink the

results without her knowing anything about it.32

(4) It is also said that if one cuts off the foot of the female weasel, leaving her

still alive, and if one puts this foot about the neck of a woman, she will

not conceive while she wears it; and that if she takes it ofi she will become

Pregnant.83
(5) If one takes the two testicles of a. weasel and wraps them up, binding them

to the thigh of a woman who wears also a. weasel bone on her person, she

Will no longer conceive.84

Little Albert advises as follows in order to turn women away from the sexual

act:

(6) Reduce to a powder the sexual organ of a red bull, and give a crown’s

Wight of this powder in a bouillon composed of veal, of purslane and

lettuce.85

'8 Fort, 012. cit., p. 280.
7.91393 secrets admirables du Graml Albert . . . suim's du Trésar des ?Iterveilleux secrets du

PeiztAlbert. Réédition par Marius Decrespe. Paris: Guyot. n. d., pp. 190. This work

cannot be located in any library of the United States. I am indebted to Dr. Paul Delau-

nay 0f Le Mans, Sarthe, France, forwork on this source.
8“ Ibid., p. 67.
81Ibz'd., p. 68.
82 Ibid., p. 69.
83 Ibid.

8‘ Ibid., p. 70.

3‘ IW, p. 113.
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In order to make men incapable of conceiving, Little Albert adVlseS as
follows:

' f the
Take the penis of a newly killed wolf, and, commg may the [hpuselndrfglg‘ andone whom you wish to render sterile, you will then ca..11 hlm by bl: Ollh a. strihg ofas soon as he has replied, you will tie up the sand penls of the we W

- - us 'ust
white thread; and he will be rendered Impotent 1n regard to the act of Ven J
as much as if he were indeed a eunuch.“s

. ' b 11.(5b) Frater Rudolphus’ Fourteenth Century M(muscrzpt, De 017W” chem y
An interesting report on the magical contraceptiye practlces Priviilfi

in the late Middle Ages among the early Germans, 1s contamed llft in the
teenth century manuscript of eighteen parchmeht sheets on de§051ribed in
University of Leipzig library, the contents of whlch have been .63; ruby”.
considerable detail by Franz.87 It bears the title, Lzber. de 01756“? 0 iemarilyThe second part alone remains to us. The manuscrlpt fleals pr racticewith the proper guidance of the flock by the priest, and Wltll thetpworthyof confession; and, while essentially theological in eontent, 1s no‘ees A
also for its practical observations on the cultural hls'tory of the mil ' thekeen observer of the life of the people, the author, Who'WaS proba liyiouSMinorit, Rudolphus de Bibraco (Biberach near Ulm), beheveo. the reséms'
interests of the people Were jeopardized by their superstltlous cu formsHence he admonishes the clerics to root them out regardleSS_ 0f thethey take. Among the superstitions reported are the £0110ng 3

. ' ‘ 5.
Those who desire to prevent birth and conception do a great many fantasé:15:11:: ’When they sit or lie down they sometimes put a number of fingers film are underthinking they will be free from conception as many years as they Put nglder tree,them. A substance which they call their “flower” they place 1n an esaying: “You will bear for me and I will bloom for you."88

Quartalschr., lxxxviii (1906), 411—436.
33 Ibid., 1). 427. The original of the artumpassage reads as follows: “Conceptum at Pimpedlre uolentes plurimas faciunt fant . onuntasias. Cum sedent vel lacunt, quandoque P
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(56) Book of the Cyram'des

In an equally superstitious way the Book of the Cyranides,“ a compendium

of ancient lore on the virtues of animals, stones and plants, says that the

left testicle of the weasel

placed in mule skin, and worn, prevents conception. It is necessary to wrlte on

the mule skin these words IQA’, QIA’, PATH), 0T:” 01': KOOXP‘, Remove. the
testicles as the moon goes down, and leave the weasel 1iv1.ng;.an.d gwe 1ts tCStldes

to be worn in the muleskin ; it will serve as a sort of philtre,mvmc1ble and agreeable,

against conception.”

Further

If a woman . . . wears [the heart of a salamander] attached to her knees, she will

not conceive.91

(5d) Drugs, Gems and Stones

The drinking of drugs to prevent conception was somewhat prevalent

during the Middle Ages, as it is in many parts of the world today to proveke

abortion. It was believed, for instance, that the prolonged and method1cal

use of sabine (Juniperus sabina) would prevent conception.92

Many writers have referred to the supposed special powers of gems and

StOnes. There are gems to induce continence. For example, a 1ap1<lary of

the second quarter of the thirteenth century says that “the emerald 1svey13;

potent against [not only] storms,” but “also against male sexual desue.

Little need be said about the irrationality of these recipes. . They are of

interest chiefly in showing that the desire to prevent conceptlon was char:

acteristic of the Middle Ages in Europe, when the Church was more demt-

Ilant than at present. Were the desire for prevention not present, 1t 15

diffiwlt to see how these superstitions could have persisted so long.

pro me, ego floream pro te. Et tamen arbor floret et ipsa parit pueros cum dolorfi. 1 I?e

eodem flore suo proiciunt, ne concipiant; de eodem dant cani aut porcelloeut plscmu o m
aqua, ne Concipiant.” The heading of the chapter (9th) is fine sortllegus puellarum et
malarum mulierum.” Love charms are also discussed in the chapter. . Chapter 8 deals

with the birth and care of children and the superstitions associated therethh. _
39 Probably translated from Greek into Latin by Paschal the Roman.(Pascahs Ro—

manus) in 1169. The Greek text with a French translation will be found 1n F. de MélY;
Les Lapidaires de l’Antiquité et du Mayan Age (vols. 2 and 3, Fans: 1898—1902). Cf.)
Lynn Thorndike, History anagz'o, ii, 229—235 ; George Sarton, 015. ml, 11, 347.

9° Livre dc: Cyranides, p- 77-
" 112121., p. 91.
”Letter of Dr. Paul Delauney of Le Mans, France, to the author. Cf., also von

Oefele, Die Heilkunde, ii (1898), 277-
” L. Pannier, Les Lapidaires frangaz’s du Maye» Age des XII, XIII 5’ XIV Siécles,

Pa 245.
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(56) The Catholic Church as Represented by St. Thomas Aquinas

It is hardly possible to trace the development of any subject through the
Middle Ages without devoting some attention to the Catholic Church
which was chiefly responsible for the cultural unity of that interesting
period. Inasmuchlas it will not be possible to consider here in detail the
relation of the mediaeval Christian church to contraception, this procedure
has been followed: St. Thomas Aquinas (1225—1274) has been taken as
typical. For his views on contraception became those of the Catholic
Church; and the doctrines of the Catholic Church on contraception have
been modified Little, if at all, from that day to this. Despite the fact that
Aquinas has no place in the history of medicine, we cannot understand the
development of contraceptive thought during the Middle Ages unless We
recognize the influence of his doctrines on the Catholic Church, and, through
the church, upon the masses.
The spirit of scientific inquiry was foreign to Aquinas’s whole temper 0f

thought. His contribution to the history of science is negligible—virtually
nil.94 He holds some place in the history of philosophy, government and
economic theory; but he has no place in medical history. Since he was
primarily concerned with re—interpreting Aristotle, and in reconciling ANS”
totelian and Muslim knowledge with Christian dogmatics, we would riot
expect him to have faced the problem of the control of human fertility Wlth
the open mind of a. scientist. In respect to his attitude toward contraceP‘
tion St. Thomas was not the good Aristotelian he proved to be in nearly
every other field of knowledge, for Aristotle, it will be recalled, reported 011
contraceptive technique in his Historia Animalium, even if there i5 no
evidence that he approved the practice. St. Thomas, who wrote a volume
in imitation of Aristotle’s Historia, avoided a discussion of technique: and,
we may deduce, condemned such practices. They were not permissible
according to his theological presuppositions.
Aquinas’s chief work is the Summa Thealogioa (c. 1267 to Aquinas’S

death). Of interest to us is also his Summa Contra Gentiles (1258- to 60
01' 1254)- The bulk of his writings is enormous. There are many 01d

9‘ Sarten says (op. cit, ii, 914—915) of him “though interested in science, he [St- Th°m51
utterly failed to-understand its true Spirit and methods, and no scientific contribution canbe credited to him. Indeed his mind was far too dogmatic to be capable of disinterestedSClentlfi’t‘; cunosxty. His master, Albert, was a. more genuine man of science than hewas . . .
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editions of the Summa Theologica, but an edition of twenty volumes has

been published in London recently translated by the English Dominican

Fathers. Likewise, there is a new edition of the Summa Contra Gentiles.95

Aquinas condemned birth control, says Father John A. Ryan, on the

gronnd that it was “against nature and therefore morally wrong!“ The

eondemnation is, however, perhaps more implicit than explicit.97 I am

Indebted to Father John A. Ryan for the following “free and condensed”

translation of relevant passages. In the Summa Theologica we read:

In so far as the generation of offspring is impeded, it is a vice against nature which

happens in every carnal act from which generation cannot follow.98

Likewise in the Summa Contra. Gentiles:

The inordinate omission of semen is against the good of nature, which is the

conservation of the species; hence, after the sin of homicide, by which human

nature actually existing is destroyed, this kind of sin, by which the generation of

human nature is impeded, seems to hold second place.99

The doctrines of Aquinas became the doctrines of the Catholic Church.

They were incorporated in the general body of theology. Despite early

attempts to censor the general body of Thomistic theology, Thomism

becafne the oflicial doctrine of the Dominican Order four years after

Aquinas’s death (1278). During the Council of Trent (1545—1563) the

Summa Theologica was placed on the altar with the Holy Scriptures and

the Decretals.1°°

The movement toward the recognition of Thomism as an integral part of

Cetholic doctrine culminated when Leo XIII (1878—1903) issued the ency—

chcal Aetemi Pam's (1879). Later (1880), St. Thomas was proclaimed the

patron of all Catholic schools. Leo XIII also ordered the publication of a

34 9‘ The Opera Omnia have been edited by S. E. Fretté and Pauli Maré (Paris, 1871—80,

188:01ume5) The most authoritative edition, still incomplete, is the Leomne (Rome,

20 "1926: vols. i—xiv have appeared). Both the Summa leeolagica (London, 1911—1925,

b V015.) and the Summa Contra Gentiles (London, 1923—28, 20 vols.) have been translated

y 313 English Dominican Fathers. See Ryan, op. sit, for further references.

‘7 John _A- Ryan, Art. on Aquinas in Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, ii, 148.

This IS also the view of Father John A. Ryan (U. S. A.) who, at my request, had a

:earch made of St. Thomas’s works. Father Ryan reports that no explicit statement “has

een brought to 1ight;” he thinks this not “surprising inasmuch as such practices were

:Pparehtly not prominent in his time.” (Letter dated November 17, 1930-) JUSt how

Pigmnent” these were is not known.
99 Summa. leeologz‘w, Secundae 2 ae, Question 154, Article I.

MSHmma Contra Gentiles, Bk. iii, ch. 122. Cf., also Question 154, Art. XI and Art. XII.

Sarton, op. cit, ii, 916.
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new edition of St. Thomas’s works. Thus has St. Thomas gradually come
to be recognized “ofl‘icially as the intellectual guide of the Roman Catholic
Church.” Leo XIII’s eflorts were furthered by his successors: Pius X
(1903—1914), Benedict XV (1914—1922). The recent encyclical of the
present Pope (Pius XI, 1922— ) on Casti commbii (Jan. 1931), dealing
with marriage problems, clearly lays down a Thomistic doctrine on birth
control. “It is thus sufliciently clear,” says Sarton, “that Thomism is .the
ofiicial philosophy of the Roman Catholic Church; that it is as authoritative;
for the members of that Church, as anything can be, short of the dogmas
themselves.”1°1

§6 THE EFFECTIVE RéLE 0F CONTRACEPTION IN THE MIDDLE AGES

PROBABLY SMALL

Since Aquinas’s doctrines became incorporated with the doctrine of the
Catholic Church, it is not diflicult to infer what the attitude toward contra-
ceptive medicine would be on the part of Catholic mediaeval and modern
writers on that subject. It is abundantly clear, however, that even in W
Middle Ages, the era of greatest dominance of the Church, when Europe 1.005
culturally unified and dominated by custom almost to the point of stagnahofl,
the Church never succeeded in preventing the application of contraceptive heattl'
edge. It should not be inferred from such a statement that contraceptloI1
was generally practised during the Middle Ages. It is highly waablethat it was not. On the other hand, it is equally probable that, even though
the economic, social and religious mores of the populace favored large fami-
lies, some use was made of the popular remedies handed on by oral tradl‘
tion and in medical literature. Physicians also must have made, perhapsonly in rigorously selected cases, some use of contraceptive technique. Itis difficult to believe that all the contraceptive knowledge that came downfrom the Greeks, Romans and Arabs failed to find application.
Was contraception applied sufiiciently in the Middle Ages to affect Seri‘

OUSIY the natality figures? Here we are necessarily in the dark, since therewere, of course, no censuses, much less birth-rate calculations in the Rerwdunder examination. Even i
. - tendest eoneluswn seems to be that, PW” ta. tamodem tzmes, say 1800 in western civilizations, much later in eastern 6mm”

times, the numbers of 0 P601516 0% a given territory have been determined by
”“7”“? factors afieding natality and mortah't , independently of attemf’t‘
arteficeally to control conception. Much, if not most, of the informatlon
popularly current on contraception throughout the whole historical Period
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has been ineffective. What the physicians knew is another matter. Much

of this ineffectiveness was necessarily clue to the infusion of magic and astrol-

ogy into all branches of knowledge in the Middle Ages. In the folk medicine

of Europe, the subject of the next chapter, we see this tendency persisting.

It may be that the development of the condom or sheath, so readily access—

ible even in cultures that ostensibly mention contraception only in furtive

whispers, has done more than almost any other force to displace many of

the nonsensical—though, upon occasion, brilliant and efiective—contra—

cePtive folk practices.



\

CHAPTER VII

EUROPEAN FOLK BELIEFS AND LAY LITERATURE

FROM 1400 ON

§1 MAGICAL FOLK MEDICINE
SIDE by side with rational methods of controlling conception, SUCh as thecondom (Chapter VIII), there have perSisted in the folk befi‘ffs andfolk medicine of Europe down to our day the superstitions of antiqu‘ty alfdof the MiddleAges. Many Will bereported in this section. Often fantastlc,
they may try the endurance of the reader; but a. smooth, readable aSCOIEntof the scrappy niaterials available is diflicult to produce without sacrificmg

curate recording and restrained interpretation. C011?pleteness and classification of these materials are diflicult. MUCh of t?“folklore passed orally and was never recorded. The very furtiveness Wlth
Which it was undoubtedly passed from woman to woman renders most 511011ideas inaccessible to the compiler.
In German folk medicine one finds majoram (Origamtm maiorana), thyme(Thymus vulgaris) , parsley1 (Petroselz'num sativum) , and lavender (Law‘dulaQfi‘icinalis) recommended in tea form not simply as an abortifacient but ?’150as a contraceptive.2 Rosemary and myrtle have still a symbolic 32PM”tion; for the former is worn on the breast by the bride, and myrtle 1n the

ordingly grown up around these simples. h sThe root of the worm fern (P) (Wurmfam, or Aspidium filix mas), atalso been used to produce abortion and to render women sterile. At 1635

‘ Aigremont, ii, 20.
5 Floss-Battels, Dru- Weib, i, 543. Cited by Aigremont, ii, 20.

170
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accordingly dubbed it “prostitute root” (Hurtmxwm'z).6 This use dates back

at least to Dioscorides.

According to symbolic or sympathetic magic the seeds of many fruitless

trees, drunk as a tea, would render a woman sterile. Fruitlessness would

provoke fruitlessness. The notion that like produces like is a very old

primitive belief—one prevalent in many savage, and in some highly civilized

societies; and, as Winternitz says, the principle of similia similibus curanmr

prevails throughout the entire range of folk medicine.7

Seitz and Mathiolus, for example, have shown that even until relatively

late times the German people believed that drinking willow tea made one

sterile. This notion doubtless came down from the Romans. The German

women thought, in addition, that if the tea were drunk boiling hot, it would

drive away all desire for, and inclination to, unchastity. Willow is men-

tioned as productive of sterility in an early eighteenth century treatise on

Women’s Diseases (1709) by R. D. Carolus Musitanus, from Chapter IV

of Which (On Sterility) the following is extracted:

Many are the drugs which dispose of or impede semen, or cause the abortion of

the foetus. Amongst those which destroy semen and prevent conception is
Wlllow, which does not weaken the appetite of small women (muliercularum) so
much as poisons do, for which reason it mitigates excessive salacity, if first, truly
terider willow shoots are cut off, for thus there flows a liquor; when it is shaped into

a httle lump and drunk by a woman it is efiicacious, so that never is love deemed

Stronger, but if a potion of willow be drunk by a woman on an empty stomach

several times, it induces sterility. It is said that either Crocus or mint prevents

concePtion, if introduced into the vagina immediately after intercourse. Borax
combined with the willow drink, taken internally before or shortly after inter-

course, is said to be an impediment to conception; there is a common saying that

camphm prevents love, and consequently emasculates, whence the little verse:

“Camphor through the nostrils by its odour castrates men.”

But we know the opposite of camphor, for it renders “sumetes” more lustful.

A150, When a suppository of black helkbore [hellebore] with castoreum is inserted

f011.0wmgintercourse, conception is prevented. And if a woman did conceive, the

fruit would be destroyed.8

Note that in the above passage ineffective means to be taken by the mouth

are emPhasized, but that a suppository of black hellebore with castoreum

15 t0 be inserted after intercourse. If such a suppository has any effective-

ness When inserted prior to coitus, it seems reasonable to infer that this

6 Aigremont, ibid.

7 Moritz Winternitz, “Witchcraft in Ancient India,” in Imlian Antiquary (Bombay),

March, 1899. Also separate.
1018K D. Carolus Musitanus, De Morbis Muliemm, 1709, ch. iv, De sterilitate, pp. 100—
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would be greatly reduced if the medication did not take place until after.
And herein, we may point out, lies one of the essential differences between
contraception prior to 1900 and contraception after that period: We how
have more experience enabling us to sift the effective from the ineflectwe,
the harmless from the harmful. This is not to suggest that the siftmg
process is now complete, especially as regards reliability; far from it. But
in recent years even popular writers have automatically—not through any
special pains of their own—-been saved from such confusions as were com-
mon, indeed well nigh universal, in the Middle Ages.
To his prescriptions on willow Musitanus adds:

Passionate coitus is to be avoided, for it is unfruitful. Sometimes the vvuomamdoes not draw back her buttocks [as Soranos directs], and conquers, 35 15 thecustom of Spanish women, who move their whole body while they have intercourse,
from an excess of voluptuousness (they are extraordinarily passionate), am} Pef'form the Phrygian dance, and some of them passionately sing a song, Wthh 1nSpanish is called “Chaccara,” and on account of this [sic] Spanish women aresterile.9

This passage is of interest chiefly in showing the persistence into the eight-eenth century of the influence of Soranos; it shows the persistence of the
medieval and Christian notion that if one really enjoys coitus there mustbe dire results—in this case sterility. The general acceptance, we mayremark, of this false Christian dogma is perhaps as much reSponsible forthe prevalence in our own time of marital disharmony and hence 0f divlorceas any single factor. Thus has Christianity helped to create what 1t atbottom deplores—the separation of married partners.

nHovorka and Kronfeld,10 following perhaps the suggestion Of von Oeffflf”think that some of the substances reported above and used in folk medicme
to prevent conception may be partially effective by causing a catarrh of theuterine canal. Many are supposed to contain an ether oil which mighthinder conception through the nexus mentioned. Very little is knownabout this subject, and it merits investigation. It is not inconceivab1e ?hata thorough inquiry by medical science into the effectiveness of many r801pascommonly thought by anthropologists and others to be magical may teaChIis much about modern contraception. Such a study might also £11qulight upon variations in fertility in various cultures at different epOChS 1n

1° Hovorka and Kronfeld, op. cit, i, 34.' 31 See article II in Die Heilkunde (1898), pp. 273-284, on “The Pharmacological P055i'blhty of Influencing Fertility.”
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as late as the end of the eighteenth century, that, if an unmarried maiden

ate pears or medlars (Mespilus germam'ca—the fruit of a small Asiatic tree

related to the apple family) grafted on to hawthorn branches, she would

not become pregnant.12

An early eighteenth century writer, John Gustave Rudolph,13 reports

superstitious practices designed to induce sterility: The suspension of hare

dung and mule’s hide over women’s beds; the suspension over women of

children’s teeth caught in silver plates before they fall to the ground;14

the throwing away by a Woman into a river of as many seeds as she desires

years to avoid pregnancy.

In the account of contraception during the Middle Ages we noticed the

mention, in the Additional Letters of Arnold Villanova, of a prescription of

Soranos calling for the internal use “of water in which smiths quench their

forcePS-” Fossel reports that in Steiermark (East Austria) the same pre-

scription has been followed by simple folk in late modern times. These

P80p1e believe that, if the solution mentioned is drunk after every menstrual

Period, it will induce sterility; as will also the partaking of tincture of lead,

English balsam, bee honey, and purgatives of all kinds, and especially aloes

‘ and myrrh.

In the hope that it might throw some light on the effectiveness of the

prescription calling for the internal use of the water from smithy’s fire

buckets, an investigation is being made to determine whether or not it

Contains lead or some other sterilizing agent. It is known that lead does

have such an effect; and Dr. R. L. Dickinson informs me that during the

Yvar, some women actually preferred work in factories where lead was used

In the expectation, often warranted, that it would render or keep them sterile.

The continuity of another idea is noteworthy. It will be recalled that

Hippocrates noted that corpulence interfered with fertility.“i Likewise in

Steiermark corpulence has been considered, since the very oldest times, a

hindrance to conception.m

The observation of Hippocrates was certainly a shrewd one in the absence

0f even our limited modern knowledge of endocrinology. For there is

‘2 G. Lammert, Volksmedizin und medizim'sohe Aberglaube in Bayer”, P' 157'

‘3 Joannes Gustav Rudolphus, Dissertatio medico—iuridica ae vefiem‘s sterilitatem indu-

centibus (Wittenberg, 1731? based on ed. of 1709), ch. xxxviii.

1‘ Cf., Ibn al-Baitar, op. M, ii, 455 (No. 1560)- If one takes, heme it “115’ the t°°-th
?f a child who is losing his teeth, and puts it in a silver leaf, and [if] a. woman carries
1t, it will prevent her from conceiving.

Quoted from Proprietés of Ibn Zuhr.
‘5 Haeser, Lehrbuch (1875), p. 202. On account of the col'Pulence °f Scythian women

the Greeks considered them unfruitful.
‘° V. Fossel, Valksmedim'n, p. 48.
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frequently an increase in obesity after the menopause, when the ovaries
cease functioning. The endocrine cause for sterility sometimes involyes
obesity. This association between obesity and low fertility or even sterility
shows the insight of some writers of the antique world. It shows also how
such observations may enter into folk tradition without any seeming reason
therefore, and yet have a certain foundation in fact.
According to Jaworskij, the South Russian women of the Skaler mountain

range in Galicia use the following magical contraceptive receipts:

(1) A young girl, in order to prevent children, takes a few drops of her first men-
strual blood, and lets it flow into a hole in the first egg of a young hen. She then
buries the egg near the table in the room. There the egg remains for nine days and
nine nights. When the egg is taken up, it will be found to contain worms With
black heads. She will have as many children as the egg contains worms: If she
throws the egg with the worms in it into the water, she will have the ch11dren;lf
she throws it into the fire, they Will burn up once and for all.17

(2) The menstrual blood of wives is taken and put on flax lint. This is then fled
into ten knots in ten “corners,” rolled together, and worn for nine days and ”menights. During the night it is carried under the right arm, and during the dayunder the left knee. Thereafter it is buried in the earth in the main corner 0f theroom while these words are recited three times: “I do not bury you for one year,
but for eternity l” Then this woman will not have any children.18

Kaéser reports that Slovak women drink, with contraceptive intent,
softened walnut leaves and saffron in water. With the same purpose inmind they carry club-moss (Lycopodium clavatum) in their clothes.” Other
Slovak women are less naive: They use linen rags to occlude the 05. (See
below.)

Gurewitsch and Woroschbit20 have recently shown in their account 0f
17 Juljan Jaworskij,

iv, 47.
13 Ibid., On the tying of “newly—wed knots” (novorum nuptorum ligaturae) 6f: J°annesGustav Rudolphus, Dissertatia, ch. xiii, pp. 13—14. The Latins called the magicians whotied knots in thread or shoestrings during a marriage ceremony Fesoennini. The sym‘bolism of closing the bar on the door was also carried out for the same purpose- .For many centuries knot—tying was employed, especially by males, to render cmtils

unfruitful. The medieval Hebrew verb was asar, the French “nouer l’aiguillette"5 1nGerman these knots were called “Nestelkntipfen.” Cf, Solomon Gandz, “The Knot inHebrew Literature,” Isis, xiv, 194.
1’ Mory Kacser (of Luki, Hungary),

Cited by Hovorka and Kronfeld, Vergleic
cit., ii, 92.

2° Z. Gurewitsch and F. Grosser, Probleme des Gesohlechtslebens [in Russian, Staatsver'lag der Ukraine, 1930
’ pp. 259] aJldMatm'alm zur ukrainisch—mss'solzen Ethnologi‘ [Lem-berg, 1905» 13¢ V111]. Cited by Z. Gurewitsch and A. J. Woroschbit, “Das Sexuaueben
d,”Zei£schr. , S ' 5144 espec'

pp. 69-70 f ‘xualmssemohafl,xvm (May, 1931), ;

“Malthusianische Zaubermittel,” Zeitschr. f. Osterr. Volkslamtde,

Oflginalbeitrdge fiber Volksmedizin in UM”;
hende Volksmedz'zin, ii, 523. Cf, Aigremont’ " '
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the sexual life of farming women in the Ukraine that coitus interruptus

(Onanismus) is widespread among them. These reporters also state that

many other means are employed for the prevention of conception.21 The

view is also current among the girls and women of the Ukraine that if they

have coitus with many men at short intervals they will be thereby protected

from impregnation.

According to Krebel, Russian women, to prevent conception, drink an

infusion of saxifrage (Lacopodium clavatum); or they drink a glass of warm

water.22 The leaves of arum and the roots of saxifrage were, according to

an Upper Palatinate legend, drunk by the daughters of the hero Attila in

order to remain sterile.”3

Some women of Siberia believe that, if they take a certain amount of

white lead as soon as their menses appear, it will prevent conception until

the next menses.24 This would be ineffective unless lead were taken in

regular doses, in which case, if the doses were beyond tolerance, poisoning

might result. Trjié reports25 that among peasant Rumanian women living

ESerbia (Called by the Serbs “valsi;” the Walachen?) the belief is prevalent

at:

If a Woman wants to remain childless, she ought on no account to sleep with her

husband during the time of menstruation ; but outside of the period she may always

have coitus with him provided that she boils down an herb called jarba starba

(Cluck weed, or Stellcm‘a media), and drinks the decoction on an empty stomach.

She will then not become pregnant.

‘ The magical use of one’s fingers plays an interesting réle in the history of

rltuallistic, ineffective contraception. It may be recalled that the fourteenth

Century observer, Frater Rudolphus, noted that women thought they would

hot Conceive if they sat or lay down on a certain number of fingers, accord-

mg to the number of years they wished to be free from pregnancy. Super-

Stlti‘ms Of this nature have persisted for centuries, and still operate in some

quarters of Europe. Hovorka reports26 one form of this ritual as practised

by Serbian women: they place as many fingers in a. child’s first bath water

as they dESire years of freedom from pregnancy. Krauss gives us a difierent

Variant; the bride, while riding in the wedding coach, sits on her fingers.27

2‘ Zeitschr. f. Sexualwissenschaft, xviii: 70- l
22R. Krebel, Volksmedizn‘n und Volksmiuel verschiedener Viilkerstiimme Russlands.

Lenpzxg und Heidelberg, 1858.
’3 G. Lammert, Volksmedizin, p. 158.

Z H°_‘_Iorka and Kronfeld, op. cit; ii, 524. . .

Trllé on “Das Geschlechtsleben der Rumfinen in Serbien” in Anthropojbhytem. v1,

150-161. See p. 157.

26 91" ‘55-» ii, 524. Serbian women also close the house door with the legs of a newly-

born llrfant This “closes” the mothers to impregnation.

’7 Cited by Ploss—Bartels, Das Wcib, ii, 301.
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Lammert reports the folk belief that:

u o O theIf a woman carries on herself the finger of a premature chlld, or 1t she §§$§ime
urine of a ram or of a hare, or Wears hare dung, she wnll not concelve.

' - an
is the case if a thorn is extracted from the foot of a 11V1ng weasel and a wom
wears it.28

This prescription is reminiscent of recipes numbered two and four extragtsed
from “The Admirable Secrets of Albert the Great” to be found on pegel ftr
Linné reports that in Gottland and Gland the young Wlfe_, aher

divorce, is able to limit the number of expected children by toufhlltg Ct
womb with her fingers! Though the theory behind this. practlce 1: 11;
exactly clear, one gathers that the Woman thinks she w111 haye (Ely of
many children as she uses fingers. There seems to be no questloh d‘ereted
lathering the cervix?9 The practice is somewhat similar to that m me an
by Truhelka. as operating among Bosnian peasants. When a Besnlan womfor
mounts into a. saddle, she shoves the fingers under her belly glrflle—‘(me r 30
each year. If she puts both hands under, she Will remain stenle forevtivill
Of a similar type is the superstition of the Serbian women that the): 'ng
remain childless if they raise, With the whole hand, the vessel contam:m3
their wedding bath water, and place it before the fire. If a feW fingersused, they will have a corresponding number of children.31

- en.Still other magical rituals are reported as accepted by Serblan wornThey throw a certain number of glowing coals into the bath virate’r sewn:
“When these pieces of coal begin to burn again, I shall bear a chlld. La i1;

they throw the coals into the fire. AS they $156!}
themselves becoming pregnant on the SpOt- bian

magic of closing locks, doors, etc. Some 361: andwomen lay on the church floor in front of the aisle 3. Wide-Open pat}}00h n Ikey. Then they walk between them, and turn around saying, W e, I shall conceive a. child.”

. . . - mangroups have at dxfierent tlmes beheved that, If aWwould throw vario
.

denus objects such as kernels of grain, apples, stones, WOOpegs or nails into a neighborin ‘ freeg W611, Spring or river, she Would rema}: thisfrom Pregnancy. One or two instances have already been reported 1
”3 G. Lammert, op. cit, p. 158.

61%
2“ For a discussion of this method of prevention, see Dickinson and Bryant: of-

p. 74.
3° PIoss-Bartels, op. cit, ii, 300—301.“1 Krauss, cited by Ploss, ibid.
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account. Magyar women, in order to remain childless, fill, before coitus,

an open padlock with poppy; then they put it in the nearest well.32 In lower

Bavaria the spotted orchid (Orchis maculaia) is used to prevent conception.

This plant has two subterranean bulbs shaped like a hand. They are dug

up and thrown into water. The older clod floats; the one more recently

developed sinks. The former is used by the Letts to induce sterility.33 My

understanding is that this ineffective magical means is resorted to mainly

by unmarried girls in order that they might not become pregnant by their

lovers.

Turning the wheel of the grain mill backward four times at midnight,

being a reverse process, is supposed to prevent conception. Another sym-

bolico-ritualistic procedure is to lay under the mill as many wheat kernels

as one expects children. Another is for a. woman to go to the graves of her

sisters and call out three times over the graves, “I don’t want any more

children.”34

According to Demeter Dan the Rumanian bride who wishes to remain

childless during her married life, places, during the wedding ceremony, as

many roasted walnuts in her bosom as she wishes to remain years without

children. After the wedding, the nuts are buried in the earth.35

These practices, almost without exception inefiective, are simply symbolic

magic and popular superstition. But the frequency and persistence with

which they appear, now in this period, now in that ; now in this geographical

location, now in that, show that women of all times have longed to control

their maternal, biological function; that they have wanted both fertility

and sterility, each in its appointed time and place. This fear of slavery to

P.I‘egnancy has been to many women like a ghost stalking the corridor of

tune, always present, yet always elusive; sometimes placated, more often

threatening. Often, pathetically enough, women have hit upon the in-

effectual and the injurious; and only lately has science consciously begun

to help them.

Certain customs in existence among the simpler peoples of Europe in late

modern times may have been influenced by the availability in cities of

Certain articles and drugs. For this reason it may be questioned whether

the Practices reported in the next two paragraphs really come under the

Classification of folk medicine. In the case of the use of the sponge reported

below we suspect some urban influence. However, the practices are placed

here for want of a better classification.

“2 Hovorka, op. cit, ii, 524.
83 ML, i, 35.
:: Ploss-Bartels, Das Wail), p. 300.
Hovorka, op. cit, ii, 524.
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Mr. Horst von Einsiedel, a former German exchange student to the
United States, has informed me that rural women in Southeastern Poland
and in the Ukraine have the habit, when they come to the market once a
year, of providing themselves with a small sponge which they use te prevent
conception. They are purchased of apothecaries, one of whom so informed
Mr. Einsiedel. This rural population is largely Russian Catholic. But the
ban of the Church seems to have little effect upon the sexual custonis ef
these farming women, who are of the European peasant type that hve m
the same room with their cattle. N0 information is available on how long
this has been the usage. My guess is that it is rather recent, and that it has
been influenced by the practices of city folk.
Though it seems ahnost unbelievable, Byloff, in a. very recent report)“

avows that in eastern Austria, especially in the rural Alpine distncts'of
Styria, arsenic is used not only to produce abortion but with contraceptive
intent. There is a high rate of arsenic poisoning in the region-

§2 CONTRACEPTION IN EROTIC LITERATURE

Does the whole range of erotic literature throw any light upon the historyof folk contraceptive practices? The few data available will be introduced
here before discussing the more rational methods known to European f°1k‘medicine. The medical techniques of the erotic treatises are perhaps beSt
classed as folk literature in the sense that they were usually written by lay-
men. Further, from the standpoint of classification, not enough is kf‘ownabout contraception in these sources to justify separate treatment In anindependent chapter. In effectiveness these prescriptions occupy a P051-tion intermediate between those discussed in §1 and those treated in §3'

It is probable that the erotic literature 0f the ages contains nothing newon contraceptive technique, nothing, that is, not to be found in the great
medical tradition traced in this book. Some experts on erotic literatum
whom I have questioned believe that erotic treatises contain virtually
nothing on prevention. This is not quite accurate, for some discuSSIOn
appears. In general, however, this literature has not been searchef1 forthis inquiry. It would seem highly probable that the great medlevalArabic writers on sex devoted attention to it. This literature has neverbeen searched from this point of view, and ought to be a fruitful soul‘Ce for
investigation.

Little light is also thrown on the history of contraceptive practices by theerature on phallicism. A preliminary survey of Goodland’s Bibliography
3“ Fritz Byloff, “Die Arsenmorde in Steiermark,” Monatschr. f. Kriminali’sychoz' 1“Strafrechtsreform, xxi (1930), 1—14.

\\

lit
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of Sexual Rites and Customs” which details the contents of some nine thou-

sand books and articles, seems to offer few promising leads for this research.

(2a) Nefzaoui, The Perfumed Garden

This sixteenth century Arabian manuscript,38 which has been translated

into French, is not a. scientific but an erotic treatise. Though the author

discusses the most lascivious and obscene questions,39 the translator avows

that Shiek Nefzaoui is prompted by a. desire to serve mankind. A1—’I_‘abari,

egreat Persian historian and physician of the first half of the tenth century,

13 quoted; and there is other evidence that the work is largely based on

much older Arabic, Persian, and Indian sources.

Only two contraceptives are mentioned by Nefzaoui, and these are very

old. It is stated40 that alum introduced into the vagina, or placed on the

Penis before coitus, dries and narrows the vagina, and prevents the seed

from reaching the uterus. Used too frequently, it makes a woman sterile.

Anointing the male member with tar (goudron vegitale) will remove from

the male seed the faculty of engendering.41

. It may be provisionally stated that there is no mention of contraception

in Aretino’s works.

(31?) Brantéme, The Life of Gallant Ladies

.The Abbé de Brantéme’s detailed picture of the unblushing and un—

dlsghised profligacy of the court life of his time (d. 1614) touches upon the

sublect-42 He says:

aw R' G00d13nd, A Bibliography of Sex Rites and Customs. London: Routledge, 1931.

New York; Horace Liveright, 1931, pp. 752, quarto.

3“ Cheikh Nefzaoui, Le Jardin Parfumé. Paris: Bibliothéque des Curieux, 1922, pp.

273 (translated in 1850 by Baron R ). Copies seem to be scarce in the U. S. A.

The hbra‘y 0f the New York Academy of Medicine, however, possesses a copy. Harvard

has only one edition, and that is very difierent from the one used here.

3° The author says: “I swear by God, verily the knowledge herein is necessary; only the

ShamefaCed ignoramus, enemy of all science, would refuse to read it, or would ridicule it.”

of God mosthigh.”
‘2 Pierre de Bourdeille [Abbe de Brantbme, d. 1614], Das Leben der Galanten Damen

(La Vie des Dame: Galanles). Leipzig: Deutscher Verlagsactiengesellschaft, 1904.

(Translated by Willy Alexander Kastner.)
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to let no drop reach me.” Then the other [partner] must watch out for the right
moment.43

Brantéme also relates how Count de Sauzay, a slave, was captured by the
Algerians; how the wife of the slave’s master, chief priest of themosque,
seduced the slave, but insisted that “no drop enter her.” In both mstances
the reference is probably to coitus interruptus.
More interesting from the standpoint of the social diffusion of 511011

knowledge and of such practices is the statement by Brantome that a
proper (i.e., efiective) means against pregnancy was known to the apothe-.
caries of his time; and that they helped to shield unmarried girls.44

(20) Casanova, Mémoz'res

The use of a gold ball intravaginally, during the middle of the eighteenth
century, is of some interest since one meets with it only in Casanov.“
(1725—1798)Mémoires. In the same source there is rather frequent mentlon
of the sheath (see next chapter). Casanova avowed (August 1760) thatsuch 60 gr. balls45 served him successfully for fifteen years; further that they
never became displaced during coitus:

It is sufficient for the ball to be at the base of the temple of love when the 13mg:couple carry out the sacrifice. The antipathetic power given to thls metal .1waalkaline solution in which it has been placed for a certain time, prevents all fert1 1tion. But, says the friend, movement may displace the ball before the end 0f thelibation. . . .This is an accident which need not be feared, provided one exerClsesforesight.46

Casanova reports having purchased three such balls for six quadrupels(about $100) of a Genevese goldsmith. Helbig,"7 a recent observer: agrees.with Casanova as to the antipathetic power of gold in an alkaline solutionCi
but Helbig is mistaken. There is hardly a more inert metal than 801d; anthere is no reason to suppose that the gold ball had any chemical efiFCt’though, if it could stay in position, it might conceivably have a Shght

*8 Ibg¢., p. 40.
“ P. ’374. Abortion by the use of drugs is also mentioned. Cf., 8150 PP' 136’ 37::Brantbme observes that “What often holds back maidens [from coitus] is the featpregnancy.” This suggests, as one may infer on other grounds, that few, if any’ really

, ly a matter of convenience to cla55ify thlS use Of the g0ball under folk medicine. The '. re 15 no record of the gold ball elsewhere.‘7 C. E. Helbxg, “Zur Geschicht. e der mechanischen Vorbeugemittel gegen SChwangerung
und geschlechthche Ansteckung,” in Krauss’s Anthropophyteia, x, 11~
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mechanical effect.43 But even this remains to be demonstrated. Would

it tend to fall out by virtue of its weight? I know of no evidence that the

gold ball was used during the Middle Ages. References to it have not been

met with in literature. Helbig thinks it unreliable, and thus accounts for

a lack of dissemination of the idea. It has never been tried in clinical

series; theoretically, it hardly merits such trial.

It may be noted in passing that Dr. Konikow reports49 a block pessary

(see sketch) which operates on a somewhat similar principle. The principle

seems to be one of physical occlusion of the 05. Will it do so regardless of

its position in the vagina? If it is displaced by the phallus, does another

concave surface tend to occlude the cervix, being shoved into position by

pressure of the vaginal walls? Dr. Konikow

thinks not. She says, “In actual practice this

apparatus is by no means certain to cover the

cervix; its bulk and shape can cause irritation

to the female and male organs. It is rather an

Instrument of torture than a preventive. An

article has appeared in the Journal of the

American Medioal Association reporting a case

In which this cubical pessary caused a fistula

between the bladder, rectum, and vagina.”50

Pr. Konikow rightly labels the block pessary “a curiosity.” Certainly

It plays no part in the recommendations of the world’s clinics; nor have I

known it to be reported in any series of cases recording the use of various

contraceptive methods prior to a clinical visit (see Chapter XIII). How—

ever, it is advertised in some cheap, American women’s magazines as for

sale through the mail. Regarding the age of the block pessary nothing

13 known.

_ Casanova reports a curious use of the lemon supposed to detect a venereal

Infection on the part of women.51 He suggests that the mucous membrane

9f the labia and of the introitus be daubed with half a lemon. While this

IS hardly a certain test of infection, any raw surface, a sore or chancre would

§Inart. And it may be remarked that half a small lemon from which the

Nice has been extracted might, as Casanova describes it, make a reasonably

Efficacious cervical cap.

‘8 This is the judgment also of Dr. Stuart Mudd, Head of the Department of Bacteri-

°1°8y, University of Pennsylvania Medical School, who kindly rendered an opinion at the

a'“thor’s request.
[3 ;"‘7A. F. Konikow, Physicians’ Manual of Birth Control (New York: Buchholz, 1931),

5° Ibid., pp. 95—96.
‘1 Mémoirex, iv, ch. 13, p. 307.
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§3 MORE EFFECTIVE FOLK PRACTICES

Let us now consider some of the more rationally founded, more effectlve
methods found in the literature of European folk medicine and foil: behefs.
German—Hungarian women in Banat, in order to prevent conceptIon, welt:
accustomed to apply disks made of melted beeswax one centlmeter m tffic -
ness and approximately five to ten centimeters in diameter.52 One of 515:
they would introduce into the vagina, pressing it up agalnst the 05. 15 Ill:
practice to be likened not so much to the suppository as to the more ?%an
German practice of first taking a mould of the cervix and then fash1on1 g
an individual cervical cap? Beeswax will not melt and flow at body tetm;
perature. Banat women have also practised coitus interruptus and cat :-
interfemora.58 Unmarried men in the valley of the Styrian Oberland som
times induced women with whom they had extra-marital relations to use
linen rags to occlude the os. This substitute for the sponge has been 1;
use for many years.“ Likewise Slovak women, just before c01tus, stue
the vagina With cloth, and go out with the idea that they are all the m0:h
certainly protected from pregnancy the larger the number of men.w1.n
whom they have sexual traffic.55 Since we have found a similar practice1])
vogue among the natives of the Kasai Baisin, Central Africa (see Chapterth,
and since there is no reason to believe that the vaginal use of rags by e.

- - at
natives was a result of white contact, we may conclude prov1510nally ththis contraceptive method is very old.
A practice similar to that of

tioned is that used by Constan
insert a sponge moistened with
be one of the most efiective co
of literature on folk medicine.
citric acid is much more eflicien
now so widely employed. In
lemon juice is, like the use of be

, . - nth
‘2 Of the date I cannot be certain. Beeswax was in use certalnly durmg the mnetee

ee-
century, but concerning its antiquity I have no knowledge. The Greeks were SUCh bkeepers, and had such extensive k. .

. li-
quite strange that nothing has to date been found in their literature relatlng ‘30 the appcation of beeswax for this purpose.

‘3 Hovorka and Kronfeld, 01;. 611, ii, 523.54 V. Fossel, op. cit., p. 48. Cited by Hovorka, ii, 523.» . . .
. a

55 MOW Kacser, Ongmalbettrdge fiber Volksmedizin in Ungam. Cited by Hovork ’
ii, 523.

the German Hungarian W0m¢n just {nen-
tinople women, who, according ‘60 ngletr,
diluted lemon juice.56 This would seem 0

ntraceptives to be found in the Whole rang:

Recent research by Voge has shown 15h:
t as a spermicidal agent than lactic ac'ltli
fact the use of a sponge mOiStefl‘fd W11
eswax, so clever, that one may legltlmate y
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doubt whether it belongs in the folk-belief class at all. But perhaps it is a

triumph of the trial and error process. The Constantinople women, after

coitus, replace the sponge thus impregnated with citric acid, with a paste

made from aloes, rue, and rubber; or else they rub the os with tobacco juice.

A folk contraceptive of unusual interest in the contemporary United

States is the use of lard by women in the Central States (the so—called Corn

Belt where hogs are raised). My informant is a well—known sociologist who

prefers to remain anonymous.

Coims interruptus is doubtless the most popular, widely diffused method

of contraception. It is generally prevalent among European working class

P60ple, and has been for centuries. In view of its general diffusion it seems

odd that one writer should refer to it as the mus italicus. It is no more an

Italian than a French or American practice. My study in 1927 of the

records of the first 234 patients to pass through the Liverpool Women’s

Welfare Centre showed that, Whenever any method was employed prior

to the clinic visit of the wife, withdrawal was most frequent.‘57 The safe

PBI‘iOd, significantly enough, was not mentioned once. In 44 per cent of

the instances (102 cases out of 234) an attempt to prevent births was ad-

mitted. Of these 59, or 58 per cent, used coitus interruptus. That this

Sample is representative is shown by similar evidence being collected at

other clinics. At the clinics where trouble is taken to inquire into the

sexual habits of the patients and their husbands, I have found this, upon

Inquiry, to be confirmed. One gathers the same impression by a perusal

of the periodical literature. And why should this not be the case? The

method is accessible, cheap, easy, and its injuriousness probably exaggerated,

even by those more or less well-informed on contraception.‘58

§4 SUMMARY

The notions of the populace on contraceptive technique have been, until

late modern times, essentially magical. Though more rational methods

are recorded in the literature of folk medicine; and though coitus interruptus

57 Eugenics Review, xx (1928), 159. Cf., recent data by R. Pearl, E. Charles, H. Stone.

Cf‘a Ch. xiii, infra.
‘3 Though scientific questions are not to be decided by vote taking, it is interesting to

note that Dr. Gertrude E. Sturges, an investigator for the National Committee on Mater-

1lalHealth, found that among fifty-nine French medical men best qualified to judge its

merits, “more than two-thirds considered coitus interrufitus harmless, or probably harm—

less, Two-thirds of the gynecologists so voted, and iour-fifths of the sixteen neurologists.”

[Dmkinson and Bryant, op. cit, p. 58.] Much nonsense has indeed been written on this

SUbject even by those who should have known better. Coims interruptus is ordinarily to

be °°ndemned on utilitarian and hedonistic grounds, rarely on the ground that it does

nervous injury. The main reason why it should not be used lies in the fact that better

methods are now available.
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is probably nearly as old as the group life of man, methods essentially
effective are rare.

.
Regarding the means of communication of what little was known {£1115

may be said. Popular views were passed on orally rather than in writing.
This may partially account for some bizarre notions. Generally speaking,
the simple peasant folk of Europe were little accustomed to consult phySl-
cians about any matters until just before their death. A European peasant
woman would no more contemplate the desirability of consulting a phy5101?“
to limit her family than the majority of the populace even in our day V7111
consult a physician for a common cold. If this is true, folk contraceptlve
practices were self-perpetuating by oral tradition, little influenced by the
best knowledge of medicine.
Again we must remember that until quite late in history only the Bestcontraceptive prescriptions in medical tradition had any mm” dem.They, almost alone, were effective. And the best medical prflCticeS at?almost never~especially before the rise of improved methods of communl'

cation59—those in general use. This fact is not peculiar to the history (ifcontraception. It is true of virtually all branches of medicine- Thls
separation in development of folk medicine and classical medicine accounts,along with the self-amplifying nature of any oral tradition, for the moremagical nature of folk contraceptive ideas and practices.
Most common perhaps are the prescriptions to be taken by the mouth aswell as various magical rituals. Often these are on no higher level than

those of savages. Various forms of symbolic magic (e.g., use of fingers) areinvolved. The use of seeds or leaves of fruitless trees seems to involv:
symbolic implications. In this manner willow plays a prominent role, an
is rather frequently mentioned. Musitanus (in 1709) mentioned the use
Of a suppository of black hellebore and castoreum after coitus; also the
avoidance of passionate coitus. The last view is very old. But it was rem;
forced by Christian dogma to the effect that the genuine enjoyment Ocoitus was satanical. Christianity is now reaping the results of its SUP‘

. ve in an increased divorce rate. cketFor centurles one can trace prescriptions using dung, smith’s fire-bil .
water (5017611105); and the association between corpulence and sterllltY 15
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Oriental sources; likewise with Brantéme’s report of coitus interruptus. The

report of the gold ball by Casanova seems, so far as present knowledge goes,

to be quite unique in literature; but Casanova’s report of the sheath goes

back, of course, to Fallopius’s De Morbo Gallico (1564) and possibly, but

not certainly, to Imperial Rome. Thus, one is forced to the provisional

conclusion (pending an elaborate survey of the literature) that the erotic

literature of the ages contains nothing new when compared with the great

body of medical literature having its culmination in all that is best in the

modern healing art.

One should not conclude that all the contraceptive practices of the simple

folk of Europe in bygone centuries were magical, ineffective. Excluding

the use of a sponge by the rural women of Southeastern Poland and in the

Ukraine—a usage perhaps influenced by the urban mores of recent develop-

ment—we may recall the use of beeswax intravaginally by German—Hunga-

Iian women in Banat. Whether the beeswax is used as a suppository or

as a specially moulded cervical cap is uncertain.

Coilus interruptus is widely diffused, and must be classified as rational in

conception, and, in some measure, reliable. Stufling the vagina With cloth

or linen rags is reported among Slovak women and some female inhabitants

0f the Styrian Oberland. The practice of some Constantinople women of

soaking a sponge in diluted lemon juice and using it as a vaginal tampon is

theoretically not surpassed in reliability by any modern clinical contracep-

tive. Probably it was never widely diflused, or the results of use would

have shown up in a low birth rate (assuming that the motives for its use

were widely difiused). Citric acid ranks high as a spermicide.

The persistence of the folk practices detailed above suggests additional

proof of the main thesis of this book: that the human race has in all ages

and in all geographical locations desired to control its own fertility; that

While Women have always wanted babies, they have wanted them when

they wanted them. And they have wanted neither too few nor too many.

This is the great “paradox” of the biological history of man. In reality,

h0W<=.ver, it is no paradox at all. It is merely one phase of the dialectic of

history,

What is new is not the desire for prevention, but efl'ective, harmless means of

aChieving it on a grand scale. The older efieotive techniques were never until

recently democratically diffused; and even that process is still going on.

11‘ nw. a.’ ‘ 7‘ IR 1
u‘vaJ Jw’x’u \I
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CHAPTER VIII

HISTORY OF THE CONDOM OR SHEATH

§1 INTRODUCTION

HETHER from the standpoint of numbers used or avatlablhty fgr 3:6
Why the modern public, the condom, or male covering, 15 undou :1”:
the most important contraceptive instrument of our day. When W: :turedthat (1) approximately 1,500,000 individual condoms are maf111330000'1
daily in the United States, an annual production of abeut 31 : érrieathat (2) approximately three million decisions2 are made dally by the Htlracep'couples of the United States as to whether or not they shall use con attel‘.tives, we get some conception of the importance 0f thls WhOIe ?acep'Further, my analysis of more than 27,000 instances 0f the use of.6011. rtuallytives prior to first visits to birth—control clinics—and that means tn v1r hows
all instances prior to any special medical advice on contraceptlon—s ch-
that the condom was used in roughly one-quarter of the instance} Dotn’sing had the same popularity—witness the advertisements 1n vtoIIrilafl-
magazines on “feminine hygiene” and the full-page advertlsetnents 1n1 led.
order-house catalogues—even though the ever-POPU-lar Wlthdrawa thatSo far as extra-marital relations are concerned it seems a. safe guess bberthe condom is the chief instrument used. The vulcanization of Ii! 613,.revolutionized transportation. Will it revolutionize morals and sexua 1r in
tions? Time will give the safest verdict; but the answer seems clear ythe affirmative.

. . . . - the
It is worth while, therefore, to 1nqu1re a httle mto the hlstorY 0fcondom.

. . . 135Passing mention may be made of the fact that many pr1m1t1ve Pegpnoéas well as the early Egyptians, used various forms of penls protector ,(1ikefor contraceptive purposes but for protection against trop1ca1 dlseases
. ascondirus and bilharzia) against insect bltes, as badges of rank or status:amulets to promote fertility, for decoration, or for modesty.

alth-
‘ Report of Mr. Randolph Cautley to the National Committee on Maternal HeSee Norman E. Himes and Randolph Cautley, article on “Condom” in the forthCOmlngEncyclopedia Sexualis. New York: Dingwall—Rock, 1936. _ 1,3 Robert Latou Dickinson and Louise Stevens Bryant, Central of Concetlfonap‘theThis figure is based on an estimate of the number of fertile married couples llvmg mU. S. A. in 1925.

186
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From these it was but a step to cover the penis as a prophylaxis against

venereal infection; and the earliest sheaths of contraceptive form were

undoubtedly used for that purpose, at least as early as the sixteenth century.

Only later, say about the eighteenth century (so far as we now know), were

they used for the prevention of conception. The prophylactic linen glans

condom of Fallopius (1564) gradually became a full covering using the

caeces of various animals.

The real revolution did not come, however, until the vulcanization of

rubber by Goodyear in the U. S. A. or by Hancock in England (1844). Then

the rubber product, owing largely to its cheapness, virtually displaced the

membranous condom. Latterly, that is, within the last decade, the indus-

try has experienced a second revolution, the introduction of the latex con-

dom. We shall return to this subject later.

How far back can the condom be traced? The early non-contraceptive .

coverings were all made of some non-skin—like material. Not until the

second century do We have any record of a sheath of skin-like materials.

§2 EARLY HISTORY OF THE CONDOM

(20) The Legend ofMinns and Pasiphae. Was the Sheath Umi in Impm'al

Rome to Prevent Conception?

A difficult problem of historical interpretation arises in connection with

the Minos-Pasiphae legend as it relates to the early use of a goat membrane.

ACCording to the account that has come down to us in Antoninus Liberalis’s

MetamOrphoses (forty-first, “The Fox”), Prokris, daughter of Erechtheus,

abfmdoning her husband, Cephalus, as a result of a quarrel, took refuge with

M11105: the King of Crete. Now, inasmuch as the semen of Minos contained

§efpents and scorpions, all the women who had cohabited with him had been

fnlured. For this reason he married Pasiphae, Who was immune against

mfeCtiOn because she was the daughter of the King of the Sun. Inasmuch

as this union remained sterile, Prokris sought a remedy in the following:

She slipped the bladder of a goat into the vagina of a. woman. Into this bladder
Mines cast off his serpent-beal‘ing semen. Then he went to find Pasiphae, and

cohabited with her.3

In this manner Pasiphae conceived not only Ariadne and Phaedra, but also

two Other daughters and four sons.

Helblgf Who first called attention to this myth in relation to the history

a Antoninus Liberafis, Sammlung van Verwandlungen (fibersetzt von Friedrich Jacobs,

Stu‘ttgart, 1837), pp. 141—142.C.E.He1big,“Ein Condom im Altertume,” Rficm.Medizinal-Anzeiger,xxv (1900):

:‘b 5:3 La Chronique Médz'cale, xii (1905), 141, for a. translation into French by Klotz-

res .
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U.of the condom (in this instance it was a female sheath), contends that 1:
religious legends reflect in any degree the practices and customs of.an epoch, ‘
one must conclude that “in imperial Rome the bladders of anlmals were
used to receive the sperms of men during coitus with the purp.ose oiprotect-
ing women against the consequences [pregnancy or infectlonP]. Seven
years later (1907) Helbig complained that his interpretatlon hact been mls-
understood; that the myth concerned itself not with the prevention of eon-
ception, but with the induction of pregnancy and with protection agamst
infection.5 If the latter is the proper interpretation, as seems probable: the
responsibility would seem to be largely Helbig’s for using a vague term
(“consequences”). But nothing is gained by an attempt to alloeate re-

sponsibility. Whatever the motive for the use of the goat bladder, it seems
quite possible that it was employed. t

B'oth Streich and Helbig believe that Liberalis did not correctly IeP°rt
the facts, holding that King Minos himself wore the sheath; that, 11} 511°?
3. male and not a female sheath was employed. They think that Liberal S
was misled in his description, owing to the unfamiliarity of a1}c1ent writers
with such procedures" This imputation of naiveté to the anc1ents appear
somewhat far—fetched. But it seems impossible now to go behlnd t :
original versions of Liberalis and others. No doubt some Sheath, male 0t
female, was used in imperial Rome, though we know nothing of the exten

. . umeof such use. In the absence of more p051t1ve knowledge we must ass
that it was not in common use.

(26) The Linen Sheath of Fallopim (1564)

The first known published description of the condom is t0 be found 11:1the work of the great Italian anatomist, Fallopius, who in his De MIN (1
gallz'to,8 first published in 1564, two years after the author’s death: describe _a linen sheath. (See FigureXI for a photostatic reproduction 0f the appropriate page in Fallopius’s work.) This sheath, cut to shape for .the glagsg
Fallopius, one of the early authorities on syphilis, claims to have invente '

. . ‘ r5 C. E. Helbig, “Zu dem Schrifttume fiber den Condom,” Reichs-Med'zzmal Aflzme ’xxxii (1907), 405—407; 424-426. See especially pp. 405-406.
6 Nevertheless, Rondibflis (pseudonym?) accepted the view in 1919 (ProgrésWWFebruary 8, 1919) that the goat bladder was used to prevent conception. , deg7 Reichs-M’edizinal Anzeiger, xxx (1900), 3. Arthur Streich, “Zur Geschl‘iht‘3Condoms,” in Sudhofi’s Archiv.f. Gesclz. d. Med., xxxii, 209—213. ,3 Gabrielle Fallopio, De Morbo Gallico liber absolutismus (Patavii, i.e., Batawa),on “De praeservatione a carie Gallica,” p. 52.

, not° Helbig (in Krauss’ Anthropophyteia, x, 8) contends that Fallopius’ invention was
- im-

a. forerunner of the condom; but as Streich points out, Helbig elsewhere contraldlcts hself. Helbig’s accounts seem to me inaccurate on several points.

ch. 39
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In Chapter 89 “On Preservation from French Caries [Syphilis]” we find the
following: ‘

Quoties ergo quis coiuerit abluat (5i potest) pudendum, uel pannfinilififlifit-
postea. habeat linteolum ad mensuram glanells praeparatum; demum (:0 uel lotio
ponat supra glandem, et recurrat preeputiuni: 51 Qotest'madelre spfial1, habeatis
bonum est, tamen non refert: si timetls, ne canes onatur 1n.me 10 ca. entum et
huius lintei inuolucrum, et in canali ponatis, ego fec1 experuhentum 1n c ,
mille hominibus, et Deum testor immortalem nullum eorum infectum.

This, in translation, reads as follows:

As ofteh as a man has intercourse, he should (if possible)'Wash thfi genial; 2:
Wipe them With a cloth; afterward he should use a smali linen gloat Iglait is well
the glans, and draw forward the prepuce over the glans; 1f he can 0,.5 I’f ou fear
to moisten it with saliva or With a lotion; howeVer, it does not matter}.1 th of this
lest caries [syphilis] be produced [in the midst of] the calial, take the 5 ea hundred
linen cloth and place it in the canal; I tried the experiment on ?livertled
men, and I call immortal God to witness that not one of them was in ec .

Fallopius avowed that one advantage of this instrument was that It 3021111:
be carried in the trouser pocket. It was fitted over the glans, an tec-
prepuce then drawn over it. This was, of course, re'commended forfPr‘?this
tion against infection. After. Fallopius’ mention of the condom orhilis-
purpOse it passed down in the enormous European 11terature on SYP

. . . - - 0rd(Some of this literature is referred to 1n §3 1n Whlch the origln of the W
eondohi is discussed.)

(20) Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Sources
. ‘ meThe next important mention in literature of the condone 1S: 50 £32336)can learn, that made in 1671 in the letters of Mme. de Sév1.gne,(16 eakSto her daughter, the Countess of Grignan. Mme. de Sév1gne here Sp

. .. - and
of the sheath made of gold-beaters skin as “armor agalnst enJOYment’a spider web against danger.”

. ' hisAn eaizly eighteenth century English physician, Danlel Turner, in
work on Syphilis speaks of

. . . the Condum being the best,
found out at present; and yet by
some of them acknowledge, that
engage cum Ham's sic clypeatis.

. - eif not the only Preservative our L1bert1nesh122:
reason of its blunting. the Sensation, I have than
they had often chose to risk a Clafi, rather
[With spears thus sheathed.]1°

Turner gives us no description of the ' ' ' tionnstrument, condemns by Imphcaits use, and furnishes no hints on the etymology of the word.11
1° Daniel Turner, Syphilis.

1717), p. 74. Fourth ed. (Lend
‘1 Turner does, however, say

. donA Practical Treatise on the Venereal Dzsease (Lon ’
on,1732),p.107-1724ed. p. 84. canthat “Dr. Share, as we11,as the Wolverhampton Sutg ’
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Astruc, writing in 1736, nineteen years after Turner, speaks of great

debauchees who, in England,

have been employing for some time sacs made of fine, seamless membrane in the

form of a sheath [scabbard] and called in English condum.12

(2d) A Theory of Origin

A plausible theory of the origin of the condom is that a medieval slaughter-

house worker first conceived the idea that covering the penis with the thin

membranes of some animal would protect one against venereal infection.

Perhaps someone tried it, found himself protected, communicated the idea

to others.

It seems unlikely that the sheath was used as early for contraception as

for prophylaxis. Use for the prevention of conception seems definitely

later. The slaughter—house theory of the origin of the sheath seems as

reasonable as any since it fits into the trial and error method of learning—a

method used since time immemorable and one which always will be used,

the “rationalists” and planners to the contrary notwithstanding. Are we

to credit the statement of Fallopius that he invented the glans condom?

Regarding other contraceptive techniques one finds so many claims to

“Invention” that one becomes aware of the necessity of discounting such

Claims.13 I am disinclined to credit Fallopius’s statement. Probably the

12:16.1 inventor hit upon the idea by accident, is unknown, and never will be

own.

§3 ORIGIN OF THE WORD CONDOM

Many are the theories that have been evolved to account for the origin

of this word. In the literature of venereology it is most commonly stated

that the condom was invented by, and named after, one Dr. Condom or

Conton, a physician at the court of Charles II (1660—1685). A variant

story has it that he was a physician living at the time, but not attached to

the Court. Still another version declares that Charles II was beginning to

he annoyed at the number of his illegitimate children; and that Dr. Condom

mVented the instrument for Charles, in return for which Charles, with great

gratitude, knighted him. Others have said that the “inventor” was not a
W

With tWO or three others behind the Curtain, stand Candidates with Dr. C—-n, for the

G101? 0f the invention.” 1724 ed., p. 84. Turner adds “ . . . the Bait being like to catch

F°°15: the Secret has since multiply’d.”
1” DeMorbis Venereis, 1736. French translationbyLe Pileur.

1’ Examples are Knowlton’s statement that he first used alum; Edward Bond Foote’s
statement that his father, Edward Bliss Foote invented the cervical cap. Several other

cases could be cited.
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physician at all but a mere courtier of Charles II.14 Painstaking efforte to
trace the existence of such a physician have failed.16 Ferdy gave attention
to the matter; and Havelock Ellis16 made an investigation on hls own
account.

Let us trace to their sources the origins of these mistaken yiews, show the
wide-spread adoption of them, and finally, examine the validlty of other at-
tempts to account for the etymology and philology mvolved. _ . 7 17
The word Condum first appears in Turner’s treatise on Sypinlzs (171 )ii

One finds in Bachaumont’s diary entry for December 15, 1773 these wor S
supposed to be addressed to a former ballet dancer who had become a
prostitute:

You know the use of the condon . . . 1s
The condon my daughter, is the law and the prophets.

A London dictionary of street language mentions the word Condum” 1n 1:785;
Girtanner refers to it in 1788,20 followed by F. Swediaur in 1801. Swedlallll
seems to have been the first to have introduced the statement, later genera};
copied by German textbook writers and authors of encyclopedla arm: he,
that the invention of the caecal-condom so honored the inventor thah- h
found it necessary to change his name.21 There is no originatsoerce .W t110le
enables us to check the statement; and the view deserves rejectlon 1n ho
absence of more positive evidence. It was probably Girtanner (1788) V}: t
started the erroneous statement in the German literature to the effect 1: IE1

the sheath was invented by Dr. Condom during the reign of Charles -

1‘ Prof. Joseph Hyrtl of Vienna (in Handbuch der Topographisohen Anatomic: Win51:212, 7th ed.) thinks the instrument should be called Condom, that being, in his 0pm1° ;name of the Chevalier at Charles II’s court.
. riod in15 Dr. Rollins of the Harvard English Department, an authority on this 138 mm

English literature, informed me in oral conversation that he is not aware that Peplllls fthediary ever mentioned a Dr. Condom or the instrument itself. He added that muc °shorthand diary has never been translated.
. ,. (1905),Iwan Bloch assures Ferdy likewise on the same point (Chronique Médwale‘xu moil‘535). Bloch says that neither John Evelyn nor Samuel Pepys, the two chlef me ton-

writers of the reign of Charles II, made any mention of a Dr. Condom, Condon, or Cg; an
Bloch wrote Ferdy that ”the origin of Condom has remained up to this time [19unsolvedriddle.”(1bid.)

01 vi1° Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex (Philadelphia: Davis: 1924)’ v 'on Sex in Relation to Society, p. 600.
17 Daniel Turner, lac. cit.
1“ Cabanés, Les Indiscrélions de l’Histoire (Paris, 1903), p. 121 f.1" [Francis Grose], A . erClassical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. London. H0013 ’

- b
1785. A new edition edited with a biographical and critical sketch has been 155qu yEric Partridge, London: Scholartis Press, 1931.3° Abhandhmg, p. 280, f_

’1 Traité, p. 102 f.
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How Girtanner, the great authority on syphilis, introduced the error—As-

truc, on whom Girtanner built, does not afiirm it—will be told in §4, since

treatment of this point is more convenient there. -

The view that the device was named after its inventor, one Dr. Condom,

then crept into literature, and was repeated by many nineteenth century

physicians and lay authors, among whom were Cullerier,22 Merat,“’3 Langel-

bert,24 Proksch,25 Wilde,26 Nysten, Littré,” Power, W. Sidgwick,28 Diihren,29

Robley, Dunglison,30 Thompson, M01131 and many others. They all 513%.];

of a Dr. Condom. Possibly they borrowed from Swediaur, and have simply

Perpetuated an error. A pseudonymous English Neo-Malthusian writer

0f the mid-nineteenth century, Anti—Marcus,32 repeats the same statement.

Even C. J. S. Thompson repeats it in our time.” I am inclined to think it

a myth; but confess that disproof is impossible. Butneither is proof possible.

Ferdy at first believed34 that the word condom was derived from the name

Of a French village in the Department of Gers. Later he rejected this,“

deriving condum from condus, the former being the accusative of the sub-

stantive condus (condere, to conceal, protect, preserve). Ferdy conjectures36

that condus was probably used in the accusative form in an early Latin

’2 Dictionnaire des SciencesMédicales, 1820-21. Article on “Syphilis.”

2‘Ibid., Article on “Redingotes.”
“Dictionnaire de Médicin. Article on “Condom.”

_ ’5 Proksch said in 1872 that Dr. Conton was the first to recommend the use Of lamb

Intestines as a. preservative against syphilis. For this purpose a piece 0f intestine Of the
desired length was cut from a killed animal, cleaned, dried, and then rendered soft and

Phable by rubbing with fine oil and bran (J. K. Proksch, Die Vorbammg def Vencrischen

Krankheiten. Wien, 1872, p. 48) .
2° Friedrich Adolph Wilde, Das weibliche Gebz‘ir—unvermiigen (Berlin, 1838), P- 316-

27 New Sydenham’s Society’s Lexicon, ii, (1882). Cited by G. Pernet in “Notes sur les

Dréservatifs de la syphilis a travers les Ages,” in Ann. dc: M(11. Vénériennes, (Paris) 1907,

pp. 740—741.
’3 LeMarguis dc Sade etson Temps (Berlin, Paris, 1901): P. 211-

" “Le Médecin Condom a~t-il existé?” La Médicine Internationale Illustréc. Paris,

April and May, 1901.
‘° Dunglison says [in his Dictionary ofMedical 56557100, 1904 (23rd ed.) p. 274] that the

condom was named “from its proposer, Dr. Condom.” He lists armour, French letter

and Cytherean shield as synonymous.
u Handth (Leipzig), p. 451. -

- 32 Anti-MarcuS, Notes on the Population Question. London: J. Watson, 1841. This

historically important little tract is virtually unknown in the United States. At least I

have never seen it cited in the population literature Pmd“ced here.

a Q J. S. Thompson, Quack: of Old London (London: Brentano’s, 1928)’ p. 273'
_“ Hans Ferdy, Limitation valuntaire morale, p- 176, 11°“? 1' BIOCh (Dfihren, Sexual

L1."e of our Time) repeats this statement. It is probably erroneous.

3" .Hans Ferdy, “Contributio'n a l’étude historique du ‘Coecal—Condom,”’ Chronique

Médwale. xii (1905), 535-537. See p. 537.

'° Ibid., p. 537.
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treatise on syphilis; and since condus meant one who collects. or preserves

something, the term may have been used in the sense of a receiver of semen

to prevent venereal infection. Ferdy thinks the word condum then became

corrupted in common speech to condom, condon or canton. He IS convmtefi,

and this seems quite possible, that the term condom is not of Enghsh origln

(unless, we should add, it is a proper name). Ferdy’s theory seems hardly

acceptable. . .

Richter has still another theory." Not only was condum latlmzed fromua

Greek neuter form, but the word has a Persian origin, Z6), kend-ii or kondu,
referring to a long vessel made of the intestines of animals, and usetl folr
storing corn or grain. Richter thinks a learned Latin scholar of the Mldd 6
Ages jokingly gave the name condum to the animal-vessels used to prfven:

conception. Accordingly, he does not think any English “Inventor ha

to change his name because of opprobrium. Here again we have aproblem
for philologists to settle. The theory seems hardly more credible than

‘ Ferdy’s.

A Harvard friend of mine, a young philologist of unusual competence;

made, at my rBQuest, an independent and de novo hivestigatlon Sf the
philology of condom, and reported that he could “find nothing reliable. He
concluded that “It must have been originally a proper name.” The story
of Charles II is repeated, but with the additional remark that he (the
philologist) does not “know how reliable this story is.”

It is interesting to note how each of two nations refuse to accept the
“honor” of association With it. The French call the condom “1a Capote
anglaise” or English cape; the English have returned the compliment; to
them it is the “French letter.”

§4: THE CONDOM IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
It would seem reasonable to suppose that the houses of Profututlon

made, during the eighteenth century, and perhaps in an earlier period: COn‘
siderable use of male sheaths. It is said that these houses were veritabllg
arsenals of them.38 It is also probable that prostitutes personally 5°
them. Madame Gourdan had special purveyors.39
De Sade, an eighteenth century writer, says Madame de Saint Anie

recommended condoms and sponges.“ The sponge, it may be remarke ’was rarely mentioned in the literature from the time of the Talmud t0 Fran-
cis Place, whose favorite method it was. However Jeremy Benthamrecommended its use for reduction of the poor rates as early as 1797.

37 Paul Richter, “Beitrage zur Geschichte des ‘Kondoms,”’ Zeimhfi f- Bekamfifg' d.Gcschlechtskrankheiten, xii, (1911) 35-38.
‘3 Rondibilis, op. cit.
3’ Corresfiandance deMadam 3.e Gourdan dite la Petite Comtesse. Bruxelles: Uzunne, 188‘° Eugene Dfihren, Marqm's dc Sade et son Temps, pp. 384-387.
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(4a) Casanova

Casanova (1725—1798) knew and used the condom.41 He had several

appellations for the sheath: “The English riding coat” (redingote anglaise);

“the English vestment which puts one’s mind at rest” (un vétement anglais

quimetl’ame en repos) ;42 “the preservative sheaths” (les étuis préservatifs) #3

and in still another connection he speaks of them as “assurance caps” (cal-

lotes d’assurances). Elsewhere he refers to “preservatives that the English

have invented [sic] to put the fair sex under shelter from all fear.”44

Casanova relates that'on All Saints Day in 1753 he purloined from the

secretary of a Viennese nun her provision of preservatives, and substituted

for them a bit of poetry; but he let himself be moved by her entreaties, and

returned to her “that which is so precious to a nun who wishes to make

sacrifices to love.”45 Upon another occasion at Marseilles, Casanova, about

to enter into relations with a public woman, did not fail to make known his

fear of a possible infection. Thereupon, she offered him “un vétement

anglais” Which “met l’ame en repos.” Casanova refused it because “the

quflity was too ordinary;” whereupon she offered him a finer one at three

francs, a kind which “the tradeswoman sold only by the dozen.” Casanova

decided to take the entire dozen, and proceeded to try them out on a young

domestic of fifteen years.40 With their use Casanova seems to have been

Satisfied. They have not disappointed him; nor have they suddenly

broken. The worst that he can say against them is: I do not care “to shut

myself up in a piece of dead skin in order to prove that I am perfectly

a1iV9-”47 Casanova used sheaths not only to prevent infection, but to

avoid impregnating his women. He seems, moreover, to have tested them

f°r imperfections by inflating them with ,air.

(45) Writers on Syphilology

(?irtanner,“ investigator of syphilis and contemporary of Casanoya,

ertlng in 1788, said, in the course of describing five means of preventmg

venereal infection:

It is necessary in the meanwhile that I cite once more one of these means, because

today It is considered a current custom and considered infallible by the debauchees

41 For Casanova’s use of the gold ball as a contraceptive see elsewhere within.

:: Mfmoires (Bruxelles, 1863), iv, 313 f. ..
“ Ibuz. Cited by Helbig, Reichs-Medizinal-Anzeiger, xxxn, 424-

“ AS (1‘10.th by Rondibilis in ProgrésMédical, xxxiv (1919), 56-58.

40 Mgmoyes (Paris, Flammarion), iv, 352-353-
" Ibzd.,w, 222 and 281; v, 357. . .
As quoted by H. Ellis. Studies, vi, 600. Ellis is in error in thmkmg that Casanova

made no use of these instruments—a slip which could easily be made even by an mvestl—
gator of Ellis’s erudition. '

‘8 Christoph Girtanner, Abhandhmg fiber die Venm'sahe Knmkhcit (Gattingen, 1788), 1’
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who go to excess. On this occasion I proved, as I have proved in other passage?
in this work, how dificult it is to speak on the subject which I treated, to fulfilthe duties of a doctorwho should let nothing pass in silence Which can be of interest
to the human race and at the same time guard against offending modesty. TheGerman language appears too chaste to furnish decent words on sque'cts 5°shameful. Meanwhile the matter is too important to allow it to pass,1n Silentfe.
I wish to speak of the fish membranes which serve to protect the man s Ir_le}n erduring copulation. This shameful invention which suppresses and anmhllatescompletely the only natural end of cohabitation, namely procreation, comes 1'???"England, where these instruments were usedfor thefirst time under the {kbaufhed 161:5"of Charles II. Even today they bear the name of their inventor; [ItallCS mlne] t 93’diminish pleasure and annihilate the natural end of cohabitation; finally theyAM:insuflicient to assure immunity, for the least hole Will permit contaglon. 11again it may happen that during coitus the membrane may tear by a strong strain-

Girtanner also avowed that fish—skin condoms were openly sold iii Pims,
London, Berlin, and St. Petersburg. “The negligence of the pOhce: he
complained, “who do not seek to prevent the sale of an invention so shame-
ful and so detrimental to repopulation, is, in truth, inconceivable."49 .Mf’n‘seignor Brown, testifying before the first English Birth—Rate Commlsswn,
declared that condoms were in use in London at the time of the great fire
(1666)."0 Brown’s source is unknown.

Girtanner’s source was apparently Johannes Astruc, one of the physméalil:of Louis XV, whose classic treatise on venereal disease first. appeare1738. For Girtanner speaks of Astruc’s treatise as his “model.” Girtanner
quotes part of the following from Astruc:

I hear from the lowest debauchees who chase without restraint after the love.
. t

of prostitutes, that there are recently employed in England skins made from 50fand seamless hides in the shape of a sheath, and called condoms in EngliSh’ withwhich those about to have intercourse wrap their penis as in a coat of mall in orig"to render themselves safe in the dangers of an ever doubtful battle. They 613‘ gI suppose, that thus mailed and with spears sheathed in this way, they can underfiewith impunity the chances of promiscuous intercourse. But (in truth) they agreatly mistaken.51
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It should be noted that while Astruc avovvs the instruments are “called

condums in English,” he says nothing about their being named for an Eng-

lish physician. It would seem, therefore, that Girtanner introduced the

error—for‘such it probably is—that the device was given the name of a

physician living in the time of Charles II.

(46) English Handbills of the Eighteenth Century

In the latter part of the eighteenth century handbills were distributed in

London advertising the sale of “cundums,” stating where they could be

purchased. Grose, a satirist of the period, liked to expose the quacks of

his time; and he speaks of a Mrs. Philips. “modestly” offering “her wares,

Prepared with the result of thirty—five years of experience. This public-,

spirited matron [sic] informs us, that after ten years retirement from business,

she has resumed it again, from representations, that since her recess, goods

comparable to what she used to venci cannot be procured.”52 It seems that

a handbill or advertisement issued as early as 1776 by Mrs. Philips offered

sheaths} for sale at the Green Canister in Half Moon Street in the Strand;

and that after having acquired a competence she retired from business.53

She evidently sold out to a Mrs. Perkins. It is difficult to piece together,

from the conflicting evidence preserved by Grose, the facts regarding subse-

‘2 [Francis Grose], A Guide to Health, Beauty, Riches and Honour (second ed. London,

1796):P- iii. (First ed. 1783 according to B. M. Catalogue.) That Grose had a satirical

PE‘rPOSe in making this collection of advertisements is evinced by the following statement in

hlsintroduction (p. viii):
In fine, kind reader, from these premises my assertion seems incontrovertibly demon-

strated, namely, That if we are not healthy; beautiful, rich, and wise, we have only

our own incredulity or negligence to blame for it, since the means of these blessings

are daily offered to us, with many other adyantages, set forth at length in the follow-

lng collection [of handbills, advertisements, etc.], which, it is hoped, will make us

set a proper value on our native country, and inspire foreigners with a due reverence

for Old England.
‘3 [Francis Grose], Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue (London: H00P6r{1735),

has the following to say under

CUNDUM, the dried gut of sheep, worn by men in the act of coition, to prevent

Venereal infection; said to have been invented by one Colonel Cundum. These

machines were long prepared, and sold by a. matron of the name of Philips, at.the

Green canister in Half—moon—street, in the Strand. That good lady having acquired

a fortune, retired from business; but learning that the town was not well served by

her successors, [she,] out of a patriotick zeal for the public welfare, returned to her

iggupation, of which she gave netice, by diverse hand bills, in circulation in the year

6.
Note that these “machines” are mentioned only as preventives of infection. It is highly

Probable, however, that they were used also in the eighteenth century for the prevention

of c°‘1C‘3Ption. The 1823 edition of Grose’s Dictionary omits this word.
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Mrs. PHILIPS. who :hout ten yeattleft ofi' bufineft, 1m;r
‘ been mm“heel on. her friend: to mfisme the fame again
”WWW n'tetion‘s :3“, finee her deelinin , they cannot

m geodc comparable to thofe the at to vend ;----
w m tequaim her friends and cuflpmers, that {he has

fikm am, No. 5, Orngz-mrt, neu- Ltiuflcr- tldx, one

Lend 631: Oranp-flrm, lbctotbefinho Ca/llc- rm, mgr

i”! it”: . , ”To pmeut Makes, om the door};

the fign cf the Golden Fan and Riflngfiun, a lamp 1:110"thE
' to the fign, and fan mounts in the wmdow, where the con»
tinue: to carry on her bul'mefs as ufual.—-—-She defies an one‘

’in England tq equal‘ her goods, and hath late! had everal»
large 'orders from Franu, S gin, Partugal, Ila y, and other
foreign places. Captains or (hips, and gentlemen 30:21:;
abroad, may he {applied with any quanuty of the b‘ 4
good: on the {horteft notice. ‘ . i

03' It it well known to the public the has had tblflj'fiW:
Jam experimee, in the bufineft of making and felling michinet,
commonly called implements of fafety, which fecures the;
health 0? her cuflomers: {he has Iikewife. great chonce of 11qu
and bladders, where apothecariet, chymifls, dragglflt, &c.:
may be {applied with any qtiantity of the belt fortw-Artd;

‘ whereas fome perfon or pcrfons pretending to know and carry.
on the raid bufinefs, difcovering the preference given 09 her:
good: fincc coming into bufinefs again; have induflnouflf
and malicioufly reported that‘the Original Mrs. Paul?! 13;
dead, and that fuch perfoneor perform in or are her fucceflbrt
(which is entirely falfe' and without the leaf! foundation), end;
bath and doth, or have and do, utter or deliver out in thcj
name of Bbilipu end as from her warchoufe, a mdfl'inf‘amculg
and obfecne hand-bill or tdvertifement ; the public are hereby‘

‘gtffured, that fuch perfon or perfons is or are a mere impofiotot,
xmpofiors, and that the real original Mrs. Pmnm lives and]
carries On her bufinefs in Orange-cour't aforefaid, and not we
where (as can be teflified by many who daily fee her behind;

-hercountcr), and that {he hath' no concern whatfoeverin the;
,hufinefs publifhed by fuch hand-bllls of theirs, notwithfland-i
ing the impudent ufe of her name thereto affixed 3 and neither,
prepares or vends,_ or ever did or evet" will repare or vendflany other good: than thofc above fpccificd. bhe alfo falls all:
fans of perfumes. The following lines are very applicabk;
to her goods : ;

To guard youtyi'lffrom flmm arfiar,
Vatariu :0 Van“, Inylm b”: ;
1y”: m my wgm e’trfound aflaw,
éelf preferwtttn’: nature’s law.

!
\ F16. XII. Mrs. Philipsrs Ei hte th C , . Ad ertisementi
\ SourcezF.Grose,Gm'de(1796)ppgmflnl. entury Handb’n or V
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quent events. Mrs. Philips probably re—entered business after selling out

to Mrs. Perkins, and this caused resentment on the part of the latter. This

would explain the war of handbills (Figures XII, XIII and XIV). Mrs.

Philips opened her new shop at 5 Orange Court near Leicester Fields. In~

teresting from the standpoint of diffusion is the statement that she has‘

“lately had several large orders from France, Spain, Portugal, Italy and

other foreign places.” She boasts in her advertisement of thirty—five years

of experience. A wholesale trade seems to have been operated by her, for

we learn that she is prepared to supply “apothecaries, chymists, druggists,

MXRY PERKINS, fueeefl‘or to Mutt. Philips, at the

Green Caniner In Halfimoon-flreet, oppofit‘e the New Ex-

‘ichange in 'the Stand, London make: and fell: all forts of

fine machines, otherw‘tfc called (5st-

1‘” Dutch odor lucri ex re qumbet.

De uel coté to gain vient.

‘f Ere em in efi ““303? hornet: - d 1

, - V umct, m Janis, on s, waters, pow ets, 01:,

6mm: mm, pomatume, cold pcream, lip-falvcs, feeling-

W13.” . B. Ladict’ black flicking-plaifler. - :

fie; , Numu XVII. ‘ ,

VrWHEREAS fame evil-minded perfon has given opt hand;-

EU the: the machine warehoufe, the Green Qamfler, in

Hal mn-flreet in the Strand. is removed, it is Without foun-

datimhmd only to prejudice me. this bcinfi the old original »

“I09: illeominucd b the fucceffor of thc ate Mrs. ‘P'hihpt,

When mmmn’e or m “tall be punflually obfervcd m the

“a thinner u ufucl.‘ .

. N. 3. Now called Bedford-flreet; the Green Camflcr is

$23 fevflth'houfe on theltft hand tide of the way from the

FIGQ‘CIII. Mrs. Perkins’s I-Iandbill. Source: F. Grose, Guide (1796) p. 13

etc_” Another handbill states that “Ambassadors, foreigners, gentlemen,

aanaPtains of ships, &c. going abroad, may be supplied [from -“Mrs.

PhthS’S Warehouse”] with any quantity of the best goqu [condoms] in

England, on the shortest notice and [at] the lowest price.” L

??ompmn, Who is aware of Mrs. Philips’s trade, says that condoms “were

Orlglnally made from the dried gut of a sheep and were first [sic] sold at two

[L°nd0n] taverns near Covent Garden, viz., the Rummer‘ and the Rose, the

-1‘}tter hostelry in Russell-street being a famous meeting place in Stuart

tlmes-"s‘ Since the statement is undocumented, the source is unknown.

64 C- J- S. Thompson, Quacks of Old London (London: Brehtano’s, 1928), p. 273.
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N0 one knows of what material they were “first” made, much less at what
particular place they were “first” sold.
The eighteenth century sheath was a descendant of the linen sheath of

Fallopius, if not of the Roman, goat—bladder sheath reported by Antomnus
Liberalis. After Fallopius the caeces of lambs, sheep, calves, goats, and

§%x‘: aiomifmmt i: to Inform our ayhmr: and otbm, :54:
£1): woman who prlmta’ed t5: mmuqf P61719537: Oraugl-
mm, 3‘: m'w dead, am! :54: tb: bq/z‘mjk 2‘: terried an a:
MrmPHILIPS’s WAREHOUSE, I

flu be: ban or or Jean, (2! tb: Gran Casi er, in Bta'ford;
f$12'Half'fliofisjtfitmt, jam: doonfrom [lg Strand, m thee

Z t and l, * ' ‘
t . STtLL, {iontinues in its original flare of reputation; where
25'“ gentlemen of intrigue may be {applied with there,
éBladder Felicia, or implement: of .fafcty, which infalhbly;
?{ecure the health of our cuflomers, fupcriorin quality as has;
Lbecn demonflratedv in eomparing temples of other: 'that pre-;
tend the name of P17511111; we defy any one to equal our goods?
in England, and have tateiy had feveral large orders 50mg

Fran“: 3134‘", Portugal, Italy, ind other foreign places._ .
N.‘B. Ambafl'adors, forcignets, ge‘nflemen‘ ahd captains;

of Wm, 8m. going abroad, may be fuggplicd with any quan-;
lity of the befl goods in England, om e thomfi notice and; _
‘lowcfiprice. A mofl infamous and obfoe'ne handdaill, 9"
jdve‘niei’ment, in the name of Pbilip: in falfe: the pu‘blm
are hereby 'afl'ured that their name is net Pbilip, but thus 10:
her (hop, and the fame perfon u-behind the counter as hgl

films: for many years.~——-The fellowing lines are very apph' ,
a cable to our goods.- ' ' ' ‘

Tagardjanvfib‘from jbam: erfcdr,
Votarin‘ 1: Venus, ha/Im lure; '

y ‘ Nam in our wart: c’crfiund aflaw,
‘ ‘ ‘Stv-pnjzrvation’: natuu’: law. '
k , e - Letters (port paid) duly anfwcrcd.

, FIG. XIV- Advertisement of Mrs. Philips’s Warehouse. Squrce: F- Grose,Guide (1796) p. 12.

perhaps other aninhals were employed. Probably the fish bladder condom
IS a figment of the imagination.65 And the female condom is virtually a
mhseum specimen. I have never known a. patient to use one. They areth1ck 'and dull sensation.
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§5 THE CONDOM SINCE THE VULCANIZATION 0F RUBBER

Widespread, common use of the condom, however, had to await the vu1~-

canization of rubber, first successfully carried out by Goodyear and Han-

cock in 1843—44.56 This lowered costs so materially that the condom

immediately won a place for itself.“ Thereafter virtually every late nine-

teenth century treatise, and certainly every twentieth century treatise,

dealing with technique gave it a prominent place. There are at least a

hundred such pamphlets and volumes; and no useful purpose would be

served by citing the literature, for many of them are mentioned in Part Five,

which discusses briefly the developments since 1800.

The use of liquid latex and the introduction of automatic machinery has

Cheapened the condom still further in the last decade. Sales are enor—

mous. There are no statistics available of the number manufactured

in England and Germany, but in the United States sales approach 317

million annually. In fact it has recently come to light in an American

Pircuit Court of Appeals that one American manufacturer sold 20,000,000

1n one year to druggists and doctors.58 I. Schmid of New York says that

the fifteen chief manufacturers in the United States produce a. million

and a half a day. Harmsen reports59 that one German firm put twenty-

four million rubber condoms on the market every year. He declares

that since the war there has been an extraordinary increase in their use

In Germany. Though the birth-control clinics seldom recommend the

condom,60 it is increasingly used by the general populace, doubtless because

5" As early as 1872, Proksch (012. ml, pp. 50—51) proposed the feasibility of rubber con-

dofns- It is difficult to credit the statement of Streich [Sudhofi’s Archiv. f. Gesch. d.Med.,

xxfi (1929), 210] that the rubber glans condom was first introduced into Europe from

.America. through the World Exposition held in Philadelphia in 1876. Must Yankee

Inventive genius be credited with this also? I doubt it; yet the fact that rubber was first

vulcanized here may lend credence to the view. The English claim Hancock invented the

process, but the honor is generally (and I believe correctly) attached to Goodyear’s name.

‘7 Though those made in our time of animal membranes are undoubtedly superior in

Strength, they have never, for economic and sanitary reasons, proved as popular. Buthe-

rm1d and Duchesne give a description of the manufacture of condoms in Lyon Médicale,

Oct. 21 and 28; Nov. 4, 1877.
‘3 The official citation is Youngs Rubber Corporation, Inc., v. C. I. Lee 8: Co., et a1,

45 Federal Reporter, 2nd Series, 103. Cf., Morris L. Ernst, “How We Nullify.” [New

Y°r1<l Nation, cxxxiv, 113—114 (January 27, 1932). See p. 114.

:9 In Sanger and Stone [Eds], Practice ofContraceflion, p. 153. _ ' _

° The Cambridge, England, clinic and the Russian clinics are exceptions. §mce this

Was written the English clinics are using sheaths increasingly. A recent statistlcal study

by Enid Charles supports well, though I do not think it conclusively proves, the thesis

that the condom is the most reliable contraceptive we have. Havelock Ellis took thls

VleW many years ago.
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it is cheap, easily available, generally known, and also the best protection
against infection. The height of mechanized difluSion of contraceptlves
seems to have been reached in one respect in Germany and Holland, where
for many years condoms have been sold by coin slot-machines! In the
United States vending machines have likewise been introduced; and more
are sold in gasoline stations and tobacco shops than in drug stores. Thus
enters a. new problem in social control.

§6 MODERN ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY“
We have spoken of the revolution following the vulcanization of rubber,

which caused, in turn, all but the disappearance of the skin condom. Sales
and use expanded enormously, facilitated by substantially lowered costs-
In the last half decade (1930—1935) the industry has experienced anotl}er
technological revolution: the manufacture of condoms from liquid latex .m-
stead of from crepe rubber. We have noted the sales results, It remamsnow to sketch certain other aspects of this change: the processes involved,
the problems of distribution, cost, competition, price and quallty; themethods of testing.

.The processes of modern manufacture are of interest. The substitutlon
of liquid latex for crepe rubber is one of the most important recent teChmcalchanges, the introduction of automatic machinery being another. Th:
latex is the whole sap of the rubber tree, suspended in water, concentrateby evaporation, stabilized by ammonia. Until recently rubber condgmS
were made of crepe rubber masticated and dissolved. There Were cllfli-culties incident to mastication, solution and fire hazard. Now all Amerlcan
manufacturers save one has ceased to make the “cement” rubber condom (3fcrepe rubber. The latex product resists aging from three to five years: 15odorless and often thinner. The new process requires constant attentlonof highly skilled chemists and technicians since the use of colloidal suspentisions in this industry is new. Even the old processes have been so ffdelfiedthrough changes in compounding, and in the use of the “hot” cure mstea
of the “cold” cure utilizing sulphur chloride gas, that the newer ProduCtdoes. not deteriorate so rapidly. Accompanying these Changes has been

hence to a doubled market. (See below for an
otal value of the output of the industrY-) ,,)

2 glass tubes (also called “forms” and “bottles
1% inches in diameter dip into tanks filled With

. V e
n are extracted from a report of Mr. Randolph Cautley to thhis

: lmost the entire section is based 0nreport.
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ivory-colored latex at the rate of 1 per second on each side of a dual machine

which operates 24 hours per day. Rotating smoothly through the com-

pound, they gather a dripping film of latex and rise out of the tank elevating

their angle With the continuous chain to which they are attached, distribut-

ing the running liquid evenly about the blunt end of the form and preventing

the formation of a. drop at the tip. They are dried by hot air, dipped a

second time, and dried again. The protective head or ring at the open end

is then rolled by rotating cylindrical brushes, after which vulcanization

takes place in a long overhead hot air duct followed by a hot water bath.

The films of latex are partially dried and dusted with talc, and are then

stripped from the forms by brushes quite like the bead—rollers but so placed

as to roll the condoms completely ofi the forms whence they fall to continu-

ous belt-conveyors. The belts take them into an adjacent room and de-

Posit them on a table where women unroll and snap them to remove the

wrinkles (induced by the rolling) before they have time to result in perma-

nent sticking. Meanwhile the glass forms have been cleaned by having

Passed through brushes and hot water, and are beginning to dip again.

The entire conveyor, about 500 feet long, and containing about 4,000 glass

forms in two series, one on either side of the machine, is driven at a constant

rate of speed by two large cogs set about 250 feet apart in a. completely air—.

conditioned room.

The Shunk process diflers principally in the method of dipping and in

the method of cure. Where the Killian machine rotates the forms through

the compound at an angle of 45° with the level of the fluid, the Shunk unit

dips the forms vertically into the compound through the elevation and

10Wering of the compound tanks, and the forms remain perfectly stationary

Except for rotation. The compound runs down the form and forms a hard,

thick tip at the very end of the condom. The process is not completely

automatic, in that labor is required to transfer the forms back and forth

b(itWeen the dipping machine and the conveyor, which unifies the whole

process. The forms, instead of being fastened to one conveyor, are d1v1ded

“Ito units of 24, each unit being a separate board or rack. Four of_ these

racks are placed on the dipping arm and taken off after the dipping. Fmally,

after vulcanization in hot water, the forms and condoms are cooled by a

spray of cold water before dipping. The Killian machine is the larger of

thF two: being adapted to produce 1200 gross per day, while the Shunk umt

w111produce in the neighborhood of 700 gross per day. . .

Each step in the compounding, dipping and curing presents opportumtles

f(?r wide variations in the properties of the resulting condoms. The PI'F:

ylscosity and ingredients of the compound are especially important in then

IIlfluence upon the final product. Continuous agitation of the compound
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is sometimes necessary to prevent “creaming,” a condition in which the
rubber particles rise to the top as do the fat particles in milk. Humidity
and temperature must be controlled in the dipping, and the temperature of
the cure or vulcanization is also quite important. Particles of dust, oil or
other foreign matter in the compound at the time of dipping conduce t0
defective condoms. The cure affects the aging characteristics and other
physical properties. With a viscosity too high, the compound is likely to
permit the formation of fine bubbles, which in the finished condom are seen
as holes, thin spots and blisters. Weight, size, thickness, elasticity, tensile
strength, aging quality, resistance to abrasion, reaction with physiological
fluids, reaction with lubricants, porosity, presence of foreign matter: etc.,
are all determined by the technological processing, equipment and super-
Vismn.

American condoms are generally much thinner than the European prod-
uct, for the latter are predominantly of the “cement” type. Those pro-
duced in air—conditioned rooms are remarkably free from dirt and foreign
matter.

The patents of the industry are chiefly in the hands of three competing
producers; and while there has been talk Of a patent pool this has nOt
materialized. '
Production costs and prices are of importance. Figures on manufactur-

ing costs are extremely difl‘icult to obtain, and they vary, of course; not
Only with efliciency in production, with control of patents, but With size of
overhead (generally speaking, the smaller the output the larger the 0V9"
head), with care taken in testing, means of marketing, etc. It is a common
economic phenomenon that marketing costs are high in relation to manu-
fecturing costs. This is illustrated very well in the industry under cen-
Sideration. In a preliminary cost estimate62 of $2. 17 per gross, distiributlon
is roughly as follows: $1.30 is for salesmen, a conservative estimate; 41¢ for
overhead (perhaps higher than average); and 20¢ for raw materials. The
small balance is for stamping, rolling, packaging, etc. Testing costs vary
between nothing and 23¢—25¢, with an average probably around 5¢-

Distributors all over the country can now buy bulk condoms from the
ieading manufacturers for less than‘50¢ a. gross, and most of them are 5°1_d
in bulk by manufacturers to distributois who then resell them, using the”
own brands and packages. There are countless numbers of brands on the
market varying greatly in quality and selling to the retailer mainly from
50¢ '60 $1.50 a gross, though some run as high as $5.50 or $10.80 a grosS-

Retail prices vary greatly in this anarchical industry. One brand 56115
at retail 3 for 75¢. The retail price of a. gross is $36. These can be put“

6 ' .2 0f tentative value only. It is very difficult to get at cost figures in the induStYY'
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chased from the manufacturer for $6. Is it any wonder that the druggists

are being undersold, and that today retail druggists sell only about one-

third of the condoms annually produced in the United States? In the face

of these economic facts it hardly seems possible that the trade can be re-

stricted to regular retail drug outlets.

It is estimated that the druggists sell in the vicinity of 700,000 gross

annually at an average price of around $16 per gross, or approximately

$11,000,000. Other retail outlets and peddlers sell about 1,400,000 gross

annually at an average price of about $10 per gross, or about $14,000,000

per year. Thus we have an annual retail value of $25,000,000. At the

price of 3 for 50¢, or $24 a gross retail, the annual sales to consumers would

be valued at roughly $50,000,000. But since the present average price,

under the conditions of cut-throat competition prevailing in the industry,

is probably nearer $12 a gross or $1 per dozen, the annual value of sales to

consumers is probably nearer $25,000,000 annually. An annual export

quota of about 200,000 gross must be allowed for in estimating domestic

consumption.

As is often the case in a modern industry a few producers have cornered

the majOr portion of the market. The three leading manufacturers are

responsible for 70 per cent of the daily production; the leading four for 80

Per cent; the leading six for 88 per cent of the output; and all others for 12

per cent.

In this anarchically competitive industry emphasis is upon production at

a low price rather than upon quality of output. Price factors have likewise

16d to a more than proportional increase in sales through non-drug—store

Channels (pool rooms, food stores, gasoline stations, etc.). Drug stores are

being undersold. They have considered condoms “whisper items,” and

have consequently insisted on margins of profit approaching those on drugs.

It is a common saying in the drug trade that the sale of condoms pays the

store rent.

There are four chief methods of testing; a fifth is used in England. (1)

During the “Flip Test” an operator sits at a table with bulk condoms at her

left elbow using her right hand to pick up individual condoms. As they

fill With air this is imprisoned in the tip end by a scissor—like action of two

fingers of the left hand. The entire condom is thus elongated and the tip

distended. This is supposed to show up holes and facilitate rejection of

those containing wrinkles or creases. Sometimes the condom is turned

over. However, holes, weak spots and dirt specks are not well perceived

FY this method of testing, which is the least satisfactory of the methods now

In use. None the less, this is all the testing most “tested” condoms ever

get. (2) An operator fills a dozen condoms With air from a compressed
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air jet, squeezing them against the body, bursting some and leaving others
intact. Visual examinationmay ormay not follow. (3) An operator blows
down a condom held vertically with open end up, imprisons some air, and
turns the inflated tip to the cheek to detect air streams. (4) A cheek tCSt
follows full inflation. At the same time there is a visual examination for
dirt, wrinkles, creases, etc. There is a careful, deliberate visual examina-
tion of the condom inflated and uninflated, about 15 seconds being spent
upon each one. This is the best test in general commercial use in the
U. S. A. today. (5) The following test is used by an English manufacturer.
Condoms are inflated to about 6 x 8 inches and placed on moving belts about
5 or 6 inches apart. As they are carried slowly across the room—tranSIt
occupies 20 to 30 minutes—those which become deflated because of holes
or defects drop to the floor between the belts. Several distributors in thIS
country employ visual examination before a frosted glass pane. The labora-
tory of a certain manufacturer occasionally tests for tensile strength hy
stretching a portion of his product on a. vertical rod; another claims to 1n-
flate every third condom with smoke, the outpourings of which are more
readily visible.

Testing by the consumer is usually difficult because of his inexperience-
Inflation with water and breath are commonly used. The disadvantage 0f
the latter is that exhalation into the condom sometimes causes the powder
thereon to form a sticky paste and thus to cover up defects. The percentege
of condoms which meet high standards of manufacture vary greatly Wlth
different brands. And even some of the good ones are not uniformly 3°?d'
The habits of consumers militate against effective purchasing 0f quallty
products only. These devices are usually purchased rolled, and never
examined until the crucial moment. Until the habits of consumers change,
it is probably not likely that manufacturers and distributors will consider
it commercially advisable to maintain more rigid testing standards. .

It seems clear from the data. presented above that the economic: SOClal
and medical problems of the production, sale and distribution of condom.s

Certainly we have in the greatly increased use of Phls
g Short of a. revolution in the sexual relations of mankmd'

How astounded Fallopius would be, could he return to earth and observe
What a change has taken place since he invented his linen glans covering!
Little did he realize how social forces would catch up his invention and im-
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CHAPTER IX

THE EARLY BIRTH-CONTROL MOVEMENT IN

ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES

§1 RECAPITULA’I‘ION AND INTRODUCTION

UT To this point attention has been focussed on contraceptive practices

and methods in various cultures prior to the nineteenth century. We

have shown that the desire to control conception is a universal social phe—

nomenon, a constant element, as Pareto would say, in group cultural life.

We have shown, further, that this is true even at those times and in those

cultures where such a desire is overlaid with disdain of sterility, and where

we find present powerful mores making for rapid reproduction as, for ex-

ample, among the ancient Hebrews and in the Orient. More than this,

not only the desire, but some knowledge of control is a more or less constant

element in the sense that some methods, though not always effective ones,

are usually present. It is not affirmed that in early cultures this knowl-

edge was generally diffused. That cannot be proved. In fact, all the

eV1dence we have points to the contrary. The truth is rather that until

recently the general difiusion of genuinely efiective methods in no way met

human expectations. There was a great gap between desire for control and

effective prevention. The proof of this lies partly in the somewhat greater

Predominance of such positive checks as infanticide and abortion in early

as compared with modern cultures.

It was in the nineteenth century in Western societies, especially in Eng-

land, Germany and France that contracept've practices spread most

rapidly} The reasons need not be analyzed in detail; but factors associated

?V‘th growing industrialization, urbanization, lessened ecclesiastical author-

1ty, and greater freedom for women have played a major r61e.2 My present

1 MY prediction is that there will be a rapid diffusion in the Orient during the twentieth

Century, But whether it will be as rapid as in western Europe during the nineteenth

century remains to be seen.

2 See infra ch. xiii, §6. For one thoughtful analysis of motives see James A. Field,

Esfays on Population, and Other Papers (Edited by Helen Fisher Hohman, Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1931), chs. xi and xii. Field was a first-class investigator of

the phases of the population problem he chose to develop. He was, at the time of his

death, the world’s greatest authority on the history of Neo—Malthusianism. My esti-

mates of the book are to be found in Eugenics Review, October, 1931, and in the 10“"

P01. Econ, February, 1932.
209
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object is tather to sketch briefly the literature dealing With the development
during the nineteenth century of contraceptive technique, and to trace the
socialization of this knowledge.

Contraceptive knowledge always has been, and still is to some extent, the
possession essentially of the upper, more privileged classes. Since Place’s
propaganda this information has, at an accelerating rate, spread to the
working and less privileged classes. This is the most important new ashes!
of birth control; and it is this process that I call socialization, or democratiza-
tion. What once existed almost exclusively for the classes Will soon be a
reality for the masses.

.
It is impossible to write exhaustively on technical developments durlng

the nineteenth century. First, such an account would reqpire several
hundred pages. Second, we are more interested in the social diffusionbf
knowledge as the chief characteristic of the period. Third, in earher
chapters of this work techniques have been examined in detail in order to
show that the desire for prevention and also some knowledge of actual
techniques were present in many different cultures at various epochs; pres-
ent, in fact, throughout the entire range of social evolution. Such detalled
treatment is not necessary for the nineteenth century since all infoniled
students of recent social changes are agreed that contraceptive Praetfces
have been present in Western societies since 1800. In fact, such practlces
have been more widespread in Western cultures since 1800 than in any
major cultures at any period in the world’s history. It is likewise hardly
necessary to labor the point that there has been great improvement in the
effectiveness of these devices since 1800, especially since about 1870. Never-
theless, some attention will be devoted to the methods mentioned bY the
more important of the earlier nineteenth century figures; and in some cases,
the development of a writer’s ideas (especially if he or she is important: e.g.,
Owen, KHOWI'COD, B-esant etc.) on technique will be traced. Informatlon’
whenever available, on the circulation of tracts and books will alse be
introduced, as this is the chief means we have of studying the cultural diffu-
sion of this knowledge prior to the founding of the birth—COntrol clinics-
Approximately two hundred mechanical devices, all based upon a few

basic principles and varying only in details, are now being used in WBStem
cultures. This is exclusive of chemical agents in douches or soluble pessar-

ms, and exclusive 0f ineffectual magical procedures which still survive from
the earliest times. Virtually all of these techniques either originated in,
or were considerabl. y developed during the nineteenth century except
130551ny the condom, suppositories, coitus interruptus and obstructus 311d Fhe

tampon Wlth or Without medication. There is little mention of douchlng
before Knowlton. Certainly the device that has found most univerSal
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acceptance clinically, the vaginal diaphragm (or Mensinga or Dutch pes—

sary“), in combination with a spermicidal paste or jelly was an invention

of the nineteenth century (1880). As early as 1838 a German gynecologist,

F. A. Wilde, had recommended a cervical rubber cap specially moulded by

taking a wax impression of the parts (see discussion of Wilde on pp. 318—20).

It is evidently the prototype of the rather widely-used modern cervical cap

now made in many difierent materials, soft rubber being the most common.

The chemistry of contraception has been considerably developed in this

period, especially in the past few years by Voge and Baker whose works (see

Bibliography) the reader should consult for the best researches on this

Subject. Chemical investigation is destined to see still greater develop-

ments since it is one of the most promising fields. Immunization through

Spermatoxins or hormones lies in the future, perhaps the distant future; yet

it may revolutionize contraception. So much for recent and possible future

developments.

Turning now to the nineteenth century writers on technique, we shall

mention the names of certain English, American, and German writers who

have made contributions to this field. It happens that the four chief authors

writing in English in the period 1823—1850—Francis Place, Richard Carlile,

Robert Dale Owen, and Dr. Charles Knowlton—were also the world’s chief

early theorizers in this field. Regardless of whoever may have preceded

them in literature by way of mention of contraceptive practices, these

writers initiated the social theory which surrounds this subject; and though

Some of their views have required modification or even rejection, they have

for the most part steadily gained ground until today they are accepted by

the majOIity of economists and sociologists. They are now supported by

the weight of authority on the subject.

Stress upon the social and economic desirability of birth control is a character-

istic of the nineteenth century, and hardly (mte-dates it. This generalization is

?Xceedingly important. Medical discussion is old; the economic and social

JUStification, the body of doctrine known as Neo—Malthusianism, is new.

There was some, though little, Neo-Malthusian theory before Malthus.‘

This is possible since Malthusian theory did not begin with Malthus. But

. 3 There are many trade names such as Ramses, Rantos, Durex, etc. It is also some-

times called the Haire pessary since Dr. Norman Haire, Harley Street physician, papu—

larized it in England about 1922. Haire has done much to push this improved technique

In England, and was among the first to use it there.

4 Jeremy Bentham advocated use of the sponge method of birth control to reduce the

English poor rates as early as 1797, a year before Malthus published his Essay. See the

Passage in Arthur Young’s Annals of Agriculture, xxix, 422—423. Pamphlet ed: p‘. 31.

:See my article on “Jeremy Bentham and the Genesis of English Neo-Malthusiamsm”

1n the Historical Supplement to the Economic Journal January, 1936.
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the point which cannot be too strongly emphasized is the late .development
of the economic and social case for birth control as compared w1.th the medl-
cal case. I am speaking now of the literature. I have shown In ChapttrI
that some preliterate or “savage” people sometimes saw a connectlon
between too many children and individual, family or tribal poverty- But
these people, of course, left no literature. It is in this sense, ahd Wlth thtse
qualifications (which rather prove the rule), that one may legltlmatel'y Clalm
that the medical case for birth control is old, the economic and seeial case
new. The latter characterized especially the theory of the mneteenth
century.

Until a few years ago many informed people believed that the modtrn
birth-control movement, as a social movement, began with the prosecutlon
in London in 1877—79 of Bradlaugh and Besant for publishing Dr. Charles
Knowlton’s Fruits of Philosophy. As early as 1910,5 however, P.Iofes;0:
James A. Field published an interesting and able paper demonstratlilgt a
England had a. fairly extensive birth—control propaganda in the .elgh'teeln
twenties led by Francis Place (1771—1854). In this model of hlstonca-
economic research Field showed that Place was probably the anonymous
author (since corroborated) of the “Diabolical Hand Bills”—as they werelater dubbed~distributed among the working populace by various surrepti-
tious methods. Field thought that Robert Owen, the New Lanark. P1211;anthropist and founder of the cofiperative movement, was involved m e
authorship.6 But later research has definitely eliminated him from COm'
plicity in the afiair.7

§2 FRANCIS PLACE (1771—1854) FOUNDER OI“ THE BIRTH-CONTROL

MOVEMENT

Though many preceded Francis Place8 in discussing the technique ifcontraception, he seems to have been the first to venture, at first alone 3:;
unaided, upon an organized attempt to educate the masses. Place i101 5:therefore, the sam'e position in social education on contraception that Malthtlls
holds in the history ofgeneral population theory. Malthus had approx1mate};
twenty predecessors, yet economists and sociologists concede that he wa

5 James A. Field, “ he Early Prop
Bull. Amer. Econ. Asso. th Series,
pp. 91—129.

° Essays, 13. 49, and elsewhere.
7 Norman E. Himes, “The Place of John Stuart Mill and of Robert Owen in the Historyof English Neo-Malthusianism,” Quart. Jour. Econ, xiii (1928), 627—640-3 The best general biography of Place is Graham WallaS’ Life ofFmum's Place, London.Longman, 1898; Allen & Unwin b,1918. There is areadable, short biography of 1’1“" y

’7agandist Movement in English Populatlon T1523”:
1911, i, 207—236. Reprinted in Essays on P017

(See “Owen” in index.)
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the first to treat the subject of general population theory< systematically.

So it was Place who first gave birth control a body of social theory.

A self-taught workingman who rose to prominence in English political

life through sheer dint of heroic effort, Place was a friend of Thomas; Wak-

ley, the medical reformer who founded, and who for many years edited, the

Lancet. It was a. daring innovation in the history of economic thought~

less significant in the history of medical thought—When, in 1822, Place pub-

lished his Illustrations and Proofs of the Principle of Population (Himes ed.

1930), the first treatise on population in English to propose contraceptive

measures as a substitute for Malthus’ “moral restraint.”

There is still a widespread misconception, especially. outside the circle

of economists and sociologists, as to the exact meaning of the term “moral

restraint.” It never implied restrictionon intercourse within the married

relationship, but rather postponement of marriage until the contracting

parties were able to support possible offspring. (For the reasons why

Malthus condemned birth control, see my edition of Place’s Population,

Pp. 283—298.)

(20) Place’sHandbills and Propaganda

Still more courageous was Place’s dissemination among the working

classes of contraceptive handbills. Place called the attention of statesmen,

working-class leaders, the editors of newspapers and of other influential

c1tizens to the need for contraceptive instruction. 133’ clever and sometimes

by subterranean methods, Place and his assistants succeeded in widely

distributing these medical handbills; In 1823 they received considerable

circulation not only in London, but in the industrial districts of the North;

while the discussions which ensued caused them to be reprinted in several

radical journals of the period.9

‘ Copies of the handbills are still preserved in the so-called Place Collection

111 the Hendon repository of the British Museum. They eXiSt in two forms,

.hrinted and manuscript. The three printed forms are addressed respec-

t1vely “To the Married of Both Sexes,”1° “To the Married of 130th Sexes in

Genteel Life,”11 and “To the Married of Both Sexes of the Working Peo-

9163,12 The first two were neatly printed on a single sheet about 5 by 9

Inches, while the third was a four-page Pami’hkt aPPIOXima‘tely 3 by 5%

inches. Still another draft addressed “to the mature reader of both seizes”13

9 Notably in Carlile’s Republican, in T_ J, Wodler’s The .3le Dwan, in Carme’s' E9879.

Woman’s Book, etc. They even had a limited circulation in America; but that is a. sepa.

rate story.
:3 Eff Collection,1xi, part ii p- 43-

12 Ibid., p. 42.
13 Ibid.. lxviii, p. 103.
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- FIG. XVI. Francis Place’s Contraceptive Handbill (1823) Form B-

SOUrce: Place Collection, Brit. Mus. Vol. lxi, Pt. II, p. 43-
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is preserved in manuscript on both sides of a. single sheet of paper 6% by 7%
inches. The handwriting of the manuscript draft 15 not that of Ftanels
Place. There is reason to believe that it was written by one Benjan‘tlllln
Aimé, aLondoninstrument‘maker. These handbills (see F1gures XV, X ,
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And, “ha" you $11135 miseries?It is agreat truth. oftenwtold and never How are we avox t 30%.

lain: the means
denied, that when there are too many work- The answer is short and P le do to avoid{trade or manufacture, thsly are easy. Dons other peOP . ’

mi .
. ‘ to have!an they ought to be having more clnldren than they malland are compelled to work more hours. than and can easily maintam. , “fig. Athe ought tQ work. , What is done by .otherdpgoplg lgobbin or

\h’hen the number of working people in pice ofgoft sponge _ts tie d [yum before ‘.h°any trade or manufacture, has for some penny rtbbon, und'lnserte‘ Je had is With
ears bee“ t°° great,wages are reduced ver sexual mtencourse takes p M‘ a lace., . . . -' s it 1‘85 taken P f
ow, and the working people become httle $22!; :5“: ??eigogf :punge to each end 0

XVII) seemed of such unusual in
the Lancet in 1927.14

. 11Though the appeal of the handbills was essentially economlc, they are no. . . . ' de—w1thout med1ca1 and soc1olog1ca1 mterest. Not only are techtnqu.es s in
tailed, but we probably have here the first good discussion of 1nd1cat10n

fthe literature.15 While the Talmud had not only mentioned the use 0

' interest that I caused them to be reprmted

27,1“ Norman E. Himes, “The Birth Control Handbills of 1823,” Lancet, August 6th’ 19. mlp. 313 ff. Reprinted in part, but with a someWhat incorrect text by the Bzrth CanReview! xi (Nov. 1927), 294—295.
15 For indications:in preliterate societies see the summary of ch. i infra.
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epongy substances many centuries before Place but had also favored medical

If not economlc indications, the Talmudic indications were partly magical.

They were much mixed with Hebraic rites and law. Place’s indications

were free from such entanglements.

3

the nbban, and they take care not to use the
same sponge again until it has been washed.
1 Ifthe sponge be large enough, thatis; as
affie as a green walnut, or a sm'ull apple, it
“jll .pfeyeut conception, and thus, without
dlunmshmg the pleasures of married life, or
domg the least injury to the health of the
glost delicate woman, both the woman and
en: husbahd will he saved from all the mi-

:lréziwhich havmg too many children pro-

By hmltmg the number of: children, the
Wages hath of children and ofgrown up per-
:gns mll me; the hours of w'orkiug‘will be
a mote then they ought to be; you will have
_0Ir}e time lm- recreauon, some means of en-
Joylxlng ycutselves rationally, some means as
Wle.‘ as s’ome time for your own and your
C HAlrens moral and religious instruction.
bl t present every respectable mother trem-
ves lor the fate of her daughters as the
tlflowfup. Debauchety is always fearet .

us ;lu‘ mnltes many good mothers unhap-
Ellise’rablzem when it comes makes them

Wlmd why is there so much debauchery?
Uhsufh sad consequences?

Who fey. hBut, because many young men,
mil ardt e consequences which a large l'a-
troy me uces, turn .to debauchery, and des-
piniss 8|; own hn'ppmess as hell as the hap-

l 0 the un ortuuate glrls with whom
‘ “‘y Connect themselves.

lher young men, whose moral and religi-

4

ous feelings deter them from this vicious

course, marry early and produce la‘rge fami-

lies, which they are utterly unable to main-

tain. These are the causes of the wretch-

edness which afflicts you.
But when it has become the custom here

as elsewhere, tolimit the number ofchildren,

so that none need have more that they wish

to have, no man will fear to take a wife, all

will be married while young~debauchery

will diminish—while gdod morals, and reli-

gious duties will be promoted.
You cannot fail to see that this address is

intended solely for your good. It is quite

impossible that those who address you can

receive any benefit from 1:, beyond the satis-

faction which every benevolent person, eve-

ry true christian, must feel, at seeing you

comlbrtuble, healthy, and happy.

S FIG. XVII. Francis Place’s Contraceptive Handbill (1923) Form C.

ource: Place Collection, Brit. Mus. Vol. lxi, Pt. II, p. 42.

(21’) Methods Recommended in the Handbills

The form first issued, that addressed “To the Married of Both Sexes,”

mentioned coitus interruptus as well as the sponge. The second and third

drafts refer only to the sponge; while the uncirculated manuscript draft

mentions as an alternative to the sponge, a tampon of “lint, fine wool,

Cetton, flax, or what may be at hand.” We are informed in the first hand-

blll that “the use of the sponge will render all other precautions unneces-
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sary.” The third goes so far as to suggest that “the means for preventing
conception are easy.” The condom is conspicuously absent.

(26) Place’s Social and Medical Justification of Contraception

Economic indications are given greater stress than medical 1nd1catlons,
though the latter are by no means minimized. The whole apbeel “$51:
around the prevention of poverty, and raising the standard of hvmg ,0 ed
masses. Contracted pelves and constitutional weaknese are mentlolilrs.
Whether written by Place alone or by Place with the assmtance 9f 0'5. ‘f :

the handbills were in advance of modern medical opinion .m Irfallftal?ln§
that economic indications held a coordinate place with med1cal 1nd1c:tl:l:s
for contraception. Place argued that birth limitation among 1a 0r516
would make them scarcer in the labor market, and raise the rate of wage Id
But he insisted that even should wages rise from other canses, the gklgg
efiects in raising the standard of living would be nullified, 1f 'th “7°;th
class reproduced too rapidly. And though he based much of h_15 argfiment
upon the long-since-refuted wages-fund theory,17 the glst of h1s arg omic
remains sound, supported by the weight of authority n1modern econrates
theory. Place argued that if trade unionists could ralse thelr Wage hole
by restricting the number of apprentices, the working-class, 35 3: Wreasf;
could, if a program of responsible parenthood were only adopted, 111°
the total share of the national income destined to be paid it. er-
Place found Malthusian moral restraint no solution at all to theIovhis

population possibility then thought to be immediately at hand. Itlrain
opinion it would never be Widely adopted; it involved too great a skeep
upon human nature. Moreover, it was unnecessary, in order to ureS
population within reasonable control, for man to deny himself the pleasof the most cherished intimacies of married life. ’ d'ctionThe vital statistics of the Western World corroborate Place 5 pre 1 u-that moral restraint would never be widely adopted; for, taking large P0111;nlations as units, it is true to say that, except for the past feW years, Wralthe dissemination of birth-control knowledge has become qu1te gene h3there has been no tendency for marriages to be postponed.18 Many W

1° We would now say “
classes of laborers.

17 Lest it be thought by those unac
Place was alone in erroneously acce
be remarked that the best '

. . te for allrates of wages” smce there ls no general wage ra

. t thatquainted with the history of economlc thougli‘t may
pting the validity of the wages-fund theory,

M'
s only mention James and John Stuarhfifio11Ricardo and McCulloch. See F. W. Taussig, Wages and Capital for the best expof it, and for the best account of its final demise.

'mfl
1‘ For data on the U. S. A. see Ernest R. Groves and William F. 0gburn, Ame"Mam‘age and Family Relationships. New York: Holt, 1928, pp. xiii, 3‘497-
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think otherwise have been misled. They have focussed upon the post—

ponement resulting from lengthened education in a limited group_. They

forget that on the lower end of the social scale modern machine technology

has made it possible for members of the working class to earn almost their

maximum income at an early age, thus inducing early marriages. One

tendency seems to have counteracted the other ; so that the average age of

marriage of the total population has remained for a century virtually un-

Changed. Malthus’s recommendations have, therefore, not yet been widely

adopted. And in so far as Francis Place may have foreseen this fact, his

prediction is one of the most remarkable that the history of social science records.

It may be noted, however, that in recent years there has been a tendency

toward early marriage. I agree with Ogburn that this is largely a conse-

quence of the diffusion of birth-control knowledge.

Place knew all about birth control inducing earlier marriage. Postpone-

fnent led, in his opinion, to vice and prostitution. There was nothing new

111 this view; it had been presented by the church for centuries as one of the

secondary reasons for marriage as an institution. Place argued that, if

contraception were universally adopted, early marriages would become

more general; and that the incidence of the sex diseases would be reduced.

Better sexual adjustments in marriage would also result, since one who

married early would more easily adapt his or her personality to that of the

Partner. Place probably got this idea by reading the works of Benjamin

Franklin.19 ‘

Place, being in intimate contact with the forces influencing working—class

welfare, argued also that large families were a cause of child labor. Many

who have written on the subject since Place have come to similar conclu—

smns. In fact, many economists are of the opinion that it was the passage

of legislation restricting child labor that has had much to do with the growth

0f family limitation. It has been one of a number of changes which have

Inade large families less advantageous to parents. The raising of educa-

tlonal standards, and hence costs, has operated in the same direction. By

the Operation of many social forces children have become less an economic

asset and more an economic responsibility than formerly.

There is no reason to believe that Place was supported by the medical

PIOfession in his attempts to teach the working class both the theoretical

1’ For a full account of Franklin’s influence on Place, see my article on “Benjamin

Franklin on Population. A Re-examination with Special Reference to the Influence of

Franklin on Francis Place,” to appear in the Econ. J., Historical Supplement, January,

1937- Franklin and Charles Knowlton are both exceptions to the proposition that usually

the naxus of influence in social theory in this period was from Europe to the Umted States

rather than the reverse.
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need for, and the actual means of carrying out eontraception: But 3131612311:
abundant evidence (in Place’s manuscripts still preserved 1n thed .r1 of
Museum) that, upon detailed points, he repeatedly sought the asvillclemy
physicians. Place writes a newspaper editoIr: “I have tahen ?am e11 as]
enquiries on this subject . . . amongst surglcai and {medical as wctable
amongst intelligent elderly women, and espec1a11y With two reSpfit 15m;
clever women who are or were matrons at public lymg—lh hospi a hit
Richard Carlile informs us that Place “studied anatemy 1n the rgggmewaynzi In one of the handbills, for instance, he adv1sed us that ariong
respectable persons in the metropolis of this country, of both-Sexef, d after
Whom are included many medical men of the first rank, havamquire econd
a means [of controlling Conception] Which is here unfolcied. The 5 ms of
handbill avows that “accoucheurs of the first respectabihty a’r’id surgeihods
great eminence have in some particular cases recommended the me

. - ‘ustsuggested for preventing conception. It would be Interesting to know]
whom Place had in mind.

. . mi(2d) Place’s Immediate Disciples: Richard Carhle, chhard Hassell a
William Campian

Curiously enough there was no legal interference with the early P333;
ganda. Despite the wide distribution of the handbills ; and despite: Edbills
to the Attorney General by a woman who received a bundle of Son fol-
with an anonymous request that, she distribute them, no prosecunl trepid
lowed. Nor were Carlile’s works prosecuted. Carlile, Place’s most 131826 as
follower, had published in 1825 his What is Love?!2 Reprinted 1:11 a large
Every Woman’s Book; or, What is Load,” the pamphlet enjoye , ins.“circulation. There was a shorter edition abridged by Gofifrey ngagt oneThough this was more frank than refined, and though Carhle spent, es oftime or another, several years in jail for free speech offenses on charg

.. letteris2° Ms. Letter, Place to MacLaren. Place Collection, 1x11, p. 165. The who16published in my edition of Place on Population, pp. 309—312. Punctuation mine. .
dlCine”

21 Old Monthly Magazine, May, 1835. See Place’s “Notes on Surgery and Mein Brit. Mus. ADD. M35. 27, 828 (vol. iv, sec. 5).22 Republican, xi, No. 18.
23 Every Woman’sBoak; or,

1826. Of authentic, complet
of which are cf the fourth edi

, . - bruaI'YIWhat is Love? was first published under this title moFiges, bot
e editions I know of the whereabouts of only two c P. te Pro'tion (1826). One is in the Chicago collection 0f thfiijns; thefessor James A. Field who, fortunately for scholarship, cherished such rare

hoto-
other is in the Goldsmiths’ Library of the University of London. I have caused a Pstatic copy to be placed in the Harvard Library.
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blasphemy,25 he never ran afoul the law as a consequence of his birth-con-

trel activity. The same immunity was shared by T. J. Wooler, radical

editor of the Black Dwarf. He was never hailed into court for publishing

the handbills in his periodical.

The worst that leaders of the educational campaign suffered was public

abuse. They were castigated at the hands of certain fly—by-night periodi-

calsaat least one of Which, the Bull Dog, was founded for the express purpose

0f .v111fying Place, Carlile, and Bentham. The scandals and exposures

which ensued upon the handbill diffusion, and the discussions which followed

were numerous. Place was publicly dubbed “the master spring that moves

the whole infernal machine.”

EVERY WOMAN’S BOOK ;

on,

WHAT IS LOVE?

55

.ifnurfl) Gnitiml.

LONDON :

I‘MNTED AND PUBLISHED BY B. cmuuz.

M, qmr’sunu.

l 826.

hazy? 1(jisciples of Place, Richard Hassell and William Cainpion, whorh I

in N a. elled the Newgate Neo—Malthusians, owing to their incarceratlon

Stru ngate pnson as a consequence of assisting Carlile in his free-press

Contggle, diseussed extensively the social and economic aspects of birth

editerg - This they did in their periodical, The Newgate Monthly.Magazme,

and C Wh1}e they were still in prison. Unlike Place and Carhle, Hassell

amPlon avoided the medical aspects of the subject, and confined their

25
See the Republican, Lion, and other periodicals edited by Carlile. Also William H.

W‘
.

191;:War, The Strugglefor the Frecdom 0f the Press. 1819—1832. London: Allen & Unwm,
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efforts to public instruction on the general need of population. eontrol.
Both were self-taught workingmen whose educational opportumtles hafi
been exceedingly limited ; yet their treatment of birth control is often illuml-
nating and well-reasoned. They added little, however, to the doctrines of
their teacher, Place.

.In educating Carlile to the need for birth control, Place had gfeat dlffi'
culty, for the former was preoccupied with other reforms, and beheved. the
causes of working-class misery lay in other directions than unrestralned
reproduction. Once Carlile accepted Place’s point of VieW, there. was no
restraining him. In Place’s copy of the Bull Dog definite marginaha: are to
be found in Place’s handwriting stating that he made an effort to tiissuade
Carlile from publishing What is Love? at least in the particularfom 1n WhIChit was submitted to Place.

"
Carlile’s Every Woman’s Book may have been coarse and somewhat naive;

but it is significant in that it is the first little book in the English language
frankly discussing the economic, social and medical aspects of birth control-
The coarseness, if not excusable, is at least comprehensible when one refleffz:
that Carlile had been, as a youth, underprivileged; that he just “grew-
Like Place, his teacher, Carlile had risen by heroic efforts from the squalor
and murk of his youthful surroundings.

, .Between 1820—30 the subject had been discussed in many ptandlcaég
Place’s handbills and Carlile’s practical pamphlets had been distributed y
thousands. Other working-class reformers were induced to take PP t.hesubject. Carlile made a speaking tour which, though concerned pflfnanllly
with freethought subjects, occasionally brought to other C0n'lmumue,S t (3knowledge that birth control was an actuality. Carlile was not mm
quently heckled on his birth-control views, even though he may have'COm:to discuss the immoralities in the Old Testament. Upon one 0003‘51011 aBath a few listeners were so violently opposed to his taking the Platformthat Every Woman’s Book was publicly burned, and the author Pelted outof town.

(Be) The Eject of Plaoe’s Propaganda upon the English Birth Rate
One is naturally led to inquire: How effective was the English campafgli

of the eighteen twenties? There is no reason to suppose that it had any lmemediate and substantial effect upon the English birth rate. The .lncre?5d
of population is not a fair test of the extent of the propaganda in thls Perlobecause the phenomenal increase of population during the nineteenth cen-

° . . . . oretury was, as Is now known to all Vital stat1st1c1ans and demographers, 111

’° See George Jacob Holyoake, The Life of Richard Carlile. Several editions-
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a result of a declining death rate than of an increasing birth rate.27 The sum

and substance of the matter seems to be this: Though the educational

campaign that Place led had no immediate and measurable effect upon

British society as shown by the birth rate, none the less, by re-sowing the

seeds of a new branch of thought, by re-vitalizing it through cross—fertiliza—

tion with sociology, economics and philosophical radicalism, the propaganda

released forces which, buttressed by a rising standard of living, by the

emancipation of women and by growing rationalism, set in motion one of

the most remarkable, revolutionary, organized social movements of which

history makes record. Doubtless the tendency towards controlled parent-

hood which has taken place since 1822 has been essentially the result of

social forces beyond the control, or even the guidance, of any individual or

group of individuals.28

§3 THE OLD VS. THE NEW IN THE HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION

The organizational element which Place introduced was absolutely new so

far as present knowledge of the history of this subject goes. The validity

Of this conclusion cannot be doubted. Whether it will need eventually

to be overthrown as a consequence of new contributions to knowledge re-

mains to be seen. In the meantime the fact that the organizational ele-

ment is new should be noted by those who always talk about the antiquity of

this and that in tones calculated to suggest that nothing new ever happens

1n social experience. The desire to control conception is very old. Contra-

ception as a genuinely efective instrument is new; as a diflused social habit

0" {15 a democratized social institution it is new. Further evidence on the

vahdity Of this last point will be presented later.

With the passage of the Reform Bill in 1832, and of the new Poor Law in

.1834: and with the death in the same year of Malthus, the social ferment, set

In motion by the French Revolution and by the economic disabilities facing

England in the post-Napoleonic period of readjustment, died down. As

the clamor for social reform waned, interest in birth control declined.

This is not to gainsay that there was a. quiet penetration of the new

knowledge throughout all classes of society. Doubtless this took place.

But after the handbill propaganda of 1823—27, there was little activity by

Way of formal dissemination until the re—issue in England of two American

Pamphlets, one by Robert Dale Owen, another by Dr. Charles Knowlton.

{Kt this point it is necessary to interrupt the chronicle of the English history

111 Order to make clear certain American developments.

’7 For one demonstration, see G. Talbot Griffith, Population P10111611” 0f the Age Of

Milk” _ Cambridge; Cambridge Univ. Press, 1926, pp. 276.

Cf., znfm, ch. m'fi’ §6.
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TON
§4- AMERICAN BEGINNINGS: ROBERT DALE OWEN AND CHARLES KN0WL
The American birth-control movement, which was initiated ?{Amfihhain t e period 1828—1832 by Robert Dale Owen and Dr. Charles HOW ;was an indirect result of the work of Place and Carlile. EngPSh “Sufi:influenced American authors, and these in turn had a very C0n§1difa 1anfluence upon the social diffusion of contraceptive knowledge 1n lnngeIlElsewhere29 the circumstances have been traced Which led Robert Dka .: 1830(1801—1877), eldest son of Robert Owen, to publish In. New Yer lnbirthhis Moral Physiology,80 the first31 little book publishecl 1n Axhenca. o d Itcontrol. This eloquent and refined tract filled an 1mmecllate neesold inwent through several editions within a. year; and 75,000 coples wereAmerica and England by the time of Owen’s death (1877).

(4a) Owen’s Discussion of Technique

- - m.
The chief method recommended by R. D. Owen was coztus mterruz?

. . . ared
Though this would involve sacrifices, they would be 1ns1gn1ficant comp

ood
with the benefits resulting. Case studies were presented to show the geffects of its adoption.82 'usOwen denied that men would not adopt mt. . . - sulted
interruptus; he believed that pubhc opmlon could enforce It. It rein less violence to the s '

. suchome temperamental, strongly-sexed men, butcases were rarer than commonly supposed.
- this

Carlile had recommended partial withdrawal; but Owen cons1dered
. not

“net an infallible preventive.”33 The sponge method, sald gwen, 3:: wasonly 0f “doubtful eflicacy;” it was “physically disagreeable. 3 Carin error in thinking that the . .
ontra'sponge was w1de1y used 1n France as 3; c

. husian'
29 Norman E- Himes, “Robert Dale Owen, the Pioneer of Amerlcan NCO'Maltism,” Amer. J. Sam, xxxv (1930), 529—547,

. “lam”

3° Robert Dale Owen, Moral Physiology; or, a brief and plain treahse 0" ”‘5 3MP '
question. Fourth edition , Bibll-. New York: Wright & Owen, 1831, pp~ 1": 5‘72' See
ography for a. list of editions.

'1 However,

.J‘. Med., ccV (August 27, 1931), 438—440-
I14:

wn Robert Dale Owen published in Moral PhySiology (New Yo
1830), the first birth-control case histories.“112%., p. 66.

“ Ibid.

\l
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ceptive. Had Carlile had an opportunity to discuss the subject with

French physicians, declared Owen, he could have established this fact. It

may be inferred from that observation that Robert Dale Owen, who as a

‘ young man had been educated in Switzerland, and who had travelled with

lIl‘iS father in France, had discussed conception control with physicians in

irance.

The baudruche, or condom, Owen thought “inconvenient.” All he had

heard from physicians and private individuals led him to believe that, as

{i?Lwaévtct} .Mg;°¥frc% Offlf; fiends?) flue— wait 0‘va antizm

{A yw‘emf’cé n‘u mama—) acnd' cxfl fits ojl'ecfi'an’ on 4:mm 1941?}. final!-
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FIG. XVIII. Reference to the Prevention of Conception in Governor Bragiford’e

majnPSCriPt: [History] Of Plimmoth Plantation [Colony] Date: 1630’1650' ource.

Onglnal MS. on Deposit in State House Library, Boston; Massachusetts.

’

i

i

" regards health, the method was “perfectly innocent.” To the ObJCCtlon

that it placed control in the hands of the man, Owen naively renoarked that

: the “only effectual defence for women is to refuse connexion With any.man

f void ofhonour.”35 If this were done, a. public opinion regardful of the rights

1 Of Women during the sexual intimacies would gradually be developed.

as Ibid,, p. 67.
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(41)) Inevitability of Birth Control

Such a change in manners was as inevitable as the gradual adoption of
birth control itself.

In the silent, but resistless progress of human improvement, such a chan8913
fortunately inevitable. We are gradually emerging from. the night of . bhnd
prejudice and of brutal force; and, day by day, rational liberty and cultivlate
refinement, win an accession of power. Violence yields to benevolence, compu 8103
to kindness, the letter of the law to the spirit of justice: and, day by day, men af‘women become more willing, and better prepared, to entrust the most sacred dutleS
(social as well as political) more to good feeling and less to idle form—more to
moral and less to legal keeping.. . . rrestIt is no question whether such reform W111 come: no human Ipowel‘ dean Zndsits progress. How slowly or how rapidly it may come, es 3. questlon; an eP ’in some degree, on adventitious circumstances.36

(40) Charles Knowlton (1800—1850)

More notable from the standpoint of ultimate influence Was the Pubhcaé
tion of the Fruits of Philosophy37 by Dr. Charles Knowlton. This appear;
anonymously, “By a Physician” in New York in 1832; and was rePrP‘ted’d
undoubtedly by Abner Kneeland, the Boston free—thought journahSt aneditor, at Boston in 1833. No copy of the first edition is extant (1:11.0an E0me only by a court record), but a unique copy of the second ed1t10n 1,5
preserved in the Harvard College Library’s treasure room. Known“S
tract, like Owen’s, filled an immediate need; and its circulation Was large
Unlike Owen, however, Knowlton got into trouble With the Courtsflihl:despite the fact that he was a reSpected fellow of the Massachusetts Maidlca
Society, and despite the restrictions he placed on the-sale of his book.
(4d) Methods Recommended by Knowlton
In discussing the methods Knowlton recommended, it is necessary t? d1;tinguish between the editions of the Fruits of Philosophy the Publlceltlon

, '113° Ibid. Note the error of unflinear and inevitable (as opposed to Cydlcal) progr6551the passage. Owen was certainly an optimist.- u
' "ed

3" By a Physmxan, The Fruit: of Philosophy; or, the private comfiaman 0f 9’0““ ”W”people. New York, (Jam) 1832. Probably 32 mo.
'ed33 Charles Knowlton, The Fruits ofPhilosophy: or the private companion Ofym‘m; "$31?Pwfle- Second edition with additions. Boston, 1833. There are approximatelyfive issues and nearly as many editions of this work. Most of the large libraries have onlyone edition (see Bibliography).

lu-
.

fluence. See Norman E. Himes, “Charles Knowltong Riga;
tionary Influence on the English Birth-Rate,” New Engl. J'. Med., CKCix (Sept- 6’

a I
‘ . I

461-465. There are brief biographical accounts by the writer in Diet. AW' ng’ ’471472; Enoy. of the Social Sciences, viii, 585
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Which he supervised, and for which he was therefore personally responsible,

and those editions to which additions have been made by others. The

edition used in the discussion which follows is that published in Boston in

1877 (tenth edition with additions) , being a reprint (sold by subscription) of

the 1839 edition,40 the last edition for which Knowlton himself is known to

be responsible.

Perhaps it is no exaggeration to say that Knowlton’s treatment of contra-

ceptive technique is the first really important account after those of Soranos

and Aétios. At least there is no denying that it was the first reasonably

full account published in the United States. Knowlton’s book was more

detailed than Owen’s; more complete than any modern treatise until the

appearance of certain recent medical manuals. As we shall see presently,

however, the distinction, historically, achieved by the Fruits rests more upon

its social influence than upon any notable advance in treatment of medical

technique.

Knowlton’s chief method was douching,41 the rubber pessary being un-

known at the time (1832), since its development had to await the vulcaniza—

tion of rubber in the ’forties. Solutions of alum and of “astringent vege-

tables, [Such] as white oak bark, hemlock bark, red rose leaves, green tea,

rasPbel‘ry leaves or roots” were recommended.42 When leucorrhoea was

Present a solution of sulphate of zinc‘13 was advised. When relaxation was

Present a combination of zinc and alum he thought most suitable. When

there was tenderness of the parts, a solution of sugar of lead was advised.44

“Perhaps as a general thing, a solution of saleratus [sodium bicarbonate or

Baking soda] is the best and most convenient thing to use.”“5 Knowlton was

Quite confident that a liberal use of pretty cold water would be a never:

failing preventative.”46

“' The title difiered from that on earlier editions. It now reads: Fruits of Philosophy, or

”‘9 Private comjzam'on. of adult fieople. Tenth edition with additions. Boston: Published

by subscription, 1877. Mr. N. R. Campbell, the Cambridge antiquarian book dealei‘,

now deceased, whose father was a medical publisher in Boston, informed me 5115t before 1‘15

death that the 1877 edition of the Fruits was issued, possibly throngh his father, bUt 313.311

events by someone on the initiative of a group of professors at the Harvard Medical

S°h°°1- It is perhaps significant that the Library of the Harvard Medical Schoollis the

only Public repository known to possess a copy of this edition. There is another in my

collection. Campbell sold one to William James, an admirer of Robert Dale Owen; but I

have not been able to trace James’s copy since the dispersal of his library.

1: (1);?“ method, coitus interruptus, he believed “not sure.” Fmils, 1877, p. 78.

., p. 80. .
‘3 We now know that zinc sulphate acts too slowly to be an eflicient spermicide. It is a

“We effective treatment of some forms of leucorrhea.
44 Ibid.

‘5 Ibid.
‘5 Ibid., p. 81,
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Knowlton’s advice regarding the concentration of these solutions was not
as cautious as it might have been. He knew that individual tolerance
varied; but he complained that people did not have small scales and weights
handy; and apothecary shops were, in those days, inaccessible to many
families. Necessarily, therefore, he had to resort to rule of thumb prescrip-
tions. He therefore suggested that each woman use the solution as strohg
as she could bear it Without producing disagreeable sensations.47 He did:
however, mention the following doses:

1. Of Alum, to a pint of water, a lump as large as a large chestnut.
2. Of Sulphate of Zinc,48 to a pint of water, a large thimble full. 11
3. Of Sal Eratus, to a pint of water, two common siZed even teasegons fu -
4. 0f good Vinegar, to a pint of water, four or five greatspoons full. 1150
5. Liquid Chloride of Soda, to a pint of water, four or five greatspoons fu -

A little “spirits” may be added to the solutions to prevent freezing.51 Th.“
woman should douche two or three times freely within five minutes of cor.
tus.‘52 There are specific directions for proper syringing. He ?bserves.
“No doubt a. very small quantity of semen lodged anywhere w1th1n the
vagina or Within the vulva, may cause conception, if it should escapethe
influence of cold, or some chemical agent.”53 Knowlton did not heheve
that vinegar had been recommended before, but thought it useful ow1’1’1554; to
its handiness and harmlessness. He also thought it “quite effectual . as
indeed it is. Pearlash and sal—soda would work, if used in weaker solutions
than saleratus. When the woman is syringing, she should take care that
the room is not too cold.

(46) His Notions Regarding Originality

Under the conviction, firmly but possibly erroneously held, that he
originated douching as a contraceptive, Knowlton writes:

Any publication, great or small, mentioning the syringe (or anything 61561352:
operates upon the same principle) as a means of preventing conception—whateum
liquid may be recommended—is 'a violation of my copyright. . . . I never sh}? ve
have written any such book as this but for my discovery of this plan. I dane
devoted much time and thought to the leading subject of this work. I have 0

‘7 Ibid., p. 82.
u

' . d
‘3 Sulphate of zmc acts too slowly to be an effective spermicide. See DickmSOI1 anBryant, Control of Conception, p. 45.
‘9 So far as I can recall, this is the first mention of vinegar since Aétios. See I" 92'5° Fruits (1877), p. 82.
51 We may recall that not so
62 Ibid., p. 83.
63 112511., p. 84.
5‘ Ibid.

many homes were well heated in Knowlton’s daY-
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so under a strong conviction that I was rendering a signal service to frail and

suflering humanity; and if the result of my labors be worth anything, it is my

property; but if worthless, no one ought to sell it for a price, even if it Were not

secured to me.“

One may suspect that others before Knowlton (1831 or 1832) mentioned

douching; but if such is the case, search of the literature has not revealed it.

In Knowlton’s opinion the above methods had the following advantages:

they were sure, cheap, harmless, would not cause sterility, and involved no

sacrifices during coitus.“'6 Moreover, control was thus placed in the hands

0f the woman where, for good reasons, it ought to be. Place and Knowlton

seem to have been among the first to stress the desirability of placing control

in the hands of the wife.

W) The Scientific Viewpoint in the Works of Owen and Knowlton

One ought not to leave the subject of techniques discussed by Owen and

Knowlton without pointing out the fact that, whatever limitat'ons their

treatment of the subject may have from a modern point of view, it was at

least an American beginning. Moreover, both made conscientious, con-

SIStent efforts to follow the scientific point of view. This cannot be said for

most of their successors. Knowlton speaks of “the caution that ought to

be exercised against drawing conclusions from a too limited number of

films or cases.”57 He may have been right When he said: “Hasty conclu-

Slons from a limited number of facts have done more to retard the progress

0f science than incredulity.”58 The whole of Knowlton’s case for contra-

c(?Ption from the medical, social and economic viewpoints is exceptionally

Weu-reasoned and balanced.50 So far as the general sociological theory is

cOncerned one finds, after a hundred years of progress, few statements to

Which one can take serious exception. The same is also true of Owen’s

Moral Physiology.

In the early part of his book Knowlton asks his readers, though they may

be under the impression that the discussion of the subject of contraception

may be neither useful or good, to divest their minds of preconceived opinions

find to follow him into a discussion of its merits. He avows that it is a

subjECt of too great and abiding influence to be passed over without a sen—

OUS and impartial examination. I am perfectly willing that the anti—con—

“5 Ibid., p. 89.

‘° Ibid., p. 85.
‘7 Ibid., p. g1_

58 1513., p. 73.
5° The same is true of his pre-Galtonian views on positive and negative eugenics. See

Nol'man E. Himes, “Eugenic Thought in the American Birth Control Movement a

Century A80,” Eugenics, ii (May, 1929), 3-8 and plate.
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ception art stand or fall according to its merits, but I do desire that these
merits be inquired into before judgment is passed—I do desire that the
reader will try to divest himself of all prejudice—if sensible he has any—end
go along with me into an examination of its merits and demerits.”60 lee-
wise Robert Dale Owen, tiring of metaphysical speculation on the theory of
conception61 without constant reference to the facts of experience, says in
1831:

I leave these and fifty other hypotheses as ingenious and as useless, to be_di53
cussed by those who seem to make it a point of honour to leave no fact unexplalne
by some imagined theory; and I descend at once to the term firm of POSitlve
experience and actual observation.

It is exceedingly to be regretted that mankind did not spend some sma1}P°’-'t{°n’
at least, of the time and industry which has been wasted on theoretical [1.e.,
purely speculative] researches, in collecting and collating the actual experience of
human beings.62

For idle speculation, especially When it had lost contact With experience and
observation, Owen had little respect. To it, and to the reluctance of in-
dividuals to communicate their sex experiences to physicians Owen attnb-
uted much of the ignorance of his time. “Many physicians,” contmues
Owen, “will positively deny that man possesses any such power [over the
reproductive instinct as I have affirmed to be possible]. And yet, 1? the
thousandth part of the talent and research had been employed to investlgélte
this momentous fact, Which has been turned to the building uP 0f 1dle
theories, no commonly intelligent individual could well be ignorant of the
truth.”63

§5 THE 21311101) 01‘ QUIET PERCOLATION IN ENGLAND: FROM THE DEATH OF
MALTHUS (1834) To THE BRADLAUGH—BESANT TRIAL (1877—1879)

(5a) Early Influence in England of the Fruits of Philosophy
Though there Was an immediate demand for the Fruits of Philosophy; it gs

estimated that not more than ten thousand copies were sold in the U- '

“0 Fruits of Philosophy (1877), p. 4.
a Before the discovery of the microscope through which Hamm, student of Leeuwen‘

thoek (1632—1723), first saw spermatozoa in 1677, theories of generation numbered noscores but hundreds. This discovery very much narrowed the field of tenable hypothetsi:i1 the middle of the nineteenth century that the general comet: '

°3Moral Physiology (Fourth ed., 1831), pp. 59—60.\ ‘3 Ibid., p. 60.
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up to 1839. By 1834, however, it had been reprinted in London by James

Watson, intrepid publisher of freethought literature; in subsequent decades

by John Brooks, Austin Holyoake, Holyoake 8: Company, F. Farrah, and

Charles Watts For forty years this six-penny, paper-covered pamphlet

circulated quietly and unobtrusively, selling probably not more than a

thousand copies a year. Between 1834 and 1876 the circulation of the

English editions was approximately 42,000 copies. It was not until a prose-

cution in 1877—79, that Knowlton’s pamphlet was to achieve the notoriety

that now surrounds it. Before turning to that important episode, however,

1t is necessary to consider events which transpired in the interval.

(511) Anti-Marous and “M. G. H.”

It has been stated earlier in this account that with the passage of the

RefOI‘m Bill in 1832 and the Poor Law in 1834, the public agitation for birth

control died down. This was followed by a. period of quiet infiltration.

NOthing 0f account seems to have been published until the appearance of

Anti-Marcus’s Nates (m the Population Question (184:1).64 The identity of

the author remains to this day a mystery. There is nothing original in the

Pamphlet from the medical, economic or sociological standpoints. The

euthor followed Richard Carlile in recommending the sheath and coitus

interruptus, Likewise he followed Knowlton by mentioning vaginal

dOuCheS With solutions of sulphate of zinc, of alum, or pearlash, or of any

salt acting 3-3 a Spermicide.65 Place’s method, the sponge,68 was mentioned,

as Was also the Sheath.67 Owen was extensively quoted. It is quite pos-

Slble that the Nates contains the first mention of the condom in strictly

Contraceptive pamphlet literature.

The Circulation of theNates is unknown. Only one edition has ever been

traced; and from its great rarity68 nowadays one might safely conclude that

It never had great influence in England in spreading contraceptive knowl-

edg‘? In America and on the Continent it is virtually unknown.

Smce its influence, like the Nates, was modest or negligible, one may

mention her<*r—though it really belongs to the period of a few decades later—

the publication of an interesting mid—century English contraceptive pam-

phlet by one “M. G. H.,” entitled “Poverty: Its Cause and Cure?” This

:‘ ?:ti-Marcus, Nates on the Population Question. London: J. Watson, 1841, pp. 44.

“ id.,p.27_

°° Ibid., p. 21. V

“Ibid'; p. 21—22. Carlile had mentioned the “condam” in Every Woman’s 3007?

(London, 1826), p. 37.
,

m A Photostat hasbeen made for the Harvard Library. Copyin the author’s collection.

W M' G- H-, Poverty: its cause and cure. Pointing out a means by which the working

classes may raise themselves from their present state of low wages and ceaseless tozt to one of
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penny pamphlet probably went through several issues and was widely
distributed. While it is of interest chiefly for its theoretical support of the
prevention of conception, it does not overlook instruction in techhlque.
It especially recommends the introduction “of a piece of fine sponge, shghtly
soaked in tepid water, and of sufficient size, in such a way as to guard the
womb from the entrance of the male semen during sexual connection. ThIS
might be followed by an injection of tepid water.”70 The other methods
mentioned are withdrawal, the sheath, injections immediately afterintet-

course, and a. sterile period.71 The sponge and the sheath are con51dered

“most certain.” But injections and use of the sterile period, as well as the
sponge, “are the least open to objections in other respects.”72 The pamphlet
shows unmistakable internal evidence of having been designed for distribu-

tion ameng working men and the general populace.
With Anti-Marcus’s Notes and M. G. H.’s Poverty, there stands in about

the same class, from the standpoint of influence, an anonymous pamphlet,
published in 1868 under the title “The Power and Duty of Parents to leIt
the Number of their Children.” (London, 1868, pp. 11) It has not been

possible to find a. copy of this on public deposit, but Stopes says73 that it
mentions as contraceptive methods the safe period, coughing, sneezmg;W
comfort, dignity and independence; and which is capable of entirely removing, in course of £11316,
the other principal social evils. London: E. Truelove, n.d., pp. 16, 1d- This was proba ):first published between 1854—61. It is reviewed by Barker in the National {iefo’f’wn 3t(No. 63), 9 (July 27, 1861). The author’s personal copy is probably a. late editlen; 51?“;
contains an advertisement of the twenty-second edition of the Elements of Smal Suez;e

Efforts to determine the author have been, up to date, without avail. Here are e
various theories : Miss Vance, a. rather intimate co-worker with Charles Bradlaugh: t°1d mnbefore she died that she thought the pamphlet was written by “Mentor” H°ly°ake’ a 20Mof George Jacob Holyoake. However, the elder Holyoake had no son by this name but r
have a. son, Malthus Questell Holyoake. It could also have been by John MaughangdGeorge Drysdale. The author, whoever he was, appeals to traditional Malthustaglsm ait—to orthodox classical economic theory, and was acquainted with the Neo'MalthuSlan WIings of Place, Carlile, Owen, Knowlton, GeorgevDrysdale, and Austin Holyoake‘ He refersto A. Holyoake’s “Large and Small Families.”

7° 112121., p. 13.
71 Ibid. “The avoidance of connection, from two days before, till eitiiht days after, 38monthly courses—at which time impregnation is far most likely to occur.” _P’°bathithrough an error, “M. G. H.” is here garbling George Drysdale’s recommendatlor.10f msterile period. See p. 234. M. G. H. is recommending that individuals abSta‘n fro

coitus at the very time Drstale said was the sterile period. But Drysdale guessed wrong.0 u o I ~
. em

Wheh .1t ex1sts, the sterile period Just precedes the onset of menstruatlon. The medphysxcxan will not counsel use u c I o beof a. sterile period, first because it is unrellable and 1}“ t

'3 Marie C. Stopes, Contraception (1925), p. 291.
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jumping, violent exercise, injections immediately after coitus, withdrawal,

and the “interposition of some material [in front of the 05]; but such artifices

are not recommended.”

(50) George Drysdale

Owing to the great influence of his writings, Dr. George Drysdale occupies

a most significant place in the medical history of contraception. In 1854

he Pllblished his Elements of Social Science,“ a radical treatise on sex educa-

tion, critical of the institution of marriage, warmly advocating the princi-

Ples of Malthusianism and of classical political economy. Though the

volume ran to six hundred finely printed pages, only five and one-half pages

yvere devoted to the technique of “preventive sexual intercourse.”75 There

is reason to believe that Drysdale’s knowledge of contraceptive technique

was mainly theoretical. When he wrote the Elements he was a. student of

medicine. The comparative amount of space devoted to the different

topics discussed demonstrates what can be established on other grounds,

hamely, that he was less interested in contraceptive methods than in build-

mg up the case, medical and economic, for birth limitation. In his view it

Was the main, long-run “cure” for poverty and low wages. Drysdale and

Place differ from most post World War writers on conception control in

StreSSing the urgency of population limitation.

. The warm reception given the Elements resulted in an enormous circula-

tlon. Up to 1904, after which the book went out of print, thirty-five English

editions had appeared; and it was translated into at least ten European

languages.

(5d) Methods Recommended by Drysdale

DIstale mentioned five techniques. Following Place, he preferred the

Sponge; but he seems to have been the first76 to recommend this method in

Combination with a. douche of tepid water. Partly on the authority of

Raciborski" and M. Bischoff, Drysdale gave considerable approval to a

7‘ The Elements ofSocial Science; or physical, sexual and natural religion. An exposition

”f ”‘5 ”“6 cause and only cure of the three primary social evils: fiaverty, PIOS‘WW”: W1

celibacy. By a Doctor of Medicine. London: Edward Truelove, 1887 (26th ed. en-

larged, 65th thousand), pp. 604. The first edition, of which no copy is known. to be

eXtant’ W35 ”By a. Student of Medicine.” Rather frequently Drysdale contributed

general articles on economics and Malthusianism to the National Reformer, Btadlaugh’s

Paper. These articles were signed “G. R.,” an abbreviation for George Rex, whlch he had

been dubbed as a. student.
:: Elements (1887), pp. 347—350; 513-514. .

He is the first so far as my present knowledge goes. Dld others before George

DKSdale recommend this well-known combination?

Adam RaCiborski, Traité de la Menstruation. Paris, 1868, and other books on

PhySiology,
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sterile period (from two or three days before menstruation to eight days

after).78 While Drysdale did not consider resort to a sterile period'm-

fallible, it would, in his view, materially reduce the likelihood of conceetion.

Actually about the seventh or eighth day after is the period of high fertility;

the few days preceding, a period of low fertility, other factors 'ren1a1n1’1’17g

equal. Withdrawal, continued Drysdale, was “physically injunous, 9
interfered with pleasure and caused nervous disorders. The sheath was

unaesthetic, dulled enjoyment, and even produced impotence!80 The use
of the sponge, followed by a. douche with tepid water, was the best means

known to him.81 This was non-injurious, would not interfere With the

pleasure of coitus, and placed control in the hands of the woman. The
eflicacy of this method was not fully known, but doubtless better methods

could be devised in the future. This was all the more reason why obstacles

to research should speedily be overcome.82
Drysdale gave only cautious approval to the safe period (or mid—perlod,

as it is often, but less accurately termed). He says “It results from tn)!
investigations, that, though there may not be periods . . . when concepflon
is physically impossible, there are nevertheless periods, when it is infinitely

less likely to happen than at others.”83
Regarding the douche, Drysdale observed that it was Wagner’s opmlon

that the movements of spermatozoa cease in pure waterf"1 Wagner and
Drysdale thus anticipated the recent research of Voge. Dickinson and
Bryant summarize Voge’s work on this point in this statement:

Water is a strong inhibitor of motility, but it must be in three times the Yolume
of the sperm and mixed with it to kill instantly, and no such quantity w1H§taY
within the vagina. After washing out the vagina immediately followmg c01t}1t5;
however, the wetness remaining should have some effect on any minute quaytlg;of sperms not washed away. Water in a douche used before coitus is not efiective-

Dr. George Drysdale long preceded Stopes and other writers of our d_ai
in discussing the advantages and disadvantages of particular contracepth

7” Elements, P. 348. For an authoritative modern statement on the temims agent’s“;see R0135“; L~ Dickinson, ”The ‘Safe Period’ as a Birth Control Measure. A study an tEvaluation of Available Data,” Amer. Jour. 0123!. & Gym, Dec., 1927. Since the rep“;
of the National Committee on Maternal Health is no longer available readers may referthe summary in R. L. Dickinson and L. S. Bryant, The Control of Conception; pp. 54,57.79 Elements (1887), p. 349.

8° Ibid.
81 Ibid., p. 350
32 Ibid.
93 Ibid., p. 348.
84 Ibid., p. 350.
35 R. L. Dickinson & L. . 5:. S. Bryant, Control of Conception, p. 45. Cf., CCC'I 1' 13' VogClzemzstry of Contraception
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methods. Knowlton, and to a. lesser extent Place and Carlile, were also

early in giving attention to this subject. Such critical discussions, did not,

it may be mentioned, ante—date 1820.

(5e) Some Writers Influeming Him

Dr. George Drysdale had no little knowledge of the Malthusian and Neo-

Malthusian literature of the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century—

probably a better knowledge than any English writer of the period (1850)

not excepting J. S. Mill. It is clear from many passages in his Elements that

he was influenced by many writers of economic and medical literature,

Prominent among Whom were the classical economists and the early nine-

teenth century Neo-Malthusians. To mention but a few, there were Mal—

thus,“ James Mill,87 J. S. Mill,88 Garnier,89 Dunoyer,90 Senior,91]. B. Say,92

Cairnes93 and McCulloch94 among economists; Place,95 Carlile,96 “R. H.”

[i.e., Richard Hassell],97 Knowlton,98 R. D. Owen,99 Anti—Marcus,1°° and

Truelove,101 among the avowed Neo-Malthusians; and among physicians,

Pouchet,”2 Raciborski,1°3 Naegele,104 Bischofi',105 and especially (as regards

the methods Drysdale recommended) Ashwell.106 Among two score others

3“ Elements (1887), passim.
87 Ibid., pp. 508, 513.
33 See the chapter (pp. 315—330) on “Mr. Mill and Others on the Law of Population.”

Cf-, pp. 506-534; 535—587.
8° Ibid., p. 513.
9“ IIn'd., p. 527. Dunoyer was Professor of Political Economy at Paris, and for many

Years chief editor of the Journal des Economists.

9" Ibid., p. 511.
92 Ibid., p. 521.
93 Ibid., p. 510.
94 Ibid., p. 510.
“5 Ibid., p. 512, 513.

"112131., p. 513, 518.
“7 Ibzd., p. 518.
°8 Ibid., p. 513.
9’ Ibid.
1” Ibid.
“1 Ibid.

1‘” Ibid., p. 348.

1°” Ibid': pp- 347, 513.
1“ Ibid., p. 348.
105 Ibid.

1°" Ibid., p. 349. The Ashwell referred to is probably Dr. Samuel Ashwell, author of A

P’Wical Treatise on Diseases Peculiar to Women (LODdOIl: 1884: 8°: first ?d- 1828?) I

have not Yet been able to find any passages on contraception in the 1844 edition of Ashwell

(the only one available to me). Perhaps such passages appeared in earlier edmfms. If

so, the matter deserves research to determine the place of Ashwell in the medical hlstery 0f

Sonnacepfion in England during the nineteenth century. His name is never mentioned

111 our day,
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' ' 109were Legoyt,”7 H. Martineau,108 a writer m the Penny Encyclopedw,

and one in Ree’s Cyclopedia.110

(5f) Early Influence of Charles Bradlaugh and Dr. George Drysdale

One who cob‘perated closely with George Drysdale was (?harles Bra:

laugh,111 later an M.P. His public advocacy ot contraceptlon begancri-

early as 1860, when he was j ust starting the Nanonal Reformer. th :er

monious dispute over birth control between Bradlaugh and. Joseph at d:
his co-editor, led to a severance of relations.112 Barker clalmed’ that Brat

laugh gave unqualified approval to all the teachings in Drysdale s Elemleg:

Such was not the case; but Bradlaugh, in the columns of the Natzonah f 1

former, had recommended the work to readers as worthy of then thoug_ t 1;
perusal. He, of course, agreed with Drysdale’s Neo-h/Ialthusmn vital:

and himself published articles and tracts on Malthusmhlsm and Nee- elf
thusianism.113 But Bxadlaugh never wrote on the med1cal aspects hlms .

"7 Elements, p. 524.
1°“ Ibid., p. 515.

' 'thout1°“ Ibid., p. 511. The writer avowed that “to recommend early manual;e W1
' ' - hould be in-recommending preventlve measures, 15 Just to recommend that poverty 5

creased.”
no ma, p. 511.

. rm The best biography is that by Bradlaugh’s daughter, Hypatla ?’adlaugh.30?$5:Charles Bradlaugh. A Record of His Life and Work. London: T: Fxsher Unmsn’ecially
vol. i, pp. xiv, 1—400; vol. ii, pp. ix, 1—440. Other editions are avallable. See ctr: 1920’vol. ii, chs. ii, iii, iv. See also I. M. Robertson, Charles Bradlaugh. London: Wihe"‘libe1-
pp. vi, 1—122. George Jacob Holyoake wrote an account in 1891; and there ’5 n 1888,lous” life by Charles R. Mackay (Life of Charles Bradlaugh, M.P. Londen: Gugh; Biog-
pp. 468). See also Reynaert in Revue Générale, 1882. Adolphe S. Headlngllh London:raphy of Charles Bradlaugh. Sec. ed. revised. London: Remington, 1880. mphlet
Freethought Publishing Co., 1883, pp. 195. George Standring wrote a penny pa re stillon Bradlaugh’s life published by the Freethought Publishing Co. in 1881. There aerhaps
other accounts, but the biography by Mrs. Bonner, Bradlaugh’s daughter, though p,

't is thesomewhat marred by an attempt to clear hls name from the abuse heaped uP°n 1 ’most complete and informing account.
. . go le.1" See theNational Reformer for the period and Joseph Barker’s penodlcal, The P P

Barker was in no position to cast stones. He published some really coarse Iflatfiflfifogjzz“3 “Jesus, Shelley, and Malthus: An Essay on the Population Que5t10n’ a am'Reformer [abbreviated herein as N. R.], June 8 and 15, 1861. First appeared as(131115 inphlet in June, 1861 [so “Iconoclast,” (i.e., Bradlaugh) says in a note to correspon e as an
N. R-, June 22, 1861]. There must have been numerous editions. In 1883 there W
edition bearing the titl doxe “Jesus, Shelley and Malthus; or, Pious Poverty and Hiieggund
Happiness.” London: Freethought Publishing Co., 63 Fleet St., 2d. I have neV
a. copy of a pamphlet entitled either (a) “What has the Population Question toédst; WI}:
Parliamentary Reformers?” or (b) “Poverty and Parliamentary Reform” (18 8 .1863.the N. R. for Apri125, 1863 (p. 5, col. 3) this is announced for publication on Mays ’ If itAnother notice below refers to the second title, and gives the date as May 15’ 186 I
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In the ‘sixties, Drysdale, over the initials “G. R.,” contributed to the

National Reformer some well—reasoned articles on Neo—Malthusianism, then

ever saw the light, “Iconoclast” tried to demonstrate therein “that the political rights of

the masses can never be thoroughly attained until the people themselves investigate the

conditions of their existence as affected by the operation of the law of population”——by

which Bradlaugh meant “as affected by excessively large families.” See “Moses and

Malthus” in N. R. March 7, 1863. “Labour’s Prayer” first appeared in the N. R., vi,

338 (May 8, 1865); vi, 356—7 (June 4, 1865); vi, 377—8 (June 11, 1865). It was probably

reprinted the same year; and was issued as late as 1882. It is not in the British Museum,

and is exceedingly rare. The author has only this edition: London: Annie Besant and

Charles Bradlaugh, n.d. [1882?] pp. 8. Bradlaugh says (N. R., xx, 169, Sept. 15, 1872 in a

correspondence column in reply to “J. E”) that both the pamphlets, “Labour’s Prayer”

and “Why do Men Starve?” “urge the same propositions” as those to be found in Austin

Holyoake’s “Large and Small Families.” Austin Holyoake, like his brother George, who

was one of the greatest reform figures in English nineteenth-century history, advocated, in

the pamphlet mentioned, Neo-Malthusian principles. Bradlaugh’s “Why do Men

Starve?” is exceedingly rare. So far as I know no copy exists at the present time in any

Public repository not excepting the British Museum, Bodleian, Library of Congress, etc.

MY Copy bears the date 1882 (London: Annie Besant and Charles Bradlaugh, pp. 8), which

suggests that it was at least occasionally reprinted many years after its first appearance.

Another early, rare Malthusian article by Bradlaugh, and which in tract form is not known

to be on public deposit, is “Poverty and its Efiects on the Political Condition of the

People.” It is announced in the N. R. April 25, 1863 (p. 5, col. 3). Shortly afterward,

Bradlaugh relinquished the editorship, on account of ill health, to Watts. The article

aDpears in the issue of'May 30, 1863 on the first page unsigned, which would erroneously

suggest that Watts was the author. It is first advertised as a pamphlet in the N. R. Jan.

16: 1864, but it may have been reprinted in 1863.
In the N. R. for June 14, 1862 appeared a report of an interesting lecture delivered by

Bradlaugh at the Hall of Science before Freethinkers on “Malthusianism and its Connec-

tion with Civil and Religious Liberty.” In this address Bradlaugh mentioned the abuse

he received for his “Malthusianism.” He avowed that so long as men were poor, they

could not know what civil and religious liberty is; hence they would not fight for it. He

Pleaded for a thorough examination and discussion of Malthusianism. Speaking of his

Malthusian views, he added prophetically, so far as his future activity was .concerned:

"1 afiirm to you that I shall persist in their advocacy until I have compelled fair and com-

Plete discussion of them.” This promise he kept fifteen years later when he fought a

valiant struggle in the courts for the right to publish without interference contraceptive

literature. The circumstances of his re-issue of Knowlton’s Fruits of Philosophy is related

In the text on following pages. Here our main purpose has been to show, by citing the

dCtailed evidence, that Bradlaugh was an avowed Neo-Malthusian for a quarter of a

century before his famous legal defence.
Bradlhugh’s early medium of expression, the National Reformer, did more to seread

Malthusian and Neo-Malthusian teachings than any other periodica1 PubliShed P110: to

1900 save the Malthusian. The National Reformer was read ma'nly by Secalansts ahd

Freethinkers. In the form of non-periodical literature the writings of J. S. Mhl anti Miss

H. Martineau were perhaps most influential in spreading Malthusian teachings (111 the

Iather strict sense).
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euphemistically called Malthusianism.1“ He founded in the same decade a

Malthusian League for non—medical propaganda purposes ; but the timewas

not yet ripe for it, and the flower of his youthful enthusiasm withered from

the cold. It was not until after the prosecution of Bradlaugh and Besant

that the Malthusian League was able to find genuine public support, found
a journal (the Malthusian), and finance the publication of propaganda
tracts. That was in 1879. From 1860 on, Dr. George Drysdale and
Charles Bradlaugh seem to have coiiperated considerably in forwarde
the public discussion of Neo-Malthusianism.

Bradlaugh’s real service, however, to the popular dissemination of con-

traceptive information was in 1877, when he decided to re-issue the gnaw}
ton pamphlet. The period 1834—1876 was, in fact, one of quiet, hmlted
circulation. But the publicity attending the Bradlaugh and Trueleve
prosecutions changed this limited percolation downward of contraceptlve
knowledge into something hardly less than an inundation.

1“ This was the euphemistic word for birth control, contraception, etc., with this dlfie:
ence: There was a doctrinal diflerence in emphasis. The post-Malthusian writers, style
Neo-Malthusians, usually stressed the need of population restriction. Though they
considered, and gave some attention to, the health side, it was, with the exceptlon of 50m:
writers, always secondary. The presence in their social reasoning of the wages-fun
fallacy, now long since thrust into the discard, was also a. difierentiating ear-mark, at least
before the ’seventies.



CHAPTER X

DEMOCRATIZATION BY PUBLICITY

§1 THE BRADLAUGH—BESANT TRIAL (1877—1879)

The circumstances of this prosecution may be briefly summarized as

follows: One Henry Cook of Bristol, who, it has been alleged,1 interleaved

obscene pictures with 9. Charles Watts edition of Knowlton’s pamphlet,

was, as a consequence, sentenced to two years imprisonment at hard labor.

Charles Watts, the London publisher, was in turn prosecuted, but upon

Pleading guilty, got off comparatively easily. However, Charles Brad-

1?lugh, and Annie Besant,2 his co-worker in the Freethought movement,

believed the pamphlet to be not only decent but highly useful. They felt

that if their Freethought predecessors, whom they were accustomed to

laud and esteem, had been distributing obscenity for the past forty years,

and if their generation had just awakened to the fact, the less that was said

about those predecessors the better. A test case seemed desirable in order

to settle the legality of sale of the pamphlet. Having resolved to defend

the right of publishing Knowlton’s work, Bradlaugh and Besant organized

.the Freethought Publishing Company for the express purposes of reprinting

1t and 1311511ng the sale. The London police were notified of the time and

Place of intended distribution. Upon arrest, the defendants were first

tried at the Guildhall. After the case was taken to the Central Criminal

Court, it went to the Court of Queen’s Bench (High Court of Justice) on a.

1 See Annie Besant: An Autobiography (London: T. Fisher Unwin, Sec. ed., n.d.), p. 206.

.zThe best biographies are the following: Gertrude Marvin Williams, The Passionate

Pdgn'm A Life of Annie Besant. New York: Coward-McCann, 1931, pp. 382. [Ac-

curate in recording and finished in style. For present writer’s review see Birth Control

RWGIU, October, 1931, pp. 280—282 under the title “Earlier Days of Birth Control.”]

Gfoffrey West, Mrs. Annie Besant. London: Gerald Howe, 1927, pp. 89. New York:

vflfing Press, 1928, pp. 174. [The English edition is in the “Representative Women”

sefles edited by Francis Birrell. Brilliantly written. The writer’s estimate of the boek

W111 be found in the Birth Control Review, March, 1930. Both the above contain brief

accolmts of the Knowlton tria1.] Mrs. Besant has herself written: Autobiograjzhical

Sketches. London: Freethought Publishing Co., 1885. [These first appeared in Mrs.

Besant’s periodical, Our Comer (1883-1888), a. periodical which accepted G. B. Shaw’s

early novels when no one else would publish them.] Annie Besant. An Autobiography.

Loud”: [1893]. There are other, less useful biographies. The above are the chief and

best summary sources.

239
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writ of certiorari, and was there tried before Lord Chief Justice Cockbutn.a
A lucid and cogent argument on the desirability of getting contraceptlve
information to the poor was presented by Mrs. Besant, while Bradlaugh,
who was an able lawyer, was successful in quashing a somewhat adverse
decision. In this manner the case of Regina v. Charles Bradlaugh and Ahme
Besaht ended Victoriously, and the right of publication was vindicated. .
The social eflects of the publicity attending this prosecution were nothmg

less than revolutionary. But before considering these it would seem desu-
able to consider another trial of similar nature.

§2 THE TRIAL OF EDWARD TRUELOVE (1878—1879)

Another prosecution of the same period that forwarded the Spread among
the masses of contraceptive knowledge was the trial‘ of Edward Truelove,
aged and esteemed Freethought publisher, for issuing Owen’s chaste and
refined, but somewhat hortatory Moral Physiology and I. H. Palmer’s tractof a similar nature.5 Truelove had published both, and had exhibited them
in his shop window at 256 High Holborn, London. This incurred the €115-
pleasure of the Society for the Suppression of Vice; and, upon its complalnt:
the police, in May, 1877, seized two hundred and twenty copies of Moral
Physiology and twelve hundred copies (most of the supply?) of Ihdividual,
Family and National Poverty.6
On Tuesday, May 22, 1877, the case came before Mr. Vaughan 0f, theBow Street Police Court on two summonses: one charging Truelove With a

3For a report of the trial, see, The Queen 7;. Charles Bradlaugh and WW." Bmfll‘London: Freethought Publishing Co., n.d. (1878), pp. ii, 3—324. The officié11 citatim‘ ‘52 Q.B.D., 569. Reversed by 3 Q. B. D., 607.
4 See the stenographic report separately published under the title The Queen v. EdwllrliTruelove for publishing the Hon. Robert Dale Owen’s “Moral Physiology” “M a pMM)1172,entitled “Indiin‘dual, Family and National Poverty.” London: Edward Truelove) 188),

pp. viii, 1—125. There is an account in the National Reformer (Feb 3 and 10, 18701
Cf., the paper of James A. Field on “Publicity by Prosecution,” Survey, xxxv, 599-6(Feb. 19, 1916). Reprinted in Field’s Essays as ch. vii. The fact that We have noscholarly accounts of the Bradlaugh-Besant and Truelove trials is a serious hiatus 1n ourknowledge of this social movement. This subject will be treated in a future VOIUme'5 J. H. Palmer, Indimidual, Family
the number should be regulated; the met

, extensively adopted, anfound ’0 answer f‘” doing 5‘: together with afew valuable hints for the young. Second ed.London: Truelove, 1875, pp. 17. This pamphlet is exceedingly rare. Palmer mentionsno new methods. He referred to the
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misdemeanour at common law, the other demanding destruction of the

seized pamphlets. Bradlaugh, representing the Bradlaugh-Besant Defence

Committee, which was backing Truelove, put up £50 bail for Truelove’s

appearance at the Central Criminal Court. There was a second hearing

before Vaughan, but as the case of Regina 1). Bradlaugh and Besant was still

sub judice, it was agreed to postpone the Truelove case until a decision was

reached in the Bradlaugh case. Truelove entered into an agreement not to

sell any of the prosecuted works in the interim.

. On February 1 and 2, 1878 the case came before the Queen’s Bench Divi-

s10n of the High Court of Justice. With the details of the counts and of

the arguments pro and con we are not concerned. Our present purpose is

rather to show the manner in which ill—advised prosecution “socialized” or

democratized birth control knowledge. The prosecution attempted to

prove that the pamphlets would have an injurious effect on the minds of

the young, and that such an influence was intended by the authors and

publishers. Purity of motive and a desire to discuss important questions

0f.Pub1iC policy—in this instance the need for population control—were not

IIEltigating circumstances. For the defence Professor W. A. Hunter argued

a y.

The jury was out two hours, failed to agree, and was discharged. The

London Times indicated that the disagreement was due to the stubbornness

ef one juror;7 but the National Reformer, the more reliable source in this

Instance at least, claimed that five had voted “not guilty.”8

The second trial came before Barron Pollock in the Central Criminal

Court. In the interval between the first and second trials a defence fund

had been raised, largely through the publicity given the case in the

National Reformer. The case was argued; the jury was out for forty min-

utes, and returned with a verdict of guilty. Sentence was then imposed:

Four months in prison without hard labor; and, inasmuch as Truelove had

made a profit on the sales, a fine of £50 was added.

.The storm then broke. A hue and cry was raised in liberal and radical

Clrcles. Radical journals bristled with denunciation of the Society for the

.SUPPression of Vice. Annie Besant scored the society and the prosecution

1n the National Reformer.9 She was convinced, as were many others, that

a great injustice had been done an innocent, pure-minded publisher of

Freethought literature, aged nearly seventy. Charles Watts joined in the

Public defence of Truelove and the book.10

:London Times, February 4, 1878, P- 11-
National Reformer, xxxi (1878), 1051. See N. R., xxxii (1878), 235 for a legal sum.

mary of the various steps in the trial-
:oNational Reformer, xxxi (1878), 1237-
Seoular Review and Secularist, i, 305-
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Several efforts were unsuccessfully made to obtain an appeal on a wnt of

error. At South Place Chapel the Reverend Moncure Conway spoke 11111
terms of severe condemnation of the proceedings against Truelove; and t 16:
congregation signed a memorial requesting his release.11 Agaln, throtlfl

' the diligence of theNational Reformer , a number ofother memorlals, prawthg-
for the release of Mr. Truelove, were sent to the Home Secretary, but w1

out avail. The National Secular Society now took up the case, and pro-
duced memorials for Truelove’s speedy release. Previous to the sentenfie,
the Society had taken little interest in Truelove’s predicament. Its peno 1-

cal, the Secular Review, had always been a little shy of mixing Secularism
and Neo-Malthusianism.12 But now it declared:

We have forwarded our own Petition, [and] also the signature of some $311321?
of our friends, to the Home Secretary, praying for the release of Mr. b en we
The members of the British Secular Union throughout the coilntry have. 1: of,the
are pleased to see, exceedingly active in endeavouring to obtain a remlss’llc‘Jl-uelove
sentence. We are willing to receive any subscriptions on behalf of Mr. :

terand will undertake that all money so received shall reach the proper quardirect [1y ].13

The Home Secretary, however, was not to be moved. He evidently though:
it inadvisable to interfere with the courts by lightening Truelove s sententc11e:
Thwarted in their attempts to appeal the case and then to shorten _

sentence by use of special powers of the Home Secretary, Truelove s 51155
porters now did all they could, without much succeSS, to make 1131me
comfortable during incarceration as circumstances would permlt- ed
National Reformer sarcastically remarked that “Such privileges are reser‘élfor real criminals like Colonel Baker, who have the honour to be frlen Y
with royalty.”15

ionWhen Truelove was released on September 12, 1878 there was 0°C“. 1.for much rejoicing. He was met by a large crowd, and celebrat1ons f0
lowed.

11 NationalReformer, xxxi (1878), 1276.
. Neg.1‘ This was the point of view also of George Jacob Holyoake, a thorough—gomg 1y to

Malthusian. His relation to the development of Neo-Malthusian doctrine needs 01:10wedbe mentioned here. In a number of publications from 1860 on Holyoake not only 5 Buthis interest in the general subject, but publicly favored it in debates and 1n print-
‘ll be

he never was the fighter Bradlaugh was. In another volume Holyoake’s work wl
traced in detail.

13 Secular Review and Secularist, i, 245.
. . fed1‘ Truelove complained bitterly of the severity of the prison disc1plme. He was. st forwater and gruel. He was not permitted to see anyone save his counsel; and requeoutside medical aid was also refused.

\ 1‘ National Reformer, xxxi (1878), 1336.

l
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The matter of destruction of the pamphlets dragged on in the courts for

several months. On October 3, 1878, the seized pamphlets were ordered

destroyed by the Bow Street Police Court;16 but on April 26, 1879, the case

came up before the Sessions House on appeal. After still more delays on

points of law, destruction was finally ordered.

§3 EFFECT OF THE BRADLAUGH-BESANT AND TRUELOVE PROSECUTIONS IN

DEMOCRATIZING CONTRACEPTIVE KNOWLEDGE

The social eflect of these two trials upon the public mind was electric.

The Bradlaugh-Besant trial went far to make legal the general, free dis-

tribution of contraceptive knowledge, and thus established a situation

quite different from that prevailing in the United States.

. There can be no doubt that the publicity gave wide advertising to the

Idea that contraception was possible. Millions of people learned of more

eEECtive methods. We can judge this only by two circumstances: (1)

the enhanced circulation of works containing instruction on contraception;

(2) the halVing of the English birth rate since 1876.

The validity of the second point is so well established as hardly to require

a d(?monstration. If needed, this may most summarily be shown by Dr.

9' V- Drysdale’s chart17 (Figure XIX) brought up to date. Democratiza-

tlon 0f contraceptive knowledge is further shown by the increased diffusion

Of Contraceptive literature following the prosecutions. To this we now turn.

It. has been stated previously that prior to 1876 the circulation of the

mm” of Philosophy approximated only a thousand copies annually, despite

the regular advertisement of it in Freethought journals. In the three and

a half years after that trial (up to August 28, 1881) 185,000 copies of the

FreethOught Publishing Company edition were sold at Sixpence each. More

than.this, the notoriety of the trial caused several editions to be issued in

prOVmCial towns: in Sheflield, Wakefield and Newcastle among others.

Other Pllblishers beside Bradlaugh and Besant reprinted the pamphlet in

L°Pd°nz and possibly additional English editions were issued at this time

Wh.1Ch I have not been able to trace. None of these editions are in the

BnFiSh Museum or other important public repositories; and the proof of

then- existence has been possible only by resort to private collection (see

31%., xxxii (1878), 235, 250—252. _

. It first appeared to my knowledge in Dr. C. V. Drysdale’s “The Empire and the

Bll‘th Rate,” Jam. Royal Colonial Institute (1914); and was reprinted as a Malthusian

League tract, (reprint pp. 4). It was also printed on the program of the Malthusian

League, annual dinner in 1927 when Mr. J. M. Keynes was chairman and Annie Besant

the chief Speaker. Prof. Ross, republished it in his able Standing R007" Only?
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Bibliography). At about the same time French and Dutch translations

Probably the sale of the miscellaneous English editions other than the
Bradlaugh—Besant edition, reached 50,000 to 100,000. Adding the smaller
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How much the notoriety of this legal tussle increased the sales of a score

of similar tracts we have no means of ascertaining, but there is every reason

to believe that there was a substantial upward movement in the numbers

distributed, and that this was out of all proportion to the increase in the

number and literacy of the population. The National Reformer, in reprint-

ing full accounts of the trial in the Guildhall, mentioned the titles of many

other books giving similar information, some issuing from esteemed pub-

lishers. The circulation of these may have been increased.

Shortly after the right of publication of medical information on contra—

ception was clarified in England by legal decision, the Knowlton pamphlet

was replaced by Annie Besant’s Law of Population.18 This elucidated in

even greater detail than the Fruits of Philosophy methods of controlling

conception. Mrs. Besant’s tract was first issued in January, 1879 (though

Possibly late in 1878), to replace the out-of—date Knowlton treatise. Chap-

ter I dealt with “The Law of Population,” Chapter II with “Its Conse-

QUEIICBS,” Chapter III with “Its Bearing upon Human Conduct and Morals,”

while the fourth chapter was entitled “Objections Considered.”19 With

the non—medical portion of Mrs. Besant’s treatise we need not concern our-

selves here inasmuch as this will find exposition and critical analysis in a

subsequent volume. Though Mrs. Besant’s treatment of contraception

was thoroughly Malthusian, it was essentially sound both as regards her

elucidation of Malthusian principles and her discussion of the tendency of

POPUIation pressure to cause poverty, misery, low wages, child labor, etc.

.In later editions of the pamphlet Mrs. Besant devoted more attention than

In early editions to refuting the contentions of her socialist friends who

were, on the Whole, antagonistic to Neo-Malthusianism.

_ lifter considering at some length her reasons for believing that family

llmuation is a duty, Mrs. Besant observes:

It remains, then, to ask how is this duty to be performed? It is clearly useless

t.° Preach the limitation of the family, and to conceal the means whereby such

limitation may be efiected. If the limitation be a duty, it cannot be wrong to

afford such information as shall enable people to discharge it.

. There are various prudential checks which have been suggested, but further

InV'EStlgation of this intricate subject is sorely needed, and it is much to be wished

that more medical men would devote themselves to the study of this important

branch of physiology.20

18 Annie Besant, The Law of Population: Iis Consequences, and Iis
Bearing upon Human

C0115“! andMorals. London: Freethought Pub. Co., n.d. [1879], pp. 3—48. . .

The dedication is interesting: “To the poor in great cities and agricultural districts,

dWellers in stifling court or crowded hovel, in the hope that it may pomt out a path from

”:5? and may make easier the life of British mothers, to them I dedicate this essay.”

bid» p. 31.
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(3a) Techniques in Annie Besant’s “Law of Population”

It is interesting to follow, through the many editions of the Law of Palm.
lation, the development in Mrs. Besant’s treatment of contraceptive tech-
nique. The discussion immediately following is based upon What I believe
to be the first issue of that pamphlet.
Nearly two pages are devoted to a discussion 0f the safe period which,

we are informed, “is not certain.”21 Withdrawal is considered “absolutely
certain as a preventive,”22 but Mrs. Besant rather shrewdly adds:

A few among the French doctors contend that the practice is injurious: more
especially to the wife; but they have failed, so far as we can judge, in maklhg 011t
their case, for they advance no proofs in support of their theory, while the universal
practice of the French speaks strongly on the other side.’23

We are informed that “there is but little doubt” that Knowlton’s chetk’

Swinging with a solution of sulphate of zinc or alum, was an “efiectwe
oneg’24 She observed that “there are many obvious disadvantages co_n-
nected with it as a matter of taste and feeling.”25 “The same remark applles

15" the employment of the baudmche, a. covering used by men . . . ”2" She
adds:

The check which appears to us to be preferable, as at once certain, and in no sense
grating on any feeling of afiection or of delicacy, is that recommended by Carlile
many years ago in his “Every Woman’s Book.”27

The sponge, therefore, was Mrs. Besant’s favorite check; and this preference
appears in the first issues of the pamphlet. This method, it will be re-
called, had been preferred by Place, Carlile’s instructor. It was only 1n
later editions of the Law of Population that vaginal suppositories were
recommended—perhaps as a result of the influence of Dr. Allbutt. Dl'-
Marion Sims is referred to in the first issue as recommending the use 0? a

small wad of cotton, not more than an inch in diameter’ . . . secured W1th
a string for its removal.”28 This, too, had been mentioned by Place. Mrs.
Besant’s advice that the cotton wadding should be worn during the day

moved at night seems odd. Prolonged nursing is condemned 35’
detrimental to health. A popular medical writer, Dr. Chavasse, is quoted

211M121, p. 33.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid. , p. 33-34
24 me, p. 34.
:fii: Presumably Mrs Besant has in mud aesthetic objections

2" Ibid.
as 11,121.,
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0n the extent of injuries supposed to be caused by prolonged nursing.

According to Chavasse it seemed to cause nearly every disease to which

human flesh is heir. Chavasse’s extreme views are reminiscent of Ber-

geret’s and Tissot’s discussions of the horrible results of masturbation

(Which they referred to as Onanism). Abortion is, of course, condemned

by Mrs. Besant,29 though medical testimony is adduced to show that this

is sometimes medically indicated, and therefore necessary.

Chapter III closes with a peroration on the Utopian effects of the general

adoPtion of the preventive checks just outlined. There can be no doubt

that Mrs. Besant over-stated and therefore weakened ‘her case; but it is

only scant justice to her courageous pioneering efforts to recall that those

were fiery days of hot and irresponsible calumniation of anyone who under-

took even the most indirect and tactful public support of preventive

measures. It was natural‘ enthusiasm and self—defence that prompted

Mrs. Besant to claim more than she needed; and, considering the violence

0f Some of the opposition,30 Mrs. Besant’s moderation and good temper are

rather striking. .

As later editions of the Law of Population were called for, improvements

were made in the account on technique. For example, the edition known

as the “Seventieth Thousand” [1882] contained a special appendix amplify-

:Pg the earlier treatment. Mrs. Besant there informs the readers that

EXPErience has proved that the checks mentioned in the preceding pages

are none of them absolutely certain in their action.”31 Conversation With

'one of the most eminent of London physicians,32 who has paid great atten-

tlon to this matter, With a view to discover[ing] some definite protection for

those women who are the subjects of distortion of the pelvis, and to whom

lahor often means death,” led Mrs. Besant to the belief that douching

fallures were usually caused by the lack of use of a reverse current syringe.

Mention is then made of the name of a syringe believed to meet these re-

" 1W» pp. 35—36.
3° Typical of the abusive and satirical literature are the following: Peter Agate, M.D.

[pseud‘L Sexual Economy as Taught by Charles Bradlaugh,M.P., With Addendum by

igdadin. London: W. Stewart, n.d., pp. 54. Rare. See also the Mackay and Head-

111eg biographies of Bradlaugh referred to in ch. ix, n. 111. pradlaugh was subjected

to more abuse than Mrs. Besant, though she received more their her share. It was

Sufficienuy unbecoming in Victorian times for a. woman to appear on the public platform,

much less to advocate “Malthusianism” in a public print sold at a. low price. There

we? a1'50 a few impersonal but childish attacks on the Knowlton pamphlet itself.

a:Law (Seventieth Thous, n.d. [1882]), p. 49. .

Dr. Palfrey, 3-5 appears from the appendix to the ninetieth thousand of the Law.

fme.’ quoting Dr. Palfrey’s letter, Mrs. Besant adds: “Dr. Palfrey informed me that

m hls practiCe he continually recommended the use of this check to married women, and

that it has been very largely and very successfully adopted.”
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quirements. Information on where it might be purchased was also in-
cluded. A recommendation not in earlier editions was that regarding
douching solutions.33

In the one hundred tenth thousand of the Law of Population, WhiCh
appeared in 1887, Mrs. Besant still further modified the account of tech-
nique.34 She declared at the outset that the most reliable checks are the
soluble pessary [suppository], the India—rubber pessary [cervical cap], and
the sponge.35 Note that the rubber cervical cap and the suppository had
by now [1887] taken coordinate rank with the sponge in Mrs. Besant’s mmd.
After stating where these might be obtained (reference is made to an adver-
tisement on p. 48), Mrs. Besant declares:

There is no difficulty in the use of any one of these three checks ; they are, I believe,
thoroughly reliable if ordinary care is used to place them in position; and they haveenormous advantage of being entirely in the hands of the woman and of being
absolutely unobtrusive.36

The sponge may be soaked in a solution of twenty grains of quinine t9 3.
pint of water. The woman is also recommended to douche with a solutlon

33Instead of a solution of alum or of sulphate of zinc being used, in the mannermentioned in the text, a dessert spoonful of a powdeHomposed of .‘sulpho'cmbOlateof zinc and dried sulphate of zinc, of eaoh 1 ounce, alum 4 ounces—is recommende‘i'
Care must be taken that these drugs be reduced to a perfectly fine powder. Th:
better plan is to dissolve the quantity of the powder just named in a. few ounce:5 oboiling water to ensure its perfect solution, to pour this solution when cool mt:
a bottle and keep it ready for use, adding the solution to a. pint of tepid, ?r m howeather cold, water at the time of using the syringe, and this is the quant‘ty to beused on each occasion.
As a matter of caution the solution must be kept from the reach of chiidren 0rcurious persons, and it is wise to label the bottle in which the solution 15 kept,“Poison.” (p. 49).

3‘ The following new material is, in part, used to introduce the subject: .There are various prudential checks which have been suggested, but further 1n;
vestigation of this intricate subject is sorely needed, and it is much to be WiShed thafmore medical men would devote themselves to the study of this important branch'o1
physiology. The main dificulty in the way is the absurd notion that prudenflachecks are obscene, and very few doctors have the courage to face the odium thatwould arise from a. frank treatment of the subject. Some medical men do: at thepresent time, recommend the use of cheeks to their female patients: but even the?

Law (110th thous.), pp 31—32.)
3" Law (1887), p. 32.
“me, p. 32.
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Of quinine (ten grains to a pint of water) in the'morning before removing

the cap.37 Quinine was the supposed active agent in Rendell’s supposi-

tories in a cocoabutter vehicle. Nowadays quinine is not preferred as being

irritating to some women. Furthermore, recent research by Voge and

Baker has shown that its spermicidal power is low.

For the first time in the Law reference is also made to Allbutt’s the Wife’s

Handbook and to the use of an artificial sponge.38 In discussing the douche,

Mrs. Besant here incorporated material which she had, in preceding issues,

inserted in the appendix. Hence this issue (iIOth thousand, 1887) is with—

out an appendix. '

Mrs. Besant warns her readers that “there is much uncertainty attending

the use of all these injections. If the spermatozoa have entered the womb

before the injection is used, conception may occur, and though many women

have found this check satisfactory, there are also many failures marked

agtlinst it. There are also many obvious disadvantages attending its use.”39

She states that the use of withdrawal and the mid-period, though “very

Widely used . . . cannot be regarded as so satisfactory as those [checks like

the SuPPository, rubber cap, and sponge] which depend on closing the en-

trance t0 the Womb!”0 The same condemnation of abortion and prolonged

Suckling appears.

The discussion of technique which followed in succeeding issues of the

Law of Population remained, so far as one can at present determine, sub—

Stantially the same as in the issue of the one hundred tenth thousand.

NOteWorthy is the absence of mention of the vaginal diaphragm or pessary

0f the Mensinga type. Undoubtedly When Besant spoke of the rubber

PFSSaryfl she meant the cervical cap. One finds illustrated English adver-

t1?‘ments of the cervical rubber cap but not of the Mensinga pessary in the

,‘ilghties. The Mensinga had reached Holland from Germany by the early

Glghteen Eighties, but apparently not England.

The influence of the Law of Population was remarkable.“ Up to 1891,

37 Ibid': P. 33.
‘3 Ibid.

39 Ibid') p. 34.
‘° Ibid.

“ This vague term should never be used in our time save in a generic sense; and even

then it is well to avoid its use.

F0UR-AND-A—I-IALF years have passed away since this little book was first issued;

it “'35 Written for the poor, in the hope that by the information therein gi'ven—

lnfot'mation long familiar to and long acted upon by the wealthier classes of society—

P00! men and women might make the home happy, and rear in respectability and

COmfort a. limited number of children, children who should hereafter bless the parents
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that is within twelve years after its first issue, 175,000 copies were sold tn

England at Sixpence each. It was reprinted in America43 as well as m

Australia, where an unsuccessful attempt was made to prosecute it.“ It

was translated into German, Dutch, Italian, French and doubtless other

languages. When Mrs. Besant became a theosophist, and temporanly

renounced her Neo-Malthusian views, the pamphlet was Withdrawn. At
that time, other publishers, wishing to continue the sale, offered a liberal

sum for the copyright, but Mrs. Besant refused to sell it.
The Law of Population and similar pamphlets were sometimes bound

together with advertisements on separate sheets stating Where the reader
could procure modern contraceptive supplies.
Returning to the extent of the circulation of contraceptive literature

given currency by virtue of the notoriety of the Bradlaugh and Truelove

prosecutions, one finds that in the period 1876-1891 a minimum of 410,000
copies of only two pamphlets (the Fruits of Philosophy and the Lawff

Population) were distributed. There is no means of estimating the m-
creased circulation of Owen’s Moral Physiology, but there can be little doubt

that the notoriety of the trial increased its circulation.
We have stated above that in this period Dr. George Drysdale’s Elements

of Social Science, first published in 1854, was making notable strides towerd
reaching its ultimate goal of thirty-five English editions, and translatlon
into at least ten European languages. We shall make mention below Of
W

whose wisdom and forethought had given them a fair chance in the life-race. Thal:
hope has been largely realised. During these years fifty thousand GOPies 0f the boohave found their way into English homes; across the Atlantic it has found wan;1
welcome, and very large American editions have been sold. It has been transmiheinto German, Italian, French, Swedish, and Dutch, and has thus Splead,°verContinent of Europe, while the English edition has been largely 501d in mndusti};Australia, and New Zealand. A circulation so wide is the sign of the need whl
this pamphlet has striven to suppl

‘3 New York: Butts [188-], and San Francisco, 1893. If there were any Prosecutlonfiof the American issues I have never heard of them. ' . h4‘ In Australia, the pamphlet was prosecuted as obscene, and Mr. W. W. Collms, W :
assumed responsibility for publishing it, was condemned by a magistrate. The case we

e superior court, and the conviction quashed by Justice WindeYer. 'th
never prosecuted; nor was its circulatioh in any manner interfelied v“ Ic _Wz'mleyer an the Population Question. An abridgment 0f the Judgflf‘”delivered in the Supreme Court ofNew South Wales byM7. Justice Windeyen 59m." rims.“Judge, 12th December, 1888. London: [Malthusian League], pp. 7. See also, I5 Limfldfl‘f”

0.17118 170771in Immoral? A judgment on Annie Besant’s “Law of POPHWMW” delivmd m”‘6 sufireme Court of New South Wales, by M1'. Justice Windeyer, Seniof PMS“ fudgfi'

1:3;?fgggmetmught Pub. Co., 1889, pp. 26. Cf., Ex parte Collins. N. S-W- St‘R'

England, it was
See, Mr. Justio
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Dr. H. A. Allbutt’s the Wife’s Handbook, which appeared shortly after the

Bradlaugh prosecution. In this instance also there is no accurate means

of estimating circulation, but we know that it went through many editions

rapidly. The work was constantly revised, probably by anonymous in-

dividuals employed by the later publishers. By 1927 it had passed the half

million mark. This figure represents sales. Never was it distributed

gratuitously.

One might go on to trace the circulation of numerous other tracts and

books, some of which had been quietly circulated to a modest extent before

the trials, but which suddenly found a more interested reading public after

the notoriety of the prosecutions. Probably not less than a million tracts

furnishing elaborate contraceptive information were sold in England be-

tween 1876 and 1891, when Mrs. Besant ceased the publication of her Law of

Population. It is not inconceivable that the figure might be two millions.

It is not at all unlikely that the prosecutions of this period were at least

partially responsible for the introduction into England of more reliable

contraceptive methods. The advertisements mentioned above frequently

Offered for sale such appliances, and, barring the eighteenth century adver-

tlsements of the sheath made in the form of handbills by Mrs. Philips, they

are the first English commercial advertisements dealing with contraceptives

that have come to my attention.

Dr. Henry A. Allbutt, who suffered some rough handling by the Medical

Council, may have been responsible for the introduction of the rubber

c(“‘I'Vical cap. The date is probably the early 1880’s. While this point

cannot be considered as yet established, it would seem quite probable that

the Knowlton prosecution occasioned so much publicity as to increase the

effective demand for an improved contraceptive device. If the publicity

did not actually cause the introduction of the article, it probably enhanced

the market for it. '

It is no part of my argument that the democratization of contraceptive

knowledge in the ’eighties was solely a consequence of the prosecutions of

B-radlaugh, Besant and Truelove. Many circumstances made the time

Ilpe for the socialization of this information. Chief among them was no

doubt the notoriety of the trials. .

JUSt as the trials called birth control to the attention of the lay pubhc,

50 Dr. Allbutt’s publication of a medical pamphlet drew the medical pro-

fession into the very vortex of the movement-

(36) The Allbutt Incident (1887)

About 1884 or 1885 Dr. H. A. Allbutt, a Leeds physician and a Fellow

0f the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, published a Slx—penny
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pamphlet entitled the Wife’s Handbook.45 It was a, decent, POPullgoIfig:

treatise designed to diffuse among the general populace hygienic ent of the;
but especially information on pre-natal care and the managem cases in
baby. Inasmuch as the author believed. that there were magged to the
which contraceptive information was medically mdlcated, he 3. tion when
inexpensive pamphlet a chapter (vii) on “How to Prevent Conesp we are
Advised by the Doctor.” According to the author 5 own 3 oryhi hest:
assured that his motives in*p\iblishing the work were of the year gird—
to prevent poverty, destitution, prostitution, misery and manta .15 Mal-
inevitable concomitants of reckless reproduction. A thorough—gomfg;dently
thusian and Neo-Malthusian of the Drysdale school—Allhutt wailivl Leeds
much influenced by Drysdale’s Elements of Sociah Soience—d (1: among
physician believed that the diffusion of contraceptive knowle tially save
poor women would not only promote health and happiness but acd cational
many lives. He would dispel the fog of ignorance by a popular e u
cam an n.

.
ansigdering the period in which it was written: the pamphlet Elgigiist:

rather good survey on technique. We find mentioned here, In 3.1 (“hurtful
the safe period46 (failed in five“7 per cent of the cases), Withdraw? . e “Pal-
to the nervous system in many persons”), injections (alum, qumln 1,15 the
frey’s Powder,” quinine48 or vinegar49 solutions), sponges or tampoed’that
Mensinga. vaginal diaphragm and the cervical cap. Allbutt Ob‘sleflvin pre-
he knew “a great many cases . . . where injections . . . heve fai e douches-
venting conceptionmao This was particularly true of plaln waterd tion of
Noteworthy in the light of recent research is the special recemmen a. of the
a. vinegar solution. When properly used it is quite effectlve- U-Sebut we
sponge alone without medicaments sometimes resulted 1n fa11ures,h was a
are told nothing of failures with medicated sponges. The sheet
“very certain check.”51

' sedThough most of the techniques mentioned by Allbutt had been dlSCus

during“H. Axthur Allbutt, The Wife’s Handbook: how a woman should order herself
thefiregmmey, in the lyihg-in room and after delivery. With hints on the managemen;:{1rthbaby, and an other matters of importance, necessary to be known by ma’fled ”0mm b W. J.ed. London: Forder, 1887, pp. 58. The third edition was published in Londorllsslg ToRamsey in 1886, pp. 45. Probably the first edition appeared about 1884 or 'date, copies of the first and second editions have not been traced.4° Five days before and eight days after menstruation.‘7 Actually the percentage is very much higher.43 Twenty grains to a. pint of water.

‘9 One part to six of water.
5° The Wife’: Handbook (1887). p 48
61 Ibid., p. 49.
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by predecessors, his reference to the Mensinga diaphragm seems to be the

first in a birth-control tract published in English. If there were earlier

notices in any of the medical journals published in English, such notices

have not come to my attention. Allbutt, and not N. Haire, is thus to be

credited with making it known in England. Haire however, did much to

popularize its use among physicians after 1922.

Allbutt furnishes tolerably adequate instructions for its use, and gives

the address of a retailer. In England at that time it seems to have been

made in only three sizes. Now there are twenty or thirty. Instructions

are likewise given for the use of the “check pessary,” or cervical cap.

Rather modem is the suggestion that in its hollow there should be placed a

compound of vaseline,52 cocoa butter, and quinine. Also very modem is

the mention by name of Rendell’s soluble pessaries (suppositories).“3 This

Is the trade name of one of the oldest manufacturers in England. The word

2f caution regarding their use Which Allbutt includes is worthy of attention:

It is but right to say that these pessaries are at present only on trial.

Time will show whether they can be relied upon to prevent conception.

MY Opinion is that they will do all their inventor claims for them.”54 An

artificial sponge or tampon is mentioned “containing in its center a friable

flapsule filled with slightly acidulated quinine solution.” The medicament

is freed by squeezing the sponge and breaking the capsule. Allbutt con-

demned the internal use of arsenic and other drugs to produce impotence,

and declared unreliable the method used by some Italian women of cough-

mg t0 expel the semen.55 One is impressed in Allbutt’s favor upon reading

the footnote attached to Chapter VII: “When a woman is advised by her

doctor not to conceive on account of the state of her heal , she had better

consult him as to which of these methods of prevention would be best in her

particular case.”56

In 1887, a few years after the publication of the Wife’s Handbook, Mr.

Joseph Latchmore, secretary of the Leeds Vigilance Association, protested

‘2 Since it causes rubber to deteriorate, vaseline is no longer recommended.

53 Ibid., p, 5()_
54 Ibid.

55. Allbutt reports that Dr. Giovanni Tari, a physician of Naples, was informed hyan

Itallan priest that poor women in Italy thought they could prevent conception by Sitting

up 111 bed directly after intercourse and coughing. Tariwas of the opinion that this method

Was Snitable in most cases. Allbutt, however, thought it ineffective for several reasons,

among Others that the ridges in the vagina would prevent the semen from being wholly

expelled. It is interesting to note that this method was noted by Soranos 1n the first

Century and Aétios in the sixth. The persistence of the idea is an interesting example

0‘ :he continuity of a. contraceptive practice for centuries.

U P' 47: note.
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to medical societies; whereupon the Royal College of Physicians of Edin-

burgh, of which Allbutt was a member, served, through the Fellows, an

indictment upon Allbutt accusing him of having “published and exposed

for sale an indecent publication, titled The Wife’s H(mdbook, and having

published, and attached thereto, advertisements of an unprofessional

character, titled ‘Malthusian Appliances’.” Albutt was summoned to

appear, presumably to show cause why his name should not be stricken

from the register. However, the Malthusian League, which was founded

shortly after the Bradlaugh—Besant prosecution, took up Allbutt’s case, and

protests were addressed to the College from all parts of Great Britain, and

from France, Germany, Holland, Italy, India, and Jamaica. It seems that

the Edinburgh Fellows either transferred the case to the GeneralMediCti1

Council in London or dropped the charge. According to Allbutt’s own

account, it was the latter.‘57 In 1887, Dr. Allbutt’s case was heard before a

committee of the General Medical Council, Dr. Allbutt being represented by

Mr. Wallace (barrister), and the prosecution being conducted by MT-

Muir Mackenzie, legal adviser of the Council. Wallace justified Allbutt:

and called attention to a list of over seventy petitions, many of them from

medical and scientific societies, presented to the Council from all parts Of

Europe_ There was a difference of opinion among members, he noted,

whether Dr. Allbutt should be condemned; his motives were unimPeaCh'
able. The verdict was, however, as follows:

In the opinion of the Council, Mr. Allbutt has committed the offence charged
against him; that is to say, of having published, and publicly caused to be sold_, a
work entitled The Wife’s Hcmdbook, in London and elsewhere, at so low a pnce
as to bring the work within the reach of the youth of both sexes, to the de-

ttiment Of Public morals. Secondly, the offence is, in the opinion of the C01“?
c1], “infamous conduct in a professional respect.” Thirdly, the Rengtf” 15:
hereby ordered to erase the name of Mr. H. A. Allbutt from the Medical Reg15ter'

Inasmuch as one of Allbutt’s chief motives in writing the Wife’s Hde’wk
had been to diffuse contraceptive information among the masses; he now
avowed that he would not give up. Instead, he appealed to the country

as one unjustly treated by the General Medical Council, as indeed a martyr
to Neo-Malthusianism, and published a pamphlet (Artificial Checks) 1n

defense Of his position. Allbutt liked to make it appear that his sole Offer?“

had been to publish a hygienic Pamphlet, allegedly indecent, at a low 127166:
But the case was not so simple as this. Without attempting any final
adJudication of the matter, the following circumstances seem relevant-

Allbutt was diffusing medical knowledge in a form generally not approved

67 H. A. Allbutt, “A - . . ’
as Ibid., p. 7. rtlficxal Checks to Populatlon’ (London, 1889), p. 23-
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by physicians—the issuance of popular medical treatises. Trade-marked

articles of various kinds were recommended to the general public. Though

the edition of the Wife’sHcmdbook of 1886 (third) contained advertisements

of contraceptive supplies, and though Allbutt rigorously condemned abor-

tion in his pamphlet, the brochure in which he defended himself against

treatment by the General Medical Council contained two advertisements of

retail distributors of abortifacient pills. There is, however, no evidence

known to the writer that advertisements of abortifacients appeared in the

early issues of the Wife’s Handbook. Since the Council was much con-

cerned about the effect of the distribution of the pamphlet upon public

morals, it is not irrelevant to observe that Allbutt specifically declared in

this work that “this chapter . . . is intended to be read in the privacy of the

?hamber by married women or by those contemplating marriage, and is not

Intended for the publicity of the streets or to satisfy the curiosity of the

Vicious.”59

Allbutt appealed to the public through addresses, his defence pamphlet,

and by means of the assistance of the Malthusian League. But the case

Of the General Medical Council seems never to have been presented to the

general public. In sum, it is difficult to say how much weight the com-

inittee of the Council placed upon unprofessional conduct, such as advertis—

mg, and how much upon the diflusion, outside of the medical ofiice, of infor-

mation allegedly injurious to public morality. It is a matter of public

record, though, that other physicians have been rather severely dealt with

by Medical Ethics Committees of Medical Councils and Academies for

dlffiusmg Contraceptive information even when advertising was not an issue.

This is a highly controversial subject, and doubtless each case must neces—

sarily be determined on its merits. It is of the utmost importance to the

Public that the standards of the medical profession should be protected,

that commercialization should be avoided, that the publicity seekers should

be dilly guided and restrained. Many zealous medical advocates of con—

tracePtion have sometimes made matters unnecessarily difficult for them-

seIVes by running counter to the accepted methods of control. On the

Other hand, it is probably safe to say that Councils and Academies have

been sOmewhat reluctant, at least in some cases, to view the problems of

Ethics and of control before them in broad social terms.

Striking Dr. Allbutt’s name from the Medical Register was quite without

the diSCiPlinary eflect intended. On the contrary, it merely spurred Allbutt

t0 renewed efforts, and fanned the flames of the propaganda. At least one

newsPaper publicly defended him: The Pall Mall Gazette declared on No-

Vember 28, 1887 that the decision was “one of the most glaring illustrations

*9 The Wife’s Haizdbook (1887), p- 51-
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of professional prejudice and human folly.” Whether this position was

extreme is not for the writer to adjudicate. He only knows that Allbutt

now became a martyr; that the Wife’s Handbook increased tremendously

in circulation; that it was subsequently translated into many European

languages. In England it has sold by hundreds of thousands down to thls

very day, having been constantly revised and brought up to date: When
the writer was in England in 1927 investigating the birth-control c111n_cs,he

purchased a copy of the pamphlet which was then in its fiftieth ed1t10n or

five hundred thousandth copy. Since the pamphlet was then much out of

date, it probably did some harm as well as good. It was still permieatesd0

with advertisements. In various editions it bore somewhat changed titles.

§4 NOTORIETY AND A CRISIS PROMOTE ORGANIZATION: THE MALTHUSIAN

LEAGUE (1878—1927)

The Bradlaugh prosecution led to the founding of the Malthusian League
in‘ 187861 and of its journal the Malthusitm (1879—1922). Dr. (?harlt:

Drysdale, brother of George Drysdale, became the League’s first premdent:
and Mrs. Annie Besant the first secretary.63 It might more accurately have

5° The title of the French edition was Le Livre dc l'Epause. . lled“ 1878, not 1877, is the correct date of the founding. It should, however; bf? recaThe
that in the early sixties a group had been organized, but the attempt was abortive.
time was not yet ripe for it. See p. 238. ' his“Dr. Charles was the President from 1878 to his death in 1907. Chief among! 1.Malthusian and Neo-Malthusian writings were, besides his contributions m.the 'aa
thusz‘tm, the following: Malthusian League Tracts Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6 and 9» mentxonedénnote following. “Debate on Infanticide, in the Harveian Medical Society of Lon(10:,May 17th 1866,” reprinted from the Med. Press and Circular, June 13, 1866’. Lon 311$
1866, pp. 12. [Touches upon evils of large families.] “The Population Questlon at theMedical Society of London; or, the mortality of the rich and poor. A paper read at. l :society with the debate.” London: Standring, 1879, pp. 12. The Life “7}“ Wrmtifnof T. R. Mallhus. London, 1887 (lst ed.), 1892, (2nd ed.). The Population Wyn.According to Thomas R. Malthus and J. S. Mill. London: William Bell: 1878; Lonlfal:Standring, 1892. [See especially Chapter VII (pp. 74—87) on the “Prosecution of Club
thusian Works.”] “The Cause of Poverty. A Paper read at the National Liberal la-
on let October, 1890.” London: Standring, 1891. “Medical Opinions on the Popula-

1901, pp. 32. “Clerical Opinions on the P°P‘;)rtion Question.” London: Standring, 1904, pp. 19. For a biographical sketch Of. 5'
Charlhs Drysdale see the 1905 edition of George Drysdale’s Elements of Social 56m“ ’
and George Standring’s Republican, xii, 25—26.

- of°° Also active was Dr. Alice Drysdale-Vickery, the English feminist leader ahd Wife at
Dr. Charles Drysdale. In the critical days from 1877 onward, when it requlred.gr: ecourage for any physician, much less for a woman physician, she took an active part 1nplibfic support of contraception. She gave medical testimony at the Bradlmlgh'Betrlal, later contributed to the Malthusian, wrote a pamphlet on “Early Marriages

and

Limited Families,” and subsequently became president of the Malthusian League' 5
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been called the Neo-Malthusian League, but that English word had not

yet been coined.64 Its objects at this time were primarily to gain a public

hearing for Malthusianism (and Neo—Malthusianism). Even a sober dis— .

cussion of Malthus’s doctrines was more or less tabu in the English public

Prints of the mid—nineteenth century. At this time the League made no

attempt at medical instruction. But lectures were held and pamphlets

distributed.65 We have seen that the League assisted in the Allbutt case.

Largely through the iniative of Dr. Charles R. Drysdale, a Medical Branch

of the Malthusian League was formed about this time; and in August, 1881

an International Medical Congress was held in London. Upon that occa-

smn the Medical Branch of the Malthusian League called a meeting of

shared for many years the fine sacrifices of the Drysdale family in working steadfastly

for the general welfare of the working classes of Great Britain. It was my pleasure to

meet her in 1927, and though she was then in advanced years, her mind was still keen.

(in additim t0 “Early Marriages” see Dr. Vickery’s address before the Ligue Malthu—

Slenne de Femmes. Branche de la Fédération Humaine. Paris: Ligue de la Régénération

Hung“: n'd-’ PD. 12. A Woman’s Malthusian League. London: Standring, n.d.,

Pp- -

“_The word Neo-Malthusianism was apparently first used in English by J. M. Robert-

son 1n the early eighteen eighties. At least it is the first use of which I have record. See

my Paper “Note on the Origin of the Terms Contraception, Birth Control, Neo—Mal—

thuslfinisl‘n, etc.” in Med. four. & Rea, cxxxv (1932): 495—496.

“5 The series of Malthusian League tracts first printed were the following. No attempt

has been made to list the later and better known pamphlets.

N°' 1- C- R. Drysdale, M.D., “The Principle of Population,” pp. 4.

N0. 2. C. R. Drysdale [Ed.] “The Struggle for Enjoyable Existence."

N°- 3. James Laurie, “The Limitation of Families: A Discussion on the ‘Happiness of

the Community as Affected by Large Families,’ ” pp. 8. . .

NO- 4- Henry Arthur Allbutt, M.D., “Evils Produced by Over-Childbearing and

Excessive Lactation,” pp. 4-
No. 5. C. R. Drysdale [Ed.] “Great is Truth, and it will PreVaiLn

No. 6. C. R. Drysdale, “Presidential Address Delivered . . . July 18, 1878,” pp, 8.

No. 7. Anon. “The Bondsmen of these Our Days,” [1879] pp. 8'
No. 8. —P—“The Cause of PovertY-” 'No. 9. Charles R. Dry5dale, “Large Families and Over-Population_” [1879 Pres;-

dential Address.] pp. 12.
No. 10. Annie Besant, “The Social Aspects of Malthusianism.” [1881], pp. 8-

[This originally appeared in the Malthusian, v01. 1, No. 1.]

These Pamphlets are now rare—exceedingly rare. My collection seems to be the most

Complete in any known public or private repository. Evidently these little pamphlets

Were hardly ever saved. Yet some contain important historical data.

The writer’s collection also contains what is probably the most c .

annual “3130115 0f the League. These were likewise not saved even by the League itself.

In my library there is also a complete set of different issues of the medical leaflet and pam-

phlet (1916 and later). The Library of Congress has another set, complete or nearly com—

plete, I am inclined to think that there are not more than two or three such sets extant.
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British and foreign physicians for the purpose of discussing Malthusianism
and parental prudence. Thirty or forty medical practitioners attended,
the chair being occupied by Dr. C. R. Drysdale.66 A number of letters were

read from several absent physicians, expressing their hope that the con-

ference would be successful in bringing Neo-Malthusian doctrines to the

attention of the medical profession. Dr. Guye of Amsterdam, secretary
of the International Medical Congress of 1879, declared himself fully in

favor of Neo-Malthusian doctrines. He held that all classes should en-

deavor to limit their families.

It might well be claimed that the Conference of 1879 Was a genuine fore-
runner of the Zfirich Conference of 1931. This, too, was a conference essen-

tially of physicians, but there was this difference between the two confer-

ences: clinics had developed after the war in the United States, England
and Germany; and many of these sent representatives with papers in 19:31-

It was not until 1913 that the League prepared for public distriblftlon
with due precautions, a leaflet (subsequently a pamphleo67 on teChmqile'
Beginning in 1879, a journal, the Malthusian, discussed family limitatioh

mainly from the economic standpoint. This periodical continued lfnfll
1922 when the name, and to a considerable extent, the editorial P011“?
were changed. The Malthusian became the New Generation. It is still

published. In 1927 the League disbanded with a celebration dinner- It
considered its work finished. Membership had never been large, and
there had generally been annual deficits covered by the Drysdales and a few
large donors. With the general acceptance of birth control after the Wofld
War, with the newspapers devoting scores of columns monthly and b.111-
board headlines to birth control, there seemed little advantage in malfmg
further financial sacrifices. Then, too, Marie Stopes’s new organizatlon’
the Society for Constructive Birth Control,"8 founded in 1921, seemed more
in keeping with prevailing socialistic sentiment; it was less econoIlf1ic 2}“
more sentimental in its appeal. It soft-pedalled the appeal to classlcal

°° Little has been said in the present volume about the fine pioneering work of Charla:
R. D_rysda1e. His eareer will receive more adequate attention in a. subsequent vqllimtreating the economic and social history of contraception. Though he was a Physmlan’and though he seems to have been mainly responsible for the founding 0f the Medical
brahch 0f the League, Dr. Charles R. Drysdale’s career seems to me essentially economlc
1n Sigmficance.d. He was a dyed-in-the—wool Malthusian, and wrote not SO much from Eh:me .ica1,.als from the Malthusian viewpoint (see preceding note or BibliograPhy for a sof his writings).

67 ‘ ' . . - ‘d H&gzemc Methods of Famly Ltmz‘tation. For details on issues, see Bibliog
un er ALTHUSIAN LEAGUE, COMMITTEE OF. Also B. Dunlop and N. Haire.63 ' .
C. StlhZnghshes the Bm" ControlN5W, largely the personal organ of its editor, Dl'-

raphy

Marie
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economics, and stressed birth control as a health and eugenic measure.

George Standring preceded Stopes in this emphasis in his short-lived periodi-

cal, Birth Control, published in 1919.

Between 1880 and the present, especially since the war, the number of

writers on birth control in England has been so considerable that one can-

not hope to mention them all. Chief among those who have influenced

opinion recently are Stopes, Harold Cox, Julian Huxley, Harold Wright,

Norman Haire, Helena Wright, C. P. Blacker, Lord Buckmaster, Lord

Dawson of Penn, C. J. Bond, Dean Inge and many others. The works of

some of these are mentioned in the bibliography. Other titles associated

more Properly with the social history will appear later. Here attention is

merely directed to the fact that the efforts of these writers have furthered

the socialization of birth control.

Elsewhere will be found a brief account of the international Neo-Mal-

thusian conferences held in the past few decades.69 These interest—groups

dld much to further birth control on an international scale.

It is necessary now to return to developments in the United States in

the period following Owen and Knowlton.

“ Norman E. Himes, “Birth Control in Historical and Clinical Perspective,” Annals of

"164m" AWL: M31611, 1932. Cf., F. H. Hankins article on “Birth Control” in Encyclo-

fiedm 0f the Social Sciences, ii, 559—565. Hankins’ article is one of the best brief accounts

on birth control in print. Most of the articles on contraception in other encyclopedias

are third-rate performances.



CHAPTER XI

MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN

WRITERS

§1 INTRODUCTION

N AN earlier chapter it has been shown that Place and his disciples gave
I an impetus to the birth-control movement in the United States. We
observed further that there was a. boomerang action, and that Robert Dale

Owen and Charles Knowlton eventually had considerable influence UP?”
thought and conduct in England. Attention will now be directed to certaln
American authors of the second half of the nineteenth century whose Infill"
ence was almost exclusively American.
With one exception there are no scholarly monographs1 to which one 11.1”

turn for treatment of the writers about to be considered; even the mefllcal
histories and the recently-published and detailed Dictionary Of Amman
Biography omit virtually all of the men of interest for contraceptive develop-

ment and socialization, These circumstances, the inaccessibility _0f the
source materials, and the fact that my efforts in the past have been dlfeCted
mainly at studying the development of English Neo-Malthusianism 1n the
nineteenth century, have combined to render the following account muCh
less adequate than it ought to be. Doubtless there are many gaps that
need filling; but in a work covering the development of birth control thfough'
out the entire range of social evolution, it has not been possible, 1.n the
present state of our ignorance, to cover the American medical historz;

thoroughly. It can only be hoped that the subject has been advance_1
somewhat. Years of research will be required to fill in the details. Untl
this is done, premature generalization is a. little hazardous. Perhaps the
main outlines, conclusions and evaluations herein will find Support in mmdetailed research; perhaps some will need modification.
The individuals considered in this chapter, all physicians save Noyes, are

A. M. Mauriceau, J‘. Soule, John Cowan, R. T. Trall, John Humphrey

1 One may except Dr. F. M. Vreeland’s unpublished doctoral thesis in sociology 011%:Process ‘ff Refonfz with Especial Reference to Reform Groups in the Field of P01714011(UaneI'Slty of Michigan, 1929) even though it is mainly devoted to a study of the hlsI u
n

of the American Birth Control League as it throws light on the reform process. The teamI except this is that it contains some information on early figures in the American birth-control movement.

260
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Noyes, Alice B. Stockham, Edward Bliss Foote, Edward Bond Foote, and

“W. S. W.” Incidental mention is made of Daniel Winder and Harry

Knox Root. A following chapter (XII) will continue the medical history of

contraception in the United States during the second half of the nineteenth

century, but in that chapter there is special emphasis not on the writers of

books and pamphlets but on contributors to medical journals, especially on

contributors to the earliest medical—journal symposia.

In addition to the writers just mentioned, birth control was advocated,

in the second half of the century, by certain erratic and odd people con-

nected with various other reforms. Some were of doubtful character. The

policies advocated ranged from anarchism and free love to conservative

evangelical religion. Among these defenders of birth control were Mrs. E.

B. Dufiey,2 Lois Waisbrooker, Ida Craddock, Emma Goldman, Ben Reitman,

Abner Pope, Jay Fox, Abe Isaak, Mattie Sawyer, Moses Jull and perhaps

Isabel Beecher Hooker, and Hannah Macy Hinshaw. Space considerations

as well as a sense of perspective do not permit more than a passing reference

to them in the present account.3 Some information about them is given

1n Dr. F. M. Vreeland’s thesis“ and in Dr. Victor Robinson’s Pioneers of

Birth Control.5 The American writers in the period under consideration,

eSpecially those not considered in the following account, never reached the

level of theoretical discussion attained by the English writers.

Likewise, there is no detailed analysis here of the work for birth control

0f De Robigne M. Bennett, Ezra Heywood, Robert Ingersoll and Moses

Harman. It will be convenient to devote brief attention to them in con—

nection with the early legal struggles and the social history. None of

them was a physician, and they are of small significance for the medical

asPects of contraception.

”Mrs E‘ 13' Dufiey’ What women should know. A woman’s book about women containing

MW“ information for wives and mothers. Philadelphia, 1873. This recommends the

Stenle periOd, the only one known to the author. The Relations of the Sexes has a section

on the limitatiOIl 0f offspring. The author also wrote books on etiquette and dress.

a The same is true of Thomas Ewell, M.D., U. 8., Navy surgeon who, writing In. 180:],

recommemkd as a. preventive measure “embracing only in vessels filled with carbonic ac1d

or azotic gas.” (Art. on “Generation” inMedioal Repository, iv (1807), 131—133). Ewell

‘thought the fertility 0f Negroes high (Which it is not) because they frequently had coxtus

1n the Open air. Oxygen or pure air (not to be found in beds) promoted fertihty—hence

the bizarre contraceptive.
:- 4 The Process of Reform with Especial Reference to Reform Grow): in the Field of P0171410-

to): (Enpublished thesis, University of Michigan, 1929), pp. 31—56.

V1°t°r Robinson, Pioneers of Birth Control. New York: Voluntary Parenthood

League, 1919, pp. 107.
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§2 A. M. MAURICEAU

Even a summary of the diffusion of contraceptive information in America

during the nineteenth century should make at least some mention of Maun-

ceau’s Married Woman’s Private Medical Companion (1847).” Mauriceau
who described himself as a “Professor of Diseases of Women,” and who
maintained an office at 129 Liberty Street, New York City, was probably
a quack. At best he was a popularizer of medical knowledge.6 There is

internal evidence that Mauriceau lived in France, and moved to thlS

country. In the edition used in the present investigation (1851), pages
104—156 are devoted to the prevention of conception. Page after page ‘5
quoted from Robert Dale Owen with scarcely a mention of his name]

Mauriceau complains that Owen is unaware of Desomaux’s method of con-
traception. Desomaux, it would seem, was a French physician, who used
a “French secret” for the prevention of conception. For this method

Mauriceau had an exclusive distribution agency (sic) for the United States-
The fee was ten dollars. We are piously informed by the author that it was

with some reluctance that he was induced to accept the exclusive agenCY«
He was so overwhelmed, however, with testimonials to the efiicacy 0f the

method, and so impressed with warm expressions of gratitude and thankful-

ness for its helpfulness, that he decided to be of assistance to the American
people in this matter.

Its efficacy [avows Mauriceau] is beyond question, as in Europe, among the highs:classes espec1ally, it is universally used. . . of late among all classes. Thoflsap haof married persons have for years used it with invariable success. . . . The princlp

5‘ A. M. Mauriceau, The Married Woman’s Private Medical Companion, “”b’Ming [.116treatment of menstruation, or monthly turns, during their stoppage, irregularity, or ean
suszression. Pregnancy, and how it may be determined; with the treatment of ”‘9 ”(momdiseases. Discovery to prevent pregnancy; the great and important necessity where malfo’ma'
film or inability exists to give birth. To firevent miscarriage or abortion when 1’7”?” annecessary to eflect miscarriage, when attended with entire safety. Causes and mode of “”521barrehness, or sterility. The first edition evidently appeared in New York in 1847' hcopy IS on deposit in the Surgeon General’s Library. I have used the 1851 editi°n' T ehasten Medical Library owns a copy dated 1855, and the Surgeon General’s Library 1.1”,in addition to the first edition, other editions dated 1849, 1854, and 1855. These IePrmt’
mgs suggest that the work was in popular demand.

°. The author states in his Preface that the object of his work is “to extend to every
female, whether wife, mother or daughter, such information as will best qualify her to
Judge Of her own maladies [sic], and, having ascertained their existence, [to teach her how
to 1'apply the proper remedies” (p. iii) This is a sort of home medical book.7 pwen never took out a copyright on his Moral Physiology and Permitted anyone toreprmt the work but ~ - ’ ' ht 110'; be

_ , requested that copy be submitted in order that he 1mg
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upon which it prevents conception is to neutralize8 the fecundating properties in

semen, and it preserves and conduces to the health of the female by eradicating all

predxsposition to sexual weakness, fluor—albus, or whites, the falling of the womb,

8m, and restores and maintains ...e1asticity and firmness of the generative

function. . . . 9

Mauriceau also claimed that his method was indispensable in cases of mal-

formation, deformed pelvis, and a low state of health.

We are not told exactly what the method is, but it would seem to be not

a. French pessary or cervical cap, but rather douching with some secret

solution. It is possible that it was a suppository.

Mauriceau’s method of treatment of the subject brands him as a quack10

tether than as a bonafide member of the medical profession. But his work

Is of interest to us in the undoubted influence which his book must have

had in the late forties and in the decade of the fifties. It is extremely

doubtful if Robert Dale Owen would have approved the use by Mauriceau

0f long extracts from his Moral Physiology. The whole tone and temper of

the Medical Companion is not in accord with the good taste Owen always

Showed in his writings on this subject.

Mauriceau is also of importance as a forerunner of the popular medical

books by Dr. E. B. Foote, and Dr. E. B. Foote, J12, and other early American

medical writers partial to contraception to whom attention will be given

after Trail.

A Popular home medical encyclopedia somewhat similar to the volumes

1aterissued by E. B. Foote was Harry Knox Root’s, The People’s Lighthouse

Of-Med'icine, the fourteenth edition of which was published in 1856. Did

£1115 fiTSt appear in the ’forties? It recommended (p. 155) the condoin and

prevention powders” presumably to be used in douching. The c1rcula-

tlon Of this book is not known to me.

A Pamphlet of unknown influence dating from the late ’fifties and pre-

Stlmably discussing technique was the Marriage Chart “By an Ohio Phy51-

Plan,” most likely Dr. Daniel Winder.11 What seems to be a unique copy

1n the Possession of the Library of Congress is temporarily, perhaps perma.

S'The phaseology here (to neutralize the fecundating properties in semen) is Knowi-

iOn s. It suggests that Knowlton also influenced Mauriceau, who never mentioned 1115

me.

:oPunCtliation slightly altered. _ ’

” Abortifacients are referred to on pp. 16-17 where Maunceau speaks of M. Desotfiaux 5

Portuguese female pills.” In the Chapter on “Sterility” the author states that M01;

and’s (Efifir’ ” will prove “infallible,” “if the case is curable.” (p. 234) This “alum:

he :dVertised for sale in his oflice.

w‘ hBy an Ohio physician, A rational or private marriage chart.

‘5 ‘0 Prevent an increase of family. Mansfield, 0., 1858.

For the use of all who
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nently, “lost.” The same is true of G. W. Warren’s A Confidential Letter
to the Married, Which the Library of Congress still has indexed under pre-
vention of conception. It was published at Cleveland, Ohio in 1854 (p131
28). I know nothing of its content, for no other copy is available. But It
is worth recording here as a. pamphlet of the ’fifties.

§3 J. SOULE

In about the same category With Mauriceau, though probably 1555 influen-tial, is to be placed J. Soule, MD. The full title12 of his seventy-tWO page
pamphlet, Science of Reproduction and Reproductive Cantral, which seemsfo
have appeared in Cincinnati, Ohio, about 1856,13 rather well typifies lis
contents. Only the last of the four parts Will be of concern here, since thlS
section alone treats of contraceptive technique and indications. But a
general 'description is in order: Part I deals with “The Imperative Duty (3fSome to Have No Children,” and with the “Duty of All to Limit Tile“
Families According to Their Circumstances.” Part II is of interest chlefly
in showing how liberal views on the prevention of conception could be
mixed in a single volume with antiquated unscientific opinionS, based largelyon Tissot, regarding the frightful evils of masturbation and the “inhumanpractice” of having sexual integeourse at certain times. Part III deals
with the “Philosophy of Concep't'ion.” The last few pages are devoted to
answering objections to birth coritrol, and contain nothing new. SO muchfor a general description.
Regarding his purpose in publishing the pamphlet, Soule says,

. I write this book, first, because society wants it and needs it, aIEd therefgfi:ought to have it. Second, because there is no work [SiCI in WhiCh thls sublecfully afld philosophically Presented. These are sufficient reasons to fully jUStifythe writing of any work.”1

Later in the pamphlet Soule says “I make no apology for introducing my
book Into society, for I believe it Will be a blessing to the race.”“5

1’ J. §oule, Science of Refiroductz'an and Reproductive Control. The Necessity of ”mi
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This is followed by a discussion of contraceptive technique and indica-

tions which discussion is a part of the justification, of course, of publication.

There is treatment of the safe period (unsafe), the prevention of ovulation,

withdrawal, the condom, expulsion of the semen by exercise or injections,

the Sponge, douches with tannin water or plain cold water. Internal reme—

dies may cause sterility, but none of these should be taken without medical

advice. Soule mentions the following drugs as destroying spermatozoa:

opium, prussic acid, iodine, strychnine, and alcohol. How these drugs,

some of which are certainly dangerous, were to be used, Soule does not say.

‘ In that respect his work may have had unfortunate results. He thinks

that cold water is preferable to warm in douches—a view certainly not held

in our time—and, interestingly enough, mentions contraceptive powders

as being sold in the U. S. A. in the ’fifties, presumably to be added to douches.

We are modestly told that Soule’s book furnishes the reader “all the in—

formation on this subject that is worth knowing, and much that is not

Pllblished in any other work.”16 We are informed further that “no other

work in the English language” discusses the subject so fully! The work

embraces all that is published, in all other works on this subject, and

more.”17

Soule’s treatise contained only fragmentary mention of what would now

be considered indications. The Malthusian or economic indication is

mentioned, as are also malformations and diseases of the ovaries, and likeli—

hOOd of hereditary transmission of disease, mental or physical. Those

married persons also need contraception Who are unable to transmit to their

Offspring healthy andvigorous constitutions ; likewise the unhappily married.

Hence there is stress on positive as well as negative eugenics. The scope of

the Present work does not permit discussion of the legitimacy of indications

f0r Contraception, but they ought to be stated as a. matter of historical record.

Th'e inclusion, however, of the unhappily married is so unusual amohg

Writers on contraception in this period that it is worthy of special emphasm.

JUSt What was in Soule’s mind is not clear; perhaps he felt that those who

Were not well adapted to one another would not be likely to provide a

suitable psychic environment for the training and upbringing of children.

AiSO Such marriages are more likely to be broken and to leave children

inth°ut the usual guidance of two parents. But only the germs Of these

“1.6615 are in Soule’s work. None the less, the fact that he considered marital

dISharmonY an indication for contraception shows how far in advance. of

f—Ven Contemporary medical opinion Soule was. Is this the first mentlon

In medical literature of this indication? The writer can think of no prede-

1‘ 155d» p. 69.
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cessor at the moment. Naturally there will be differences of opinion as to

wisdom of the indication.

theThat Soule had been influenced by Malthusian thought, and that there

is implicit in his doctrine the idea of spacing, is clear from the Statemenlt

that “Those who ought to have children, have no right to have more C111.-

dren than they can properly care for. . . 3’18 “The happiness of a woman:

seriously undermined if she has to bear one child rapidly after another.

also creates economic difficulty for the husband.”19 ' H'
Sou'le was quite possibly a writer of less than ordinary attalnments. . 15

arguments are often weak, illogical, and half-informed; but his conclusmn;

were sometimes sound. The value of the sound points is at tlmes reducef

by overstatement, as when he expects too much of birth control by Wayge
eliminating crime and abortion.20 DesPite these defects, .there seem t: e
certain new emphases in his little book. Soule’s treatise ls rare, and t er
is no evidence that his influence was other than very nominal.

§4 JOHN COWAN

Another writer of limited importance, heretofore overlooked; 1“" lg}:
Cowan, M.D., who published in 1869, that is, four years before the“ ie-
Comstock Law was passed, a treatise21 containing a Chapter on the pnd
vention of conception.”22 Cowan is best described as a popularxzer (lis-
“pot-boiler.” His account of contraceptive technique, though unsah/
factory, must have played some role—no one can estimate just how muc ass
in popularizing contraceptive knowledge. He reports that “T0 comp as
the end of prevention all manner of means are and have been used, buft’the
a rule, all tending more or less to the physical and spiritual harm 0 )is
individual.”24 The Oneida perfectionist’s method (congressus reservamslth
described as expressing'a low and animal nature, and as injurious to hza‘flei
The Biblical method (coitus interruptus) is “beastly” and does no,“ {-1110d
from self-abuse. We are then told that continence is the only Sure me 1d:“The employment of coverings for the male organ, made of rubber 01' 8°

13 Ibid., p. 10.
19 Ibid., p. 14.
3° See statements on p. 14.
21 John Cowan, The Sciem;
’2 Ch. x, pp. 108-113. .

. SaufldhlS pen were: The Use of Tobacco vs. Purity: chum” agfrficlioflHealth. New York: Cowan & Co., 1870, pp. 76. Self-Help in the Attainment of
ta 3of Character and Success in Life. New York: Cowan & Co., 1870. Cowan also WWbook on Disease ofthe Heart, no doubt of a. popular nature.\ 3‘ Science of a New Life, p. 109.

4

.405.e of a New Life. New York: Cowan & Con 1869’ pp- 9
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beater’s skin, is certainly effectua13”26 but they dull sensation, are animal,

and irritate the vagina. “The use by the woman, of sponge or rubber pads,

placed against the mouth of the womb, to prevent the entrance of the sperm,

are somewhat used, and widely advertised and sold under many different

names by quacks.”26 They prevent pleasure (sic), and are not reliable

owing to the possibility of misplacement.27 Cold-water douching “may

or may not be successful,” and is inadvisable on other grounds. Prolonged

lactation should be avoided as unreliable and undesirable. Drugs were

not only ineffectual but injurious. Then “there are other methods of pre-

vention, and some of them [are] more disastrous in their effects than any

enumerated, the rationale of which it is useless to mention.”28

Cowan was not well—informed, in that he stressed the “physical and spiri-

tual harm” of the use of contraceptives, but his book must have spread

some enlightenment and some erroneous notions regarding prevention.29

:I‘hough the book seems never to have been quoted, and though Cowan’s

Influence must have been modest, he deserves a small place among the

mid-nineteenth century American writers on birth control. The first

edition of The Science of a New Life seems to have appeared in 1869; other

Issues in 1870 and 1871. In the ’seventies Cowan’s work seems to have

d1ed a natural death, but it appeared in a revised edition, without the chap—

ter on prevention, in New York in 1915 (see Bibliography). It is possible

gift the Comstock Law of 1873 caused a temporary suspension, if such was

6 fact.

§5 R. T. TRALL (1812—1877)

An American writer of some English influence in the mid-nineteenth

Century Was R. T. Trall. His Sexual Physiology“o was first published in

America in 1866, and went through three editions in the year isshed.

TWenty Years later (1886) it was in its fortieth thousand. The Appendifc to

Trall’s Hydropathic Encyclopedia (1852 or 1853) mentions the safe period,

and justifies the voluntary control of parenthood. Despite Trall’s influ-

ence, his thinking was often illogical and his views contradictory. One

“16%., p. 110.
“Ibid.

21 The Same objection is heard in our time. If the sponge is large enough, the likelihood

0fgum? from this cause is much reduced.

Ibtdv P. 112.

s 29 Th“? is another book by Cowan presumably discussing prevention that I have not

“3' It 15: What AllMarried People Shauld Know. Chicago: OgilVie, 1903. . .

R[usseu] T[hacher] Trall, Sexual Physiology; A Scientific and Popular Exposztwn of

- Fundamental Problems in Sociology. Glasgow, 1866. There are about twenty cards

In the Library 0f Congress on Trall. He wrote on popular physiology, hygiene, hydro-

etapy’ Vegetarianism, temperance reform, and even elocution.
/.
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cannot even be certain that he is genuinely to be ranked among the birth-
control pioneers of the nineteenth century. Undoubtedly Stopes makes too ‘
much of his importance.31 Yet, on the other hand, some of his more pious
statements may have been included to disarm criticism. .

Trall seems to have held that a woman had an absolute right to determine
when she should, and when she should not conceive. However, in d15-

cussing the danger of too frequent pregnancies, he declares that abstinence

is the only remedyaz—hardly a very progressive viewpoint even for 1866-
Later he states that abstinence is “not always possible, nor is it alwalyS
proper.”33 If sexual intercourse is restricted to the mid—period, he avow5,
pregnancy will seldom occur. But this method is not infallible.34 A.ny
obstruction placed against the os, preventing the seminal fluid from corrimg
into contact with the ovum, will be an infallible [sic] preventive. A piece
of soft sponge introduced as high in the vaginal canal as possible Will; when
it is kept in position, prove a sure preventive. “These suggestions” Trail
declares, “may enable the ingenious woman to adopt some device on emer-
gencies that will accomplish the object.”35 In connection with a discussmn

of the manner in which impregnation takes place Trall mentions, as contra-

ceptive methods, coughing, sneezing, jumping [l], cold water douches, and
massages [l] which may be used to cause the uterus to contract (191C143,‘
He does not, however, hold that these methods will prevent conception 1.11
all cases.36 Referring to the “movement cure” practiced, according to his
statement, in the Friendly Islands and in Iceland, Trail Writes:

Some women have that flexibility and vigor of the whole muscular system thatthey can, by [an] effort of will, prevent conception. They can, by a Yomptarybearing—down effort so compress the abdominal muscles upon the pelv1c.v15cerif
as to cause the uterus to contract with a degree of force that expels the Impregnated egg, or at least causes it to be moved from the point where impregnationoccurred.”

31 Stopes speaks of Trall’s discussion of technique as “not bettered un’Ci1 two or thfeeyears ago”; (truly an amazing statement); and of the book as dealing “meoundly WI .matters of sex and marriage,” and as “being packed with extraordinarily VE’J‘J‘"ble deductiens.” (Contraception, 1923, p. 289; 1925 ed., pp. 327-329; 1931ed.,p- 301') Far £231:being an excellent treatment of the subject, as Stopes implies, it was a mere mUd
. u n

f
headed vulgarizatxon of it. Stopes also speaks (“Early Days of Birth Control,” P' 1.7);Trail as the author of an article entitled “New Theory of Popu‘lation” in the WWW”:Remw, 1852. This was, of c. curse, by Herbert Spencer. Trall only reprinted it! t32 Ibzd., p. 203—204. This fact, coupled with the pious tone of the book, may accounfor the fact that Trall’s work escaped the vigilance of Comstock’s crusade.as ma, p. 205.

3‘ Ibid., p. 206.
36 ma, pp. 212—213.
M ma, p. 209.
'7 Ibid., p. 211.
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If this is not a figment of Trall’s imagination, the method mentioned is an

abortifacient, and may not properly be classified among contraceptives.

For the practice, as described above, is carried out only after the ovum is

fertilized. One wonders if this is related to the practice reported in Chapter

Ias employed in Southeastern Asia. Perhaps the purpose is there some-

what different; to cause retroversion or anteflexion of the uterus. If it is

similar, this is an interesting instance of the persistence throughout the

range of social development of a practice intended to prevent reproduction

or even fertilization.

§6 MALE CONTINENCE AND KAREZZA

(6a) John Humphrey Noyes (1811—1886) and Male Continence

Though Noyes’s significance is perhaps more economic and eugenical

than medical, this account would be incomplete without reference to his

efiperiment in “scientific propagation” and to his special method of concep-

thIl control. Noyes was the founder of a communistic colony of the volun-

tary type (a type not to be confused with what is now commonly known as

?Ommunism) bound together by religious doctrines known as Perfection-

lsmfis His followers eventually settled near Oneida, New York, adopted a

community 0f goods and a system of “complex marriage,” including “stirp1—

culture" (from stock, root), according to which members of the colony

V01untari1y gave Noyes, or a committee, authority to arrange matings for

the purpose of biologically improving the stock. Noyes seems to havehad

the Power of choice most of the time; but in selecting mates he was exerc1smg

no rights not signed over to him. In the early days of the stirpicultural

period (1869-1879 inclusive) piety seems to have been the chief basis of

selection; only later were health and intelligence emphasized; and I am

not sure that they were ever the main or exclusive basis of selection.

The c0mmunity’s method of conception control is also of interest. Male

antinence (other names, Karezza, Magnetation Method, more properly,

”0m“ reservatus) consists in normal, unclothed entry followed by inove-

HEentS but not ejaculation. Too close an approach to the climax is inten-

tionally aVOidEd, and, as is not so commonly understood about this method,

de‘iumescence takes place intravaginally until normal circulation is restored.

It 15 Claimed by the adherents of male continence that, when detumes-

cenCe takes place inside rather than outside, there are no harmful efiects,

38 Hence the group was often known as the “Perfectionists” or “Oneida Perfectionists.”

ey Were called Perfectionists because they believed that as they came mto perfect com-

mIInion With Jesus Christ most of the world’s troubles would disappear—mt only sin but

death itself.
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nervous or otherwise. The method differs from withdrawal, or coitus
interruptus, in that this last is usually followed by ejaculation. '
The idea first occurred to Noyes in 1844. An inquiry from a medlcal

student led him to put his views in writing in 1866; and so frequent were
the requests for a reply that Noyes printed it in leaflet form.38a N0t 1111111
1872, however, was his chief tract on birth control, Male Continence, pl_lb-
fished.”b Noyes stood not only for controlled paternity but for scientific

human reproduction, for what would now be called eugenics, for the sexual
rights of women,——for these at a time when such views scandalized. In
viewing conception control and eugenics as necessary concomitants to
fundamental social reform, he anticipated much of the best thought 0f
ensuing decades. As early as 1848 Noyes had said:

We are not opposed to procreation. But we are opposed to involuntary 131°“
creation. We are opposed to excessive and, of course, oppressive. procregtlm}:
which is almost universal. We are opposed to random procreation, which fis
unavoidable in the marriage system. But we are in favor of intelligent: Weé
ordered Procreation. . . . We believe the time will come when involuntary and
random procreation will cease, and when scientific combination will be .apphgsa
to human generation as freely and successfully as it is to that of other animals-

As an expression of insight and conviction this is a remarkable statement
for its period. Owen and Knowlton had expressed similar views in different

language; and it is probable that Noyes obtained from Robert Dale 0‘3”“
the idea that sexual union had a love as well as a reproductive function'
Undoubtedly the idea is very old; but he had read Owen’s Moral Phys'wlogyé
Noyes doubtless believed, as many still do, that he originated the 1dea ;’

coitus reservams. But that is extremely doubtful. In fact it i5 probabl;
not true. References to the index of this work will show earlier mention 0
the practice of coitus reservatus. However, Noyes probably wrote m0“:
about it than anyone up to his time; and he was quite probably the firs
to give male continence a theoretical and doctrinal setting. We have seeln
(P- 127) that a Japanese teacher, Kaibara, urged suppression of the m“
orgasm in the mistaken belief that it would increase longeVity‘ Butknow of no evidence that Noyes he. 1d any such belief. , . i511In a. med1ca1eva1uation of male continence it is important to dlstmgu
between two problems: (1) its usefuhiess to the community; (2) its usaffll-

39" John Humphrey Noyes,
A Letter of Inquiry Answered. Oneida, New York, 1866.

'da. 335 John Humphrey Noyes, Male Continence. Oneida, New York: Office Of the 01161Circular [a colony Journal], 1872, pp. 24; 1877, pp. 32.33° Declared in 1848, but published in February 1849 in the “First Annual Reporthe Oneida. Community.”
’

, AMcue Continence; or Self-Control in Sexual Inlef‘coum

tof
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ness for us. Perhaps Noyes knew only of withdrawal and obstructus in

the early days; if so, by 1870 he had come to reject condoms, sponges and

”lotions” as “unnatural, unhealthy and indecent, and of course destruc-

tive to love.” [Oneida Circular, viii (1870), 212.]

In an age of modern techniques male continence would seem to have

little merit as a contraceptive technique, whatever may be said for it as a

variant in the art of love. My judgment is that the majority of informed

medical opinion would disapprove it as a contraceptive technique. Cer-

tainly it leaves something very important out of the sexual relation. Writ-

ers on contraceptive technique and its history generally condemn coitus

reservatus. Some of these writers may go too far in mentioning nervous

disease as a probable result; but one might theoretically expect it to pre-

dispose to nervous tension at least. At all events, it is unphysiological,

contrary to the sexual pattern of the male developed over a long historical

period, a pattern now well-ingrained, as indeed it is in all copulating animals.

I do not believe this pattern can be lightly opposed. Anyhow, what is its

advantage in this day of reliable contraceptives? Normal coitus with

Climax is probably the most intense joy in human experience. Why crucify

mankind on a cross of religious mysticism? Only the leadership of Noyes’s

magnetic personality and great religious devotion could induce normally-

sexed people to adopt such a régime. It is safe to say that the hedonistic

lmPlllses of mankind will make the general spread of male continence im-

Possible. It involves a strain on human nature which can easily be avoided

In our time, whatever the limited knowledge of the Community members.

It is as a contraceptive technique that I have criticized male continence.

It may well have merit as a. variation in the art of love; but that is not

under adjudication here. I am inclined to think, however, that the Oneida

Community stands out historically as perhaps the only group experiment,

at least in the Western World, placing great emphasis upon full satisfaction

of the woman, and this in a culture dominated by male attitudes.

Reports are available on the health and longevity of colony members.

A Syracuse gynecologist, Dr. Van der Warker, found no injurious effects

0f mElle continence after physical examinations made in 1877;38d and Theo-

dore R' Noyes, M.D., John Humphrey’s son, reporting after twenty—two

years, contended that nervous diseases were far below the average for the

Countryfifla

It is certain that infant and general mortality were low. Of the sixty-two

sad Ely Van der Warker, “A Gynecological Study of the Oneida Community:" Amer.

31"!” AUEUSt, 1884. Dr. Van der Warker was a professor 0f high standing.

H °Theodore R. Noyes, Med. Gazette, October 22, 1870. See also, “Report on the

ealth of Children in the Oneida Community.” Oneida, New York, 1873; PP- 8-

J.
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births in the stirpicultural period (1869—1879 inclusive), four were still-

births, and some were unauthorized by the committee. There was only one
death under one year, a. phenomenally low incidence of infant mortahty for

that, or even the present, period. There was one death at seven years;
another at nineteen. Of the fifty-eight live births, fifty-five thus reached

twenty or more years. As late as 1921, when Dr. Hilda Noyes reported on
mortality at the Second International Congress of Eugenicsfif’ fifty—two
survived. At the present time (November, 1935) forty—six remaln, anti the
oldest is sixty-six. In fact, in the sixty years since the middle of the 5.“.pr
cultural period, there have been but twelve deaths among the ongmal
fifty-eight live births. _

This represents an extraordinarily low mortality experience. .Back .111
1921 Edwin W. Kopf, then assistant statistician of the Metropohtan L1fe
Insurance Company, studied the mortality experience of the stirplculturel

children using a Scandinavian method applicable to small groups; the ”Flo
of actual to expected mortality. He found that the Oneida Comm}mlty
experience was “only 25 per cent of that which would have occurred 1f the

total Registration Area death rates had prevailed, only 32 per cent of 11:

typical rural mortality experience, and 24 per cent of the total New Yor
state experience.” “In general,” he added, “I believe it is safe to say that
two-thirds fewer deaths occurred among this Oneida Community grOUP
than if a typical rural experience of recent times had prevailed.” He ex-
plained the experience as follows: “One may conclude that the hardy New
England stock represented in these Oneida Community matings; and th:
exceptional intelligence applied to Community domestic and persona

hygiene, have shown results in a low mortality experience without prece-
dent in the history of modern sanitary science.”4° ckS
This extraordinarily interesting social experiment foundered on them As

of internal dissension and external religious bigotry and persecution. . n

Noyes aged, his powers of leadership declined. The younger generatlor
and new recruits came to have, in an expanding age of science, less few:for NOyeS’S religious doctrines. Hence the main bond of union was W531;
ened. When Noyes and the older men began selecting the younger Womeethat was the beginning of the end. Not only several young men, but 50mm

0f the young women, then began to oppose non—monogamy; and the 5Y5te

.

- ‘n
.3°.Hllda H. Noyes & George W. Noyes, “The Oneida Community ExpirlmeittllwStn-pxculture,” in Eugenics, Genetics and the Family, being vol. i of the Proceedings 0 'Second International Cong 1t]-- . ress of Eugenics, New York City, September’ 1921' Bamore:W1111ams & Wilkins, 1923.

\ 4° Ms.1etter to Dr. Hilda H. Noyes, March 26, 1921.
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of complex marriage, devised to reform marriage “in the world,” resulted

only in wrecking the community!“

External pressure, however, played a substantial, if inferior, r61e. Oppo-

sition to complex marriage was aroused in upper New York state clerical

circles mainly through the activity of a misguided and ultra—pious Hamilton

College professor. Prosecution and even special legislation was threatened.

Prosecution on the ground of bigamy would have been impossible; for no

marriages had taken place. A small portion of the public and even some of

the newspapers openly sympathized with Noyes as a victim of bigotry. But

the demagogues, as so often happens, carried the day and Noyes was spirited

into a. forced “exile.” Noyes was now a feeble old man, broken in spirit

and will, by a combination of circumstances quite beyond his control. The

story of his retreat, as told by Parker,“b is one of the most touching and

dramatic episodes in the history of social experiment in this country. The

flag 0f biOgtry and public misunderstanding had now been nailed to the

Iriast. Noyes had paid the penalty for courageously acting on advanced

Views in a. world that appreciates all too lightly the social value of toleratlon.

Society Will pay for this blunder for a long time to come. By this state-

ment I do not mean to imply that I approve all the measures of the expen-

ment. But difference from me, as Terence once remarked, is not .the

measure of absurdity. It may well be that complex marriage is impos51ble

f°r any group. On that the verdict of history is not, in my view, yet fn‘
At all events, there is no gainsaying the fact that the Oneida Communlty

Was the .most interesting eugenical experiment ever tried.4°° On the bn'th

4““ It seems quite conceivable that in another age of greater social and ethical maturity

the mores may view with a. broader tolerance such a system of complex marriage as Noyes

Suggested. Though pair marriage, or monogamy, has existed in virtually evei‘y soc1ety,

even In those in which pclygamy has been sanctioned, a perfectly rational socxety would

carry Noyes’s ideas further and not only take great pains about matings but would adopt

eutelegenesis. .

Eutalegenesis may be defined as the use, through artificial insemination, of especxally

Well SEleCt‘id male seed for the fertilization of equally wisely-chosen potential methers fer

the Purpose of ixnproving the human stock. A beginning in artificial insemination 15

already being made in the instance of biological failure of the male. Eutelegene51s has

One advantage Over complex marriage: it does not interfere with the well-established insti-

tutlon of monogamy. Will society ever be rational enough to adopt the essentlals 0f

eutelegenesis? Or will this idea be demagogically branded as “the ethics Of the barnyard

applied to human relations.” For an interesting article on the subject, see Herbert

Brewer, “Eutelegenesis,” Eugenics Review, xxvii, 121—126 (111155 1935)‘ ,

Comb Robert Allerton Parker, A Yankee Saint. John Humphrey N”3’93 and ”‘9 Oneula

mMunity. New York: Putnam 1935.
40°F“ further information, see Havelock Ellis, Studies, vi, 553-554; 517'6223 John

Hflmphrey Noyes, “Essay on Scientific Propagation,” Madcm Think”: 1870_ (315° re—
Pnnted by the Oneida. Community); Anita. Newcomb McGee, “An Experiment 111 Human

shrpiculture’n Amer. Anthrop., October, 1891; Parker, 0?. “1‘
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control side, the verdict of Dr. Robert L. Dickinson is worthy of rhuch
weight. In an unpublished letter to Dr. Hilda H. Noyes, he wrote: The
Oneida Community experience is, as far as I can judge, the onIy 10ng-con-

tinued, deliberate, organized, and consistent experiment in blrth control

by a group of intelligent people using a single method, combmed Wlth

physical examinations to check up the efiects of healt .” Further, I am

informed by a reliable source that four—fifths of the children were planned.

Some may hold the view that Noyes’s views on sex were merely encon—

sious rationalizations induced to quiet a New England conscience 1n the

presence of a strong sex urge, revolting against the restraints of monogamy,
and impelled to express itself under conditions of variety. But even 1f this

contention is granted—and I am not at all sure that it should be—nothmg

can alter the record of his courage and insight along many lines. _
From exile Noyes advised the community to renounce complex marrlag:

in deference to public opinion, and tense was the atmosphere When tha
letter was read in public meeting in the community hall. NOYBS S advme
was accepted, and community of goods was likewise given up. Members
married, but a few mothers could not immediately find mates because they

were committed to others. Women who had never felt personal msecurlty

before, under hated communism, now faced it “in the world.” ThlS was

just one more phase of the tragedy.
The

The colony had been economically successful for thirty—tWO years. e
members—upright, law-abiding, God—fearing citizens, Whom everyOI;t

respected who ever had personal contact with them, who made horifd
goods and kept their contracts as solemn obligations—were now Ca e-
upon to readjust their entire lives. As voluntary communism was i;
nounced, a joint stock company was set up (now the well-known One:he

Ltd., manufacturers of Community silver plate), and the assets Of or-
stock company distributed equitably among the former member's: aPPt1
tioned partly on the basis of the number of years of membershlp, IE;
on the basis of the property brought to the original communitY- Ch! rn-
were given a guarantee up to sixteen years of age in proportion to the with

ings of the company; and at the age of sixteen each child was endowed W
a bonus of $200.

. - i-Thus ended one of the most interesting experiments of its kmd- orlifit
nality and courage, if not genius, had been forced into exile. A greati’SP 11
had been broken. But what did it matter so long as “civilizatlon a
“public morality” had been saved for the future?

(611) Alice B. Stookham and Karezza

. . der
Noyes’s method was Popularized in the ’eighties and !mnet1es undiff . merent names (Karezza and sedular absorption) by Dr. Ahce Stockha ’
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who was considerably influenced by Noyes. She was a popular medical

writer whose chief works were Karezza, Parenthood, and Tokology. Her

treatises have little scientific value, but find a place here inasmuch as they

had a modest influence in diffusing, together with much mysticism on

religion and marriage, an undesirable form of birth control.41 Whether the

medical historian or sociologist approves of such literature or not, if it has

even a modest influence, it is worthy of passing mention in a detailed history.

Moreover, my estimate of Stockham’s significance is much more modest

than that accorded her by some other writers. It is therefore desirable

that Stockham’s place in the history of birth control be put on record even

if her niche in history is hardly very secure.

Stockham believed that Karezza (prolonged coitus without emission) Was

the scientific method of controlling conception. The book by that title is

Permeated with mysticism, a queer kind of religionism and with much

Sentimental idealism. Quite possibly the cheap sentimentality of Stock-

llam’s literary output—Stockham would call it spirituality—was a factor

in Preventing prosecution. Though Karezza and the other books were

never very frank in discussing contraceptive technique, some of the editions

mentioned methods, but only to condemn them.

Although Toleology is mainly devoted to such subjects as impregnation,

the hygiene and diseases of pregnancy, abortion, menstruation, the change

of life, etc., passing reference is given to the prevention of conception. A

FomParison of various editions shows that the texts varied. For example,

In the 1885 American edition there was no discussion of preventive means,

13% the 1887 edition mentioned withdrawal, the syringe, drugs (i-eu medi-

cated douches), and “sedular absorption.” We are told that withdrawal

causes nervousness, dyspepsia, insomnia, and uterine disorders.42 But

Pml‘mEEd coitus without emission never has bad effects! “Drugs that are

used to destroy the germ are usually injurious, and cannot accomplish the

Purpose beYond the vagina.”43 Stockham adds that “Some of the appli-

fumes sold for this purpose [prevention] are a sure prevention by mechamcal

Interference. If the material is pliable, the only possible injury 1s from

preventing complete interchange of magnetism, and the harm is cenSIdered

a more negative than a positive one.”44 The author usefully Indicates the

“ Even as late as 1915 Margaret Sanger published a pamphlet on “Magnetatxon

Methods of Birth Control,” New York, n.d., pp. 20, c. 1915. This was the Noyes-Stock-

ham method. Mrs. Sanger was not long, however, in learning better meth°§$g Since the
technique is just as “natural” as use of the unestablished sterile period, 1t 15 awonder

?aflmlic writers have not made more use of it. I understand, however, that it ’5 offi-

Clally sanctioned.

‘2 Tokology (1887), p. 325.
" 15121., p. 326.
“ Ibid.
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erroneousness of the idea that, if a woman avoids orgasm, she will not be-
come pregnant. The 1897 edition discusses withdrawal, the syringe,
“withholding,” sedular absorption but not appliances.
In the Toronto edition of Tokology the last chapter called a “Familiar

Letter” discusses the limitation of ofl‘spring. We are told that birth con-
trol is a “subject of frequent inquiry.”45 Few women, we are assured,would abuse such knowledge if they possessed it. Though WOmen shnnk
from forced maternity, and from the bearing of children under unusual
burdens, in general, they desire adequate reprOduction. She declares that
it is her professional experience that “more women seek to overcome causes
of sterility than to obtain knowledge of limiting the size of the family.”
Withdrawal is again condemned.47 Stockham objects to the use of ti“;
syringe and describes drugs (medicated douches) as “usually injurious. 4
If the woman avoids orgasm that will not protect her. Regarding the 5%period we are informed that women can “usually depend upon this law.The core of Stockham’s point of view is perhaps best expressed in the “110""
ing sentence: “Believing in the rights of unborn children, and in the ma-
ternal instinct, I am consequently convinced that no knowledge Shmfld bewithheld that will secure proper conditions for the best parenthood.”5°

It is difficult to estimate the true influence of Tokology, but the elder I700”
seemed to think that it did much to extend a knowledge of the P‘J‘rtlcularbirth-control practice recommended. This seems quite POSSible becaute
the earliest edition which I have happened to trace is one PubliShed m1885. This was marked as the twenty~ninth edition. Even if it wereonly the twenty-ninth issue, this suggests a certain popularitY- dEven more influential than Trall and certainly more so than Noyes anStockham were Dr. Edward Bliss Foote and his son, Dr. Edward Bond
Foote,whose works, especially those of the elder Foote, enjoyed an enormohs
circulation, thus doing much to prepare the public mind for Changes In. . .

r°Pln10n Whlch many have erroneously assumed to be a phenomenon 0f ou
generation solely.

§7 EDWARD BLISS room (1829—1906)
The elder Foote was born in Ohio in 1829, became a printer’s devil :1:

16, later a Journalist, and at twenty a. journal editor. By his twenty-fift
War he had become an assistant and secretary to a botanical SPeelalls ’

4‘ Takalogy (Toronto), p. 323.
4° 112121., p. 324.
‘7 11:221., p. 325.
‘8 112221., p. 325.
49112121., p. 324.
6° 1m.
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and alternated between medical work and editorial endeavors on a daily

paper in Brooklyn. He graduated from the Pennsylvania Medical Uni-

versity in 1858, and shortly afterward published his first book, Medical

Common Sense.“1 In the preparation of this work he was assisted by two

other physicians.

Edward Bliss Foote is of interest to us chiefly for his advocacy of the

prevention of conception in Medical Common Sense, in Plain Home Talk,62

in his Home Encyclopedia,63 in his periodical the Health Monthly, (1876—

1883) and especially in a little pamphlet on technique entitled Words in

Pearl. This was printed in pearl type, hence the name. The pamphlet is

rare, and a wide search has not revealed a copy.54 But we know from dis-

cussions appearing elsewhere in Foote’s works that Words in Pearl discussed

not only techniques but indications. He argued that contraception was

flesirable in certain cases of constitutional ill health, of predisposition to

Insanity, physical deformity and pauperism. Note that he included eco-

nomic as well as medical and eugenic indications. It is probable that this

Pamphlet had the same hereditarian, eugenic approach to be found in

Foote’s other writings.

The so-called Comstock law of 1873, the federal statute prohibiting the

distribution through the mails of contraceptive information, was hardly

enacted when Foote, in response to a decoy letter sent from Chicago under

a false name, mailed a copy of Words in Pearl. As a result he was, 1n

January, 1876, indicted in the U. S. District Court of New York. He was

held in $5000 bail to appear on trial at the May term of the court. The case

was heard in June, and on July 11 , 1876, he was found guilty. He was

fined $3000, but the costs amounted to approximately $5000-

Judging by the number of letters which Dr. Foote is reported to bare

cheiVed; SymPathy with his predicament was quite general; at 163“ 1n

llberal-minded circles. Foote appealed, through his periodical, the Health

Mommy, for assistance in paying his fine; and by OCtOber, 1876 5°me three

hundred donors had responded. Foote avowed that had a general busmess

51 Edward Bliss FOOte, Medical Common Sense. New York: Murray Hill Pub. Co.,

1858’ 1863: 1870, etc.

52PM" Home Talk . . . New York: Wells 8: Coflin. San Francisco: Bancroft, etc.,

187a? and many late: editions. The titles of various editions varied. . .

- Dr' Foam“ Home Cyclopedia ofPopularMedical, Sacial and Sexual Somme, Embracmg

E” New Book on Health and Disease . . . Also Embracing Plain Heme Talk on Love,

Mam‘age and Parentage. New York: Murray Hill Publishing Co., London: Fowler, 1901.

Home Encyclopedia . . . was the title of the 1902 edition. . .

u There is “0 COPY filed with the Foote record in the U. S. Distrlct Court, Southern

PiStIZiCt: in New York City. And no library seems to have it. Can readers assist me by

0&1;ng a copy?
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depression not existed, the full amount of the fine would have been covered
by donations. Commenting upon the trial in the same J'ournal, F°°te
declared that, while he had been fairly treated by the Judge, Jury! and even
by Comstock, he felt “equally convinced that the law under whleh hefwas
convicted goes too far, [that it] is too vague, and - - - [that 1t] meal?“
with the practice of medicine, as well as [with] the laws of health, Vital y,
and h siolo y.”“6

. . . . _Afferythe pgrosecution, Foote continued to practise medlchle. It 1% P1")b
able that he was never in first-rate standing with the professmn. 'Thls may
have been a consequence partly of his radicalviews,part1y.of medlcal P0P}:
larization, and partly because he held some unorthodox Vlews. He f9“? 11
as valiantly for the freedom of discussion as for the freedom of the PhysICIa
to give contraceptive advice when in his judgment it was desuable. did
In his more popular works, such as Plain Home Talk and the Encyd"?e n-

as well as in a pamphlet entitled “The Physical Improvement of Humfhe
itynas Dr. Foote confined his efforts to advocacy of control and tot ck
desirability of legislative reform. He devoted a pamphlet to an at a
on the Federal statute.“

f con-After the prosecution, Foote became more cautious. The table 0 80 as
tents in the 1881 edition of Plain Home Talk mentions pages 87.6-81 terdealing with the “prevention of conception.” But Foote eXPlams amethat this section had to be expurgated on account of a “piece of meddlejjqcalimpertinence on the Part of hasty lawmalters.“8 In lieu of 1115. me (Inn.discussion of contraception he explains at some length the onelda’ greymunity’s system of “male continence” as advocated by John HumpNoyes.

_ andMany of Foote’s works were exceedingly popular both in thls country en
in England. Several of his books were translated into German and ethatinto the Scandinavian languages. So popular had his treatises becomi. hedby 1886 the stereotyped plates for Medical Common Sense, first PUbdfs lyin 1858, were Worn out; new ones were required. The book was accor mg
revised, and went through many editions.

tionMany of the arguments commonly heard in our times for contracegl)1ave
were well known to, and advocated by Edward Bliss Foote. We ther
already touched upon those mentioned in Words in Pearl. In ano

‘5 Health Monthly, i (1876), 18.
’15° “The Physical Improvement of Humanity: A Plea for the Welfare of the UnbomNew York: Murray Hill Publishing Co., 1876, pp. 16.

'derates7 “ . . .A Step Backward. Written by E. B. Foote. . .in' Reviewing Inf”? NewLegislation, concerning Articles and Things for the Prevention of Conceptlon'x
ayHill Pub. Co.], 1875; pp. 16.\ ‘3 Plain Home Talk (1881 ed.), p. 876.
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pamphlet, the “Physical Improvement of Humanity,” Foote denied the

immorality of the use of contraceptives, and declared that their employment

was preferable to excessively large families among the poor. Planned

motherhood was preferable to accidental reproduction. If families are so

large that parents cannot provide sufficiently for their children, the latter

are likely to suffer from lack of nourishment and care. It was particularly

important that parents with hereditary mental or physical disorders should

use conception control.“ Contraception would also diminish the incidence

of disease.60 Continence is impractical.61 Perhaps his point of view on

contraception is best expressed in this sentence: “In brief, I would, if

P0553316, so fix things that none but the healthy people should procreate

at all, and that wives should procreate only at will.”62 Foote seems to have

been early in expressing the opinion that a decrease of numbers resulting

from contraception would be compensated by an improvement in quality.

This view has been much stressed in recent decades by those associated

with the English Malthusian League and the American Birth Control

league, The proposition needs to be carefully stated to avoid fallacy. It

15 true only up to a certain point.

F°°te Predicted that popular sentiment would eventually change so that

the Prevention of conception would be encouraged rather than prohibited

by law. He believed that in this instance legislation was interfering on the

Wrong side.

It is Possible that Foote invented the cervical rubber cap. So his son

Claimed?“ and though one may be hesitant about accepting the claim, I

know of no evidence to doubt it. I do not remember that Foote ever men-

tloned the cap in his popular literature, but it may have been described in

Words Of Pearl, which is unobtainable now. I cannot recall that the rubber

cervical cap is mentioned in the literature prior to Foote Sr. Wilde: hOW'

ever, had described in 1828 in Germany either a vaginal diaphragm of

rubber or a cervical cap (see 318—320).

”Edward Bliss Foote, “The Physical Improvement of Humanity" (New York:

Murray HillPub Co 1- . 876 . 7.
“° ma, 1). 9. ’ )’ p
“1 See also a “Reply to the Alphites, Giving Some Cogent Reasons for Believing that

Semal Continence is not Conducive to Health.” New York: Murray Hill Pub. Co.,

1882. pp. 39.
6’ Ibid., p. 12.

63 E‘ B“ Foote, J1", says that “the best mechanical means yet devised, though commonly

described as a ‘French’ article, was really invented and elaborated in the oflice of“. . . Dr.

E' B“ Foote 513” (Radical Remedy, 1889, pp. 59-60). My guess is that the French

DESSBJY" rather than the “French letter” is here referred to. It seems a little improbable

that mm“: It. would claim that his father “invented” the condom.
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§8 EDWARD BOND FOOTE (1854—1912)

Somewhat less influential than the elder Footewas hls son, Dlgsgdwgi‘:
Bond Foote. He was born in East Cleveland, Ohlo, August 1:, 1 teacher.
mother, Catherine G. Foote, had been a hlew lilnglandysckoti1e entered
FOHOWing Preparatory work at Charlier Institute in .NeW' or , About the
Columbia University where his major work was done in sumac:- m the Col-
time of the prosecution of his father, young Foote graduate 1;; the best
lege of Physicians and Surgeons winning the Sequin Pnzte He then
report on certain lectures on the diseases of the nervous sys em.
founded, and edited with his father, the Health Menthly: f dom of dis-
Like his father, young Foote was a strong believer in ree ated con-

cussion—he founded the Free Speech League—and openly ad'vljgtion. As
traception and the desirability of repealing the Comstock.leg1:ion 0n con-
early as 1886, he published in pamphlete4 form a general Chin}: medy Foote
traception. It gave no details on technique. In the .Radwa diiarian andopposed reckless propagation on medical, hygiemc, here :
ec nomic rounds.

_ d?l‘here wgas also a Malthusian element in Dr. Foote’s reasoninieoiltei:3),
that the Malthusian principle of increase must be recognlz‘edfslS tf the Unitedsound. Though population pressure was not a charactetistic-o might not
States in his time, there was no guarantee that such a Sltuation to reduce
occur in the future. At all events, it is desirable on other grounfls of vice,the sum total of reckless, haphazard propaga.tion—-—productlvtéfon Toomisery, and crime. There is too much waste in human reproduc 1m; high;
many children are born in circumstances where mortallty rates ortality-and under conditions which are in themselves conducive to hlgh m f them-It would be better to reduce the number of births and to save more : as theThis would be an economy of effort. In other words, as far bacnon noweighteen eighties, Dr. Foote was protesting against the phenom: eugenicknown as pregnancy waste. There is a strong hereditanaaant nce thepoint of view in Dr. Foote’s discussion. He points out, for mstia:e repro‘
eugenic function of jails, asylums, and institutions which check

- He Pro'
ductive power of criminals, of the insane, and of other defectlves. .. .

- hasth“
tested on eugemc grounds against the too free use of parole inasmucnullified the eugenic effects of isolation.
Undoubtedly the best sta

- ler Babies
'4 Edward Bond Foote, The Radical Remedy 121; Social Science; or Bormng Betthrough Regulating Reprodact , 122.ion. New York: Murray Hill Pub. C0» 1886’ pp(Bibhog.)
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First—Under all circumstances contraception is preferable to abortion, and

should as far as possible be substituted for it.

Second—The waste of seed which is not permitted to fructify, is, in the human

species, better than a waste of the products of conception. . .

Th1rd—~When it is discovered that a married woman can not bear a child With

Safety, it is better to contracept than to abort.
Fourth—When a woman has borne several children, has all she can properly

?ttePd t0, 0): is physically broken down by excessive child-bearing, contraception

lS w15e.

. Fifth—When, because of ill-health of husband or wife, or other cause making it,

In their Opinion, unwise to propagate, it is justifiable to contracept.

S}Xth-—Deciding when to have children, and when not to have them, is a purely

family affair, to be decided by the only two persons directly interested.

Seventh—The improvement of human stock, like that of live stock, requires

that‘births should be [the] result of design rather than accident.

. Elghth—There is enough parental instinct, fatherly and motherly feeling, to

1nSute the perpetuation of the race and of the best specimens of it.

Nmth—The virtue worth preserving is not that which merely depends upon

fear Of conseoluences; and where it [virtue] is 1acking,fear does not save. .

.Tenth—‘Reckless reproduction and over—population are concomitants, if. not

fined. causes of poverty, pauperism, prostitution, drunkenness, crime, imbecflity,

msath, infanticide, etc., etc. ; regulation of reproduction would be one effective

remedy, and, for the present, contraception is essential to that regulation.65

These doctrines, sound on essential points, were remarkably in advance ef

those held during the period by the overwhelming number of Foote’s Amen.

can medical colleagues.

§9 W. s. w.’s ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET

A b0113. fide American medical pamphlet"6 of uncertain date (perhaps c.

1870“90), by one “W. S. W.”, undoubtedly a physician, treats of contra-

ception in discussing the conditions of women endangering life during par—

tllrition. The author contends that wherever abortions are repeatedly

rtfquired, Where miscarriages occur in succession, or when a. woman cannot

glve birth to a living child, the prevention of conception is indicated. It is

got only moral for the physician to inform women of the means; it is his

uty:

Upder 511011 circumstances it is the physician’s duty, and eminently in accordance

Wlth the dictates of humanity and justice, to warn such pames of thew condttum

and the attendant dangers, and to place at their disposal a safe and 6,1756%“ WWW 0f

“E B. Foote [IL], “A Summary of My Views on the Prevention ef Conception,”

MedWO-Pharmaceutical Critic and Guide, xiii (1910), 408. Punctuation sligiltl)’ altered.

“W' 8' Wu “Conditions Of the Female Organs of Generation in which Pregnancy

Endangers Life,” n.d., n.p., pp. 3—41. While it is possible that this item may be a reprint

“0111 a medical journal, it is doubtful.
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Preventing future Pregnancies altogether—rather than allow them to repeatedly subject
themselves to the necessity of submitting to Ofiemtions which have been shown to
endanger their own lives, and to be inevitably fatal to their Ofl'spring, . . . _
As an alternative we much prefer preventing as many recurrences of this nece551ty

for Feticide, as a previous knowledge of the patient’s incapacity enables us to do;
and we believe the Physician would perform a higher moral duty by giving such [a]
woman the proper means and instructions to avoid in the future the pregnant
state altogether—thus enabling her to preserve her health and strength—than he
does by allowing her to test the capacity of her endurance under the ordeals of
repeated Operations for the procurement of Abortion, Premature Labor: or
Embryotomy.67

So far as methods are concerned, W. S. W. recommends a medicated

“cone” to be inserted before coitus, or, as we would now say, a medlcated

suppository. We are not told what the medication should preferably be.

§10 LACK OF LEADERSHIP OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND EARLY

CONDEMNATION OF BIRTH CONTROL

Doubtless there were many men on faculties of medicine teaching in the
last century Who personally approved prevention. Few, however, Se‘fm
to have spoken out frankly in its support}i8 and not one of them did (mythmg

to advance the subject. This seems an astonishing fact; yet, from anOther
point of view, it is not remarkable. For it has always been true that for
one man who advances knowledge or diffuses advanced knowledge, 141?“:
are a hundred job holders. This is true even of our leading universmes
today in every branch of science. The proportion alone may mt be so
great as formerly, but even that is open to doubt.
One way to gain a reputation for supermorality a few decades ago Was to

condemn blrth control in portentous tones with much moral exhortattlon t0
punty, and in violent language. Though the day for this has unfortunately

67 Ibid., pp. 36-37.
‘3 An exception was Professor Edward H. Clarke, Professor of Materia Medica‘ in thfHarvard Medical School (Bast. Med. & 5mg. fawn, Dec. 1, 1870, p. 350). When Clark? 5approval a-PPeared in Print, Professor H. R. Storer of the same institution promptly d15-agreed .(Gyn. Soc. Jour. (Boston), June, 1871, p. 351).A St'lll more notable exception than Professor Clarke, was a case of interference by the

governmg body of Cornell University in the publication by a medical professor there Of aChapter on birth~control technique in a little volume entitled “What Young 1330916 ShouldKnow.” The author was Dr. Burt G. Wilder, Professor of Neurology and vertebrae
Zofilogy. .When the Volumewas PUblished 'n 1874, the chapter was omitted on request 0f
th? govermng bOdy: of the institution. This statement was publicly made by Pr°fessorWlltler m 1918 (Med. Rev. of Rev., 1918, p. 139). He tells us that “Later, however, the

SUbJect,:avas fteely presented in special lectures to the members of several graduatllfg
classes. Thls W°“1d Place the Cornell Medical School as one of the first institum’ns 1n
the country, and perhaps the first, to impart instruction in contraceptive technique'
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not passed, people seem a little less gullible now. Even the man on the

street seems to possess something akin to Freudian insight. This super-

morality—it is really a pseudo—morality—is not quite so dead as the old

emotionally-charged religious revivals, but nearly so.

No attempt has been made in this brief account of the development and

diffusion of contraceptive technique in the U. S. A. during the nineteenth

century to include such condemnations. The reason is that such writers

made no contribution either to the advance or diffusion of knowledge; and

that is what this treatise deals with. A few instances should be cited,

hOWever, lest it be supposed that even in the nineteenth century we were

Without such an intellectual plague, such a travesty upon logic and common

sense. -

After directing attention to two moderate condemnations, one in 1860, the

other in 1890, mention will briefly be made of some of the less sober litera-

ture. The first is from the pen of August K. Gardner, M.D., writing in

1860:

Local cOngestions, nervous affections and debilities are the direct and inciisputable

results of the coitus imperfecti, tegumenta extan'a, ablutiones gehdae, mfuswnes

flittingemes’ et cetera, as commonly employed by the commumty, who are so

Ignorant on all these matters, and who are in fact substituting for one imaginary

d‘fli‘gulty in prospect, a host of ills that will leave no rest or comfort to be found.

This has at least the merit of aiming to state the facts. _ ~

This could not be said, however, for the unscientific, reactionary position

taken in 1890 by Dr. John B. Reynolds, then president of the American

Gynecological Society, in his address on “The Limiting of Childbearing

“Pong the Married.”7° Approaching the subject with a strong theological

bias, he advocated large families at least for normal people in good health

frefi from inherited disease. He opened this discussion with the following

Statement:

We will Sh“ Wholly out of view the misleading issues [sic] drawn from the famfiy

of the drunkard, the improvident, the phthisical, or the insane, and W111 equa Y

09 The Knickerbocker, iV, 49. This was in 1860. In 1866 Professor H. ’1}. Storer of

BostOn pubHShed an essay entitled “Why not? A Book for Every Woman. The $ur-

pose Was t° Prevent abortion, and the essay won an A.M.A. gold—medal! 1n .the pre ac:

to the second edition Store: says that"‘methods of prevention are uniformly injurious, an

that, of all of them, incomplete intercourse, by whatever way efiectedt 15 probably the

Worst,” TWO decades later, E. B. Foote, In, took him to task for making no exceptisogn

evefinéffr Severe medical or eugenic indications (Radical Remedy in Somal Somme, 18 ,

P» .

m Pamphl“ reprinted from the Trans. Amer. Gyn. $05., Sept., 1890. Cf., also Bast.

Med.& Surg. Jour., Dec. 1 , 1870, p. 350. Also January, 1871, p. 58.
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forget every case in which, for medical reason, sound and well-considered, preg-
nancy ought to be interdicted or seldom allowed.71

If the physician is “to shut Wholly out of [his] view” such cases, one wonders

what types of cases he is to assist in this connection. Presumably the

answer is that he is not to assist them at all. It may be argued, I supposfi;

that Reynolds was not so much condemning contraception when use 18

guided by physicians, as use for non-medical reasons. Yet the whole tone

and implication of his presidential address is that physicians should hate

nothing to do with the nasty business. It seems doubtful, therefore: 1f
the passage in smaller type above can be liberally interpreted. That

Reynolds’ view was definitely a function of his conservative viewpoint in

general is suggested by his opposition to what we would now call the 5‘33

education of children. “Curious interest in that subject,” he wrote, “Wlu
only be set at rest by the sexual relation itself. . . 3’72 He avowed that sex

education necessarily promoted low moral standards.
Less restrained than Gardner and Reynolds were a gr0up of writers 0f

whom one Dolan and one McArdle are typical. Reference to the_1a5t
two names in the Bibliography will show that each of these men PublfShed
an anti-birth—control article in a medical journal which was widely rerEtid
in other medical journals. Evidently the authors, in a propaganda 513““;
had sent the manuscript to several journals without advising the edl‘tofs
thereof that it had been published previously. These articles so ‘dls-

tinguished” as to “merit” several reprintings, no one has ever heard 0f
Since.

In the seventies the diatribes of one of the worst writers the subject has
ever had, Bergeret, were being circulated in this country. Bergeret had a
complex against “Onanism” and “conjugal frauds.” His bookS, origmall)’
published in French73 had an enormous circulation for many years in many

languages."4

Men like Tissot and Bergeret are of importance in the medical history 0f

contraception not because they ever wrote much sense on the subleCt’ hilt
because their sensational, unscientifically—deduced conclusions on the m-
]uriousness, medically and socially, of the use of contraceptives megundly
supported the prejudices of many men who have sat on Royal commISSIOI-ls
to investigate declining birth rates. Similarly they have influenced cath°hc

7" Ibid.
7‘ Ibid., p. 15.

7.; Les Fraudes dens l’Accamplissemmt des Fonclians Génératn'ces. Fourteenth edluPans, 1893. There are many earlier editions.
H An American ed1t1on °f thls Period was The Preventive Obstacle or Conjugal 07mm?Trans. from the third French ed., New York: Turner and Mignard, 1870, pp. 182.

On]
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writers and many others who started With preconceived notions. Following

in the footsteps of Tissot, Bergeret and their school are many contemporary

writers who condemn contraception in violent language and in the most

irreSponsible manner. A considerable number of these writers are Catholics,

whether medical men or not. They are first and foremost religious protag-

onists; only later, if at all, scientists. Violent and vulgar condemnation

0f contraception of the character I have in mind is not infrequently heard

when Catholics assemble before legislative committees to condemn a bill

calculated to liberalize the statutes. And many are the Catholic books of

the same calibre printed in our day. Not infrequently the quotations used

are simply dishonest, sentences being lifted from their context to give the

reader an erroneous idea of the original writer’s opinions and scientific

conclusions. It is only fair to add that not all Catholic treatises are written

in this manner. Since most of these books belong to a period later than

that under examination, they will not be specified here.

What is important to realize is that the writers of this school are not

e“timid to a hearing in scientific circles any more than are witch doctors or

PrimitiVe medicine men. The reasons are first, that they are usually un-

informed, second, that their assumptions and methods are unscientific.

Note that I did not say that these writers are not entitled to a hearing. I

said they are not entitled to a hearing in scientific circles. Yet they have

had their way for nearly a century—perhaps longer——and it is time that

medidne regained its classical birthright. It is time that we refused to

b? Stampeded and cajoled by Roman metaphysics. It is time that phyeu—

Clans in this country began to take the traditional viewpoint of classtcal

mediCine, the viewpoint of Soranos and Ae‘tios. Many are the signs that

there has been a steady drift in this direction in recent years. And there

ate many signs (see later pages) that the tendency will strengthen fer some

tlme. yet. The first stages of that drift in the form of contributions to

mEdmal-journal symposia are sketched in the next chapter.



CHAPTER XII

LATER MEDICAL WRITERS

§1 MEDICAL JOURNAL AUTHORS

AVING reviewed some of the independent treatises onglrtfllgggg
H published by American physicians in the secontl half of _ efrglzcilitating
century, we shall now consider the place of medical Jourrtals mmong them-
the instruction of physicians and the helpful exchangeof v1eW: athe medical

It may be considered an established generahzatlon tha arately pub-
journals gave space to conception control much later than 56p theoretical
lished books and pamphlets. This might be expected (in e consensus
grounds, since the journals have to represent a more conserva lvver fly-by-
of attitude. They cannot give space to subjects. taken 11;.) by jaceyin their
night brochure until the subject is seen to ment a .genum: p a thousand
pages. Even then journals have to proceed catltloesly . 01' mination-
medical claims are made for one that will stand rigld sc1ent1fic anmals cau-
This is not the only circumstance that has made the medlcal Jouestfid thattious, but it is Probably the major one. Some have eyen Zugtga declining
physicians have opposed birth control because of the feehng t a rroneous’
birth rate would reduce their incomes. The analysis IS prob‘ablli e but con-but that it has troubled some physicians not only unconsc10u:yAmeriW”
sciously is shown by a recent letter published in the Joftmal of t. eth contr01
Medical Association inquiring what the effect of diflused b1r dequate
would be on medical incomes. So much remains to be done to get ad be nomedical service to the masses that it would seem that there flee the first
worry about incomes being reduced by a declining birth rate. :1 medicalplace those Who reproduce responsibly not only demand morter able toservice than those who reproduce irresponsibly, but they are bet f the freepay for such service. It is the spawning poor who secure most 0

. earanceassistance. So much for a brief analysis of factors delaylng the appof articles on birth control in medical journals.

(1a) 0. E. Herrick

One of the earliest articles
. n and

published in this country on contraceptlo ’ ,one which led to subsequent ernckdiscussion by others, was that of 0&1}: Eedicalin the Michigan Medical News1 of 1882. It is of interest for
1 O. E.Herrick “ _ . Herfick, Abortion and Its Lesson,” Mich. Med. News, V (1882)’ 7 10lived in Grand Rapids.

286
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hfifitrnyf Fontraception because of its strikingly liberal and well—informed

ghe miinvézv 1flor.that pertod’in the development of American medicine.

have failed t: 3.513 of Hernck s artlcle 1e that legislation and moral suasion

this is diffu {grevent w1desPread abortlon, and that the best preventive of

many Who 11:6 fccii1tracept1ve knowledge.2 Herrick was, however, like

tion e t‘ ve .0 owed huh, overly optimistic about diffused contracep-

H n'llfly Ehmmatmg self-mduced abortion.

motlelg-lc I-IIISd tilat. no womar‘lt shohld be forced to become an unwilling

pandered to t1:lp ratds those medxcal teachers and writers [who] have

is their [Womenei thxon spread among the people by the priesthood, that it

danger to healt1: futy to reuse many chlldren,”3 and who have stressed the

gestive pathol 0. the use of preventwes. Much of the talk about “con~

eases 0f wom§gy 15 a myth. As: a matter of fact, since many of the dis-

diseases wouldl: aredassoctated w1.th chlldbearing, the incidence of these

bers of con 1e e re uced 1f offsprmg were limited.4 There are large num-

during the 1:”hS,1marr1ed for mahy years, who have practiced prevention

infonns us’thact)? course of then: .married life without injury.6 Herrick

journal h In an artlcle pubhshed some months before in the same

e touched upon the subject of prevention and adds

Since t ' .
positiorlziifige’al favirecewed numerous letters from physicians endorsing the

methods of plfev: tes mg me to nge them what I considered some of the best

Dl‘OfeSSion see th 11 mg .concept1o'n. These letters show that a portion of the

e necessxty of deahng with this matter by some other method than

b te ' - .
y 11mg then“ patients to ‘let nature take its course’ . . .6

Hilthefl c’ites a typical letter.

val“::rlll:kasdr::cu:fi0n of contraceptive technique is solely of historical

benefit of othe S t at he hnows httle about the subject, but presents for the

fers dOuchin :IEedlcal-Journal readere what information he has. He pre-

Value of th g S the only sure preventwe,”7 but
contradicts himself on the

e Immedlcated douche.8 The medicament preferred is carbolic

216111., p. 9.
“ Ib'4 mg? p. 9. Punctuation mine.

5 Ibid., p. 9.
° Ib'd .
7 1111511,): :- Punctuatlon mine.

3 nIn' ' - .
acid is 213:??? as 0rdlnanly used are very unreliable, if only

c°nCeption IO the fvater, and it is used immediately after conn

' nJCCtIOns properly used, if of nothing but purewa
“0n," .

he reCOHigeg)d He‘frmk here furnishes us With a bit of humor.

11 S a ComStock Syringe,” which he tells us, was respectfully dedicated by

the man
thmughug-gtmers to-Anthony Comstock after he prosecuted them for sending the device

malls With duections for use. Comstock was defeated in the legal battle.

C .
f’ E‘ 3' F00“, Radical Remedy for the same story.

water is used, but if carbolic

action, it will often prevent

ter, are an absolute protec-

For assistance in douching
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acid (with no warning against too strong a solution), but other medicaments
are mentioned.9 .
In failing to warn against acid solutions that were too strong Hertlck may

have been under the erroneous impression that the medical professmn could
control such a private practice. It is to Herrick’s credit, hewever, that he
observed the importance of adequately distending the vaglna during the
flushing process, a point not touched on by the earlier wnters, such a:
Knowlton. In the second century Soranos had warned against'the use1;?
irritating medicaments. Many modern writers object to douchmg, par Y
because daily use might affect the normal flora. of the vagina, partly because
over-crowded housing conditions usually make it difficult Where therefls
limited privacy. What is more important, sperms can get out of reach 0 a
douche in half a minute, if they land on the 05.
No sooner had Herrick declared that the injections provided ‘fan absolute

protection,” than an anonymous physician “E. H.”, writing in the sihm:

journal, the MichiganMedical News, corrected Herrick by p01nt11_1g 01,1} a
“all means will fail in some cases.”10 E. H. felt that “skin coverlngS W0?”
by the male were “almost an absolute protection.”11 This writer not on Y

‘ contradicts himself, but makes the same error that Herrick did. E. H- hows
the sucking—in theory by the cervix, and thinks that for this reason 31::
sYringe is liable to fail. We now know it can fail for other 'reasons. t'on
states that the safe period cannot be relied upon, and that Whlle preven 1
is simple for some women, it is diflicult for others. _ ‘th-Besides the medicated and unmedicated douche, Herrick menuf’n.s WI. 11drawal (the oldest means and without bad effect, except for the dimlnutlo
of pleasure), the sponge, and “womb veil.”12

thereIn the issue of the Michigan Medical News for February 10; 1882’ h0appeared a letter from Dr. Charles Ambrook, of Boulder, C010rado’ .ijsthanked the editor for publishing Herrick’s article, agreed with. Hemihis
opinions in essentials, and affirmed that it was “possible to dlscuss in-question from a natural stand—point, to reason from factS,”13 alfd to ma oftain the scientific attitude. Ambrook speaks unequivocally in favor.”voluntary motherhood, and thinks it about time that the medical ProfeSs-lth.took a new departure on this question. While no family is complete W1

9 Such as “plumbi acetas, zinci sulphas, [and] acid salicylicum.” (13-9)1° Ibid., p. 37.
11 Ibid.
1’ Ibid” p. 10. “The introduction ofhas proved to be inefiectual sometimes;

veil is ambiguous. S_
ometimes it may have meant a female condom-\ 13 Ibid., p. 37.
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out children, they should not swarm like rats. The medical PmfeSSiOn has

“been too much in the habit of putting the question aside as one for religion

to deal with.”14 Indications are merely touched upon: a woman With

tuberculosis should not bear children, not only because she is likely to die,
but because this would leave other children motherless. Ambrook did not

hesitate to state that he believed that involuntary maternity was positively

correlated (as we would now say) With crime, intemperance, pauperism,

and domestic discord.

(lb) Symposium in Medical and Surgical Reporter (1888).

S0 far as our present knowledge goes, the first symposium“5 held in an

American medical journal on the subject of the prevention of conception

t°°k place in the Medical and Surgical Reporter (Philadelphia) in 1888 as a

Consequence of an editorial16 Which appeared in that journal during the

Same year. The editorial declared that While the subject demanded “dis-

Cretlon” for its discussion, “even so delicate a subject may be regarded with

too much timidity. . . 3’17 It added that “No medical man of any experi-

ence. can fail to know that the propriety and feasibility of preventing con-

ceptlon engages, at some time or other, the attention of a large proportion

0f married people in civilized lands, . . . [that] there is danger that an undue

dread 0f discussing it frankly in medical circles may deprive medical men of

the. means 0f Properly directing a disposition which cannot be ignored, and

Wthh, in the present state of human nature and civilization, it seems im-

Poesible to eradicate.”18 After references to the principles of Malthus,

' ns, the editorial

quent childbearing. “The question of preventing conception is one which

demands chaste . . . but also fearless consideration” on the part of those who

hear “the chief burden of reproduction—-women.19 Moreover, the subject

1? mtl'mately connected with “marital and family felicity. The woman who

hves 1n dread of her husband’s sexual appetite cannot satisfy him as a Wife,

and, With this poison in her life, must find it hard to be a kind and wholesome

mother to her children.”2°

16
1,Mfd- & Surg. Rep., (Phila.), lix, (1888), 342-343.

Ibul., p. 342.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.

2° Ibid,
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It will not do to cover up such a state of affairs With euphehslsms. Thlfse wlilto
know what goes on in the privacy of many a. home, as phys1c1ans only 110;}; 0}know that the dread of pregnancy and child-bearing has wrecked the pea
thousands of households, and led to . . . [desperate resort to abortlon]- wiseImpressed with this fact, we invite our readers to discuss 1n these pages, a: con-and thoughtful physicians, the importance of the preventlon of too frequeg0n or
c<‘thi0n. Opinions may differ as to what constitutes too frequent concelrp attgrsas to the desirability of interfering at all with the course of nature m sexua m sent,but we believe that a candid study of the subject is an urgent need of the pre
day, and hope that the REPORTER may do something toward meetmg thxsneed, diflicult and delicate as the task may be.21

The first to respond by venturing his opinions was Dr. W. R: D. Blalcllc:
wood of Philadelphia. He agreed that the subject was “of vast Import:l its
to the profession and general public alike.” It was unfertnnate that but
discussion was taboo among physicians “partly from lhdlfterenee, fl
largely from absolute cowardice in those capable of writmg mtelllgefl: 0);about it.” In previous discussions there had been altogether too mucking
an injection of the religious and moral aspects of the subject. After ma. . . . - tionclear the dlstmct10n between abort1on and the preventlon of conceP ’
Blackw00d aflirms:

. . PRE'I state my belief honestly and fearleSSIy, that under proper condltlons the
. . - ' gl (16‘VENTION of conception is not only proper per se, but that MS is ¢mperatw ymanded under certain circumstances.”

Blackwood mentioned as indications “inherited” syphilis, scrofula, :1:
tuberculosis, mental weakness and insanity. Blackwood refuses to Cally
sider valid the argument that interference with nature’s processes is morces.
and physically wrong; that continence should be employed in such J?StaiualHe affirms that “It will not do to say that a man can control his 5e are
appetite, and that he must do it. Some men cannot, and many Whoblic
suPPOSfild to do so are simply apt in concealing their indulgence from puour-
gaze.”23 If prostitution is to be eradicated, it can only be done by en? ual
aging 5UdiCious marriages. The lot of women should not be a comm

' 11 of
ivery, and lactation. “The land 15 fu

mere machines for the reproduction of thelrfg:ting, as many think it is, it is worth Carefu titysomething in the way of controlling the quaéluces
ality of the product. . . . To me the matter re

and if the race is degenera
sideration whether or not
would not enhance the qu

21 Ibid., pp. 342—3.
2’ 111121., p. 395.

\ 28 112121., p. 395.

l
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itself to a choice between foeticide and prevention. The one is an inde-

fensible crime—the other a necessity.”24

Dr. Thomas A. Pope of Cameron, Texas, the second contributor to the

SYmPOSium, also favored prevention.”l5 Though population in the United

States was increasing rapidly both by natural increase and by immigration,

we need not fear Malthusian over—population for a long time. Prevention

was, however, a question which the medical profession would have to face

eventually. From the medical standpoint too frequent childbearing caused

the weaning 0f the preceding child, thus increasing death hazards. He

Obsewed that “very frequent conception is now mostly confined to the

Poerer class. The rich, in town and country, already limit the number of

the" offspring. - - 3’2“ Then “there are very many women who ought not

tebear children bec'ause their children are likely to be diseased in body or

mufda and, if they survive childhood, will be a. burden to themselves and

SOClety-W Knowledge of the prevention of conception would undoubtedly

reduce the maternal death-rate. The mental anxiety and worry of too

fre€111th childbearing makes many women prematurely old. Pope doubted

Whether Woman should “become a mere- machine for the propagation of

the Species.” Such she would be without birth limitation. Absence of

c°ht_r01 often means a neglect of the children because the mother is unable

t0 give them proper care. Then, too, the net average income of most

famEHES in the United States is such that they are unable to rear large

famllies properly. It is only cruelty for a man or woman with little visible

means 0f Support to give a large family a. heritage of poverty, ignorance,

andFXCESSive toil. “If the number of children were limited, better oppor—

tumties and better care would be [possible] for all, and all [sic] could have a

Start in life so fair that success would come to all who deserved it.”28 Crime

W0u1d be decreased because there would be fewer offspring of vicious parent-

age... MoreOVer, training would be better. Taken as a whole, the point

?f View Of Pope and Blackwood is extraordinarily progressive and well—

mformEd for the U. S. A. in the eighteen-eighties.

. Pope then referred to a contribution in the American Journal of Obstetrics

1n VhiCh the author complained of the frequency of resort to Onanism and

Of Its dangers. Pope countered these observations by introducing state-

ments by.Dr, J- Ford Thompson in the same journal29 in which he pointed

M .
ngnd" p. 396. Punctuation mine.

homes A. Pope, “Prevention of Conceptim’” Mid" fix (1888), 522—525.
” 16131., p. 523.
27 Ibid.

:3 Ibid., p. 524.
D Amer. four. 01251., Sept. 1888.
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out that much pseudo-science had been talked by those who stressed “the
danger and injuriousness of preventive methods.” In Thompson’s judg-
ment, the condom, douche, withdrawal, as well as “the use of the hood by
the woman” were all non—injurious.

In the issue of November 10, 1888, Dr. L. Huber of Rocky Ford, C01°T§d°’
supports the liberal views of those who preceded him in the Sympofil‘fm’
and affirms that “There is a continuous demand made upon the phystctan
to prevent conception. . . 3’” He reports also that there is “a prevalhng
practice among the laity to prevent conception. . . .”31 Unfortunately
much pseudo-scientific literature is being distributed. “NOW, why ShOUId
there not be,” he asks, “a preponderance of good and reliable books . - - 011
so general and so important a subject [instead of so much trashl?” H11?“
anticipates R. L. Dickinson and the late,Whitridge Williams in fleclarlng

that “The demand upon the practitioner to prevent conception Is an un-
questionable fact. Under these circumstances, it is the duty of the pro-
fession to define more clearly what conditions justify and what do mt
justify interference, and then to settle upon some safe, eflicient measures to
meet the demand. As this work is pushed forward, criminal interfere}Ce
[in the form of abortion], so general and flagrant nowadays, should (18011116
or cease altogether.”32 This subject should be taken up bravely and Pill;
dently by medical men and not shunned as it has been in the PaSt‘ I
medical men leave it entirely to those who discuss it from uriyorthy
motives, they cannot be held wholly guiltless of the consequences. .
The next letter, signed X. Y. Z.,38 is of interest chiefly as demonStratmg

the unwise counsel of an eminent Philadelphia physician who, when he was
asked to advise a woman in frail health on account of nervousness: recon:mended that the husband use withdrawal. It is reported that the hUSban
also, as a consequence, became a nervous wreck. It was effective, however;
for three years so far as pregnancy was concerned. X. Y- Z- believed thathe physician made a grave mistake in recommending coitus interruptus, an
wants to know if no better advice is available.

- fThere was more piety than science in the viewpoint of Dr. Isaac Pence;
Tazewell, Va.34 Yet he believed that the subject should be approaChéd-Wl 1candor and frankness, and a decision made on the basis of the indwldfla
conscience. He disagreed with Blackwood’s contention that the difiusggof preventive knowledge would reduce the incidence of prostitution-

" Med. & Surg. Rep.,1ix (1888), 580.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid., p. 581.
u Ib£d.,p. 600.
=4 ma, pp. 614416.
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the contrary, it would “bring about a worse state of afiairs.”5 It might,

however, reduce suffering, pauperism, and the neglect of illegitimate chil—

dren. If men possessed knowledge of prevention, seduction would be

facilitated. “I shudder,” says Peirce, “at what would be the result of the

promiscuous prevention of conception, even with the idea of stopping crimi-

nal abortion, pauperism, and suffering of illegitimate children. I believe

that if we put into the hands of men a ready and sure means of preventing

conception, there will be more prostitutes, fewer marriages, and more disease

among women.”33 Peirce thinks that it has been the fear of increasing

syphilis and gonorrhea which has prevented the medical profession from

filffusing contraceptive knowledge in the past. “It has been the fear of

instituting a process which we could never hope to control, and which would

111 a short time become so universal and popular as to admit of no check,

that has made coWards of the medical profession . . . [He adds]: Should

We ever prevent conception? and, if so, when should we interfere? What is a

ready and sure means of effecting the object? and how shall we keep the

matter in our own hands?”37

Note the implications of the last question. Peirce believed that a large

number of physicians and laymen would take the view that it was morally

wrong to interfere with the natural process of conception; that a woman

who marries should accept the risks of pregnancy and childbearing and bear

the consequences as best she can, making no protest against allowing her

hUSband his “rights,” and being prepared even to fill a premature grave

Should fate so determine! Such a callous point of view is nothing short of

tteason to the best traditions of medicine. Whenever religious preconcep-

tlfmS interfere with the scientific practice of the healing art, they ShOUld be

dlscarded. Unless this is done, the physician is incompetent to just that

degree and unworthy to be permitted by the state to practise hi.S art.

ITO! One so ignorant of the subject, Peirce’s discussion of indications is

Curlousb’ advanced. He calls for a. definition of indications and goes so

far 5315 to agree with Blackwood that prevention should be used in order to

av91d the birth of children Who might “inherit” syphilis, scrofula, tubercu-

loss, epilepsy, or imbecility; and agrees that in such cases prevention “is

1mPeratively demanded.”38 “Again, women who are deformed, women

whOSe lives are made one constant and heavy burden by pregnancy so often

l"3l>frél.ted that they seem never able to have an end, women who are made

mlSerable by the so-called ‘habit’ of abortion, and women whose former

:11)?” p. 614.
Ibzd.,p. 615.

“1m.
38 Ibid.
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gestation and delivery have brought them almost to the door of eternity”—
all these women should receive knowledge of preventlon.39 There IS 110
other way; for men will not abstain from sexual relations even at the danger
of the wife’s health. Recognizing the fact that prevention is imperative m
certain cases, the author admits that he is

at a loss to know what are the means best suited to accomplish this and howltp
apply them. The'number of preventive measures which have been Propose '5not small, but the selection of one which we can control and its restriction to thffie
alone who really need it are not easy. Let it become generally known that 2
medical profession countenances a preventive even in a. few cases, and there!
reason to fear [that] this will be stretched to a license which wiil work much mix:
chief to women who are already experimenting in this directien, who hale
reason why they should not fulfill the God-given function Wthh makes aggithomes, and who are now only held in check by the judgment of the world [51 ~Will it not also place in the hands of men a ready argument with which to destroythe purity of loving, trusting girls?“

IThis is the reason why the author has “for so long given the 01d WOW?”advice [1], ‘to take a glass of cold water before going to bed and nothmt
else.’ ”“1 Deceptive counsel, indeed; and one calculated to injure the confidence of the public in the medical profession.

d rnDr. Ernest C. Helm of Beloit, Wisconsin, anticipated many mothef'
physicians in declaring that the prevention of conception “should be 316
oughly understood by the physician;” that it should be discu'SSed in Ofjournals in a cahn, clear, clean manner. Upon a careful conmderefli):1 42this subject depends in a large measure the welfare of the comthmli’sThere is anticipation of a View much stressed by Margaret Sanger.1n H3 hestatement that the young woman who marries prematurely; eSPeCIf"11y.f Sis in frail health, should use preventives in the first years Of mamed h e..

. en’She Will then have become more mature, and can better bear and rear Chlldr .Chi1d~mothers do not make the best mothers, and child-bearing Often weeks 61;:physical systems . . . The first few years of . . . married life [would] be far hilli’fgaif they could be devoted to understanding each other, and securing and mi»: 43real home, so that when babies should come they could the better be cared o '

‘3 Ibid., p. 644. For “could be devoted” original reads “could devote it.”

‘v
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Hehn cites the case of a. famous professor who, in commenting upon the

case of a young mother, aged 22, who, though undernourished and anaemic,

had three parturitionsand thirteen miscarriages in seven years, could only

say with a shrug of his shoulders: “The only thing to do with this case is to

chain up the husband.” Should this physician, asks Hehn, have been

content to give advice Which he knew would be disregarded? It would be

futile to refuse preventive instruction in such cases because women would

only seek the professional abortionist. He adds: “When I hear men gravely

denouncing the prevention of conception as a. crime, I only wish that they

could bear and rear one child. . . .” The physician should put himself in

the place of heavily-burdened women. “Their wishes and interests are too

often ignored, either from selfish or puritanical motives or from sheer care-

lessness on our part.”44 Physicians shrink unduly from this question lest

their opinions should become public, and lest the difiusion of contraceptive

knowledge should open the floodgates of immorality. These fears are

groundless, for most women are not chaste for fear of impregnation-

Motherhood is a noble function, but

to Spend life from eighteen to forty-five bearing and rearing children is not unlikely

t° sap the vitality of any woman, and [to] prevent that development of mind and

body, that improvement of children and of the home-life which should be the aim

°f every true wife and mother. Furthermore, too frequent conceptions and

Pregnancies are not good for the mental and physical well—being of the .Chlldl‘fén.

The mother with too many children has insuflicient time to devote to then' rearing

and Culture; . . . her entire time is occupied with a. baby just born, or about to be

130111. She is shut out, to a great degree, from . . . social intercourse . . . ; all her

chances for mental improvement are cut ofi; the cares and worries of her cohdxtion

make her irritable and petulant, and the real pleasure she takes in the soc1ety of

her husband, and in the neatness and home-like atmosphere of their home is

greatly lessened.45

Women Should not be mere childbearing machines having children so

iapldly that it is necessary for the older children to spend most of their tihie

1n cering for the smaller ones. Moreover, economic conditions requue

famfly 1imitation. So long as there is a. limit to the family income, there

must be a limit to the responsibilities of parents toward reproduction.

Many Otherwise happy homes are wrecked because of too frequent mater—

mty' These views, likewise, have a very modern ring. .

After such a. strong defense of contraception, Helm makes a cunous con-

fe-5519n: He says “My invariable practice when approached by a husband or

mfe In regard to the means of preventing conception has been to say: ‘There

“ 11%., 644.

M; I171%., p. 645. Phraseology slightly edited, while remaining faithful to the sense of the

na .
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is a sure way: do not marry; but if you are married, sleep apart and never
have sexual intercourse.’ [But, he adds] I fear, however, that this.chaste
advice has never been followed; and as long as human nature remauis un-
changed, I do not think it is likely to be. Until a very recent perlod, I
thought that a physician was not justified in giving any other adv1ce; but
now I am looking for more light on the subject. It seems to me that, eYen
if they were instructed in regard to the methods of preventing come]?tlon
with Which physicians are familiar, self-respecting women may become
pregnant fully as often as the welfare of themselves or their children would
permit?“

‘
Helm thinks the methods of prevention described in a previous Issue

(condom, douche, withdrawal, hood) simple and harmless, and calculated
to be less harmful than unspaced pregnancies. . ,
The article by Dr. de Hart” is chiefly of interest for the unselentlfic

nature of its deductions and for the utopian idealism expressed. She d‘i‘
clares that the general adoption of continence would not only solve the Mai
thusian problem, and render unnecessary “recourse to those unnatuff:8

' means which are considered by many as both unhealthy and immprfll‘:
but would “prevent” infanticide and foeticide, “eradicate” prostitution,

diminish the diseases peculiar to women, reduce hereditary disease} the un;
faithfulness of husbands, etc. Such a Spiritual triumph might bring 1”“
good to the race than such material advance as railroads, a telegraph ”Stem:
steamships, etc. She suggests that the attempts to subvert nature ‘0)., Cor;
sidering sexual congress as having any other purpose than procreation 1e

“always fraught with danger.” Although the author seems to have 50:;
knowledge of the history of medicine, it is somewhat amazing ”find . hdeclaring that continence is “rarely mentioned as a cure for the ev1ls Wh‘lCn

fl°w 5° surely from incontinence.”“9 Surely this is an amazing confesslo
of ignorance.

. ts
In the issue of December 1, 1888, Blackwood returns to the fray, P0m -

out the inadvisability of recommending coitus interruptus in a 6&56 0f nerV
ousness, and recommends the mid-period followed by “ab1utions.”5°_ ‘on

Dr. H. B. Runnalls congratulated the editor upon initiating a dlscussihe
from which “nothing but good can result.”51 He had long been 0f of
opinion that the law [sic] Should make it a criminal offense for members

4° ma, p. 645.
4,676.‘7 Madana F. de Hart “Continence: U yl tic ” ibid. pP- 6743 Il 'l., p. 675. ’ an npopular Proph ac , :

n Ibid.
5° Ibid., p. 698.
51 Ibid., p. 710.
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either sex, suflering from constitutional diseases, which might be transmitted

to ofispring, to indulge in sexual intercourse—a splendid instance of na'iveté.

There are indeed cases in which the prevention of conception is called for:

Iwould always advise it where puerperal or uraemic convulsions accompanied

pregnancy; where vomiting was severe during pregnancy; where any pelvic de-

formity existed, or any uterine or ovarian growth was present; where excessive

hemorrhage accompanied labor; where the perineum or other parts had been

lacerated much during labor; where any hernia of the intestines was present; and

where any heart, kidney or lung mischief was present—in fact, in all cases in which

the medical attendant was of the opinion that evil results would follow conception;

but never merely for social or economic reasons.52

Considering the period, this is not a bad summary of medical indications.

hut in failing to support economic and social indications, Runnalls, though

In agreement perhaps with modern American medical thought, ran counter

to the most authoritative American medical thought and to European medi-

cal thought. Fact-facing practitioners of medicine realize today that it is

no longer possible strictly to separate economic and social conditions from

conditions giving rise to medical needs.

Dr. David E. Matteson of Warsaw, N. Y., recommends,53 in the issue of

December 15, 1888, the use of a sponge of silk or sheep’s wool. About one

and one-half cubic inches of either material should be shaped into a ball,

and tied with a silk thread for easy extrication. Matteson, in the following

passage, anticipates the advice of Dr. Norman Haire: “All that is needed

£01“ its use is that the Wife shall bear in mind that it is just as much a part

Of her night attire as is her robe—de—nuit.”54 Removal may be made before

morning, if convenient. The device is simple and inexpensive: and the

results are satisfactory. The syringe is, however, in Matteson’s view, the

mOSt Commonly used preventive in Great Britain and America. It has a

certain value provided it is resorted to immediately after the conjugal act,

and if an astringent is added to destroy the spermatozoa (the author says

a strong aS‘ilfingent) .55 He seems to accept the idea, as have numerous other

phySiCians of the period, that there is a suction activity of the cervix during

°rgasm. Such a view is still held by Stopes, Talmey, and others It ‘5

Probab1y without foundation, like Stopes’s “coital interlocking.” Matteson

{nentions the inconvenience of rising from a warm bed to syringe. Con-

Jugal onanism is not as a rule harmful, but has aesthetic objections. The

author also dislikes the condom and various types of female veil. The

52 Ibid,
53 Ibid

u pp. 759—760.
5‘ Ibid.

“ Ibid., p. 759.
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degree of skill required for the adjustment of the latter “practically puts
them out of the question!“

Until recent times the erroneous view was unfortunately quite prevalent
that the rubber pessary is difficult or even impossible for the ordinary woman
to use, evenwhen competently fitted by a physician. This statement occurs
in many journal articles; but clinical experience has disproved it so far 35
the average woman is concerned. The statement is never found in modern
papers by informed authors with clinical experience.

(15) Symposium in The Cincinnati Medical News (1890)

Another early medical-journal symposium was that appearing in 1890
in the Cincinnati Medical News.“ There is here a. secretarial rePort (by
F. W. Mann, MD.) of the proceedings of a discussion meeting held by Q19
Detroit Medical and Literary Association. Those taking part in the (115'
cussion were Drs. C. B. Gilbert, Helen Warner, Frank W. Brown, T A‘
McGraw, A. L. Worden, Mulheron, Hutton, Banning, Gibson, Chltmk’
Webber, Banks, Stevens, Devendorf, and Carstens. . .Like the symposium in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, this dlscusswnis strikingly modem for America in the eighteen-nineties. .The Prevention of conception seemed to C. B. Gilbert “a purely prlva1teaffair”58-—a view held by J. Bentham and J. S. Mill. It was Fomlfwlilysupposed that a woman should bear as many children as PhIYSWloglcah.ypossible, however much suflering she might be called upon to undergo. THIS
point of view Gilbert objected to on the score alone of inability to Pr?“ 6for the ofl5pring- He implies that sexual instruction should be given 1n 0‘“
schools. Contraception is not contrary to the moral law. This is a ques-
tion of utilitarianism.’50 So long as the practice is not harmful, there cfmbe no reason against it. It would not endanger our civilization, 1101' Chmtianity.

. ;Helen Warner took a more conservative view, and thought Gllbeitsopinions “radical.” However, she occasionally gave contracePtive adVES'This was justifiable where a woman could not bring forth a living 01“ ’or where patients were insane, or likely to become 50. She was less con-fident of the harmlessness of contraceptives than Gilbert. tFrank W. Brown thought abstinence (i.e., “moral” means) the best; Elliewhere these were inexpedient, he would apply mechanical mCthodS'

‘7 C.BGi1bert etal. “The Pre t' - n ' - ;' Medical N91”!
n.s. (1890), 303—8.’ , ven 1011 of Conceptlon, Cmamna t

53 Ibid., p. 303.
“9 (bid.

xix:
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made allusions to Malthus’s teachings, and seemed convinced that there

was a close connection between the extent of pauperism and the rapidity

With Which people reproduced. Moreover, since the progress of medicine

was prolonging the span of life, especially by the reduction of the seriousness

0f epidemics, we were left with the problem of controlling population in-

crease. It was useless to urge abstinence. Statistics would not prove that

prevention was injurious to the woman. Brown admits that he usually

.adVised methods of prevention, when asked; he was mindful of the fact that

If PhYSicians refused information, methods more harmful might be used in

the absence 0’3 a physician’s consent. I-Ie avows that “The facts of every-

day life Show us that a majority 0f [the] people practise these methods, and

[that] among educated classes population is regulated.”60

T~ A~ McGraw could not see anything wrong in prevention. Advising

abstention when the prevention of conception was indicated would only

dnve the husband to the brothel. This meant breaking up family ties.

Far greater injury proceeds from excessively large families than from the

Preventim 0f conception. Inasmuch as the standard of comfort had risen,

It Was now much more diflicult than formerly to rear a large family.

A! 14- Worden admitted that prevention was sometimes proper and justi—

fiable, but in many instances this was not the case. As a rule, it is not the

p°Ver.ty—stricken who come for advice. Great discrimination should be

2:31“ giving such advice; and physicians should beware of too much leni—

beyulheron, like many others before and after him, could see no distinction

ThWeen the 1fight to prevent conception and to produce an 111ega1 abortxon.

fiPrfiCtlce was morally wrong. Gibson agreed. .

d‘ .uth agreed with McGraw. The manner of prevention was an.1n—

1V1dua1 and personal one. If it could be accomplished without physmal

13mm.“ was advantageous to society. He thought irrigatmns w1th a

lilonsle 0f mercury solution effective."1

the ?Imng also Supported prevention, and referred to its advantages arnong

of threnCh- . (.3hittick would leave each individual case to the fonselence

harm: Eigysmxan. To Webber contraceptive practlces were decxdedly

Cath 11.1’ 2 a thWarting of nature’s laws. His view was that of the I‘I‘loderg

to 01m Church. Banks, a woman physician, believed that 1t was nght

DTEVent conception.

SteVenS held that prevention should be used wherever there was evidence

:2 ébid‘, p. 305.

“Ch actiVe Poisons are certainly not to be recommended now.
c .
ens??? 1n the bottom of the douche bag.

M, p. 307.

It is apt to get con-
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of hereditary mental incompetence or in cases where childbearing Was
dangerous either to the mother or to the child. But the method should be
abstinence. “He did not believe that it was ever intended that the in-
dulgence of sexual desires should be a pleasure [sic], or that it should be
pursued for pleasurable motives [sic.]”63

.Devendorf stated that “nine-tenths of the educated classes are usmg
means to prevent conception;”°“ that a Dr. Van der Warker, meessor 0fgynecology at Albany or Syracuse, had some time ago examined a com"
munity [Oneida] in which contraceptive practices were used, and foufld 11°
harm resulting. It was advantageous for humanity in general to limlt the
number of children.

.In Carstens’s view, the state as well as individuals had an interest m
human reproduction. Contraception was justified, however: where, forreasons of heredity, defective offspring would result. It was unfortunate
that the insane and criminal classes perpetuated their kind. “He thfmght
all insane and criminal individuals should be castrated.”°5 One objetftlon to
prevention was that it was practised most by those Who ought espec1ally to
propagate, least by the pauper classes.66
To summarize this symposium: Of the fifteen participants in the above

discussion, eight may be said definitely to favor the prevention of concep-
tion by modern “artificial” methods; one other appr0Ved the idea 0f pre-
vention, but said the method should be abstinence. Three were favoréblyinclined but cautious in their approval; while only three were definitelg
opposed, and these evidently not on scientific, so much as on moral £11.11religious grounds. There is no reason to believe that there Was any edltorlaselection of the points of view; the report was sent to the journal by thesecretary of the group- If there was selection—and some there must have

‘3 Ibid.
‘4 Ibid.

I I I I
. It

“5 $tenhzat10n thhout unsexing is, of course, the modern substitute for castratmn‘is.un.questionab1y an extreme position to recommend the sterilization Of “all insane an -cnmma1 Pel'sons,” a view partly responsible for the extreme reaction of certain COntempotar}: env1ronmentalists in social work against sterilization as a theraPeUtic measl-lre" ’-typlcal example of sentimental, environmentalistic reaction against the older indxscngmf
nate recommendation of sterilization is to be found in Stanley P. Davies, 50517” Can!” athe Mentally Deficient, (New York: Crowell, 1930), a. work of Some authority, I gafier:among social workers in America, and which, though characterized by much gOOd 1"! tgcment, contains also much shoddy reasoning against sterilization on environm‘”.Italls 1sgrounds. However, it must be admitted that much of the earlier talk 0“ heredity W3nonsense. Genetic knowledge has advanced considerably in the P215‘; two decades, 3”. offifty years from now we may know something about the subject. 3“ thls should n
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been~it was by the secretary whoheard the proceedings, and thus the selec-

tion was presumably based upon his views of the relative significance of

the statements made by various speakers. Outside of the support of con—

?eption control, the most striking feature of the viewpoints here expressed

15 the placing of eugenic indications on a. plane with medical indications.

Dior is mention of economic indications absent. Striking also is the recogni-

tlon by Brown that since the medical profession has been largely responsible

for the increase in population as a consequence of improvement in health

conditions, it has likewise a responsibility in the matter of population con-

trol. Here is clear recognition of the fact of the inseparability of medical

and economic indications—a view which is not open to dispute. There is

IeCOgnitiOn by the same author that if the medical profession does not recog-

mze ltS responsibility in furnishing contraceptive information, there is grave

danger that the public may resort to harmful methods. As a matter of

ma, clinical statistics, gathered by the present writer and others, have

demonstrated the validity of this observation. Noteworthy also is the

presenCe here of the Bentham—J. S. Mill view that what married couples

may do by way 0f prevention is essentially, if not exclusively, their private

concern. This view Was stressed by Drs. Gilbert and Chittick. There is

much to be said for the view of Carstens, however, that the state, as well as

parents, have an interest in human reproduction.

In Conclusion, one may observe that, on the whole, this is a strikingly

Progressive series of viewpoints for the U. S. A. in 1890.

(M) W. P. Chmm

. A liberal and sound point of view was taken by Chunn in a paper Pub‘

hShEd in the Maryland Medical Joumal‘57 for 1895, in WhiCh indications and

In€3thods were interestingly treated. Though it is not known that Chunn

had any Special influence upon his colleagues—particularly is there an

absenCe 0f evidence that he propagandized in any way—he is definitely ‘10

be piaced among the late nineteenth-century American advocates of con-

cePtlon control. He deplored the fact that medical textbooks discussed

trealiment for sterility, but omitted to mention methods of preventing con-

Ceptlon_ He argued that it was just as immoral and unnatural to treat

Sterility as to prevent conception when it was medically indicated.68 Chunn

mentlons as indications fibroid of the cervix, pelvic deformity, Pd"ic tumors

and Cancer, and repeated pregnancies which endanger the life of the mother.

"William Pawson Chunn, “The Prevention of Conception. Its Practicability and

gsfifiabflitfi”Maryland Medical Journal, 32 (1894-95) = 340‘3' A paper read before the
yn. .
en 18:31:: 3525: of Baltimore on Jan. 29, 1895.
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“Why allow,” he asks, “the children already born te run the risk of beignil;

ing motherless if such a contingency may be avelded? ’EXhom wou ses

benefit if this woman’s husband should become a Widower? .In the ;a

of women who have been subjected to repeated Caesanan sections, Cdl'n:

recommends ovariotomy. One need hardly remark that such rad 1:16

interference is no longer recommended. When it is gentunel'y indicatceh, nn

would now recommend tying the fallopian tubes, Wthh, indeed, u

himself mentioned.’0 .

Curiously enough, Chunn considered the condom injurious,71b1it mesttlzgi

the syringe as “one of the most certain and harmless preventives efully

disposal.”2 He is careful to state that the vagina should be-car fthe

distended in order to wash out all the semen. His recommendation 0 1d

use of a solution of hichloride of mercury added to warm water Wzlrled

probably not find support now.73 Chunn states that he has had prtég)ining
for himself vaginal suppositories composed of cocoanut hutter condicated

10 Per cent of boric acid. He recommends also suppemtones mehe con-
with tannic acid, bichloride of mercury or boracic acld. Thee]: Chunn
sidered next in value to the vaginal douche, if not equal to it. 'tories

was 315° early in pointing out the difliculties of cocoa better suI‘JPOtSInces

melting With suflicient rapidity. He recommends that 1h such ms ahasi;
olive oil or glycerine may be used.75 In view of the con51derable emPntion
which Stopes has recently placed on the use of olive oil, this early 1:116 re-
of it by an American physician is interesting. And Aristotle Shgh y P
ceded Chunn. . e
The cervical rubber cap is harmless and “doubtless effectiial,” but hithly

to be displaced during coitus. Chunn thought this the chief reasonneral

the cap was not more widely used in the U. s. A. at the time. But ge. . . . . - ms ’50 beinacceSSIblllty was the real reason. H15 final recommendation see
as follows:

In case a determined woman has decided

to prevent conception . . .f
suppository before sexual relations and a vaginal douche immediately after,

6° me, p. 342.
7° Ibid.
71 Ibid.
7’ Ibid.

. U. S. A-‘ 73 For a. generation or two bichloride of mercury douching was POPUIaFm.t1:i:ngerous.This is shown, for example, in the K. B. Davis series of cases. Such dotichmg 1: a1 repres-The prevalence of such a. harmful method is a g00d example of the stupldlty of eg '

.

. artl ySlon. Neglect of the Profession to take a hand in reform of the laws 15 thus Presponsible for public injury.
7‘ Ibid.
7‘ Ibid., p. 343.

' l
‘

a vaglllaor suflic1ent reasons, I should recommend taken
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in the dorsal position, as before mentioned. This would undoubtedly seem the

safest plan outside the condum.

In these days when such clinics as the Walworth Women’s Welfare Center

of London and the Maternal Health Association of Cleveland arrange for

special sessions for the husbands in order that they might be instructed in

C?Gperating with their wives not only in properly executing the contracep-

t1ve technique taught, but in sexually adjusting one to another, there is

special interest in the following report of Chunn, in which he mentions in-

struction of the husbands as well as of the wives:

Some four years ago I had occasion to advise another woman concerning the

danger of future pregnancy; and in order that her husband might be as well in-

structed as herself in the matter, she accompanied him to my office. While

“13151112 a vaginal examination it was demonstrated how easy it is to depress the

partneum and slip a wad of cotton into the vagina, the woman being in the dorsal

DOW”, and the index finger pressing back the perineum. Mr. X was of the

°P1n10n that he could perform the necessary manipulation as well as I could. He

therefore had [made] a. number of berated cotton pledgets about the size of an

EnghSh Walnut, and tied a short string to each. After [sic] conjugal relations one

Of the p1€dgets was soaked in a bichloride solution and introduced into the vagina,

Lhe Index finger of the left hand being used as a perineal depressor. This woman

ad had four children at short intervals. The husband met [me] a few days ago,

?nd Was profuse in his expressions of gratitude, three years having passed Without

“rum Increase in his family.76

(16) Later Symposia and Surveys of Opinion

_ After the ’nineties, symposia and especially articles became more common

In medical journals as a perusal of the Bibliography will show. Symposm

haVe, however, never been numerous. Among them have been those in

La Chronique Médz'cale (1905),77 the Medioal Review of Reviews (1918): the

Practitioner (special number, July, 1923), Medical Journal & Record (New

York, 1928 and later. See Open Forum). .

FortIY-seven physicians replied to the questionnaire which const1tutes

the Synrlizwsium published in the Medical Review of Reviews. Despite the

fact that the list contained the names of many leading figures in American

lnedmine, the most conspicuous characteristic of the replies is a dogmatxc

Judgment in an absence of knowledge of the subject. Twelve of the forty-

seven confessed that they had not given the subject suflicient attention to

Wf‘rrant an expression of opinion. Twenty-one, nearly half, supported

b‘rth‘ cOntrol, five making certain qualifications. Six approved present

reStncfiVe legislation, and ten voted for repeal. Twelve thought blrth

7 .
1:131‘1. lPunctuation mine.

hramqueMédicale, xii (1905), 97-138.
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control would increase immorality; seven denied this. Evidently many

were swayed more by theological and philosophical considerations than by
scientific ones. Dr. A. L. Goldwater, who took a. strongly pIOgIeSSiVe
viewpoint, claimed that physicians not only believed in birth control but
practised it. He cited statistics in rather feeble support of his thesis. He
observed that those who voted at the New York County Medical Society

against birth control were “the members whose children averaged one or

less, while the chief supporters of. the minority resolution, which asked for
a repeal of these inequitable laws, came from physicians who had 901““
paratively large families, i.e., two, three, or four children. . . . ”73 A'pfif'
fessor of orthopedic surgery holding an important post said “I believe In It

[birth control] for geniuses and for the feebleminded; for clergymen and
habitual criminals; for total abstainers and habitual drunkards, and for all
other degenerates. I do not believe in it for healthy men and womflIl-"T9
The same confused state of medical opinion was shown in a Symposmfn

conducted by the Practitioner (London) in a special number PubfiShele
July, 1923. Although many prominent physicians contributed to thls
symposium not one of the papers surpasses a. mediocre level except _that by
Dr. Norman Haire. Symposia of this type certainly give scientists 111 0t?“
fields a. very bad impression of the way in which the medical prOfeSSlon
follows scientific method.

Latterly, however, there has been a stabilization of medical opinion h} the
direction of a more liberal viewpoint and in the realization that medlcme
has a definite responsibility in scientific research, in the developing}t 0fbetter methods and in the proper guidance and protection of the pubhc' f

Several surveys have been made in recent years to ascertain the 5“?“ 0medical opinion. Dr. C. Killick Millard in England sent a. questionnatre to
physicians and the Committee on Maternal Health (now the Natlfmal
Conflmittee on Maternal Health) has had since 1927 a. standing C0mmltfiee
on 1ndications for contraception, sterilization and abortion. Dr. 130.11156Stevens Bryant prepared for one of my articles80 a discussion of indiCatlons
tor eontraception. It is the first published attempt in English to formulate
1nd1cat1ons. There is a more complete discussion in Dickinson and BM?"
?“?th 0f Cmaeption, pp. 166—183. Gall published a pamPhlet indudmglhdlcations in the title. Grotjahn and Fraenkel, among otherS, hfwedlscussed the subject. Severalworks treat indications superficially mth‘
out attempting a systematic, ordered, complete account-

" Med. Rev. of Rev. 1918 142
79 Ibid., p. 138. ’ ’ P- I
5° “Birth Contr . . , . - 29)578—617. 01 for the Bntxsh Working Classes,” Hospilal Social Samoa, xix (19 ’
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It was about 1919 that Dr. Millard made his survey of medical opinion

in England. This he was prompted to do by the fact that the 1908 Lam-

beth Conference condemned birth control not only on ethical grounds but

for medical reasons, citing Bergeret and a Birmingham obstetrician. Ac-

cordingly, Millard about 1919, sent questionnaires to medical men and

women in provincial towns. One of the questions asked whether certain

contraceptives in common use, for instance, the condom and the quinine

suPPOSi‘tories, were injurious to health under ordinary circumstances. Of

sfIVenty-four replies, fifty-two answered in the negative, eleven in the aflir-

mative; but of the latter, only two could say that they had personal experi-

ence with bad effects. Six replied indefinitely, and five failed to answer the

question. Thus was Bergeret’s “evidence” thrown out of court even before

the collection of irrefragable statistics by the clinics.81

In 1922 Dr. Millard, in collaboration with Dr. Binnie Dunlop, sent out a

second questionnaire. This was addressed primarily to eminent male

gynecologists both in London and the provinces, though some women

PhYSicians of standing were also included. At the time of the rePOrt SiXtY'

five 1"eplies had been received.82 For the full returns the reader may refer

to the Published account. In a word, the results showed that those who

aPproved the use of contraceptives outnumbered three to one those of a

contrary view. The condom was outstandingly favored, being mentioned

twenty-three times as opposed to twenty—five mentions of all other methods

Combined. The. “check pessary” or cervical cap, despite its great advocacy

by a prominent English lay writer, was mentioned only four times. One

may hazard the guess that a survey on techniques preferred, if taken now,

W0111d show preference for the Mensinga diaphragm. That is the method

n0W chiefly used in the English83 and American clinics; and it is quite POSSible

that Private practitioners in England have followed their lead.

Until 1930 there was no way of knowing how many colleges or schools

e 51 A great b°dy 0f testimony could be presented, were it required here, on the ham}-

ti(S’sness of the contraceptive methods clinically recommended. Almostfiall mag:-

G nets haVe now discarded intrauterine stems, “wishbones,” “butterfltes ate. 1 e

Ti‘fetenburg ring is still suspect, and chemicals can be abused or used uhlhtelhgent y.

It :8 Is all there is t0 the volumes of nonsense that have been wntten on 1n3unousne;s.

th 5 an intereSting Commentary on the rarity 0f critical intelligence that Bergeret—w o

Ought “conjugal frauds” caused nearly every ill human flesh is heir to—should be

gitfld by the 1908 Lambeth Conference and by the Report (1904) of the Royal (3:011:11;

w - 111NW South Wales investigating the declining birth rate. I-belleve some a o

nters w1th an axe to grind still quote him. Some myths are long 111 dymg.

Inc“ C- mick Millard, “Birth Control and the Medical Profession,” Report of the Fifth

:maéwnal Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control Conference, p. 231.

BfilNonPan E- Himes, “Contraceptive Methods: The Types Recommended by Nine

“sh Buth Control Clinics,” New Engl. four. Mat, ccii (1930), 866-873-
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taught the technique of contraception in regular medical courses. In that

year Dr. S. A. Knopf reported on a questionnaire sent to seventy—five meth-

cal colleges in the U. S. A.“ Of the sixty—four institutions replying; thu-
teen colleges gave regular instruction in contraception and sterilization:
twenty-eight taught these subjects incidentally, ten taught neither, four

taught sterilization but not contraception, and nine failed to consider the

subjects because they had only two year courses, and hence did not take uP
gynecology and obstetrics.

This shows progress over a former state of affairs in which virtually no
medical schools in the country included instruction in contraceptive tech-

nique.

A more recent survey, made by the National Committee on Maternal

I-Iealth—on the initiative of Dr. Stuart Mudd of the University ($??m—
sylvania—shows some progress in teaching contraception and stenhzatlon

in the Class A medical schools in this country. By 1933 three out of fiVf
schools having clinical years, and not under control of the Roman Catholic

Church, reported instruction in the indications and technique of contfa'
ception or sterilization or both. Such teaching is not limited to any seetlon
of the country, nor to the larger institutions, and is found in both ruralang

urban areas. The report is based on replies from seventy-six Grade 1

schools to a questionnaire sent out by the National Committee on Matema
Health in 1933.

_
The Medical Society of Michigan in 1933 appointed a “Commlttee to

Study Birth Control” from the section on obstetrics and gyneCOIOgy' T33
committee began its work by the compilation of a bibliography 0? 1,8 ‘

books, articles and pamphlets, and five members were delegated “to meSt;'

gate and summarize in writing the main Phases of birth control - - - medlcililegal, religious, social and economic.” A questionnaire was sent to ea f

member of the state medical society; another to heads of departm‘mts.o
obstetrics and gynecology in medical schools throughout the c(?untry, 1:;
cludmg a question on teaching. I quote a summary85 by Dr. Loulse Steve
Bryant, formerly Executive Secretary of the National Committee on
Maternal Health:

Among 1,846 replies from members of the Michigan Society, 1,745 reported thelfI v
' . n

attitude towetd b1rth control, with 1,538 or 88 per cent. in favor- Th1s Pr°P°r;;;—yaned surpnsmgly little according to the particular interest of the doctors, I -mg from 100 . . 111Per cent. of those in tuberculosis work, to 96 in Pedlatrlcs’ 90

9‘ Med. Jour. and Rec., xx (1930), 456..
. th35 To be puhhshed soon in Amer. four. Obstr. & Gyn. This text varies slightly}?J

the National Committee’s unpublished manuscript draft and from the ant;
. Med. $00., xxxiii (March, 1934), 140—145-

from
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gynecology and obstetrics, 89 in surgery, with 88 in internal medicine, neurology

and psychiatry, and the lowest, 87 per cent, in general medicine. . . .

The great majority of the doctors in all areas reported the practice of contracep-

tion. Among 1775 replying to the question “Do you prescribe contraceptives in

Y0“ Practice?” 522 said no, including many who were not opposed in principle;

While 1,233 said yes, 988 without qualifications and 245 specifying “under con-

tTOL” or “when the patient asks,” or “when advisable.” Acceptable indications

were stated by 1,346, of whom 460 or about one-third gave contraceptive careofer

“health reasons only,” and the rest for social, economic and health reasons in

various combinations.
Objections were specified by 144 of the 207 who were not in favor of birth control,

and the great majority, 84, being on religious or ethical grounds, with a second

Erott’hof 49 for various reasons of social expediency, and only seven on grounds of

ea ,

The questionnaire to the teachers of obstetrics and gynecology throughout the

country elicited much the same sort of replies, with 38 out of 41 expressing approyal,

end PraCtiCing contraception, 27 prescribing with qualification; and 32 reportmg

in addition some teaching of contraceptive technique and indications, five speclfY—

“lg that “only general principles are discussed.”

. [An.mng the conclusions of the committee after studying the returns the follow-

mg Pomts were stressedzl ‘ .

(.1) A11 intense interest in birth control was shown throughout the state, With a

mamnty 0f the profession favorable in attitude. .

(2) Indications for the use of contraceptives vary, but it is generally belleved

that by careful use of contraceptive procedures the health of certain indwxduals

aflhcted with disease can be maintained at a higher level; and also that by the

PtOPel‘ Spacing of children and limitation of their numbers that a higher health

level can be maintained by society in general. A more general use of contra-

Ceptlon may aid in decreasing the incidence of abortions with their attendant

fetal and maternal mortality and morbidity.

(3) [The legal status of birth control in Michigan is indicated by the statement

9f the Attomey General that] there is no law preventing the giving of birth COIltrOl

Information 01‘ materials by physicians as professional adv1ce. The Fedetal

Law concerning the transmission of contraceptive information and material

thrquh the mails by inter-state commerce has practically been annulled by recent

declsxons of the Federal Courts. _

b (4) Opposition to Birth Control when expressed by religious bodies appears to

“e more Concerned with method than with principles; family regulation throtlgh

nathral methOdS” (abstinence, observance of the so-called period of “physwlogical

isnlity”) is considered permissible, whereas “unnatural methods” (contracep—

es are condemned b these on s. _

(5) [Among the comBIInents 0?:mg social and economic aspects of birth control

were these:] There is no~positive evidence that “race suicide” 'has'resulted from

e “56 of contraceptives. It has been suggeSted that eugemc 3'th can him

8 t_efllized by extending the knowledge of Contraception to, or by eyiorfmgg

Stemlza‘tton “P011, undesirable elements of society whose rate ofPropagation ‘5 m

excess °t the apparently more desirable classes. A judicious birth control p31)-

gram mttSt: however, also combat voluntary and involuntary sterility among e

?“genically more desirable elements if the harmful effect of a differential birthrate

‘5 t° be overcome _ _ , ,
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This report was accepted by the Michigan State Society, and a stanCimg
“Committee on Maternal Health” appointed to continue the study of bath
control and related subjects and to sponsor the recommended pi'Cigram,w1th
special stress upon: (a) postgraduate teaching so that practitioners Inay
be informed upon the most modern and scientific methods; (b) the reduction
in both criminal and therapeutic abortions; and (c) the protection of soc1ety
from commercial exploitation by unscrupulous and unqualified persons.
The speaking tours of Dr. J. F. Cooper, former medical director for the

American Birth Control League, have been an important educatioiialforcl:
among physicians outside of the literature. Since his death thls WOF
has been carried on by Dr. Eric Matsner, who has lately issued an 3d“
mirable brief treatise on technique.86

.No proof is needed that ahnost every one of the standard medical texts,
including those on gynecology and obstetrics, omit discussion of contreCtP'
tive technique. It is gratifying to observe, however, that the new edltlonof Dr. Milton J, Rosenau’s Preventive Mediaine (just issued, 1935), doe:
justice to the subject by including a chapter on technique from the Pen:
Dr. Eric Matsner. That the temper of opinion has changed rapldly mt elast decade is shown also by the fact that Dr. Victor Robinson could 5601.1”
as contributors to his ably—edited Encyclopedia Sexualis such outstandmf
men as Thomas Hunt Morgan, F. H. A. Marshall, F. A. E. Crew, R°berBriffault, Robert T. Frank, Smith Ely Jellifie, to mention only a few.As I write (December 18, 1935) the Encyclopedia has not yet come from
the press. But the prospectus leads me to believe that it may W611 prov;
to be the best work of its type ever published. This work i5; _50 far asknow, the first treatise of its kind ever published in the Umted states.
Ten years ago it simply could not have been produced. . nIn Germany as well as in the Anglo-Saxon countries the medical mefssm fis beginning to take more interest in contraception. The 1931 mef‘tmgs‘athe German Gynaecological Society devoted itself to contraception anh
many were the papers read, some by leading figures in Germany}? Thotlg _some of these are of interest, no paper presented compares in selentlfic 111:5
portance with the recent papers on chemistry by Baker and Voge- V03:fChemistry and Physics of Contraceptives and Baker’s Chemical Control
Conception are the two leading works in their field.88.

. b
3‘ Eric M. Matsner, The Technique of Contraception. An Outline. Formats”:Robert L. Dickinson. Introduction by Foster Kennedy. Published for the A1116Birth Control League by Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, 1933, p. 38-3" Archimf. Gym‘z’k., xliv (1931).
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op’ilhlilzrt fig: gag 13:61} notable advance in liberalization of medical

groups that have e .d . IS shown also by the long list of medical and other

of endorsing or art creed repeal of the restrictive legislation. Such a list

governmental hg ntzatlons IS to be found in the published report89 of a

issued (1935) b eiflmg artd on a. large sheet (34 by 21 inches) recently

Control. On this 1e Natlonal Comm1ttee for Federal Legislation on Birth

among them nation:15t hst probably a thousand organizations are listed,

of medical schools , :tete and county medical societies and clubs, deans

Social educat' , pu 11c health and nursing organizations and officials,

, lonal and labor groups, business and professional women’s

club . .
iatie::1§::;t-teacher assoc1at.10.ns, Junior Leagues, Amencan Legion Auxil~

For a. sumfngmups and pohtlcal societies.

the Physician tileyrzighe Iglodern legal situation in the U. S. A. as it affects

C. H. RObinson M 6;; ould consult the works hy Dickinson and Bryant,

RObert Homans , et a.l . Dennett, W. J. McW lliams, Gladys Gaylord,

view.” , , and an anonymous article in the Haward Law Re—

Ma
the stiiitszzigzsogigare that hitth-contrel clinics started in Holland. In

Where mCdical stude t: term.chn1c——a, medlcal
eenter staffed with physicians

be Sure DLAlet n s are 1nstructed——they dld not start in Holland. To

’ _ eta Jacobs opened the first systematic ofiice work in contra-

ception in
Holland about 1881. But until recently there was no dispensary

or hos it .
p 3.1 Work In contraception. Two out of fifty of the “clinics” were

sewed . ,

mainl 13b}, mldwweS, the rest by workingmen’s wives especially instructed,

W031: y 1.31" Rutgers,

Other Coiritililesflznfid’ however, gave much inspiration to the workers in

Spread all over tho rs. Sanger and Dr. Haire especially. Now clinics are

In the earl d e World, though many regions have far too few.

stressed dangirsags 0f the Dutch Neo-Malthusian League the propaganda

health Consider 3 over-populatlon; latterly more emphasis has been given

tions Went throa Ens. The English and American propaganda organiza-

group in En lug the same change of emphasis, save perhaps Dr. Stopes’

g and and Mrs. Dennett’s Voluntary Parenthood League in

the Unit
ed States. However, both of these have been late developments.

Dr S V
' ' an - - . . . .

Howell, Mmlster of the Intenor and later ane Mmlster, was

instruction back in the
0116 of th .

’eighties:n1$?S-t agave people in Holland in public

n1net1es, as was Pierson, the well—known Dutch
economist, who

frankl d.
3’ lscussed the subject of birth control in his Principles.

e of the Committee on the Judiciary
'° Birth .

C°ntr°1Heanngs before a Subcommitte
. (Washington:United Sta

Gov’tPflfltes SeHate Seventy-first Congress Third Session on S. 4582 . .

M Har EOE" 1931): PP- 5-7.
. aw. Rem, xlv (1932), 723—729. See Bibliography for other items.

/

/
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The Dutch League early issued a medical pamphlet in Which techniques
were rather well outlined.91 It described the usual devices such as 3'16
condom, sponge, rubber pessary, etc. It is especially worthy of note In
view of recent chemical researches by Baker and Voge on the highly eperml-
cidal effect of soapy solutions, that Dr. Rutgers as early as the elghteen
eighties, recommended a. vaginal plug of soap. Large numbers of the
medical pamphlets were distributed.

.Data. are not at hand to prepare an adequate account of the hlstorY 0f
contraception in Holland. From one point of view the‘deve10pnflentS fife
recent rather than historical events. Moreover, Holland’s signififlance 1nthe history of contraceptive development seems much more soc1al thalll
medical. Accordingly, the history of the Dutch propaganda work W11l
receive attention in another volume.

.The Scandinavian countries, being highly civilized, have done relatlYeliiI
little talking and writing about birth control. They have simply practlseit for decades. Knut Wicksell, the economist, was the Swedish counterPart
of John Stuart Mill, who defended birth control as early as 1825.92 M31?
have followed Wicksell in defending the social case for birth .control-
know of no medical handbook on contraception originating In Sweden,
though there are doubtless translations. There are no important develop-
ments in Norway known to me. But in Denmark new energy has bee:
introduced into the movement by the lectures and writings of Dr. Leunbac -
Professor Brandt of Stockholm and Professor Gammeltoft of Copenhafiinare fine examples of foreigners outstanding in gynecology and umvers} ylife who took conception control as a matter of course in their teachlng
long before England, the United States, or Germany did-

§2 TWENTIETH CENTURY AUTHORS
(20) William J. Robinson (1869—1936)

ne of the most indefatigable Workers for contraception has been Dr.
0

William .T- Robinson. About 1904 he began a vigorous educational cam-
paign in his little book, Limitation of Ofisprz'ng, With its blank pages to ”11'press one Wlth the illegality of furnishing contraceptive advice in Prinlti‘}
books. His periodicals, the Critic and Guide and the America” Jourfld
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home the need of a sensible, reasonable attitude. And his efforts have

borne fruit, as have the efforts of his predecessors, in a more enlightened

public opinion. Particularly did Robinson protest against legal interference

with the right of the physician to furnish contraceptive information when

he felt it economically and medically indicated. Many were the letters

received from every state in the union requesting contraceptive advice; and

in 1916, in the Medical Review of Reviews, several of these were quoted.

This was not, however, the first time that such letters of appeal had been

published. The first record of their appearance was, to my knowledge, in

Owen’s Moral Physiology (1830 or 1831); then appeared Robinson’s letters,

and finally a. whole volume of them in Margaret Sanger’s Motherhood in

Bondage.93 Dr. Stopes in England then followed Mrs. Sanger by publishing

Mother England.94 A fuller account of Robinson’s career will be found in

Dr- F- M. Vreeland’s thesis.

Robinson’s influence was not confined to journal editorials and to popular

Sexological treatises of which latter he published nearly thirty. For in

1905 he isued to physicians a leaflet describing contraceptive techniques,

find more recently has published a medical handbook.95 It was he who

Induced Dr. Jacobi to take up birth control in his presidential address before

the American Medical Association in 1912; and he became Jacobi’s literary

exeClitor. Few American physicians of our time, save perhaps Dr. J..F.

C°°P6r and R. L. Dickinson, have had more influence in moulding opinion

on contraception than Robinson. His son, Dr. Victor Robinson, the medi-

cal historian, has also been active to a lesser degree. Dickinson has done

much to “educate” the more prominent figures in medicine, Cooper has

Worked more with general physicians and with a clinic population, while

RObiIlSOn has influenced not only physicians, but through his P°Pular

books; the general public.

(215) Abraham Jacobi (1830—1919) and William A. Pusey

Two ex-presidents of the American Medical Association, Abraham Jacobi

and William A. Pusey, have been in the vanguard striving to convince flu?”

colleagues that the medical profession should recognize and discharge its

501611111 obligations to preserve and further the public health by a judicious

use Of contraception. Dr. Jacobi was the first president of the American

sigargarfl Sanger, Motherhood in Bondage. New York: Brentano, 1928: PP. xix,

9’ Marie C. Stopes [Ed.], Mother England. A Contemporm’y H5510” Self—written by
those who have had ' ' ' 406no hzstonan. London: Bale, 1929, pp. v1, 1 - _ _ .

Sogbw' J- Robinson, Practical Prevenception. Hoboken, N- 15 American B1°1°glcal
ciety, 1929, pp. v, 1—170.
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Medical Association who courageously approved the limitation of offspring
in his presidential address. In 1912 he spoke unequivocably, though in
guarded language, in favor of contraception. A man of penetrating mind
and a sensitive social conscience,96 he had intelligence enough to know that
a physician who practised in ignorance of social conditions would be apt to
function blindly. Accordingly, he protested against inequalities in the
distribution of wealth, and declared that it seemed “almost impossible” to
prevent unnecessary physical and mental illness “as long as the IlChCS
provided by this world are accessible to a part of the living only.’ ’

The resources for prevention or cure [he continues] are inaccessible to .many'
sometimes even to a majority. That is why it has become an indisPenSIble sug-gestion that only a certain number of babies should be born into the world. A5
long as . . . the well-to-do limit the number of their offspring, the adv1ce t0 thepoor . . . to limit the number of their children . . . is perhaps more than merely
excusable. I often hear that an American family has had ten children, hilt only
three or four survived. Before the former succumbed, they were a source 0fexpense, poverty, and morbidity to the few survivors. For the interests 0f the
tatterfiand the health of the community at large, they had better not have been
om.

Jacobi also recommended a. certificate of freedom from venereal and trans-
missible disease prior to matrimony; and declared that the PIOPaga'tlon 0f
degenerates, imbeciles, and criminals should be prevented, Pmsumab1y bysterilization, though this was not mentioned by name. Altogether it was a

’5 Jacobi opened the first free clinic for diseases of children in the U. s. A. Tramet'i m
Germany, he took Part in the revolution of 1848, was jailed, escaped, fled t° America.
B°5t°n “’35 inhospitable in giving him Practice, but he achieved in New York not Only a
large practice but international renown. In 1862 he founded the American Journal of
Obstetrics (now the Amer. four. Obst. & Gyn.) . At the New York Medical College hebe'
came the first professor of diseases of children in the U. S. A. Twice PreSidcnt 0f theAmerican Pediatric Society, he also led the Association of American I’hySiCi‘mS (189.6%the New York Academy of Medicine (1885—1889), finally the American Medical Assocm—
tion (1912-1913). The Festschrift presented on his seventieth'birthday, to which max“)!
European physicians contribu , ' ' ' I I his v0 “minous litera

in b°.dy and mind et eighty-eight that he attended the annual A. M. A. nieeting and “’01;
pm; In the Pr‘OCeedmg-a The children and mothers of America lost him in 1919- A m.or more Information on Jacobi see Lancet Clinic (Cincinnati), May 14’ 1910; 1’10'“ Ob“ May, 1913' Francis Hub ' ' ‘1 Life Oct,

_ ’ , er in The Ch1ld(London) Dec.1913;Me ‘ ’1926; Vlctor Robinson “The Lif ’ - - ’ . d RW‘Lf _ n _ 928 Me .July 19, 1919, July 24’, e o A Jacobl, Ibzd., May June, 1 :
1920;1v. y, . r. Med. Am"July 19,1919;F. H. G Med. Joun, July 19,1919, four. Amel . . ”a

- ”“5011, “Dr. Abraham Jacobi” Science Aug. 1: 1919’ SW"flirfiéaffihlyfiug. 1919; N. Y. Times, July 12, 1919. ’ ’ 23n ' i
June 8, 1961;. Guuhflw’ 240' Fol'afull account see Jaur. Amer. Med. 11:30., lvnl,
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memorable, historic address. At the time, however, it caused no little

discussion, and some protest, in medical circles.

. Jacobi supported economic and social indications as well as medical

mdications not only in his presidential address but also in several published

papers, of which a Critic and Guide article is an example. Though he was

ever sensitive to the opposition of professional sentiment, he was courageous

enough never to flinch from publicly avowing his soberly-arrived—at con-

clusions. He well knew that even the most reasoned case for birth control

usually met with opposition, but added “yet no valid argument can be

Presented against it. It benefits the parents, it is decidedly beneficial to

soc1ety, and it is even more merciful toward the unborn and unconceived

creature, which is frequently saved from a life of misery. If we have no

rlght to demand a sacrifice of the mother for the sake of the child, neither

have we the right to demand sacrifices which, tho stopping short of being

Immediately fatal, nevertheless shorten and cripple the woman’s life.”98

Jacobi further revived an old argument of Place’s when he said that difiused

contraceptive knowledge would doubtless contribute toward more hygienic

sexual relations.99

Though W. A. Pusey was perhaps not as outspoken for birth control as

Jacobi, he supported contraception and eugenics in his 1924 presidential

address on the “Social Problems of Medicine” delivered before the American

Medical Association.10o And at the Sixth International Neo—Malthusian

afld Birth Control Coriference, when he spoke on “Medicine’s Responsibili—

tles in the Birth Control Movement” he did likewise.”1 In the firSt address

he gained the ear of his audience by opposing socialized medicine; then went

on to urge the medical profession to take the lead in guiding birth control

and. eugenics, His support of birth control, curiously enough, was not

mainly on health grounds, but was built rather on the more vulnerable point

that if POPHIation growth were not slowed down the pressure on existence

would become so intense that the death rate, particularly infant mortality,

WOUId overtake the birth rate and the population become stationary.”2 We

Il0W know that the post—war Malthusian fears were based upon fallacious

eXtrapolation 0f past rates of growth and therefore exaggerated. More

:2 CW“ and Guide, xv (1912), 463.

m 11731.. p. 464.
.

M d? Wflliam Allen Pusey, Social Problems of Medicine. Address Before the Amencan

P: lcal ASSOtfiation at Chicago, June 9th and 10th, 1924. ChicagozAmer. Med. Asso.

:35'1924:.PP.1—33. See also Jaur.Amer.Med.Asso.,lxxxiii,
19Q5—1908; 1969-19642 h

C0 See But}; Control Review, ix (1925), 134—136, 156—158. Repnn't by Amencan tht

an;291 League, [1925], pp. 14. Also in [Proceedings] Sixth InteftwtwnalNea—Malthuszan

m 1;“ C°”"vl Conference (New York: A.B.C. League, 1926), 111, 19—30.

“5°36 Social Problems, pp. 8-9.
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sound was the central purpose of Pusey’s presidential address: to entphaslze
“that the subject is of vast importance to the welfare of man; that 1t15 one
which should have scientific guidance ; that for this medicine must be 100ked
to and that medicine should undertake to approach its responsibllities hete
by beginning to give the subject the continuous and serious thought thatl}:
justifies.’ ’103 Pusey went on to declare that we are likely to be deluged Wltd
the unfit if steps are not taken to control their reproduction. Hf? affirme
that “Society will, and should, make every effort to do its best for 1ts weaker
members, but there is no good reason why it should not try to stem tile
tendency to the peopling of the earth by the defective, the unfit and the
incompetent.”1°4 The address contained some logical errors, but on t e
whole it was sound and forward-looking.

(20) The Career ofMargaret Sanger

Though there is no intention of bringing this historico-medical chrelilcbl:
down to date by including numerous contemporary figures‘that iml ddone in a subsequent volume—and no intention of going into the soc1a1 11:111-economic history of contraception, this account would be incomplete w1 te
out some attention to the career of Margaret Sanger, leading lay advoger
of contraception in America. Though she has done more than any :1) a-
American to make birth control popularly known as a result Of her 6 ucertional or propaganda campaigns, it is in the medical aspects Of her carethat we are interested in the present volume. , , h hasA woman of great vision, personal courage and organiZing ablhty S e entbeen the central figure in organizing the American birth-control movem.5k
into a conscious unity. It was in 1912 that, at considerable personai nthé
she began in earnest her work for birth control. Her life 35 a nurse in inPoor quarters of the lower East side in New York had convinced her t1iatformany instances mothers who needed contraceptive advice, 11f” 0.113;. a-social and economic reasons but on the most conservatiVe medlcal 1n tiicoktions, were being refused such advice by physicians. Accordingly’ She randthe reins into her own hands and began giving advice. There W.“ ag fla-plan for flooding the country with copies of her pamphlet’ Family L'Mfs atflan)“ by releasing them for distribution from several geographieal pom sur-
a given signal. Though this plan fell through, Family Limitatw? was ell-reptitiously issued through a printer whose name to this day 15 ~31: toguarded secret. Court difficulties impended; and there was a fllg dingEurope. While Mrs. Sanger was abroad gaining more knowledge regar

103 Ibid., p. 9.
m Ibid.

\ 1"“ See Bibliography for editions.
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the latest developments in contraceptive technique, Family Limitation was

getting well launched in popularity. Eventually several hundred thousand

copies were to be published in the U. S. A. and England, not alone in English

but in many foreign languages. It was about this time also that Mrs. San—

ger published her first radical periodical, The Woman Rebel, several numbers

of which were suppressed. It advocated not only contraception but other

radical economic reforms concerning which Mrs. Sanger today holds much

more modified opinions.

Not often are reformers willing to go to jail for their opinions or for the

cause which they represent. But Mrs. Sanger was an exception. Clearly

the fact that she opened the first contraceptive advice station106 in the

U: S. A. in the Brownsville section of Brooklyn, N. Y. in 1916, marks a

mllestone in American contraceptive history. Here a fair number of poor

Women were advised before the police closed the clinic as a public nuisance.

Mrs. Sanger was, however, influential in securing a decision in the Court Of

Appeals because of which it is now possible for medical men and women

Of New York State to give contraceptive advice legally for “the cure and

prevention of disease”-—a term now very broadly interpreted.

It Was not until 1923, when Mrs. Sanger was still president of the Ameri—

can Birth Control League (founded in 1917 as the National Birth Control

League), that the New York Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau was

0P8n8d as a department of the American Birth Control League.1°7 This has

PWCd the way for approximately two hundred and twenty-five other clinics

m the U. S. A., a few of which are not extramural clinics as is the New York

Cllnical Research Bureau, but connected with hospitals and dispensaries.108

. The story of Mrs. Sanger’s struggle for amendment of American legiSIa‘

t10I1,her organization of several international birth-control conferences is a

part rather of the social history of the movement. The same is true Of her

orgflnization of the World Population Conference in Geneva in 1927, from

WhiCh there developed an important volume of proceedings“ and the

.m For the full Story see M. Sanger, My Fightfor Birlh Control. New York: Farrar &

'nehart’ 1931» PP~ Vii, 3-360. The sociologist is not interested in whether the Br-owns-

“He and later “Clinics” may be so classed or not, since his interest is in the (iiffu51on of

anoyvieiige' It is not necessary that there should be medical teachihg in a station to have

Chg?“ the American sense. It need only be under medical directioli. B . t];

Cont zo-r a Smhmary 0f case records on 10,000 Cases, see Dr. Mane E. Kopp. er

“:01“m Prafme. New York: McBride, 1934. . . . ki &

B or a fairly uP-to-date list, see M. Sanger, My Fightfor Berth Control, Die nsonh

I.Wfint, Control of Conception, Appendix C, and the files of the Birth Control Remew. T .e

c xmc movement is progressing so rapidly in the U. S. A. that a list is out of date before 1t

0211: be Pllblished.

W Margaret Sanger [E(L], Proceedings of the World Population Conference. . . . Geneva,

1927. London: Arnold, 1927, PP- 383'
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organization of the International Union for the Scientific Investigation of

Population Problems. The Population Association of America is a ch11d,

legitimate or illegitimate, of the latter.

The International Medical Group for the Investigation of Birth Control

and the Birth Control Investigation Committee, both having headquarters

in London, grew out of interests forwarded at the Geneva Conference. Dr-

C. P. Blacker, who is secretary of the former, has issued on behalf of the

Group a number of interesting annual reports (See Bibliography unfit?!

Blacker). These summarize a great deal of recently published medlcal1

material on contraception. They also contain material not available else-

where. Accordingly, the reports are of great interest to medical students

of this subject. .

Mrs. Sanger also organized the first international clinical conference 111

Zfirich in 1930.110 The Geneva and Ziirich conferences were espeCIany

valuable because of some of the papers presented. Hence it is beyond
question that Mrs. Sanger’s activity in this field will give her a permanent

place not only in social but in medical history.
Since she resigned the presidency of the American Birth Control League

Mrs. Sanger has devoted her main energy to securing the passage 0f the

“doctors only bill” in Washington. In her earlier efforts to secure the

liberalization of statutes restricting the dissemination of contracePtWe
information, Mrs. Sanger devoted herself exclusively to the repeal of state

IaWS. Latterly she has become convinced that since the state lz:tws.‘?‘lf’re

modelled in part on the national Comstock legislation of 1873 restnctmg

the use of the mails, and since states without laws were still sublect t0 the

Federal laws, more rapid progress could be made by appealing fiTSt t:
Washington. It is not our purpose here to record the difficulties mvelVe

in that enormous task. But it may be pointed out that those physwws
who are inclined to view the career of Mrs. Sanger as that of an interfermgt

laywoman, should remember that if they secure a clarification of statute51
will be largely through her indefatigable efforts; if not directly through he:

efforts, then through the public opinion which she has been a central agen

In creating.

Members of the medical profession should also remember that Mrs.

Sanger has from the firSt attemP’Ced to operate through the medical PIO'
fession; that it has been largely as a consequence of their unwillingness}o

assist and lead that she has been forced to take this function of educaflol
upon herself. I am personally aCQUainted with most of the 18.3’1‘59’derS 0

- nno Margaret Sanger and Hannah M. Stone [Eds.], The Practice of Contracejzhoa. A .
International Symposium and Sums F . kinson. Baltimore'
Williams & Wilkins, y' mew“! by “be“ L- D“ ,1931, pp. xviii, 3-316,
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the birth-control movement in the United States and England. It is my

judgment that no one has given of her time, limited physical energy (Mrs.

Sanger at one time had active pulmonary tuberculosis) and money more

unselfishly than Mrs. Sanger. Only reforming zeal and a firm conviction

0f ultimate triumph could enable one to surmount the obstacles and abuse

she has met. Always level-headed, she has frequently sought the advice

of scientific men. In this respect she has been an able leader. She picked

her advisers carefully; then she usually, but not always, took their advice.

Mrs. Eleanor Robertson-Jones and Mrs. Francis N. Bangs, Mrs. Sanger’s

Stlccessors as presidents of the League, have continued the latter’s educa—

tional work, concentrating upon the organization of state leagues; and the

encouragement of clinics. Many more physicians have come in recent

years to the League’s point of view and have even taken an active part,

Especially in the clearly medical activities. The League has a medical

adv1sory board containing many prominent medical names. Mrs. Jones

has also stressed the eugenic implications of birth control and has worked

for closer coiiperation with groups interested in eugenical education.

_ The form of the Birth Control Review has changed. Since October, 1933,

It has been essentially a news bulletin. Space being severely restricted, it

ha§ since become of much less value to serious students, though perhaps ful-

fillmg the needs of the League more effectively. _

Mrs. Sanger has recently started a service to the medical world in the

f°rm 0f a new periodical, the Journal of Contraception (first issue November,

1935)- This is being edited by Dr. Abraham Stone, assisted by an editorial

boarfl of prominent physicians. The journal is beginning very modestly as

an elght page monthly, at a low subscription price (one dollar a year) the

Pul'pose being to assist physicians in keeping informed on the latest develop?-

ments in the field of contraceptive medicine. Besides brief articles, 1t

Contains abstracts. The American Birth Control League began issuing at

the same time its National Clinic Courier, designed to serve essentially the

same Purpose.
'

Marriage Hygiene, 3. scientific quarterly published in Bombay, but havmg

em?“ in several countries, is the only international journal in this field

hazvmg the necessary space for scientific articles, many of them of a. pure

Sflence character. Its emphasis is upon discovery rather than upon the

dlffusion of what is already known. Its book reviews espeCiauY are Of a.

‘fer high order, equalled in fact by those of very few medical journals pnb-

hShed aHYWhere. It also runs the usual editorials, abstracts, and a sectlon

011 World News. It welcomes contributions of high merit from thSIClans

and scholars all over the world. The main editorial oflice is at Kodak

House, Homby Road, Bombay, India.
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§3 NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON MATERNAL HEALTH, INC.

There has been only one organization in the United States under com-

plete medical leadership doing active work in the interests. of control‘of

conception, which has maintained full time offices and salamed secretarlal

stafi, and laid its emphasis on research and publication rather than on

clinical service, carrying on actively for a, dozen years. .
Starting in March, 1923, at the instigation of Mrs. G‘ertrufle Mlnturn

Pinchot, the Committee on Maternal Health insisted on tying b1rth (fontfd’
the emergency measure, to marriage problems in general, t9 sterlhzatmn’
abortion and sterility, to normal sex function and anatomlcal sthucture.

It has issued a large number of papers and reports and by 1936 “”1111“:
in its series twelve volumes Which are of basic importance in the study 1‘:
medical aspects of sex life. Five of these are on birth control andt e

sterilization volume is under way. .
In 1930 the committee was incorporated as the National Cofnmlttee on

Maternal Health, Inc. The oflices for eight years have been In the N(fw
York Academy of Medicine (with the President of the Academy 35 Chalf-
man of the Committee for five years). Its Secretary for eleven years was:
full time volunteer, Dr. R. L. Dickinson, a, former clinical meessor, 01
gynecology and obstetrics, ex—President of the American Gynecologlfja
Society. The Executive Secretaries were first, Gertrude StgrgeSgM' ;’
second, for eight years, Louise Stevens Bryant, Ph.D. in med1cal SCleng’v;

with invaluable experience in biology, statistics, publication an.d the D
courts. The Medical Executive Secretary is now Raymond Squler, M- 1"
gynecologist and obstetrician at Bellevue and Lenox Hill Hospitals, former y
at Johns Hopkins.

‘ . . byThe books above referred to are these: Seventy Birth Contrel 6.7111165; 11d
Caroline H. Robinson; Control of Conception, by Robert L. chklnS.0n abyLouise Stevens Bryant; The Chemistry and Physics of Contracepmesearl
Cecil I. B. Voge; the present volume; Time of Ovulation in WOW") by

. heG. Hartman; and another under way, Sterilizatian: Medwal ASPe‘tS 0-, ’5
Subject, by Howard C. Taylor, Jr.

§4 GERMAN AND OTHER WRITERS
Before considering the modern German writers, which is the main Purpo:this section, I shall devote special attention to the two mOSt 1mPortaGerman pioneers, Friedrich Adolph Wilde and Mensinga- WIn 1838, in a gynecological treatise of considerable importance,111 but 11

of
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long since forgotten, Wilde describes a rubber cervical cap specially moulded

to fit each individual case. M011 in 1912112 and Stopes in 1931113 have erred

in concluding that Wilde anticipated Mensinga in recommending what

is now known as the Mensinga or Dutch pessary. On the contrary,

Vltfilfie advised a rubber cervical cap similar to that now used in Dr. Stopes’s

c mic.

Wilde’s gynecological treatise, which is notable for its preventive point

0f view and for a discussion of indications for contraception, treats not

Oflly 0f magical, inefiective measures (reported within on p. 113) but men—

tions the condom, withdrawal, sponge and rubber cap. He thinks the con-

dom tears easily; and that both the condom and withdrawal are ineffective.

Perhaps Wilde had experience with a poor grade of condom. In his day

rubber ones were hardly available as yet.

Wilde scouts the idea that prevention is morally censurable especially

When medically indicated, and declares that “a prophylactic procedure

against Pregnancy under such circumstances is not only completely justi-

fiab1e2bUt might rather be approved on grounds of morality in preference to

a dangerous Caesarian section.”114 He contends that the methods known

in ,his time (1838), Withdrawal, the condom and sponge, are inshfiiciently

milable‘ Hence many physicians advise continence; but this invanably

falls on deaf ears. It is much better to use a rubber cervical cap spec1a11y

modded to fit each individual case:

01} that account [inability to be continent in marriage] it would be highlyfiesu-

able In 511611 cases to become acquainted with a thoroughly reliable and practicable

method for the prevention of pregnancy. For this reason the author counsels that

SW11 persons who are afiected with an inability to bear should constantly wear

arubber pessary (ein Pessarium aus Resina elastica), which has no epemng, which

§°mp1ete1y covers the 05, fits snugly, and which is taken off only during the menses.

n Otder that it may suit every individual case just right, it must be made from a

Speglal mOdel made each time by taking a wax impression of the parts by use of a

vagmal SPeculum. This rubber pessary (Cautschuk-Pessariuitn) would be 1655

tr(?.“blesome and uncomfortable than any other kind of cervmal cap (Mutter-

ranze)_ That such a. method can, in a limited way, efiectively protect from

f‘OIlceptioH i5 Shown clearly and certainly by the example cited hy von Hufeland:

A. Certain section of the rural area showed a striking decline in. the n

Chlldren- Most of the farming families had only two or three children, and then

go more. More thorough inquiry disclosed that a midwife possessed this secret-

nkn°wn t0 the woman, she placed, at the end of delivery, 33011313“ bOdY 111 front

:1: 1\H/Ianiibuch, Leipzig, 1912, p. 452_ .

(Lei .ane C. Stopes, “Zur Geschichte der vaguial

in Cil’flg),1v (1931), 2549—2551. Reprinted in English as

mm?“ Med. and Surgery, xxxviii (1931), 889—891.

Wilde. op. cit, p. 317,

en Kontrazeption,” Zbl. f. Cyndi:

“Early Vaginal Contraceptives,
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of the 05 which occluded the entrance.”115 Something siinilar must he the custom
elsewhere in Germany because women, when they Wlsh to av01d .pregnailucé’é
introduce a piece of sponge into the vagina before c01tus, anflé In so domg, occ
the os—a method which might very often fail of its purpose.

C. A. Weinhold,“ a contemporary of Wilde, recommended a maIIel

method genuinely bizarre: infibulation, Which dates at least from Roma;Je

times.118 Weinhold, a staunch German Malthusian, urged that boys. t
required to wear, from the age of. fourteen onward, until they had shflicfifzd
income to marry and found a family, a ring through the. prepuce, msece is
after it is pulled over the glans. The lead wire perforating the PIE“ ring
twisted, soldered and stamped with a seal which is retained so that_ 1: ld’s
cannot be unfastened and the stamp duplicated. Shch Was Welnbci)t of
grand specific for preventing overpopulation! It is Just one more; to
evidence of the absurd extremes to which mankind will g0 m ‘Seihligthe
control sexual expression.119 Public authorities were to see to 1t t1? ash-

YOung men did not set themselves free. And there were to be fines,h sever
ings, and even imprisonment as punishment for doing so! Those w o hout
acquired sufficient wealth to maintain a, family were to wear It throng for
life. Weinhold even worked out a, system of gruesome punlshmen S

u em11‘ Journal der jzrach‘schen Heillaunde,1vi (Jan. 1823), 10- [Hufeland’s palien d‘lgofifrm-Rechte des Arztes fiber Leben und Tot,” was mainly concerned with Showmg]fulness of coitus interruptus on the nervous system and as a cause of Impotenceot rilizatiw1“ Op. cit, pp. 317-318. It is interesting to note that Wilde also mentmns Si): Some
by extirpation of the uterus and by excision of a portion of the Fallopian tn 6 .ception-
physicians in his day must have held that extirpation of the clitoris prevented conWilde usefully pointed out that this was erroneous. _ h r Malthust11" For a good secondary account see Felix A. Theilhaber, “Em deutsc e Sexual‘
Vorschliige aus dem Jahre 1828 gegen die Ubervolkerung Europasf’. Zmhr. figs whichWSSBMChq XVifi (1931), 45—50. See Theilhaber for the titles to the Ongmal wot; m‘hdeflare too long to cite here. The chief one is: Uber des mensahh‘che Elend watches 1
Missbrauah der Zeugung herbeigefuhrt wird. Leipzig, 1828. theover1“ Celsus said that the Romans infibulated as follows: the prepuce was drawn

eof Chastity; A Medico—Legal Study. London: KW??? Prat.ccount see E. J. Dingwall, “The Girdle of ChaStlll-Eirschfeld’fiResearch, (A. W. Greenwood, ed.), pp. 586-591'

pp. x, 17.1. For a short a
Sea. Int’l Cong. for Sex

C . En-Geschlechtskundc must also discuss this subject; but it is not available a5 I Wnte' 1"cyclopedia Sexualis. New York: Dingwall-Rock, 1936.
m S“m For more of them on the legal side see Geofirey May, The Social CM,”Expression. New York: Morrow.
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those who would dare to break the seal. Though Weinhold had no eco-

nomic training (he was a, physician) and though there is no evidence that he

ever read Malthus, he wrote “Whoever cannot nourish a family is denied

the enjoyments of marriage. This principle must be considered, for heavily

populated states, an iron rule 3 it cannot be given up, for without it the whole

society cannot stand.” Weinhold had some sound ideas on population

“1601?,th people would not listen to him because (partly) of his impracti-

cal support of infibulation.

While Weinhold’s suggestion always remained a laughable, unapPlied

curiosity, Wilde’s modest and forgotten recominendation of a cervical cap

Was ultimately to find wide usage in Europe and the United States during the

Itmeteenth century and subsequent decades. It was quite widely used un-

m the Mensinga diaphragm came on the market. As indicated previously,

StOPeS’S clinic and her books champion the cap; and many were the refer-

ehces to it in medical literature published in the United States duringothe

nm_eteenth century. Presumably the fact that it was made in few Sizes

facflitated self-fitting. The Mensinga, which was ultimately to displace 1t

mPOPUIarity, is now produced in many sizes making accurate fitting by

Skllled hands more imperative. _

1:118 Mensinga, diaphragm which is not a cervical cap, but which fits longi-

?Udmally in the vagina, the forward end under the pubic bone, the back end

in the Posterior fornix, was ultimately destined to find most general favor

In 0111‘ time among clinic physicians. It is used in nearly every clinic as the

preferred method, the medication varying. This instrument, sometimes

kn0Wn also as the Dutch pessary, because Dr. Rutgers and his followets m

Holland did much to make it well known, was invented by Dr. Mensxnga

(PseudOnym KarlHasse or C. Hasse) formerly of Flensburg (near the Danish

border), subsequently Professor of Anatomy at Breslau. He not only

flescribed its use but in various publications,120 he dealt in some deta11w1th

“'5 medical indications accompanied by rather full contraceptive case

hIStorieS- These Were much more systematic, more complete than any

Published previously. In fact they are the first published 01165 worthy 0f

the name.

.Knowledge of the new device, first made known in the early eighteen

Eighties, sPread especially to Holland, only several decades later to England,

whlle in the U. S. A. it was hardly known until 1920, if we omit random

exceptions. I am thinking now of knovVIedge of physicians, especially birth-

Control clinic Physicians. Even today, fifty years after its invention, the

ensinga pessary is by no means the; contraceptive most eomnnonly em-

Ployed by the general populace. Certainly the condom is, com“ mterrupms

1‘“ See Bibliography for titles.
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exceeding it in frequency of use so far as non—mechanical measures are

concerned.

More recent events will now receive summary consideration.
Modern German writers on the general theory of birth control, and

especially on the declining birth rate and the ways to combat it or encourage

it, are legion. Baum has recently published a doctoral thesis121 (Leipzig) on
Neo-Malthusianism; and he was preceded by many other writers, mostly
non-a.cademic.1'22

Inasmuch as the nineteenth-century German writers covered much the
same ground as their American and English colleagues, there is no need to

treat here in detail the technique recommended by these writers.123 Ont

might mention a few, mostly physicians, who have produced separate

treatises, usually pamphlets of less than one hundred pages. A few are the

authors of books. The following list does not include approximately a
hundred contributors to medical journals ; for these consult the Bibfiograth-
Besides the authors of certain anonymous and pseudonymous pamphlets’
we have Works by Adolf, Albert, Baum, Bendix, Bock, M. Braun, R. Braun,

Brupbacher, Damm, Ferch (really an Austrian), Ferdy (pseud.), Fraenkel:

Freygang, Gall, Gerhard, Gerlach, Gerling, Gerson, Goldstein, Grfifenburg:

Grotjahn, Haire (English), Hardy (French pseud. for Giroud), 11W”
Hartmann, H3556 (i-ev Mensinga) , Hellmuth, Henkel, Hettler, HinZ; lesch,
Hirschfeld, H011‘cinder, Holmes (trans. of English work), Hfifler, Justlfs,

Kemp, Kramer, Kr‘dger—Letau, Ladewig, Lesser, Leunbach (a Dane): LerS,

Levitt, McArdle (an American), Mack, Max Marcuse, Julian Marcuse, a

writer using the Pseudonym Matrisalus, Mensinga (pseud. K. Hasse), A-

Mjiller, HeiDIiCh Miiller, Naujoks, Otto, Prager, Protz, Rossen; Ruben-
WOH: Rutgers (Dutch), Schadlitzer, Schroder, Schweitzer, Serson, Souveur;
Stopes (English), Theilhaber, Treu, Wald, Werner, Wilde, Winkler, wurz-

berger, Zadek, Zikel, and Zschommlerfi" There are many others. .
This list includes a few non—Germans, some of whose works aPPealt 1n

‘ _ u
' I Id

12" I‘ntz.B.aum, Uber den praktz’sohen Maltham'anismus, Nea-Malthuswmsmus 51:1)
Sozia‘ldarmmfmuf. Leipzig, 1928, pp. Vii, 1—134. Plate. This is hardly a verystantlal contnbutlon; but it naturally contains some information of value,

mOlberg, fiber den Neo-Malthusianismus, 1906, p. 846. Fahlbeck,
Malthusianismus,” Z_eitschr. f. Sazialwissensohaft, vi (1913), 638. sane, D”thusianismusfldas Halmiflel des Pauperismus. Berlin 1880. Kfitzsche, Die 65f“N6:4-Malthuswm'smus, Berlin, 1895. ,

' in
E ’3 I know Virtually hothing of the nineteenth century writers on techniqlle Publish};€115astern Europe, espec1ally Russia. But it would be odd if they did 110tcover mucd 1655an

“Der NCO'
Neo-ZI01‘

[mm d“

writers are E. J. Kvater and C. A. Selitzky-
ography.
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German. As stated above, it is confined almost entirely to those Who have.

PYOduced separate treatises. At least several score more have discussed

contreception in various technical and learned journals. The above are of

Pflcuhar interest to the sociologist in that they represent, with a few excep-

“9115, _p0pu1arization—an attempt to democratize this knowledge, and to

bflng It to the masses. With a few exceptions all the authors are physicians.

PerhflPS the most important figures in the list are Wilde, Fraenkel, Ferdjr,

Grot3ahn, Grfifenburg, Hardy, Hirschfeld, Hollander, Mensinga, Mar-

cuse; and, if we were to include foreigners publishing also in German, Haire,

Stopes, and Perhaps Leunbach.

In Striking Contrast to the prolific output of German physicians in this

field, bow in the form of popular pamphlets for sale directly to laymen and

In the ffmn 0f contributions to standard medical journals, stands that of

the Itahans. Though I have not made a thorough inquiry into the histori-

Calfievelopment of thought on birth control in Italy, a preliminary investi-

iatlon suggests that little literature of value on contraceptive technique has

eBH‘published there. Allbutt tells126 us that Dr. Giovanni Tari of Naples

£11.12??? a Melthusian tract in 1880 entitled (in English) “The Wey to

M 1 _ e Famfly 111 Accordance with the Teachings of Economical Selence,

?:?hty: and Sexual Hygiene;” but I have never seen a copy. Morghen

Sank?“ a_Popular, “practical” pamphlet in 1900,126 and a woman physi-

Itali’a ttorma Cecchi, followed about 1916.127 Though theseare the only

Seem ?hpamphlets on technique that have come to my attentlon, It would

Ab at a few must have been published in recent years. . .

Itallaglut a s'core.of articles on birth control have appeared Slhce 1900 m. the

Levi Mmedlcal Journals by such authors as Castoro, Cnstalh, De Camllhs,

most, $2230: Nardi, Rizzacasa, Verney and Viglino,128 but none meet the

alto e2; mary Standards. There has also been translated 1nto Itehan the

FIeEch S: atrocxous treatise on conjugal frauds orig-mally pebhshed 1n

article y Bergflet (See Bibliography). The Itahan med-1ca1-Ijournal

iRVarisbcin contraeeption are, in general, uninforming, yerbose, 111og1cal ahd

to eua _y antI-blrth control. These writers often nge much l1p-serv1ce

Ielat.gem°5; yet none manifest even an elementary understandmg of the

1011 between contraception and racial selection and improvement. If

12:;

m EUAHAnbutt: Aflificial Checks (London, 1889), p. 20.

limglfmo Morghen’ MBZzi preventivi per impedire

a te. Roma: Capaccini, 1900, pp. 61,
121 .

Isfituigtgrfna. Cecehj, N90-Malthusianisma Pratico. Quarta edizione: Florence?

per reo dltonale‘ql Pensiero,”n.d. (c. 1916),pp. 120. Ch. vii (pp. 76—102) 15.011 Mezm

mate .801are e imPe‘fil'e concepimento,” While the last chapter gives much mterestmg

nal Of an historical nature.an _
See the llterature cited under these names in the Bibliography.

i1 concepimento nelle donne
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this statement seems exaggerated, let the reader refer to the average Itahan
journal articles on the subject.
The fact, however, that the birth-rate in Italy continues to fall sug'ge“:

that the inhabitants are gradually learning about contraceptlve techmquen
somehow. One suspects that information is gradually bemg filflused fez];
under the suppression of the Mussolini regime and the dommanu:1 ot in
Catholic Church. Injurious methods are probably more resorte d 0are
Italy than in modern Germany or England. Superstltlous methOign of
still tolerably general, and there is reason to believe that the d1 uiession
contraceptive instruction is more out of the control of the med1cal pfioStates.
than in Germany, England, the Scandinavian countries, or the Umte te
On grounds of general social policy these circumstances are uhfortun; less
No attempt is made in this work so much as to list and Clasmfy, mu

. ace -to essay 3. critical interpretation of the relat1ve values of, moderrlljglgr es go
tive practices. All this Will be found in the works of GrotJahni p ’Cooper,131 Fielding (pseud.),132 Konikovv,133 Dickinson and Byant,1::33‘1)\1ftta;field,135 Haire,136 Stone,”7 Hollander,138 Hirschfeld,139 Fraenkel, '

. - ' ' tel-”9 Alfred Grotjahn, Geburten-Rfickgang und Geburten-Regelung im Lzohte der WWW
Ian und der sozialen Hygiene. Berlin : Marcus, 1914, pp. xiv, 371. . don: Bale.13° Marie C. Stopes, Contraception: Iis Theory, History, and Praotzce. L0111923, pp. xxiii, 1—417. New York: Putnam, 1931.

' 1928 PP'”1 James F. Cooper, Technique of Contraception. New York: Day-NICh°15’ ’xvi 1"‘271. . . . Design 071’32 Michael Fielding [Pseud. for a prominent English physiolan], Parefggwdfiew York:
Accident? (Preface by H. G. Wells), London: Noel-Douglas, 1930, P. 'Vanguard.

, k: Buch-”3 Antoinette F. Konikow, Physicians’ Mamwl of But]; Control. New Y”holz Publishing Co., 1931, pp. xiii, 3—245.
~ alti-1“ Robert L. Dickinson and Louise Stevens Bryant, The Control of Concepiwfl- Bmore: Williams & Wilkins, 1931, pp. xii, 1—290.
. Married13‘ Oliver M. Butterfield, Marriage. Some Practical Suggestions for HappZ,ing Coll-Living, pp. 48. With a special medical supplement: Some Suggestions cancertraception, pp. 12. Obtainable from the author, Monterey Park, Californla-. - f 1400 C3535”,

13“ Norman Haire, “Contraceptive Technique: A Con51derat1on 0 :Practitioner, cxi (1923), . . . n London:74—90. “Hygienic Methods of Family Lmtatlonént Contra-New Generation League, [1922], pp. 19. “The Comparative Value of Curr 5 fl“ceptive Methods.” Reprint of Paper read before the Internationalen KggriabenSexualforschung at Berlin, October, 10—16, 1926 Berlin 11. K61n:A« Marcus '1928, pp. 117—127.
,, New york:137 Hannah M. Stone, “Contraceptive Methods: A Clinical Survey aception,”Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau, [1927], pp. 16. “Therapeutlc ContrMed. Jour. & Rea, March 21, 1928. For other medical works see BibliOnghy' emhafL“3 Michael Hollander, Vorbeugung der Empfiz‘ngnis uml Verhfitung der Sdm’wgLeipzig u. Wien: Schneider, 1927 and later, pp. 128.
. l and Mt”?Richard Linsert, Emfifdngnis-Verhfltung- Mmeer Deutscher Verlag, 1930, pp. 48.
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Robinson14° and, for the latest chemical investigations, the works of J. R.

Baker“1 Cecil I. B. Voge,142 Poehlmann, Steinh’aluser, Giinther and Rode-

curt.

Grfifenburg made famous the Grfifenburg intraauterine silver ring, but

uses it less often since he found that only twenty—five per cent of his

cases adapt to it. Dr. Leunbach of Copenhagen, who had previously

reported on it rather favorably, has also given it up. Haire, however, 15

Sti1111933) carrying on an experimental series in London. W. J. Robinson

condemned it from the first and R. L.Dickinson early pointed out that, at

be§h the ring could be used in not over forty per cent of the uteri, the others

be111850 Shaped as to expel it or to be injured by it-

In the field of German medical manuals on contraceptive technique that

by Julius Fraenkel of Breslau,“3 published in 1932, takes first rank. As has

been shown above, it was preceded by about forty other treatises, mostly

Pamphlets addressed to laymen. Fraenkel’s book is, however, a medlcal

handbook. His high standing adds prestige to the spbleCt- _

No Special investigation has been made by the writer on the diffusmn of

contr“lceptive information in Austria; but the fragmentary material pos-

sessed may be put on record here. In 1910 an anarchist paper, Welfare {0"

All, Published a series of frank Neo-Malthusian articles. Though these

were confiscated, some reached subscribers. About this time a llttle

green leaflet entitled Directions for Mothers and Women, WhiCh .frankly

gave conttaceptive advice and instruction, was distributed gratuitously.

Ramns informs us that one Joseph ..... [the surname has not been made

Public} published about this time the first Neo-Malthusian pamphlet ap-

peahing in Austria. It was confiscated. After the Revolution a “League

égamSt Enforced Motherhood”
was formed. In this decade certain anarch-

15t5 Pllblished a pamphlet of which 20,000 copies were distributed, and a

Second issue Of 20,000 was printed in 1920. _ .

A layman, Johann Ferch, has been one of the most actlve workers 1n

“°William J. Robinson, Practical Prevenception. Hoboken, N- J-1 Amer. Biol. 509-:

1921:, pp. v, 1—170. .. 171_

10‘”- Hyg-, xxix (1930), 323—329;xxxi(1931),189—214;309—320;xxxn (1932),

183550659 Also see Biblio ra ham Cecil I. B. Voge, The Chiming and Physics of Contraception. . “London: 3058:1213:

ce pt?’ 13333 PP. 288. Compare also his “Future Research upon Sterflwatlonoan “NZtural

11;“)?! m Sanger and Stone [Eds.], Practice of Cantraceiim": PP' 76:? ‘ _ Re-

n emhtY- Factors Influencing the Results of Contraceptive Methods, Eugemos

”1mm" (1933), 85—90. “Contraception,” Brit. Med. Joan, May 27; 1933' F“ later

Dagirs see l3ib1i0graphy,

LudWIE Fraenkel, Die Empjdngnisverhmung. Biologi“
I ' . __
mzkamnmdfir Artze bearbeitet. Stuttgart: Enke, 1932, PP- 212-
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Austria in recent years. He has written not only. eponycecnstraceptlve

technique, but has been active in founding and superwsmg <1: fine in Austria

The chief opposition to the spread of contraceptive knowse g lists

has come from the Church and from the Comriaumsts and .oila t niention

A sketch of recent developments would be incomplete w1t. ouXtent and

of a tendency new in contraceptive history at least so fer a}: 1t;leedge com-

emphasis is concerned. This is diffusion of contraceptlfve ngrous devices.

mercially by medical pamphlets and by large-scale sale 0 num

ION§5 COMMERCIALIZATION 0F CONTRACEPTIVE INSTRUCT

- - 'veThe failure of the medical profession to accept leadershlp 1n cohtrélrfggzl in

instruction has undoubtedly played a, part in the.treH.len<C1l?us gluination of
recent Years in the commercial and sometimes ant1-soc1a1 1556:isements of
such advice. Several of the English newspapers carry advecr1 f r a penny
wholesale and retail distributors of contraceptive supphes; an 21d supply
or two one can secure by mail descriptive medical llteraturei: 1927’ for
catalogues. The London Daily Herald, a. labor newepaper;ts Ireplied
example, carried nearly half a column of such :a.d\fert1seme11144 - A popular
to them all, and received a. considerable body of llterature. a s of Lon-
ahnanac thrown annually on the doorsteps and dewn the ariawilflons, con-
don houses, the distribution of which must run ihto ~seVe_ra n:ntraceptive
tained large numbers of advertisements of firms distrlbtltmg :nust be very
supplies and abortifacient pills. The traflic in this biismess mpile statiS‘
considerable; but to date I have not had the opportunllty to CO would be
tics.145 There is some doubt whether the confidentlal figures

. . , F. Wi15°n1'“ Among the commercial pamphlets on technique are the fouowlgig'ensfar Working(“with the collaboration of experts”), Practical Birth Control and Instrucbut actually freeMothers. Bristol: Blake’s Medical Stores [1926], pp. 32 [marked 6d} Ge by Ahluwahathrough post]. Annie Phelps, Birth Control and What it Means- Priqaal A Mamml ofGopalji. London: Kingsland Hygienic Co. [1926], pp. 23. Douglas 8c ’ 1926, pP- 64-Wisdom. Dr. Oster Mann, Birth Control. LondonzMarbleArch Phgmapfiblishing C0-Dr. St.C1air Maurice, Advice to Married Women. London: Medlcal l.. . ml: Con!”[1926], pp. 16. “An Eminent London Physician,” A Prachcal Treame on B e_ . amphlets 3!London: S. Seymour [1926], pp. 16. Advertising copies of the followmg P '13!
er’S FM"also distributed: Dr. A. H. Allbutt’s The Wife’s Handbook, Martel?t5:15am, A Com-Limitatz'on, M. C. Stopes’s A Letter to Working Mothers. Margaret ‘mon~Sense Treatise on Birth Control. London: Bale, 1926, pp- 16- flu. . - te (W; on

1‘5 The Report of the Royal Commixsion an the Declzne m the Bmh—KU 10f. feat deaMortalz‘ty of Infants in New South Wales (Sydney, 1904, 2 vols.) contamed a. gevidence on the commercial distrib
H' s. u event!“ution of contraceptives. Under Prindex contains five folio pages of re

lio. - 91 seven {0
ferenceS, under “Limitation of Fawkes rs andpages of references.

importers were subpo
actul‘eRetail druggists (“chemists”), wholesalers? maiélfopinion thanenaed to give testimony in 1903. There 15 m0

the
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forthcoming. At all events, it is clear that the commerical business in

England, and recently in the U. S. A. is considerable.

The subject of the commercial dissemination of contraceptive knowledge

has received almost no study in recent years; and such inquiry is highly

desirable. Mr. Randolph Cautley, however, has done some able work in

this field for the National Committee on Maternal Health. . (See Chapter

VIII, §§ 5 and 6, infra and “Commercialization” in the Index. Cf. also

our joint article in the Encyclopedia Sexualis.) Control will be bungling

until such time as we secure an adequate basis of fact for action.

This is not to suggest, however, that all this traffic, perhaps even the

fnajority of it, is unethical. Increasingly, among the better manufacturers

In England, there is growing up a certain esprit de corps designed to protect

the legitimate interests of the business and the public. Some of the English

fir‘mS have been in business for many years and are anxious to coiiperate

Wlth the medical profession in standardizing products and in maintaining

high ethical business standards.

011 the other hand, London and undoubtedly many provincial towns have

a large number of retail distributors of contraceptive supplies which are

advertised in the windows in the most bla'tant'fashion. The illustration

b‘310W Well illustrates the nature of this commercialization. Practically

2f“ Of these “rubber shops” distribute free literature, and some distribute

llterature advertising pills for female illnesses and to restore regularity.

They are, Of course, by design abortifacient. Cases have been reported to

me in which poor women have been charged ten shillings for a box of such
WM

Scfexice in the verbose, bulky report, but it is of great interest for this subject. The Com-

fmssion might haVe secured more information of great scientific and sociological value had

it n°t been COmpletely dominated
by the fixed idea. that prevention is invariably imrhoral,

indeC'eI-‘t and Obscene, Many questions asked witnesses were leading questions demgned

gem the response deSired. Even some of the statistical charts and inferences. are

:eEiifld' For ef‘amPIE, the negative correlation of the increase 0 _ f ention is

reg o e .Of the blrth rate leads to the inference that the Increased adoption 0 péev . .011

1g p name for the increased insanity! Despite its unscientific procedure, the ommmsx

amed SOmething. .

Legally, dissemination has been unrestricted in New South Wales, and in hustraha

generally, Where EIlglish law and traditions prevail. Except for minor skirmishes the

aw “i the case Ex Parte Collins, for distributing Annie Besant’s Law of Papulafzon, has

Prevaned_ ACcording to testimony before the Commission the sale, and especmlly the

meOrtatiOH’ 0f contraceptives was not great, though nearly everyone agreed they were

1 - _ . . . .

ncr‘msmg- Sheaths and Rendell’s quinine suppositories were the chief items Imported

The figures of the Commission, though interesting, are no guide to retail consumptlon.

ence they are not used here.
. . . -

60“e Commission Report is difficult to procure. It was ordered published but distribu

n reStricfiid- The Surgeon General’s Library has a. copy.
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pIHs, and told. that if they did not operate satisfactorily to return for a box

of. stronger p111.s.. For these a charge of fifteen shillings has made. The

cllent was agaln told that if they did not prove satisfactory, she should

realm for another box. These were the strongest and sold for a pound.

tion riitlfil): 1.11111qu case of the co‘mmercial diffusion of contraceptive informa-

& C g an .1s, the phbllcatlon and gratuitous distribution by Lambert

. e, ef the Wtfe s {ldmsenm This is given away at the Wives’ Clinic, an

lIll.St.1tut10n commerc1ally—owned and operated by that manufacturer. The

c mm was first opened by Dr. Marie C. Stopes in 1921 as the first contracep-

‘ , w .H

mammal» NIIHKIE‘U‘LMHL mwvm 1,!“ -_,_ fl

‘" mafia": Ill!”

suLo«‘’1‘": I

FIG. XX- Shop of a London Commercial-Retailer of Contracfiptives

g? gltfggnwlilslfilgid, and is located in the northern part of London. When

P00r Quarters she so?d1:1];)ve to a.m°re central location in London near the

facturer of cohtrace t- e eStamIShment t0 Lambert, the well—known mantl‘

ceptive supplies ’llghlve Supphes, Who uses it as a retail outlet for contfa‘

up to Page tWenty reaZ'Pamphlet’ dlstributed in large- numbers, contra1115

of supplies. Th .lng matter on contraception; the rest is a catalogue

Ough 1t IS a commercial tract designed to advertlse the

143 Edward Joshua Lambert ”tain-
- ‘ The W' ’ '
mg].al ’ tf6 s Admser. A . - h db ole . - - [50

so afew notes on contraception. London: Wives/a‘ifii? f3; (1:; 408
7 J ' '
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clinic, it does not seem in bad taste. The pamphlet has an excellent picture

of the interior of the clinic. ‘

Typical of the commercial distribution of contraceptive information are

the advertisements in numerous women’s magazines in the United States

advertising literature on “feminine hygiene,” that is, douching With anti-

septlcs; This type of advertisement thrives in the United States where the

whole subject of birth control is more or less under cover, ‘and operating

under legal disabilities. Not only the women’s magazines 13“ countless

cheap magazines found on the public newsstands of large cities contain

edvertisements of such “feminine” procedures, the advertisements being

Interleaved with announcements of fake aphrodisiacs, secret love powders,

Perfumes, and potions.

. The manufacturers of Lysol have been running a series of full—page adver-

tlsenlehts on feminine hygiene in women’s magazines of which the excerpt

below IS an example. Under the following caption the advertisement quotes

femim .3 LYsol Co. booklet presumably prepared by a Parisian woman gyne-

0 oglst:

“The most frequent eternal triangle

A HUSBAND . . . A WIFE

and her
F E A R S”

u
unhFew.” merriages would flounder around in a. maze of misunderstanding and

“$591116“ {f more wives knew and practiced regular marriage hyglene:

fear oflthout.1t, 30.1136 minor physical irregularity plants in_a woman’e mmd the

mm 13ml)“ 611515. Let so devastating a. fear recur aga1n_ahd agam, and the

hetselg arming 3-qu gracious wife turns into a nerve—ridden, untable travesty of

ineVitebl Bew‘ldel'mg, to say the least, to even the kindest husbands. Fatal,

“It ally, to the beauty of the marriage relation.-

techni scunds Very dreadful, doesn’t it? But 1t needn’t happen. .The proper

mind (111164 0f marnage hygiene, faithfully followed, replaces fear w1th peace of

”Wh Elk“ What seems a grave
problem no problem at all.

methodat Is the proper technique? To my gract

not inst I kn°w that ‘Lysol’ destroys germs 1n the presence of or _ -

We f Ion a glass Shde. I know that it has high penetrattng powerhreachmg mto

8 W80 d 82nd Crevice. And I further know that with all 1ts powertlt 1e very gen—

0h 00thmg_ar,1d healing enough, for example, to be used 1n ch11db1rth cases.

Suchsee then} 15 no free caustic alkali, such as you find in chlorme compounds

“ ‘Ies Z‘Pltel. t0 inflame tender feminine tissue. _

It conga?1 makes the whole ritual of feminine hyglene re

ear 1:, utes t? a. W0man’s sense of fastidiousnessfi as well

are to d s a. dfunty and cleanly habit . . . and 3. W158 one,

Well With her throughout her married life.”7

freshing and agreeable.

as to her freedom from

if health and harmony

u7 McCalls, Jnly, 1933, p. 85.
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Such advertisements are good examples of the antisocial effects of the legiS- ;
lative disabilities under which contraception operates in the United States
They have tremendously increased douching with strong coal—tar dismfect-
ants. There are instances on record in the medical literature of such douch-
ing solutions having unfortunate eflects especially when, either through
ignorance or through ordinary mistakes, they are used in too strong concen-
tration. Both Dickinson and Haire distinctly warn against the use of such
solutions. Yet injury is being done because American women are hempemd
in free access to reliable medical knowledge and because practices are not
always guided by competent medical advice.
The diflusion of contraceptive information through commercial and 11011‘

commercial channels has been supplemented in recent years by the work
of numerous clinics. It was inevitable that such diflusion should not be
limited to the oflices of private physicians, to printed pamphletS, .to com};
mercial prodding and encouragement, not even to putting patients 1n totih
with physicians by mailing names and addresses from the ofiice of a bu.
control league, but that a systematic attempt should be made to 36? th15knowledge, through clinics, to the classes Who needed it mos‘c—P113’Slcm:ils
to give advice even though the organizing and financing board was mat:
up of laymen and lay women. To the proof that the clinical work represenI . I . I essa dlfi'usmn downward of contraceptwe knowledge, a democratlzlng proc ’
we now turn.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE RESULT: DEMOCRATIZED BIRTH CONTROL

§1 INTRODUCTION

P TO ' '
U Contgiscgggt :here has been. an attempt to show that the desire to

even the means of filflgln IS a. Well-hlgh un1versa1 phenomenon;
further that

than has Commonl b mg the des1re have been much more
generally known

Ceptive means has:xigifissuflled; Ithat fragmentary knowledge of contra—

“$6? development, 1n 3, major cultures throughout the entire range

0 e . ,

trol,ont::r:;1:1:ar:: an 1fnportant distinction between the desire for con—

And thOugh the act , alnd Its complete or partial achievement on
the other.

trend throughont his‘tla methods heve often been magical, with a. gradual

mm, we have seen thory towerd thelr rat1onalization and
scientific improve-

by contEmporar .at even 1h the .very earliest days of man (as represented

Cally effectiVe teilffifnetal foss1ls, prlmitive societies), rational, and theoreti-

and, to a greater eggues were by no means absent. Among the Egyptians,

were notable Steps f ent, amOng the Greeks, IPersians and Arabians, there

contraCeptiVe k orwarfi, We have hkew1se traced the development of

nOWIBdge 1n folk medlcine, dealt with the development of

the COndo
m or Sheath, and treated at some length the more formally organ-

ized birth-C . .
°ntr01 agitatlon or movement beginning with Francis Place in

England'
literature1211121133823.

We then scanned the rather considerable medical

recent decades :3 en th1s subject .during the nineteenth century and in

.ture Were made. Wh
Stlmates 0f the c1rculation and influence of this litera-

lng madical inst: en possflnle. We observed that millions of tracts furnish-

States, and Ger uCth'n have been distributed in England, the United

01d, diflused kmany smce 1800. Though contraceptive practices are very

iffusion asareizwgedge
Of them is recent. We noticed commercialized

socializing Pro n trend. In fact the major portion of the democratizing,

cess has taken place in Western societies in the last century

ang: QUarter.

e ue ‘ .

q Sum n0W naturally anses: What has been the result of all this?

the United States or of anyT0 ex

0th actly What extent does the population of

This question cannot be

f knowledge.
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But it is quite possible to arrive at suggestive answers by the sampling
method and to throw more light on the problem than it has yet IFCfilVEd'
Despite the difficulties, it seems worth while to venture upon a Prehmmery
determination of the degree of democratization or diffusion of contracePtlve
knowledge as a result of all the afore-described publication, agitation and
commercial instruction.

The series of data studied are, in the first place, data showing the use Of
contraceptives Prior to visits to birth control clinics. The shorthand term
for this is pre-clinical-visit or pre—clinical evidence. In the same category,
for convenience, are included Pearl’s preliminary data on a Supposedly
representative United States sample. In this case the data were €011eCted
not prior to a birth-control clinic visit but at the time certain women were
delivered of a baby in selected hospitals. We want an estimate of Wh'lt
people know about contraceptive techniques, an estimate of hOYV Stead”
and effectively they are used prior to special instruction at a ClmIC~ These
points are discussed in the subdivisions of §2. , thisThe second line of evidence, proving increased socialization of (1
knowledge in recent years, is extracted from birth-control clinic recotds am”
from clinical reports. The shorthand term for this is “clinical evidenlti:
(§3). The occupations of patients’ husbands, the racial and natlonatlh:
groups attending, the incomes of patientS, the percentage dePe?dent’ (1source of reference of patients, that is, the extent to which charitable int
social service agencies refer them—all these data show concluslvely thalldthe middle and lower classes are either acquiring knoWICdge they never a-before, or else are learning of more reliable methods. In mOSt cases Elmtients come for a workable method to replace one that has for some reasbeen unsatisfactory.

ndSince the clinics are relatively new, and since their data do mt ethrstvery far back—the first British clinic was opened in 1921, and the nt
continually efiective American clinic in 1923—it will be desirable to Presiesa third type of evidence. This will consist of a study of the fertility rao
of native and foreign-born women in the New England states in the Perll' t
1852-1923 (§4). In this discussion it will be shown that while the ferutlh:of the native-born New England stock began to decline shortly after. ceCivil War, and then reached a steady level until approximately 1914 (511111315
when it has increased)1 the fertility of foreign—born women; high at fiISt’ ms,in this period, steadily declined. The chief explanation of the latter see nto be a gradual spread of contraceptive knowledge among the foreflgn—bozs’Who, it should be noted, represent, in the main, the lower ec0110m_1c 61%;“;No doubt, some of the decline was due to increased resort to abortlon‘

1 The increase is probably Spurious. See below p. 372E.
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this cannot explain all of the decline, probably not even the majqr port1on.

This interpretation is supported by the tremendously vaned. rac1al greups

served by American birth-control clinics, especially by F1105?” 1n the racfatly

polyglot metropolitan districts like‘ New York and Ch1c23480- _Su.°h elmlcs

receive in their clientele a cross-section of the nationalitles re51dmg 1n the

community. . k
In the fourth place, certain evidence presented by E- Sydenstnc er,

seems to run counter to this thesis. But W. Willeox has explalned away

this ap arent eni ma. . ‘
Furtfiermore, ii the fifth place, Notestein and others have contubtéted

to our knowledge 0f difierential fertility by social clas-s. Such stu .165

suggest that in the United States the lower classes practtse contraceptlon

less effectively than the upper social classes, a. conclusmn ‘Wh1ch seems

reasonable on other grounds.

§2 PRE-CLINICAL—VISIT EVIDENCE

(30) Percentage of Various Populations Using Contraceptive M“hm“ Pnor

to Clinical Instmction.
. ’

In 1928 I showed that of 164 patients attending the Lnferpool ¥o$etfe

CliniC, 102, or 62 per cent used, and 62: or 38 per cent, dld not: Emeries
use of contraceptives prior to the clinical visit.2 In M. H. Ka :5 Sntra'
(1917), 272, or 59 per cent of a total of 464 cases, had a knowledge 0 c3917)
cePtive technique.3 Of 500 cases coming for all reasons to Polano ( tion,

German gynecelogist, only 17 admitted no knowledge of contsrzatcéefh;s i;

:3d 483 admitted knowledge; but of these, 339 admltted use. e h
per cent of all the cases.4 -
1111- J- Blair’s series of 107 cases at a. clinic in Philadelphxa 65 cases, 01‘

61Per cent used contrace tives reviousvly-5 . -
In the igvestigation by Lg. B. IIDavis into the Factors m the S€x££t3

Twenty-two Hundred Women (1929); 73 per cent 0f the .1000 .Womela contra-
College and university graduates) replying to her qu?5ttonna1re 1195; er cent
cePtives.6 In G. V. Hamilton’s Research in Marrwge (1929) P

4
15S Iable VI . 7 . the Original Series

.

‘ New York Med. Jam, cv (1917), 790-791.
‘Zeitschr. .G b :17 1 'x 1916—17) 567—578. . the

5 Med. Jmfr 8: 1:2: tgértffry (1, 1933. ’The published reP°rt d°es “°t memo“. ., . ‘ ' th?me of the clinic, but I find by correspondence Wlthh the author that 11: IS
ealth Center at 69th and Market Streets, Philadelp 1a. mired Women°Katharine Bement Davis, Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-twa H44

(New York: Harper, 1929), P- 14'
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of 200 men and women likewise reported use.7 In a somewhatlaterbiesligz:

by Dickinson and Beam 95 per cent of 532 cases usedusome techmque status

abstinence.8 In each of these three studies the soc1a1 and economlcf clinic

of the patient is, on the average, probably considerably above that 0

atients. . . .
P Two English reports on pre—clinical use may be g1ven befcge cenmglteggg

three larger American series: those by Stone, Konp, andMeEers’ Clinic
found (1925) that 25 per cent of 4,834 women attendlngher .9 9 But she
in London had used some measure prior to the first chmcal wslt. t Mrs.

thinks this greatly underestimates the real situation; and so It ?:hundred

Sargant Florence, Who published in 1930 a follow-up report on a e iation in
cases that had attended the Cambridge Women’s Welfare Assooc

England, found that 72 per cent of 265 cases reported pnorlustlr»O 000 cases
Up until the publication in 1934 of Kopp’s senes on near y ’ ’3 report

at the New York Clinical Research Bureau, Dr. Hannah M. Ston:ne of the

(1933) on 1,987 cases at the Newark Maternal Health Center W3: some PW
longest.11 Of these 1,987 cases, 1,809, or 91.5 per cent, had u: n

ventive measures, and only 169, or 8.5 per cent had never use da y'sixteen
Over 80 Per cent in Stone’s series had tried sevetal metho Sthen that

different practices are recorded. Says Stone: “It 15 obv10uS:1 arn ,some'
these patients came to the Centre not because they wanted to Stain more
thing about birth control, but rather because they wanted t: (1)1eretOfOre'”
adequate and scientific information than they had 1305595Se of various
Among 1,978 patients there are 4,178 instances of Pnor uzfl instances;

techniques. Coitus interruptus was most common Wlflh 1:2 The douche
being employed at some time by 64 per cent of the patlents. ong 1 183
was next most frequently used. There were 1,424 instances aém eral :15e(1
women. At some time or other 60 per cent used a dOPChfi; dletising is
more than one type. The influence of “feminine hyglene a 'V water, 99
clear: 507 cases of Lysol use, 127 of Zonite as against 239 0'f P134? arbonate:
salt, 80 medicated tablets and powders, 75 boric acid, 50 sodlum b1c

medica-37 vinegar, 31 bichloride of mercury [l] and 22 soap. N0 record 0f than 1tion was given in 95. Soap and vinegar appear more frequently
would expect. . . ' s: 956The condom was third in popularlty 1.11 Stone: ser(l,iitoriespatients, 48.3 per cent. Yet only 111 used it excluswely' upP

7 P. 120.
3 R. L. Dickinson an

Adjustment, p. 248.
9 Marie C. Stopes, The First Five Thousand, p. 41. . .91-" Lella Secor Florence, Birth Control on Trial (London:A11¢n & Unwm, 1930), Pn Med. four. & Rea, April19 and May 3, 1933.

. d of SM
d Lura Beam, A Thousand Marriagess a Medical Stu y
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were next with 280 caseS, or 14.2 per cent. Pessaries, chiefly cervical, were

used by 88 patients.

"13314771741174“: 91.5 .1)” cent of all the Stone cases used some method or

0 3 {mar to the clmical visit. The techniques in order of importance

2:21:13; fgllows: coitus interruptus, douching, condom, suppos1tories,

Simil; t0 131(pesszmes, sponges, stems, jellies, sterile period, etc.).

New Y k 0 0 Newark pre-chmcal—us‘e figure of 91.5 per cent is Kopp’s

or figure of 93.3 per cent (not counting abstinence) of 9,916 women

mm (2
TABLE I

- LINICAI. METHODS or CONTRACEPTION EVER USED BY 9,250 PATIENTS AT THE BIRTH

CONTROL CLINICAL RESEARCH BUREAU, NEW YORK1

Total Success Failure

Methods
Number Per cent. Number Percent? Number Per cent.

1nstances.........................
19438 100.0 8826 45.4 10612 54.6

£231,411.....................
5894 30.3 2406 40 8 3488 59 2

Douche ........................ 4759 24.6 2617 55.0 2142 45.0

Jelly or'sli' - - .: ................. 4165 21.4 1225 29 .4 2940 70.6

LactatiOnmm”
.............. 1751 9.0 952 54.4 799 46.6

Pessary ....................... 884 4 5 384 43.4 500 56 6

Sponge'agéfl’fw‘"""""' 748 3.8 538 71.9 210 28 1

Stem a Othermethods ..... 577 1.9 188 5010 189 50.0

....................... 320 1 7 157 49.1' 163 50.9

1 6 122 40.3 181 59 7

1 2

total
equals more than the 9,250 patients who have use

T Percenta365 are based '
of method employed, on the proportlon of success

1
K0131), op. cit, p. 134.

i. .
37:11:63,250 cases) at the Birth Control Clinical Research Bureau. Only 666

ceptionfir 6-7 per cent, made no attempt Whatever at prevention of con-

11. Table I shows the distribution of pre-clinical methods employed,

and
.

also presents figures on success and failure to’be dlscussed at the end of

this '
Secuon_ Note that Withdrawal, or coitus interruptus, the condom, and

that together
thth: douChe, were, in that order, most frequently used, and

y 8"mount for three-fourths (76.3 per cent) of the methods tried. Even

12 ' .

of 711323; E‘ KOPP: Birth Control in Practice. Analysis of Tm Thousand Case Histories

r Control Clinical Research Bureau
(New York: McBride, 1934), p. 133.
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though cases are counted Who ultimately abandoned the method before
coming to the clinic, observe the very infrequent resort to the so-called safe
period and to abstinence. Exhortation to employ the latter has been
especially prominent in the last century, and With What result the figure
suggests. Likewise only 1.6 per cent ever used the safe period, advocated
for two thousand years since Soranos’ early mention.13 Will our sex preach-
ers never learn the futility of attempting to cajole the public into usmg
methods that do violence to the decent demands of Wholesome human
nature? It is dangerous to attempt prediction; but it seems clear that
many such preachers have learned little so far.

If the above figures are Stated another way, it is seen that there are 1,42‘4
instances, 7.3 per cent, of natural methods (lactation, safe penod, abet!-
nence); 5,894 instances, 30.3 per cent, of non-mechanical methods (With'
drawal); 12,120 instances, 62.4 per cent, of mechanical methods.14 f

It will be recalled that the purpose of this section is to show the extent 0
the democratization of contraceptive knowledge by the use ohcontraeep'
tives on the part of samples ofthe population prior to a clinica1v151t. Smce
there may be some selection operating on the Stone and KOPP senes—rper'
haps the less successful tend to seek out the clinics—it is importent_t°
present here data. recently collected by Pearl upon which this selective 1n-
fluence could not operate.

Pearl’s attempt to determine the extent to which preventive measures,
as applied, intelligently or unintelligently, precisely or careleSSIY: by a largesample of American married couples, white and Negro, in seleeted urbzg
centers in the United States, have reduced pregnancies in relatlon t'0_1 t
ovula'tions, represents, undoubtedly the most careful, Scientific and bnlhan
attack on this problem by any investigator in any country to date_16 Thelrg
is no room here to describe his method. Readers who wish to do 50’ 511011 drefer to the first“6 and second original reports, Which may be supplemellltfsby others before this is in print. In the hospitals of several large flu;internes have collected data on a pre-arranged form, and queried patlen .
on, among other things, their use of preventives. The number of preg

‘3 See p. 15 for a. report of use by the Isleta Indians in New Mexico.‘ 1‘ Kopp, p. 136.

1" Human Biology, iv, 363—407.
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nancies per 100 ovulations was studied in a contraceptive—using and a non-

contraceptive using group with further subdivisi ns according to economic

status and according to whether or not the use of contraception was regular

and steady, intermittent mainly because children were planned, or lastly,

intermittent for other reasons, chiefly carelessness, indiflerence and the

like~ Consideration of the main results are postponed to §2b Degree of

Success with Pre-clinical Methods. In this particular section we are

Concerned with the degree to which a sample17 of 4,945 women, presumably

representative, resorted to preventive measures. Pearl’s figures show that

42'2 P8! cent admitted use. Of 4,166 white married women, 1,886, or 45.3

per cent, Practiced contraception in some form regularly or intermittently;

While Of 766 Negro married women, 197, or 25.7 per cent, did likewise.

The average for both whites and Negroes is 42.2 per cent.18

It is interesting to observe in Table II below the relation between the

practiCe of contraception and economic status. This measures more

ficcurately, what has been known for many years, namely, that there is an

1nverse correlation between economic status and the degree of practice of

contraception. Figure XXI presents the same information graphicaliy.

Resoft t0 contraception rises steadily as economic status ‘rises, but not qu1te

so f?“ Wing to more deliberate planning for children in the upper classes.19

Tins generalization applies to regular use. Where the practice is inter-

mltteflt for reasons not involving deliberate planning, the rates of use d6 net

thange appreciably as economic status rises. In this connection it is

mterestmg to note that a “hunch” I have long held is proved by Pearl’s

figures, namely, that “the percentage of women not practicing contraception

1s higher among the prima-gravidae than among those who have been preg-

Ilant two 01‘ more times. This is true for both whites and Negroes, and

Wlthill each economic group.”20 This is graphically illustrated in Figure

17 Seventy.five per cent of the whites in Pearl’s study and 80 per cent 0f the Negroes

regide in the four states of Illinois, Maryland, Pennsylvania and New York; the remainder

live in nine other states. In religion 40 per cent of the whites are Catholics, and 15 per

Cent JeWiSh- Of the white women 61.6 per cent had never been educate

mentary SChOOIS- The figure for Negro women is 69.9 per cent. It is estimated that less

an 1 per cent 0f
rmal or scientific instruction in contraception,

thewomen ever had any fo
5.72 years for

or coma“ With a bi ' ' ' f marria e was
. rth-control chmc. The mean duration 0 g

Whltes and 6.44 years for Negroes. “The white women in the samP1e had, 0“ the average,

fpent 38.6 per cent of their whole married lives in the business of being pregnant and bear-

mg children. The negro women had spent 42.5 per cent of their married lives in the

same Way.” [Human Biol., vi, 397.]

18 Human Biolo 'gy v1, 371.
. .

19 I showed the Sarhe point on a, small sample in 1928. See Eugemcs Ramcw, xx, 159,

Table VI.
onuman Biology, vi, 375_
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TABLE II

. 5‘THE mucncn or CONTRACEPTION IN RELATION 1:0 ECONOMIC STATUS, 1?an SE“

A. WhitesM

Very Poor Poor Sézgtg' and Rich TotalsContraceptive Genus Group ____ ___ P Per
No £31. No c531 No. c123; No cexfi. No 31:;

_._———.———‘—‘_—_——“_—
.7A. No contraception .......... 343 67.31191 61.2 669 49.4 77 21732-89:____ __‘ _____ ____

B. Regularand steadypractice
.7

ofcontraception..... 59 11.6 323 16.6 276 20.4 78 22.0 361

C. Contraceptive practice in-
termittent mainly for

19.8planned children ......... 68 13.4 262 13.4 325 24.0 169 47.6 :23,“

D. Contraceptive practice in-
termittent for reasons

6 7.8other than planning...... 39 7.7 172 8.8 84 6.2 31£3,a_fi _____ __ __

Sub-totals (B + C+ D). Con-
45.3traception practiced ......... 166 32.7 757 38.8 685 50.6 278 78.31’8-89/H __ ________ ____

Totals (A + B + C + D). All
100.0cases ...................... 509 100.0 1948 100.0 1354 100.0 355 100.0 4:166W

B. Negroes

\flA. No contraception .......... 263 76.0 275 72.2 31 79-4 '— '— _5_6_/a §_h __ _____ __. _._.
B. Regularandsteadypractice

79 10.3of contraception ......... 30 8.7 45 11.8 4 10.3 _ '— __,_/
C. Contraceptive practice in-

termittent mainly for
31 4.0plannedchildren ......... 8 2.3 20 5.2 3 7~7 — ”i. w——/

D. Contraceptive practice in-
Itermittent for reasons

87 11'4other than planning...... 45 13.0 41 10.8 1 2.6 — " 2./N ‘—_‘ __ -._- __ ___._. —--— ISub-totals (B + C + D). Con-
197 25.7traceptionpracticed..... 83 24.0 106 27.8 8 20-6 _ ’1 .a-/\_5 __ __ __ __ _,_

Totals (A + B + c + D). All
765100.11cases ........... ,........... 3461000 381100.0 39100.0 *1 fl

1 Human Biology, vi, 372.
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XXI. For all genera, (lowest row of bar diagrams) the cross-hatched bar

is higher than the solid bar. Of the white women Who had two or more

pregnancies 50 per cent used contraceptives; only 37.3 per cent when they

had experienced one pregnancy. The corresponding figures for Negroes

Confracepz‘ive Genus 6’

"Regular and G/eady"

M 30.:

I7./ [8.5 2 ' /6.3
6.9 1.9.6 1.9.1

Confracepf/‘ve Genus 6

"Planned C/z/ldre/z ” 55.0

28.6

15.3 ”.5 ’8'”

Confracepfive Genus D
n

" Carelessa423.5

4.2 9.0 6.0 [0.4 , 6.6 5.9 8-9 8.6

All Confracepf/v/z

Com‘. Genera 8+C+D

450 4:3
37.9

Very,o00" Poor Moderate Well—fa—g’o’

Clrcumsz‘ances and R/cfi

.0“ ”99/14/16)! Only .7'wa orMore Pregnancies

FIG- XXI. Precentages of White Women Practising Contraception in Relatifm

t0 (1) Contraceptive Genus, (2) Economic Status, and (3) Number of Pregnames

ever Experienced. Pearl Series. Human Biology, vi, 378.
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were 28.6 per cent and 17.5 per cent. Pearl subdivides these figures further
by social classes. Among the white women who had experienced two or
more pregnancies, contraception had been practiced among the very poor
by 37.9 per cent, among the poor by 45.0 per cent, among those in moderate
circumstances by 56.4 per cent, among the well-to-do and rich by 79-9 per
cent, the average being 50.1 per cent. Among the primapara the figures
are considerably lower, as the average of 37.3 per cent indicates. This 15
especially true of the very poor‘. These figures tend to confirm my theory
that poor and middle-class families, at least under the circumstances which
have prevailed in the last century in Western societies, practice contracféP‘
tion more after they have had a few pregnancies than prior to experienclng
any. This theory squares well with the thesis of the present volume that
While women have, in all stages of civilization and in all historical epOChS:
disdained sterility, they have desired to control conception. How‘dse
can the persistence and general diffusion of sometimes painful; obnoxious:
troublesome, and even dangerous expedients used by women be explamed
unless we posit the persistence and power of such a desire?
At this stage it is convenient to summarize in Table III the percentage

using contraceptives in the tWelve sample populations already reported-
The significant column is the one at the extreme right.
The most striking feature of Table III is the wide range in percentage 0f

Pafiients admitting use of contraceptives: from 25 per cent of the StOPes
series to 93.3 per cent of the Kopp series. There can be little dollbt that
both the Stopes and Pearl figures, 25 and 42.2 per cent reSPeCtively’ areunderestimates and atypical. There is reason to believe that th‘? Staff
workers at the Mothers’ Clinic operated by Dr. Stopes in London faded to
secure data on a number of patients. The same probably hOIdS true forthe internes gathering data in Dr. Pearl’s series. Generally Speaking’ in
contraceptive matters there is more apt to be a confidential relatiOHShlp
between a social worker or physician and a patient at a birth contro1 Climc
than between the average interne and a hospital patient- Prebably 111'ternes are not as sk

Con'
. . im‘fl in securing such information as those birth-d m

trol-clmic stafi workers who have had long experience in prying such a. . SeIn the clmlcal cases a selective factor also operates. Th?

- ' of
. ortant factor is the different conflpos’ltmnvis

SSt‘ldled by difierent investigators. The I-Iamrlton,Da ’
‘ . en.series contam a. high proportion of upper-Cl'dSS wom

The StoPes’ Stone, Blair, and Kopp series contain, as far as We can deter
mme, a fairly representative clinic population, which means that they con-
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tain a large proportion of working-class mothers. I believe that my own

Liverpool figure, 62 per cent, is an underestimate. These data. were among

‘the first collected at Liverpool when the stafi had little experience in getting

confessions” from the patients.

Another factor making the Pearl percentage of prior use unduly small is

the large proportion (40 per cent) of Catholics. The average for the United

States is only 15—20 per cent.21 Even in clinics in large eastern cities, which

are Catholic centers, nowhere near 40 per cent of the patients are Catholic.

TABLE III

SUMMARY or STUDIES ON I’RE-CLINICAL USE 0:3 CONTRACEPTIVES

Number Perceqtage

Wm $2212: 4331325” 13223:; US$233“. 54513;!)

R...—
traceptwes .——___

Kahn................... U. s. 1917 464 272 59

Polano .................. Germany 1917 500 339 63*

Eons .................. England 1925 4834 1284 25

ms.................. Englandand 1928 164 102 62

D ' Scotland
avxs us. 1929 1000 730 73

Hamuton.........; ...... U.s. 1929 200 180 90

“?‘fince ................ England 1930 265 189 72

chkmson-Beam ......... U. s. 1931 532 507 95

Stoye................... U, s. 1933 1987 1807 91.5

Blaxr U.S. 1933 107 65 61

K°PP ................... U. s. 1933 9916 9250 93.3

Pearl................... U. s. 1934 4932 2083 42.2
W ________ ___,__#—

Total................................. 24901 16808 67.5
1 .........

20067 15524 77
____——-Total except St0pes group ........................

_._._———

Total except Stopes and Pearl groups .............. 15135 13441 89

1k
96-5 Per cent. stated possession of contraceptive knowledge.

Fr0111 Table XXIX on page 415 it will be seen that at Baltimore 25 per

cent 0f jibe clinical population were Catholics; 36 per cent of the general

Popula‘uon. At Cleveland only 25 per cent of the clinic populatlon were

2). . .
The lower figure is probably nearer the truth. The rehglo

3:1? ?Eain, diflerent groups have diflerent bases of estimate. The doctrine of “once a

011°! always a. Catholic” inflates Catholic figures of church membershIP- Protestants
But a person once

“110 drop chur - 11
. ch membershxp are presumably dropped from the IO 5. '

baptlzed a Catholic is always considered as one by the Church. Such a. person 15 only

te131130I1u'ily lost to heresy.



TABLEIV

FREQUENCYOFUSEOFVARIOUSCONTRACEPTIVEMETHODSINTHREELARGEAMBICANSERIES:NEWARK,NEWYORK,ANDSEVERALCITIESOFTHE

UNITEDSTATES

StoneSeries'KoppSexiestPearlSeries§

No.ofIn-No.ofIn—No.ofIn-

MethodstancesofPerCent.MethodstancesofPerCent.Methods;stancesofPerCent.

Use

341Coitusinterruptus.......589433Douche(med.andwater).1333 302Condom................475924.6Condom................813

21.4Coitusinterruptus.......612

0 5 8

v-4

Douche................1424 Coitusinterruptus......1267 Condom...............95622.9Douche,................4165

2O
8

OK‘ONNOEIDHBWN

<fiN~—cInc;

Med.vag.sup.orjellies...199

Suppositories............7Jellyorsuppository......1751

Safeperiod......102

69.

Pessaries...2Lactation...............8844. Sponges...............641.Pessary.................7483Pes.withmed.jelly.......47

1 1
1 5

Intrauterinestems......48.2SpongeandallotherOthermethods...........36 Other.................512methods..............37719Pessaryalone............21

Stem..............3201.7Pes.withdouche........17

16 12

o
xanwv-Iooo

Safeperiod..............303Intrauterinemech.device.S Abstinence..............237

A11Methods...........417899.919438100.03185100.1

*H.M.Stone,Med.Jour.&Rea,April19andMay3,1933. TKopp,op.cit,p.134. §HumcmBiology,vi,383.AbstractedFromTable13. 1Aloneorincombination.

PRE-CLINICAL-VISIT EVIDENCE
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Catholic, while 51 per cent of the general poplflation adhered to the same

faith. At Newark the corresponding figures are 29 per cent and 53 per

cent and at New York 26 and 25.4. At Newark 91.5 per cent of the pa-

tients used contraceptives prior to‘ the clinical visit; but only 29 per cent

were Catholic. With 40 per cent Catholic, as in Pearl’s series, we would

expect a lower rate of prior use of contraceptives, but not a rate as low as

?2-2 Per cent. When Pearl’s final figures are published, it will be interest-

mg to see whether 40 per cent of the contraceptive-using groups were

Catholics.

. Table IV compares the frequency of use of various contraceptive methods

mthree large series of 26,801 instances. Recall that in the Stone and Kopp

senes (Newark and New York) the data represent use prior to instruction

TABLE V

CONDENSED SUMMARY. FREQUENCY OF USE OF VARIOUS CONTRACEPTIVE WTHODS.

THREE SERIES, 26,801 INSTANCESw/

Method $332323): P" ccnt‘
W/ __________

Total 26801 100.0
M!

gimdrawal.........................................
7773 29.2

ouche...................... 6922 25-

C°nd<>m...........:::::::::::::::::::::::: ........... 6528 24.4

:“Pposjitories and jellies ................................ 2230 8‘3

85::“95 (alone or with douche or jelly) .................. 3:; i":

Anothe;;.'.'.'.:::::::::::::::::1:1::::::::::::::::::::: 2054 7.7

at a. birth control clinic. In the Pearl series the use is prior to being de-

1iVered Of a. baby in selected large urban hospitals in the United States.

While: in the three series, there is some variation in the order of the three

leacling fICQuencies, the condensed Summary (Table V) Shf’ws that i” the

mm 26,801 instances, withdrawal leads with nearly one-thml 0f the cases,

followed by the douche and condom, in that order, With about one-quarter each.

These three methods constitute nearly four-fifths of all instances. Other

methods are used much less frequently. This quantitative elaboiratio:

Squares pretty well With the subjective conclusions of the experience

ObserVer. This is the first time these facts have been determmed
in a. series

anywhere near as large as this. . , u _

These figures, eSpecially those on percentage usmg contraceptlves, 5t1?

gest the extent to Which Such knowledge has been diflused throughout e/
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° ' ' how-population even before special instructmn at cthS. They do not,
' ' thisever, tell us anything about the effectlveness of such practlces. To

brief attention will now be given.

(212) Degree of Success with Pre-clim'cal Methods

. dEstimates of the effectiveness of various .contraeepttve 1131182233“;
before application to a clinic are without hlgh rehablhltiy t:tfulated data
many unknown and uncontrollable factors 1nfluencmg t :1 best estimates
thus far made available. But inasmuch as they represent t e
we have, they are presented for what they may be worth. ally used by

It has not infrequently been said that the techmques gen: ctive.‘ Thiswomen prior to special medical instruction are worthless, mfha: that manyis an extreme position, and untenable if for no other reason t'cally of very
methods are used, some theoretically efiective, others theore lThe condom;
little reliability, by women of high, low and average fertlllty. son of Penn,for example, which, according to Havelock Elhs, Lord Daw ntraceptive:
L. S. Florence, Enid Charles22 and others, is Stlll our best CZhat if a few
hardly requires elaborate instructions. It is true, howeVEI'; 1d increase.”simple rules are known and followed, its efi'ectlveness s on or record as
Likewise, the effectiveness of douching, which has rather akpfwn and fol-generally used, will be increased if a few simple rules are nd consequent
lowed.”4 The strain on the male With coitus interrupms, a1: for its P0orlapses into carelessness or lack of control, posmbly acceu'n l ractices-record at those birth control clinics which tabulate pre-chmca Etless over-
Moreover, the failure rate of all pre-clinical methods 15.dou uccessfuuyrated by selection. Those, for example, who are tlpPlylngh sf 3. betterwhat they know, are less likely to come to a clinic 1n .searc (the general

method. Moreover, the clinic populations are more fertlle than1 the clinic
population; which suggests that, if other circumstances are eqpa ’reventing‘populations may be, prior to clinical advice, less successful m P
births than the general population.

. - cordsWe shall first Present estimates of success tabulated from Chi;:udiesbut based on use before the clinical visit. Then we shall r6130rtof Pearl, Notestein and Stix.
Data from Stone and K
From Stone we have

various methods prior t
ruptus:

opp Will suflice for the clinical sources.f 'lure with
the following figures on success and a1. ' lef-. . . n - ogfi'us 171/o chmcal adv1ce and superv1510n- On

22 That is, Mrs. Lancelot Hogben.
‘3 See Dickinson and Bryant, Control of Conception, pp- 60’69'24 112221., pp. 69—73.
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”Wif’
Result $333362: Per cent.

Success (he. no re 11 ##— ————-—_Failed(‘ , p g ancy).. ........................... 368 29

1.e., conceptlon resulted) 761Doubtful (P . ......................... 60

f' t. usmg several methods. Not clear which

alled) ............... 138 11

S ‘ .
xw/

Result
?gggfgegf Per cent.

Success .........Failure...........................................
:3?) :2

Doubtf .........................................

ul..............................................
685 48

The record of the condom follows:

VW/f

\_*__1:_1_____'______
113%? pm.

Success, . . . .

__._.___——

Failure ....................
‘ .......................

442 46

D°llbtfuL
..........................................

1:2: 1::

(132%;$315 the Kopp series of 19,438 instances, reference back to Table I

to 55.0 e 1 show that, lf .we except abstinence, success ranged from 49.3

absenc: orfcent and thlS w1th a minimum—one might guess an almost entlre

“Competent medical instruction. Note that we are not now

Concern .
. .

ed Wlth success of contraceptives subsequent to mstrucuon at a.

clin‘ .
1c. Those Interested in these data, will find valuable information in the

b
OOkS by KOPP and Charles and in the reports (called issues) of the Inter-

natio -
.

W381 Med1ca1 Group for the Investigation of Contraceptlon.25

now return to the Pearl series to find out the rate of pregnancy reduc-

ti011£ .

.

mm by that Investigator in various social classes and Contraceptlve

Gelx‘ms GIOups.

he IElevant data for Whites and Negroes by economic classes is shown in

T .

.

able VI. The looks complicated only at first glance. We first explam

th .

e meamng 0f the figures: The number in the upper-left—hand box, 14.02,

ce contraception, the
mea

.

Preg:S that among the “very poor” who did not pram

anCy rate Was a. trifle over 14 per 100 ovulations, that is, 14 per cent

ght on the Causes of the
:5
These 1“3130115 are summarized in my paper on “New 1i

Sociology, and theModem
DeCIin‘ .
Www‘n%33&_Rate,” in Norman E. Himes [Ed.], Economics,

‘ ambl‘ldge: Harvard University Press, 1935.



/

TABLEVI

1mmPREGNANCYRATESPER100COMPUTEDOVULATIONSINALLMARRIEDWOMENINTHEPEARLSAMPLE,BYCONTRACEPTIVEGENUSGROUPAND

ECONOMICSTATUS‘

A.‘Whites

ModerateCircum-Well-to—doTotalsAllWomen

VeryPoorPoorstancesandRichinGroup (PerCent.)(PerCent.)(PerCent.)(PerCent.)(PerCent.)

A.Nocontraception................................14.02:t0.6216.00:t0.3813.59:l:0.4616.97:!:1.8915.03i0.26

ContraceptiveGenusGroup

B.Regularandsteadypracticeofcontraception........8.77:!:.9210.563:.508.63:}:.469.71:!:.889.60:!:.31 C.Contraceptivepracticeintermittentmainlyfor

plannedchildren...............................6.32:l:.407.27:}:.326.55:!:.275.16d:.28648$.16

D.Contraceptivepracticeintermittentforreasons

otherthanplanninm.......................8.59i1.2510.41:}:.659.67:1:.848.875:.899.85:!:.44

B.Negraes

A.Nocontraception................................14.03:l:0.7414.67i0.7118.24:l:2.55—14.57i0.51 R.Regularandsteadypracticeofcontraception........10.425:.8410.83:izl.4021.35:§:5.35——11.20:!:.92 C.Contraceptivepracticeintermittent.mainlyfor

p1annedchildren...............................5.63zi:.589.25i.649.17:l:1.84—8.30:I:.51

D.Contraceptivepracticeintermittentforreasons

otherthanplanning.......9.22:1:.889.33:l:.86—*—9.453:.62
*Onlyonewomaninthisclass,withapregnancyratefallingintheclass20.0—29.9percent. 1HumanBiologynfi,388.

348 PRE—CLINICAL—VISIT EVIDENCE
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:aiilijadovclilaulons restflted in pregnency; whereas (two boxes below) the

intermittentilp es .Of Similar econorhic status who practiced contraception

per100 ovuly :fza'mly for planned children had a pregnancy rate of only 6.32

planned th '8. mm (or, .632 Per cent of their ovulations). Thus, those who

elr pregnanmes Wlth contraception had a pregnancy rate only 45

er c - .
P ent of those in the same class who dld not practice contraception.

Stated anOther way, this is a. reduction of 55 per cent (100 —— 1—64—3627): = 55)_

na ' - -
Woriiiiae:;12:hlbltifl e, mean pregnency rate only 43.1 per cent of that of the

The Corres Pgagclcmg conti'aceptmn at all, a. reduction of about 57 per cent.

class is a I: 11' lng reduction among women of the Well-to-do and Rich

reductionpilil 0x1mately 70 pei: cent.”26 We do not know what the average

+ D) for bofieglilency rate 15 for all Contraceptive Genus Groups (B + C

final report Pwl'lte:5 and Negroes: This will doubtless appear in Pearl’s

Will be in the If: Immary rough estimates lead me to think the final figure

tion in the ratnelghborhood oi 55 .per cent.27 This is a considerable reduc-

”back fence” 9 0 Pregnancy in v1ew ef the lack of medical control and the

The most stsfilirce of mueh of the Iihiormation.

and rich 1 I mg reduetion of fertility is among women of the well—to-do

c 355, Whose fertility was reduced, when they practiced contracep—

tion . -
r(?glllarly and steadily, by 70 per cent (100 —- 1—6377 = 70). Among

White w . .
lowest n(:3nen not practicmg contraception, the very-poor have nearly the

an Pregnancy rate and the well-to-do and rich class the highest

mean I
this sashe§nancy rate: The mean pregnancy rates for the white women in

traceptifee 3161:er smiilar in each economic class for the same type of con-

practice. This is shown by the similar height of the correspond-

2s
:1E23123iology, Vi, 399.

s - -
method congls‘zdprehmmal’y report (Human Biology, iv, 363—407) Pearl, using a difierent

’ 11 Ed that the reduction was only 20 per cent, a. figure manifestly too small.

ertain refinement in statistical state-

ntal defects in Pearl’s

fol” details .
)' Pumpara, With which the series is over—loaded, resort less frequently to

Cont .

’
. There is another fundamental

objection to

5 math
. .

0‘1 m“- yet overcome: If a woman wants to avoxd pregnancy and 15 successful,

She Could .
- n“ 130551ny get into Pearl’s series. Hence, the series is overloaded with

fallul-es. -. - ,
. . .

Th; 15 a very serious defect in Pearl’s method. Hence the question originally

cy rate been reduced by resort to
DOsed in -
contraceglltlifirs”.t rePOrt—to what

extent has the pregnan

es in a. defined sample 0f the population of the United States-is not capable

0‘ answer b '
y his method, However, it is the best attempt yet made.
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ing bars in each of the 5 groups in Figure XXII. Pearl cencludes that fills
suggests “that the innate natural fertility of these women 15 aboutthe same
in the difierent economic classes here distinguished, and that the dlfferences
in average expressed fertility observed in the different econotmc classes at:
due mainly to different degrees of artificial alteration of the mnate natura
fertility. On the basis of the present material this conclusion seems clear
and indubitable.”28

DREGNANCIES PER lOO COMPUTED OVULATIONS
WHITE WOMEN

'6-97

'.~53.u
3'e$5.0

'0‘?‘o93::29... Ovfi""5oe9..9329’. y.9 ’3.A
o

w?e~¢
Q‘O0:.
Q

:2
t“m.09000'Afi%&

o‘o‘o‘e'e'oOOOOO0OY§.A.Q.A.A :.;.1I.—.v.o.o

.O

.wafiw 'o¢$0
QQC
o

s.1.3.x..OOQ"06.9 U“‘0..\O 0OQs:
V;.5?

'0‘aA?

o

w...eo9£939. 3"ocfo’gm
MODERATE WELL-TO “DO

CIRCUMSTANCES AND RICH

IA. No CDNTRACEPTION ' ‘ NNEDEnnmuua AND STEADV [me.PLANNED .Dva' ”A

- oml'cFIG. XXII. Pregnancy Rates per 100 Computed Ovulatxons. By Econ
- mmmClass, Use, Non-use, and Kind of Use of Contraceptives. Pearl SerleS- H

Biology, vi, 390.

eThe lower half of Table VI, dealing with Negroes, ShOWS much the sfle
result, except that the lowering of the mean pregnancy rate amonEIhitecontraceptive~using group is not quite so large in amount as among largerwomen. Pearl thinks this result surprising,29 probably because: a lasses’proportion of Negroes than of whites belong to the lower econofnlcf r so abut also because Pearl seems to believe the Negro biologically mfeno ’view not accepted by the majority of sociologists.

28 112221., pp. 390—391.
29 Ibid., p. 391,

3° Fifth Repol‘t Baltimore Bureau for Contraceptive Advice, passim.
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The Negro and white groups who did not practice contraception have

almost identical pregnancy rates, in fact, that for the Negroes is slightly

lower.

Pearl’s tables on mean live birth rates by Contraceptive Genus Groups

and by social status show similar results, and need not be reviewed here.

Following the method in Pearl’s first report, Stix and Notestein found“1

that, in a sample of 714 New York City women32 who attended the chief

cllnic there, the contraceptive practices when and as employed prior to clinic

advice brought about, for a given exposuze to the risk of conception, a 75 per

cent reduction in pregnancies. The rate for first pregnancies was seven

tn?“ greater in the non-contraceptive-using than in the contraceptive-

usmg group.” For second and later pregnancies the difference is only about

half that for first pregnancies.84 “We can therefore conclude,” say the

authOIS, “that in all durations of married life and for first, as well as for

:1 Frank W. Notestein, and Regine K. Stix, “Efiectiveness of Birth Control. A Study

‘1): contraceptive Practice in a Selected Group of New York Women,” Mtlbank Mem.

lignd. Quart, VOL Xii, 110- 1 (January, 1934). References are to pages in reprint. See Bib-

??th “flder Stix for references to later studies. .

D?-.Stlx’ a PhySician, personally interviewed these former patients of the Blrth Cen-

tl"°1C.11n1cal Research Bureau, who came from the Bronx, still lived there after attending

the €1.1nic i“ 1931- Two-thirds of the women were Jewish, one-sixth Catholic, and only

onefllnth Protestant. Married less than 10 years on the average, they had 3.23 preg-

games and 2.261ive births on the average. Median income was $2,300; in 1932 it had

Topped to $1,200» and a fifth were either destitute or supported by relief. Prior to the

Clinical visit 95 1’87 cent had made some efiort at family limitation. Forty per cent used

?°ntraceptives imnflediately after marriage; an additional 40 per cent started such use

Immediately after the beginning of the second pregnancy. Each couple employed an

average of 1.8 methods
.

wogIbid" p. 8' Curiously enough Stix and Notestein fouhd that “the .rate at whlch

mantel:l became Pregnant With the first child seems to be sxgmfieantly hlgher [by two

in o d s for each pregnancy] after they have used contraceptives and mtermjzted that practw;

Con: er to hecome pregnant [italics mine] than in the rate for women who have never use

mariaceptlves.” The authors “are at a loss to explain this . . . [except] that’meEany

bargages a‘certain amount of time elapses before complete entry takes place. IS 15

y a sat‘sfaCtOI‘y eXplanation until it is shown that incomplete entry, to the extent of

redudng the ChanCes of conception, is common. On the contrary, it is probably not com-

:zidiA more likely eXplanation seems to be this: there is probably some inheritance of

ty
and Wh (i.e., Power to Participate in procreation), and those coming from large famllles,

o are therefore more likely themselves to conceive, have, at the same time, been

not repeating the maternal over-
m .

a Iore than ordinarily impressed with the desirablhty of '

than the average of then: class tou .
.

us?en 0f the“ mOthers. Hence they are more likely . f

contraceptives early in marriage. When they stop usmg them for the purpose 0

a‘img children their greater fecundity naturally expresses itself in more prompt impreg—
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later pregnancies, the pregnancy rate of this group of women IS sxgnlfliliilitiii;

reduced by their use of contraceptives.”35 The number of 13;? reduc-
actually experienced was only one-fourth the huinber expected. h 1]:ecause
tion of 75 per cent is higher than Pearl’s preliminary figure per aps t0 the

the Stix-Notestein group is somewhat selected: those.who can“:1 there
clinic meant business about limitation even before bemg adv1se nc«

It should be understood that, since the authors are coinparmg Pegging;
rates for equal units of time during which conceptlon IS pom:1e :results
rates for equal units of married life,36 “we cannot conclude from .65 married
that womeh who habitually use contraceptives throughout that did not
life would average one-fourth as many pregnanc1es as those W 0 arough
practice contraception.” Probably, however, the above figures arfi that we
measure of this. As with the Pearl figures, it is necessary to reca e tion-
are dealing here mainly with “back-fence” and amateur contragrpcent}

Success with clinically-advised methods comes nearer 90—95 P
Kopp’s figure is 93.3 per cent.
We now turn to the clinical evidence on democratizatlon.

§3 CLINICAL EVIDENCE

. uldThe argument used to be commonly heard that the workmg (ilaSZfeiigf it
u not use contraceptive information, or would not use it groper yt 01 is less
were given them. This last-resort argument against.b1rth con r nd Eng-
frequently heard now. For clinical records in the United :States Suctively
land Prove it thoroughly false—as could have been determinetl mto inform
before the opening of clinics, if such critics had taken the palm years
themselves on the real situation. Actually, there has heen for many
great demand among the populace for reliable information.

(3a) General Vital and Social Data

, 96 casesTable VII presents preliminary vital and soc1a1 fiata on $325016” as
advised at several British birth-control clinics. This 15 Presen ent thesis.background material, for it has no immediate bearing on the pres f livingThe average number of pregnancies was 4.00, and the mean numbearsgntativechildren 3.17. Later studies have only supported these repr

3‘ Ibid., p. 10.
as The distinction is

. ant'
.

. he 15 Pregn.important, for a woman cannot conceive when 5Moreover, successful
. ht_ e twe mxgprevention increases the time period when the contrac Pfail. Thus, in a spec

. 3t.
- woman 151211 sense, the paradox is true that the more successfulearisk.

prevention the greater the chance at failure because the greater the exPOS‘“



TABLEVII

VITALANDSOCIALDATAON3,296CASEs-ansn13mmCONTROLCLINICS

____________________________._——————————

Sen'esPregnanciesLivingChildrenLossesYearsMarried

LocanonofClimcArith.

TotalTotalMean0’Totalmm:1Total

Mean

NorthKensington.......100038553.862.8330053.002.5688623.051.98 Manchester.............60023313.892.6617832.981.7954823.547.58 Wolverhampton.........49817753.562.4114502.911.8333819.041.58 Cambridge..............30912023.892.7210143.28.2.2819816.446.09.

9 9

Liverpool...............23411785.053.169113.892.2728424.231.0 Birmingham.............1656043.662.984792.902.5513020.745.4 Glasgow—
AdequateSeries.......1506914.602.975203.462.1017925.839.69.55.9.75 InadequateSeries......893664.15—3243.64———————————-—

Total.............23910574.38—-8443.55—--————-—-—-—

Aberdeen...............1096195.672.84864.452.2513421.630.610.05.0 CannockMiners.........114°4654.082.43863.391.96-——-—8.68.6.63 CannockNon-Miners....28973.462.78802.862.25————7.84.9.73

__.___—.__.__._-.__.—___.___.________._.__—._____..__

GrandTotals..........3296131834.00—104383.17—-2697-—-—9.1——
__________________________.____———————-——

‘Basedon496casesinsteadof498.‘1Basedon232casesinsteadof234. 1’Basedon161casesinsteadof165.°Basedon226casesinsteadof234. °Therecordsof17ofthesecaseswerekeptatWolverhampton,‘Basedon308casesinsteadof309.
butarenotincludedintheWolverhamptonseries,sincetheseminersIBasedon292casesinsteadof309. arecountedinthisgroup.hBasedon148casesinsteadof150.
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figures.” Even though the wages of the husbands of these women in the
relatively prosperous days of 1925—27 averaged only $12.50—$15.00 per
week, fertility was normal or above normal. Moreover, most of the
families studied are incomplete. Had the women passed the child-bearmg
age they would not have come to the clinics for advice.

(31)) Occupational Status ofHusbands

Table VIII summarizes the occupational status of the husbands. Omit'
ting the extreme exceptions of Wolverhampton and Cannock, from one-

third to one-half of the clinic husbands were unskilled. From 7.3 to 18.1?”
cent were semi—skilled. With the exception of Wolverhampton, and Blrm-

ingham, which had an extraordinarily high proportion of skilled workers;

TABLE VIII
summit! 0F OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF HUSBANDS 01? BRITISH BIRTH—CONTROL CLINIC

PATIENTS

Location of Clinic Unskilled Semx-skxllcdfl1/M____
Liverpool. . ; ............................. 46.8 16.2 19.6 17-3
Aberdeen ................................ 38.5 7.3 20.2 3:3
North Kensington ........................ 37 .9 (32 .8) * 22.8Glasgow ................................. 34.6 18.0 24-6 253Manchester .............................. 32.6 11.1 31-0 256Cambridge ............................... 32.0 17.2 25-2 2 '9Birmingham...................... ... ..... 24.2 13.9 40-0 21'9Wolverhampton.......................... 12 . 6 5 . 6 77 .9 i
Cannock................................. —- 100.01' "‘

* No dlstmctlon between skilled and semi-skilled.
T Miners exclusively.

.
ethe Skllled group ranged (in round numbers) from 20—30 per cent. For th.
ten‘ure group (2,915 cases) one-half of the patients’ husbands (51 PBr fig;

fall either in the unskilled or semi-skilled groups. It is the aim of the c" - rmto deal almost exclusively with the working classes, and a. predomlnantp- . aveportlon come from that source. While a. few wives of professwnal men: e
attended clinics rather than private practitioners, as a rule they see

37 Even in a. recent Chinese sample the avera.I I

the‘e
cases mentxoned 1n the first report of the Peiping Committee on Maternal Heal: See
was an average of 5.6 pregnancies and 4.3 births. The mean interval wit"S 1'7 yea '. onMari” Yang “Birth Control in Pei in F' ' ' Comma '‘ . t t f the Pelplng 5Maternal Heajl p g us Repor 0 Vet, th]th ” Chinese M d. J .

1934) Hm
small Chinese , 6 our, xlvm, 786—791 (August, Where

semple was WCiShted with upper-class patients, as one mifiht ”pee800d COHtraceptwe facflities are not generally available.

- In 99
ges ran only a little over one highe"
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private oflice. The attitude toward socialized medicine is such among the

general populace of Great Britain that all save the well-to-do tend to seek

medical information through the public or semi—public agencies (e.g., the

panel d0Ct0r)- In the case of contraceptive advice it is often the birth-

Control clinic ; but many also depend on printed matter and the commercial

51}°PS- This latter is possible because there is no legal restriction on the

dwtribution of printed material on contraception in England provided it

(19635.net run counter to the common law interpretation of decency (e.g.

dlsmbuting medical handbills promiscuously on a. street corner).

The somewhat unreliable data. on wage incomes corroborate the trend of

occupational figures in supporting the view that the clinics serve predomi-

Dantly the working classes. In the present state of fact—collecting by the

Enghsh clinicS, estimates of wage incomes by the sampling process are more

acchrate Probably than elaborate tabulations. In 1927 I personally ex-

ammed a few thousand of these records; and I concluded that roughly 90

per cent 0f the clinic husbands then earned from two to three pounds per

week, The arithmetical mean for Glasgow, for instance, was £2—15-8.

AF Cambridge the highest weekly income was £5. It is true that a. few

le_es_°f Cambridge University teachers visited the Cambridge clinic, but

then“ 1I‘ICOmes were invariably not recorded on the clinic case sheets. Such

exCtption's, however, only prove the rule.

BMFS‘ C- H- RObinson, using my published data. on the occupations of

Hush clinic husbands, has usefully compared the occupational distribution

3f. fife hE‘SbandS 0f English clinic clientele with the general occupational

lstnbutmn 0f the total population of England and Wales. These latter

data are presented in Table IX. In Figure XXIII the data are presented

u‘HSkmed husbands in the clinic group as compared with the general popula—

hon (34 Versus 13)- 0f the two upper classes the clinic has only halfuthe

Proportion 0f the general
population (12 vs. 23) . The so-called intermediate

and Skilled groups are a trifle smaller in the clinical than in the general

P°P111ation_

arme these and Other data Robinson concludes that the English clinics

‘ e Operating eugenically. Though there are numerous difficulties involved

:03“: InterPItitél/cion of such data, and though we need a grea Th

are 0f has, this POSition may be tentatively acceptedes sonnd. er:

numerous Pr0blems of interpretation invoked the discussmn of Wth

Would take us too far afield. For instance, it is by no means clear that

RObinson has, in every instance, allocated the clinic husbands to the proper

d with the extent to$06
'

13.1 Class- Moreover, there are questions connecte
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TABLE IX

‘ HGENERALOCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION IN BRITISH BIRTH—CONTROL CLINICSICOMPARED WIT
POPULATION IN ENGLAND AND WALES

Based on occupations reported for 2915 husbands in nine British clm1cs
w

IITAndI
IV m we. . T t I V - - H' heatL°°afi°n °‘ Chm“ 035:5 Unskilled Iggfi'te Shlled egg“,
W

Distribution in Occupational ClassesW

20 PWolverhampton...................... 47,9 63 28 (32:)? (21)
Birmingham......................... 150 40 23* 186 63"
Manchester .......................... 531 196 86 37 23
Glasgow ............................. 139 52 27 78 33
Cambridge.......................... 263 99 53* 281* 144
North Kensington .................... 898 379 94 22 26
Aberdeen ............................ 98 42 8 46 22
Liverpool............................ 215 109 38 __ __
Cannock............................ 142 — 142 .___‘/

52m2,915 980 499 1,084 3w

Per Cent. Dislributionw

(4)Wolverhampton...................... ,100 13 6 (Z) 14Birmingham.............. -........... 100 27 15* 35 12:Manchester .......................... 100 37 16 27 17Glasgow......‘.......- ............... 100 37 19 30 12Cambridge .......................... 100 38 20* 31* 16North Kensington....... . ............ 100 42 10 22 27Aberdeen ............................ 100 43 8 21 10Liverpool ............................ 100 51 18 _ ,Cannock............................. 100 — 100 _ _____,_ ~17N___,
Total Clinic Per Cent............... 100 84 17 37Percentile Division in 1921 Census

43 23England and Wales ............... 100 13 20

* Figures for two categories originally combined are here redxstrlbllted “ccaverage proportion in remaining clinics. . Original sources:1 Revised from C. H. Robinson, Seventy Birth Control ClimaS, P- 324' OccupationFor clinic data, Himes, Eugenics Review, xx, 157—165. For census data, 1
' Sufimm’Mortality, Fertility and Infant Mortality. Registrar General’s DecenmdlEngland and Wales, 1921, Part II, Lbndon, 1927.

which we should ac
British census.
the difficulties i

. . by thecept completely even the c1ass1ficat10n 1:113:16 01160fInto these matters it is not possible to.enter 61:11.?“ the5 well illustrated by a personal expenence-
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data were first published in the Eugenics Review, I was of the opmlon that

miners should be classed as unskilled laborers. Though I heve leng been a

student of labor problems, at the time I considered this c1a551ficat10n sound.

Ihave since, however, been convinced by an authority on labor problems,

that miners should be classified as semi—skilled laborers as the very lowest

grade. Some consider them skilled. Similar problems of intetpretatlon

arise in connection with classifying each of the occupations. It Is d1fl:1ch1t

to find a series of objective tests, but perhaps that of the length of trammg

involved is one of the best. Recently, however, Pearl has very usefully

classified occupations in a. paper in Human Biology.

SOCIAL CLASS

MIDDLE

INTERMEDIATE

SKILLED

INTERMEDIATE
(SKILLED-UN.
SKILLED)

UNSKILLED

GENERAL - 19‘5
HUSBANDS

POPULATION
NINE cumcs

FIG. XXIII Perc ' ' ‘ S 'al Classes of Clientele of Nine
. . - enta e fsttnbutlon by oc1 . . .

Butlsh Birth—control Clignigs as Compared with the Percentage Dlstnbutlon of

Social Classes in the General Population.

b It seems clear from the above that the English clinics, 311 Of WhiCh have

em founded since 1921, have been influential in disseminating (2:21:33;

?Ve adVice to the lower social classes. This, then, seems an es

act.
. t'call

IS the Sltuation similar in America? Yes. It may be stated dogma 1 y
- ' ' classes.

I at the American birth-control clinics serve pnmanly the workmg
- ' Ista-

titéhe absence of a full analysis of the occupatlonal, waggfggdsihft this

10 . 't ma
3’ samples of Whlch can alone be presented, 1 (113;), many American

“is finds support in the partial reports already issue
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birth-control clinics, and that the judgment is confirmed by those best
acquainted with their operation.

(36) Age Distribution, Duration ofMarriage, and ReproductiveHistory.

Tables X and XI present preliminary evidence on the age distributlon
and duration of marriage, respectively, of patients at Baltimore and Cleve-

land clinics. Likewise Tables XII, XIII and XIV deal with the ICPTOduc'
tive life of the patients at these clinics. These and similar data show that
American birth-control clinic patients are well along in their rePrOduthe
and married life. The typical patient is about thirty years Of age, 1135"?“
married ten years, has had about four pregnancies and has three hvmg

children. This is also the situation among British clinic patients.

TABLE X

lAGE DISTRIBUTION or PATIENTS. BALTIMORE AND CLEVELAND
W

Total Baltimore ClevelandM“ ________ .
Age Group No. Per Cent. No. Per Cent. NO- 3%

4269 100 1152 100 3117 ___1’°°’

15—19 118 3 34 3 84 2:
20—24 954 22 200 17 754 30
25-29 1240 29 317 27 923 23
30-34 1022 24 307 27 715 15
35—39 665 16 215 19 450 5
40-44 230 5 67 6 163 *
45—49 33 1 12 1 21 *
50 or over 1 * _ _ 1 *
Unknown 6 * __ _. 6
w

_ land1 Sources: Baltimore, Fifth Report Bureau for Contraceptive Adwce, p- 7- Cleve Iunpublished report.

. 5Occupational statistics suggest that the lower and middle soc1a1 cléiis‘sl‘;
are mainly served. In 4,269 cases at Baltimore and Cleveland (Table kc“,30 per cent are unskilled laborers, 30 per cent skilled or semi-Skilled worm“;11 per cent tradesmen. The percentage in domestic and Personal 5e'onalis naturally small since the marriage rate in this group is 10“" PIOfCSSIroupmen represented only 6 per cent of the cases, and probably this small Era
would not be present were adequate contraceptive skill m0“? gene ctS:available in the United States. Wives of such men, through then c011,? 1119get acquainted readily with such a source of advice- At Newark ( 13ersXVI) one-tenth are professional men, yet one-third are unSkilled wor ’and one-quarter skilled and semi—skilled workers.
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TABLE XI

DURATION OF MARRIAGE OF PATIENTS. BALTIMORE AND CLEVELAan

Total Baltimore Cleveland

. __
_______.____..__

Years mumed No. Per Cent. N°' Per Cent. No. Per Cent.

4269 100 1152 100 3117 100

Premarital 31 1 —— —- 31 1

2:: 11611 27 204 18 957T 31

10—14 1320 31 339 29 981 32

15-19 1002 24 330 29 672 21

20‘24 526 12 197 17 329 11

25 2 181 4: 63 5 118 4

- 9 42 1 19 2 23 *

30—35 2 * __ V ..- 2 *

w?!

‘Less than 0.5 per cent.
InT eludes also an unknown number of premarital patients.

xSources' Baltim F'~ 0 R
- .

““Puhlished report. re, 1f”! 91507! Bureau for Contraceptwe Advice, p. 7. Cleveland,

mm
TABLE XII

on“CTNE LIFE OF PATIENTS. BALTIMORE. SERIES FOR FIRST FIVE 1111111151

Number of Patients Having the
N - .

Number “M’segefifiifitfifigg?:1an the Number Specified Number of

\ Pregnancies Children
Pregnancies Children

0
_.___—-—/

’___——-

1 7-1 31 11 30 20

2 82 119 12 27 6

3 127 146 13 21 8

4 136 161 14 s 4

5 140 154 15 12 4

6 136 137 16 2 —-

7 114 112 17 4 1

s 91 84 18 2 ~

9 75 66 22 1 ——

10 71 67 ./
_._-——-—-/

52 32 Totals 1152 1152

W/

1 sou . .

. . .

1933, pf? F1].th R6170” 0f the [Baltimore] Bureau for Contraceptwe Adam.
Baltlmore,

(3d
) Source of Reference of Patients

The sWrce of reference of patients supports th

r1311c ‘
11mg the lower economic and social classes. At Cleveland 44 per cent

0f .

o O

the patlents Were sent by health and other social agencxes. Appren-

e view that the clinics are
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mately 7 per cent are referred by private phySicians. Ministers senfia
small but rapidly growing number. Now that the clinic has been operatmg
for a few years there has been an increase in the number of patlents referred
by older patients. In 1928—29 this figure was only 2.2 per cent; bElt “1
1931—33 it was 14.9 per cent. In the same period the percentage of pauents

TABLE XIII

lPREGNANCIES, CHILDREN, AND ABORTIONS AND/OR lfiISCARRIAGES. BAPTJMORE
W

The Reproductive Results Have Been
And Who Have

fWho Have Each All Together And Also the Numb°‘°-- - Miscam-From the Total Had the Num- Had the Total The Number of Chxldren Abomons 8nd/0' . 11'sNumber of be: of Pregnan- Number of Indicated in This Column ages Indxcated m T Iomen cies Indicated Pregnancies
Column

. c "—JAbsolute Pfggnzgcies Absolute w
21 o 0 0 -— ° ’882 1 82 74 90.2 8 9'0127 2 254 221 87.0 33 “'6136 3 408 369 90.4 39 9'0140 4 560 493 88.0 67 12'7136 5 680 580 85.3 100 14.7

114 6 684 611 89.3 73 10'791 7 637 556 87.3 81 12's75 8 600 513 85.5 87 14'071 9 639 556 87.0 83 13'252 10 520 436 83.8 84 16'730 11 330 255 77.3 75 22'227 12 324 252 77.8 72 22'021 13 273 213 78.0 60 22‘58 14 112 89 79.5 23 20‘212 15 180 140 77.8 40 22.52 16 32 20 62.5 12 37'14 17 68 36 52.9 32 47'12 18 36 14 38.9 22 2,1321 22 22 7 31.8 15 2M
1152 — 6441 5435 84.4 1006 15-6w

1 Fiflh Report, p. 9.

referred by other interested individuals rose from 6-2 per cent to 245 pa:cent. At the English clinics one of the chief 'sources of reference is form;patients. Evidently the situation at Cleveland suggests that this may n0be true of the older clinics in the United States.
2-. Baltimore reports that 336 patients advised during its fifth year Of Opersi-non Were sent by 119 different physicians in Baltimore, 18 different pby



TABLEXIV

REPRODUCTIVEms01?PATENTS.CLEVELAND,-

#_______________.__J____—_———————
No.ofanwnTotalPreg-13:31:52:PanentswzthEachNumberofClnldrenBornAhve P‘“““”““and“nudeso1234s67891o11121314

TotalNo.of
children.....10451001281772331851126843352614124512

010310103 115515191351.w 220620281705 315615 412012 578 6 7 8 9

H

H
<91

<8H

5mm

WHv-lv-l

8

717 515 303 222211

10151 11141 1291 136-—11 145 161 171.. 181——......1

1UnpublishedreportfromMaternalHealthAssociation,Cleveland.
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TABLE XV

mms’OCCUPATIONS or PATIENTS’ 1msmnns.l BALTIMORE AND CLEVELAND. FIVE
W

Total Baltimore fl

1) ParOccupational Class No. C1231. N0. C931. N°~ 5:11:

4269 99.7 1152 100 3117 flH________.—
Unskilled laborers....................... 1277 30.0 305 27 3:: 3;
Skilled and semi-skilled ................... 1271 29 . 8 356 31 372 12
Tradesmen............................. 468 11.0 96 8 267 9Transportation .......................... 391 9 .2 124 1; 198 6
Professional men. .1 ..................... 262 5. 9 54 4 146 5Clerical occupations ..................... 193 4. 5 47 5 133 4Domestic and personal service............ 193 4.6 60 5 331 1Farmers and fishermen ................... 91 2 . 1 58 3 46 2Public service ........................... 82 1. 9 36 * __ __Miners ................................. 3 * 3 11 *No occupation (student) ................. 11 * —- 1 21 1Occupation unknown.................... 34 0 8 13 3 *Out of work (temporary) ................. 3 * —‘ '—w

* Less than 0.5 per cent.
1’ Farmers only.
§ Approximate, calculated by slide rule. _ . Baltmore,1 Source: Fifth Refer! of the [Baltimore] Bureau for Contraceptive Adme' Cleveland1933. Unpublished data for Cleveland from Gladys Gaylord, Secretary,

able toMaternal Health Clinic. Owing to financial conditions Cleveland has been “npublish its fifth report.
ning 102Baltimore, Nov. 2, 1927 to Oct. 31, 1932 inclusive. Cleveland from 0?6April 1, 1933.

TABLE XVI

OCCUPATIONS OF PATIENTS’ HUSBANDS. NEWARK1M

Occupatxon
2000 L

M—
.5Unskllled ...................... . ...................... 649 2:Skilled and semi—skilled ....... 1 ......................... 488 17 _3Business

..............................................
342 9.8Professions ............................................ 196 8 5Clerical...............................................
171 4'2Executives

............................................
84 1 .9Civil Service

..........................................
37 1.4No record

.............................................
29 '

1 Hannah M. S
Social Data, p. 13.

tone and Henriette Hart, Matemal Health and Conlraceflio" ’ ‘ '
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cians in Maryland, outside of Baltimore, and 3 different physicians in

neighboring states.“ Up until the end of the fifth year the Baltimore

gureau for Contraceptive Advice received patients only on medical indica—

ons.

At Chicago, 01 1,329 patients received at four centers during the first

tWO years of operation, 504, or 37.9 per cent, heard of the clinic through

newspapers; 235, or 17.7 per cent, were referred by friends; 91, or 6.9 per

cent, Came from medical sources such as physicians and hospitals; and 392,

0f 29'5 per cent, from social agencies. The remainder (8 per cent) were

dHCCted to the clinic from miscellaneous sources. During 1929 the corre-

sponding figures for 1,340 patients at Chicago was 46.5 per cent referred

by friends and former patients, 23.4 per cent from social agencies, 21.9 per

cent from medical sources, and 8.2 per cent from miscellaneous sources.

At Newark, New Jersey, in a. series of 2,000 cases, 778, or 39 per cent,

Were referred by friends or former patients, 344, or 17 per cent, by social

“gen?“ and nurses, and 744, or 37 per cent, by such medical sources as

1105pItals’ clinics, physicians, the board of health, etc.39

. A SurVey made in May, 1929 by the Los Angeles Mothers’ Clinic Associa-

on shows that, of the first 3,000 cases, 40.5 per cent were referred by various

(19'prrtments 0f the Board of Health, 32.5 per cent by friends and former

patlents, and 10 per cent by the County Charities. Less than 1 per cent

wet? mferred by private physicians; but since that time the percentage of

Patients so referred has increased steadily. The association is a member of

thepalimeia Conference of Social Workers, and coiiPerateS With all the

:23: Service and charitable organizations of the city and surrounding

ry.

CAt the Mothers’ Health Clinic of Alameda County, California, 58 per

entof the cases were referred by the social agencies of one kmd or anotherfi0

Table XVII, from Kopp’s report on 10,000 cases at New York, is the

m0“ c0mplete single series of data we have on the agencies prompting

Women to apply f0]! contraceptive advice at that clinic. Nearly half of all

ds; one-third by welfare

:fphcaqts Were referred by former patients and frien . . .

.OuPS,1fweinc1ude physicians; one-fifth as a result of pubhc1ty, the mcen—

t - .
.

we c°mmg tw1ce as frequently as a result of contact w1th the League as of

reading m3Wspapers. Individual physicians referred 10 per cent of the

C85 - . .
es, hOSPItal soc1a1 serv1ces 6 per cent.

enerauy Speaking, it requires a few years after the founding of a clinic

" F‘f‘thportm. 17.n
(0301“: and Hart, op. cit., p. 10.

abel Gregg Boyden, “The Mothers’ Health Clinic of Alameda
Birll

’Control Review, xv, 286—288 (October, 1931).

County, California,”
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before the social agencies in a. given community appreciate its funetlon

sufliciently to cofiperate with it in full. Hence in the early years relatwely ‘
few patients are sent by “recognized” agencies; but as time passes, the per-

centage invariably increases. An analysis by Dr. Max Werehow“ of the

source of reference of patients at the Detmit Mothers’ Chhlcehowsthat

73 per cent of the cases came from the Visiting Nurses Assoe1at10n,pnvat:

PhySiCians, and the Detroit Board of Health. Even the Pohce Departmen

and the Red Cross sent at least one client. Despite the fact that contra-

TABLE XVII
ADVICEAGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE APPLICATION OF PATIENTS FOR CONTRACEPTIVE

AT THE BIRTH CONTROL CLINICAL RESEARCH BUREAU, NEW YORK
w

Total Cases NE)??? flM
No report............................................. 44
Cases reporting source of reference ....................... 9956 /
Cases reporting source of reference ....................... __?_9_5_6*__3L

Patients.......................................... 3547
Friends ........................................... 1262 32 1

Welfare groups...................................... 3197 '
Social agencies ..................................... 1211
Physicians........................................ 1003
Hospitals ......................................... 61-5
Nurses............................................ 368 19 6

Public Activities..................................... 1950 '
American Birth Control League ...................... 604Birth Control Review .............................. 482Books ....................... . .............. . ..... 369
Newspapers ................................ . . . . . . . 351Birth control meetings ....................... . ...... 144

‘ Marie E. Kopp, Birth Control in Practice, p. 37.
.

. ' Df-CePtlve service was not offered by any hospital in Detroxt at the 311:: the
Wershow wrote, only 103 patients out of the 1,000 were referre. . .

- ouPMothers’ Chmc In a period of three and one half years from the entlre gr ‘
of twelve leading hospital units in the city.

‘
(3e) Income Status of Patientsl I I

' ion as
Statlstlcs on the Income status of patients point in the Same direi‘tients-e occupational statistics and the figures on source of reference 0f P
‘1 Max Wershow, M.D., “A Social Experiment in Birth Control. An analy51 vClini‘I 51,000 cases from the records

[1931] Of the Mothers’ Clinic of Detroit.” Detroit: Mothers 1

th
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TABLE XVIII

Per Cent.
Weekly Family Income N°1 0‘ Cases#— l:‘ ‘ Each Group Cumulative fl

T0111............ . .................................... 3120 10°

Dependent................ #—
IncomeIrregular............:::::H ....... 3:; 2: 3?]
04011131000. .................. 252 8 45
:10.0014.00................ .......... 231 8 53
15.001900”............... """""""" 223 7 6°
20.00-24.00...................... 301 9 69
25.0029.00..............:. ......... 292 9 78
300034.00 ........................... 186 6 84
igmimww.........IIIIIIIIIIIZ 117 4 88
453004 .00............................. 7s 2 90

9.00 .................. 33 1 9150.00 plus..................... 213 7 98Unkn0wn.l'l‘..'....“ ------------------ 65 2 100

WM

1Data. from Maternal Health Association, Cleveland.

TABLE XIX

%

Weekly Family Income No. of Families Per cent. $113333?

\________
2000 100.0 100.0

Nailime"""" '
47 2 4 2 4

1123.............................
9 0.4 2.8

2100""""""""""""" - ................
144 7.2 10.0

3140---------------- . ......... 628 31.4 41.4

41.50 ................................ 474 23.7 65.1

5140.................................
266 13.3 78.4

61.75"""""""""" 1 ..................
116 5.8 84.2

76—100..............................
94 4.7 88.9

101—150..........................
. . . . . 87 4.4 93.3

51a .............................. 40 2.0 95.3

N ndover"""""
49 2 4 97.7

orem'd'w--....::.....::..1:33... 40 2.3 100.0
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per cent, were dependent; 237, or 8 per cent, had an irregular income.

Sixty-nine per cent of the cases had a family income of less than 325 a
week. Seven per cent had a family income in excess of $50 weekly. COIISUlt
column 4 in Table XVIII for the cumulative percentages.
The situation is similar at Newark (Table XIX), though here thereuere

more in the higher income brackets. Still, 41 per cent of the 2,000 falflllles
had a weeklyfamily income of less than $30. Wage rates tend to be hlgher

TABLE XX

DISTRIBUTION 01? AVERAGE WEEKLY INCOME or HUSBANDS ACCORDING TO INCOME PER YEAR-
BI‘RTE CONTROL CLINICAL RESEARCH BUREAU, NEW YORK1
w

Number
Per cent-

Total Cases ........................................................... 10000M

No report ............................................. 222
Total reports on income................................ 9778 ”0'0
Amounts not recorded................................ 619 6'3
No income from husband’s earnings .................... 252
Amount unknown, unemployed at present .............. 222
Amount unknown, income adequate .................... 145 7
Reports on income, amounts recorded ..................& __._9,3/

Total cases rePorting weekly earnings ..................... 9159 100'0Less than $10 ................................ . ...... 16 0'2$10-19 ............................................ 468 5‘1
$2o—29 ............................................. 2279 24-9
330-39 ............................................ 2962 32-3
$4049............................................ 1410 15-4
350—59 .................................. . .......... 760 8‘3360—69........................................ 361 3'9
370—79 .................................. 246 2-7
$80—89 2.. 83 0‘9
$90.99...............................:::'::':: .... ao 0-7$100andover.............................:.. ....... 514 5'6

1 Marie E. Kopp, Birth Control in Practice, 13. 60.

.
. em or near a metropolitan center. The chief explanation of a. h1ghel' wag- .

‘ t5:Income 1n Newark than at Cleveland is probably selection of Pane”,
Newark has more patients in big. her occupational levels. This 51 fiveafiso-reflects the hmited clinical facilities available for giving Contracepa wee.

When more private physicians take up the work, the Percentflgf
0f cases from the higher income groups may be expected to droP at New?
There was a general inaccessibility of the best contraceptive advzce u 1.recent years for many patients. Five or ten years ago many private [3113's
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cians had ' - - .

This, togetfiffilttgtfil gettmg Supphes, especially those of good quality.

Well-to-do patients t :11unsynolpathetlc attitude of many physicians, drove

tion of social‘ d 0. .e chn.1cs. Those opposed to all moves in the direc-

In the K0lze med1cme mlght note this.

diStribution 5%):5335 on 10,009 cases in New York we have data on the

Table XX), Dr Irg-ge weekly Income of the husbands in 9,159 cases (see

t1“ee, is aWage-ear 01313 reports that.the typical patient, nearly two out of

group Contains a r Iller.s Wlfe w1th an mcome
of less than $40 a week.42 The

One end of the SC; atlvely srhall number of families in extreme poverty at

bands average $102), and a. stlll smaller group at the other end, whose hus—

gathered in a period Pfer Week or more. Inasmuch as these figures were

recorded, and the n 0 bbusmess prosperity, the amount of unemployment

small. More than :hm er of mstances of husbands having no income are

two-thirds below $40.1'ee—foutths of the cases received incomes below $50;

the median on $30 , one-thlrd below $30. The first quartile falls on $25,

The f0110win t , the thud quartile on $45 weekly.43

the diStributiOE :ble, also.extracted from Dr. Kopp’s able study, compares

figures for th 0 annual mcome of clinic husbands with the corresponding

e general population of New York City in 1926 taken from the

St 'ate Housmg Bureau Report“4

.Wflf
Clinic Cases Per cent. in State Housing

Bureau Report

W Number Per cent.

000
f_____“"“”“

$2000 to 3000
5243

57 .2 45 .9

$3000 to 5000
2172

23 .7
29 .4

$5000 and over 751
8 .2

11.8

511 5 6 7 .5

9/]!

Thus the dist ‘ ° - .
r1but10n of mcomes of the chnic husbands is seen to be lower

an th
at for the population as a whole.

(3f) H .
Wsmg Conditions and Unemployment

The h - .
eViewotllllsrtlg condltions of the Cleveland patie

a gOOdIy proportion come from the 1

percent are
Per cent aregowdf'd 0r over—crowded, 1 per cent “g

escnbed as living under spacious conditions, an

nts (Table XXI) support

ower classes. Fifty—three

reatly overcrowded,”
34

d only 11 per

42
K0pp’ P- 59.431b-

ll Ibiué? 1" 61.
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TABLE XXI
HOUSING CONDITIONS or PATIENTS. CLEVELAND, 1928-19331

CasesDegree of Spaciousness or Crowding Per cent.
NumberM___
29551 10°

328 11

...............................
Premarital (unknown)
Home broken
Unknown.............................................

..................................

* Less than 0.5 per cent..
, . thisTOmlts 155 cases of the years 1928—30 entered before Informatlon was secured onpoint and 7 premarital cases of the year 1930—31.1 Data. from Maternal Health Association.

TABLE XXII
PERIOD AND CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT or 332 DEPENDENT FAMILIES.

CLEVELAND, 1932-1933
w

Total Causes of UnemDWment.
y - OtherPenod of Unemployment No. Per Cent. £331 3???/

9519 100 49 -411.—/Less than 6 mos...................... 88 17 4 82 g
6 mos. to 1 yr............... . ........ 99 19 11 85 1
1 yr. to 1% yrs ....................... 109 21 10 98 3
1} yrs. and more..................... 223 43 24 196

TABLE XXIII
RACES 01* PATIENTS. BALTIMORE AND CLEVELAND! /

\Xd’f

Total
Baltimore Clchlfln L————————————— Pct CC“Race Number Per Cent. Number Per cent.w”m

510 '1662 100 1152 100.0 ____... —74/4wmte..................... 1323 80 944 81.9 379 5'6’
Negro .....................

2 I

339 20 208 18.11 131
* 8 per cent. in the general population of 1930.1‘ 17.7 per cent. of the general population in 1930.

. Cleve'Fi th Re t t ' Adme p. 6'
land, unpublished dataf f Par 0f he Bureau for Contraceplwe ,
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cent have very spacious accommodations. A clinic official has very carefully

defined these terms.45

TableXXII deals with the causes and period of unemployment among 332

dependent families advised at Cleveland during the year Preceding April 1’
1933. Since there were 397 dependent families in the series of that year,

the 332 dependent having unemployed breadwinners, constituted 84 per

cent of the total of that group. It is difficult to record causes accurately.

Health was tabulated when this was an obvious factor. Those tabulated

under ”depression” omitted cases in which the man’s health was good- It

thus underestimates unemployment resulting from the business cycle-

(33) Racial and Nalianal Diversity of Clinic Populations in U. S. A.

Racial and nationality statistics, When gathered by the clinics, pOint
also toward democratization. Few clinics in the United States gather 01'

tabulate this information; but it is clear from the few reports available that

the clinics tend to serve a cross-section racially: and occupationally, but
not religiously, of the communities they serve. ‘ Occupationally, howevfil',

they serve the lower groups in greater percentage. The clinic pOIPulatlen

ahNew York and Chicago is racially most diverse, many natlonahtles

b?lng rePresented, and with some variation, in due Pmportion' The Pa-
tlents at the Harlem clinic in New York are virtually all Negroes. Refer—

em to Table XXIII shows that at Baltimore Negroes were 18.1 per Cent

0f the Clinic population, 17_7 per cent of the general population in 1930;

atCleveland 25.6 per cent in the clinic Population and 8 per cent 0f fife
1930 general pepulation. Since Negroes generally have a lower econormc

and Social status than whites, these figures show the percolation downward

0f contraceptive information of a. more reliable sort than has heretofore

been generally available.
'

Several settlement houses and social agencies have in recent years e1ther
started clinics or arranged for contraceptive service. Their patlents are,

of Ceurse, selected; social agencies reach the Classes most in need of such

serVIce. For example, of the first fifty women advised through the Ma-ternal Aid Society of New York, a Jewish organization doing prenatal work

With mother ‘ b1 to a anything.
5, only four were financmlly a e P y patients able

t If it were possible to present statistics on the percentage 0f f the

0 pay fees, the same general story would be told. Large numbers 0

45 u
“S Vety 51394310115: 2 rooms more than number of persons. in excess

pmOHS: 1 room per person or more than 1 and less than 2 rooms -
1‘

"growded: M0176 than 1 and not more than 2 persons per room.

“GverCdeed: More than 2 and not more than 3 persons pit room.

fcatly oven3"0Wded: More than three persons per room.
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poor are helped. In many cases these women could not pay for the semces
of private physicians even were they generally known and acce551ble to
such Women.

Having reviewed the use of contraceptives in samples of the general
population prior to clinical visits, and having considered the evtdtnce
from British and American clinical statistics pointing toward the soc1a11zfl-
tion of birth control; and having found little or no contrary evidence therein
which could not be explainable by special circumstances, I shall now survey
certain non-clinical evidence.

§4 NON—CLINICAL EVIDENCE

(40) Access to Contraceptive Knowledge Accountsfor Distinguished America?!

Physicians Achieving a Low Birth Rate Early.

The birth rate of distinguished American physicians, 10W CO'mP‘ired Wlflj
the rates of other distinguished Americans, was low even before 1850, ?HE-
gesting the availability of contraceptives as an important cause. I-Inntmlzft
ton and Whitney have studied the size of families of the members of dlflefiein
occupational groups represented in Who’s Who? The data are P10??? tedFigure XXIV. Though the birth rate of these physicians has cm :of
somewhat, the most striking feature of the diagram is the Prevalffi: thesmaller families among distinguished physicians as compared w1t ther
distinguished members of other occupational groups. It is true that (t) the
occupational-group birth rates have declined for several decades, blgtless
rate for PhYSicians was low even before 1850. The causes ate do“ the
complex; but can there be any doubt that access to contracePtlves wast,
“catalytic agent” in the whole process? So say the makers of the char '

" dbyIt represents the way in which the birth rate has tended to become 591%: eIneans of knowledge. During the four decades represented 1n the dlatged to beSlze of physicians’ families has suffered no real change. It has fluctua ’I . a
sure, but the mild irregularities now apparent would probably dlsappear If we ,

. ‘ 'anSrecords of 10,000 phys1c1ans instead of only 645. The uniform 5126 of physm .. .
elffamlhes from decade to decade 5

°n 0f th 'professional knowledge, began to practise contraceptive measures longhappened with other professions.48

- 1What the physicians first possessed and applied, Other higher professllzi‘:
and upper-class groups then adopted. Presently the information perco withdownwerd by popular literature (Chapters IX, X and XI) and then
the assmtance of specially-founded clinics (this chapter)-

“ The Builders ofAmerica, p. 186.
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(4b) Fertility of Foreign Born Declining

The fact that the fertility of the foreign-born women of the United States

is approaching the fertility of native women further supports the th esis that

contraceptive knowledge is rapidly becoming diflused. The rate of diffu-

DATE OF BIRTH OF FATHERS

HILDREN

NUMBEROFC.

FIG. IQCIV Ch - " G on of American
. . . art Showm Small Famlhes Among a . 1' P _

ghYSICIaHS Early in the Nineteegnth Century. Source: Huntington and Whltne)’:

uzldm of America, p. 187. Redrawn by Martin Van Stappen-

’ in faCt, a. Special characteristic of the past century and a thlrd' The

rate of the United States began to decline as early as 1810 as has been

shoym by W. F. Willcox‘7 and by numerous genealogical studles showmg

“nations in the size of families since that period. It was not long after

‘7
Publ. Amer. Stan's. Asso., xii, 490—499 (March, 1911).
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1810 that Owen and Knowlton wrote (c. 1830). We know, however, that
birth-control practices were known here before Owen and KnowltoI}, for
there was an American edition of Carlile’s Every Woman’s Book published
in Philadelphia about 1827. Moreover, one of the oldest manuscrflpt:
(1630—1650) relating to the first settlement of this country, the .Brad 9r
[History] Of Plimmoth Plantation condemns a clergyman for usmg coztus
interruptus. (See Figure XVIII, page 225). .
The rapprochement of fertility rates of native and foreign—bornlfllivoggl

is well brought out in a. recent study by Professor J. J. .Spengler. . .
evidence suggests that the major portion of the higher fertihty 0f the forelgne
born is purely temporary. Figure XXV shows the trend of the .avegagn
number of children born to each 1000 native, and each 1000 fotelgrf‘ :1;
women of child-bearing age in the New England states. The lines 131 the
lower half of the chart represent the fertility of native Women, .an b rnlines in the upper half of the chart represent the fertility of foreign- 0
women.

t andThe two states for which we have the longest records, Massachuset s For
Rhode Island, show a marked decline in fertility since aboilt 1855. 'lit
approximately two decades after 1875 there was an increase 1n the ferlumi,
of the foreign-born women residing in Massachusetts and Rhode I512:a i
perhaps because of changes in marriage rates or marriage age, or per Wisbecause of changes in age composition of the foreign born.“ There in
then some “flattening out” of the fertility rate of foreign—born Women _

suggests that these women were either resorting increasingly to warts];or making greater use of contraceptive knowledge. Such is the cone uto which Spengler comes. ’
E landAt the same time the fertility of native-born women in the NEW -ngeasestates has remained remarkably constant, with some tendency to m.“ theslightly since approximately 1910. Probably the upward trenC} dmn ofnative fertility is due to the purely claSSificatory fact that the .Chfl 1:131),immigrants are native born. Hence this rise in native fertility {5 Prat :11),spurious when it implies that the “old” New England stock 15 acb uthe

increasing. It is probably decreasing, this fact being covered 11P y

. 'ulifi‘‘8 10561311 I Spengler, “The Decline in Birth-Rate of the Foreign Born,” 5‘”. d theMonthly, Xxxii (1931), 54-59. See also “The Comparative Fertility 0f the Native anForeign—Bom Women in
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Clrcumsta ‘ . .

fertile thalhcihthgtlge chlldren of ummgrants (natives) have been more

for “natives” aft: 18 natlve stock. Indeed the steady rate of the figures

among the “old” IN 60Els probably due in part to the offset in a decline

children of imm' ew ngtand stock by the higher fertility of “native”

lgrants. Wlth the cessation of net immigration, and with

I80

160

Mo

120

loo

8e

' o the large families

ate should hold

Spengler has not given atten-. the 1mm
1tsoWn 0r lgran'ts Commg here in 1898 to 1914, the native r

EVER Increase slightly for a. while.
tion to the . .

bearing on sfSCtors JI‘ISt mentloned.
But it seems that they have a direct

-ca11ed ‘natlve” increase in fertility. That the circumstances
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are relevant is suggested also by Willcox’s reply to Sydenstrlcker (see p.

37§4cj>irgoven Spengler contends that the fertility of the Iforelgn-bogzgvgllflg
of New England exceeds that of native—born wolmen mamly beca:e living in
larger percentage of foreign-born women of chlld—bearmg agt:1 af a higher
the married state. Spengler calculates that 0P. the groun 0 been 15
marriage rate alone, the 1890 foreign—born fert111ty shoulc: hay: fertility
per cent higher than native fertility; and that by 1920 orelgvhereas in
should have exceeded native fertility by about 50 Per centi921_25 it was
1890 foreign fertility was twice as great as native fertlhty, by hould have
only 44 per cent greater than native fertility: Though We :difierential
expected, on the basis of a higher marriage rat1o, a 35 perfietlit1 fertility of
in 1920, there was, in fact, a sharp decrease of one-faurth 1n 81 is the sole
the foreign born. Spengler goes so far as to say “b1rth contro S.
explanation of the decline in foreign fertility.”50 He further say -

. . . - - 'ncreasedThe only explanation of this sharp decline in fOI‘CIgD. fertlhty kids 101::5; of birthresort to birth control on the part of foreign-bqrn yaoxnen: vffer manyindi‘control can, as a reading of the Birth Control Remew Wlll md1ca.te,o110thing 0f thevidual cases of foreign—born women who unfortunately knowl rove that anpractice of birth control. Nevertheless the figures I present ciealtgrilfy restrictingincreasingly larger proportion of foreign—born women are v0 unt' to aborti0n~the number of children. Possibly, too, a. great many are reigr Killian and twoIt haS, in fact, frequently been asserted that between Ione ha 111 Proof of thismillions of abortions are performed annually in the Umted Statest. ossiblevmalleged high frequency of abortion is, in the nature of the case, no P

. en 0fSpengler then goes on to demonstrate that the fofelgn'bf’fi: 2:301 01-New Yprk, Indiana, and Michigan “are [now] practtslng b“ ”52resorting to abortion in nearly the same degree as natlve viromer; EnglandIn the years 1919 and 1920 foreign—born married women 1n 1:36 1922 thisbore 26 per cent more children than native married W0nfen- 'yVermont!average had fallen to 18 per cent in Connecticut and to 5.11111 1655 1n registfa'New Hampshire and Rhode Island. In 1922, in the Umted Statfiirths pertion area (27 states and the District of Columbia), the number 0 er 10001000 native married women aged 15—44 years was 155; and 159 P

as to allow f0”
5° This statement is a little strong. Spengler modifies it in other passagpossibly increased abortion rate.
51 Scientific Monthly, xxxii, 57.

hOW. . 31 data. 5
‘2 Ibid. Considerable emphasis should be placed on the “nearly‘” Chzgve worm?n 0

that foreign—born women use abortion more and contraception less thanllnd here; but allcomparable social status. The proof of this cannot now be marsha e '15 a
. . .

' ' It. Here

analysxs of the chmcal data from American birth control clmlcs would prove 1subject worthy of further investigation.
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foreign-born women of corresponding ages. This shows that the fertility

of foreign—born women is approaching that of native women. From this,

says Spengler, “it follows that in a number of states foreign—born women

practise birth control and resort to abortion as frequently as do native

women.”53 There can be no doubt that there is a tendency in this country

towards an equality of fertility rates of foreign-born and native women.

For the United States as a whole the birth rate of native-white women

aged 15-44 years declined about one-third from 1900 to 1930. It declined

over one—fifth between 1920 and 1930, compared with almost two-fifths

for foreign-bom white women and one-fifth for negro women. Whelpton,

Vtho furnishes these figures,54 thinks that though it is possible that specific

blrth rates may continue to decline at this rapid rate, it is more probable

that future decreases will become smaller relatively as well as absolutely.

NOW; inasmuch as the foreign born represent, on the whole! the lower

Occupational groups, these data go a long way toward demonstrating that

contraception is rapidly becoming democratized in America.

(46‘) Rise in Native—White Fertility Spurious. Result of Influx of Foreign

Bum

Dr‘ Edgar Sydenstricker in “A Study of the Fertility of Native White

Women in a Rural Area of Western New York”55 argued that the fert111ty

0f native women living in five rural townships in Cattaraugus County, New

York, Showed no significant downward trend when the period 1920-1930
a t ’

Was compared with corresponding census records of the native whlte farmers

lees living on Cattaraugus County farms in 1900 and 1910.

Win90)! considered this conclusion improbable on account of the general

d‘ZWnWard trend of the birth rate in the United States and in forelgn coun-

trles’ and because of the question of the adequacy of the sample. When he

arranged the states in a rank order according to the percentage hv1ng 1n

mill diStriCtS, he found that seven states along the northern border of tbs:

Illted States showed an actual increase in fertility (Figure XXVI .

SEVeral others showed a decrease less than the average for the United States.

he Southern states were all below the average in fertility, in sonte mstances

the decrease being more than twice that of the average of the UIiIted States.

Cf’mParisOn of FiguresXXVI andXXVII shows a high correlation between

Igh fertility and high percentage foreign born.

0 .
'Ilnd,’ P- 58.5‘
Amer. Jour. Sea, xxxviii, 832'55
Quart. Bull. Milbank MemorialFund,x,17—32(1311'1932)‘ f Native White Wives,”

s.
e -

Ibid Walter F“ WmCOX, “Changes Since1900 in the Fertlhty o

.1 x, 191‘202 (July, 1932).
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FIG. XXVI. Changes Between 1900 and 1930 in the Number of. Childrfg
Under 5 Years of Age of Native-white Parents per 100 Native-white Marne
Women from 15 to 44 Years of Age. Source: Willcox, 01>- Cil-
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Willcox accordingly concludes that the lack of fall found by Sydenstricker

in a small northern section of the United States has been due to the influx

of foreign-born stock, and of the consequently higher fertility of their imme-

diate descendants. He says: “All this evidence seems to show that an

important, if not indeed the main cause of rising fertility of native-white

women since 1900, both in seven states along the Canadian frontier and in

Cattaraugus County, if it has risen there as Mr. Sydenstricker’s study sug-

gests, has been the slow permeation of the class of native—white women

.Within the present century by American—born daughters of foreigners carry-

mg Some part of the high fertility of their stock, and thus counterbalancing

the tendency to a fall in the birth rate of native-white women, which has

been traced in all other parts of the country.”57 Incidentally, it ought to be

noted that it is incorrect to imply that the temporary padding 0f the fer-

tility 0f the native born is a result only of the influence of “Americamborn

daughters of foreigners,” since the sons of foreigners likewise transmit the

mores of higher fertility. It would be interesting if we knew—but we do

D‘Ot‘which married partner has the greater influence in determimng the

5‘23 0f family. If neither has preponderant influence, it is important to

know that.

Thus We see that Sydenstricker’s evidence which was apparently not 111

harmony With my thesis of increasing democratization of birth~control

knowledge, so harmonizes when set in its proper light by Willcox:SE able

analysis. For it is a well—established fact that the foreign—born inhabltants

haVe bEen slower to adopt prevention than the older stocks. Wlllcoxs

data show Prettily the process of socialization in operation.

W) Intemational Convergence of Birth Rates

N°t only is there a tendency for the fertility rates of the nativeand foreig-n

orf‘ in the United States to approach one another, but fertlhty rates in

Various nations are converging as shown in Figure XXVIII.‘58 The differ-

ences in national birth rates are now much smaller than a few decades 23%?-

Pr°bably this is true also of occupational and religious groups. Whfle 1t1s

not Suggested that the diffusion of contraceptive knowledge is the only

Immedlate cause, there can be no doubt that it is the most Important one.

57 1m
': X: 202. Punctuation mine. - - - -

58 See R- M. MacIver, “Trend of Population with Respect t° Future Equfllbnum [Be

time“ Classes]? in L. I. Dublin [Ea], Population Problems, pp- 287‘31191- Cais‘ait:

arts of the PoPulation Reference Bureau, Washington Square East, ew
he same tendency has been noted by R R_ Kuczynski in his 301;??? sf fifigg‘sggf

0t d by Other writers. The tendency was noted. as early asllt 11in);mar. J01”.

e the recent rise in German birth rate. For discussmn see Whe p 0
s .
W“ ‘11, 299-313 (Nov. 1935).
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40 D‘ ' .. _

( ) WerentwlFemlzty. Its Extstence Proves Democratization Incomplete

T - . .
Unifezeg‘tliftZIslcfiaOfba dlfi'erentlal birth rate between social classes in the

Questions have s. een rhore or less.established for some time as a fact.

been made showaillilse; mamly about mterpretation. Several studies have

all, reproducin thg at the graZduates .Of leading colleges are hardly, if at

pendent and ogf themfselves; Yvhlle stud1es of the size of families of the de-

almost always fa 5:1. eeblemmded have shown sometimes large families,

recently there haml 11365 more thanladequate to replace the stock. More

Ross,” Sydenstr’: eGin able studles of differential fertility by Baber and

has iSSuedabibfit) er, Ogburn and Tibbitts‘51 and Pearl,62 While Moore63

half-way COmparaEEEilfil tHowever, uhtil recently we have lacked a study

{°E‘Ehngland and Wales.“ a pubhshed m 1911 as part of the Census Report

0 u
but fogihsfgltefflml’: papers65 report the situation not for the Whole country

Was numfl‘icafi a en from states north of the Mason and Dixie line, it

y large, and certainly the most inclusive study of data for

"Ra
. YE. Bab 4 .
hon. Univ. whim? 13' A. 305.5, Changesw the Size ofAmerican Families in One Genera-

nsm Studles 1n the Social Sciences and History, No. 10. Madison,

“35??” 1924, pp. 99.
EMS d ' 1 ° - -

y enstrlcker, ‘D1fierent1al Fertiltty According to Economic Status,” Public

denstricker and G. St. J.Health R .
Pexrott,:§fc'1::e:l“% 2101-2106 (August 30, 1929). Edgar Sy

vol. xii, no. 2, (Ali’ril nfgiiwment, and
Differential Fertility,”Milbank Mem. Fund Quark,

61W F 1 .
. . 0 , .

Ebum and Clark T1bb1tts, “Birth Rates and Social Classes,
Septembe

1' 1929u Ra ’ -
ymo - .

nd Pearl, “Dlflerentxal Fertility,” Quart. Rev. Biol., ii, 102—108 (March, 1927).
"Some D

at ‘ - .
1932)_ a on I‘ertmty and Economic Status,” Human Biol., iv, 525—553 (December,

“Bibzio ,
Eldon g aphy 0f Dtflerenh'al Fertility in English, French,

Investi .
8. .

willb g ““1 °fP0pu1auon Problems. Edinburgh, 1933, pp.

e f ‘ .
a Ound 1n Soczal Science Abstracts.1 Can;

“ F “s 0" England and Wales, 1911, vol. xiii.
ial Status to the Fertility of Native—bomran ,

Iarried Vlki’o‘l; N-Otestem: :I‘he Relation of Soc

Pitt'RiVers Ln 1n the Umted States. In Problems of Population, Edited by G. H. L. F.

Papers byfiot Onslom Allen & Unwin. The above summarizes the following former

hal Fertilit Aestem find Othersz Edgar Sydenstricker and Frank
W. Notestein, “Differen-

W'Nmsmil “CCorfimg ‘10 Social Class,” four. Amer. Stan's. 21330., March, 1930; Frank

tla1 Age at 11:47 Secxal Classes and the Birth-rate,” Survey Graphic, April, 1931; “Difieren-

Sallume and arnage ACCOIding to Social Class,” Amer. four. 506., July, 1931; Xarifa.

Frank W- Notestein, “Trends in the Size of Families Completed Prior to

1910 in v .
anous Social Classes,” P106. Amer. Soc. $06., 1931.

” Social Forces,

or the Scientific
Moo

re On behalf of Commission II of the International Union f

vi, 1—97. Still more titles
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the United States that has yet been published. There are other studies by
Kiser66 and Berry.67

Notestein’s studies were based upon special tabulations, financed by the
Milbank Memorial Fund, of portions of the original U. S. Census for 1910.
The fertility of 99,226 native-white married women was studied according
to their social class. The conclusions are confirmatory and refining rather
than new: (1) that “Women of the rural population were more fertile than
those of the urban;” (2) that “in both the urban and rural populations there
was a definite inverse relation between the net fertility of the classes and
their social status as conventionally ranked.” Studies of smaller samples
by others had shown the same results. Notestein concludes further that
(3) “This inverse association between fertility and social status is in part
[italics mine] accounted for by a direct relation between marriage age and
social status. . . . The proportion of childless marriages varied directly Wlth
social status in both the country and city, but was distinctly higher 1n the
urban than the rural classes. The trends in the birth—rates for women over
45 years of age in 1910 seem to indicate that in all classes for which the
data are adequate, the size of completed families had been declining at least
since 1870, but that this decline was less rapid in rural than in urban areas,

and probably somewhat less rapid in the ‘lower’ than in the ‘upPer’ urban
classes.”68

Kiser presents a useful chart (shown in Figure XXIX) and the? con-cludes: “In general, the changes of fertility which took place were In the
direction of lower rates and added differentiations according to social class-
The fertility of the professional class became dissociated from the Other
white collar workers although even in 1910 the diflerence between the P’°'
fessional and business classes was less than that observed between 011116r
social classes. The urban unskilled laborers fell below the rural classes'
There were also increasing differentiations within the rural grouP‘ At'all
ages and especially among women 25 years of age and over the age'SPeelflc
rates for the farm laborers were higher than those for farm renters and farm
owners. The age~specific rates for the farm owners and farm renterS W“:
practically identical for women under 35 years of age, but among women3and over the rates of the farm owners were quite lower.”69

66 Clyde V' Kiser, “Trends in the Fertility of Social Classes from 1900 to 1910," Ema"317011401. v, no. 2, (May, 1933). “Fertility of Social Classes in Various TYPes 0‘ C221,.1112;211:185 of the East North Central States in 1900,” Jour. Amer. Statis. A55“: Decem I
- . . ‘ d

S 67 thharme Berry, “Dlfiterential Fertility According to Geographic Areas 1n the Um“tates, Quart. Bull. Milbank Memorial Fund, v01. ix, no. 3, (July, 1931)-“ F-W.Notestein in Pitt—Rivers Ed . ,
- - . . — 9.., HumanBial.,v(1933), 272. l 1’ "1’ “t Reprmt, p 18 1
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These data seem to square pretty well with the fact of increasing difiusion

Pf contraceptive knowledge since 1800, With a more rapid rate of diflusion

m the cities than in the rural areas, with the view that the upper social

classes have first used contraceptives most effectively, and that gradually

the lower classes have imitated them. These principles of difiusion are

QUlte general.

't‘he same point of lag in use of contraceptives by the lower classes may

be Inferred from a. recent preliminary report by Sydenstricker and Perrott.70

STANDARDIZED CUMULATIVE BIRTH RATES

PROFESSIONAL M - 1900

SKILLED WORKERSW

LABORERS

FARM mamasW

FARM LABORERS WWW

100 100 30°

Children Born per mo Wives
HlllANfi MEMGIIM— FUND

Each Social Class in
FIG. XXIX S ' ' '_ th Rates for19 tandardxzed Cumulatwe Bll‘ NatiVC-White Women

0130 and 1910' Data. for East North Central States.

y. Source; Kiser.

House‘m‘house-canvas records of 8,000 families of unskilled and skilled

aborers and 0f White—collar workers in eight cities collected during the

Current dePression show not only the expected class differentials in birth

rates (elaborated below), but that “the birth rate was highest during the

.epreSSion in families which were without employment 01' on Pal't'time work

11119323” “that high fertility was associated with inability to succeed in the

7°Ed
« t and Differen-

‘ gar Sydenstricker and G. St. . Perrott “chkness, Unemploymen ,

21:1 Fethlity,” Milbank Mem. Fund Qiart, voljxii, No. 2, (April, 1934). Page references

e t° the reprint.
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severe competition for jobs brought about by the depression;” that those
families “which had dropped from comparative comfort in 1929 .t0 peverty
in 1932 were families having a higher birth rate than those which did 110‘:
suffer a drop in income.”71

“Low social status, unemployment, and low income in 1932 went halld
in hand with a high illness rate and increased malnutrition among chil-

dren. It was in these same groups of families that a high birth rate Pre-
vailed. . . it is evident that a high birth rate during the depression Prevallefi
in families which could least afford, from any point of view, t0.a55ume “11115
added responsibility.”72 There is no intent to disparage th1s unusuay
competent research by Sydenstricker and Perrott when the observathn 15
made that the Neo-Malthusians have been making much the same pomts,
though of course without this accuracy of measurement, for nearly a cen-
tury, certainly for fifty years.
Table XXIV shows the birth rate and employment status of the grout;

Note that the birth rate per 1,000 married women aged 15-44 yearsIWaiz 1e
families of unskilled laborers, 182; in families of skilled laborers 150; mt 10552
of the White-collar class, 134;. The average for the entire group Wail te
as compared With 126 for the United States birth-registration area. 00f
that the more severe the unemployment, the higher the birth rate. . n'
course, not all the more frequent births took place during the .dePrf'stté
but the figures show a correlation between high fertility and mablhty st
compete in holding jobs at a time when the competition becemeS m0
severe. This is what one would expect from common observation- 1200
The birth rate in families receiving an annual income of less than$ ’ re

in 1929 was 176 as compared with 115 in families having $2500 or mo '(See Table XXV).
73 t edTable XXVI shows that the birth rate was higher When the Poor S aging

Poor (178) than when those in moderate74 circumstances became Poor dut tothe depression (157). In fact it was highest of all groups. It Was 113: the
lowest among those whose comfortable75 position continued throughoule to
depression (107), and lowest among those who went from comfort‘l'b
moderate circumstances.

197'The birth rate in families without employed workers in 1932 was esl
with part-time workers 154, with one or more full-time workers‘134: loWd aof all. “Thus, the families without any employed workers in 1932 ha

71 11:121., p. 8.
72 Ibid.
73 Less than $1,000 annual income.
7‘ $1,200-$2,000 annual income.
7‘ $2,000 or more annual income.
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TABLE XXIV

mm RATE AND SOCIAL AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS, 1929—19323“ SYDENSTRICKER AND

PERROT’I SAMl’LIEl
W

Birth Ratef. per No. Years Re-
1000 Mamed Births corded 1929-

Social and Employment Status Women Aged 1929-1932 1932. Women
15-44 Aged 15-44

Unski'lled Labor .......................... . 182 586 3792

115° enfployed workers .................... 234 154 702

Fart-t'lme workers ....................... 166 263 1775

Ull-tlme workers ........................ 169 169 1315

Skilled Labor .............................. 150 2173 14436

§° enEPIOYCd workers .................... 188 318 1655

Fart'filme workers ....................... 152 1183 7374

ull'tlmeworkers ...... ‘. ................ 134 672 5407

Salaried Workers. . . .‘ ...................... 134 559 4312

113° employed workers .................... 167 59 337

Fait.t'lme workers ....................... 153 173 1142

“l-tme workers ....................... 120 327 2833

22540T
0"” . 152 3318

II
For Population groups canvassed in Birmingham, Baltimore, Cleveland, Detroit,

Greenvine NewY ' -
TAdius;ed for :;:.C1ty, P1ttsburgh and Syracuse.

lSo . . .
urce, Sydenstrlcker and Perrott, 01:. MIL, reprmt, p. 5.

BIRTH RATE AND INCOME.* SYDENSTRICKER AND PERRO'IT SAMI’LE1

No. Years Recorded
B‘lrth Rate per 1000 Births 1929_1932 1929—1932

I
L Marricdlgiixrfn Aged

Women Aged 15—44

________________/,_
__.__________.__.

Under $1200 175 428 2526

:1200-$1999 145 572 4198

$2000~$2499 124 140 1484

2500 and over 115 102 1171
W

*

11;”. P0pu1ation groups canvassed in Baltimore, Cleveland, New York, and Syracuse.

1 S dJllSted for age,

Ource; SYdenstricker and Perrott, op. cit., reprint, p. 6.
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birth rate during the depression 48 per cent higher than those which had one
or more full-time workers in 19.32.”6

In connection with relief, data are available for families with less than
$1,200 annual income in 1932 in four of the eight cities studied. _The blrth
rate in families receiving relief in 1932 was 210 as compared w.1th 137 In
families not receiving relief, an annual average rate 53 per cent hlgher than
that of those not on relief.77 Doubtless those With more dependents wer:

more likely to receive relief. None the less, the correlation IS clear, an
while correlation does not always mean causation, it seems reasonablehto
suppose that the higher rate was one of the causes of reliet need. 3‘ 15
again is a common enough observation, and has been made smce the ays
of Francis Place, in fact, many savages saw as clearly as many PCOPle now-

TABLE XXVI (m
BIRTH RATE AND CHANGE IN ECONOMIC STATUS, 1929—1932.* SYDENSTRICKER AND PERR

SAMPLE!-
W. . - h R N , Years Re‘Economic Status In B‘xfi?x21giggi—air Births 1929-1932 $321333 Afia‘igi

1929 1932 Years of Age _____/

Poor Poor 1 78 406 :33:
Moderate Poor 157 448 1152Moderate Moderate 1 13 118 1287Comfortable Poor 133 143 831Comfortable Moderate 104 75 537Comfortable Comfortable 107 37
w

cuse.* For population groups canvassed in Baltimore, Cleveland, New York, and 53”“
1 Adjusted for age.
1 Source: Sydenstricker and Perrott, op. cit., reprint p. 7.

adays—and more clearly than some—that too many babies or bab1es born
too frequently spell poverty not prosperity.

1.1; ofThese figures are recent and convincing proof not only of the real {ra-
the differential birth rate, but of the still-extant maldistribution 0f 0°“.

, theceptlve knowledge. The information is percolatlng downward: butprocess is by no means complete.

(4f) Is Difierential Fertility Tending to Reverse Itser?. .
- allSome wnters have tned to show, and they perhaps have shown 111 SI” ’o .

. - re-
hm1ted samples, that there has been some modification or anewatmncently of differential fertility by social classes.

76 112122., p. 7.
77 Ibid.
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Edin shows ‘ '
larger families $2; Egher nicome classes of Stockholm are now having

is being used more exte W.0rkmg classes.78 This suggests that birth control

city. Recent researcI::n}s}1vely than ever by the working population of that

towardamodification “3171 Juhus Welf likewise suggests some tendency

ington is inclined to tzinke dlflei'entlal birth rate by social class.79 Hunt-

point; that several lin f that In the United States we are at a turning

iSbeing modified sli h'38 o eVidence suggest that the differential birth rate

In given graduating 13'. He finds that the more successful Yale graduates

But this is only a rive asses heve larger families than the less successful.

and Within a numericZIifal (if, indeed, it is such) within a given social class,

to believe that there has Z restricted class at that. As yet there is no reason

'alein any county U em a very material reversal of the difierential birth

y. ntzl several trends become more marked, the diferehtial

In‘ - .7th rate wzll Still be a subject of concern,

§5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have
difluSed and :rfnied that contraceptive knowledge has been enormously

has, Perhaps beeocreltlzed especially in the last one hundred years. This

by dOCumentar n Sanerally suspected; but we have attempted to prove it

extenSive diffusigrfwf $1106- We have tried to examine the result of the

Ctntury, What wao Iterature and discussion of birth control in the last

WIVES has now b 5 Once more or less a monopoly of physicians and mid-

the PIOblem is een generally extended even to the layman. Accordingly

110$, Shall we have conception control or no conception con:

tl'ol, but 1'ath
.

er Shall We dlfiuse the latest knowledge on scientific contracep-

.011 0r enCoura e ' ' . .

g by 1nd1fference and lalssez-falre the use of quasi-unreliable,

quasi‘harmf
ul methOds Wlth which many, including not a. few of the other-

WiSe enli .

In preffrfgied’ 32m 1n the habit of worrying along.

g eVIdenCe In this chapter on the percentage of various popu-

lations “Si

OUght nzfegstraceptlves in the English-speaking world it has not been

This seem to ry t0 PIOVe an absence of general diffusion before 1800.

Of 25,000 casemf’ clear. The burden of proof is on the doubter. A study

attwo-thirdssazn JEWeIVe series ranging in date from 1917 to 1934 showed

over ninetenths muted “Se; and, if certain series believed atypical, are omitted,

' I” 26,801 instances in two large series it was found that the

‘IB P,“
cedin _

266 55 World Popuzazwn Conference, 205—207. Cf., Eugenics Review, xx, 253—

e Twilight of Parenthood that
. (Janua

dlffete - ry, 1929)~ Enid Charles argues in her abl

' ' 891. I find her case unconvincing.

Geburtenproblcm unserer Taze. Jena,

lichkeit,”Julius
Wolf, D05 neue Sexualmaral und das

Paris in Geburt und Sterb1923
) DD. 1

D‘iltsch-Frfz't _“R°nentausch zwischen Berlin und

"30516;“: Rundschau, ii, 744-752.
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most popular methods were withdrawal (one-third), the douche, and tandem}?
that order with about one—quarter each. Among the general populatlon: P30
to special medical instruction, other methods are used mueh lees frguei i;
The degree of success of methods as at present practlced 15 d cgtone

estimate owing to a large number of uncontrolled factors. In the 10 to
series, success percentages for the three leading methods ranged from eries
46 (coitus interruptus 29, douche 10, condom 46); whereas 1n one Kopp Scent
the range for eight methods was, if we except abstmence, 40 t0 55 Per ong.

Pearl’s preliminary but carefull -arrived-at figures show that; (“fen ?ter-the very poor white women, those Who practiced contracepuon lcent
mittently for planned children reduced their pregnancy rate. 55 P: ongbelow that of the very poor who did not practice contraceptlon. Ilhlwe
the well—to-do and rich white women the reduction was 70 per cent- _ _ ary
estimated the average—a figure not yet presented in the second pr61.1“,“ re—report—at 55 per cent. This is a considerable reduction. In Stlx s p
clinic sample pregnancies were reduced 75 per cent. . tes ofIt should be clearly understood that these figures represent estlma ula-
success with methods as now employed by samples of the marnedlpzfi for
tion prior to competent medical instruction. It is a result of what C ’tive
want of a better term, “back—fence” contraception. It IS contractiint-
technique learned from friends, neighbors, childhood or adhlthoodM It is
ances, contraception, in a. few instances, learned by readlng bOOkS'amateur contrace tion.

tSuccess after cfinical advice approaches more nearly 90 t0 95.perKC(:3;pwith a range from 70 to 98 per cent. In her large New York senels used
concluded that when the clinically-advised methods were regulary93.3 per cent of the women were successfully protected.” b theDemocratization of contraceptive knowledge is further Shown ?hus'social and economic data in §3. Data on occupations of the péuentse un-bands show that from one-third to one—half in my British serles wezntireskilled. The skilled group ranged from 20 to 30 per cent. For the

fall
group (2,915 cases) one—half of the patients’ husbands (51 per cent)either in the unskilled or semi— ‘
distribution of occupations in
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certain regions. At Newark one-third were unskilled, one-quarter skilled

0rsemi'31‘1flk3d, one-tenth professional men. At New York (Kopp) four-

fifths of the husbands belong to the industrial and clerical groups. Pro-

feSSi‘mal 111611, high executives, owners and skilled workers together com—

prise one-fifth_

Iti510fcourse, impossible for me to go behind these data. One who has

never tried to classify men occupationally has no idea of the difficulty in-

volved, especially in this day of widespread mechanization. Doubtless

clinic oflicials—and I include myself, of course—have made countless errors.

Many Will cancel out; many will not. There is no hope of improving this

Sltuation unless and until we can persuade all clinics to adopt a standard

0cCupational classification such as that recently published by Pearl in

Hum“?! Biology and to make still more careful inquiries than they have in

the past into the exact classification of each husband.

Data on wage or family income, as the case may be, corroborate the

?ccupatimal data. Though there is a scattering of people from the hlgher

mime groups (again a. reflection of special social facts)81 the oveiwhehnmg

malf’rity are either poor or in moderate circumstances. What little infor—

mailon We have on over-crowding, unemployment, source of reference of

patients’ suPPOItS the thesis of democratization so far as the present work

0f the clinics is concerned.

Let us review first some of the more outstanding facts on the source of

patients- At Cleveland’s Maternal Health Center, up to April 1, 193}, 44

per cent were referred by health or social agencies, 7 per cent by pnvate

PhySiCianS- More recently, as the clinic has become known and has esteb—

llShed itself; friends and former patients are playing a more important role.

?am inelifled to believe, though I have not made the necessary statistical

Investigations, that this is a general pattern typical of 311 clinics: after a

be interes ‘ '
- tmg ‘60 know—yet we do not know—Jus . . _
hon changes With time. I found in 1928 that at the EnghSh c11n1cs former

patlen'fs Were one of the chief sources of new patients.

00 prone to moralize. (2) It is now becoming “the thing to d?”

t

’ cer-

(2:? up birth control, especially the organization and finanemg
oftlihmliih0,31in:rma-

ti0n nnge of their Class drift to the clinics. (3) Some phy51c1ans s w
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new patients sent by 119 different physicians in Baltimore, and by 21 (hffer-
ent physicians outside of Baltimore. In a series of 1,329 cases at Chlcag‘;
the newspapers stood out With 38 per cent, friends82 18 per Pent, med”
sources 7 per cent, social agencies 30 per cent. During 1929.1n 1,340 cases
we have: friends and former patients 47 per cent, social agenCIes 23 per cent,
medical 22 per cent. There was thus an increase from friends and fornier
patients and from medical sources. The facts at Newark and Los Angede'S
are roughly similar. Dr. Kopp’s data on New York are of more 1113113; "
nary reliability: patients and friends 48.3 per cent, welfare groups (mclu mtg
physicians and hospitals), 32.1 per cent, public activities 19.6 per cent.
Dr. Wershows’ analysis of 1000 cases at Detroit showed that 73 per 0.61.“:all patients came from the Visiting Nurses Association, private physmlan’
and the Detroit Board of Health.

tientSAt Cleveland in five years up to April 1, 1933}, 30 per cent of the Pa der
were dependent. Thefamily income in 69 per cent of the cases Was ““3 a
$25 weekly. At Newark over 41 per cent had less than $30 Weelflydamfamily income. At New York, in 9,159 cases, three-fourths recelve 'cal
comes below $50; two-thirds below $40; one-third below 3330- The typ'i‘hepatient at New York (two out of three) has less than 3540 Per weekl tionincome of the clinic group is slightly below that of the general P°Pu aof New York in 1926 as shown in the State Housing Bureau Report. ereCleveland alone reports housing conditions. There 53 per cent WW“crowded” or “over-crowded” as defined, 10 per cent “greatly 0Vcrowded.”

, r5 )1Racial and nationality statistics show, in a word, that the :‘OId-tlmeceb-generally speaking those of higher social status, are educating m Contrait all
tion the “newcomers,” or more recent immigrants. In the mam, 116.3123; inthe racial and nationality groups are being reached by the large cngepthe metropolitan centers, and this apparently in due pr0P9rt10n' d fortainly one is impressed by the great diversity of nationalihes servi:1 ’mo-
example, by the chief clinics in New York and ChicagO- In more factorgeneous communities one would not expect such diversity. Another a.

enborhood houses. Kopp, for instance, found84 that the New York W33128she studied were predominantly of foreign birth and extractton (45 ?argCStper cent), soptheastern Europe and Semitic Russia contributlng the

first—friend of the client——is meant.
“a This is a tentative judgment.

been able to give it to date.
8‘ 0p. cit., p. 204.

. I haveIt needs much more quantitatwe study than
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number. N
‘ predominati3:11 E22336“ groups come next, with the Germans and Irish

Hence it is not sur riS' peoples appear in a ratio of 1 to 6, Negroes 1 to 33.

belong to the indp Eng, as Kop]? remarks, that “four—fifths of the husbands

Itisafact well :stnal and clerical groups.”

topay even a smallfizw? to chmc stafi. ofiicers that many patients are unable

suggesting that cont e or eontraceptive advice and supplies, a circumstance

being deocratized rageptlve knowletlge is percolating downward, that is,

Subject, it is not at. mce most chmcs do not publish information on this

Just as the pre-dptesentgosmble to present quantitative data.

tion, so does the nonl-Illltfai—VISlt and clinical evidence point to democratiza-

EIOups. Even for 1;}: {meal ev1dence on the declining birth rates of various

low birth rate a s't elr class, distinguished American physicians have a

not only of aceess'lbI'Ji'fltlon wh1ch dates before 1850, suggesting the influence

dating that of an1 1 lty to contraceptive information but accessibility ante-

What one Would t)ilothei: professional group in the United States. This is

The fact that theoretlfzally expect.
that of the nativ e fertility ef the foreign born is gradually approaching

Social diffusion ‘3;Si the Umted States likewise illustrates the process of

phenomemn - It h e hlgh.fert111ty of the foreign born is a purely temporary

tiOn reStriction as dechned markedly with tighter and tighter immigra-

5- The shght increase in native fert'lity shown in Figure

XXV is
Probably Spurious due to the purely statistic

Children Of . .

natiVe gmugntrfilgrants are native born and that they carry over into the

e mores of high fertility. Professor J. J. Spengler,

data areu . .

proportiojegfutlfihlz°°{1nec_tion,
ventures the opinion that the overwhelming

creased birth cost echne 1n foreign—born fertility is a. consequence of in-

V1ew Clearly in ac to; arid abortion (more contraception than abortion), a

?rFigII-born Worrfor With the weight of authority. He concludes that the

hang birth Cont 3111 Of New York, Indiana and Michigan “are [now] prac-

nag”: Women_” 1'0 0r resorting to abortion in nearly the same degree as

or th .

aged 15.:4Umted Statfs as a whole the birth rate of native-white women

1930); Onegair-S
dechned about one-third in three decades alone (1900——

White Wome , m .a Single decade (1920—1930); two-fifths for foreign-born

' - n In a Slngle decade
(1920—1930). The decline will be much less

SeIlt th _ . '
Since the foreign born re re—

' e less Prlvlleged classeS, such evidence is certainly relevant tolhur

disc“ 'ss10
n of the democratization process.

tion to the fall in fertility
It WaS S .

0 natiVe.;?tthat Sydenstncker’s apparent excep

1 6 Women 1n a small northern section of the United States (5

rural toW .
nshlps Of New York) was satisfactorily explained

by Willcox as due
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to an influx of foreign born, padding the “native” category with their ch11-
dren, who, in turn, tend to have a fertility in between that of the native
and foreign born.

. .Just as it has been shown that in the United States the fertihty of the
native and foreign born is equalizing itself, so we noted that there has been
going on in recent decades an international convergence of birth rates. All a‘re
approaching, or tending to approach with some delay (as in the case of R135?”
and southeastern Europe) what might be called the level of contralledfe’iimg"
Thas the democratization process is not culture—bound; it is not appho'abf
lonly to one or two Western societies. With the exceptions alreedy nated,:i115
_characteristic of all important Western civilizations. I pred1ct thatimflfi
fifty years, certainly within a century, the exceptions in EIiIOPe W111 adinto line, and it is only a question of time before the process Will be repeat?
in Oriental societies. This seems to me one of the most certain of socmlogl'
cal predictions.

. th sisThe data on differential birth rates by social classes fit well 1nto the. e w
that the socially—privileged groups have been the first to adopt this flees
economizer of human energy. Notestein showed in nearly 100,000 “5a
in the United States that “in both urban and rural populations there W31:ir
definite inverse relation between the net fertility of the classes and W,
social status as conventionally conceived.” This conclusion IS_110t nend’but such competent proof of it is. As one would indeed eXPeCt: Chlldlelssls.small families were found more frequently in the upper and urbfm ClassesKiser’s chart (Figure XXIX) shows similar results for various soc1a1 c as oxiSuch a diflerential is what one would expect. The upper classes annore
the whole, more intelligent. They have more foresight and Pmbably 1: onpersonal ambition. As with mechanical improvements newly place ong-the market, the lower classes ape the upper classes. In the masses, Sirn 0hold of the mores, there are more impediments to the prompt a‘doptlohich
improved contraceptive methods. To the rich nothing is radlCal Wsoleserves their interests—which is one, but by no means (fortunately) thet notreason why many of the rich will support birth-control prOPaganda bu

oremany other reform movements equally important, for example: the mequitable distribution of wealth.

. - old asmodern phenomenon even though contraception as a. practice 15 as. . . .
“irec1v1hzation1tse1f. In earlier chapters we attempted to show thflt chIiugh‘to control conception has been a constant characteristic of civilizatwnst,

. 51Houtflze emfm range of social development. The great, and sometlmes ab.
wit‘

lengths to which human ingenuity has gone to devise control methodsness the bold determin
. ctiVeation of humankind to master the rerdu
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me . -
:bse:::of1:1:e::lts dld net always correspond with desires it was due to an

on, Which has bzn techmcal knewledge. The Vital Revolution85 now going

turies ago had ac6n gomg on smce 1800, would probably have come cen-

who view the s rCmclllulated knowledge made it possible. Therefore, those

that our age hafbea of moqern h1rth control with horror ought to realize

“°PP0rtunities ” 01:11110 spec1a1 tube of devils; they have merely seized their

has been not enl ere can be no dou.bt that throughout the ages there

bUtadecided im y a stead}: acchmtll-atlon of knowledge of contraception

the invention ofirltlwement 1n rehab1hty, the most noteworthy stages being

Plishmnts of h 9: ruhber condom and Mensinga pessary—both accom-

Inpreced‘ t e mld-nmeteenth century.

tion but théngeihipters we have traced not only the practice of contracep—

this Chapter es enopment of accumulated knowledge on this subject. In

lation, pec1a11y we traced its diffusion socially throughout the popu-

Ith . .
of Sucfislillg:s:::: Wlthln the province of this book to discuss modern aspects

Papers on Sperm 2:5 \{asectomy and
salpingectomy. There are over eighty

most entirely ona 0.xms. Theresearch has, however, been performed a1-

and Costly stud an'llmals. It 15 now clear that much additional thorough

tiVely SiInple V: W‘1 1 have to be made, first in laboratories, before a. rela-

months at a, timccme method can furnlsh safety for women for. several

over‘crowded 6- Su.ch a method would be especially valuable 1n those

: Poor reglons of the world as India, parts of China, and Puerto

ico, T .

here ‘3 urgent need to develop and diffuse simple methods for the

P°°F of .

ChineSe f?fh re1§1°n5- The average annual income of a. large sample of

too costly fmers 13 about $300 (Chinese). Modern clinical methods are far

or Such peeple. We need to develop household contraceptives

o the S.

Dickinsclgilille WP“: W'c‘vds of cotton, douches of salt or vinegar, etc. Dr.

' ‘15 dlscussed this subject in an article in the November, 1935,

lsgu .

T1::34“ma“
Hygiene.

,

socialreslitt chap?“
COnsiders briefly some of the probable economic and

S 0f dlffusion or democratization of Contraceptive knowledge.

§6 A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE: IMMDIATE VS- LONG-RUN CAUSES OF THE

VITAL REVOLUTION

In or
der to cOIISider the future, it is necessary to clarify our position on

umed from what pre-
a matter .

- 0f 509131 Causation. Some might have ass

agitation, publication,

'5 Stabmz .

'ates insteadamm,'2’f
Population at a. more economic 1e , . .

‘

Special Pape .Of hlgh birth and death rates. I intend to clarify the concept further 111 a

r, but thls is precise enough for present purposes.
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etc., was sufficient to “cause” the diffusion already reported and measured.

Of course, I hold no such sociologically—na‘ive view. It has been said, and

with no little justification, that not birth control but social and economic

forces have been the cause of the declining birth rate. In the main this is

true. But I think a sounder insight into recent trends is afforded by the
view that while social and economicforces are the ultimate causative influences,

democratized birth control is the immediate causative factor, the catalytic ageifh
without which the whole reaction could not have taken place. It is bad chemls-

try to omit or overlook the catalytic agent. Likewise it is bad sociology to

overlook the means or mechanism by Which the Vital Revolution has been;
and is being achieved. Economics has been guilty of this error86 in empha-

sizing ahnost exclusively the rising standard bf living to account for small

families. But sociology need not fall into the same trap. And lest it be
charged that I have devoted too much attention to authors, to the quantlta-

tive distribution and influence of their works, to agitators, etc., and {wt
enough to broad social forces, I shall anticipate briefly an analysis wthh

belongs more properly in my social and economic history of birth control,

a work to follow the present one. The discussion below recapitulates an

analysis of the social and economic forces which, in my judgment: have been
mainly responsible for the democratizing process, a movement post—datlng

1800 for the most part, and traced in some detail in recent chapters-
All the following social, economic and intellectual changes have paved the

way for widespread adoption of contraceptive practices: the grOWEh, 0f
hedonism, utilitarianism, materialism; the declining hold of orthodox rehgfon
and the rise of rationalism and the scientific spirit; growing emanCiPatl_°n
or independence of women and feminism, including careers for WOmen 01.1w“
the home and their industrial employment; urbanism, the automatic de-
velopment of a controlled death rate consequent upon the progress of genffil
and preventive medicine, a change necessitating socially a controlled blrth

rate; fear, in the early stages of the Industrial Revolution, of over-pOPula'
tion, a fear not totally unfounded before the opening of our agricultural

West and before the mechanization of agriculture and of ocean and land
transport;87 a certain fear of land scarcity following the gradual settlement
of the major habitable vacant spaces of the globe as a consequence 0f one
of the most phenomenal human migrations that the annals of history 1'ecord’

3° Aside from the legitimate charge of one—sided causation, the process could 11°13 have
taken place Withoht diffused knowledge of contraception. Nine-tenths of modem neo-
Clzzs751cal economlsts have fallen, either expressly or implicitly, into this error.

Even today the chief “cause” of repeated Chinese famines is poor, unmech
transport ancI hand rather than modern, mechanized methods of agriculture.
factors, especmlly lack of transport, still play a rble in Russian famines.

anized
Th65e
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Migration caused basically by population pressure.” To these should

be added other social forces, a few newly accelerated: urbanism, making a

hrgefamily costly and inconvenient, social mobility and social ambition

llkewlse promoting family restriction; army instruction in sexual prophy-

lam during the war; above all, improved means of communicating knowl-

edge, especially the technical factors which have cheapened printing and

brought P60p1e into Closer contact or caused them to exchange ideas with

greater facility and frankness. The widespread desire for self—advancement

efoflemically’so Which is such an outstanding characteristic of capitalistic

01V111zat10n is no doubt fundamental. Most of the other forces mentioned

haVe d(Watailed well with personal ambition; hence the unique thoroughness

and SWeep 0f the Vital Revolution.

0qu two forces of any account have tended to combat it: the meta—

Phxsms, doctrine and sophistry of the Catholic Church, and the revival of

nitmnfflism since the World War, especially in the forms of fascism and

Hitlensm. Prophecy is always dangerous; but I venture the opinion that

1.16“?“ Catholicism nor fascism will be successful. This is not a. mere pro-

Jemon 0f P8rsona1 WiSheS; it is based upon facts and analyses which can

find no Place here.

exegese are,'in the main, the chief forces promoting or retarding the in-

for ed_PraCt1ee of contraception since 1800. Most all are 11ke1y to cohUnlie

re en Indefimte period in the future. Even in the Umted States it w111

ouciulre SeVera1 decades for the democratizing forces to werk themselves

smci'olTPa't they will 80 further than socially necessary IS another sa. e

a Oglcal PrediCtion. This will happen for much the same reason that

t pendlilum’ when drawn far to one side, will, upon bemg released} swmg

00 far In the Other direction. The same is true of the use and mlsuse of

blrth ControL Those who understand the processes involved will not permit

themseIVes to make the extreme public pronouncements so commonly

1m?tWith in the press, especially in the Catholic press and in tiradesIbY

Drlests In general newspapers. There is every historical and theoretlcal

reasm to believe that the common sense of the masses will assert itself and

that birth Control Will if we can only keep the hot-heads in
check, eventually

,
as will give us reason-fin .

ab? lts_ proper extent of use. It will be such an extent . l

y SIZCd families, well-distributed by social class, promoting materna ’

as The higher standard of living in the United States was largelyiitho‘lgh not ”Ch“

a result of a. sparse population not causing diminish

“inst 0 know but this tendency, came
meted for its own neck?
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infant and family health, economy in human reproduction, checking irre-

sponsible automatic spawning. It implies for the immediate future of most

Western societies a. stationary rather than a rapidly increasingpopulation—

a. situation historically most typical and, in my judgment at least, socially

most desirable, all present circumstances considered.90

9° See the paper by Professor A. B. Wolfe on “The Rationalization of Production an_d
Reproduction,” in Himes [Ed.], Economics, Sociology and the Modem World. Essay5 :1;
Honor of T. N. Carver. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1935, pp. 226—244-



CHAPTER XIV

PROBABLE EFFECTS OF DEMOCRATIZED

CONTRACEPTION

§1 THE ADVENT OF STATIONARY POPULATIONS

SO FAR as is known Edwin Cannan was the first (in 1895) to predict a

Stétionary P0pulation for England.1 Some years later Bowley predicted

“Fatmary population by 1941.2 Using the United States data the chief

erters have been Dublin and Lotka,8 Thompson and Whelpton“ and more

fiofif2714360». Jam” 1895; Fortnightly Review, March, 1902. “Population and Proc1uc-

1933’ ah?“ cxxviii, 658—661 (Oct. 17, 1931). Economic Scares. London: P. S. ng,

2 :PD- vu, 135.
,

19431“ BOWI‘W, “EStimates of the Working Population of Certair} Countries1n 1931 and

re ' GeneVa; League of Nations (Economic and Financial Sectlon. Submitted to the

'pIaJI'at'on Committee for the International Economic Conference), 1926, pp. 19;,

A oust.Dub1in and Alfred J'. Lotka, “On the True Rate of Natufal Increase, ”four.

4mm. Stam. Asso., September, 1925. “Present Outlook for Populatlon Inerease, Pub.

Po 9513120. Soc. “W (1930), 106-114. Louis I. Dublin, “America:Approaf:h1hg Stablhzed

Tip anon,» New York Times, May 4, 1930. “Our Populauon Agam, New York

Mes, January 4, 1931. “The American People: A Census Portrait,” New York Tzmes,

October 11, 1931_
.

Some of the following works by Dublin, or by Dublin collaborating with Lotka, touch

11 .

n n -

£:n1the Idea of future stabilization and stress the point that the dxfiuemn of blrth control

Prob? ready gone t°° far for the welfare of the country. L. I. Dubhn [Ed.], {opulgrtlz‘gn

ems, HoughtOn Mifflin, 1926, pp. xi, 318. Health and Wealth. See ch. v11 on e

0:131? Of Old A363" Ch- ix on “On the True Rate of Natural Increasezl’: c1; 1:011 ‘sgirilé

m and the ' ‘ ” “ ' Po ulation and e u ure or

POPUIatlon Questxon. Amencan p Increase,” (with Dr.

Leadershi n
P: Forum November 1931. ”True Rate of Natural . .

£3111), M‘Wn, viii’(June 19305, 107—119. “Evolution of the America? P°Pumonff
as. of the Third Race Betterment Confi, Jan. 1928. wold Age and What 1t Means to t e

COMUn'
' Prob-

lty,” B . ' 928. “Old Age: An Increasmg
lam,» 14” 0f the N1 Y. Acad. of 51611., 1V; 1 ntrol’v Reprint of address before

Survey, Au .
- gust 15 1926. “Excesses of Bath Co _ .

fiisixth NeO-Malthusia’n Conference March 26, 1925. “Birth Cgltroll,”ti506:flg:§:”2

FY 1920_ u - __ ’ . . . to America’s opu a on,
Wury: Buth Control What 1t 15 Domg m to City Goes Steadily on,” New

lxviii (Nov. 1931 270—275 “Shift from Fat , ,,

York Tim”, June 15, 1933., “Populetion Changes Shifting Balance 0fPW“m E“’°Pe’
e ,

. 71

Ne: York Tunes, September 14, 1930. “Danger Spots on Europe’s Populatxon Map;

Yo: -
1 ' S lus Cause of Friction 1n

Europe I: Ttmex, February 22, 1931. ‘ Italy’s Populatlon 01:11: The Census Analyzed,”

New Y,” New York Times, May 3, 1931. “Changing New Y

( ”1‘ Times November 8 1931

Warren 8‘ Timmpson and 1’. K. Whelpton, ch. iin Recent Saozal Trends.

395

New York:
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recently Spengler.5 Pearl’s logistic curve studies have implied a stationary
population eventually.6 The predicted dates have varied from 1950 to
2100; but later estimates based upon a steadily declining birth rate have
set the date early rather than late. In estimating the date, much depends
on the assumptions used. Probably 1950 or 1960 is approximately accura1e.
R. R. Kuczynski preceded even Dublin and Lotka. in the field of predlc-

tion.7 His recent studies show that in Northern and Western Europe one-
hundred mothers are producing only ninety-three future mothers. If P“?
ent conditions persist or continue to develop in the same direction, there IS
implied not only stabilization but a very Slight decline in absolute numlfefst
Though Ernst Kahn, a later worker on German data, has been cautious
about naming a date for stabilization of the population of Germany, his
research8 clearly shows it to be not far 05.

Table XXVII gives the latest estimates of the future population of theW

McGraw Hill, 1933, 2 vols. Ch. i in Population Trends in the Um'ted States: a monographin the Recent Social Trends Series. New York: McGraw Hill, 1933, PP- X: 1'415' Wane:S. Thompson, “Population Trends and Some Probable Effects upon Industry," paper t6;before the Amer. Statis. Asso., December, 1931, published in Annalist,January15,.19Ihe-
See also the conclusion (ch. ix) to Ratio of Children to Women 1920. A Study m h-Diflerential Rate ofNaturallncrease in the Um‘ted States. Census Monograph XF' ‘Wals nington: Gov. Prtg. 011, 1931, pp. ix, 1—242. P. K. Whelpton, “Increase and Dlsmbulloaof Elders in Our Population,” Proc. Amer. Stalis. Asso., March, 1932' “Pop“1am“.Trends in Age Composition and in Specific Birth-Rates, 1920-30,” Amen Jam“ PW;xxxviii, 855—861 (May, 1932). “Calculation of Future Development Of P‘ipulaugnfi.Reprint from Proceedings Rome Population Conference, (1931), Roma: InStltutP £011graphico dello Stato, 1932, pp. 31—41. “Trends in Population Increase 2.119(1)”me )1during 1920 to 1930,” Amer. four. $06., xxxvi, 865-879, (M335 1931)’ Populau‘fgdAmer. four. Sou, xxxviii, 825—834. For an earlier estimate see “POI?ulation Of The UnlStates, 1925—1975,” Amer. four. 500., xxxiv, 253—270 (September, 1928) . ula-. 5 Joseph J. Spengler, “The Social and Economic Consequences of Cessation 1n POPtlon Growth,” Proceedings Rome Population Conference, 1931. Reprint pp. 3—29: 260-° Raymond Pearl, Biology of Population Growth, New York: Knopf, 1925' pp~ nv’mm7 R. R. Kuczynski, The Balance of Births and Deaths. Vol. i, Western and Nor fl
Europe, New York: Macmillan, 1928, pp. ix, 140. Vol. ii, Eastern and 507mm" EWM:New York: Macmillan, 1931, pp. xii, 3—170. Fertility and Reproduction: Methods ”IMtaid’smg the Balance of Births and Deaths. Washington: Brookings Institution. “The Wol'ula.Ifopulation,” Foreign Afairs, vii, 30-40 (October, 1928). “The World,5 Future P0329)tlon,” in Population (Harris Foundation LectureS) (Chicago: Univ. 0f chicagO, 1 lepp. 283:302. See also an early volume, Der Zug nae]; der Stadt. “The world’s Futl“Populatmn,” New Republic, lxii, 315—319 (May 17, 1930).

- enaErnst Kahn, Der Internationale Geburtenstreik. Umfang, Ursaohw, wgkufig ‘, . r-Gegmmzl’smaitmen. Fraukfort-am—Main: Societits‘Verlag, 1930, pp. 218. ”Kemfiltngzd
?Ste’f‘; melwflskwve, x (1931), 167-173. “Der Geburtenruckgang in Sta 0,,
and, thxchaftskmye, x (1931), 80-83. Dr. Kahn is also an eminent authorl Y
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figf‘: Sttfites published by P. K. Whelpton in May, 1933.9 If birth rates,

121101130: 3:11:3an expectatloh 01 life follow the low trend outlined, the popu-

between 191;5 mted States W111 mcrease to a maximum of about 136,500,000

IOWed ther 531: 1960 and then decline. If the medium trends are fol-

gratioh 81106311 0 a gradual 1ncrease to 155,200,000 in 1980. If net immi-

tion the 1:50 amount.to 100,000 per year more than the medium assump-

1980 . populatlon would be increased by about 2,000,000 and the

POPUIatlon by about 7,000,000. Thompson believes that the medium

TABLE XXVII

FUTURE

190° I 1910 I 1920 I 1930 I 1940 I 1950 I 1960 I 1970 I 1980

Expectation of Life at Birth of White Persons

62 62 62 62 62

51.0 53.3 56.6 61.2 63 65 66 66 66

63 66 69 71 72
MM

Births per 1000 Native White Women 15—44

65 59 55 55 55

70 64 60 60 60

75 73 72 72 72

Low

Medim I 116 105 98 78

“_________,—————-—’-——-—"“"—

L Arrivals of Aliens and Citizens Less Departures (Thousands per chr)‘

0w
Med'

None None None None None

Highlum 375 450 144 60 120 150 150 150 150

260 300 300 300 300
E___________________,___._——

Population, April 1 (Millions)

Low I {180.9 135.6 136.0 132.5 126.5

Med'
HigfiumI 75.8 91.9 106.31122.8 133.1 142.9 149.8 153.8 155.2

135.1 150.8 167.3 184.2 202.0

Mv/‘d/
* F' _
T 111:1?“ average centered on year indicated.

1 Scurc €55 150,000 allowance for underenumeration of Negroes.

e. P. K. Whelpton in Amer. four. 506., xxxviii, 833.

01‘ 10 .
W assumP’uons are more likely to represent actual future trends than

th ' _

e hlgh assumptlons. The high, but somewhat improbable, assumptions

are
that the eXpectation of life of whites will increase to 72 years by 1980,

5—44 will decline to only
that .

the blrth rate of native-White Women aged 1

72 .
Per 1000 m 1980, and that net immigration will rise from its present 0

1e
1112?? 200.000 annually during 1935—39 and to 300,000 thereafter. If

1umbable assumptions should become a. reality, the population

° P.K. Whelpton, “Population,” Amer. four. 506., xxxviii, 825—834 (May, 1933)-
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would increase by about 10 or 11 per cent a decade, and pass the 200,000,000
mark before 1980. But it is much safer to assume that we shall have a
population of 136,000,000 to 155,000,000 between 1955 and 1980.

(Ia) Alarms Unjustified. False Assumptions of Dublin and Kuczymki

It should be clearly noted that there is an important distinction betwee:
a stationary population actually achieved and a population Winfih: tl‘mllll
still increasing, exhibits characteristics, which if they peIZSISt, W111 me‘Yltfi'ny
bring about a stationary population. Thus a population can be fa1Ft;
to reproduce itself” and yet be temporarily increasing in .numbers: h if
example, by 1930 the United States had achieved the conditions WhlcSlet
unaltered, would give us a stationary population a few decades hencltoi. This
natural increase in 1932, as in 1931, amounted to about 1,000,009 i-
shows that there can be substantial natural increase in a populatlon man
festing conditions which will soon bring about a stationary pOPUIaWn' fers
Much of the quasi—alarmist literature by Dublin and KuczynSkl mula-to such populations. There is much nonsensical talk abroad about p?ptrue

tions “doomed to die out.” This is the able Kuczynski’s phrase. It IS will
that the Population of the countries of Northern and Western Europe ery
be stationary in a few decadeS; true also that after that there may be a lves
510W decline, Provided demographic conditions do not adaPt themseto the changed situation.

. umesIn talking thus about the “doom” of populations, KuCZynSk1 ass ciesthat conditions will not adapt themselves. He assumes that 'ten estain
now operating will persist without end. Now if there is anything Ce ofin demographic history it is that demographic conditions have a ‘11:;qu
shifting faster than students of demography. The Dublm-Lotka-dents
zynski school has done brilliant and original research. But many Slum oof demography have erred in accepting too uncritically theconclusmtiom
Dublin and Kuczynski without examining the validity of their assumP that
At best the assumption of this school is not proved valid for the $350? alsowe cannot forecast conditions so far in the future. The assumPuon 15 f' - . . . . C6 0unWISe because it presupposes demographic rigidlty and an abs? beentendencies toward new equilibria, which tendencies have alway

RY§2 SOME POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES 01‘ THE ADVEN’I.‘ OF STATIONA

POPULATIONS
What are likely . .

the ad‘
to be some of the maJor somal consequences 0fvent of a stationar . the
y Population? It should be clearly understood thatm

1" P. K. Whelpton in Amer. Jour. 506., xxxviii, 826—827.
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s ecul ‘ ' -
tie thgierItliscghégffi ftOlltow there 15 an attempt to determine what would be

stances remainin ctho one factor (population stabilization), other circum-

Economists are t50 e same. Of course. this is purely a logical device.

same. But to arri prone to forget that c1rcumstances never do remain the

Itwill not be possib‘l: $$St :teps 1n reasohing- themethod is defensible.

1‘11:ng What they will be. CW 01' all the modlfymg
c1rcumstances as no one

an ~
tion asiztrsrglli::c1al effects likely to follow from the aging of the popula-

is always implied) rifise
falls to zero. 9ther things being equal (this phrase

to Care of the a e21—61“? W111 be a heav1er
drain on the social income devoted

Other hand thagt stfll largely‘an unsolved problem in America. On the

Pmductivigy Shofigrilon of the hie span of. individuals devoted to economic

ened. This Should e, other {actors remaming the same, somewhat length-

{“1 employment b make posmble greater savings during the period of gain-

Whether Savin s, ut, humah bemgs belng what they are, one may doubt

may eXpect mEhecorrespondmg
to the mcreesed need will be made. We

old age insurancer a. greater burden oh relatwes, or enhanced demands for

Since the abo systemswhether pnvate or state-subsidized.

mm in the rve Wes wntten Spengler has also concluded that “The de-

the increase mam“ of t_mproductwe youth more than coun

mates of Dublin e proportxoh of unproductive aged.” He cites the esti-

the Proposition thand Lotka' 1n The.Money Value of a Man in support of

Pmductivity “w'llzl: per caplta earmrlg capemty, which is a fair measure of

In a growing 1 eflght per cent hlgher [1n 3 statlonary populauon]
than

in 1920",“ POPUIatlon of the age composition of the American population

Sof .

Wee??? Changes In the demand for com

’ a WOrd, a demand for fewer toys an

tisfy the desires of adults, a
pro -
5m£?::l;:)°f the national income will go to sa

decreased Portloo to satxsfy the desires of the young. For there will be a.

h°WeVer tiroportlon of the latter. These changes take place so slowly,

' ’ at there is no reason to expect that they will be as disrupting

1ndust '
Rally as sudden changes in fashion. Certainly they will not be as

ca .
Eigoplflc as technical change.

AmeriCawm the advent of a, stationary population affect the market for

n gOOdS? There can be no doubt that the cessation of population

1 products, in-

grow .

th Wm 510W up the expanding market for agriculture.

We may, other factors

dustr'1a '
. .

remain; equlpment and certam raw matenals.

ng the Same, expect in the next half-dozen decades a slower rate of

modities are concerned we may

d more footwarmers. A larger

11

J. J. Spengler, “The Social and Economic Consequences of Cessation in Population

'on Conference (1931).
Grow nth, Proceedings of the Rome Populetx
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expansion of our basic industries. Doubtless there will be exceptions: as
in the instance of new products not heretofore marketed; but_a5 ‘1 general
proposition the above statement seems sound. Certain busmess leathers
of otherwise unusual acumen and foresight have been led, by a statlstlcal
fallacy, the extrapolation of past population trendS, to make false deductiogs
regarding the future domestic market. This extraPOIation has been ma :Without due allowance for factors causing a. decline in the naturel rate 3]
increase. If entrepreneurs over-expand plant capacity on the hams 0f sufalse inferences, they will meet unexpected difficulties. The return 10n
capital thus unwisely over—invested will necessarily be low. It may “0
aggravate the employment situation.

. -What will be the effect upon the demand for capital? Other thing? bimgequal, there will be less demand for funds for investment and acfmdlng y adecline in interest rates. It is highly probable, however, that thls téndenc):will be neutralized by other factors. The remarkable steadineSS of mergerates for several centuries suggests that it would requilfe more than e-advent of a stationary Population in the United States to have any appr
ciable and noticeable effect on the rates for loanable funds. YesWill the demand for gold as a basis for media of exchange Slfmlfen? it;Other conditions remaining the same, there will be a less ra1'31d mcreas: of
exchanges, less need for money, less need for an ever—increasmg amoun rld
gold to back it. What effect this may or may not have upon W0prices we can not say as yet.

SitionWhat effect will a stationary population and changed age compo ring
have upon the labor market? If present tendencies continue, 311:1 barmaythe development of a keener social conscience among employers} we in-expect increasing difliculty in placing older men, but Pmbab1y mt anme’crease in general unemployment from this cause. Already We have socedthing of a problem. Unemployment for those in middle and advan 0P
years may be aggravated in the future by the presence of a greater Plr'oig'tion of older men and women still able to, and still willing to earn a lvtem:by increasing mechanization, each increment of which causes at lFaSt may
porary occupational dislocation. Training workers for seveta} Jabsnem.be a practical way out. If an increasing proportion of the nsmg ge incetions should enter the Professions, this would be an offsetting factor’ S erone can, in the professions, ordinarily work at full capacity fore loiirs
period. Productivity may in fact actually increase with advancmg y

. .
. erS11D t? a certain pomt at least. But skilled and especially unskilled workare hkely to face a. difierent situation.
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It ma
unemploggniougtfig’ hlfWCVEI, Whether stabilization will increase total

ciated with Changes in}? enomenoh Proceeds primarily from causes asso-

itself. For it is re tlfsmess. act1v1ty, not from the growth of population

expand about asE-a 5:; 1n penods ?f declming population. Probably jobs

em, industrialized p1 . y.“ POPUIatlon hnder
“normal” conditions in West-

seems reasonable t1Sloezletxes. Yet the v1ew of Cassel, the Swedish economist,

will, Other thin 5 ba‘, upon the advent of a. stationary state,business
cycles

Some decrease i5un:lngl equal, be less. violent. If so, one would expect

there Should be incrmp :yrrfent. If: w1th the advent of a stationary state,

mechanized societ Ease dffficuuy 111 findmg jobs for older workers in a

oflset some of theéaiifinfimg' motor—coordinetion artd agility, this might

°f%13ine55 aetivity. o owmg a reduced Vlolence 1n cyclical variations

ill
workergiigftfgfs for the Older workets tend to go down and for the younger

factors above meilicl’me t0 80 up? Thls seems a theoretical possibility, if the

This leads to thlohed are not offset, as they well may be, by other factors.

control and of a fu: lInportfmt questlon of the efiect of democratized birth

°°ngesti0n. This -ure Statl‘fnflry Populatlon
upon the relief of occupational

occupatiolls 0r 16v 113 af00nd1tloh of relatlve over supply of labor in certain

a lack of balanc es 0 OCChpatlon and ah under supply in others, whereby

charaCteristic of :hm relatlon to needs 1s created. Over supply, usually

Characteristic of the lower levels, leads to low rates; under supply, usually

. Became p00r 1 be hlgher levels, to high wages.

1ndustrialized 503 3r balance has always been a characteristic of modern

?OCiety Will aIWa, 13 7:5, we have taken 1ts extent for. granted. A dynamic

1n Present 3’5: 5 OYV lag 1n adjustment, but that 1mba1ance need persist

PrOPOI‘tlons IS untrue.13 Professor T. N. Carver, who has given

“863
EiVing agaiZE§Peated mention

of the idea. of economic balanc

alance 0: e at- to. carj’er. In mitigation of this it may be 5

But Carver aqulfbrlflm Is implicit in the mode of thought of neo-

originality. pp led It to the labor problem and especially to the pop

‘ See -
less, 19:?5EZ Chs‘ x end Xiv in Essays 1'11 Social Justice (Cambridge: Harvard Uniy'.

Pfesent Ec ef); Ch. 1:: on “Some Consequences of a. Balanced Economic
System” 1n

Imam“ Revolution in the United States (BostonzLittle Brown, 1925). [With

HUgh W

Yo I: ' LeSter] This Economic World and How It

aid that the whole idea. of

Classical economists.

ulation problem with

I :A.
W“ Shaw_ London: A. W. Shaw, 1928, pp. vi, 432. The subject of occupational

w York: Macmillan,

congestio 'n 15 315° touched upon in The Economy ofHuman Energy (Ne

1924)

Label: £1,611 E); Consult also the following papers: “Occupational Distri

P Y: Bull. Amer. Econ. Am, 4th Series, i (April, 1911), 20-45.

bution of the

“A Construc-
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occupational balance must be the solution for this type of congestion; that,
in fact, it is the only solution that will go to the root of the matter. M05t
other suggestions that have been presented by thinkers of various schools
the world over either will not work15 at all, or are mere palliatives.“
Readers should refer to the literature by Professor Carver for a full ex-

position of the importance of occupational congestion. Professor CMVer
has discussed this subject so thoroughly that little remains to be said, save
to stress, in connection with one of the theses of this book, that diffused
contraception is the most economical method of achieving that control over
human reproduction which the theory of occupational balance presuPPOSCS'
Professor Carver has demonstrated, as no economist or sociologist here or
abroad has ever demonstrated, that approximate economic equality” Wm
liberty is impossible without democratized contraception. I venture to suggefit
that some day this demonstration Will be recognized as one of the 1110“
valuable contributions to social and economic theory made by anyone fora century.

, .The problem of securing better wages for the working class and of rehevmg
occupational congestion by balancing the labor supply of various non-C‘Om'
peting groups, reducing the birth rate where it is high, doing What httlecan be done to raise it where it has been unduly low, is intimately connectedwith migration from abroad. The stabilization of population abroad» hadit come sooner, would have done much to reduce the pressure of immigmtlon
to the United States, if there had been no restrictive legislation. Under
all the circumstances, the latter was socially necessary.

Stabilization abroad and in the United States under conditions of‘re-
stricted immigration in the United States ought to do much to alleth:
many PIOblemS aggravated by mass immigration. There are scores 0\—_——#—’/

tive Labor Program,” Harvard Alumni Bulletin, xxi (April 17: 1919), 556.560. “F23;Labor Programs,” Quart. Jour. Econ, Fch» 1919. “Some Probable Results of a. BalallIndustrial System,” Amer. Econ. Rev. Supp, x (1920), No. 1. “The Pr0blem 0f 9%“?!tional Congestion,” Chinese Students’Monthly, Columbia University: Jan” 1926' cpational Cengestlon,” Birth Control Review, xii (1928), 275-277.

, 'cu -utput of goods, especially raw materials and fig“. e.. enumerate these—but hardly to effective Purposroxi-economic equality” does not mean equal incomes. It means app -, 'thhas been made for such factors as sklll, productl ’
al ability (a. rent—like income), etc.
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rob '
inptilsiilz'f nggsnlrlnpottant ones are the worst type of slum18 and the dis-

enable us to catchamlmgy by a confllet of cultures. Stabilization ought to

by applying mass. 1' dreath 1n tackhng the problem of housing our citizens

land-use plannin prg‘hliction hnethods on a national scale With adequate
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1 e . . .
5°Cia1iiiizgsxiiiexoiible to suppose that national unity and cultural and
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vmg of the gTOllp affected. Second News
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See ”-QWI-,August,1933. 0]., New York Times,
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Historically this is an altogether novel situation. Its social efiects are
already being felt since the absence of net immigration was preceded in
recent decades by a steady decline under restrictive legislation.

Stabilization and changing age composition will materially affect many
problems of educational administration. Local migration has always
affected this problem; now there is a relatively new factor: an increased
average age of the population. Already in some cities there are free desks
in the lower grades of the public schools. The reduced proportion 0f Chil'
dren will gradually advance to the higher grades, to the high schools and
eventually to the colleges. This factor alone Will tend to reduce the demand
for teachers. However, a rising standard of living and an increased demafld
for education may somewhat mitigate the tendency. But there are definlte
limits to such mitigation, and it is diflicult to see how it can materially alter
the situation. P. K. Whelpton has touched upon this problem and Pro-
fessor Harold F. Clark of Teachers College, Columbia University, .1135
written a pamphlet20 on population phenomena as they affect educatlon,
and a book21 on education’s responsibility for bringing about a better OCCU'
pational distribution of the labor supply. Whelpton says:

parts of the country the number of children under school age was much higher 111
1930 than in 1920—in Detroit, Los Angeles, Hammond, White Plains, Newton:anti part of rural Massachusetts, for example. Here, the problem of how tobuxld schools and hire teachers fast enough may continue for some time, 5mce
there will be more children entering school from 1931 to 1936 than there were from
1921 te 1926. Amore common situation, however, willbe that of Boston; CthagO!
Bay (Pity, and mo“ 0f the farming areas of the United States where the numberof children below school age is declining. These places should soon be able “2
abandon certain obsolete buildings or ease crowded conditions, and to weed misome of .the less able teachers. A complicating factor in some cities; however: 15
that Whlle there may be fewer children to enter school now than ten years 3g?
they. are Quite difierently distributed within the city boundaries. New Yorr
furnishes a striking example, children under 5 in Manhattan decreasing 45-8 pe
cent from 1920 to 1930: While in the Bronx they increased 35.2 per cent.22

UP t0 this Point we have traced some of the effects of the democratizatlolsl

0f ContraceptWe knowledge as it will probably operate through the flexuof a statlonary population and through a changed age €0mP°Siti°n more
heavily weighted on the upper end. We shall now consider certain P°SSible

I §°The Etiect of Population upon Ability to Support Education. Bloomington’
n lana. Uan. Book Store. Bull. School Educ., Indiana Univ., vol. ii, n0. 1-
:1E‘°"”mi‘7 lhcary and Correct 0 ' .cm at D' ' - ....Nw York.College, Columbia. Univ., 1931 , pp, viii, 1515.10,”! zsmbumn e’2 Amer. Jour. $00., Xxxvii, 857—858 (May, 1932).

Teacher’s
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social Changes -whlch may be m '
-

ore direct conse uences of th' '

.

1 -

hon than those mentloned above. q s democratiza

§3 MORE DIRi301‘ CONSEQUENCES OF DEMOCRATIZED CONTRACEPTIVE

KNOWLEDGE

We m
. .

will, for :heeggtt:11 Iherease 1n the liberty of men and women. Women

of “HCOIltrolled re Tedm human history, be emancipated from the slavery

“ncofltrolled mothi :1 uCthn. I say slavery advisedly. For, while even

doubted inStances I 00d is not nsually to be so described, there are un-

S° much so that $3111 ,fiecérd 0f hlgh rates bringing unendurable distress—

CaSes are not typicalcl eHIS the preferred way out. But fortunately such

contraceptive knowl Id OVY Well this greater liberty afiorded by diffused

oppose birth Contro1 ef ge W111 be used,- time alone will tell. Those who

faith that it Will b o ten assert that it is likely to be abused. Others have

leads us to hav e used Pr0perly. My own view is that past experience

human beings e iome cOnfidence in the intelligence and adaptive power of

to create Sue}; ins: the last analysis it is up to the masses and their leaders

“lore Serious conseruments of soclal eontrol as Will guard society from the

The diffusiorl f quences otman’s inventive ability.

(i.e., sacrifices) of COFtraCeptwe information Will tend to equalize the costs

llted among soci:1 Clluld—beanng. These are now very inequitably distrib-

their due Share f c 915565, the sc—called upper classes by no means bearing

tions‘ And th 0 _the sacrifices involved in producing succeeding genera-

ere IS reason to believe that this has not always been so.
”23

As Children become scarcer, they will probably increase in “value.

ed for, protected. Here again,

There-

ddled the future alone can tell.

' ' 'n our time regarding the coddling,

and th .

Considiifiii? Inferi?fity of character, of only children. There is a very

as regards intell'y 0f eVldence that only children are, on the whole, not only

‘arge families fggf‘ce but as regards character, superior to children from

lng generati ’ _15 leads to the suggestion that the character of succeed-

°n5 W111 not necessarily suffer as a consequence of being born

mt
° Smfiller families.“

mmittee on Recent Social Trends.
2: This ' .

IS the “CW also of the Hoover Research Co
lxiv, or in the special supplement

See the “ -
(Sec, 2) tfglew of Findings” as published in vol. i, p.

M 0n the oiliqew York Times, January 2, 1933, p. 5, col. 2.

families is 3. er hand, part Of the superiority of only children or of children from small

consequence of many circumStances correlated with small families or only

d many environ-
children .: h - .

me lgh Intelligence, high occupational status, large incomes an

ve knowledge only children will

“ml adv
Probably lozntageS. With democratization of contracepti

' e 501118 of their superiority, especially in intelligence, because many of them

W111 c0me from the lower classes.
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The advent of the smaller family is likely to reduce somewhat the pmblem
of child labor. Having large families as a form of old-age insurance ispassing. It is being replaced by other forms of insurance. As families
among the laboring classes become smaller, there will be less need for the
gifted children born in such surroundings to earn a. living early. The sumtotal of social gain accruing under the newer system will, it seems reasonable
to infer, exceed that under the older system, according to Which gifted
children began earning a pittance early in industry, unable later in life to
return to society the full benefit of their native endowments. The legal
ban on child labor in the recently-adopted emergency codes of the Roosevelt
administration is merely a recognition of these changed social circumstances:

In so far as maternal mortality is a consequence of short—interval birthS,
we may expect it to decline with the increase of child-spaCing- With 1m'proved methods of child care diffused, we may expect infant mortality to
decline somewhat; though Neo-Malthusians have made altogether too
much of the argument that low birth rates and low infant mortality ratesnecessarily accompany one another. A number of studies have, however,
COHCIUSiVGIY Proved that there is an intimate and direct relationship betweentoo rapid child-bearing and infant mortality.25
.In the field of marital adjustment, it is a reasonable inference that the

d usion of contraceptive information will promote better relationS- In
recent years many data have been collected on this subject by the Gem?”marriage advice stations.28 These data show that rational sex instruCuoP’together With a. knowledge of contraception, promote sexual adjuStment 1nmarriage. It is probable that a considerable proportion—‘no one knowsexactly What proportion——of divorces and separations are a consequetlceof sexual maladjustments. If this reasoning is sound, the gradual difilfswnof contraceptive information may be expected to promote marital adet‘ment, and to cause a decline, other things being equal, in the divorce rate.thtlethter or not this decline Will be offset by other factOIS, no one can nowpre 1c .

Curiously enough, very little psychiatric investigation of genuine scientlfic

25 Some Of the Widen“ is reviewed in my Paper “The Relation of Birth Contml t0Infznt Mortality and Pregnancy Waste,” Jewish Social Service Quarterly, June, 1928. I &
G For the best survey of the work of the Eheberatungsstelle see M. Kopp in 1' obs:3%, July, 1933; also occasional brief reports to the Jaur. Amer. Med. .4550. from Wain
c°.rre.5p°ndf"nt5- Cf, citations in Bibliography for Lurie and Charles. Dr. RPPEIt &to publish The Doctor 0:Mam'age Counsellor. Baltimore, wfihamSnd

useful handbook for the general reader is Hannah M- Stone 3, A Marriage Manual. A P t' [G . -B la ’0 Sex and Marriag-New York:Simon and Schuster, 1935, pp. 334.,“ “a mde W
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value has been carried on into the mental hygiene aspects of contraception.27

But the evidence that has come to my attention suggests that such knowl—

edge of contraception has a tendency to reduce sexual and mental conflicts.

There are some instances on record, however, of mental conflict being pro-

moted by a desire to control conception in the presence of orthodox religious

mores opposed to such practices. Dr. Bowman, assistant director of the

Boston Psychopathic Hospital, and a former colleague of mine on the staff

of the Simmons School of Social Work, has personally reported cases to me

Of this nature. These were Catholic women already over—burdened with

large families, of somewhat unstable personality, perhaps bordering on the

PSydloPathic. In a few such instances the need of control of conception

Was obvious even to a borderline psychopathic patient; but the mores of

her group have been so impressed upon her in childhood and adolescence

that there was created, for a. number of years, a deeply—rooted conflict 0f

leng duration. The adjustments necessary to remove such conflicts are

t1me-consuming and few psychiatrists are prepared to conduct such mental

retraining and re-orientation even when they see fit to run counter to the

group mores.
Will stabilization in the United States and in Northern and Eastern

Europe reduce the likelihood of war by mitigating or eliminating one of

ltsficulal or supposed causes? The answer depends upon the extent to

Wlflch Population pressure has been a cause of past wars. It would be

Ham and unfounded to claim that it is the sole cause of war, or even that

It has been its chief cause. A survey of the literature, however, suggests

' ' factor in at least some

the aggression of Japan in Manchuria and China. While there is reason

to belieVe that Japan is at present governed by a cabinet possessed of mili-

tary PrOPEnsities, there can be no doubt that the peculiar demographlc and

economic circumstances there existing have been influential 1n promptmg

Japanese statesmen to embark upon the course recently adopted. Meny

?Cfmomic surVeys of Japan have clearly demonstrated that its population

13 Increasing rapidly. They have shown further that Japan lacks the neces-

Sary Coal, iron, and other raw materials for the expansion of her basm 1n-

duStrieS; that Manchuria not only possesses these raw materials 1n great

abundance but has a sparse population. This situation has neturally been

a‘great temptation to nationalistic Japanese statesmen. . M111tary eggres—

sum, initiated no doubt as a consequence of more superfic1a1f‘causes, such

as the 1842k of a stable government in Manchuria, the desue of Japan to

21
‘ ' e ” Mental

For an exCeption see Hannah Stone, “Contraception and Mental Hygien :

H ' ..ygzene, xvn, 417—423 (July, 1933).
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protect investments there, etc., has naturally followed. But whatever the
superficial causes of the conflict, there can be no doubt that the demographlc
situation is a primary cause.

.
Should the opinion become universally widespread that each natlon

should be held responsible—but to whomP—for its own collective acts;
including responsibility for a lack of control of population, one mlght
reasonably expect to see in the future a decline in the danger of war from
that cause alone. But that day seems very far off as yet. Moreover,
even should such a. public opinion be built up, we cannot be certaln that It
might not be counteracted by other new influences making for internatlonal
misunderstanding and military aggression.

Just as the weight of economic authority teaches that population pressure
is and has been a cause of military aggression, so, in my judgment, the Wflghtof authority also teaches that a control of population growth is necessary
to protect a standard of living, whatever that standard may be. It 15 a
proposition pretty well accepted by American, English, and Gerrnan “0'
nomists and sociologists—less so by French, Belgian and Italian th1nker5‘;
that it is in the social interest that population should cease growtng {Lt thatmystical point usually called the “optimum.” The optimum POlnt 15 thatpoint in the growth of the population of any given large area '(usualIYf1L
nation) where, given a certain level of productive arts and of sexual organ:
zation, there Will result the highest per capita income in economlc goods afnr
services. This point has never yet been determined in actual figures. 01
the population of any nation of the globe. It is as yet a purely theorem:8

Point. W. S. Thompson has suggested that there are many Optlma’rprovided we do not accept the standard of living test, but prefer some 0the
Other tests, however, have not found much favor, at least among econotmists. Such factors are generally less measurable. And no one hasdyzfsuggested an adequate substitute for, or amplification of, the standar
living test for the optimum.

tProbably the optimum should be measured in terms of what people wand
most. Is it leisure? N0. Learning and cultivation? N0- Wealth an

. .
. - rmaterial enJoymentsP Yes. The proof of this is in the materlahsm 0f 0“

age.

. .

11dits dominant urge. When fear of the supernatural1 :as; the religious leader and the shaman or med1c1n€ mafitary11 need for protection was the ruling passion, the m
’3 Population Problems, ch. xxiv.of personal and spiritual values in th

unseen ruled men
dominant. Whe

‘ ationThompson objects to what he calls the Subordm
e economic optimum.
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class ruled -
the bllSinestsh:1fg_-:St. In the Mnidle ages the priest had his innings. Now

more than the Grgrlineur IS tak1ng_ hls turn. Only the Chinese have done

it is too much to e1:3 s tihmake phllosophers kings. In a nationalistic age

than national E peth at the test of population density should be other

useless to teli theven {d swarmmg m New York City be unaesthetic, it is

Should care moref I651 ents so: Correspondingly, perhaps the populace

ment; Perhaps th 01' well-used lexsure, for learning and genuine self-develop-

W611~nigh useless tey should care less for new and more things. But it is

two thousand yea: tell them thls. This has been preached to the rabble for

like it or not. He: tliftople are materialistic whether certain intellectuals

Wishes; the test w'1616b 6 test torpopulation will be based on reality not on

the COIlduct of th 1 e materlahstlc. . And rightly so, for observation of

has been to incr 6 world shows that 1ts chief Worry since medieval times

that this ideal isease prospenty, material well-being. And who shall say

CiViliZations in thnecessanly lower than many others that have dominated

There seem e past? _

States that th: to be a growmg feeling among demographers in the United

at Present from Efipulatton
of the U. S. A. is not, in point of time, very far

any nation _ e optlmum. It may even be that the optimum point for

Is located at the mid-point in Pearl’s logistic or flattened S

Curv .

e at the pomt marked X in the sketch below.

/

The fact - . . . . .

that at this pomt 1t 15 poss1ble for populatlon to grow most rapidly

' a. maximum of free

sug e .

g Sts that at thls stage in the cycle of growth there 15

ener
gy. Above and below this point the rate of natura

With .
a Statlonary population there will be less excuse for the wasteful

The conservation move-

' that there is no substi-

tut . .

Hing:2:1:
a_mechanized civilization. Yet it may well become the great

are by no m 01' 1n mechamcal
produetion of the future. . Our coal resources

of Safet eans un11m1ted. A statlonary populatxon w1]l prov1de a margm

y unt11 we learn how to harness eflectively the winds, tides, sun, the
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heat stored in tropical ocean water, etc. Without sources of cheap power
and cheap lubrication a. mechanized civilization cannot endure. The threat
of shortage is a long way ofi from the standpoint of the duratmn of a smgle
lifetime; but it is very near from the standeint of the hlstory 0f SOClal
development (say 500 years).

'
This discussion of the optimum may be summed up by conclucilng that,

though no one has yet been able to define and clarify the concept, It may be
of some tentative use in formulating public policy. It is.at least bettei
than no guide at all. It has a fairly definite theoretical, 1f not practice}
meaning. Furthermore, American, English, and German. fiemogmphlc
thinkers are pretty well agreed upon it as a test of the desirab1htyoffurthe£
growth; speaking generally, the demographers of France, Belgium and
Italy are less inclined to accept it. The reasons are often Polltlcal an
religious rather than scientific.

_ theThere can be no doubt that population control is indlspeflsable to t
creation and maintenance of a reasonably high standard of liv1hg: In f?lEIe,it may be dogmatically asserted that a. high standard of living 151mP°551 _
Without some form of population control. If this can take place by rat
tional and harmless methods so much the more fortunate. There can be 1“;
doubt that the Orient would be better ofi economically were 5:1 SYStem :1
rational population control generally prevalent. This iS dCI'ued even erour day by some romanticists and sentimentalists; but it IS no long
doubted by the informed.

. 1 nceAs suggested in another section of this work, the increaSlng Prevafetheof small families is likely to mitigate many of the minor and some 0 rks
major causes of poverty. The advent of a stationary state, therefore’,wo ofboth indirectly and directly: indirectly by forestalling the oPeratloélbydiminishing returns in the extractive and elaborative industfleiS anl nd
relieving occupational congestion; directly by promoting ind1v1dua a
family welfare, and by reducing the force of certain causes of poverty“ anDemocratized contraception thus becomes a tool of social adaptatlon,
instrument which, if intelligently used, may promote national strengthdfl:
group survival. This conclusion is so sound that it is rapidly fin
acceptance.

. ceS'Public health conditions will improve, barring again counteractlng flclflnC6
Many unnecessary deaths will be prevented and mothers Will have a c aactto care Properly for small rather than excessive families- We may exZsesimproved prevention of morbidity and mortality especially in those $5 0
in which contraception is clearly indicated. Hundreds Of thousansuch cases are not now being adequately cared for.

- n ofThe social and economic implications of differential rates of adoPtlo
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Contr ' - .
so diEzilittlsgbifilvanous soc1al clas.ses is a Wide and difficult subject. It is

to recognize the portant as to met1t a special volume. Here I wish merely

0b5€rvers~thou hIrznligmrtance of 1hvestigation in this field. Thoughtful

much as the genget‘ 1(ire are exceptlons—are pretty well agreed that, inas-

lfaception birth 16a y better—endowed classes were the first to adopt con-

that it is leachin Ciitml has, on the whole, operated dysgenically. Now

are coming to belgi 056 less. well-endowed genetically, the same thinkers

as a general pro eYte that lnrth control is operating eugenically. Stated

about the subjecfm'13}?! th1s v1ew seems sound; but we really know little

days much of whi h elre 13 much sflly anti-eugenic criticism abroad nowa-

ellgenicslack a souc dW11 not stand log1cal examination. Many critics of

in the Problem of (1.1% groandmg 1n the eugenical and social theory involved

few of these crit' 1 er_ent1al lert1ht¥ and its probable consequences. Not a.

families amofi tLcs v1ew w1th 1nd1fierence the prevalence of ultra—small

Well-endowed ggen :- well—endowed, and of large families among those less

Sarily the fit ree lcglly. They hold that those who do survive are neces-

doubted, It ama gar 1less of the h1echanism of selection. This may be

Wm.“ Contraceythe 1 be that soe1et¥ has relatively suddenly discovered in

Emphy, Still oghlon a.tool whxch 1t has not yet learned most wisely to

muchimpressedw'ff1 wntere, those of greater penetration, I believe, are

ably it makes a 1 the senous hature of the differential birth rate. Prob-

thoroughly co t greatdeal of dlfierence which social classes employ most

has been all to: 1{euteptlve practices. Here is an area of investigation that

fates of ado ti 1tt1e covered.29 'The qualitativeimplications of differential

America, is orrle or; 0f contraceptlve practices by various social classes in

“Pacts of po 10 .the most fundarhental, important and least—understood

has heretof Pu atlon theory. Thls field needs much more research than

ore been devoted to it. Its implications for the future of all

that is - .
desuable In American group life are far-reaching.

§4 ARE CATHOLIC STOCKS OUTBREEDING NON-CATHOLIC STOCKS?

cally fruitful, to speculate on the

etween religious groups

that are libertarian on

It ' ' .

poSSiL51;:;::€Stlng,-if not always scientifi

“Sentiauy acts of thfferential rates of reproduction b

e Other gtlfoltltarlan on the one hand and those

field. 15111 t 15 abont time that systematic fact gathering began in this

Stocks in there a tendency for Catholic stocks to outbreed non-Catholic

e U- S- A.? We do not know. The subject is much disputed

23 S-
mCe ' .

this Was Written Lorimer and OSbom have given us an excellent summary of

k Lorimer and Frederick Osborn,current kn .

Dynamics ?:dge In .their valuable reference work: Fran

”m United 3; ”Malta”. Social and Biological Significame of Changing Birth Rates in

“"5- New York: Macmillan, 1934, pp. xiii, 461.
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and merits inquiry. If Catholic stocks are outbreeding non:Catholia stOCkSwhat are its implications for the future of American education, pohtlcs, therelation between Church and State, and, more important than any of these,what are its implications for the freedom of scientific inquiry? Upon fie";dom of inquiry, more than upon almost any other factor, the progress 0science probably depends.
Is it a fact that Catholics in the United States have a higher net ICPWduc'tive rate than non-Catholics? The few figures we have suggest thflf the);do, even after allowance has been made for the lower standardef llVlng °Catholics. Catholicism is strong in immigrant groups where mCOmes are

in making for large families.30 Fragmentary clinic figures POlnt t0 thlsconclusion as probably valid.
. ub-

That such is the fact is corroborated also by a very able study JUSt P orlished (two or three years after this section was written) hy Professn.
Samuel A. Stouffer of the University of ChicagO. His analysls 0f the cfiorfinement rates of 40,766 urban families in Wisconsin showed.that: evePhergiven occupational groups, the fertility of Catholics was cons1stently' 1.11% ofthan that of non-Catholics; that between 1919 and 1933 the .fertllfire-Catholics declined much more rapidly than that of non—Catholics. tholic, Professor Stoufler believes that the more rapid decline 1n C3

. come
3" Warren S. Thompson and John Moore in We'll America Become Catholtcgohavéensus

to a contrary view. Thompson declares [Ratio of Children to Women 19 ' .fluence ofM°n°ngh, Xi, p- 184] that he has been able to find “but one clear case of the in .
n I a

n in thls

rehglon on the Size of the family.” This is among the Utah Mormons. But iviave bu
case there are urban-rural differences. Thompson continues: “Religion seems o_
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fertilitythani _ . .. .

western cities $1113: 533121110 fertility is characteristic also of northern and

sis, With several fact 1 e States, inasmuch as a partial correlation analy-

Stouffer does not Gin:IS held Constant, shows this. Though Professor

why Catholic fertiIIit _ 0‘“;th fact, It is quite clear that the main reason

farther to fall- bec y S fallmg more rapidly arises from the fact that it has

Stouffer adds this gust: there has been, in fact, a cultural lag here. Dr.

PreSent Study to i gmfiflant statement: “It is not within the scope of the

fCItility rate was bilzesfigate the mechanisms by Which this decline in the

C°ntraception actuaillg t about. It cannot be proved from these data that

control clinics in W'y W325 used,- although scattered evidence from birth-

desire on the Part flsconsm, as in other American cities, has indicated a

HOWBVer’ if contro sortie professed Catholics for birth-control information.

ttnsively’ the Onl acepnon (Including coitus interruptus) was not used ex-

smm age has begncgther explanation would be an increase in continence,

Period, since no b' 1 of all Practical purposes a constant throughout the

fertility, and si 1° Oglcal Obange could account for such a sharp decline in

thich has Eccle:ce .the Oglno-Knaus ‘rhythm’ method of birth control,

Clableinfluence dlasrucal apgrobation, appeared too late to have an appre-

. Are Catholic uring t.he tlme period covered by this study.”31

Inferior to Suchstocks 111 the. United States, taken as a whole, genetically

versalists’ Eth' non'Cathellc libertarian stocks as Unitarians and Uni-

Stocks in gener ‘13? Culturists, Freethinkers? Inferior to non-Catholic

however, and a NO 0_ne really knows. One is entitled to his hunches,

aflirmative. lintigmss 15 that the answer will some day be made in the

PYOblem raised b ere are no material group difierences there is no eugenical

the Other hand . Y a. Supposed difierential in net reproductive rates. On

real, and if th ’ .If the dlfferences in genetic endowment
should prove to be

e Supposed differentials in net productivity are also genuine,

the Situ . ,

Thematic: 15. aIlti-S'ocial, perhaps gravely so.

growth of an View .nawely held by many economists that the population

Y partlcular class is exclusively determined by its standard of

HVing.

Widely hgzx:rt° the mythical homo oeconomiws this is probably the most

"1 the whole £10k?“
least when the statement is thus baldly declared—-—

Course, Sound lst0ry 0f the development of Classical economics. It is, of

uP to a certain point; but When stated to imply that it is the

EVen tho h . ' flerent rates of class growth, it is

’accesS to 11g Contraception 15 more a means of control than a mo-

COntracep’uve information
is just as important.

are not at h

If the means

and, hOW can a class control its birth rate, much

tiVe
less its rate of

d Non—Catholics,”us
amuel

Amer. Jo“, 2' Stmffier, “Trends in the Fertility of Catholics an

‘ 0": X11, 143—166 (September, 1935).
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reproduction (which includes eliminative factors, etc., over whiCh there is
little control)? The view that the standard of living is the sole determiner
of the birth rate of a class is largely a consequence of the fact that Classical
economics developed in England during an abnormal demographic PeriOd:
i.e., a period of phenomenal population growth.

Religious faith as well as the standard of living has a direct influence on
the birth rate. It seems difficult to believe that the Catholic Church has
purely a religious and no numerical motive in takinga stand against eflectlve
contraception. The present pope is the first of his line to honor the subject
with special condemnation in an encyclical. The historical significance of
this is that the leaders of the Church grasp the import of the swift spread
of contraceptive information and its widely increasing availability for
their own people.

.Still, preliminary clinic figures suggest that there is a lag; that Cathollts
are not attending birth-control clinics at the same rate as Protestants. It 15

well known that Catholics, as compared With Protestants, have a1§r$er
number of pregnancies; further, that they have larger families of 11mg

children despite a somewhat higher mortality in the young age groupS- Itis not so generally known that the abortion rate among Catholic methers
is lower.32 This is clearly a reflection of religious influences. There1s als:

reason to believe that Catholics, when they use contraceptive methods, ten
to use the less reliable ones. Here again religion is an influence- .
Not only do the priests have a good deal to say publidy against the i]:of practicing birth control, but the lay organizations, membership 1n When

is increasing, are more active than ever in combating birth C011trOI by :h
the means which lie in their power. Nor is organization confined ‘50 Churhe
ofiicers directly in contact with the public and to lay organization5«_ .TChurch has an oflicial Division of Pastoral Medicine whose function 1t 15. topass finally on the content of medical books. It'supervises the instrucuon
in Catholic medical colleges. In fact we have in the Catholic church the
only ,mOdem organized Opposition to birth control on any Scale Worldmention. Small wonder, then, that Cath01ics, contrary to a Widfa1y he0131111011, are not attending our birth-control clinics in due ProPortloiLThat this is the case, figures in Table XXVIII will show. At Baltlmor;Cleveland, and Newark there is a much higher proportion of ProtestanI1
than Catholics, the smallest difierential being at Baltimore W11ere Wome.
have been accepted only on conservative medical indications. ContraceP

t while
32 . .This 1s true as an average. The average, however, obscures the fact thadren’Catholic mothers have fewer abortions when they have had up to three or four Chflwhich covers the ma‘ ’

' mll'ies have a
. Jorlty of cases—those ' 1n lar e fa

very high abortion rate. Cathohc mothers hav g g
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tive‘ ' .
givelintflfergam'i? has not, untll after this series was completed, been freely

- hough Catholics are 36 per cent of the population of Balti-

TABLE XXVIII

nmcmus AFFILIATIONS on PATIENTS. BALTIMORE, CLEVELAND, AND NEWARK‘

Total Baltimore Cleveland Newark

Affiliat'
"“"-——_

”“5 No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct.

t
Less than 0.5 per cent.

lSou .
Fifth Régi't C#Veland data from secretary of the Association. B

’ able 9- Newark data from Stone and Hart, op. cit, Table 11
altimore data. from

, p. 21.

TABLE XXIX

COMPARIson .OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS BY PERCENTAGES or GENERAL I'OPULATION AND

BALTIMORE, CLEVELAND AND NEWARK!
cumcPOPULATIELI’I/

Baltimore Cleveland Newark New York City

_______._._./
___,,__._ ______,______._

General Clinic General Clinic General Clinic General Clinic

Poguln- Popula- Populn~ Popula— Pogula- Pogula- Popula- Popula-

N hon non tion hon non uon non non

dcnominations
—-———- ——-—--' -—-*-

R ................ 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Omanc
-———--—-——--————--———-——-————-————-—'—'-——-—

M athohc ........... 36 25 51 25* 53 29 25.41 26

estant.
ewlsh""""""""""""

31 59 17 57 24: 55 49.2§ 30

other...............
15 9 23 9 16 16 25.4 42

.................. 7 9 9 7 __. § ._

‘I
Hiccllfles 2 Per Cent Greek

Catholics.

§ “Othefi Very
5131a11percentage of Catholics other than Roman.

130m,Ce . 31‘9“? Included with
Protestants.

1928-19335. Chmc populations: Baltimore, Fifth Report, p. 16. Cleveland, data. for

from Secretary, Maternal Health Association. Newark, Stone and Hart,

Religious Census, 1926.
OP-cz‘t,

’21' New Y0rk,Kopp,p. 204. Generalpopulation: U. S.

1110 .
-

eIZi‘b?lng the largest denomination in that city, they are represented 1n

Imc Population by only 25 per cent. This is a differential of 11 per
/ ,
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cent. At Cleveland there is the largest differential, 26 per cent (51 —- 25 =
26); while at Newark there is also a substantial differential, 24 Perucent
(53 — 29 = 24); at New York, the basis of Mrs. Sanger’s generahzatlons,
none. These differentials between proportion in clinic attendance and
proportion in the general population is, for Catholics, best brought out 1n
the bar diagram (Figure XXX). There is clearly a religious deterrent
here. For since Catholics tend to represent the immigrant groups.of10Wer
standard of living and lower occupational status, and since the climcs reach
these classes in greater proportion than they exist in the general populatlon:

we ought to find a larger not a smaller proportion of Cetholics than Protes-
tants in the clinic population. Actually we find the reverse. Hence the

Gen’l Clin. Gen'l Clin. Gen’l Cli n. Genil g)?"
POP’n Pop’n POP’II POP“! Pop,“ Pop,“ POP n CITY

BALTIMWE CLEVELAND NEWARK NEW YORK

. . u.FIG. XXX. Percentage Catholic in Total City Populations and Clmlc P0P
lations at Baltimore, Cleveland, Newark, and New York-

- . . ofexplanatlon of a rellglous deterrent seems to be the only one capable
explaining the facts.

- - ~ . liesBegmmng to realize that they cannot efiectlvely prevent catfish-
from adopting birth control, the leaders are renewing and widely emPf t is
mg their sanction of the so-called “sterile” period,33 although 1ts 5a 6 y

ade” L- I— Latz, M.D., for example, hails this as a “new” scientific discovery lategiwy
15““ by Knaus and Ogino (Leo. J. Latz, M.D., The Rhythm of Sterilzfy amid musm Women. Chicago: Latz Foundation, 1932, pp. vii, 1—108, For Ogmo anI l I v

I nfion
see Bl}?h?g-), ev1dent1y Clulte oblivious of the fact that Soranos and Aétlos made mZIkinE
of a. snmlar practice, though without some 0f the modern embellishments Of 111calendars an . used other calculations which run for a. year before the method 15 to be
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insufficien -
the extenstiBIeag-(igggd’ belng based on limited reports that run counter to

Experience, ce to be found 1n all previously published records of

Ever wo - .
anysinilple £11111? a sterile period, but research has not yet developed

reasonably ste d0 etect it, nor is there assurance that a woman holds to a

EXtensiVe Statiat‘y habit as to her exact time of high and low fertility. In

as stamina ons 1CS from well accredited sources, pregnancy is reported

Precedingbthe 8"?er day of the month but with a. low rate in the week

the Pregnanciespeiloqi Afll the older published records show more than half

claims. Much s artmg m the days called sterile or safe in the new Catholic

this Serious coisearfthhy unbiased observers is in order to straighten out

experiment radiction. Meanwhile danger hovers over those who

§5 CONCLUSION

Int ‘
demongiizfaaizert We haive traced some of the possible consequences of

Stationary po ulntfaception. Pethaps the most certain is the advent of

Northern andpwa 10ns 1n the United States and most of the countries of

estern Europe in the next few decades. Cannan and Bow-

ley and’ later Kuczynski, Lotka, Dublin, Thompson, Whelpton, Pearl, E.

Kahn Ch: arles and others have made contributions to this subject. Thomp-

Son’s latest 1
eStlmates Suggest a stationary population of 136 to 155 million

e United States, according to
to b .

e acheved between 1955 and 1980 in th

th .

eTiisthmns adomed-
S 51t ' -

. . . .

the ninetefgfn’ SO dlfierent from the histoncally atypical rapld growth of

11 Century, has been dramatized and wept over to more than

edictions and new,
the 10 ‘ - .
Motiflfil hunt, and. has formed the basis for dire pr

,nationahstic appeals. I think I have shown that there are good

8r0undsf - .
West are: dl‘S‘Countlng these predictions and appeals. Populations in the

0t doomed to die out,” and to assume that present conditions

Will pers‘ '
reasonab113t 13 to commit a fallacy of extrapolation—into which one might

y eXpect competent statisticians not to fall. The whole history

0f p0 .
Pulation thought shows that populations adjust to conditions more

P‘0m t .
P 1y than do wnters on population. The present instance is by no

er will be straight on this
means th

e only one on record. Thinking nev

' output on
01' thted .

' Thls Class of publication largely ignores t

the sub.
- Ject antedating Ogino and Knaus, some forty papers‘ These are summafized

r. R . .
‘ L DICkmson’s “The Safe Period as a Birth Control Measure,” [Amen four.

Obst- & .Gym, x1v (1927), 718—730], and in the forthcoming book by Carl G. Hartman,

tile Period in the Menstrual Cycle (Balti-

TiMe .
more.0$”’fl¢hon in Women. A Study afthc Fer

' llhams 8: Wilkins, 1936).
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subject until it is generally realized that demographic phenomena are
equilibria phenomena.

What, in turn, are some of the possible social and economic consequences
of the advent of stationary populations in the West and eventually in the
East, assuming that other circumstances remain the same? Since age
composition is changing, giving us a larger proportion of elders and a smaller
proportion of children, there are implications, as we have seen, for care 111
old age. We may expect a, greater burden either on the relatives 01' the
state. Probably individual savings Will be inadequate in the future as m
the past.

There will be effects also on the demand for commodities (fewer toyS and
more foot—warmers). At the moment, food is pressing on pOPUIation rather
than the reverse. Industry, other factors remaining equal, Will efomd
more cautiously, less riotously. But this will help us in the next depressmn,

though, of course, it will not be suflicient to prevent a recurrence .Of de-
pressions. But there will be a levelling eflect of stationary populatwn 0n
the business cycle. Demand for capital will, other things being equal, 1.38
less active and interest rates decline. In the labor market: industry WI“need to adjust by taking on a larger pr0portion of older men. ’Lt‘he effect
upon unemployment will probably be neutral, some factors operatlng 31th”side of the norm (neutrality). The strongest influence of stationary POW]?-
tion will be through the effect on the business cycle, which it should hep
to smooth.

. - 1- Democratized contraception should substantially relieve O‘Ic‘lp"‘tl()13aI
congestion and the low wages of the unskilled, thus alleviating meny 5°C]:
problems caused by, or associated with, poverty. It is axiomatlc thet n
economic system can achieve maximum productive and sociaheflimencz

with the notorious imbalance that has always been characteristlc 0f capl
talism.

Stabilization of population abroad means less immigration pressure mi
the United States. We shall have a, chance to absorb, to unify, and ac?”
nomically and socially to elevate the thirty odd millions who Game here htthe decades preceding 1.920. This implies more cultural unity 0f the fit}? 11sort: agreement on essentials (e.g., settling disputes by law rather a
by the vendetta); respect for differences on non-essentials (e.gq f?habits). Stabilization here and abroad will give us the necessary breathmg

‘ nspell to enable us for the first time to house the masses propeflY- EducatloWill be profoundly affected. So much for the effects of democratized 5011'
traception operating through stabilization and changed age comPPSItlontorB‘pt there are several, more direct effects possible: increased 1.1berty inZmen and women, increased value placed on the child with its Increas
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sca ' -
be 201;);’a13:36:11 llll'lfan't and maternal mortality and morbidity. There will

ducing the nSXta zatlon .by soc1al classes of the sacrifices involved in pro-

Children of the 0genetation. Chlld labor will be reduced. The gifted

Mentwillbe proin 0: 31111 have greater social advantages. Marital adjust-

We might even C0 5 h, some forms of inental conflict in marriage alleviated.

we would know tha C up WithuMalmowski’s Melanesian savages. Then

so far as the 6 world had progressed.” Divorce and separation, in

y are promoted by sexual ignorance, may be expected to decline.

(Actu
.

Abglayguugy may Increase for other reasons.)

: emocratlzation is a eugenic trend. The wide gap now existing

between h‘ .
18h reproduction and high genetic endowment Will be somewhat

Closed, T ~ .
hls W111 be all to the good not only genetically but socially. But

Personau
. .

y I expect that the intelhgence of the American population will

decline f1 .
ve to eight per cent in the next two hundred years before the

And it is quite con-
roc
Etivgleoihrgezsal of differential fertility is complete.

rational enciighvzn YVlllen glven two hundred years, societies will not prove

appropriate SOCial0013.1}! to d1rect and speed up the process of reversal by

measures. After that, we will not have brains enough

left to w
even dofiifi 1:11.10h about the biological quality of future generations. It is

leaders of t}? H We have brains enough now, considering how many mis-

mentalismhe P80ple are loose in the world preaching unalloyed environ—

“ This b1:1 — . . . . .

St for such I recognize it to be—is directed essentially at my colleagues, the

Wciologists- .
’ secondanly at the doctor5; thirdly, at a few biologists, still widely esteemed,

Who are res 0n ' . . .
.

mentalists gen??? for much fallacxous reasoning on eugenics; fourthly, at naive envn-on—

C ‘ - a Y‘ I grant the great importance of social environment and of social

attitudes, abilities. No
°Hd1t1 - .

' o-nmg m moulding and developing human character,

at much abilit
' ' ' Nor could he fail to admit

grant all this 1:, now 1301'“ goes to waste owing to our irrational social arrangements. I

meIII: is a sub. t' “t I do n°t grant, and never have gra ' onmental improve-

3 ltute for the improvement of th ' . That it is a substi-

y well be classed withtllte is .
1nde .1 ed, the classm superstitition of our age. Some day it ma

anipulations will
the na‘

“’6 €011
.

. . .

fidenCe 0f the savage ram-maker who thinks his ritualistic m

timent and quite unscien-
coel'Ce n
fific. If 1111:1211. Some Will think these blasts based on pure sen

Ieliorting and mk _I may be granted the liberty, having devoted five hundred
pages to fact

the most Val Zautmus .comant.
My own judgment is that these insights are among

study of P0131111? :6 In this book, based as they are on fifteen years of specialized, objective

Des not cones:l Ion ?IOblemi That these opinions do not square with received opinions

n me In the least. I am concerned only Whether further scientific research

the above is that it represents
‘15 them t

. .

rue 01' false. The worst that can be sa1d against
evidence is against

an °Tgy of -
the sentiment; that it is opinion, not science; that the weight of

.

me too far afield. With these allega-

ke the most ofViews
‘10115 I thZFéreSSed. :I‘o reply to these would take

to deal In other writings. For the present, critics may ma
I have had to

them- O . .
. .

Content mn Sui: deChne of Intelligence and on environmental determinism

y e here with presenting
conclusions rather than evidence.
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Whether population pressure causes war is much debated by experts.

It seems to be a cause at least in some instances, especially when it but-

tresses nationalistic sentiments. Clearly, it is socially desirable for the

League of Nations to operate on the principle that irresponsible spawnmg

does not give a nation a right to commit international thievery Without the

application of sanctions.

Democratized contraception should do much to protect standards of

living and to enable us to stabilize at an optimum point, if we ever develop

an accurate measure of it and agree upon it. I have suggested that a

material test, at least in our age, is likely to meet With more favor than one

based on leisure or personality development.

Stabilization should promote the conservation of national resources,

promote the public health, and ameliorate a major cause of poverty, low

incomes.

Lastly, it has been argued that differential increase by religious class, of

which we have not been aware, has significant implications for the future

struggle between liberty and authoritarianism, for freedom of inquIIY: and
hence for the whole future of science. Whether or not we enter upon a new

Dark Age depends enormously upon the events of the next two centunesi

especially on events of the next half century. Can we acquire ho COIlltr°

over social processes, or can man modify and direct them, at least In a mmO;

measure? It seems to me that to accept the first is to turn the future 0

civilization over to obscurantism and fatalism. But the society that Oper‘

ates on the second assumption Will have a modest chance of “coming out on
top” in the evitable struggle ahead between intelligently—directed freedom,

on the one hand, and blind authoritarianism, on the other.
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CHAPTER XV

Several ~ .
his histori§:i1:?élzat19ns3 standing out in the author’s mind as a result of

“mentioned in $09131 investigation of conception control, may usefully

this brief Chapterciosmg' . It should be clearly understood, however, that

Preceding Chapter 5 not Intended to be a substitute for the summaries of

5- To these, also, the reader should turn Who desires a

ra ' -

ligerfifiw 0f the main Points

”’6 to
.' .

Control conception 15 a well-nigh universal culture—trait,

Universal th .
’ at 1s ' '

.

much more Univer:51111 tlme and space. The dame, often unconscious, is

for both release an: and general than the practice. There has been desire

control, each at its appointed time or place. Even

When the h ‘
.

P ysmlogy 0f conception was not understood—that is a recent

athievement a .
nd -

’ ; In fact, 15 by no means complete-—and even when pre-

s often the suspicionliteratesh .
atcOitu:1§1:1:§1cal theories of conception, there we

9f interferencey s a part. 'l‘his dim realization led to trial and error types

’ ome 0f Whlch happened to be rational, more frequently

“rational .
m

’ aglcal' Man, then, has learned in this field as he has in all

0 ers‘by trial and .
error, by observmg what would and would not work.

neisi .

men to Wrggjj‘feg I thlflk, With the enormous
amount of time it has taken

80mg 0n. The _ e ratlohal from the magical. And the process is still

aWare that it SleVe 0f time operates slowly. (Most of us are not even

Operates.) The time required is all the more
impressive since

thed -
eSlre f0 .

Century_ 1‘ Control 15 old, though it has been accentuated in the past

We ha
. ve

.

. found the contraceptive knowledge of Greek, Roman and Is-

has heretofore even been
suspected.

man .
y 0f then: present followers: they rarely set themselves up as

usiness of the healing art.
arbit

ded indications. Maners .

echniifubhc morals. This is not the b

eS are older than formulated, recor

Usuau
' ‘ 3’ act - . .

.

meldentaus’ then Jumfies-
Contraception is no exception. The same,

y, goes fOr social systems. Even the early indications, however,

Index to Sub-
manifeSt s .

.

ubStantlal traces of preventive points of View (see

421
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jects, Indications). We find preventive indications among preliterate
peoples, among the Greeks, Romans, Arabians, Persians, etc.

Contraception, therefore, is both old and new (see index); old in the sense
that the desire dates back half a million years, and some practice nearly 55
long; it is virtually as old as the sexual life of man; new in the sense that
democratized knowledge is an ultra-modern phenomenon; new in the sense
that we have been able, more effectively than our ancestors (because we
have more experience), to winnow out the reliable, the harmless. Contra-
traception, therefore, has been refined, improved as a body of knowledge;
but as a practice it is not new. This is not to suggest that all is old. New
discoveries are, of course, being made, especially in the chemical field: Whmh
is quite new.

In view of the attitudes of the ancient physicians, modern support. 0f
contraception by physicians is not radical. It is a return to the Classmal
outlook. It is progress by reversion to a nobler tradition than that re-
cently prevelant. The immediate task of medical science is to iumve our
knowledge by more research. To improve techniques is more imPOrtant
than to refine indications. There Will be a failure to see problemS.th’le’
if medical indications are accepted, and social, economic, and eugenic 1ndlca-
tions rejected.

Equilibrium analysis of social phenomena, which often Change in cycle§,
suggests that as contraceptive knowledge becomes democratized; its appll‘
cation may at first go too far. To say that we have to learn to use Wisely

our freedom in this as in other departments of human activity would be toutter a platitude, if it did not need emphasis. We must exPeCt the movfiiment to go beyond the equilibrium point—its location is uncertaif.1"ul.ltl
new forces check it, and restore equilibrium. I predict that this Situation
will raise up its own crowd of panicky observers; in fact; their heads are
already poking over the horizon. But if they steal Our emotional gyroseollfiand induce us to lose our historical perspective, we shall most Cel'tamy
adopt unwise policies. Every new invention is open to abuse; but we .0
not advocate illiteracy because some people forge checks. Increasingly:1n

the future, it will be desirable that our population policies should be bas'e1
on a inll knowledge of the facts rather than on patriotism, religion, raclamyst1c1sm, pseudo—science and naive environmentalism- d e

Opposition to contraception and the democratization of such knowle g
neyet has been successful Whether repression came through religion or 13:
W1111t be any more successful in the future? As Lippert said years ago, 'ts
PW“ in hiStOTY of an idea or desire is determined in no small degree by l
unwersality.

. '01151There has thus been a general drift, whatever the occasmnal feceSSI
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throughout h'knowledge ogstfiiystgyard the acceptance of conception control. At least

has been Cumulative 1e]: has been cumulative. And I think belief in it

ideas, values etc 1i-k ose who have strong sentimental attachments to

SOCialists ancl corgmue° to talk about their inevitability. Thus convinced

only a question of tPIStS’ and ardent Catholics sincerely believe that it is

bEIievers in democ lme before the world will lie at their feet. Ardent

tycle of history hasracy, fasc15m, etc., have the same tendency. But the

Just as it has fooledasinis‘t uncanny way of fooling the “ardent believers,”

number in the past I: esmen, economlsts and sociologists, times beyond

But, on the 0th . I can help It, I have no desire to fall into this trap.

er hand, 1f desire for conception control were a mere senti-

mental wish . .
not requmng a certain technical knowledge for its skillful

eKecution it -m . .
’ 1ght, desp1te 1ts long past and its cultural universality, at

Some time
.

Window, ataiisioi some penod, go the way of most ideologies—out the

reliable achievemegnfporanly.
But mankind has been struggling for its

up With the hedonist'or so long, 1t.1s.now so institutionalized, it is so tied

Promotes econo IC and tnatenahstxc impulses of mankind, and it so

my 0f effort 1n reproduction, that it seems impossible to

C°‘ltemp1ate t - . .
hat man W111 ever gwe 1t up completely and turn the clock

back to .a .
Sltuatxon that antedates even the infancy of group life. And

entitled to that judg-
aftel‘ ten

.
years of hlstorical investigation I think I am

entiments and wishes
ment w‘t .

(and 11:11:“: bemg aceused of being a slave to my 5

poor soc1al scientist). This book will be dust by several

the J'Udgnilejlgs ?efffie the final verdict on that judgment is in. It will be

Other Way of 3. 1}1§t0ry. Apart from learning nature’s laws, I know no

Wlmng the future except by studying the past; and the

histo 'Ilcal met . .

techniques hOd ls one substltute, however inferior, for natural science

The .-

’

medl ‘
. .

cal hlstory of conceptmn control 15 much older than the social

movement

' A Summary will be found elsewhere (pp. 391—394) of the

t when it did. There seem to have

lMien degrfizethe
social agitation broke

ou

case for cont reagenf.‘ £01" the time and place. Correspondingly, the medical

l"iceptmn IS much older than the economic, social, psychiatric

f course, but
as a general

ande .
“gemc' ' '1ndlcatlons. There are qualifications, 0

Pro - -

£022? fthat Statement
is true.

on the par: the determination,
deeply-rooted and

increasingly widespread,

aesthetic 0f th? P°Plflace to achieve a knowledge of effective, harmless

Preventmn; and in view of the fact that opposition in the past or

n

. .

ever has been
successful, it may be inferred that the determmatxon

blem is essentially medical, instruction

can b .

Oughte: 1: gulded. Since the pro

6 1n the hands of the medical profession.
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Recent symposia and recent summaries of questionnaires received from
medical-school staffs show that medical opinion has been tremendously
liberalized in the U. S. A. in the past decade or two; that we in the United
States are now catching up with medical opinion in Western Europe. The
change has been nothing less than revolutionary, especially in its rapi.d1ty.
The American Medical Association, under strong pressure from promment
members, from local medical bodies, and from national specialist groups;
has at last recognized the existence of contraception—-—now that it has
revolutionized sexual conduct—by appointing a committee “to stut‘iygle
subject.” The Associations Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry 15 Just
beginning to recognize its responsibility to the active practioner of
medicine who needs to know without delay whether any of the hundredS

'Of Pr0prietary contraceptive products on the market are worthy (ff
prescription by him. These moves are in the right direction; even If
they have been unduly delayed. We may yet catch up With SoranOS,
Aétios and the Arabians and Persians. Who knows? A little more courage
and devotion to science and less pious obscurantism will take us a long way-
Whether the curve of history will be projected into the future now dePendS
on the physicians and on the kind of support they get from the generalpublic and especially from legislatures.
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Adoption,

relation to abortion among Marquesans,
23

Advertising, 251, 326, 327, 329, 330
and Allbutt trial, 255
influence of, 336

Advice, contraceptive,

inaccessibility in U. S. A., 366, 367
letters of request for, 311

Africa,
contraception among primitives in, Sfl‘.

Age composition. See Population, sta-

tionary

Age distribution,

clinic patients, 358

Agni roots, 116

Ait Séddén, 9

Alcohol, 265

Almanac, 326

Aloes, 95, 173, 183'

Alum, 77, 81, 87, 90, 94, 96, 142, 146, 179:

184, 191, 227, 228, 231, 240, 246,

248, 252

Knowlton not first to prescribe, 91

American physicians,

low birth rate of, 370

Amhara, 7

Amulets, 67,95, 96, 121,138, 152,153,162—

164, 173, 174, 176, 186

in Dioscorides, 86—88

in Pliny, 83—85

Soranos opposes, 91

Anéngarafiga, 116—118

Anaphrodisiacs, in Pliny, 83—85

Anarchism, and birth control, 261, 325

Anatomy, preliterate knowledge of, 23

Ancestor worship, 105, 128, 131

Ankatproet, 37

Antiquity,
contraception in.

and v
depopulation in, 96, 97

of desire for prevention, 131

Aphrodisiacs, 115, 329

among Dj_ukas, 18

in Pliny, 83—85

A othecaries, 199

1lon’craceptive knowledge of, 180

Arabs. See Islam

Ars amoris. See Love, art of

Arsenic, 178, 253

See chs. ii, iii: 1"!
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Artemisia, 96
Arum, 175
Asceticism,

in India, Christianity, 118 n. 34

prediction of diminution of, 118

See Christianity, Religion

Asparagus, 86
Astringents, in Knowlton, 227E

Athletes, sexual, not less fertile, 19 n. 34

Atokion, 89
Australasia, 19ff
Australia, 25, 44-, 327

north, 40
western, 48

Austria, 173, 178, 325, 326

Ayur-veda, 115
‘azl, 136

Baholoholo, 11
Ball,

burning, 113, 127
gold, 180, 185

Balsam, 173
Baltimore, 343, 358, 359, 360, 362, 368,

387, 414-416
Bamboo, 138
Banat, 182, 185
Bark, 90, 95
Barrenwort, 86, 88, 151
Basil (sweet) 143, 145
Baudruche. See Condom

geans, 146
erlin pa rus 64E

Bible, ch.p13:1 '
B1ndweed, 143
Biological fatherhood, 28, 29E, 31E: 34’ 35'

. 52, 53, 230
Birmingham, 353, 354
Blrth control. See Contracepti°n
Birth rate,
decline in N. S. Wales, 326

diflerential, 307
13.11 in Italy, 324
{ntemational converg

m U. S. A.
foreign-bom decline of: 371g

native, 372E
native white and Negro, 375

Of American physicians; 370

ence of, 377, 378
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recent rise in Germany, 377 n. 58

Sydenstricker vs. Willcox on, 375fl

Bismarck Archipelago, 25

Block pessary, 181

Bodily movements to expel semen, 35, 75,

82, 89, 138, 144, 172, 265, 268

Borax, 120, 171

Bosnia, 176

Bradford MS., 224—225, 372

Bradlaugh-Besant trial,

circumstances leading up to, 239-240

did not begin birth-control movement,

212

social consequences of, 24311

verdict in, 240

Breath holding, 90, 94, 118, 121

Brine. See Salt

Bryony, 137, 145

Butter, 88, 152

coco, 253, 302

cocoanut, 302

See Ghee

Butyron, 65

Cabbage, 93, 137, 140,142, 145

Camphor, 171

Canelos Indians, 17

Cannock clinic, 354

Cap. See Cervical cap

Cape York Peninsula, 25, 40, 411i '

Capital accumulation, relation to famfly

communism in China, 106—107

Capitalism, 106

Carpenter Gulf, 43

Castor, 9, 66, 171, 184

Castration, 67

in China, 112

motives for, 112

sterilization as 1110

300

Catholic Church, 160, 324, 393

attitude as represented by Aquinas,

166E

en clicals of, 167

ingence in retarding development of

contraceptive medicine, 135

dem substitute for,
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Catholics—(Continued)

lag in clinic attendance, 414E

literature on birth control, 72 n.

on Onan, 72

outbreeding non-Catholics, 411E

percentage in Pearl series, 343

Ceruse, 145

See Lead

Cervical cap, 211, 248, 249, 252, 253, 288 n.,

302, 310, 321

and Dr. Allbutt, 251

and Mrs. Besant, 248, 249

beeswax, 182

early mention by Wilde, 211, 319—320

Foote’s claim as inventor of, 191, 279

lemon as, 181

Cervix,

alleged sucking in by, 22, 288, 297

catarrh of, 81

Chalk, 119, 121

Chastity girdle, 320

Chemistry,

of contraception, modern treatises on.

See Baker; Voge

of gold ball, 180, 181

Cherokee, 13

Chicago, source of reference of clinic pa.-
tients, 363

Chickweed, 175

Child labor, 219, 245, 406

Childlessness disdained,

by ancient Hebrews, 69E
by Chinese, 105
by preliterates, ch. i, passim
in India, 115 n. 29

Children, number needed to keep popula-

tion'stationary, 70 n. 7
China,

abortion in, 111—112
birth-control clinic patients in,

average number of births of, 354 n. 37
birth interval of, 354 n. 37

classics of, 107
democratization of contraceptive knowl-

edge begins in, 113
early techniques in, 108—112
eunuchism in, 112—113
industrial future not bright in, 106
magical contraceptive recipes in, 113

scarcity of sources on, 107—108

social organization of, influence on de-

velopment of contraceptive medi-

cine, 105—107

summary of contraception in, 131—132

Chinosol, 80 n., 124

Christianity, 136, 160, 172, 184

See Religion

Civilization,

colored by the chief worry of each age,

408—409

cycles of rise and fall in, normal, 98

decline of, and confcraception, 96E

Cleveland, 303, 358—362, 365—366, 367—369,

414—416

Clinic patients,

age of, 353, 358 .

as evidence of increasing democratlza-

tion of contraceptive knowledge:

352—370

duration of marriage of, 358

general vital and social data on, 352E

hou‘sing conditions and unemployment

of 367—369, 388

incomt; statistics of, 351, 354, 355E,

364-367
Cleveland, 365; Newark, 365; New

York, 366—367; summary on, 3883

New York compared with general

New York population, 367

living children, 3535360

miscarria es of, 353,

occupaticfixal status of, 354E, 3581392!

386—387 ; status ofplinic populathI;

in England compared with that 0

general population, 355—357

pregnancy losses of, 353, 360

pregnancy rates of, 353E, 359—36

racial and national diversity of, 3

religion of, 351 n. 32, 414E

reproductive history of, 3588

selection operating on, 342 . nd

sources of reference of, Baltlmore 3&63'

Cleveland, 359—364; Chicag°:N W:

Detroit, 364; Los Angeles, 3633 :m-

ark, 363; New York, 363; 5

mary on, 387—388

Clinics, birth control

and Holland, 309

1
694370
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Clinics, birth control—(Continued)

and lag in Catholic attendance at, 414

Commercial, 328
fiemocratizing influence of, 357

In India, 124

in Japan, 113, 128
Clove, 153

Coitus,

avo1dance of, during menstruation, 175

demations in,
a1110ng Marquesans, 23

blrtih limiting efiect of, 51—52

duratlon of, among subincised, 47—48

frCQuent, 19 n.; as contraceptive, 175

1nter femora, 182
1nterlocking, 297

mterruptus, 5, 7, 8 n., 21, 23, 30, 35 n.,

38, 70—72, 73, 82, 92, 136, 137, 142,

144, 175, 179, 180, 182, 183, 185,

186, 217, 227 n., 231, 232, 233, 234,

240 n. 5, 249, 252, 265, 266, 275,276,

283 n., 284, 288, 291, 292, 296, 297,

319, 320 n., 321, 337, 346

advantages of, 183 11.

among Puritan forefathers, 224; MS.

text illustrating, 225

Besant alleges injuriousness exagger-

ated, 246
French medical opinion on, 183 :1.

frequency of use of, in pre—cliniCal

series, 345

Kopp series, 338
Owen’s arguments for, 224, 225

Owen’s chief reliance, 2241?

Stone pre—clinic series, success of,

346—347

“ Widely difiused, 183

magnetism” in, 275

obstructus, 118, 137

eEfictiveness of, 119; restricted ex-

tent of, 119

°I§l and anal,

In Peru, 17 11. 59,51; inKoranan

mud, 17, 52

passionate,
avoidance of, 276; avoidance of, ‘0

promote fertility, 172; 184

Passiveness in, 21, 22, 118 n., 2 :

relation to feeling of guilt, 2

d T8.1-
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positions during,

among preliterates, 40 n., Lucretius

on, 83

pre-pubertal, 51E

prohibited days in India, 115 n.

reservatus, 127, 132

in Oneida Community, 52 n., 269-274

Colocynth, 137, 143, 145, 148

Commercialization, 124, 308, 326-330

and Allbutt, 251E

and pamphlets on technique, 326 n.

English eighteenth-century handbills on

condom, 19711

of condom without full protection of

standards, 204~206

Communication, 184, 393

absence of modern agencies of, restrict-

ing diflused knowledge, 68

Communism, and Oneida Community,

269—274

Complex marriage. See Noyes, John

Humphrey

Comstock laws, 307

efforts to repeal, 316

See Comstock; Law, federal

Conception,
physical impediments

to, often more suc-

cessful than chemicals in past,

80 n. 4

prevention of Sec Bath Control, Con-

traception

theories of, held by primitives, ch 1,

passim

whether physiology of, understood by

Trobrianders, 311?.

Concubine, 112, 13, 115, 159

Condom, 94, 132, 80, 1 6, 225, 231, 2,

234,2 n5, 246, 251, 263, 265,2 ,

28811 292, 96,297,302, 3, 10,

9

CaSanova and, 1

costs, 204

deterioration of,

diffusion of, after

her, 201

early history of, 187~188

early writers mentiomng, 1924194
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Condom—(Contz'nued)

frequency of use of, 345

frequency of use of, before clinical ad-

vice, 186

English eighteenth-century handbills on,

197-200

Fallopius and, 188—191; glans, 187
importance of, in use today, 186
industry described, 202—206

cut—throat competition in, 205

distribution problems of, 205

processes of : Killian 202—203; Shunk,
203—204

influence in displacing folk practices, 169
in Japan, 12511
in seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

190—194, 194—196
latex, 187, 202E
legend of Mines and Pasiphae, 187—188
linen, of Fallopius, 188—190
manufacturing methods, 202—206
materials made of, 200
modern economic aspects of, 202—206
modern opinions on effectiveness of, 346
origin, theory of, 191
popularity of, 336—337
prices of, 204—205

production in U. S. A., 186
reliability of, 201 n. 60
sales, 201—202, 205
sales methods, 202, 204

since eighteenth century, 194—197
skin, 196, 202

little popularity of, 201 n. 57
success with in Stone pre-clinical series,

346, 347

testing methods, 205—206
theory of origin of word, 191—194
Turner on, 190

writers on syphilology and, 195—196
Conferences,

Geneva. and Zurich, 315—316
Sixth International, 313

Cong-fu. See Coitus, passiveness in
Constantinople, 182, 183, 185
Continence. See Abstinence
Contraception,
among primitives, less frequent in

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Americas than in Africa and Aus-

tralia, 19

as catalytic agent in population stabili-

zation, 391E

Bentham recommends, to reduce poor

rates, 211

chemistry of, 211

cultural unity of Middle Ages and, 166,

168
decisions daily, whether to use or not,

186

desire for, universal, 185,333, 390E

desirefor vs. achievement of, 209, 333: 422

doctrinal difference between birth con-

trol and Neo-Malthusianism, 238 n.

114
economic and social case for, new, 211—

212
eflectiveness of, increasing, 210

household, 391

initiation of social theory of, 211

medical case for, old, 212, 423

need of guidance in, by medical profes-

sion, 423—424

old vs. new, 185, 211, 223, 333, 422 2.

opposition to, 282—285, 3062-303, ‘9 I

undue influence of, in 11.nmedlatse

past on medical professmn, 23 .

See Catholics

See Advice, contraceptive; KHOWICdge:

contraceptive; Practice, can'tracep

tive; Techniques, contraceptive

Contraceptive genus groups, 347—349

Copper, 81; Sulphate of, 81

Copper water, 95

Coronilla, 93

Corpulence, 81, 173, 174, 184

Cotton as tampon, 217, 246, 303

Coughing, 232, 253, 268

Courtesans. See Prostitutes

Craniotomy, 70 n.

Crocus, 171

Cucumber, 65

Cultural persistence, 92, 138 11. 3a, 172:

Cunnilingus, 23

Cup of roots, in Talmud, 76-77

185

Dahomey, 9

Darnel, 154
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Democratization of contraceptive knowl-

edge as result of Bradlaugh—Besant

and Truelove trials, 243E

by publicity, ch. x
clinical evidence for, 352—370

effects of, on:
amelioration of immigration problems,

402—404
child labor, 406
conclusion on, 417E
conservation of natural resources, 4091f

differential fertility, 410—412

dlfi'erential reproduction by religious

groups, 411ff

educational administration, 404E

equalization of costs of child-bearing:

405
buman liberty, 405

{ncreasing “value” of children, 405

infant mortality, 406

man'tal adjustment, 406

maternal mortality, 406, 410

mental hygiene, 406, 407

national unity, 403

population, 395E

poverty, 410

public health conditions, 410

social organization, 405E

standard of living, 408

Survival of social groups, 410

U. S. A. population optimum: 409

. war, 407—408

in China, 113

{n England and U. s. A., chs. ix, x, xi, xii

1n Germany, through literature, 322-323

111 India, 123E

111 Japan, 128

m Orient, 123

lag among Catholic stocks: 411E

newness of, 210, 390—391

nOll-clinical evidence for, 3705; summary

of, 38911

Pre-Clinical-visit evidence for: 3354’”

retardation of, in Orient: 131

See Diffusion

Denmark, .510

Depopulation, 79
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in antiquity, not necessarily caused by

contraception, 96-97

Desire to live, supposed decline in, among

natives, 19 n.

Dieri, 41, 43

Diet, 83, 138

Difiusion of contraceptive knowledge, as

mass phenomenon, 68, 180, 180 n. 44,

185

See Democratization

Digestants, 88

Diminishing returns, 393, 410

Divorce, 406

Djukas, 18E

Douche, 228, 231, 232, 233, 234, 240, 246,

247, 248—249, 252, 263, 265, 267, 275,

276, 287, 288, 292, 296, 297, 299,

302,336,337

eflectiveness of, 346, 347

frequency of use of, 345

Knowlton’s chief method, 227

Knowlton’s claim he originated, 228—229

success with, in Stone pre-clinical series,

347

Douching, 91, 96, 263, 268 . .

dangerous, induced by advernsmg, 330

unknown to ancients, 96

with lemon juice, 17

Dn'nks. See Internal means

Drugs. See Potions

Dutch,

Easter Island, 22 '

East Indies, attificw.

in, 37

equality impossible without dcmoctav

tized contraception, 402
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Economic—(Cantinued)

parisitism in Rome, 97
productivity and stationary population,

399

status and contraceptive practice 339-
342; and success in contraception,
347—351

Economists.. See Carver, T. N.; Drys-
dale, George; Mill, J. S.; Pierson;
Taussig, F. W.; Wicksell, Knut, etc.

Economy of energy, 280, 391 :1.
Education. See Democratization
Eggs, magical use of, 174
Egyptian papyri, rationality of prescrip-

tions compared, 66
Egyptian recipes,
dependence on female, 67
handed on by Greeks, 68
how generally used, 67—68

Egyptians, ch. ii, 72, 160
See al-Jami‘

Ejaculation, premature.
structus

Embryotomy, 70, 282
Encyclicals, 167, 168
England,

birth-control movement in, early, 209—
223

after Malthus, 230-238
clinics in, ch. xiii

contraception and law in, ch. 2:
diffusion of popular contraceptive pam-

phlets in, ch. x
influence of Knowlton in, 23011:. See

Bradlaugh
influence of, on birth-control movement

in U. S. A., 224-230
Environmentalism, extreme, attacked, 419
Erotic literature, 116, 125, 126, 178, 185,

ch. vii §2
effectiveness of prescriptions in, inter-

mediate, 178
no new techniques in, 185
of India, 11411

Esquimaux, 16
Eugenics, 280, 301, 307, 312, 313, 314, 317,

323
and difierential fertility, 419
and English clinics, 355—357

See Coitus, ob-

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

in Oneida Community, 269fi

Knowlton’s pre-Galtonian views on, 229

See Brewer; Foote, Edward Bliss; Owen

Eunuch, 67, 93

Eunuchism, in China, 112-113, 131

See Castration

Eutelegenesis, 273

Family communism, 105E

breaking down in China, 113

Family solidarity, 130, 131

Feminine hygiene, 186, 329

See Marriage hygiene

Feminism, 392

Fern, 87, 93, 170

Fertilit

comgénd to, among Hebrews, 6911, 73-

74; by Aquinas, 167; in India, 116 n.

declining, .

among Indian teagarden coohes, 122

attitude of governmental health ofli‘

cers toward, 122

internationally, 377E

of foreign born in the U. S. A., 37111

See Population, stationary

differential,

and democratization, 410—411

and economic depression, 3815

and income, 382—384

and relief, 384

disappearing, 385

in U. S. A., 37911 .

proves democratization mco

379
reversing itself, 379E

excessive, in Orient, 10511, 123. 1051f

factors associated with, in Onent; '

107~108 . ) 167

impediments to, sinful (Aqumas .

in Middle Ages, 168

Of clinic populations, 352—353, 359—361

of Pueblo Indians,'15 n. 54 ' S A.

rise of, among native whites 1n U- -

spurious, 375136

See Birth rate

Fig, 91, 95

Fiji Islands, 24

Filial piety, 105

mplete,
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gigiflczsiflagxcal use of, 66, 164, 175—176

Flowers,

China. rose, 119

japé, 119, 120
Folk medicine, 159, ch. vii

esserftially irrational, 183, 184

maglcal, 170-178

F012;:??;?al techniques of, 182—184

declining fertility of, in U. S. A., 3715

of U. S. .A., slower in adopting contra.-

Frank‘ceptmn than native born, 377

Incense, 80
Free speech, struggle for. See Besant§

Freemfgadlaugh; Carlile; Foote; Knowuon

ght, 239, 241

See Besant; Bradlaugh; Carlile; F0018;

F _ Owen; Zl‘ruelove

nuts of Phllosophy, circulation of, in

England, 243E

F Se? Krfowlton, Charles

Unngatlons, 119, 120, 121, 138, 143

Galbanum, 90, 91, 94

Galicia, 174
gallnut, 90, 91, 95,96

ems 211;: stones, contraceptive effe

Genesis, 70ff
German East Africa, 6

German writers on contraceptim’

Gmodern, 322—323, 325

ermany, 209, 322, 324

See gégtlacially Mensinga;

1 io ra
Ghee, 119, 1281 Phy
.defined, 121 n. 37

Ginger, 90, 138
Gladiolus, 88
Glasgow, 355
Glycerine, 302
Gonorrhea, 77, 77 n. 53

Gottland, 176
Goundans of Salem, 123

Graefenburg ring, 305 n. 81, 325

Greeks, 160, 182
fontraceptive medicine

Influence on Islamic writers,

ct of,

3183

Wilde; and

among, ch. iv

135-136
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Guiana, 18

Gum, 63, 67 n., 77, 87, 90, 91, 94, 95, 137

Gun-powder, infusion of, 8

Handbills, Place’s contraceptive, 213—218

Harlots. See Prostitutes

Hebrews, 160, ch. iii

See Israeli, al-Jami‘

Hedonism, 183 n . 58, 392

Hedysarum, 93, 151

Hellebore, 146, 171, 184

Henbane, 96

Holland, 309, 310, 321

Homosexuality, among Greeks, 52

Honey, 61, 63, 66, 84, 87, 90, 94, 95, 119,

121, 151, 173 '

Hood, 292, 296

Hormones, 211

Household contraceptives, need for, 391

Housing, 367—369, 403

Hungarians (German), 185

Illegitimacy, 2911‘, 293

Immigration,

and occupational congestion, 402-404

in relation to advent of stationary popu-

lation in U. S. A., 397

See Democratization

Immunization, 211

Imperialism, 97

Impure air, as preventive, 261 n. 3

Incantations,
among primitives, ch. i

1701f
in folk medicine,

India, ch. v

census report,

increasing resor

123

122—123
contraception in,

122——
t to contraception,

prevalence of preve

ated by Masters, 115 29

recent treatses on
technique 124-125

summary on, 131—132

Indlan Archipelago, 3511'

Indian prescnptxons,

lassified, 120'
.

dlfliculty of p pu e in setting rational

121—122

Indians,
American, a

contraceptives
among, 6
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Indians, East,

balanced outlook on life, 114

summary of prescriptions, 131—132

Indications, 123, 139, 144, 247, 263, 265,

277, 278—279, 280, 281, 282, 283,

284, 287, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293,

294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300,

301, 302, 306, 307, 319, 4211i

among primitives: Easter Islanders, 22;

Fijians, 24; Isleta. Indians, 14—15;
Kawadjis, 28E; Sinaugolo, 20; South

Sea. Islanders, 26; South West In-
dians, 12—13

and National Committee on Maternal
Health, 304

authors (major) on,
Aétios, 94
al-Rézi, 137
Ibn Sini, 142, 144
Islamic, in summary, 149

F. Place, 216, 218

Soranos, 89, 91ff
Bryant on, 304

conclusions of Committee of Michigan

State Medical_Society on, 307
earliest known (Chinese), 109—110

economic. See Bentham; Bradlaugh;
Drysdale, George; Foote Jr. and
Sr.; Jacobi; Mill; Place; Robinson,

W. J.

for sponge, in Talmud, 72—75
less frequently mentioned than prescrip-

tions, 110

notable attention to, by Islamic authors,
135

rare in early literature, 140, 141
social, inseparable from medical, 297, 301
Talmud on, 70-71, 72—75
taught in medical schools, 306

Individualism, 130, 131

Industrialism,
and occupational congestion, 401-402
and poor labor balance, 401

Industrialization, 128, 129, 130, 209
in China, 106, 113

Inequality,
of costs of child-bearing, 405
Of incomeS, 401—402; Jacobi on, 312

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Infanticide, 8, 20, 44, 52, 79, 107, 209, 281,

296

Infant mortality. See Mortality, infant

Infection, venereal, 126, 187, 195, 197 n.

53, 202

Infibulation, Weinhold on, 3201f; Roman

method of, 320 n. 118

Injections. See Douche; Douching

Insemination, artificial, 273 n.

Instruction, contraceptive

in India, 123—124

in England. See Malthusian League

in U. S. A. See American Birth Control

League; Clinics; Medical schools,

etc.

recent progress in, 305—306

Intelligence, decline of, predicted in U. S.

A., 419

Internal means, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,17:

19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 37, 38,

39, 63, 66, 68, 81, 87, 88, 90, 113,

116, 117, 119—121, 132, 138, 153;

158, 162—164, 165, 173, 267, 294, 329

among ancient Hebrews, 76

emphasized,

by Musitanus, 171

in Chinese texts, 131

in Sanscrit texts, 120—121

in al-Rizi, 138; in Ibn al-Baitir, sum-

marized, 154; in Chinese texts, 109-,

111; in Dioscorides, 863; in Japan,

127; in Pliny, 83—85; in Talmud, 76—

77; texts (East Indian) summarized,

120—121

inefiectiveness of, 14, 25

Islamic summary on, 148

love potions as, 115

von Oefele on, 25—26

opposed by Soranos, 90—91; by St'

Jerome, 93

See Folk medicine

Iodine, 265

Iron,

dross, 143

rust, 86, 158

scoria, 145, 152, 158

sulphate, 81, 92

vitriol, 81
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Islam,

contraceptive medicine in,

decline of, 149—157

n'otable advance made in, ch. vi

use of, 135—149

contraceptive techniques,

classified, 158—159

efiectiveness analyzed, 158

110w widely used, 159

Impossibility of cataloguing all, 136E

summarized, 147—149

Icontraceptive texts of, 137E

Endications summarized, 147—149

Influlence of Greeks on, 135

medlcirfe of, 200 years before it can be

wntten, 158, 159
Islets. Indians, 14—15
Italian authors,

0f medical~journa1 articles, 323

Of pamphlets, 323—324

Ivy, 88, 95

Japan, 125—130

and war, 407—408
books on contraceptive technique, 128

C("Illmission on Population, 128

fiarly contraceptives of, 12511

llterature on population problem in, 129‘

130 n. 61

0vef—population in, 128

blrth control way out for, 129, 130

?hompson quoted on, 130

ratmnal techniques more common than

in China, 132
recent contraceptive developmen

128E

SUmmfiry on technique in, 1

tradition of, opposed to bit

128—130

Jelly, contraceptive, 124, 211, 337

km,

New York, fumigations among, 138 n. 3a

5:38 Hebrews

J°kmg, as contraceptive, 138

Jumping, 89, 138, 142, 233, 268

mm,

31—132

th control,

Eabutogata (hard condom), 125

ima-castras, 114, 115

S58 Love, art of

Kima—Sfitra, 115E

Karezza, 269, 27411

See Coitus, reservatus

Kariera. tribe, 47

Karo-Bataks, 38

Kasai Basin, Africa

natives plugging vagina with rags and

grass, 10

cases of, 10—11

Kawadji, 28

Keys, magical use of, 176

Knowledge, contraceptive

democratization of, summary and con-

clusion on, 385—391

See Democratization

diffusion limited in early cultures, 209;

in antiquity, 96—97

mal-distribution of, 384

necessity of prudence in disseminating,

140

possible abuse of, 140, 405

Kong—fou. See Coitus, passiveness in, 21

Lactation, prolonged, 16, 18, 36 n. 123, 66—

67, 68, 247, 249, 267, 338

Lambeth Conference, 305

Lard, 183

Latex condom, 201

Law,
and abortion, 287

and advertising in women

329

and Besant and Bradlaugh,

and birth control, 261

and Carlile, 220

and contraception in .

and control of sex expressmn,

and eugenics, 296-297

and Foote, In, 280

and Foote, Sn, 277—278

and Knowlton, 226
1’5 early clinic, 315

and Mrs. Sange

and I’lace’s propaganda,
220, 221

and Truelove, 2403

Arabic codes of, 159

f deral 309
.

e MISZSanget’s
efforts to modify, 316

opposition to, 309

symposium on,

’5 magazines,

2391f

England, 355
320 n. 119
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Law—(Continued)

Hebrew, 69-70

Islamic, 136

literature on, 309

Michigan, 307

New South Wales, 326-327

of levitate, 71, 72

See Comstock

Lead, 80, 90, 94, 95, 113, 142, 173, 175,

227, 288 n. 9

and smithy’s firebucket water, 173

women preferring war work near, 173

Leaven, 110, 111

Leek, 146

Lemon,

and Casanova, 181

half, as cervical cap, 18

juice, 182, 185

Levitate, 71, 71 n., 72

Liberty. See Democratization;

speech; Freethought; Law

Literature,

abusive, of birth controllers, 247 n. 30

contraceptive, circulation of, in England

after 1876, 250E

See Erotic literature

Locks, magical use of, 176
Love, art of, 115, 184

among Marquesans, 23

in East India, 114, 114 n.

Lysol, advertising of, 329

Free

Madagascar, 7

Madras Birth Control Bulletin, 123

Madras Neo-Malthusian League, medical

instruction of, 123

Magic,

among preliterates, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19, 20, 21,

27, 2811,38

and menstrual blood, 164, 174
Berlin papyrus, 64—66

by closing doors, locks, etc., 175, 175 n.

26, 17611

by knot-tying, 6, 9, 20, 174 n. 18
by losing objects, 176, 177
by turning wheels backward, 177
by use of fingers, 66, 164, 17511
by use of stones, 9

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

central rcle in Oriental techniques, 131

defined, 4 n. 10

dominance in,

Albert the Great, 160—161, 163—164

Arnold of Villanova, 162

Middle Ages, 160E

Ibn al-Baitz'ir on, summarized, 155

imitative, 171

in al—Rizi, 139

in China, 113E

in Chinese texts, 109

in Dioscorides, 85—88

in folk medicine, ch. vii; summary, 184,

185

in India, 116, 117, 118E

in Islam, 148, 152, 158, 169

in modern Egypt, 66

in Pliny, 83—85

numbers, in al-Razi, 138, 139

reliance on, by al-Antaki, 155

symbolic. See herein: magic, by knot~

tying; turning wheels; etc.

Magyars, 177

Majoram, 170

Malay Archipelago, 1911

Male continence, 269, 275, 276

effect on health and longevity, 271—274

modern undesirability of, 271

See Coitus, reservatus

Male techniques,

Islamic summary on, 148, 158

See Coitus; Condom

Malthusian League,

abortive attempts to foun

238

after Bradlaugh—Besant trial, 2561f

and Allbutt, 255

early tracts of, 257 n. 65

medical branch of, 257

medical leaflet of, 258

objects of, 257

organization of, 25fo

Malthusianism,

among preliterates, 20, 22

and Weinhold’s infibulation, 3205

Foote on, 280

Pusey on, 313

Mandrake, 143

d in ’sixties:
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Manuscripts, medical, unpublished, 158,

159

Maori, 23
Marquesans, 23

Marriage,

adjustment in, 406

advice stations, 406

age and fertility, 380

counselling, 124 ‘

disharmony in, 172, 252, 265, 289

duration of, among clinic patients, 3535,

358, 359
early, contraception promotes, 219

Hindu principles of hygiene in, 116

sex adjustment in, 219, 303

Marriage hygiene, 313, 329

Martinique, 17

Masai, 6

Massage of abdomen, 38, 138, 268

Maternal mortality. See Mortality, ma—

ternal
Mayas, 16
Mecca, 159

Medical colleges, survey of instruction in,

3051f

MEdical faculties,

early neglect of contraception, 282

See Cornell; Harvard; Michigan; Penn-

sylvania
Medical journals,

authors in, 286E
factors delaying appearance 0

captive articles in, 286

Michigan Medical News, 286—289

Symposia after 1900, 3603fE

Symposium in Medical and surgical Re—

porter, 289—298

Medical opinion, increasing

of, in U. S. A., 309

See Symposia

Medical profession,

reSponsibility of, 301, 314

Why it has held back, 293

Melanesia, 19E
Mensinga, pessary. See Vagin

Menstrual blood, magical use 0

Mental hygiene, 407

Mammy, bichloride of, 299,

f contra-

liberalization

a1 diaphragm

f, 164, 174

302, 303
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Methods. See Techniques, contraceptive

Mica. operation. See Subincision

Middle Ages,

Europe during, 1603

inferiority of contraceptive medicine in,

160E

rble of contraception small in, 168—169

techniques of, transmitted through folk

medicine, 170

See Catholic Church

Midwives, 135, 140, 159,319

Migration, 392, 393

Minangakabau of Malay, 37

Mint, 171

Mishna, 69, 7O

Misugami, 11

use in Japan, 126E

Misy, 81

Mogusa, 127

Molasses, 116

Moral restraint,

misconception of, 213

Place rejects, 218, 219

Mates,
and trial and error process in history,

dren, 271—272

maternal, 291, 406, 410, 419

Moxa. balls, 113, 127

Mule,
ear wax, 91

hoof, 158

kidney, 87, 151

testicle, 151
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National unity, 403

Natural resources, 409E

Neah Bay Indians, 14

Negroes and clinics, 369

See Pearl

Neo-Malthusianjsm,

conferences on, 259

German writers on, 322

in Austria, 325-326

origin of term, 257 n. 64

New Britain, 21

New England,

fertility in, 37211

See Bradford

Newgate Neo-Malthusians, 220E

New Guinea, 20, 25, 26

New Ireland, 24

New South Wales, decline of birth rate in,

Royal Commission on, 326 n. 145

Nias, 38

Niter, 95

North America, contraception among pre-
Iiterates in, 12E

Norway, 310

Nuns, 162, 163, 195

Nursing. See Lactation, prolonged

Obscenity, idea of, as deterrent to study of
contraception, 248 n. 34

Oceania, 44ff

Occupational congestion, 401—403, 410
Gland, 176

Oil, 80, 84, 85, 90, 91, 95, 110, 119, 121,
142, 145, 146, 152, 163

olive, 66, 302
success with, claimed by Stopes, 80 n.

Onanism. See Coitus, interruptus
Oneida. Community, 269—274, 278
Onion, 146

Opium, ball of, in vagina, 38
Opobalsam, 91, 94
Opopanax, 90, 95, 146
Orgasm,

avoidance of simultaneous, 142, 144
suppression of, in Japan, 127
See APstinence; Coitus: obstructus, pas~

Slveness in

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Orient,
contraceptive advance less rapid than in_

West, 132

need for population control in, 410

Ostracite, 87, 151

Ovariotomy,

among ancient Egyptians and Lydians,

67
among modems, 40 n. 138

among preliterates, 40—41

Chunn recommends, 302

Over—population, 291

fear of, before Industrial and Agricul-

tural Revolutions, 392

infibulation urged for, 320E

less stress on, in propaganda, 309

Pusey on, 313

See Drysdale, George and C. V.; Knowl-

ton; Malthus; Malthusian League;

Owen; Place

Ovulation, prevention of, 265

Palm leaf, 119, 121

Paficasayaka, 117—118

Paper, as probe, 138

Paper, as tampon, 11, 126fi

Papua, 20

Papyrus,
Berlin, 64—66

Ebers, 63—64

Petri or Kahun, 59—63

Parapitshuri Sea, 40

Parsley, 13 n. 170

Pears, 173
Pennyroyal, 142, 146

Pepper, 95, 120, 121, 143, 158

Peppermint, juice of, 87, 146

Persians, 136, 137E, 144E .

Persistence. See Cultural per51s-tence.

Perversions. See Coitus, deviatlons 1n

Pessary,

block, 181

See Cervical cap; Vaginal diaphragm

Petri or Kahun papyrus,

described, 59—63

recipes in, 59-63

magical or rational, 61-62, 66

Phallicism, 178

Philadelphia, 335
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Philology of condom, 192—194

Phthorion, 89

Poland, 178, 185

Polynesia, 19E

Pomegranate, 90, 91, 95, 96, 137, 142, 145

Poor rates, Bentham advocates birth con-

trol for, 211 n. 4

Poplar, 87, 95

Population,
and P1ace’s propaganda, 222, 223

as equllibrium phenomenon, xv, 97, 122

boosters, 97
effects of aging of, 399

growth,

91nd standard of living, 413—414

In 19th century owing mainly to de-

. chning death rate, 222, 223

{nfluence of contraception on, late, 169

Influfencfe of contraception on, small in

_ pr1m1tive societies, 4

1§1India, 122—123
Imitation of, urged, 233

optimists, 97
Optimum, 408410
positive checks to, 3, 209

Pressure in China, 106; in Japan, 105

PICvefltive checks to, in Pl'imjtive 5°"

c1eties, 4

Quality of. See Fertility,

Eugenics

See Qlinic patients; ContraceptiOn; Fer-

P tllity; Stationary population

°PU1ation control,
contraception not chief means in primi-

tive societies, SEE
relation of asceticism to, 118 n. 34

See Abortion; Contraception; Infanti-

Cide; Techniques, contraceptive

Port Darwin, 40

11:“? Lincoln Peninsula, 42

Potmns- See Internal means

°Verty, 107ff, 212, 218, 23111, 236 n. 113,

245, 252, 281, 289, 291, 293, 298,

299, 312

and fertility in depressions, 381%

and occupational congestion, 401-402

reduced by
democratization, 410

P°,wder5, prevention, sold in U. S. A. in

fifties, 263, 265

diflerential;
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Practice, contraceptive,

dangers overstressed, 287

drift toward democratization in, 42211

drift toward improvement in, 391

effectiveness,

after clinical instruction, 386

evaluation of, 1205

in pre-clinical use, 346—352

of folk practices, 182—183

extent of,

as shown by percentage of populations

using, 333E; summary of, Table

III, 422E; types of evidence ofiered

in, 333—335; pre-clinical-visit evi—

dence, 335

in Middle Ages, 168-169

in Orient, 105

in U. S. A. population, 338E, 389

wide range of, 387—391

forces promoting or retarding, 391—393

frequency of, in relation to past gravid-

ity, 339—341

social effects of, Besant on, 247

Pregnancy rate,

among Baltimore

360

among Cleveland clinic pa.

Pregnancy reduction,

Pearl series, 3471:“

‘Stix-Notestein series, 351E

Pregnancy waste, 280

Primitive society,
118 n. 34

sexual philosophy in, '

why contraception was so mfrequent

clinic patients, 359,

tients, 361

in, SZfl

Probe, 138

Promiscuity,

among Djukas, 19; Eddystone
Islanders,

27

infertile, pre-marital, explained, 29K, 35

terilization fol-
Pitt—Rivers’ theory of s

lowing, 19

anda. See American B
Propag

League; Besant; Bradlaugh; Cyn-

ferences;
Democratizatlon;

Dlfiu-

C. R4 DWSdaIe; C'

Law;Ma1
Owen; Place;

other significant names
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Prostitutes, 75, 83, 119, 132, 194, 196

Prostitution, 194, 219, 281, 290, 292, 296

Pseudo-Hippocratic writers, 81—82

Public Health, 311, 410

Pueblo Indians, 15

Puritans, use of coitus interruptus by,

224—225

Quicksilver, 109, 110

Quinine, 249, 252, 253, 305, 327 n. 145

Race,

and pregnancy reduction by, 247E, 350

in Pearl series, 339 n. 17, 339—342

suicide, 307

Rationalism, 392

Ratirahasya, 115, 1188

Reform,
process and birth control, 260

radical, and birth control, 261 n.

Reliability of contraceptive methods. See

Sterile period, reliability of; Tech-

niques, contraceptive, success with

Relief, and fertility, 384. See Bentham

Religion, 290, 293, 300, 304, 307, 392

and conflict over contraception, 407, 410

and fertility, 411—414

Noyes and Perfectionism, 26911

See Catholics; Clinic patients; Democ~

ratization; Opposition

Rennet, 87, 88, 140, 151, 152, 158

for cervical pus, 152, 153

Reproduction,

drift toward balance in, through ages,

185, 419
impediments to, sinful (Aquinas), 167

of clinic patients, 359—361

Research, 318, 422

Rice water, 116, 119

Rich, earlier in use of contraception, 291

Rif, 8

Rome, 185
contraceptive writers of, ch. iv
theories of fall of, 96E

Roots, 95, 119, 120, 121

Rosemary, 170

Rosin. See Gum

Rubber, 183. See Condom; Pessary

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Rubber pessary. See Cervical cap; Vagi-

nal diaphragm; Vulcanization

Rubbing operations,

of navel, 119, 138, 139

of soles of feet, 119

Rue, 84, 90, 95, 140, 146, 152, 183

Rumanians, 177

Russia, 322 n. 123

Russians, 174, 175

Sabine, 165

Safe period. See Sterile period

Saffron, 95, 138, 174

Sal ammoniac, 138

Salicylicum, 288 n. 9

Salpingectomy, 391

Salt, 96, 119, 120, 121, 231

effectiveness of, as spermicide, 121, 139

n. 7, 141

Sandal-wood, 120

Sanscrit literature,

difficulties of access to, 114-115

histories of, 114

Sap, cyrenaic, 90, 95

Saxifrage, 175

Scammony, 137, 143, 145

Scandinavia, 310, 324

Seed pod, used as female condom by 53V‘

ages, 18

Seeds, 119, 120, 121, 171, 173, 184

Self-gratification, Japanese instrument for,

125

Semen
expu,lsion of, 26, 3111, 33, 40, 7445, 82

n. 12 . . .

inadequate to explain low 111631111111“y

rate, 35

in Talmud, 75 n., 76

Lucretius on, 83

sucking by males of, 23

Serbs, 175—176

Sex,
adjustment, 303

education, 284

hygiene, Hindu princ

Shawnee Indians, 12

Sheaths,

early non-contracep

iples of, 115 n. 29

tive, 186—187
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Sheaths—(Contimted)

glans, 188E

See Condom

Sickle-wort, 87

Slfting process of time, 172.

error

Silk-wool, 297

Sinaugolo, 20

Slag. See Iron, scoria.

Slaughter-house theory of origin of con-

dom, 191

Slovaks, 174, 182, 185

Small family system,

among Greeks, 79

common among preliterates, ch. 1

SPIeading in modern China, 113

Smithjs firebucket water, 92, 162, 173, 184

Sneezmg, 90, 94, 138, 142, 145, 232, 268

Soap, 310, 336

Social,

agencies, starting clinics, 369- See

Clinic patients, source of reference of

ambition, 393

mobility, 393

status,

and fertility dufing depressions, 38111

and fertility, U. s. A., 380

Socialization. See Democratization

Socialized medicine, 313

SOdium carbonate, 61, 63, 227, 228

Solanum, 153

Sources, scarcity of, 26

South America, 1711

South Sea. Islands, 26

Spacing, 266

Spawning,

and contraceptive ignorance,

irresponsible, 97, 394,420

Spermatoxins, 211, 391

spermatozoa,
motility of,

removal of, 74—75.

Spleemvort, 88

Sponge, 62, 70 n.,

See Trial and

0; on Orient, 107K

97

80; arrested, 62, 64 n. 13

See Semen

71, 72—75, 80 11. 124,177,

182—183, 185, 194, 211 n. 4, 217, 224,

231, 232, 233, 234, 240 n. 5, 246,

248-249, 252, 253, 265, 267, 268,

288, 310, 320, 337
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Standard of living,

and democratization of contraceptive

knowledge, 408

and Francis Place, 218

as test of optimum of population, 408-

410

not sole determiner of population growth,

413

Stationary population,

advent of, 39511

alarms on, unjustified, 398, 41013, 417

and business cycle, 401, 418

and changes in demand, 399—400

and demand for capital, 400, 418; for

gold, 400; for goods, 399; for labor,

400, 418

and economic productivity, 399

and interest rates, 400

and occupational congestion, 401-403

and post—war Malthusian fears, 313

and problem of aged, 399

and unemployment, 400-401, 418

and wage rates, 401

traception, 40511, 41011

consequences of, 39815, 4185

favored by Aristotle and Plato, 79

predicted soon in Western societies, 394,

417

Stems, 305 n. 81,337

Sterile period, 6, 15, 90, 94, 142, 175, 183,

232, 233, 234, 246, 249, 252, 261 n.

2, 265, 268, 27511. 41, 276, 288, 296,

15
adopted, 416-417

infrequency of use before clinical visit,

338

reliability of, 416—417

Sterility, 81, 82, 87, 172, 184

and corpulence, 173, 174

disdain of, 209

Sterilization, 300 n.

n. 116

Stirpiculturc, 2695

Stones, 23, 165. Sea Gems;031racite

Strychnine, 265

Styria, 102, 185

65, 302, .306, 313, 320
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Subincision,

conflicting views on effectiveness in pre-
vention, 4547

described, 41—51
in Bible and Talmud, 51
motives for,

ceremonial, 48

customary, 49
eugenic, 49

Malthusian, 49—51
relation to circumcision, 48
subsidiary effects of, 47—48

Suckling. See Lactation, prolonged

Sugar, 120, 121, 138

Sulphur, 81, 143, 145

Sumatra, 38

Supermorality, 282

Suppositories, 81, 82, 95, 158, 246, 248, 249,
253, 282, 302, 305, 327- n. 145

Ibn al-Baitfzr’s, summarized, 155
emphasis upon in al-Rézi, 139
in Dioscorides, 87 ‘
Islamic summary, 148
popularity of, 337
See all early texts

Sweden, 310

Symposia, 289E, 298—301

Takata, 44

Talmud, ch. iii

Tampons, 22, 66, 81, 120, 121, 126, 137,
146, 158,217,233, 252, 268, 297, 303

Islamic summary on, 148
See all early texts

Tar, 140, 141, 142, 143, 145, 179, 184
Techniques, contraceptive,
and pregnancy reduction, 34511, 386
extent of use in U. S. A., 338E
frequency of use of, in Kopp series, 337—

338

injuriousness of, nonsense on, 305 n. 81
Islamic summary of, 147—149; comment

on, 149
major treatises on, 324-325
number now available, 210
order of importance of, in Stone series,

337
popularity of various, 386

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

success with, 38615

clinically advised, 352, 386

pre-clinical, 3351f, 346-347

selection and, 346

trend toward rationality in, 333

Teeth, 152, 173
Thonga, 5
Thyme, 170

Tobacco juice, 183

Torres Straits, 21

Tradition, oral, 184

Trial and error, 34, 39, 40,53, 80 n. 5, 177,

183, 191, 421

Trobrianders, 29H

Tumleo, 26

Ukraine, 178, 185

Unemployment,
among Cleveland patients, 368—369

and fertility in depressions, 381ff

programs for curing, 402 n. 15 & 16

United States, _

beginnings of difiusion of contracepnve

knowledge in, 224~231

clinics in. See Baltimore; Cleveland;

Detroit; etc. _

medical symposia and surveys of 09""

ion in, 30311 '

mid-nineteenth century writers m, 0115-

xi, xii ‘ .

percentage of various populatlon . .

using contraceptives prior to chm-

cal visit, 335 ..

recent medical writers in, ch. xu

Urbanism, 392

Urbanization, 113, 128, 209

Urination, 152

Urine, 163

Usus italicus. See Coitus, interruptus

Uterus,

artificial catarrh of, 172 .

artificial manipulation of, 132; 1n Japan,

127 . .

displacement of, in SoutheasgAsm, 36%,

in Friendly Islands and m Icelan ,

268

of mule, 91

Utilitarianism, 183, 298, 392

S in!
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Vagina,

cloth in, 185

distention of, 302

gold ball for, 180

need of distention of, in douching, 288

opium ball in, 38

rags in, 182, 185

tannic acid pill for, 39

wiping, 82, 90, 94

See Fumigations

Vaginal diaphragm, 249, 252, 305, 391.

See Mensinga.

Vasectomy, 391

Vaseline, 253
Veil, 297. See Cervical cap

Venereal disease, 312

Vincent gulf, 40

Vinegar, 96, 153, 228, 252, 336

Vital Revolution,

defined, 391 n. 85

immediate vs. long—run causes of, 391-

394
Vital statistics, of primitive peoples, 15

n. 54, 18, 20

Vulcanization of rubber, 186, 187, 202E

Wages-fund theory, 218, 238 n. 114

Walnut leaves, 174

War, 407—408

Washing vulva, by Papuan natives, 20

Water, 287 n.

521

cold, as douche, 227

Drysdale anticipates Voge on, 234

inhibitor of motility, 234

plain, 336

Wealth, inequality in distribution of, 312

Welfare, economic,

and reproduction, in Orient, 123

dominant concern in West, 130

White wash, 137

Widows, non-remarriage of, in India, 115

n. 29

Willow, 93, 95, 96, 140, 142, 171, 184

Wine, 77, 88, 90, 93, 94, 95, 151

Wishbone pessary. See Stems

Withdrawal. See coitus, interrqptus

Wolf, testicle of, 152

Wolverhampton, 354

Women, freedom of, 209; in Talmudic

law, 74

Women’s magazines, 186, 329—330

and block pessary, 181

and feminine or marriage hygiene, 186,

329

Woodbine, 154

Wool, 81, 90, 142, 152, 217, 297

Zinc, 288 n. 9

Zinc sulphate, 227, 228, 231, 240 n. 5, 246,

248 n. 33

effectiveness of, 227

Zurich conference, 258
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